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Important Notes to the Reader
Please be so kind as to read the Editor’s Introduction; it gives much background material
that will make the book more useful to the modern reader. Also, one might initially get the
impression that Ashwood’s Epistle Dedicatory is superfluous—it is anything but superfluous. It
contains significant theology and is a helpful anticipation of the rest of the book. The same is
true of Ashwood’s introduction, To the Readers.
Words or phrases in brackets [] are synonyms, short definitions of the word just preceding
the brackets, or words inserted for clarity. Footnotes give longer definitions or explanations.
To aid the reader, all Scripture references (as opposed to quotations of Scripture) in the
main text have been quoted in full in a footnote. Since the Word of God is mediated to us by the
Holy Spirit in power and in a way that is not true of merely human words, the reader is highly
encouraged to read these Scripture quotations! When Ashwood gave a Scripture quotation (as
opposed to a mere reference), the editor has provided that quotation in a modern version of the
Bible. Ashwood’s audience would have been much more familiar with the Holy Bible than most
modern readers. In light of this, the editor has chosen to include additional Scripture references
in parentheses that were not found in Ashwood’s text and to expand some of Ashwood’s
Scripture quotations so as to give full or additional verses or clarify the reference or context.
Also, one side effect of this policy of including all referenced Scriptures is that many times a
passage will be repeated in the footnotes; this is simply because Ashwood included repeated
references in his text. Preachers in their sermons, and university professors in their lectures, will
often repeat things they believe are important; Ashwood likely had the same intent.
Ashwood used many Scripture references simply as illustrations in the same manner in
which a modern preacher might use an illustration from sports or family life. When Scripture is
used in this way, there is no necessary implication that the passage in question has teaching
directly applicable to the topic at hand. Let the reader use God-given wisdom to discern the
difference.
Along these lines, it is possible that some readers may be entirely unfamiliar, or at least
very unfamiliar, with Christianity or the Holy Bible. While some such readers may well
immediately profit from The Heavenly Trade, a better course of action might possibly be as
follows:
1. Obtain a Holy Bible. The English Standard Version is a good first choice. It is also online
at https://www.biblegateway.com.
1. Read the Gospel of John in the Holy Bible.
2. Read Appendix A of this book.
3. Read one or more of the following books, all of which are available from major online
book vendors:
a) David McKay, The Bond of Love3
3

David McKay, The Bond of Love (Fearn, Ross-shire, Great Britain: Christian Focus Publications, 2001).
ISBN: 1857926412.
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b) Sinclair B. Ferguson, The Christian Life4
c) Edward Donnelly, Biblical Teaching on the Doctrines of Heaven and Hell5
4. Read the Westminster Standards, at least the Westminster Shorter Catechism and
Westminster Confession of Faith. Modern translations by this editor are available at
https://www.beforgiven.info/HostedLiterature.htm. If you use these translations, please
be sure to read the hyperlinked Scripture passages!
5. Return to this book and read with profit. Be sure to read each Scripture reference!
The Heavenly Trade includes a comprehensive table of contents that doubles as an outline
of the book as an aid to the reader. Thus, at each heading or subheading in the work, an
abbreviated hierarchical portion of the table of contents is given to show the reader where he or
she is on his or her journey through the book.6
Bon Voyage!

Change Log
Unlike traditional paper book publishing, electronic publishing allows fairly rapid
increments to new additions. This log allows the reader to know what changes have been made
from earlier versions.
February 12, 2021
Original release.

4

Sinclair B. Ferguson, The Christian Life (Carlisle, PA: The Banner of Truth Trust, 2017). ISBN-13:
9781848712591.
5
Edward Donnelly, Biblical Teaching on the Doctrines of Heaven and Hell (Carlisle, PA: The Banner of Truth
Trust, 2009). ISBN-13: 9780851518114.
6
Ashwood did not include any chapter headings except for the Epistle Dedicatory, Epistle to the Readers, and
main part of the book. There was, at the end of 1697 edition, a table of contents that the editor used to create
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Editor’s Introduction
Helpful Background: Ashwood’s Style
As will be quickly apparent, Ashwood uses commerce as a metaphor for much of the
Christian life. In his day, small shops and independent tradesmen were far more common than
today, though there were, of course, major merchants trading worldwide. Still, these were
nothing like the massive multinational corporations of today; the Industrial Revolution was yet a
good ways in the future. In translating, there is thus a tension between preserving the historical
context and using modern business and commercial terminology with which the reader will be
familiar, even at the risk of some anachronisms.
Let not the use of commerce as a metaphor mislead the reader, however. All Christians
are required to labor according to their God-given abilities and opportunities, even those who
have no paying jobs, such as volunteers, retirees, homemakers, and children. There is also a
sense in which everybody in the world is a laborer, even if it is to “labor” in being entertained, in
idleness, in drunkenness, and the like. Thus, the metaphor and theme of laboring only for
ourselves or earthly things and pleasures, versus laboring for eternal profit, is applicable to
everyone. In modern use, trade tends to refer only to skilled or semi-skilled jobs; the editor has
thus often translated trade as commerce or a similar term when referring to earthly commerce.
Commerce, as used here, includes all commercial activity, including working for a paycheck and
investing.
In light of this, there are two things the reader should keep in mind. First, except for
relatively short passages regarding honesty and charity to others in the conduct of commerce,
mention of then-current economic conditions in England, and so on, references to commerce,
trading, and so on are speaking metaphorically of spiritual things. If this is forgotten, much will
not make sense. Second, there are some words and phrases that are sometimes retained without
translation whose meanings are still included in contemporary definitions, which definitions are
uncommon, however. Thus the descriptions given in the next six paragraphs should be borne in
mind while reading Ashwood’s book.
When Ashwood used servant, he referred not only to domestic servants, but also to
apprentices and those we would now designate as employees of small businesses. Many of these
lived with the master/employer and most had far less freedom than modern employees.
The word interest is commonly used, and often translated, but sometimes not translated
simply because no other word really fits. In these cases, interest is used in the sense of one’s
concerns, assets, estate, earthly goods, situation, and so on. For example, “Financial advisers are
legally required to operate in their client’s best interest.” It does not refer to having one’s
attention attracted to something.
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Ashwood often uses soul and person or life (of a person) interchangeably. This is biblical.
Indeed, the Hebrew נַפְׁש7 can mean either life or soul, and the Greek ψυχη8 can mean either life or
soul (and heart, spirit, and others). Instead of using person, man, or life, perhaps Ashwood uses
soul so often to remind us that our souls are eternal, a theme in keeping with the Heavenly Trade.
Somewhat related to soul is spirit. All names referring to the Holy Spirit are capitalized;
all other references to spirit are in lowercase except at the beginning of a sentence. At the
beginning of a sentence, if the Holy Spirit is meant, Holy is added, even if Ashwood did not
include that divine adjective. Ashwood, similarly to the Bible, uses spirit in a variety of ways,9
such as:
• God, as spirit
• An evil spirit, or other spiritual being
• The disembodied spirit of a human
• The life principle, or energizing force in a human
• A human’s essential being
• A human’s dominant disposition
The word gracious is most commonly used today with respect to manners or aesthetics.
But Ashwood uses it to refer to God’s grace, a word that refers to any undeserved gift, material
or spiritual, from God. Since we are all sinners, we all receive even the air we breathe as an
undeserved gift from God. But in this book, grace almost always refers to spiritual grace, and of
those uses, almost always to the saving grace that is the work of the Holy Spirit for justification,
sanctification, and all of the gifts that are part of salvation.
Thus, Ashwood’s common use of gracious souls simply refers to people who, by God’s
free grace, are redeemed from their sins and brought into Christ’s kingdom by the work of the
Holy Spirit and Christ’s sole merit.
With respect to Ashwood’s style, his identity as a preacher comes out in his writing style. He
addresses his readers personally and frequently switches from speaking to the second person
singular (“you”) to speaking to the second person plural (“y’all”) and vice versa. While these
shifts have little effect on Ashwood’s meaning, the reader should nonetheless be aware of why
verbs and nouns change number.
Ashwood frequently cites other authors; in many cases, the exact identity of the quoted
author, much less the work being quoted, is uncertain or unknown. Since what is important is the
text of the quotation relative to Ashwood’s arguments, in most cases this editor has not attempted
to research and provide source information. Also, such quotations are translated, just as is
Ashwood’s prose. Finally, merely because Ashwood quotes a certain author, it does not mean the
author is orthodox; Ashwood picks and chooses to suit his literary needs.
7

[neh´-fesh] Here, as elsewhere, the editor does not transliterate (convert Hebrew or Greek letters to English
letters), but provides the pronunciation of the word as given by Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance. Where
absent from the text, the editor provides a translation relevant to the context.
8
[psoo-khay´]
9
Merrill C. Tenny, The Zondervan Pictorial Encyclopedia of the Bible (Grand Rapids, MI: The Zondervan
Corporation, 1982), ISBN 0310331889, Vol. 5, 503-5.
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Ashwood (and many Bible translations) use way to mean a road or path, a method, course
of life, manner of life, and so on. These usages are familiar to most modern readers, but this
editor has noticed a tendency in some Bible translations to use path or road instead of way, thus
prompting this paragraph. Scripture frequently compares a person’s course and manner of life to
a path or road, and uses way metaphorically in this sense. The sense of way as meaning a road
has not entirely vanished from contemporary usage as shown by highway and the many names of
streets that end in way. Since way has such richness of meaning, the editor has retained the word.
There are many cases when Ashwood uses here with no apparent context; such uses
almost always refer to earth as opposed to Heaven. Similarly, for Heaven, Ashwood commonly
uses in the end, hereafter, and so forth.

Emotions: Goals or Indicators
The reader will undoubtedly notice that Ashwood, in common with many Puritan writers,
places some considerable emphasis on our emotions, delights, affections, feelings, and desires,
particularly with respect to Jesus Christ. This can provoke negative reactions in those concerned
about modern culture, trends in broad evangelicalism, certain charismatic teachings, sects that
emphasize “inner light,” and so on. A few remarks on Ashwood’s intent are thus in order.
But before proceeding, let us first note that a human being, having both a body and soul,
is not entirely physical or material; our thoughts are more than the products of our physical
brains. Thus, philosophers and theologians have tied themselves in knots trying to precisely
define such terms as heart, mind, emotion, affection, thought, will, desire, joy, happiness, delight,
and so on. So, for simplicity, let us use the common word emotion to refer to the whole spectrum
of the kind of thoughts that we mean by emotion, feelings, affection, desire, joy, happiness,
delight, anger, sadness, instincts, and so on. Thus, by emotion, we exclude rational thought
processes such as solving equations, figuring out what sizes and shapes of lumber and parts will
properly fit together when building something, and so on. We also exclude the kind of
subconscious intuition that guides a mathematician or scientist to think of possible approaches to
a problem or guides a builder when he looks at something and realizes that it is not quite level or
square.
First, Ashwood never treats emotions as sources of truth; rather, they are simply
information inputs into our brains, and like all sources of information, God requires us to
evaluate them in light of His Word.
Second, Ashwood never considers “nice,” “pleasant,” or “good” emotions to be goals in
and of themselves. He also recognizes that suffering and affliction are normal in the Christian
life. Obeying God with contentment is what is most important, not “the pursuit of happiness.”
But, as we will see later, Scripture does command certain emotions. In other words, our goal is to
obey, please, and glorify God, not seek our own pleasure.
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Third, Ashwood wants us to evaluate our emotions as indicators of what is in our hearts.
He wants us to ask ourselves what things we delight in because what we delight in shows what is
truly important to us and shows the state of our hearts. What we hate also shows us what is in our
hearts. “But what comes out of the mouth proceeds from the heart, and this defiles a person.
For out of the heart come evil thoughts, murder, adultery, sexual immorality, theft, false
witness, slander” (Matthew 15:18–19 ESV). Ashwood rightly places great emphasis on the
condition of our hearts because Scripture does. Our hearts determine who and what we really are.
“A healthy tree cannot bear bad fruit, nor can a diseased tree bear good fruit” (Matthew
7:18 ESV). We simply cannot bear good fruit if we have bad hearts. If a smoke alarm is
sounding, the problem is not the alarm, but the fire. Likewise, the root problem is not bad
emotions or desires, but bad hearts.
It may help here to use a modern analogy. We have all observed people tapping a
microphone or asking, “Is this thing on?” The response may be silence, the sound may be too
loud or soft, or there may be a howl of feedback. This is an example of stimulus-response testing,
a method of testing something with incomplete knowledge of the system as a whole. The above
example works even if the tester has no knowledge about the sound system. And, our knowledge
of our own hearts is very incomplete: “The heart is deceitful above all things, And
desperately wicked; Who can know it?” (Jeremiah 17:9 NKJV). So, we can examine and
search our hearts by considering our responses to stimuli, that is, our responses to events in our
lives. We then must evaluate this information in the light of God’s Word by the help of the Holy
Spirit. “For the word of God is living and active, sharper than any two-edged sword,
piercing to the division of soul and of spirit, of joints and of marrow, and discerning the
thoughts and intentions of the heart” (Hebrews 4:12 ESV).
Fourth, as any author, Ashwood’s views are colored by his own life experiences and
personality. While Ashwood seems to have a very emotional personality, other people’s
personalities may be more or less emotional; it is thus important to take this into consideration.
What is important is that our desires for God, holiness, sanctification, and so on are greater than
our desires for any of the things of this world.
Finally, there are a number of commands in Scripture that commend or even command
various emotions. “They shall be a sign and a wonder against you and your offspring
forever. Because you did not serve the LORD your God with joyfulness and gladness of
heart, because of the abundance of all things” (Deuteronomy 28:46–47 ESV). Now this, at
first glance, seems unfair because emotions are involuntary. But, whatever your emotional level,
your emotions and desires come out of that set of basic instincts in your heart that determine who
and what you are.
For one example, consider some of God’s commands to us regarding our enemies: “Do
not rejoice when your enemy falls, and let not your heart be glad when he stumbles, lest the
LORD see it and be displeased, and turn away his anger from him” (Proverbs 24:17–18
ESV). “If you meet your enemy’s ox or his donkey going astray, you shall bring it back to
him” (Exodus 23:4 ESV). “But I say to you, love your enemies, bless those who curse you,
do good to those who hate you, and pray for those who spitefully use you and persecute
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you” (Matthew 5:44 NKJV). Notice how God’s commands to us regarding our enemies include
our heart and our emotional response to them in addition to positive action for their benefit.
For another example: “Delight yourself in the LORD, and he will give you the desires
of your heart” (Psalm 37:4 ESV). So how is one to conjure up delight in the Lord when
emotions are involuntary? First, only a person who is one of Christ’s sheep has any hope of
doing this, so the first step is to repent and believe in Christ as He is offered to us in the Gospel.
Those who are Christ’s sheep can use their minds and the means of grace, such as study of the
Holy Bible, with the help of the Holy Spirit, to know the Lord more fully and deeply. As God is
infinitely desirable, this mental work will go a long way toward sanctification of the heart. By
such mental work we may argue ourselves out of sinful and into God-pleasing emotions. But this
is not enough.
This brings up two important points: First, since emotions come from the heart, sinful
involuntary emotions are still sin because they come from a sinful heart. As the Westminster
Confession teaches in chapter 6:5, this heart corruption is still truly and properly10 sin. Second,
while emotions are involuntary in the short term, they are not involuntary in the long term
because God holds us responsible for the care and sanctification of our hearts. They are also not
always involuntary in the medium term because we can choose how we deal with that emotion.
It may seem that having a heart that generates only God-pleasing instincts, desires, and
emotions is about as doable as pole vaulting over the moon. Because the rebel heart full of
original sin continues to plague Christians all their lives, that assessment of one’s heart and the
impossibility of reforming it by purely human effort is quite true. Therefore, let us take care not
to reject out of hand Ashwood’s injunctions concerning emotions and desires, especially for
Christ and holiness, but:
1. Be convicted of sin. We are all worse sinners than we understand or realize.
2. Do not excuse your sin because of your personality or the difficulty of repentance.
3. Consider the earthly life of our Lord Jesus Christ. Can anyone doubt that all of His
thoughts, emotions, attitudes, desires, and reasoning were perfect and holy? Psalm 119
(and many other Psalms) shows us His mind clearly. For example, Psalm 119, as lived
out by Christ, contains statements of fact, not literary hyperbole, about His attitude
toward the Scriptures. For another example, David prayed, “Teach me your way, O
LORD, that I may walk in your truth; unite my heart to fear your name” (Psalm
86:11 ESV), a prayer that God would give him instruction (holy thoughts), willingness to
live accordingly, and a holy fear of the Lord (godly emotions), all united in harmony in
his heart. Christ fulfilled this in His life; His heart was always perfectly united to His
Father in thoughts, will, and emotions, that is, all His inner man. To His great glory, our
Lord Jesus Christ lived this out even under the most extreme stress: “And he withdrew
from them about a stone’s throw, and knelt down and prayed, saying, ‘Father, if you
are willing, remove this cup from me. Nevertheless, not my will, but yours, be
done’” (Luke 22:41–42 ESV).
4. Evaluate your emotions with care. They are fickle, variable, and subject to bodily
weariness and pain. And all Christian duties are affected by the fall; there can be toil,
difficulty, and tedium to at least some extent in all we do. Therefore:
10

In this context, properly means that it has the fundamental property of being sin.
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a) When feelings fail, discipline is mandatory.
b) We should consider how desires for God and holiness compare with desires for other
things (idols) in life.
5. Do not despair! Be forgiven in Christ, and “Therefore let us draw near with confidence
to the throne of grace, so that we may receive mercy and find grace to help in time
of need” (Hebrews 4:16 NASB). No sin is so great that it is not forgivable in Christ to
the repentant.
6. Realize that care and sanctification of our hearts is a vital Christian duty because our
sinful hearts—and the sinful emotions, desires, and instincts that come out of them—are
the root cause of the sin in our lives. Without this duty, you will be hampered in your
efforts to defeat sin in your life.
7. Earnestly avail yourself of the means of grace: prayer, Bible reading and study, public
worship, the Lord’s Supper, good Christian conversation and counsel, and so on.
8. “‘But let him who glories glory in this, That he understands and knows Me, That I
am the LORD, exercising lovingkindness, judgment, and righteousness in the earth.
For in these I delight,’ says the LORD” (Jeremiah 9:24 NKJV). “Beloved, we are God’s
children now, and what we will be has not yet appeared; but we know that when he
appears we shall be like him, because we shall see him as he is” (1 John 3:2 ESV).
Cultivate holy emotions toward God in particular, put sinful emotions to death, and
engender holy emotions by the following means, all commanded duties:
a) Praise God.
b) Thank God for all things.
c) Get to know God as He has revealed Himself in the Holy Bible.
d) Spend time with Him in humble prayer.
e) Meditate on God’s holiness, His perfect being and character, His work in creation,
His providence, and so on.
f) Meditate on Christ, His infinite glory, and then His humble condescension to us, and
His taking upon His holy self our sin and its shame and punishment as our substitute.
g) Meditate on God’s promises to repentant sinners, including promises of eternal glory.
h) In all, retain a sense of your own utter unworthiness to receive anything from God
except hellfire.
9. People, though imperfect and sinful, are created in God’s image. Unsurprisingly therefore,
replacing sinful emotions toward other people with godly emotions may be aided by
methods similar to those above:
a) Humbly deem them more important than yourself.
b) Spend time with them.
c) Reflect on their honorable, good, and delightful qualities.
d) Praise them for their godly qualities.
10. Repent of all known sin. Absolutely do not cherish any known sin in your heart—if you
do, you might as well dance on the lip of the pit of Hell with greased shoes. Cherished sin
divides the heart and has a way of fouling up everything in the heart.
11. With earnest, persistent, patient, heartfelt prayer seek God’s help, “for it is God who is
at work in you, both to will and to work for His good pleasure” (Philippians 2:13
NASB).
12. Remember: The goal is not to have pleasant emotions or feelings. The goal is:
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a) To use emotions and feelings as information inputs that help evaluate the state of our
hearts so as to better put sin to death and live more and more for Christ.
b) To strive to obey God with respect to all of the Holy Bible’s commands that pertain to
our emotions. The way to do this is to properly care for our hearts using God’s
strength.
c) To glorify God in all things, including in our emotions.

The Translation Process
The present translation is provided so that this valuable work may be accessible to the
contemporary reader, all to the glory, praise, and honor of God. The editor has endeavored to
faithfully retain the meaning of the original text, translating word for word when possible. At the
same time, the goal of readability is paramount, with the intent that one may read with ease,
focusing on the material without being distracted by antique spelling, vocabulary, grammar, or
difficult sentence constructs. For this reason, there are times when the original text is
considerably modified and rearranged. Details on the translation process and philosophy may be
found in Appendix B. Regrettably, no human work can be translated without some loss of finer
shades of meaning. It is the editor’s opinion, however, that this loss is small compared to the loss
imposed on many readers by changes in meanings over time of words, phrases, idioms, and
grammar.

Contemporary Relevance of the Historical Background
One thing this editor has not sought to either erase or translate is the historical flavor and
context of The Heavenly Trade. While many references, such as those to oxen and fields, are
quite understandable to the modern reader, a few historical remarks may be in order. Ashwood
makes mention of dignities and preferments. At the time, England was still very much a feudal
society. The best way to “get ahead” was to be granted a title of nobility, ecclesiastical or civil
office, a patent11 to engage in some enterprise, or some other honor or grant. Due to authoritarian
kings and nobles, there was relatively little economic freedom compared with modern America.
Even today, English society is quite concerned with rank, titles, and precedence.
To their shame, both Roman Catholics and Protestants of all denominations used civil law
to enforce religious conformity to their denominational standards. People were frequently
required by civil law to attend church each Sunday. Of course, this produced large numbers of
pretenders, “pew warmers,” and hypocrites. It also set a social standard of church attendance
even when not required by law. Of course, many of the people were truly Christ’s sheep. It is to
this kind of mixed audience that Bartholomew Ashwood preached, and to which this book was
directed.
Like economic cycles, there can be cycles in the spiritual state of a people group, such as
a nation. Such cycles may be years long or span several generations. These may be clearly seen
in the history of Old Testament Israel, particularly in the writings of the prophets. A careful
11

patent: any special privilege specifically granted to an individual or company by king or parliament.
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reading will show that even when good kings reigned, the hearts of the people were often not for
God; most people went with the flow, for good or bad. It has been that way through all of human
history. “‘I hate, I despise your feast days, And I do not savor your sacred assemblies.
Though you offer Me burnt offerings and your grain offerings, I will not accept them, Nor
will I regard your fattened peace offerings. Take away from Me the noise of your songs, For
I will not hear the melody of your stringed instruments. But let justice run down like water,
And righteousness like a mighty stream. Did you offer Me sacrifices and offerings In the
wilderness forty years, O house of Israel? You also carried Sikkuth your king And Chiun,
your idols, The star of your gods, Which you made for yourselves. Therefore I will send you
into captivity beyond Damascus,’ Says the Lord, whose name is the God of hosts” (Amos
5:21–27 NKJV). This kind of general hypocrisy can make it difficult for the historian to
accurately assess the overall spiritual state of people in a given time and place.
As will be clear from the book, Ashwood preached in a time of substantial economic and
spiritual depressions, though The Heavenly Trade is relevant to all times. This editor began this
translation work during a period of substantial economic prosperity coupled with great spiritual
decline in his home country of the USA, knowing that it would not last. He finishes it in the
midst of a substantial worldwide economic downturn and rapid spiritual decline in the USA.
Unfortunately, contemporary America, though for different reasons, is in a situation
similar to Ashwood’s England, both economically and spiritually, and has a similar church
demographic. This is because human nature has not changed since Adam sinned against God.
The true beliefs of people are normally shown by their actions and lives. While people of
Ashwood’s time and place only rarely professed12 atheism or a false religion, all too many were
atheists in their hearts. In contemporary America, open rejection of the Christianity of the Holy
Bible is far more common than in Ashwood’s England. But both now and then, as a whole, the
lives of very many “Christians” leave very much to be desired. This shows that real inward
attitudes toward God have not changed much at all. Ashwood directs much attention to those
who are Christians in name only or who have only a small commitment to Christianity. But dear
reader, if you are of no religion or some other religion, please understand that Ashwood is
speaking to you as well. There is no difference between a false religion, no religion, and
lukewarm Christianity; all are paths straight to the eternal torments of Hell.
Please do not lose sight of the forest because of the trees. The Great News of the Gospel
of Jesus Christ is quite simple:
1. God created you, owns you, and gave you commands to obey.
2. You have disobeyed God—as your conscience very well attests to you.
3. God’s holiness and justice compel Him to punish you in Hell for eternity.
4. Jesus Christ became Man, was crucified, buried, and rose from the dead as a substitute
for all who trust in Him, redeeming them from Hell.
5. If you repent (turn from your sin) and believe (trust) in Jesus Christ, committing your life
to Him, you will go to Heaven. Otherwise you will go to Hell.13
12

profess: in this context, to openly acknowledge belief in something. (It is in this sense that Ashwood
frequently uses professor to refer to one who claims to be a Christian.)
13
Unfortunately, in contemporary society, Hell is taken far too lightly. Hell is for all eternity, an eternity of
horrible torment in body and soul. Think of the worst pain you have ever experienced, if even for a moment.
Now think of that going on, with no analgesics or narcotics, for a whole year, a whole century, for all of
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6. Warning! Good works are a result, not cause, of saving trust. There is more information
in Appendix A.
There is another way in which America’s church demographic is similar to that of
Ashwood’s time. Ashwood wrote in a time when sincere believers in Christ were often
persecuted, both informally and by civil law. Ashwood himself suffered for his faith.
Unsurprisingly, therefore, the problem of suffering for righteousness’ sake sometimes appears in
The Heavenly Trade. As of this writing, such persecution may still seem remote to many
American Christians. But, as has been done so often in the past, the devil has been using specific
cultural and legal pressures as wedges driven into biblical truth and practice. Many logs that
formerly seemed solid and strong have thus been split and even splintered. All too many
Christians have already compromised, disobeyed God, and become “like a trampled spring and
a polluted well, so is a righteous man who gives way before the wicked” (Proverbs 25:26
NASB). Those Christians who desire to remain precise in their obedience to their Lord Jesus
Christ will thus do well to prepare themselves for increased persecution.
Finally, some modern readers may not be used to being directly and pointedly addressed,
especially in language that challenges them as though guilty of faults of which they are perhaps
innocent. Also, in common with much of the Holy Bible, Ashwood frequently describes
Christians in ideal terms, something that should make us conscious of our sin and lead us to
repentance, to Christ, and to the throne of grace. But fear not, dear reader. Ashwood has your
best interests at heart and would have you seriously and honestly evaluate your life and
relationship to Jesus Christ; neither Ashwood nor this editor nor even God Himself desires that
anyone should perish in Hell, but with the love of Christ, do desire that all would be saved, and
once saved, grow greatly in grace.

Biography of Bartholomew Ashwood
The following is from the Dictionary of National Biography, published from 1885 to 1900:14
ASHWOOD, BARTHOLOMEW (1622–1680), Puritan divine, was “a Warwickshire
man,” son of a clergyman of the same name (who matriculated at Magdalen College,
Oxford, in 1591, also as a Warwickshire man, aged 13, and proceeded M.A. in 1601). He
became a batter or commoner of St. Alban’s Hall in the latter end of 1638, aged 16 years,
and so was born 1621-2. But Anthony A. Wood informs us: “Having been puritanically
educated, he was translated, after some continuance in the said hall, to Exeter College,
and there put under a tutor puritanically then esteemed, and took one degree in arts as a
member of that college, and was soon beneficed and became a man of the times.” His
“benefice” was Bickleigh, Devonshire, and he is enrolled by Walker as one of the
“loyalist sufferers” (p. 182) of that parish. Walker assumes that he “died under the
usurpation,” i.e. the Commonwealth. But he lived to form one of the “two thousand” by
eternity. Besides pain, there will be none of the good things of Earth or any of the gracious presence of God,
only the unmitigated holy wrath of God. The editor highly recommends: Edward Donnelly, Biblical Teaching
on the Doctrines of Heaven and Hell (Carlisle, PA: The Banner of Truth Trust, 2009). ISBN-13:
9780851518114.
14
Leslie Stephen, Dictionary of National Biography (New York: Macmillan, 1885–1900), Vol. 2, 185-6. https://
archive.org/stream/dictionaryofnat02stepuoft/dictionaryofnat02stepuoft_djvu.txt (Accessed May 9, 2020).
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being “ejected” in 1662 from Axminster in Devonshire. He continued to preach for many
years, in spite of the severe restrictions imposed on nonconformists. In his old age he
seems to have been left in sore straits, and died “about 1680.” His three books are: (1)
The Heavenly Trade, or the Best Merchandizing, the only way to live well in
impoverishing Times, a Discourse occasioned from the Decay of earthly Trades and
visible Wastes of practical Piety in the Days we live in, offering Arguments and Counsels
to all, towards a speedy Revival of dying Godliness, &c. (1679); (2) The Best Treasure,
or the Way to be truly Rich, being a Discourse on Ephesians iii.8, wherein is opened and
commended to Saints and Sinners the personal and purchased Riches of Christ as the
best Treasure to be possessed (1681); and (3) Groans for Sin (1681). Rarely to be met
with now, they prove him to have been a thinker of considerable originality, not without
touches of graceful imaginativeness. Dr. John Owen wrote an admirable preface to The
Best Treasure.
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The Epistle Dedicatory
To
My honored Friend
Mr. Jeremy Holwey,
Merchant in Bristol15
Sir:
Both equity and interest [personal involvement] give you a particular claim to this
offspring of my weak labor. It was born in your house and drew its first breath in your famous
city. It was when I was with you that I had the occasion and your practical encouragement to
write on this subject. While under your roof for several weeks, I enjoyed the advantage of your
conversation and beheld, in your speech and way of life, a fair display of this heavenly trade.16
This encouraged my hopes that a writing of this nature might uncover or help to make more such
traders in your renowned city, noted for its commerce. Among its many ornaments, it is a place
made happy by the enjoyment of the Gospel and lovers of truth and peace. It is Christianity 17 that
is the honor and prosperity of a people. It lays the foundations with Agates, 18 and makes their
borders of pleasant stones (Isaiah 54:12).19 It is like the crown of Solomon with which his mother
crowned him in the day of his wedding, the day of the gladness of his heart (Song of Solomon
3:11).20 This gives them peace within their walls and prosperity within their palaces (Psalm
122:7).21 Christianity brings down a blessing on their basket and stores and fills their rooms with
all precious and pleasant riches (Proverbs 24:4).22
And decay in this heavenly trade is undoubtedly one reason for decline, waste, or failure
in earthly commerce. There is no better way for people to thrive in their own concerns than to be
faithful to God’s concerns. [As an illustration,] it was said of Julius Caesar that by setting up
Pompey’s statue,23 he enhanced his own reputation. Likewise, a decay of godliness brings ruin on
15

Epistles dedicatory addressed to third parties were a common feature in mid seventeenth-century books, and
were rare in the prior and succeeding centuries.
16
The editor has chosen in this place to keep Ashwood’s term trade in keeping with the title of his book. On the
other hand, in modern use, trade tends to refer only to skilled or semi-skilled jobs; the editor has thus usually
translated trade as commerce or a similar term when referring to earthly commerce of any kind. Commerce, as
used here, includes all commercial activity, including working for a paycheck and investing.
17
Ashwood has religion, a term that in his time usually referred to Christianity. Only rarely did it mean pagan
religions, which were more commonly referred to as paganism or heathenism or other similar words. The
editor has translated similarly in the entire book where the context demands it.
18
Agate is a semi-precious stone. An agate was included in the stones on the breastplate worn by the Levitical
high priest (Exodus 28:19) and may have been the stone indicated as being the third stone adorning the
foundations of the city that came down from Heaven in Revelation 21:19. (It can be difficult to ascertain
precisely what minerals are meant in various Bible passages.)
19
“I will make your pinnacles of agate…” (Isaiah 54:12 ESV). The Hebrew [ ּכַדְ ּכדkad-kobe´] may also be
translated ruby or jasper.
20
“Go forth, O daughters of Zion, And see King Solomon with the crown With which his mother
crowned him On the day of his wedding, The day of the gladness of his heart” (Song of Solomon 3:11
NKJV).
21
“Peace be within your walls, Prosperity within your palaces” (Psalm 122:7 NKJV).
22
“And by knowledge the rooms are filled With all precious and pleasant riches” (Proverbs 24:4 NASB).
23
There was a large statue of Pompey in the Curia of Pompey that was later destroyed by Augustus Caesar
around 44 BC. But it is not likely that this statue is the one to which Ashwood refers. The editor is unable to
find a historical reference for Ashwood’s remark. (Caesar, Pompey, and Crassus had formed what is known as
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people’s earthly commerce. “Ephraim is oppressed, crushed in judgment, because he was
determined to go after filth. But I am like a moth to Ephraim, and like dry rot to the house
of Judah” (Hosea 5:11–12 ESV). Gregory gives this reason why Dives 24 was tormented in his
tongue: he talked much of religion, but practiced little of it. He loved the words of the law, but
not its works. We live in an age of much talking of God, but of little walking with God. People’s
tongues are full of Heaven, but their hearts and feet are sunk into the world and are full of pride,
vanity, and deceit. It was said of Diogenes Synopensis, 25 that in opinion he was a Stoic, but an
Epicurean in way of life. Sadly and likewise, many professors 26 [of Christianity] today profess
strict principles but live loose lives. They merely converse about Heaven, but trade for earth.
“But that is not the way you learned Christ!” (Ephesians 4:20 ESV), and “Now we
have received, not the spirit of the world, but the Spirit who is from God, that we might
know the things that have been freely given to us by God” (1 Corinthians 2:12 NKJV). You
are devoted to the Lord and make your earthly interests subservient to the things above. You have
zeal, courage, and constancy in the way of God, and natural care for the things of His glory.
These show you to be a trader of another country, whose work and wages are from above. And
certainly, whatever people think, walking with God in His commands with a conscientious care
in everything to please Him will one day be seen to be the greatest investment, even in the eyes
of those who now despise it. However now clothed with malicious slander and scorn by people,
there is nothing in the ways of God of which people have reason to be ashamed. Nor can those
who walk in the ways of God in truth be deprived of any real part of their heavenly investment
by even the utmost severity of those who would run them down. And even if there were no other
argument by which to persuade people to the choice and pursuit of godliness, this would be
sufficient: that gracious27 souls find comfort from reflecting on their uprightness; this comfort
bears them up under the greatest sufferings. Their sincerity gives them serenity, peace, and sweet,
quiet submission of spirit, even under the most dreadful circumstances that divine pleasure may
allot to them here on earth. Godliness necessarily sets Christianity above all other possessions.
Even the enemies of Christianity, if they would be rational, would judge that the “worst” things
of holiness, even when believers28 are under the saddest circumstances, are to be chosen and
preferred by them above the best things of the world. Indeed, they are thought a good bargain
even when purchased with their greatest sufferings. Those who know the usefulness of earthly
comforts and have the least reason to be wasteful of them will not lightly expose themselves and
their dearest concerns in the world to ruin, but only for what they are persuaded is far better
(Hebrews 10:34).29 It cannot be thought to be obstinacy or hypocrisy in those who know their
the First Triumvirate about 60 BC.)
24
Dives: The word does not appear in Scripture, but is a popular name for the rich man in our Lord Jesus
Christ’s parable in Luke 16:19–31. In Latin, dives means rich, hence the origin of the name.
25
One source suggests that this is another name for Diogenes the Cynic, popularly famed for using a lantern to
“look for an honest man,” but this is questionable as history records that Diogenes lived rather austerely.
Diogenes’s version of Cynicism is believed to be the foundation of the philosophy of Stoicism.
26
professor: one who professes—that is, makes an open declaration of—a belief or belief system. Used alone in
Ashwood’s time, the term referred to one who professes to be a Christian.
27
gracious: in this context, God’s special grace that is given by the Holy Spirit, making a person born again (or
born from above), which special grace continues to sanctify a person throughout life. Thus, gracious is also
frequently used to mean filled with God’s special grace. It is this special grace alone, and not anything inherent
or infused into the believer, that God gives and uses to give power against sin and for holy living.
28
believer: in this context, one who has saving belief in Jesus Christ.
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own hearts and the terrors of the Lord (Isaiah 2:10–22; 2 Corinthians 5:11) 30 to persist in those
ways that could cost them their earthly all, because if they were to be false and disobedient to
God they would be open to divine wrath. Certainly, if prejudice and emotion did not blind
people’s eyes, the calm use of their own knowledge and reason would restrain them from such an
uncharitable censure of those who desire to fear God. This is true even though in some ways they
walk differently from the common understanding as they labor to approve their integrity to God
and people and to be found faithful to the measure of light that they have received.
But it is possible that this book may not come into the hands of very many of the ungodly
or be read by them for very long. My hopes, at least my desires, are that it may be well received
by and benefit those who profess better things. The Lord sometimes uses clay and spittle (John
9:6),31 and goat’s hair (Exodus 26:7),32 and counts the things that are not as if they were. 33 Thus,
if it will please the Lord to make this book of any service to yourself and family, and to those
who profess His Name in your city—for whom I have so high respect in the Lord—it will
abundantly compensate my labor. It will also fulfill the intent of him who is, and desires to
approve himself:
SIR,
Your servant in Christ Jesus,
Bartholomew Ashwood
29

“For you had compassion on me in my chains, and joyfully accepted the plundering of your goods,
knowing that you have a better and an enduring possession for yourselves in heaven” (Hebrews 10:34
NKJV).
30
“Enter into the rock and hide in the dust from before the terror of the LORD, and from the splendor of
his majesty. The haughty looks of man shall be brought low, and the lofty pride of men shall be
humbled, and the LORD alone will be exalted in that day. For the LORD of hosts has a day against all that
is proud and lofty, against all that is lifted up—and it shall be brought low; against all the cedars of
Lebanon, lofty and lifted up; and against all the oaks of Bashan; against all the lofty mountains, and
against all the uplifted hills; against every high tower, and against every fortified wall; against all the
ships of Tarshish, and against all the beautiful craft. And the haughtiness of man shall be humbled, and
the lofty pride of men shall be brought low, and the LORD alone will be exalted in that day. And the idols
shall utterly pass away. And people shall enter the caves of the rocks and the holes of the ground, from
before the terror of the LORD, and from the splendor of his majesty, when he rises to terrify the earth. In
that day mankind will cast away their idols of silver and their idols of gold, which they made for
themselves to worship, to the moles and to the bats, to enter the caverns of the rocks and the clefts of the
cliffs, from before the terror of the LORD, and from the splendor of his majesty, when he rises to terrify
the earth. Stop regarding man in whose nostrils is breath, for of what account is he?” (Isaiah 2:10–22
ESV). “Knowing, therefore, the terror of the Lord, we persuade men; but we are well known to God,
and I also trust are well known in your consciences” (2 Corinthians 5:11 NKJV).
31
“When He had said this, He spat on the ground, and made clay of the spittle, and applied the clay to his
eyes” (John 9:6 NASB).
32
“Then you shall make curtains of goats’ hair for a tent over the tabernacle; you shall make eleven
curtains in all” (Exodus 26:7 NASB).
33
“God chose what is low and despised in the world, even things that are not, to bring to nothing things
that are” (1 Corinthians 1:28 ESV). Also, because Christ’s atonement covers believers’ sin, imperfections and
failures in duties, our Heavenly Father graciously counts that which is missing as if it were present.
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Author’s Introduction — The Epistle to the Readers
To The

Readers
Especially

Those Who Are the More Particular Objects of My Care, Love, and Labors
We have great pretensions to light and wisdom in the times in which we live compared
with some former times. Yet, there is no small measure of soul-darkness upon us in this evening
part of our Gospel day.34 “Hear, you deaf; And look, you blind, that you may see. Who is
blind but My servant, Or deaf as My messenger whom I send? Who is blind as he who is
perfect, And blind as the LORD’s servant? Seeing many things, but you do not observe;
Opening the ears, but he does not hear” (Isaiah 42:18–20 NKJV). If there were not a veil on
people’s minds, could it be possible that Christ would be so little esteemed in this time of high
availability of the knowledge of Christianity? Was there ever a nation in the world to whom
Christ has been so revealed and manifestly held up, even crucified before our eyes, so to speak? 35
Yet we36 do not know in this day the things that would make for peace (Luke 19:42); 37 this shows
our shameful ignorance. Is not this ignorance clear evidence of people’s darkness and folly that
we are so fondly taken in by silly ideas and vain philosophies? And at the same time, we neglect
that wisdom [the Holy Bible] that makes one wise to salvation. We leave the fire of the sanctuary
of God for the sparks of our own kindling (Isaiah 50:11).38 We have in front of us the kingdom of
God, which cannot be shaken (Hebrews 12:28),39 and an offer of access “to an inheritance
incorruptible and undefiled and that does not fade away, reserved in heaven for you” (1
Peter 1:4 NKJV). But we turn again to the beggarly principles of this world (Galatians 4:9). 40 We
loathe manna and angel’s food and long for the onions and garlic 41 we had vomited up (Numbers
34

This expression implies that a night of spiritual darkness appears to be coming.
Ashwood is embarking on a discussion that has a multigenerational historical viewpoint. Both England in
Ashwood’s time and America in our time still greatly benefit from the things that God has done for us in
generations past. To neglect such history is base ingratitude to God. Traditionally, we give thanks to God for
our food before meals (Luke 22:19; Acts 27:35). But consider the apples we eat; the tree from which it came
has been growing under God’s hand for years. We not only live under God’s present providence, but under all
of His handiwork from the beginning of creation.
36
Ashwood uses the third person in some long and complex sentences, but it is clear that he is addressing the
reader personally; the editor has thus used the editorial we.
37
“And when he drew near and saw the city, he wept over it, saying, ‘Would that you, even you, had
known on this day the things that make for peace! But now they are hidden from your eyes’” (Luke
19:41–42 ESV).
38
“Look, all you who kindle a fire, Who encircle yourselves with sparks: Walk in the light of your fire and
in the sparks you have kindled—This you shall have from My hand: You shall lie down in torment”
(Isaiah 50:11 NKJV).
39
“Therefore let us be grateful for receiving a kingdom that cannot be shaken, and thus let us offer to
God acceptable worship, with reverence and awe” (Hebrews 12:28 ESV).
40
“But now that you have come to know God, or rather to be known by God, how can you turn back
again to the weak and worthless elementary principles of the world, whose slaves you want to be once
more?” (Galatians 4:9 ESV).
41
The reference here is not to onions and garlic in contrast to other food, but to the Israelites in the wilderness
wickedly despising God’s deliverance from Egypt and wanting to return there. They remembered the fish,
cucumbers, melons, leeks, onions, and garlic they ate in Egypt and rejected God’s gracious provision of
35
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11:5).42 We leave assayed gold for that which perishes. We let Heaven drop out of our hands and
hug the world in our hearts. We neglect that merchandise that brings in unsearchable riches and
push forward trades for goods that go out of style. 43 These things plainly show our ignorance and
folly. Are not the silver streams of the Jordan River 44 better than the muddy waters of Assyria? 45
Is not our Rock higher than the worldling’s46 sandy river bottoms? Judge for yourselves. To lose
those pleasant streams for that filthy puddle is folly indeed. Will eagles stoop to flies? Can souls
who have ascended into the light of the Lord and have seen things different from the world and
have had acquaintance with the things above—can they choose to come down again and prey on
the carrion comforts and possessions and concerns of a dying world? Never! Can a young
woman forget her ornaments or a bride her attire (Jeremiah 2:32)? 47 Oh, foolish people and
unwise (Jeremiah 5:21–24),48 to be unmindful of the Rock that brought you into being
(Deuteronomy 32:18; Acts 17:28).49 We leave the snow waters of Lebanon (Jeremiah 18:14). 50
When Christians neglect such a gainful trade as holiness so that they may pursue a soul-cheating,
starving, damning world, they show their folly and madness. This is especially so in those who
have knowledge or hopes of better things. “Are you so foolish? Having begun by the Spirit,
are you now being perfected by the flesh?” (Galatians 3:3 NASB).
To mitigate or reverse this folly is the purpose of this book. It is not written in a fancy
style or with human wisdom (1 Corinthians 2:1),51 but it plainly demonstrates the truth that is in
Jesus. I am not unaware that books have their fashions as do people. Books that are not foppishly
dressed with elegance and lofty strains are scarcely noticed except with scorn and contempt from
manna.
42
“We remember the fish we ate in Egypt that cost nothing, the cucumbers, the melons, the leeks, the
onions, and the garlic” (Numbers 11:5 ESV).
43
As will become more apparent in the main text of the book, Ashwood has adopted a motif and metaphor of
commerce and various aspects of commerce (including wage-earners and small merchants) to illustrate the
Christian’s labor and progress in this world toward a heavenly reward. Note carefully: Our Father in Heaven
will reward believers according to their work, not because of their work; believers remain unprofitable
bondslaves; God has put infinitely more into us than He will ever receive in return from even the best of saints.
44
The Jordan River was a major water source for ancient Israel.
45
Assyria was a powerful, cruel, idolatrous enemy of ancient Israel who carried away ten tribes. Ashwood’s
allusion is primarily to that idolatry.
46
worldling: one whose heart is set on the world and the things in and of it, as opposed to set on to God.
47
“Can a virgin forget her ornaments, Or a bride her attire? Yet My people have forgotten Me Days
without number” (Jeremiah 2:32 NASB).
48
“‘Now hear this, O foolish and senseless people, Who have eyes but do not see; Who have ears but do
not hear. Do you not fear Me?’ declares the LORD. ‘Do you not tremble in My presence? For I have
placed the sand as a boundary for the sea, An eternal decree, so it cannot cross over it. Though the waves
toss, yet they cannot prevail; Though they roar, yet they cannot cross over it. But this people has a
stubborn and rebellious heart; They have turned aside and departed. They do not say in their heart,
“Let us now fear the LORD our God, Who gives rain in its season, Both the autumn rain and the spring
rain, Who keeps for us The appointed weeks of the harvest.”’” (Jeremiah 5:21–24 NASB).
49
“You were unmindful of the Rock that bore you, and you forgot the God who gave you birth”
(Deuteronomy 32:18 ESV). “For ‘In him we live and move and have our being’; as even some of your own
poets have said, ‘For we are indeed his offspring’” (Acts 17:28 ESV).
50
“Will a man leave the snow water of Lebanon, Which comes from the rock of the field? Will the cold
flowing waters be forsaken for strange waters?” (Jeremiah 18:14 NKJV).
51
“And I, when I came to you, brothers, did not come proclaiming to you the testimony of God with lofty
speech or wisdom” (1 Corinthians 2:1 ESV).
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the wits of this day. But I do not love to follow those who darken counsel by words (Job 38:1–
2),52 and by their sublime speculations and abstruse notions lead people into clouds of their own
creation. While they show off, they lose their readers. “There are many tricks and literary
devices,” said Mr. Dod, “that some men use in preaching (which we may apply to writing) but it
seldom does good; the pure Gospel and that preaching that the world counts foolishness is that
which works best.” Christ’s own weapons are the fittest for His own service, and when there is
least of man in God’s work, then usually God is most seen.
The business of this book is not to feed your curiosity, but to search out your
conscience.53 And plain, intelligible truth is the best way to do that. I cannot expect any
discussion to lead others toward Heaven unless it has been drained of, and separated from earth.
Do not expect anything in here that might please your carnal54 mind, except what may profit your
teachable and obedient soul. Before you ascend to your throne to judge it, use the scale of the
sanctuary [Heaven] to weigh it.
Be encouraged to go beyond those readers who only view the title, read the introduction,
glance a little into the book, and then lay it aside if they do not find something unusual and
pleasing to their curious fancy. This shows a full stomach, but an empty soul. It is a practice that
overthrows both the writer’s toil and the reader’s profit. 55 Be persuaded to read it thoroughly and
impartially. Weigh it seriously, and you may find something that concerns your understanding,
bent of mind, conscience, or way of life.
I have chosen to engage and pursue the metaphor56 of trading throughout this book.
Business people are my primary audience in the design of this book. 57 But also, I use the
52

“Then the LORD answered Job out of the whirlwind and said, ‘Who is this that darkens counsel By
words without knowledge?’” (Job 38:1–2 NASB).
53
The conscience is anything but infallible. In order for it to give a valid readout, it must be carefully calibrated
by the Word of God as applied to our lives. This is a vital Christian duty.
54
carnal: of or pertaining to the body or its appetites, given to sensual indulgence or lust, human or worldly as
opposed to spiritual.
55
This editor has observed a disturbing and pernicious trend in contemporary society: people are generally
impatient with any but the briefest writings and are unwilling to read at length. The shortness of internet and
(cellular) text messages, the broken-up nature of software help systems, the brevity and shallowness of news
items, “quick start” product instruction manuals, and so on, undoubtedly encourage this. This is much to
Satan’s delight; he wants us to remain ignorant and unwise, especially about the things of God, but also about
public affairs, the world around us, and the glory of God’s creation. But God wants His people to be wise and
competent, characteristics that are not attainable without discipline, reading in depth, and study.
56
English teachers will tell you that “he is like a fox” is a simile, but “he is a fox” is a metaphor. But
Ashwood’s meaning is much broader; he uses many aspects of small and large businesses and commerce to
illustrate and teach about heavenly things, many of which are invisible to us on Earth.
57
In general—and there are many exceptions—business people are more closely and personally faced with
temptations due to money issues. The wage earner who budgets reasonably and saves may face occasional
unexpected expensive automobile repairs or job layoffs, but otherwise has fairly steady income and expenses.
But the small business owner has to meet payroll every week, given a high or low sales volume. Corporate
managers are expected to show increasing sales to their bosses or stockholders every month or quarter. Those
who directly handle money such as brokers, fund managers, and even deacons seem to be especially tempted to
dishonesty, often in subtle ways. Ashwood’s choice to especially minister to business people is not unmerited
and does not detract from the book’s usefulness to the general reader.
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metaphor to better to implant into the minds of ordinary Christians the knowledge of heavenly
things, and of people’s duties, neglects, and backsliding.
If you are one who has never made a profession of [saving faith in] God any more than
blindness, formality, or superstition might lead you, and are a stranger to this great, pleasant, and
gainful trade of godliness, you may find in this book evidence and reasons to persuade you to
this rational and necessary undertaking to obtain life, salvation, grace, and glory. You will also
find counsel and instructions on how you may attain to this high and heavenly calling.
You may be one who chases furiously after the world, pursues your earthly matters with
greediness, and neglects the things that concern your [eternal] peace (Luke 19:42). 58 You may
subject the concerns of Heaven and your immortal soul to the poor and perishing trifles of this
world. If so, you will find here reasons to convince you of that folly and assistance to loosen
your heart from that ensnaring, soul-ruining bondage.
If you meet rebukes [from God’s providence] on your earthly concerns and crosses59 on
your affairs and undertakings in the world, this book will help you find out the cause of your
disappointments and consuming moths eating out your assets.60 It will instruct you on how to get
honey out of rods of divine chastisement, good from evil, and how to live in harmony with
divine purposes and get advantages from such providences.
Have you previously made a profession of godliness and pursued this heavenly trade to
advantage, but are now fallen back and your spiritual substance has deteriorated? Have you
become poor in your inner person and toward God? In this book you may find signs and
evidence of a backsliding soul, along with the causes of it. You will also meet with
considerations with which to awaken, affect, and afflict your heart to a sense of your evil [and
dangerous] condition. Here also, you may know whether your deterioration in godliness is
curable and what course you may take to get out of your languishing state.

58

“Saying, ‘If you had known, even you, especially in this your day, the things that make for your peace!
But now they are hidden from your eyes’” (Luke 19:42 NKJV). Jesus’s lament here refers to the coming
destruction of the Temple and Jerusalem in 70 AD, a disaster that was a direct divine judgment for their
rebellion against God. Had they repented, they would have had peace, not judgment, both on earth and in
eternal hellfire.
59
Ashwood uses cross here as a synonym for suffering or hardship. But the reader will do well to realize that
there is more to a cross than suffering. Christ did not go to the Cross merely to suffer. He went to the Cross to
save, redeem, and greatly bless His chosen people. In order to do so, He had to suffer as the perfect and
acceptable sacrifice. In other words, the emphasis of the Cross is on Christ’s work, mission, and atoning selfsacrifice, not on the sufferings that attended them as a necessary consequence. Christ most certainly did take
the punishment and just wrath of God upon Himself in the place of His redeemed sinners. But there is a
difference between a goal or purpose of something and what it takes to accomplish it. The goal was saving
sinners, and to accomplish that, Christ had to suffer horribly. Thus, to “take up our cross” is not merely to
suffer, but to do the work to which God has called us while living a holy life, in spite of any attendant hardship
and suffering. That is what Christ did for us.
60
moths: a reference to clothes moths. In Ashwood’s time, some fiber spinning was still done with spindle and
distaff, and water wheels had not yet powered spinning wheels. Weaving was also done by hand. Thus,
clothing was expensive due to the high labor requirements. In light of this, the clothes moth was an emblem of
destruction and loss of value, much as rust is today.
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Are you one that does profess this heavenly trade? Then this book will tell you what your
work is, where your employment lies, and what are the important duties of piety to be pursued
every day, with directions and rules about it.
If you are one who keeps up this trade for Heaven and thrives in it, you will find here the
marks of a prosperous trade in godliness and have several doubts cleared up concerning a
thriving soul. A thriving soul is a special mercy that calls for important duties whose nature will
be opened to you. Gather out of this garden whatever medicine or food you need and apply and
put it to good use. Pray for the assistance of the Spirit; He has been frequently and solemnly
begged concerning both the writing of this book and for blessing from it to all who read it.
You who have been hearers61 of this subject, though preached in somewhat different
phrasing suited to your understanding and for advantage in oral delivery, have reason above
others to receive and put this message that is sent to you twice to good use. But you especially,
my dear friends, the care of whose souls is upon me: it was mainly for your sake that these truths
were first delivered, and are just now being made public. You have the most obliging reasons to
get these truths copied into your hearts and lives. It is primarily to you—yes, most affectionately
—that this word of salvation is sent and presented again to your view that you might have these
things abiding with you. It is that what formerly sounded in your ear might live in your eye and
be speaking to you when I am removed out of your sight. For then I will be unable to serve your
precious and immortal souls. When I can no longer plead with God for you or with you, I may in
this book speak to you and others on behalf of Christ and for glorious, but despised, holiness.
This has been the prevailing reason for me to reveal my weakness to the world and expose
myself to the censure or scorn of some.
I have the greatest reason to expect that you will receive these truths because you have
chosen62 and received me in the Lord to declare the Gospel of His Son to you. You have also
known my labors, infirmities, and afflictions with you and for your sake. For twenty years I have
served you in the Gospel, in reproach, neediness, weaknesses, dangers, and suffering. Neither do
I count my life dear to myself so that I may finish my course with joy (Acts 20:24) 63 and finish
the ministry that I have received from the Lord Jesus to testify of the Gospel of the grace of God.
Yes, because I have a fond affection for you, I have been willing to impart to you not only the
Gospel of God, but also my own soul. Because you were dear to me, you know and have
acknowledged the suitableness of this topic to your own states and how clearly the condition of
most of you is revealed here. The convictions, counsels, reproofs, and consolations of this
discourse are suited to you, as you know.
There are some among you for whom I am jealous with a godly jealousy (2 Corinthians
11:2)64 lest I should have labored in vain for you (Galatians 4:11) 65 and your minds be corrupted
61

Ashwood was a preacher, so the reference was to those who had heard him preach.
chosen: a reference to the biblical practice of congregations electing their preachers, pastors, and elders.
63
“But none of these things move me; nor do I count my life dear to myself, so that I may finish my race
with joy, and the ministry which I received from the Lord Jesus, to testify to the gospel of the grace of
God” (Acts 20:24 NKJV).
64
“For I feel a divine jealousy for you, since I betrothed you to one husband, to present you as a pure
virgin to Christ” (2 Corinthians 11:2 ESV).
65
“I fear for you, that perhaps I have labored over you in vain” (Galatians 4:11 NASB).
62
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away from the plainness of the Gospel through the temptations of this present world (2
Corinthians 11:3).66 I have often cried aloud in your ears against the sin of an earthly spirit and
way of life and warned you of the danger of it. I tell you now, even weeping, that those are
enemies to the Cross of Christ (Philippians 3:18) 67 who chiefly mind earthly things. Until you are
crucified to the world (Galatians 6:14),68 you have no saving benefit from the Cross of Christ.
Nor can you ever behold the face of God in Heaven until you are redeemed from the earth. All
your possessions, talents, duties, and enjoyments will only be so many witnesses against you if
you die lovers of this present world. Coveting to be rich will also make your souls poor and
deprive you of the refreshments of God’s presence and the consolations of His blessed Holy
Spirit. It will also be plainly visible evidence that you have little of those pleasures that are from
above. It was said of the pious Mr. Bain that he did not seek great matters in the world; he was
taken up with comforts and griefs to which the world was a stranger. The more a soul interacts
with Heaven and lives on firstfruits from the other world, the less he will be attracted to things
below. When Abraham came to live by faith69 and with a view of that city whose maker and
builder is God (Hebrews 11:10),70 the plains of Sodom and the spoils of Canaan were only
insignificant things to him. One said, “I never cared much for the world once I came to know
better things.” You have tasted that the Lord is gracious, have fed on the fat 71 things of His house,
and have found that a day in His courts is better than a thousand elsewhere. You stand selfcondemned if you do not prefer God above ten thousand worlds and count the enjoyment of Him
riches enough.72 Yes, this is true if you do not esteem the reproach of Christ greater riches than
the treasures of Egypt (Hebrews 11:24–26).73 It was a brave speech of that noble Galeatius when
66

“But I am afraid that as the serpent deceived Eve by his cunning, your thoughts will be led astray from
a sincere and pure devotion to Christ” (2 Corinthians 11:3 ESV).
67
“For many walk, of whom I often told you, and now tell you even weeping, that they are enemies of the
cross of Christ” (Philippians 3:18 NASB).
68
“But far be it from me to boast except in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by which the world has
been crucified to me, and I to the world” (Galatians 6:14 ESV).
69
Let not the reader be misled. Faith is popularly used in many ways, but as in the present context, faith is a
simple childlike trust in God, especially in Christ as one’s own Lord and Savior. Trust is the main meaning of
faith, and faith also includes unreserved commitment to Christ. If in your mind, you substitute trust for faith,
you have nearly all that faith indicates; it most certainly is not theological jargon that is hard to understand.
This trust, faith, is an active virtue; To exercise faith is to choose to trust God and God’s information rather
than any other source of contradicting information, including our emotions, the world, our own reason, what
our eyes see, and so on. It means that we trust God’s commands—they are perfect, good, and holy—to us and
thus obey Him. It means that we trust God and His general promises to His believers even in the midst of our
particular trials, temptations, and afflictions. Very importantly, it also means that we make an active choice to
trust God even in the midst of doubts and fears in our hearts and minds. In this way, faith is similar to courage.
Courage is not the absence of fear; indeed, courage cannot exist except in the presence of fear. Courage is
doing what is right in spite of fear. Likewise, faith enables believers to choose to do what is right in spite of
any doubts they may have, the cost of obedience to God, or what they see or know about the world around
them. Unlike courage, however, faith may be exercised in the absence of emotional or mental doubts.
70
“…for he was looking for the city which has foundations, whose architect and builder is God” (Hebrews
11:10 NASB).
71
References in the Bible to fat, fatness, and so on, refer to rich, wholesome, and savory food.
72
Like many other of Ashwood’s statements, this statement cannot be fully appreciated without an eternal
perspective and faith in the promises of God. Put simply, life is short and Heaven and Hell are for eternity.
73
“By faith Moses, when he was grown up, refused to be called the son of Pharaoh’s daughter, choosing
rather to be mistreated with the people of God than to enjoy the fleeting pleasures of sin. He considered
the reproach of Christ greater wealth than the treasures of Egypt, for he was looking to the reward”
(Hebrews 11:24–26 ESV).
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he had left his honors, estate, and relatives for Christ and the Gospel’s sake. He said, “I have
riches, honor, and joy enough while in this cottage. I am able to live in the church of God, enjoy
His Word and people, and have time to converse with God by holy meditation. I am also able to
converse with my friends about God’s goodness to me. Cursed forever be that religion that weds
people to the world and divorces them from God.”
There are others of you who I fear have fallen back in your spiritual state. Former days
were better than now and the shadow has gone back some degrees on the sundial of your hearts.
You may have left your first love, have lost your spiritual taste, are more dead to the things of
God, and are cold and formal in duty. Possibly you have hidden your face from God and He has
covered Himself with a cloud in front of you. You have neglected your walk with God and He
has withheld conversation with you. Part of this book is written to recover you from where you
have fallen and to raise you to your first love and labors. Attend to and obey this book’s counsel
and hear what the Holy Spirit says: “But I have this against you, that you have left your first
love. Therefore remember from where you have fallen, and repent and do the deeds you did
at first; or else I am coming to you and will remove your lampstand out of its place—unless
you repent” (Revelation 2:4–5 NASB). You must return to your first love lest the Lord take your
lampstand out of its place and leave you in that wilderness in which you wander.
Some of you fear God, yet walk in darkness and see no light. You have your continual
exertions and frequent complaints that He Who should have comforted your souls is removed far
from you. My advice to you is to walk in the light when you sit in darkness. Wait for the light,
when shadows are upon you. It will be a little while and He that will come, will come, and will
not delay (Habakkuk 2:3).74 The Son of righteousness is on His journey to you and it will not be
long before He is risen upon you.
Are there any of you who are having good days? Does your bow 75 remain in strength
(Genesis 49:24)?76 Are your affections warm toward your Beloved [Jesus Christ], and your hearts
sometimes burn within you while He is talking to you in His Word? Do you long for His
appearance and delight in His presence, and press hard after Him in His appointed duties? Do
you love the Word of His mouth more than your necessary food? Can you be content to let your
own things sit so that you may seek the things that are Christ’s and sit at His feet—when others
are in the marketplace and out in the crowd about their earthly affairs? In solitude, are you alone
with Christ? If so, your mercy is uncommon; your obligation is thus strong to be entirely the
Lord’s; to be no more your own, but wholly devoted to His fear; to live a life of praise and be
well-pleasing to God; to think well of Christ, and bear up under whatever He pleases; to be
patient in tribulation; to continue earnest in prayer; to long for the well-head of your mercies, and
to be beginning a life of glory, while you are here in a life of grace.
I will close up this introduction with a few words of general advice to all of you. First, lay
the foundation sure on which you build all your temporary labors and eternal hopes (Matthew
74

“For still the vision awaits its appointed time; it hastens to the end—it will not lie. If it seems slow, wait
for it; it will surely come; it will not delay” (Habakkuk 2:3 ESV).
75
bow: archery bow
76
“But his bow remained in strength, And the arms of his hands were made strong By the hands of the
Mighty God of Jacob (From there is the Shepherd, the Stone of Israel)” (Genesis 49:24 NKJV). This quote
is part of Jacob’s blessing on his son Joseph.
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7:24–27).77 You cannot be too certain regarding that on which depends your everything. Consider
how often Satan has battered down that evidence [of saving grace] on which you might have
sometimes hazarded78 your souls. Yes, even your own hearts have disputed away that same
evidence. Yet, the strongest assaults are yet to come and the greatest forces of Hell are reserved
for the last battle. Do not put your hopes on any foundation short of the crucified Christ; not on
your physical constitution, but on His favor; not on your duties, but His righteousness; not even
on any kindness received from Him short of a saving union with Him. Do not rest until your
convictions are clear and deep. Do not rest until you discover sin to be distressing, the very great
evil in its nature and fruit, and its presence and indwelling in you an intolerable burden. Such
convictions will not admit any reconciliation to the least known or most beloved sin, or admit
any savoring of sin after it is committed. Do not rest until you have the kind of convictions that
can make your heart bleed afresh upon every new touch of sin and never rest until the whole of
sin be destroyed out of your souls.79 Labor to see such a beauty in Christ that will render all
created glory as dross and dung in your eyes. Do not stop until you come to the excellence of the
knowledge of Jesus Christ as your Lord. Do not stop until you can discern so much worth in the
person of Christ in addition to Christ’s purchase [of your salvation], that you are content to
throw all overboard, to take Him in, and be lovesick until you enjoy Him. Be sure you have fully
closed with Christ and have fully accepted His whole person, will, and plans and are willing to
be one with Him, accepting all of His terms. Be sure that this union is not agreeable merely to
your judgment and consent, but in heart and will from your whole soul, and that you find an
inward likeness to Christ and love to Him in your renewed nature.
Second, go on toward perfection, seek after nearer and more complete conformity to the
nature and will of Christ every day. Think how short your highest measures compare to perfect
holiness in the sight of God. Set the pattern before you every day that you may be ashamed of
your present attainments in grace and be more provoked to higher aims and achievements.
Compare yourselves with those who are above you,80 with the rule of righteousness [the Bible],
and with all your obligations, time, means, and mercies, to keep you humble in your own eyes.
77

“Everyone then who hears these words of mine and does them will be like a wise man who built his
house on the rock. And the rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and beat on that house, but
it did not fall, because it had been founded on the rock. And everyone who hears these words of mine
and does not do them will be like a foolish man who built his house on the sand. And the rain fell, and
the floods came, and the winds blew and beat against that house, and it fell, and great was the fall of it”
(Matthew 7:24–27 ESV).
78
“Therefore, brethren, be all the more diligent to make certain about His calling and choosing you; for
as long as you practice these things, you will never stumble” (2 Peter 1:10 NASB). If you have ever been
passed by another driver at a hill or blind curve, that driver hazarded his life for lack of sure evidence that it
was safe to do so. To not make our calling and election certain is to take a similar chance concerning where we
will spend all eternity. This seems to be Ashwood’s meaning. It is applicable to both those who are saved but
have not labored for assurance of salvation as they ought, and to those who presumptuously assume they are
saved but are not. It has been observed that Satan tries to convince unbelievers that they are saved and
believers that they are unsaved.
79
This is the goal; only in Heaven will there be perfect holiness, but one must strive mightily against sin,
attaining to greater and greater holiness.
80
“Not that we dare to classify or compare ourselves with some of those who are commending
themselves. But when they measure themselves by one another and compare themselves with one
another, they are without understanding” (2 Corinthians 10:12 ESV). This Scripture does not forbid us to be
challenged by the good works and ways of life of others. It does warn us to use great caution when comparing
ourselves with others. Skilled hypocrites do exist and we cannot see into the hearts of other people.
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Look upon your neediness as well as your enjoyments, that you may be as poor in spirit as in
actual condition. That which is lacking in you cannot be counted (Ecclesiastes 1:15). 81 [Said
King David:] “Now therefore, our God, we thank You, and praise Your glorious name. But
who am I and who are my people that we should be able to offer as generously as this? For
all things come from You, and from Your hand we have given You” (1 Chronicles 29:13–14
NASB). Keep low thoughts of yourselves under the greatest services you do for God and under
the highest honors you receive from God. “Alas,” said the Lord Duplessis to one who
commended him for the good use of his talent,82 “what is there of mine in that work? Say not that
it was I, but God in me.” “I know more,” said Dr. Harris, “by myself to abase me than any man
could know to extol me. Whatever humility a man has, that is the measure of his grace; he has no
more worth than that.”
Third, keep up a life of faith in Christ [as revealed] in the promises [of God]. A Christian
first becomes spiritually alive by faith. Likewise his whole life is maintained by believing. You
cannot live longer than you believe (Galatians 2:20).83 Your life is hidden with Christ in God
(Colossians 3:3).84 For that reason, use faith to strengthen your hopes, comforts, and graces while
under any lack, fear, or death. Do not make your graces or duties the foundation of believing but
rather encouragements to faith. Study more the nature, freeness, fullness, and unchangeableness
of redemptive grace. Get acquaintance with the promises and persuade yourself of the truth of
them in Christ. “To live only by faith,” said Dr. Harris, “and a bare promise without physical
collateral, and to give all to free grace and to Christ alone—those are mighty works.” And some
of those things Dr. Harris found most difficult.
Fourth, walk in love as Christ has loved you (Ephesians 5:2). 85 This is the life of Heaven
and the beginning of that excellent glory that will never be taken away. There is nothing that
makes you to more resemble God, more near and dear to Him, and more fit for His use than this
grace of love. Let your affections be extended as large as the objects of them: to God, His Word,
ways, and people. Love God so that you will obey Him. Love His ways so that you will walk in
them. Love His people so that you will delight in them, sympathize with them, mourn with them
in their sufferings, help them in their necessities, rejoice with them in their comforts, and count
their mercies your own—this is no easy part of your duty. Someone said that it is far harder to
adopt someone else’s comforts than his sorrows and to hold oneself exalted in someone else’s
exaltation.
Fifth, in the enjoyment of the world, get above it, and while you live in it, be daily dying
to it. The more you get above the world, the nearer you are to God and glory and no nearer. Do
81

“What is crooked cannot be straightened and what is lacking cannot be counted” (Ecclesiastes 1:15
NASB).
82
talent: in this context, a biblical unit of weight of gold or silver, usually somewhere around 30 kg, or 960 troy
ounces, but the talent of the New Testament was much larger, around 59 kg, or 1900 troy ounces. Note,
however, that many times talent refers to natural abilities in this book instead of weight.
83
“I have been crucified with Christ. It is no longer I who live, but Christ who lives in me. And the life I
now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for me” (Galatians
2:20 ESV).
84
“For you have died and your life is hidden with Christ in God” (Colossians 3:3 NASB).
85
“…and walk in love, just as Christ also loved you and gave Himself up for us, an offering and a
sacrifice to God as a fragrant aroma” (Ephesians 5:2 NASB).
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not covet another’s goods; the world is none of your portion if God is your portion. 86 Oh, how
much beneath the new birth, dignity, and duty of saints is the love for, and life on, this low and
dirty world. Do not leave your children’s bread to feed on the kind of carrion dog’s meat and
filthy excrement with which Satan feeds his laborers (Matthew 15:26; John 6:57). 87 I have
written at length on this matter in the book, so I direct your eye and heart there for conviction
and counsel.
Sixth, use your time and means of grace88 while you have them. Your glass89 runs, your
sun hastens, and the wind blows when and where it pleases. Oh, make use of time while you
have it. God, who made no useless things, has work for every hour of your short day. Work as
hard as you can. When your time comes to die, you will remember the things you have not done.
“Loss of time,” said Dr. Harris on his deathbed, “weighs on me. Work hard. Be assured: nothing
will trouble you more when it is your time to die than that you have done so little for God who
has done so much for you.” Wait on and walk in the light while you have it. If grace does not
think that it is too much to spread a table for you, then do not think that it is too much for you to
spare time to sit down at it. You who find so many other things to do when God calls for your
company90 will shortly find that God has other things to do than to heed you when you need His
comforts.
When you are entering eternity, you would be glad to enjoy time to hear the voice of
peace. You now possess earthly time, and you think you are not at leisure to hear divine
precepts? Do not neglect hearing sermons91 or times of prayer, which are your seed-planting time
for glory. Someone said, “Oh, that every day were a Sabbath or a fast day, for then I would be
well.” Do not buy your ease or earthly concerns at so dear a rate as the loss of salvation and time
for God and spiritual helps. Demonstrate your love to God by valuing His presence in His
ordinances.92 How can you long for the enjoyment of God in Heaven when you do not care for
His company on earth or His glorious appearances in His sanctuary [public and private worship]?
Do not refuse anything that may yield Him delight or give Him glory, no matter how expensive it
may be to your dearest comforts and interests. When someone told Dr. Moulin during his
sickness that he hurt himself by speaking so much, he said that it was true, but, “I will always be
glorifying God.” A soul that supremely loves God will not count anything too much to do, part
with, or suffer if it will bring God glory.
Seventh, do not rest in your enjoyment of the means of grace without improving and
making good use of them. What is a full table, if your soul stays empty, or frequent eating if your
86

We are stewards; all we are and have is God’s property, not our own.
“And He answered and said, ‘It is not good to take the children’s bread and throw it to the dogs’”
(Matthew 15:26 NASB). “As the living Father sent me, and I live because of the Father, so whoever feeds
on me, he also will live because of me” (John 6:57 ESV).
88
The spiritual grace and gifts of God for power against sin and for holiness are free and can only come from
God through Christ by the work of the Holy Spirit. But the Holy Spirit uses means of grace such as prayer,
Bible study, sermon hearing, and so on as instruments with which to bring grace to us.
89
glass: old-fashioned hourglass
90
In this book, company always refers to companions, never to a business concern.
91
In Ashwood’s time, sermons were often preached midweek for education and edification, not merely on
Sunday. Due to the cost of books relative to a laborer’s wages, this was an important resource for many people.
92
ordinances: biblically ordained means of grace and duties, such as prayer, Bible reading and study, meditation
on Scripture, the Lord’s Supper, baptism, public worship, and so on.
87
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inner person languishes? It is a time of dying and hidden waste in most Christians. Oh, earnestly
desire the best gifts that you my flourish in the courts of God, 93 grow as the cedars of Lebanon,94
be thoroughly equipped for every good work (2 Timothy 3:17), 95 and that you may profit all
people (1 Corinthians 10:33).96 Be deeply sensible of your little fruit in spite of much cultivation
by God. Be humbled and take heed of spiritual pride and of being puffed up by your perceived
spiritual excellencies or privileges.97 It is the humble soul that is the most thriving soul. Keep
your hearts pure and your lives unspotted. As sound bodies, so sincere souls grow the most.
Prune off superfluous branches as they sprout out and chop them off at the root every day. Keep
up faith in the promises of prosperity of soul to those who serve God in sincerity (Psalm 92:12–
13).98 By faith, cling to Christ for help when you face nothing but discouragement in yourselves.
Even when you are afraid to claim the promises, bless God for them. “These promises,” said Mr.
White, a doubting soul, “are none of mine. Yet I am glad that God has made them and for the
sake of those who will partake of them.”99
Eighth, do not neglect private transactions between God and your souls. I fear that some
of you may be great strangers to these. It is no wonder that intimacy between God and souls fails
when they are seldom together in solitude. Oh, take heed of passing by your prayer closet or
private corners even for one day (Matthew 6:6)100 or of leaving them before God and your souls
have had conversations together. Be constant in it, but also be careful to please God in the
spiritual performance of it. Do not let custom or formality deprive you of the sweetness of that
bread eaten in private with God. In this book, you are more fully called to these duties of private
prayer, meditation, heart-searching, and heart-watching work to which I refer you.
93

courts of God: a common Old Testament term for the Temple, a type and symbol of Heaven. Believers are
now in union with Christ. Thus God has “raised us up together, and made us sit together in the heavenly
places in Christ Jesus” (Ephesians 2:6 NKJV).
94
The cedar trees in Lebanon were renowned for size. Much of this ancient forest is gone today.
95
“That the man of God may be complete, equipped for every good work” (2 Timothy 3:17 ESV).
96
“Just as I also please all men in all things, not seeking my own profit but the profit of the many, so that
they may be saved” (1 Corinthians 10:33 NASB).
97
Those who are indeed in Christ have Christ Himself, the greatest excellence and privilege! But all is of grace,
and none of it our own doing, but solely, absolutely, totally the work of God.
98
“The righteous flourish like the palm tree and grow like a cedar in Lebanon. They are planted in the
house of the LORD; they flourish in the courts of our God” (Psalm 92:12–13 ESV).
99
This statement implies hope in the midst of doubt, and trust in God’s Word.
100
“But you, when you pray, go into your room, and when you have shut your door, pray to your Father
who is in the secret place; and your Father who sees in secret will reward you openly” (Matthew 6:6
NKJV). The idea of the prayer closet originates in Matthew 6:6. The KJV uses “closet,” while modern
translations use “room.” The former always implies a private space, while the latter does not. In most modern
usage, a closet is storage space, but the definition still includes the meaning of a place of retreat and privacy,
which space may be small or even large and multiroomed. Both today and in times past people have
constructed or set up private places to be used solely for prayer and private devotions. The prayer closet has
thus historically been an important concept among devout believers. The editor therefore wishes to strongly
encourage believers who do not have ready access to private space for personal prayer and devotions to
provide private space for themselves as they are able. The space should not be unduly uncomfortable or
contain distractions. If not already present, illumination, a chair, a table or desk, kneeling pads, and the like
may be helpful. Some find walking an aid to alertness and they may have access to rooms, paths, or trails
suitable to walking and praying in solitude. Christ heeded His own command and frequently prayed in
solitude. “But he would withdraw to desolate places and pray” (Luke 5:16 ESV).
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Ninth, be conscientious about every duty you owe toward others in your relationships,
places, and callings. Keep up family duties 101 or write “Heathen” on your doors so that the world
may know you accurately. If you neglect God’s service, He will not be your sanctuary. Prayerless
houses have broken walls and doors, and no defense against the least evil. If you will not give
God your strong desire and yearning for Him, how can you think He will give you His blessings?
There are some, especially those whom God has taken into His house [the visible
Church], who shut God out of their doors or give Him pitiful service. They scarcely ever read the
Scriptures with their families from one Lord’s Day102 to another. These send Him only a little
hasty fruit, some short and confused prayers once a day. It is no wonder that salvation does not
come to their houses, nor converting grace to their families. There is a flying scroll over their
habitations (Zechariah 5:1–4)103 and black marks of ruin are on their children and servants. Do
not think it strange that God makes your pleasant roses pricking briars and thorns to you, who
has made those roses spears and swords to Him. Oh, be faithful to God in every duty of His
service and in your relationships, calling, and employment.
Last, in every condition of life, walk with God and wait for God.104 If He leads you in
ways of mercy, follow Him in ways of duty. If you have comforts, take heed of doting on them or
abusing them. When He sends you afflictions, receive them and do not faint or be peevish or
stubborn under them, but in them regard God’s holiness. Let your afflictions drive you to return
to God. Do not unduly love your mercies 105 or unduly fear your troubles. Prepare for changes,
but trust God’s unchangeableness. Be settled [in Christ] under all things that unsettle you. Do not
regard anything as alien and unwelcome except sin, and nothing hard to bear except the absence
or anger of a gracious God. In time of peace be prepared for trouble and do not cast away your
confidence [Christ] in the day of trouble. Let your lamps be always burning (Luke 12:35–40) 106
101

Family duties will include family worship and prayer, as well as godly education of children in the faith and
godly education of children in academics, trades, and general knowledge. Home school groups and co-ops and
Christian schools may aid in this, but God squarely lays the responsibility for children’s education on parents.
Government-operated schools are Satan’s academies in modern America.
102
Lord’s Day: the Christian Sabbath, the first day of the week.
103
“Then I turned and raised my eyes, and saw there a flying scroll. And he said to me, ‘What do you
see?’ So I answered, ‘I see a flying scroll. Its length is twenty cubits and its width ten cubits.’ Then he
said to me, ‘This is the curse that goes out over the face of the whole earth: “Every thief shall be
expelled,” according to this side of the scroll; and, “Every perjurer shall be expelled,” according to that
side of it. I will send out the curse,’ says the LORD of hosts; ‘It shall enter the house of the thief And the
house of the one who swears falsely by My name. It shall remain in the midst of his house And consume
it, with its timber and stones’” (Zechariah 5:1–4 NKJV). Hypocrites who take baptismal or church
membership vows swear falsely.
104
Scripture equates faith in God and waiting for God frequently. The idea is that we must not impatiently turn
to sinful solutions to our troubles and fears. Rather, we must trust (have faith in) God’s providence at all times.
105
Obviously, the mercies that we are not to unduly love are earthly mercies, not anything of God’s grace and
our relationship with the Lord Jesus Christ.
106
“Stay dressed for action and keep your lamps burning, and be like men who are waiting for their
master to come home from the wedding feast, so that they may open the door to him at once when he
comes and knocks. Blessed are those servants whom the master finds awake when he comes. Truly, I say
to you, he will dress himself for service and have them recline at table, and he will come and serve them.
If he comes in the second watch, or in the third, and finds them awake, blessed are those servants! But
know this, that if the master of the house had known at what hour the thief was coming, he would not
have left his house to be broken into. You also must be ready, for the Son of Man is coming at an hour
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that you may see the way of your duty in the night of your danger and see how to get comfort in
your adversity. And be ready for work that you may be both ready to do your work and be worth
your wages.107 Always be looking and waiting for the coming of your Lord, 108 who will welcome
you in the acceptance of your duties, strip off your sins and sufferings, and crown your sincerity
and faithfulness when “then the King will say to those on His right, ‘Come, you who are
blessed of My Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the
world’” (Matthew 25:34 NASB). This is the longed-for fruit of all my labor for you and the
subject matter of my daily prayers for you, praying and being in Christ, Who was, and is, and is
to come.
Your Affectionate Laborer,
Fellow Servant,
and
Brother,
Bartholomew Ashwood

you do not expect” (Luke 12:35–40 ESV).
107
“Worth your wages” does not here imply that we can give anything back to God that is not already His; we
are always unprofitable servants who cost more to keep than God gets from us. It does mean that we must use
well and wisely those resources (including ourselves) that God has put in our charge as His stewards and bear
fruit consistent with those resources.
108
Whether by our death or His second coming, we must always be ready to go to God and our eternal destiny,
either Heaven or Hell.
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The Heavenly Trade
Opened and Improved from:

“For her profit is better than the profit of silver
And her gain better than fine gold.”
(Proverbs 3:14 NASB)

The Occasion of the Discourse and Introduction to the Work

That Christianity is under very great decline in the time and place in which we live is
quite obvious to serious observers.109 But people lay it to heart too little and do not duly tremble
at the disastrous effects that usually110 follow such expiring godliness. These present times that
have overtaken us do indeed have the character of last and perilous times.111 People have a form

109

The parallels between Ashwood’s situation and our present situation in the USA was part of the editor’s
motivation to choose this book for translation.
110
There are two errors that people tend to make when disasters happen or do not happen. The first error is to
try to absolutely connect our own or other’s misfortunes in this life to the wrath of God. There are certainly
times when God does execute His wrath in this life, such as upon Sodom and Gomorrah (Genesis 19:24), and
Ananias and Sapphira (Acts 5:1–10). But there are also times when the wicked appear to get away with their
evil (Psalm 73:2–12) and times when severe disasters hit the righteous, as happened to Job. The other error is
to ignore the very real possibility that God is trying to get our attention, as in Haggai 1:1–11 when God
chastised the people for neglect of His Temple by bringing earthly judgment on them. So, is Ashwood’s use of
usually correct? This editor is inclined to think that it is correct. There are two reasons for this. First, people
often receive the “natural” consequences of their sins (disobedience against God) and the sins of others. We
must not overlook the fact that God put what we call “natural laws” into the universe that serve His moral laws
and redemptive purposes. Second, people tend to think that what “is” is normal. For example, sexual sin has
led to cohabitation of unmarried couples, single-parent households, divorce, and seriously messed-up children.
Refusal to recognize that God made us male and female has led to young children being surgically and
medically altered to resemble the opposite sex. This is often done at ages far too young for them to even
understand what is done to them. Refusal of voters to vote on moral principles instead of their own interests
has led to corruption, bloated governments, high taxes, debt, inflation, bureaucracy, and loss of individual
responsibility and liberty. The list could fill a thick book, and these things are not at all normal.
111
There is confusion concerning the biblical term last days. Acts 2:16–17 clearly shows us that last days refers
to the time between Pentecost and the second coming of our Lord Jesus Christ—the very age in which we now
live. “But know this, that in the last days perilous times will come” (2 Timothy 3:1 NKJV). “Knowing this
first of all, that scoffers will come in the last days with scoffing, following their own sinful desires” (2
Peter 3:3 ESV). “Your gold and silver have corroded, and their corrosion will be evidence against you
and will eat your flesh like fire. You have laid up treasure in the last days” (James 5:3 ESV). That last
verse speaks of what certain rich evildoers were doing in the apostles’ own lifetime. So, when Ashwood speaks
of “last and perilous times,” he refers to both his and our times, having characteristics described by the Bible
itself.
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of godliness, but deny the power of it (2 Timothy 3:1–5). 112 A lamp (Revelation 2:5),113 a name to
live (Revelation 3:1),114 vague ideas [about Christianity], personal gifts, and external privileges
and duties are the things that make up the “Christianity” of the great majority of professing 115
Christians today. Meanwhile, the vital elements of Christianity visibly languish. Where is that
ancient faith, love, zeal, faithfulness, courage, patience, self-denial, deadness to the world
(Colossians 2:20–21),116 justice, charity, heavenly-mindedness, holy way of life, and that
universal piety117 and unity that made the saints so famous in former generations? These had
great influence on the enlargement of Christ’s kingdom in spite of the pagan and anti-Christian
forces against it. In the place of these virtues, we now have pride, interpersonal conflict, going
through the motions in Christianity, selfishness, hypocrisy, and the general gangrene of an
earthly spirit that eats out the life and power of true holiness. The great concern resulting from a
sense of this dangerous evil is what motivated me to write this book; its errand to the world is not
to plead for opinions or factions, but to advocate for despised godliness. It is to help to awaken
this sleepy age and to contribute a weak hand with abler shoulders [of others], and to give a lift
(if possible) to fallen piety.

112

“But know this, that in the last days perilous times will come: For men will be lovers of themselves,
lovers of money, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, unloving,
unforgiving, slanderers, without self-control, brutal, despisers of good, traitors, headstrong, haughty,
lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God, having a form of godliness but denying its power. And from
such people turn away!” (2 Timothy 3:1–5 NKJV).
113
“Therefore remember from where you have fallen, and repent and do the deeds you did at first; or else
I am coming to you and will remove your lampstand out of its place—unless you repent” (Revelation 2:5
NASB).
114
“To the angel of the church in Sardis write: He who has the seven Spirits of God and the seven stars,
says this: ‘I know your deeds, that you have a name that you are alive, but you are dead’” (Revelation 3:1
NASB).
115
professing: one who professes to be a Christian, claims to be a Christian, or calls himself or herself a
Christian. Note: The Bible uses Christian to refer only to those who have been born again from above by the
Holy Spirit, who deny themselves, take up their cross daily, and wholly follow Jesus Christ. The common use
of the term to include those who have merely something or another to do with Jesus Christ is foreign to the
Bible, no matter how large their denomination may be.
116
“Therefore, if you died with Christ from the basic principles of the world, why, as though living in the
world, do you subject yourselves to regulations—‘Do not touch, do not taste, do not handle…?’”
(Colossians 2:20–21 NKJV).
117
universal piety: that holiness of life that will not willingly allow any known sin or neglected duty.
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Introduction to the Doctrine and Scriptures Teaching It
Among the many advocates for piety, Solomon, the author of the book of Proverbs has
done worthy work,118 and laid out many strong reasons that grab on to the minds of men and
regain them to the knowledge and fear of God. Proverbs chapter 3 is a unified collection of those
motives that Solomon pursues in greater detail throughout the book of Proverbs to persuade
people to a thorough pursuit of holiness. For this purpose, he proposes several different reasons,
including:
First, those who obtain and put this pearl of grace to good use find happiness. “Happy is
the man who finds wisdom, And the man who gains understanding” (Proverbs 3:13 NKJV).
This is true even if wisdom is obtained at great labor and cost. But having gotten it, one must put
it to its due use and improvement for the good of others. Whoever finds wisdom, whoever they
are, are blessed men and women who receive profit, pleasure, peace, honor, safety, life, and the
durable and eternal possession of them. These are assured to those who make Christianity their
business (Proverbs 3:13–27).119
Second, another persuasive reason is from the evil condition and eternal destiny [in Hell]
of those who pursue the ways of sin. Sin, in its very nature, is vile and abominable to God and
causes shame, curse, and [eternal] destruction in the end (Proverbs 3:31–35).120
Solomon knew that few would deal in those commodities [godly wisdom] and trade
about divine things. All people seek their own, and few people seek the things of Christ. He
therefore sets forth those wares with the greatest commendation to the buyers so as to move them
off the shelf better. He begins with the gain that comes from godliness. Promise of gain is a
popular [type of] argument and one that in other things drives people to great adventures and
restless labors toward their gain and the enjoyment of it. “The hope of advantage,” said
Chrysostom,121 “makes all difficult things easy.” What will a merchant not do or suffer to get a
118

Even while considering the human author, one must not forget that he was under strict divine inspiration to
produce exactly the book God intended, so that Proverbs is fully the Word of God.
119
“Blessed is the one who finds wisdom, and the one who gets understanding, for the gain from her is
better than gain from silver and her profit better than gold. She is more precious than jewels, and
nothing you desire can compare with her. Long life is in her right hand; in her left hand are riches and
honor. Her ways are ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are peace. She is a tree of life to those who
lay hold of her; those who hold her fast are called blessed. The LORD by wisdom founded the earth; by
understanding he established the heavens; by his knowledge the deeps broke open, and the clouds drop
down the dew. My son, do not lose sight of these— keep sound wisdom and discretion, and they will be
life for your soul and adornment for your neck. Then you will walk on your way securely, and your foot
will not stumble. If you lie down, you will not be afraid; when you lie down, your sleep will be sweet. Do
not be afraid of sudden terror or of the ruin of the wicked, when it comes, for the LORD will be your
confidence and will keep your foot from being caught. Do not withhold good from those to whom it is
due, when it is in your power to do it” (Proverbs 3:13–27 ESV).
120
“Do not envy a man of violence and do not choose any of his ways, for the devious person is an
abomination to the LORD, but the upright are in his confidence. The LORD’s curse is on the house of the
wicked, but he blesses the dwelling of the righteous. Toward the scorners he is scornful, but to the
humble he gives favor. The wise will inherit honor, but fools get disgrace” (Proverbs 3:31–35 ESV).
121
John Chrysostom (c. 349–14 September 407), archbishop of Constantinople and a renowned orator.
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little profit? This is a good metaphor to show forth the diligence of Christians in their race
(Hebrews 12:1)122 and to teach the worth of those eternal things they are chasing, “For the gain
from her is better than gain from silver and her profit better than gold” (Proverbs 3:14
ESV).123 If you analyze this passage, you may observe:
1. The subject, Wisdom’s commerce and the gain from it
2. The predicate, her gain is better than silver or fine gold
3. Wisdom
In this book, [personified] Wisdom is a metaphor for divine wisdom;124 without
mentioning all accepted interpretations, Wisdom may refer to any of the following:
First, personified Wisdom sometimes refers to the Lord Jesus Christ,125 the logos,126 the
Word and Wisdom of God in human flesh, or the Wisdom Who is God. God made Christ wisdom
and righteousness to us. He is the Light of the world, the bright morning star, and the Sun of
Righteousness from whom come all those beams that illuminate the dark minds of people. He is
that wisdom that makes wise to salvation. In Him are hidden all the treasures of wisdom. This is
that shining diamond and that pearl of great price that wins against all the competing beauties of
the world, including costly gems and the whole treasury of nature. In Christ are unsearchable
riches; enjoyment of Christ, and interaction with Christ, all of which enrich the soul.
Second, personified wisdom sometimes refers to the Word of God. “The law of the
LORD is perfect, restoring the soul; The testimony of the LORD is sure, making wise the
simple. The precepts of the LORD are right, rejoicing the heart; The commandment of the
LORD is pure, enlightening the eyes. The fear of the LORD is clean, enduring forever; The
judgments of the LORD are true; they are righteous altogether. They are more desirable
than gold, yes, than much fine gold; Sweeter also than honey and the drippings of the
honeycomb” (Psalm 19:7–10 NASB). It is called the light of the Lord. “Come, house of Jacob,
and let us walk in the light of the LORD” (Isaiah 2:5 NASB). It is able to judge the thoughts
and intents of the heart. “For the word of God is living and active and sharper than any twoedged sword, and piercing as far as the division of soul and spirit, of both joints and
marrow, and able to judge the thoughts and intentions of the heart” (Hebrews 4:12 NASB).
The Word of God, through the Holy Spirit’s illumination, is able to make one wise to salvation (2
Timothy 3:15).127 And, in this sense the Jews usually take Wisdom for the Word and Law of God:
122

“Therefore, since we have so great a cloud of witnesses surrounding us, let us also lay aside every
encumbrance and the sin which so easily entangles us, and let us run with endurance the race that is set
before us” (Hebrews 12:1 NASB).
123
Let the reader make no mistake. Our time on earth is about a century, at most. Our time in Heaven or Hell
will be forever, an infinite amount of time. On that basis alone, leaving any other considerations aside, the
most valuable things of Earth, even all of Earth, are absolutely worthless compared to the smallest things of
eternity. Mathematically, anything divided by infinity is zero. Please do not take these Bible verses or
Ashwood’s prose as merely literary hyperbole.
124
God’s wisdom is a communicable attribute. This means that God communicates (some of) His wisdom to us
through the Holy Bible, which makes it divine wisdom in us.
125
Personified Wisdom is female in Proverbs, but God is universally depicted as male in Scripture. This would
seem to make the identification of personified Wisdom with the person of the Lord Jesus Christ Himself
unlikely.
126
ὁ λογος, [ha log´-os]: the Word
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“Moreover, by them Your servant is warned; In keeping them there is great reward” (Psalm
19:11 NASB).
Third, personified Wisdom sometimes refers to a true and saving knowledge of God. It is
part of that original beauty that mankind lost by his first fall, and that is regained by the Last
Adam [Christ] (1 Corinthians 15:45)128 and the impress of the Holy Spirit when [a person is]
renewed in knowledge after the image of Him Who created mankind. This knowledge is called
ἐπιγνωσις, [(ep-ig´-no-sis): true knowledge], not an idle or speculative knowledge, but a lively
and operative129 knowledge that illuminates the mind and gives faith and spiritual knowledge.
Parisiensis calls it the gate of life through which God first enters into the mind of a person. This
wisdom and knowledge of God teaches that God is the soul’s ultimate purpose and shows the
way to God, and the felicity that results from it. Therefore, enlightened minds see greater
splendor in this wisdom than in fine gold and all the magnificence that can come from this lower
world.
Now, this wisdom is not merely speculative, taking in the idea of truth and pleasing the
mind with refreshing views of excellent things, but practical. The eye of wisdom reveals God to
us, inclines the soul to Him, and gives us God Himself and the enjoyment of Him. For that
purpose also, this wisdom reveals all the commands of God to us and inclines the soul to be
obedient to them. Hence Davenant considers it an error in the schoolmen 130 to limit wisdom and
understanding to a contemplative life because both have equal reference to an active, practical
way of life and conduct. With respect to wisdom’s essence, it is an intellectual virtue, but with
respect to its substance and use, it is practical and moral. Therefore he defines wisdom to be an
infused knowledge of those things that lead to faith and a holy life, with pious affection,
inclining the soul to the application and practice of the things it knows. The Scriptures hold this
out to be that true wisdom that God requires of people. “And to man He said, ‘Behold, the fear
of the Lord, that is wisdom; And to depart from evil is understanding’” (Job 28:28 NASB).
Job, having spoken of the wonderful wisdom of God in the works of creation—wisdom that is
beyond all human understanding—tells his friends what kind of wisdom it is that God requires of
people. It is not to bore into those unfathomable deeps and mysteries of divine works in the
creation.131 It is not to feed on abstruse ideas of things that do not concern humankind. 132 But this
is true wisdom: to fear God, to serve and obey Him, and to depart from iniquity [sin, evil]. [As
Moses told the Israelites:] “See, I have taught you statutes and rules, as the LORD my God
commanded me, that you should do them in the land that you are entering to take
possession of it. Keep them and do them, for that will be your wisdom and your
127

“And that from childhood you have known the Holy Scriptures, which are able to make you wise for
salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus” (2 Timothy 3:15 NKJV).
128
“Thus it is written, ‘The first man Adam became a living being; the last Adam became a life-giving
spirit’” (1 Corinthians 15:45 ESV).
129
operative: has the power of acting and working.
130
Schoolmen: philosophers and clergymen of the Middle Ages, especially from the eleventh century to the
Reformation, who spent much time on points of nice and abstract speculation. They were so called because
they taught in the medieval universities and schools of divinity.
131
This does not at all imply that scientific research into the universe as it now exists is somehow invalid. It
does imply that, since God’s creation in six days was necessarily a miraculous and discontinuous process,
some things will always remain unknown in this life regarding how God did it.
132
There are things that can only be known to God. This will be true in Heaven as well; God will always be
infinite in all ways and people will always be finite in some ways, even in eternity.
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understanding in the sight of the peoples, who, when they hear all these statutes, will say,
‘Surely this great nation is a wise and understanding people’” (Deuteronomy 4:5–6 ESV).
“But the wisdom that is from above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, willing to yield, full
of mercy and good fruits, without partiality and without hypocrisy” (James 3:17 NKJV). It
is wisdom that makes people holy and fruitful in good works. Thus the psalmist describes
wisdom by holy walking: “I will behave wisely in a perfect way. Oh, when will You come to
me? I will walk within my house with a perfect heart” (Psalm 101:2 NKJV). And, “See then
that you walk circumspectly,133 not as fools but as wise” (Ephesians 5:15 NKJV). Holy
walking is both the fruit of wisdom and the way to wisdom. “For this reason also, since the day
we heard of it, we have not ceased to pray for you and to ask that you may be filled with the
knowledge of His will in all spiritual wisdom and understanding, so that you will walk in a
manner worthy of the Lord, to please Him in all respects, bearing fruit in every good work
and increasing in the knowledge of God” (Colossians 1:9–10 NASB). This is how the wise
man understands things in the book of Proverbs: “The fear of the LORD is the beginning of
knowledge; Fools despise wisdom and instruction” (Proverbs 1:7 NASB). Aquinas said that
the fear of the Lord is the origin of wisdom’s becoming efficacious [in a person]. “I have taught
you the way of wisdom; I have led you in the paths of uprightness” (Proverbs 4:11 ESV).
Wisdom has its way and [gives us] feet to walk in it. 134 This way of wisdom is a right path. Or,
[that is,] right holy actions, according to Piscator.135 So the ancients understand wisdom. Cicero136
calls wisdom “the art of living.” That wisdom that does nothing is worth nothing. “All wisdom
lies in this one thing,” said Lactantius, “that we know and worship God. Christianity is wrapped
up in wisdom and wisdom in Christianity.” According to Aquinas, “The work of wisdom lies in
this: that despising earthly things by which we were formerly held, serving and desiring frail,
perishing things, we may now be directed to seek after the eternal reward of a heavenly
treasure.” Wisdom is not to be considered only as it leads to a knowledge of God, but as it directs
and orders the life according to divine rules. And in this sense, I understand wisdom here to
mean true holiness, that wisdom that shows itself in a heavenly, Gospel way of life, the gain of
which is so advantageous.
Regarding the gain of merchandise from wisdom objectively considered, it is better than
gold or anything gold can buy. In Proverbs 3:14,137 the Septuagint138 renders it, “for better is her
commerce.”139 To engage in commerce is to buy and sell, to receive and distribute goods, and to
take in and lay out. The Hebrew word [translated gain in ESV] is “merchandise,”140 from “to go
133

circumspectly: cautiously, warily, attentive to all the circumstances of a situation and the probable
consequences of one’s action.
134
Or, perhaps wisdom has feet so as to walk before us in order to lead us? Ashwood’s exact meaning is unclear
here.
135
Probably a reference to Johannes Piscator (1546–1625), German Reformed theologian, Bible translator,
commentator, and textbook author.
136
Marcus Tullius Cicero (January 3, 106 BC–December 7, 43 BC), Pagan Roman statesman.
137
“For the gain from her is better than gain from silver and her profit better than gold” (Proverbs 3:14
ESV).
138
The Septuagint, often abbreviated LXX, is a translation of the Hebrew Scriptures into Greek made in the
third and second centuries BC. Although the Lord Jesus used it, it being in common use, it is not always a good
translation. Modern Bible translators translate the Old Testament directly from the Hebrew.
139
The LXX Greek reads κρειττον [krite´-tohn, better] γαρ [gar, for] αὐτην [root: αὐτος ow-tos´, her]
εμπορευεσθαι [from: εμπορευσονται em-por-yoo´-om-ahee, trade, commerce].
140
The Hebrew reads ( ַ ֭ס ְח ָרּהsee below).
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about in trade”141—that is, to go up and down here and there as merchants do, to buy and vend
their goods, to travel abroad now in one place and then in another. They are full of distractions,
tumbling up and down to get and distribute their wares. Engaging in commerce is a busy work
that takes up people’s thoughts, time, and labor to pursue it so that they might get some
advantage in the world. And such is the work of Christianity; it is an active work that calls for the
heart, time, and strength if one ever expects to benefit from it. And, those who do so, who make
Christianity their work, who lay out themselves and their all in pursuit of Heaven and spiritual
things—if they can do no more than gain these treasures of godliness and obtain wisdom’s wares,
they make a good bargain. This is true, whatever may be their cost and pain from this work,
because the profit that comes from wisdom’s wares is better than silver, or even fine gold. The
Septuagint has it, than to get the treasures of silver and gold. Wisdom is not better than just any
gold, but the most pure gold.
There is another sense that one may give the words: wisdom is the price by which those
great and eternal things are obtained. But I prefer to say that wisdom is the instrument [or
means], rather than a price; spiritual things are freely given, not bought (Isaiah 55:1). 142 But those
who invest the effort and strengthen their wisdom to gain grace, promote godliness, and further
their salvation143 make a better bargain than those who spend their treasures of gold and silver to
buy the best goods on earth. In either sense, it is true: wisdom’s profits are the best profits. To
trade with spiritual things, with grace and glory, is incomparably the best trade. Thus, observe
this doctrine, or position:
Doctrine: The heavenly trade is the best trade. There is no gain like wisdom’s gain and
like that from trafficking in spiritual and eternal things.

141

The Hebrew root reads  ָס ַחר, which, if pointed as [ ַס ַחרsakh´-ar], may mean gain from merchandise. Different
translations thus translate it in commercial terms: KJV merchandise; NKJV proceeds; NASB profit; ESV gain.
142
“Ho! Everyone who thirsts, Come to the waters; And you who have no money, Come, buy and eat. Yes,
come, buy wine and milk Without money and without price” (Isaiah 55:1 NKJV).
143
Salvation should not be confused with conversion or justification. Salvation is a whole magnificent package
that includes saving faith, justification, adoption, sanctification, and so on. It is worth noting also that in the
famous “Christmas verse,” God promised, “She will bear a Son; and you shall call His name Jesus, for He
will save His people from their sins” (Matthew 1:21 NASB). God promises not forgiveness for our sins,
though that is included, but salvation (deliverance) from sins.
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Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
1.
2.
3.
4.

This truth will be obvious if you consider:
The nature of those things with which wisdom’s merchants trade;
The Person with whom they deal;
The terms they trade on;
The gain that comes by it.

The Nature of Those Things about which Wisdom’s Merchants Deal
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Nature of Those Things about which Wisdom’s Merchants Deal}
The things with which this heavenly trade is conducted are, by their very nature, things of
greatest worth. They are wares that cannot be purchased even by all the world’s wealth, and their
worth is more than that of all the world’s wealth. They are all great, glorious, and excellent
things. There is nothing low, contemptible, or useless among all the goods that wisdom proposes
to the soul’s choice and acceptance. They include the favor of God, redemption from Hell,
pardon of sin, peace with God, the graces of the Holy Spirit, communion with the Father and Son
and Holy Spirit, communion with saints and angels,144 walking with God, spiritual blessings, joy
in the Holy Spirit, heavenly treasures, and assurance of glory. These are all things of
incomparable value and the things with which heavenly traders trade. And, are not these far
better in their nature than the low, dirty, fading things of this world? 145 No onyx, sapphire,
crystal, coral, pearl, topaz, rubies, or the most costly pieces of nature can compare with this pearl
of great price (Matthew 13:45–46),146 this stone cut out of the mountains (Daniel 2:44–45),147 or
those spiritual treasures that are the objective of this heavenly trade. Let those who know the
worth of things be judges. Call in wisdom’s skilled jewelers. Let God, the saints in Heaven, and
angels speak concerning this matter. Their verdict will be that wisdom’s wares weigh down148 all
else as to their innate excellence. I will propose just three pieces of evidence to prove this fact,
and they are of unquestionable validity and a sufficient proof of this truth. They are:
1. Scripture
144

Communion with saints on earth is visible now. When we worship God, we have invisible communion with
saints in Heaven and angels who are continually worshiping God.
145
This may be a surprising description of worldly goods to one who is materially well off and has “nice
things.” But it is an understated description if compared with spiritual blessings. Also, things refers not only to
material things, but intangible things like pleasure, entertainment, and so on. The Lord Jesus is infinitely more
valuable than even our dearest relatives.
146
“Again, the kingdom of heaven is like a merchant seeking beautiful pearls, who, when he had found
one pearl of great price, went and sold all that he had and bought it” (Matthew 13:45–46 NKJV).
147
“And in the days of those kings the God of heaven will set up a kingdom that shall never be destroyed,
nor shall the kingdom be left to another people. It shall break in pieces all these kingdoms and bring
them to an end, and it shall stand forever, just as you saw that a stone was cut from a mountain by no
human hand, and that it broke in pieces the iron, the bronze, the clay, the silver, and the gold. A great
God has made known to the king what shall be after this. The dream is certain, and its interpretation
sure” (Daniel 2:44–45 ESV).
148
weigh down: a reference to a two-pan balance (scale).
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2. Experience
3. Reason

Scripture Proves That Heavenly Wares Are the Best in Their Own Nature
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Nature of Those Things about which Wisdom’s Merchants Deal
Scripture Proves That Heavenly Wares Are the Best in Their Own Nature}
First, the Scriptures will tell you that there are no wares like heavenly wares: “Indeed
their rock is not like our Rock, Even our enemies themselves judge this” (Deuteronomy
32:31 NASB). “Because Your lovingkindness is better than life, My lips will praise You”
(Psalm 63:3 NASB). And the light of His countenance is better than the increase of grain, wine,
and oil (Psalm 4:6–7).149 “The law of Your mouth is better to me Than thousands of gold and
silver pieces” (Psalm 119:72 NASB). Tried faith is much better than gold, which perishes (1
Peter 1:7).150 “For a day in your courts is better than a thousand elsewhere. I would rather
be a doorkeeper in the house of my God than dwell in the tents of wickedness” (Psalm 84:10
ESV). No one in Heaven is like God and no one on earth can be compared to Him (Psalm
73:25).151 To make provision for the soul is the one thing needed. To enjoy Christ and spiritual
things is the better part that will never be taken away (Luke 10:42). 152 The kingdom of God is the
primary thing to be sought, and sought first (Matthew 6:33).153 It is to be first in desire and first
in time. Very many testimonies may be produced from Scripture to attest to this truth: that the
heavenly trade is the best trade and there are no goods like heavenly goods. What do you trade
for here [on earth]? Is it for more than earthly life that you plan and work? You gain no more out
of earth than food, drink, clothing, money, land, reputation, and the like; these only tend to
earthly life. But the favor of God is better than earthly life. One gracious look or one whisper of
peace from God weighs down all those. Riches, pleasures, and honors do not make a happy man
or woman. The Scriptures never tell of any people who were blessed [merely] because they had
an abundance of earthly things [while living apart from God], but rather, calls them miserable,
unhappy, and subject to more fears and dangers (Ecclesiastes 5:11–17).154 But godliness makes a
149

“There are many who say, ‘Who will show us any good?’ LORD, lift up the light of Your countenance
upon us. You have put gladness in my heart, More than in the season that their grain and wine
increased” (Psalm 4:6–7 NKJV).
150
“So that the proof of your faith, being more precious than gold which is perishable, even though tested
by fire, may be found to result in praise and glory and honor at the revelation of Jesus Christ” (1 Peter
1:7 NASB).
151
“Whom have I in heaven but you? And there is nothing on earth that I desire besides you” (Psalm
73:25 ESV).
152
“But only one thing is necessary, for Mary has chosen the good part, which shall not be taken away
from her” (Luke 10:42 NASB).
153
“But seek first the kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all these things shall be added to you”
(Matthew 6:33 NKJV).
154
“When goods increase, They increase who eat them; So what profit have the owners Except to see
them with their eyes? The sleep of a laboring man is sweet, Whether he eats little or much; But the
abundance of the rich will not permit him to sleep. There is a severe evil which I have seen under the
sun: Riches kept for their owner to his hurt. But those riches perish through misfortune; When he
begets a son, there is nothing in his hand. As he came from his mother’s womb, naked shall he return, To
go as he came; And he shall take nothing from his labor Which he may carry away in his hand. And this
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man blessed (Psalm 1:1–2),155 and pardon of sin makes a person happy (Psalm 1:1–2, 32) 156 in
God’s account. God’s testimony is truth itself and is to be relied upon beyond all the supposed
supports of blinded opinion and false hopes.157

Experience Proves That Heavenly Wares Are the Best in Their Own Nature
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Nature of Those Things about which Wisdom’s Merchants Deal
Experience Proves Heavenly Wares Are the Best in Their Own Nature}
Second, experience assures people of this truth that heavenly things are the best things.
Inquire of a soul that has tried both: one who has had all that the world could give on the one
hand, and on the other hand, who has also experienced the favor of God and spiritual things. That
person will tell you that there are no things like spiritual things, similar to what David said about
Goliath’s sword, “There is none like it” (1 Samuel 21:9). 158 And similar to what Solomon said of
the virtuous wife (Proverbs 31:29),159 the things above excel everything on earth. “How much
better it is to get wisdom than gold! And to get understanding is to be chosen above silver”
(Proverbs 16:16 NASB). This was Solomon’s experience,160 who had the largest trial of any man;
he had houses, vineyards, gardens, servants, silver, gold, the special treasures of kings, greatness,
pleasure, music, and whatever his eyes desired. And, on all of these, he gives this verdict: “4I
enlarged my works: I built houses for myself, I planted vineyards for myself; … 11Thus I
considered all my activities which my hands had done and the labor which I had exerted,
and behold all was vanity and striving after wind and there was no profit under the sun.
12
So I turned to consider wisdom, madness and folly; for what will the man do who will

also is a severe evil—Just exactly as he came, so shall he go. And what profit has he who has labored for
the wind? All his days he also eats in darkness, And he has much sorrow and sickness and anger”
(Ecclesiastes 5:11–17 NKJV).
155
“How blessed is the man who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked, Nor stand in the path of
sinners, Nor sit in the seat of scoffers! But his delight is in the law of the LORD, And in His law he
meditates day and night” (Psalm 1:1–2 NASB).
156
“Blessed is the man who walks not in the counsel of the wicked, nor stands in the way of sinners, nor
sits in the seat of scoffers; but his delight is in the law of the LORD, and on his law he meditates day and
night” (Psalm 1:1–2 ESV). “Blessed is the one whose transgression is forgiven, whose sin is covered”
(Psalm 32:1 ESV).
157
The editor wishes to emphasize again that none of this is mere literary hyperbole; the value and duration of
human life, and even of the universe, are finite, while Heaven and Hell are eternal and Christ is infinitely
worthy.
158
“Then the priest said, ‘The sword of Goliath the Philistine, whom you killed in the valley of Elah,
behold, it is wrapped in a cloth behind the ephod; if you would take it for yourself, take it. For there is
no other except it here.’ And David said, ‘There is none like it; give it to me’” (1 Samuel 21:9 NASB).
159
“Many women have done excellently, but you surpass them all” (Proverbs 31:29 ESV).
160
The record of 1 Kings shows us that Solomon, in addition to violating God’s command not to multiply
horses, wives, gold, or silver for himself (Deuteronomy 17:16–17), allowed his foreign wives to turn him away
from God (1 Kings 11). God rebuked him, but there is no record of his repentance. It is believed however, that
Ecclesiastes, among other things, is a record of Solomon’s heartfelt repentance. This repentance may be why
the books of Chronicles do not mention his great sin.
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come after the king except what has already been done?” 13And I saw that wisdom excels
folly as light excels darkness” (Ecclesiastes 2:4, 11–13 NASB).161
Piety transcends moral depravity, Heaven transcends the world, and purity surpasses
pleasures as light does darkness. When Solomon speaks of earthly things, he tells you: “For all
his days are full of sorrow, and his work is a vexation. Even in the night his heart does not
rest. This also is vanity” (Ecclesiastes 2:23 ESV). “This also is a grievous evil—exactly as a
man is born, thus will he die. So what is the advantage to him who toils for the wind?”
(Ecclesiastes 5:16 NASB). And he does not find that which he seeks. But when Solomon speaks
of wisdom and spiritual things, he is like one who lacks words to express their worth. “For
wisdom is better than rubies, And all the things one may desire cannot be compared with
her” (Proverbs 8:11 NKJV). David was a man who had experienced a variety of conditions in
the world. He knew what trouble and comfort were, what youth and age were, and what poverty
and riches were. He had pleasures, honors, treasures, the hearts of the people, and command of a
kingdom. Yet he tells you that he had seen the consummation of all perfection (Psalm 119:96), 162
that the light of God’s countenance was better than all (Psalm 4:6), 163 and to be a doorkeeper (a
menial job) in the house of God was better than to dwell in the tents of wickedness (Psalm
84:10).164 David chooses wisdom as his one thing: “One thing I have desired of the LORD,
That will I seek: That I may dwell in the house of the LORD All the days of my life, To
behold the beauty of the LORD, And to inquire in His temple” (Psalm 27:4 NKJV).
Moses knew what honor was and the pleasures of sin. Yet given a choice, he preferred
poverty with godliness while on the side of the truth rather than all the treasures of Egypt. “By
faith Moses, when he was grown up, refused to be called the son of Pharaoh’s daughter,
choosing rather to be mistreated with the people of God than to enjoy the fleeting pleasures
of sin. He considered the reproach of Christ greater wealth than the treasures of Egypt, for
he was looking to the reward” (Hebrews 11:24–26 ESV). He knew the nobles of Egypt and the
grandeur of Pharaoh’s court. Yet he could value a poor persecuted people who acknowledged
God. Moses clung to God above all the world. “Happy are you, O Israel! Who is like you, a
161

It is worth reading the entire passage: “I enlarged my works: I built houses for myself, I planted
vineyards for myself; I made gardens and parks for myself and I planted in them all kinds of fruit trees;
I made ponds of water for myself from which to irrigate a forest of growing trees. I bought male and
female slaves and I had homeborn slaves. Also I possessed flocks and herds larger than all who preceded
me in Jerusalem. Also, I collected for myself silver and gold and the treasure of kings and provinces. I
provided for myself male and female singers and the pleasures of men—many concubines. Then I
became great and increased more than all who preceded me in Jerusalem. My wisdom also stood by me.
All that my eyes desired I did not refuse them. I did not withhold my heart from any pleasure, for my
heart was pleased because of all my labor and this was my reward for all my labor. Thus I considered all
my activities which my hands had done and the labor which I had exerted, and behold all was vanity
and striving after wind and there was no profit under the sun. So I turned to consider wisdom, madness
and folly; for what will the man do who will come after the king except what has already been done? And
I saw that wisdom excels folly as light excels darkness” (Ecclesiastes 2:4–13 NASB).
162
“I have seen the consummation of all perfection, But Your commandment is exceedingly broad”
(Psalm 119:96 NKJV).
163
“There are many who say, ‘Who will show us any good?’ LORD, lift up the light of Your countenance
upon us” (Psalm 4:6 NKJV).
164
“For a day in your courts is better than a thousand elsewhere. I would rather be a doorkeeper in the
house of my God than dwell in the tents of wickedness” (Psalm 84:10 ESV).
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people saved by the LORD, The shield of your help And the sword of your majesty! Your
enemies shall submit to you, And you shall tread down their high places” (Deuteronomy
33:29 NKJV). Moses deems God to be like none other: “Who is like You among the gods, O
LORD? Who is like You, majestic in holiness, Awesome in praises, working wonders?”
(Exodus 15:11 NASB). Moses also deems his religion the best investment: “He said to them,
‘Take to heart all the words by which I am warning you today, that you may command
them to your children, that they may be careful to do all the words of this law. For it is no
empty word for you, but your very life, and by this word you shall live long in the land that
you are going over the Jordan to possess’” (Deuteronomy 32:46–47 ESV).
Ask Paul, and he will tell you what was the fruit of sin and of charging furiously against
Christ and His portion when the Lord Jesus came to reckon with him and pay him back in the
way to Damascus (Acts 9:3–4).165 Paul even felt Christ’s blow many years after in twitches of
conscience now and then (1 Timothy 1:12–15).166 From the sense of the change grace had made
in his heart and condition, he tells you that whatever he had previously considered to be gain, he
now counted loss for Christ (Philippians 3:6–10).167 There was a time when he thought his book
learning, blind zeal, Jewish heritage, observance of the ceremonial law, popular applause, favor
of the authorities, and protection by the authorities were all valuable things. But now he changes
his reasoning and values the knowledge of Christ, his portion in Him, and grace derived from the
power of His death and resurrection to be excellencies that greatly overshadowed his former
glory.
The [Philippian] jailer once thought it was best for him to swim with the stream, sail by
the compass of the times in which he lived, to run down the ways and servants of the Lord
Jesus,168 to obey the warrant of the authorities, and fasten the saint’s feet in the stocks (Acts
16:24–34).169 But grace took him in hand and plucked him through the narrow gate (Matthew
165

“Now as he went on his way, he approached Damascus, and suddenly a light from heaven shone
around him. And falling to the ground he heard a voice saying to him, ‘Saul, Saul, why are you
persecuting me?’” (Acts 9:3–4 ESV).
166
“I thank him who has given me strength, Christ Jesus our Lord, because he judged me faithful,
appointing me to his service, though formerly I was a blasphemer, persecutor, and insolent opponent.
But I received mercy because I had acted ignorantly in unbelief, and the grace of our Lord overflowed
for me with the faith and love that are in Christ Jesus. The saying is trustworthy and deserving of full
acceptance, that Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners, of whom I am the foremost” (1
Timothy 1:12–15 ESV).
167
“Concerning zeal, persecuting the church; concerning the righteousness which is in the law, blameless.
But what things were gain to me, these I have counted loss for Christ. Yet indeed I also count all things
loss for the excellence of the knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord, for whom I have suffered the loss of all
things, and count them as rubbish, that I may gain Christ and be found in Him, not having my own
righteousness, which is from the law, but that which is through faith in Christ, the righteousness which
is from God by faith; that I may know Him and the power of His resurrection, and the fellowship of His
sufferings, being conformed to His death” (Philippians 3:6–10 NKJV).
168
The passage did not actually say that the jailer was hostile to Christianity. He did obey orders.
169
“Having received such a charge, he put them into the inner prison and fastened their feet in the stocks.
But at midnight Paul and Silas were praying and singing hymns to God, and the prisoners were listening
to them. Suddenly there was a great earthquake, so that the foundations of the prison were shaken; and
immediately all the doors were opened and everyone’s chains were loosed. And the keeper of the prison,
awaking from sleep and seeing the prison doors open, supposing the prisoners had fled, drew his sword
and was about to kill himself. But Paul called with a loud voice, saying, ‘Do yourself no harm, for we are
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7:13–14)170 of conscience, terrors, and repentance into a state of regeneration. He then corrects
his errors and sees that his chief concern is to embrace Christ and come over to the way of
persecuted godliness, believe in the Lord Jesus, be kind to His servants, and pursue the trade of
despised Christianity. Upon careful consideration, he deemed Christianity to be most worthy of
his choice and pursuit. “What treasures more rich or precious,” said Agerius, 171 when a prisoner
for Christ in Venice, “than everlasting life? Where else might be greater riches or more honorable
dignities than in Heaven? Here [in prison] the delectable dew drops, the pleasant nectar flows,
the sweet milk runs, and here is plenty of all good things. I have found a hive of honey in the
entrails of a lion (Judges 14:8).172 In the deep, dark dungeon, I have found a paradise of pleasure;
where others weep, I rejoice. Where others shake and tremble, I find plenty of strength and
boldness. In narrow bonds and cold shackles, I have rest.” Also go to sinners during a time when
they are under terrors of conscience and the armed troops of death and Hell invade their guilty
hearts. Ask their opinion about how good their choice was and what was the advantage of that
bargain they made in parting with God for the world, in rejecting Christ for the flesh, in turning
their backs on holiness—all for the service of sin. Observe their dejected countenances, their
guilty looks, their unquiet gestures, their cries and groans—these will quickly tell you of their
sad resentment of their folly and the bad trade they pursued in the ways of sin and death.

Reason Proves That Heavenly Wares Are the Best in Their Own Nature
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Nature of Those Things about which Wisdom’s Merchants Deal
Reason Proves That Heavenly Wares Are the Best in Their Own Nature}
Third, reason itself, used rightly, will conclude that heavenly wares are the best wares
based on these four considerations:
1. Their rarity;
2. Their price;
3. Their worth;
4. Their duration.

all here.’ Then he called for a light, ran in, and fell down trembling before Paul and Silas. And he
brought them out and said, ‘Sirs, what must I do to be saved?’ So they said, ‘Believe on the Lord Jesus
Christ, and you will be saved, you and your household.’ Then they spoke the word of the Lord to him
and to all who were in his house. And he took them the same hour of the night and washed their stripes.
And immediately he and all his family were baptized. Now when he had brought them into his house, he
set food before them; and he rejoiced, having believed in God with all his household” (Acts 16:24–34
NKJV).
170
“Enter by the narrow gate; for wide is the gate and broad is the way that leads to destruction, and
there are many who go in by it. Because narrow is the gate and difficult is the way which leads to life,
and there are few who find it” (Matthew 7:13–14 NKJV).
171
Ashwood references “Fox” as his source, but the editor did not find the name “Agerius” in Foxe’s Book of
Martyrs.
172
“When he returned later to take her, he turned aside to look at the carcass of the lion; and behold, a
swarm of bees and honey were in the body of the lion” (Judges 14:8 NASB).
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Heavenly Wares Are Rare

{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Nature of Those Things about which Wisdom’s Merchants Deal
Reason Proves That Heavenly Wares Are the Best in Their Own Nature
Heavenly Wares Are Rare}
First, heavenly things are rare and therefore excellent.173 Scarcity increases the price of
things. Diamonds and precious stones are greatly valued because they are scarce and are
obtained only with difficulty. Plenty usually beats down the price of things, while rarity makes
them costly. And such are heavenly wares; they are the greatest rarity in the world. They are less
known, hard to come by, and more seldom enjoyed than anything this earth affords. There are
few parts of the world where wisdom’s goods ever come. How many countries are there where
the Gospel is not known? No sights of God or eternal things are ever to be had except what is
discernible by the dim light of nature. Of those places daylight has visited, to few has the
brightness of the light of Christianity appeared. Few places have had the mysteries of the Gospel
opened to them or the deep things of God purely, fully, and powerfully preached to them. It has
been the privilege of this nation above many 174 to have a particular and special share of the
proclamation of the Gospel and of truth, and these more spiritually and practically shown forth
than to most. And yet, how few here or in other places have any acquaintance with these glorious
secrets. So few arrive at this excellence of the knowledge of Christ and divine mysteries. 175 What
a veil there is on the minds of most, even under the purest ministries of the Gospel. They see, but
do not perceive. They understand some facts, but what they know does not affect them inwardly.
The spiritual beauty and inward worth of this divine knowledge is hidden from them. Most
people who hear sermons see heavenly goods with eyes half opened like Balaam (Numbers
22:30–31),176 and thus they do not value and pursue them. If the worth of wisdom’s treasures
were truly known and believed, would the poor, beggarly, dirty things of the world be so
173

In the opinion of the editor, this section (or subchapter) as stated is unworthy of Ashwood or the rest of his
book. The value of the Gospel, salvation, and heavenly glory is not diminished, but increased, as more people
are born again in Christ. An infinite God cannot have a finite supply of anything. The law of supply and
demand is entirely inapplicable here. It is true, however, that God chose only a certain number of people for
eternal life. “For many are called, but few are chosen” (Matthew 22:14 NASB). Salvation is an uncommon
and most glorious and precious gift; the recipients of the gift of saving faith have every reason to be the more
humble and thankful as they sadly observe how few others come to know Jesus Christ. This is especially true
when we consider that not only do we not deserve our redemption in Christ, but even now by our sin deserve
not grace, but wrath. Nonetheless, the law of supply and demand remains inapplicable in this case.
174
Although Ashwood refers to the England of his day, this is also abundantly true of twenty-first century
America. The United States has a rich Christian heritage, a vast number of English translations of the Holy
Bible (while many people groups have not even one), access to vast information resources and media, and
many other blessings, including material prosperity, which prosperity gives us the leisure time in which we
well ought to pursue the things of God and Heaven. We stand self-condemned by our neglect and ill use of
these blessings.
175
This was true in England in Ashwood’s time. How much more is it true today in modern America.
Americans have wantonly and carelessly abandoned and thrown into the trash heap treasures of infinite value.
176
“And the donkey said to Balaam, ‘Am I not your donkey, on which you have ridden all your life long
to this day? Is it my habit to treat you this way?’ And he said, ‘No.’ Then the LORD opened the eyes of
Balaam, and he saw the angel of the LORD standing in the way, with his drawn sword in his hand. And
he bowed down and fell on his face” (Numbers 22:30–31 ESV).
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preferred in people’s affections and so lovingly hugged? Would so much time be consumed on
them with the consequent neglect of God and the things above? We may certainly complain,
without breach of charity: “Who has believed our message? And to whom has the arm of the
LORD been revealed?” (Isaiah 53:1 NASB). Heavenly things are rare in the sense that few know
and believe the worth of them and people seldom perceive their worth and excellence.
Also, few trade with heavenly goods. It is a rare thing to see people who are very
knowledgeable about heavenly things and pursuing a trade of godliness. Various people may
barter for some of wisdom’s goods: knowledge, peace, comfort, ability, external duties, 177 and so
on. But there are few who carry on a full trade of godliness. An Enoch, a Noah, a Caleb, a
Joshua, a Job, a David, a Paul, a Barnabas—here and there are people in their different times
who are thoroughly with God, and universal178 in the duties of godliness, heart purity, godly
guilelessness, universal holiness, communion with God, meditation on the things above,
tenderness of conscience, self-denial, deadness to the world, heavenly-mindedness, spiritual
conversations—these are commodities in which few deal this day. A Christian who gives his all
to God is a marvel in the place in which he lives and more seldom seen than a sparkling diamond
in the dark night in which we live. Few seek heavenly goods in as much earnest as they do the
world and their own things. Fewer obtain these heavenly goods (Philippians 2:21). 179 I fear that
few live in the daily exercise of their graces and have heartfelt aspirations of their souls for God
and spiritual things. There are few who find the white stone (Revelation 2:17), 180 who live in
view of their having been forgiven and have conscious enjoyment of divine grace. Therefore
these heavenly goods are rare things, seldom found, seldom known, seldom pursued, and seldom
enjoyed. And because they are rare, they are excellent and desirable.
Heavenly Wares Are Expensive

{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Nature of Those Things about which Wisdom’s Merchants Deal
Reason Proves That Heavenly Wares Are the Best in Their Own Nature
Heavenly Wares Are Expensive}
Second, heavenly things are the best because they are the most costly. This argument will
not hold in all things. People may buy their desired comforts at an excessive price and give more
for the world, pleasures, and their particular goods than they are worth. But nobody can be
deceived by wisdom’s wares: the glory of God, the salvation of souls, the enjoyment of grace,
and spiritual blessings. No price is too high for these. Their price speaks of the greatness of their
worth.181 They are real things and excellent in their nature and use.

177

external duties: things done for show, oneself, tradition, or selfish reasons, and not from a heart seeking to
glorify, please, and obey God.
178
universal: in this context, complete in everything required, leaving nothing out.
179
“For they all seek their own interests, not those of Jesus Christ” (Philippians 2:21 ESV).
180
“He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches. To him who overcomes, to him I
will give some of the hidden manna, and I will give him a white stone, and a new name written on the
stone which no one knows but he who receives it” (Revelation 2:17 NASB).
181
Heavenly things are priceless, but given freely by Christ.
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Heavenly Wares Cost God Dearly
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Nature of Those Things about which Wisdom’s Merchants Deal
Reason Proves That Heavenly Wares Are the Best in Their Own Nature
Heavenly Wares Are Expensive
Heavenly Wares Cost God Dearly}
If heavenly wares are valuable according to their price, they must be transcendent, 182
because the purchase of them cost God dearly. God bore the expense of eternal counsels of the
multifaceted wisdom of God, of love whose greatness is unknowable, and of the gift and blood
of His own Son, all in order to procure these great things for believers. And it has cost Him
mighty power and patience to enable believers to receive them and maintain their enjoyment of
them. “Or do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit who is in you,
whom you have from God, and that you are not your own? For you have been bought with
a price: therefore glorify God in your body” (1 Corinthians 6:19–20 NASB). “Knowing that
you were not redeemed with perishable things like silver or gold from your futile way of life
inherited from your forefathers, but with precious blood, as of a lamb unblemished and
spotless, the blood of Christ” (1 Peter 1:18–19 NASB). He gave Himself a ransom, a sufficient
price to purchase believers for Himself, along with grace and glory for them. “For God so loved
the world, that He gave His only begotten Son, that whoever believes in Him shall not
perish, but have eternal life” (John 3:16 NASB). Christ paid by His death on the Cross, by
unspeakable torments, and all His sufferings to procure these glorious and blessed treasures for
believers. What costly wares! What dearly purchased goods! For these, the pearl of price [Christ]
was sold and the treasures of Heaven emptied out.183
Heavenly Wares Are Often Costly to the Receivers
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Nature of Those Things about which Wisdom’s Merchants Deal
Reason Proves That Heavenly Wares Are the Best in Their Own Nature
Heavenly Wares Are Expensive
Heavenly Wares Are Often Costly to the Receivers}
And, just as these cost the purchaser [God] an enormous184 amount, they are costly to the
receiver as well. The preparation [life on earth] for a portion of these treasures is frequently
182

The gifts are transcendent for God Himself is transcendent, that is, entirely other than and apart from His
creation. No part of God (so to speak) is part of this universe, and nothing in this universe is part of God. This
is true even though God is everywhere present in this universe and our Lord Jesus Christ took to Himself a true
human body (made of created matter) and soul.
183
This editor asks the reader to consider what he or she deserves: horrible tormenting fire in Hell, plus other
torments of body and soul for all eternity. Now consider all the horrors Christ endured on the last twenty-four
hours of His earthly life. They were bad enough, but not as horrible as the horrors some endure in Communist
prisons and camps, much less as horrible as eternity in Hell. Since God is perfectly just, this editor concludes
that, by means largely unknown to us, Christ endured the equivalent of eternity in Hell. That was the infinite
price He paid for His saints. Such is God’s love for us. How worthy then is He of all our thanksgiving, praise,
obedience, and devotion to Him, all to His glory.
184
Actually, an infinite amount, for God is infinite in all aspects and dimensions.
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expensive to believers. Oh, the wounds, piercings, bleeding, heart-prickings, pangs, and falls into
sin that are on the way to this banner of love that redemption grace spreads over saved souls.
There are furious storms and bloody skirmishes that precede the believer’s reception of the
purchased peace. The terms on which this good bargain is offered are worth infinitely less than
these heavenly treasures are worth. But relative to the soul’s capacity the terms are high: no less
than throwing all of its former treasures overboard and parting with whatever of its closest-held
possessions and dearest comforts stand in the way of the enjoyment of heavenly treasures. It may
mean plucking out a right eye or cutting off a right hand (Matthew 5:29–30). 185 It means denying
(oh, it is a hard saying!) one’s own beloved self (Matthew 16:24). 186 It means not only bearing a
cross when one is laid on us or taking up the cross of Christ, but bearing one’s own cross as well.
It means enduring whatever one’s own sins, the hands of people, or the devil may do. And, in
such plights, to not sit down or stand still, but to go on and follow Christ up the hill, through
thick and thin, through scorns and thorns, day and night, through every change, in every
condition, all the way home [through] the grave. No easier terms are given for the enjoyment of
heavenly riches than a hearty consent to these proposals, terms that may expose a person to an
actual loss of all earthly things, and undergoing unknown trials, troubles, and duties in the way.
This bargain, though it is blessed in itself, is thought by some to be priced too high and they
reject it. They think God, grace, and glory too expensive to accept. This demonstrates the
costliness of heavenly things: that in light of careful reasoning and deliberation, they cost so
much to choose.
Heavenly Wares Are Worth Greatly More Than Their Price

{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Nature of Those Things about which Wisdom’s Merchants Deal
Reason Proves That Heavenly Wares Are the Best in Their Own Nature
Heavenly Wares Are Worth Greatly More Than Their Price}
Third, the price of these heavenly treasures is high, but their worth is great. They are
good in themselves and good to those who have them. “Why do you spend money for what is
not bread, And your wages for what does not satisfy? Listen carefully to Me, and eat what is
good, And let your soul delight itself in abundance” (Isaiah 55:2 NKJV). Earthly things are
not like heavenly things. Even when they are good in themselves, they may not be good to those
who have them. Riches are snares and swords to their owners and often pierce them through with
many sorrows (1 Timothy 6:10).187 Heavenly things are not only good, but absolutely good.
Other things are not like that. Earthly things are only conditionally good; they are good only so
185

“If your right eye causes you to sin, pluck it out and cast it from you; for it is more profitable for you
that one of your members perish, than for your whole body to be cast into hell. And if your right hand
causes you to sin, cut it off and cast it from you; for it is more profitable for you that one of your
members perish, than for your whole body to be cast into hell” (Matthew 5:29–30 NKJV). On the basis of
this passage, some have even emasculated themselves. However, no part of the human body is a cause of (as
opposed to temptation to) sin. Rather, this Scripture is meant to teach emphatically the need to avoid occasions
of sin in our lives.
186
“Then Jesus said to His disciples, ‘If anyone wishes to come after Me, he must deny himself, and take
up his cross and follow Me’” (Matthew 16:24 NASB).
187
“For the love of money is a root of all kinds of evils. It is through this craving that some have
wandered away from the faith and pierced themselves with many pangs” (1 Timothy 6:10 ESV).
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long as God blesses them and lets out something of Himself through them. Things like manna,
food, clothing, and lower springs (Judges 1:15)188 are good only so far as God is pleased to
convey some spiritual good through them or make them subservient in some way to spiritual
purposes. In this case, God views them as good and makes them good. Otherwise, these things
cannot make people happy or show [to others] that they are [really] happy. Nebuchadnezzar’s
greatness could not protect him from grazing among the beasts, and bedding with them in open
fields drenched with dew (Daniel 4:33).189 Belshazzar’s pleasures could not guard him from the
handwriting on the wall (Daniel 5:5). 190 Dives had plenty and honor one day, and the next day he
was in Hell (Luke 16:19–23).191 The things of this earth may be compared to cisterns and pipes;
they are not useful for anything unless water comes from them. Likewise, the things of earth are
of no value unless God demonstrates His love and fulfills His promises through them. 192 [By
contrast,] heavenly things are not only absolutely good, but good in every way. All heavenly
things are good for every person in every condition, poor and rich, young and old. Godliness is
profitable for all people in every way (1 Timothy 4:8). 193 There is no person in any condition for
whom grace and spiritual blessings are not both good and able to convey good.
There may be cases for which nothing of this lower world is of help. Riches grow wings
and are of no benefit in the day of wrath (Proverbs 23:5; Psalm 49:6–8). 194 In times of trouble
and divine wrath, musical instruments have no sweetness. But spiritual mercies help to comfort
one in the day of trouble. “When the cares of my heart are many, your consolations cheer my
soul” (Psalm 94:19 ESV).

188

“She said to him, ‘Give me a blessing, since you have given me the land of the Negev, give me also
springs of water.’ So Caleb gave her the upper springs and the lower springs” (Judges 1:15 NASB).
189
“Immediately the word concerning Nebuchadnezzar was fulfilled; and he was driven away from
mankind and began eating grass like cattle, and his body was drenched with the dew of heaven until his
hair had grown like eagles’ feathers and his nails like birds’ claws” (Daniel 4:33 NASB).
190
“In the same hour the fingers of a man’s hand appeared and wrote opposite the lampstand on the
plaster of the wall of the king’s palace; and the king saw the part of the hand that wrote” (Daniel 5:5
NKJV).
191
“There was a certain rich man who was clothed in purple and fine linen and fared sumptuously every
day. But there was a certain beggar named Lazarus, full of sores, who was laid at his gate, desiring to be
fed with the crumbs which fell from the rich man’s table. Moreover the dogs came and licked his sores.
So it was that the beggar died, and was carried by the angels to Abraham’s bosom. The rich man also
died and was buried. And being in torments in Hades, he lifted up his eyes and saw Abraham afar off,
and Lazarus in his bosom” (Luke 16:19–23 NKJV).
192
This needs to be taken seriously; it is not literary hyperbole. Every tiny thing comes from God’s providential
care. Both believers and unbelievers take God’s gracious gifts too much for granted as though they “just are”
from impersonal nature or something.
193
“For while bodily training is of some value, godliness is of value in every way, as it holds promise for
the present life and also for the life to come” (1 Timothy 4:8 ESV).
194
“Will you set your eyes on that which is not? For riches certainly make themselves wings; They fly
away like an eagle toward heaven” (Proverbs 23:5 NKJV). “Those who trust in their wealth And boast in
the multitude of their riches, None of them can by any means redeem his brother, Nor give to God a
ransom for him—For the redemption of their souls is costly, And it shall cease forever” (Psalm 49:6–8
NKJV).
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Heavenly Wares Have Eternal Duration

{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Nature of Those Things about which Wisdom’s Merchants Deal
Reason Proves That Heavenly Wares Are the Best in Their Own Nature
Heavenly Wares Have Eternal Duration}
Fourth, the longevity of heavenly things shows that they are excellent. They are lasting
wares; time does not change them. The universe will grow old, and like a garment will be
changed (Psalm 102:25–26).195 But using them will never wear out heavenly things. Indeed, how
much of them we have and our perceptions of them may change; we may not always have the
same degrees of grace or comfort. But the change is not in heavenly things, but in us. God is the
same yesterday, today, and forever (Hebrews 13:8).196 Likewise, grace and spiritual things are, in
their essence, the same yesterday, today, and forever. They are good in prosperity and good in
adversity; they are good in life and good in death. Changeableness mars all earthly comforts.
They are things that do not last; we may have them, but cannot hold them. They are like the
fleeting islands about the Tenerife—people see them at a distance, but when they come near
them, they vanish.197 The things that are seen are temporary (2 Corinthians 4:18). 198 “We may
have them,” said Seneca,199 “but cannot possess them, and they no sooner please us, but pass
from us.” But unseen things are eternal. God’s love is everlasting and the graces of His Holy
Spirit eternal. “No one born of God makes a practice of sinning, for God’s seed abides in
him, and he cannot keep on sinning because he has been born of God” (1 John 3:9 ESV).
The joys of the Holy Spirit are lasting. “These things I have spoken to you, that My joy may
remain in you, and that your joy may be full” (John 15:11 NKJV). (See Jeremiah 31:3; Job
15:11; Isaiah 59:21; Hebrews 10:34; 1 Peter 1:4.) 200 Indeed, [people’s] acts of grace may fail for
a time, but the habit of grace is never lost. One’s spiritual constitution and streams of comfort
may decline, but the source of joy [God] is never drained dry. Justification is immutable, pardon
of sin is irreversible, and the saint’s treasures in Heaven are enduring and can never fade away.
People may outlive their savings here and see all their portion gone before their death. But
195

“Of old You founded the earth, And the heavens are the work of Your hands. Even they will perish,
but You endure; And all of them will wear out like a garment; Like clothing You will change them and
they will be changed” (Psalm 102:25–26 NASB).
196
“Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and forever” (Hebrews 13:8 NASB).
197
A reference to a medieval legend about the Canary Islands.
198
“While we do not look at the things which are seen, but at the things which are not seen. For the things
which are seen are temporary, but the things which are not seen are eternal” (2 Corinthians 4:18 NKJV).
199
Seneca (circa 4 BC–AD 65) was a renowned Roman Stoic philosopher and statesman noted for much
practical wisdom.
200
“The LORD has appeared of old to me, saying: ‘Yes, I have loved you with an everlasting love;
Therefore with lovingkindness I have drawn you’” (Jeremiah 31:3 NKJV). “Are the comforts of God too
small for you, or the word that deals gently with you?” (Job 15:11 ESV). “‘As for Me, this is My covenant
with them,’ says the LORD: ‘My Spirit which is upon you, and My words which I have put in your mouth
shall not depart from your mouth, nor from the mouth of your offspring, nor from the mouth of your
offspring’s offspring,’ says the LORD, ‘from now and forever’” (Isaiah 59:21 NASB). “For you had
compassion on me in my chains, and joyfully accepted the plundering of your goods, knowing that you
have a better and an enduring possession for yourselves in heaven” (Hebrews 10:34 NKJV). “To obtain an
inheritance which is imperishable and undefiled and will not fade away, reserved in heaven for you” (1
Peter 1:4 NASB).
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heavenly portions and immortal souls are alike in that they continue for eternity, and this
enhances their value. People esteem a little [certain] land to be more valuable than an uncertain
great estate. Wisdom’s wares are certain, and there are no rotten goods among them.

The Person with Whom Heavenly Traders Deal
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Person with Whom Heavenly Traders Deal}
The heavenly trade is the best trade because of the person of the Trader with whom these
merchants deal. Much of the comfort, safety, and advantage of people’s trades lies in those with
whom they deal. If these are able, honest, and friendly, it is conducive to the prosperity of those
with whom they deal.201 Much mischief comes to traders when sellers cheat, are cruel, take
advantage of a buyer’s circumstances, or when buyers are false and deceitful and do not keep
their word. But heavenly traders cannot be exposed to these hazards from those with whom they
deal. Indeed, wisdom’s merchants have to deal with many people in the pursuit of their heavenly
trade, both taking in and letting out.202 But there is one great Merchant [God] with Whom they
principally deal Who determines the management and results of their whole trade in this
merchandise. They interact with God, saints, and angels,203 but all is done through a Mediator.
The goods they receive are from His portion. They deal with God through Christ. All their
wisdom to trade and the rules by which to act come from Him. The good and advantage of all
their trading is secured204 by Him. They may be concerned with many people and things and all
to which duty and providence calls them. Like the chemist, they are to extract some good from
everything with which they deal, and like the bee, gather honey from weeds. However, this good
they get from people and things is not from them, but conveyed through them by the Great
Purchaser with Whom they deal. To these heavenly traders and heirs of salvation, good comes
from everything and is delivered to them according to the promise: “And we know that God
causes all things to work together for good to those who love God, to those who are called
according to His purpose” (Romans 8:28 NASB). In due time this good will be conveyed by
these means, emptied out to believers by the hand of the Lord Jesus. Therefore, properly and
strictly, heavenly traders have to do with just one Great Merchant [God] for the goods they take
in or lay out. All other things and people are only ways and instruments that God has appointed
through which His blessings will be delivered. This is what makes wisdom’s trade so good: the
advantage of it does not depend on those secondary agents. They have only to do with only One
[God], Who is most excellent, great, good, able, and faithful to fulfill both His promises and the
expectations of those who deal with Him.

201

This is still true even in an age of big corporations. Corporate policies that encourage friendly and helpful
customer service by employees and have good warranties are a benefit to the buyer.
202
The editor does not translate these phrases as buying and selling, in recognition of the fact that Christians do
much out of charity and fellowship.
203
This does not mean that believers converse with or pray to angels, merely that we know that they are God’s
invisible and silent ministers to us.
204
secure: to certainly obtain something and put it beyond danger of being lost. (Unfortunately, this word has a
number of specialized meanings in different branches of the US military and elsewhere that do not apply here.)
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Christ’s Greatness
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Person with Whom Heavenly Traders Deal
Christ’s Greatness}
As to His quality and personal grandeur, He is above all and over all, King of kings, and
Lord of lords. “And He has on His robe and on His thigh a name written: KING OF KINGS
AND LORD OF LORDS” (Revelation 19:16 NKJV). He is the majesty on high and the glory of
heaven and earth.205 He has angels to worship Him, thrones and principalities under Him, and all
creatures in Heaven and earth to serve Him. Oh, how honorable it is to deal with Him to Whom
kings and potentates pay their tribute and to Whom humans and angels yield their homage. It is
attractive to people to converse with those who are socially above them and to work with persons
of honor and greatness. But souls [people], here is one who offers to trade with you: [God] from
whom all creatures receive their glory.

Christ’s Goodness
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Person With Whom Heavenly Traders Deal
Christ’s Goodness}
Yes, God’s goodness matches His greatness and sweetly tempers His personal
conversation for the encouragement of the lowest soul that interacts with Him. Greatness without
goodness discourages rather than encourages the hopes of those who are beneath it. But such is
the sweetness of Christ’s nature that His glory actually renders His goodness more pleasing and
His goodness makes His glory more desirable. God does not value a person according to his or
her [earthly] worth or despise anyone for his low estate. The lowest soul has as easy access to
Him and as gracious a reception as do those having the highest reputation among people. “For
thus says the high and exalted One Who lives forever, whose name is Holy, I dwell on a high
and holy place, And also with the contrite and lowly of spirit In order to revive the spirit of
the lowly And to revive the heart of the contrite’” (Isaiah 57:15 NASB). God has a sweet and
gracious nature and a free and generous spirit; He is good to all, especially to those who seek
Him. This kind of nature renders people desirable. Who would choose to deal with people who
have ugly natures and churlish dispositions? Affability and sweetness strongly invite people to
interact with those of that nature. And there is none like Jesus for excellent goodness,
lovingkindness, pity, and bounty. Goodness is His nature, and mercy is His delight. He takes
pleasure in doing good. Jesus Christ will see to it that anybody who trades with Him will be
better off for it. He is also able as well as good.

Christ’s Ability
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Person with Whom Heavenly Traders Deal
Christ’s Ability}
205

God’s creation shows some of His infinite glory.
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Some people have excellent natures but limited abilities; they are willing to do good
beyond their power, but cannot. But it is not so with the saint’s Friend. He has all power in
Heaven and earth (Matthew 28:18),206 and can do whatever He pleases. He has all creatures at
His command and controls all the treasures of Heaven. He is infinitely rich and has all of the
good that souls might need or desire. He has goods of all kinds with which to supply His
customers. It is not so with people; no merchant can furnish his traders with everything they
need, but one sells this ware, another that. Here, people sail to one country for one commodity
and to another country for other wares. They ransack nature’s treasures by sea and land. From
every nation, they get goods that have special excellent qualities particular to that nation so as to
make up their full inventory and meet their needs as they desire. But the Lord Jesus has
everything you need in Himself and at His command. He can supply all your needs because all
fullness dwells in Him (Philippians 4:19).207 He has in Himself all that your souls need and the
command of what you need for your bodies also. He can give you the desires of your heart
(Psalm 37:4).208 “And God is able to make all grace abound to you, so that having all
sufficiency in all things at all times, you may abound in every good work” (2 Corinthians 9:8
ESV). Here are no less than five alls that flow from the ability of Christ to believers: All grace
abounds in them and all sufficiency in all things is enjoyed by them at all times for every good
work. If people would just believe in the all-sufficiency of Christ, they would not so perplex their
spirits when in need. They would not be anxious about food, clothing, or how to get this or that
other mercy they desire because all is offered to wisdom’s merchants freely. This is because
godliness has attached to it209 promises for this life and for that which is to come, and these
promises are in the hand of Jesus for the benefit of all who go to God through Him. “All things
have been delivered to Me by My Father, and no one knows the Son except the Father. Nor
does anyone know the Father except the Son, and the one to whom the Son wills to reveal
Him” (Matthew 11:27 NKJV). The Lord Jesus is not only able to give you all that you ask
according to His will—all things have been delivered to Him for that purpose—but He can
preserve it for you and your use. “Which is why I suffer as I do. But I am not ashamed, for I
know whom I have believed, and I am convinced that he is able to guard until that Day
what has been entrusted to me” (2 Timothy 1:12 ESV). This all-sufficiency of Christ is
argument enough for all those in the New Covenant for a calm and quiet dependence on Him and
holy walking before Him (Genesis 17:1).210

206

“And Jesus came and spoke to them, saying, ‘All authority has been given to Me in heaven and on
earth’” (Matthew 28:18 NKJV). Note: the word translated power in the KJV is ἐξουσια [ex-oo-see´-ah],
meaning, in this context, authority. A better verse to bring home Ashwood’s point might be: “Ah, Lord GOD!
It is you who have made the heavens and the earth by your great power and by your outstretched arm!
Nothing is too hard for you” (Jeremiah 32:17 ESV).
207
“And my God will supply all your needs according to His riches in glory in Christ Jesus” (Philippians
4:19 NASB).
208
“Delight yourself also in the LORD, And He shall give you the desires of your heart” (Psalm 37:4
NKJV).
209
No amount of godliness earns God’s promises. Rather, the same gift of faith that justifies also causes good
works and that same gift of faith comes with many other gifts besides.
210
“When Abram was ninety-nine years old the LORD appeared to Abram and said to him, ‘I am God
Almighty; walk before me, and be blameless’” (Genesis 17:1 ESV).
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Christ’s Faithfulness
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Person with Whom Heavenly Traders Deal
Christ’s Faithfulness}
And, God is also that which is exceedingly pleasing to traders: He is faithful as well as
able. He keeps His Word and makes good on all His promises to a tittle211 to those who, by faith,
deal with Him. The Holy One of Israel cannot lie (Titus 1:2). 212 “My covenant I will not break,
Nor alter the word that has gone out of My lips” (Psalm 89:34 NKJV). “God is not a man,
that He should lie, Nor a son of man, that He should repent. Has He said, and will He not
do? Or has He spoken, and will He not make it good?” (Numbers 23:19 NKJV). He is the
faithful witness; faithful is His name (Revelation 1:5).213 “Then I saw heaven opened, and
behold, a white horse! The one sitting on it is called Faithful and True, and in righteousness
he judges and makes war” (Revelation 19:11 ESV). And, faithfulness is God’s nature; by
comparison, every man is a liar. “Certainly not! Indeed, let God be true but every man a liar.
As it is written: ‘That You may be justified in Your words, And may overcome when You are
judged’” (Romans 3:4 NKJV). If the Lord Jesus were not faithful to His word and undertaking,
the Father would not have trusted Him with all the concerns of His glory and people in the
world. He would have been unfit for the elect to have committed to Him their souls and all that is
dear to them. People promise one thing and do another and say things that are untrue. Many are
greatly harmed by the unfaithfulness of those with whom they deal. But this is not true of Christ;
you may trust His fidelity. Heaven and earth will sooner fail than one tittle of all that He has
spoken. And therefore because the Lord Jesus is so excellent, the trades that are done with Him
are excellent.

The Terms of the Heavenly Trade
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Terms of the Heavenly Trade}
Weigh the terms214 on which this trade is offered to souls, and it will obviously be
incomparably the best trade. For to those who set upon this trade:
• Goods with which to trade will be freely given them.
• Wisdom to manage these goods will be fully imparted to them.
• God will bless the good use of these goods.
• All the glory of them will be rendered to God.

The smallest stroke of a pen in Hebrew, such as the uppermost tip of this letter yod: י.
“In hope of eternal life which God, who cannot lie, promised before time began” (Titus 1:2 NKJV).
213
“And from Jesus Christ, the faithful witness, the firstborn of the dead, and the ruler of the kings of the
earth. To Him who loves us and released us from our sins by His blood” (Revelation 1:5 NASB).
214
terms: in this context, the stipulations and agreed-upon promises and expectations in a business contract.
211

212
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Goods Will Be Freely Given to Heaven’s Merchants
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Terms of the Heavenly Trade
Goods Will Be Freely Given to Heaven’s Merchants}
First, wisdom’s wares are freely offered to all who will receive them, without money or
price. “Come, everyone who thirsts, come to the waters; and he who has no money, come,
buy and eat! Come, buy wine and milk without money and without price” (Isaiah 55:1
ESV). “Then He said to me, ‘It is done. I am the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and
the end. I will give to the one who thirsts from the spring of the water of life without cost’”
(Revelation 21:6 NASB). Here on earth, merchants cannot get goods for nothing, nor move them
off the shelf [profitably] for nothing. There is no going to the world’s markets without money or
credit. Those who want goods must pay for them, and many things are painfully expensive. But
the Lord Jesus imparts His treasures freely. He paid dearly for them and they cost Him His
blood, but He spares His treasures freely; no silver or gold will change hands for these treasures.
Simon Magus offered gold for the Holy Spirit and was rebuffed with detestation, and destruction
to boot (Acts 8:18–20).215 Heavenly treasures are made available on the condition [requirement]
that they are free. It is against the design of redemption grace to admit anything from fallen
mankind that might look like a compensation for divine mercies. Rather, the design tends to
advance the praise of the glory of grace, and cut out all boasting, that every mouth may be
stopped. Nothing less than Christ’s merits can be equal to the worth of heavenly things. And alas,
what do they possess that they could they part with, those who have lost their very selves? How
could those who have nothing give to God, except what they have received from Him? It is
therefore necessary that whatever is given in salvation must be given absolutely free. This is
blessed news to poor traders; their poverty is no bar to this employment. The poorest may receive
wisdom’s wares just as well as the rich since the wares are free. Whatever differences exist
between creatures [people] are laid aside in the dispensing of spiritual mercies. There are no
monopolies or hard impositions on this trade. There is no restraint on setting up this business or
on selling wisdom’s goods in any part of the world. Cities have their boundaries and corporations
have their methods216 to keep out strangers from their privileges. But in this trade, wherever they
are, all who want may come over to wisdom’s merchandise and have the right to carry on this
work of godliness. The heavenly trade is a free trade; goods are freely given and there is liberty
to all people to set up in all places.

215

“Now when Simon saw that the Spirit was bestowed through the laying on of the apostles’ hands, he
offered them money, saying, ‘Give this authority to me as well, so that everyone on whom I lay my hands
may receive the Holy Spirit.’ But Peter said to him, ‘May your silver perish with you, because you
thought you could obtain the gift of God with money!’” (Acts 8:18–20 NASB). Ashwood uses the name
Simon Magus. Magus is simply Latin for magician (an occult practitioner, not a stage magician). In the Greek,
Simon offered χρηματα [khray´-mah], a word meaning price or money in general. Peter, in his rebuke, said,
“May your silver perish.” In this case, the Greek, αργυριον [ar-goo´-ree-on] does mean silver. Neither gold nor
“destruction to boot” are mentioned in this passage. However, multiple non-scriptural historical references to
Simon Magus do occur and record that he taught heresy, making his destruction to boot highly likely.
216
In Ashwood’s England, these methods would primarily have been legal monopolies and royal grants of
privilege.
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Wisdom to Manage Goods Will Be Given to Heaven’s Merchants
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Terms of the Heavenly Trade
Wisdom to Manage Goods Will Be Given to Heaven’s Merchants}
Second, just as goods with which to trade are freely given, so wisdom to manage them
will be imparted fully. This is a privilege that sellers on earth will not give you. You may have
their goods at their price, but not instructions on how to use them to your advantage. 217 But this
great merchant in Heaven [God], along with His wares, gives skill to use them. “Thus says the
LORD, your Redeemer, the Holy One of Israel, ‘I am the LORD your God, who teaches you
to profit, Who leads you in the way you should go’” (Isaiah 48:17 NASB). “If you seek her
as silver, And search for her as for hidden treasures; Then you will understand the fear of
the LORD, And find the knowledge of God. For the LORD gives wisdom; From His mouth
come knowledge and understanding; He stores up sound wisdom for the upright; He is a
shield to those who walk uprightly; He guards the paths of justice, And preserves the way
of His saints. Then you will understand righteousness and justice, Equity and every good
path” (Proverbs 2:4–9 NKJV). The person who seeks for wisdom’s wares will find both the
wares and instruction on how to use them. “I will instruct you and teach you in the way you
should go; I will counsel you with my eye upon you” (Psalm 32:8 ESV). He will be eyes to the
blind and feet to the lame (Job 29:15). 218 In the Lord Jesus, one will find everything in this
heavenly trade: goods, tools, skill, strength, and everything. “He shall say, ‘Surely in the LORD
I have righteousness and strength. To Him men shall come, And all shall be ashamed Who
are incensed against Him’” (Isaiah 45:24 NKJV).

God Will Ensure a Blessing on the Good Use of These Goods
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Terms of the Heavenly Trade
God Will Ensure a Blessing on the Good Use of These Goods}
Third, God will bless the good use of these goods. This is ensured to all His traders. The
wayfaring man will not err (Isaiah 35:8).219 God’s workmen will not labor in vain (1 Corinthians

217

This does not imply that printed instructions or advice from shopkeepers was not available in Ashwood’s
time any more than now. But there are four limitations to such instructions. First, it is not in the seller’s best
interest to minimize your consumption. For example, toothpaste advertisements typically show a fat glob
extending across the entire bristle surface of the toothbrush, though far less is needed. Second, no seller knows
you and your individual needs perfectly. Third, no seller is able to modify your body, mind, or spirit. By
contrast, God knows everything about you and what is best for you down to the smallest detail. Fourth, God
not only changes people for the better, but He gives the Holy Spirit to believers, imparting abilities that are
fundamentally spiritual and supernatural.
218
“I was eyes to the blind and feet to the lame” (Job 29:15 ESV).
219
“A highway shall be there, and a road, And it shall be called the Highway of Holiness. The unclean
shall not pass over it, But it shall be for others. Whoever walks the road, although a fool, Shall not go
astray” (Isaiah 35:8 NKJV).
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15:58),220 for His blessing is on His people (Psalm 3:8). 221 “You will decide on a matter, and it
will be established for you, and light will shine on your ways” (Job 22:28 ESV). “This Book
of the Law shall not depart from your mouth, but you shall meditate on it day and night, so
that you may be careful to do according to all that is written in it. For then you will make
your way prosperous, and then you will have good success” (Joshua 1:8 ESV). This passage
gives the heavenly trade: to do God’s will and thus [spiritually] prosper. No wholesaler will
guarantee that their retailers will be prosperous. Retailers must do business under great
uncertainties and take their chances in business. Come what may, blessings do not come out of
earthly shops, but from a divine hand. Blessings will surely come in the end to those who venture
out at Christ’s bidding and trade by His instruction in wisdom’s merchandise. Let men curse,
demons vex, north winds blow, and blow down their earthly comforts at that. Yet: “He will bless
those who fear the LORD, Both small and great” (Psalm 115:13 NKJV). He will bless them in
life and bless them in death. Is this not good trading: to be sure of blessings along the way and
blessedness at the end (1 Peter 1:8–9)?222

God Will Get All the Glory
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Terms of the Heavenly Trade
God Will Get All the Glory}
Fourth, another condition [term] in this trade is that God will have all the glory, but those
who trade with Him and for Him will have all the good that comes by it. Glory is the main
revenue that the great Lord reserves to Himself and will not part with to another. “I am the
LORD, that is My name; I will not give My glory to another, Nor My praise to graven
images” (Isaiah 42:8 NASB). This is His great design in all the works of His hands and gifts of
grace: that He may be glorified. “Your people shall all be righteous; they shall possess the
land forever, the branch of my planting, the work of my hands, that I might be glorified”
(Isaiah 60:21 ESV). This is God’s great purpose in bestowing redemption mercies: to have all the
glory to Himself. “In him we have obtained an inheritance, having been predestined
according to the purpose of him who works all things according to the counsel of his will, so
that we who were the first to hope in Christ might be to the praise of his glory” (Ephesians
1:11–12 ESV).223 Christian, the revenue must be the Lord’s, but the fruit will be yours. “He who
220

“Therefore, my beloved brethren, be steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord,
knowing that your toil is not in vain in the Lord” (1 Corinthians 15:58 NASB).
221
“Salvation belongs to the LORD. Your blessing is upon Your people. Selah” (Psalm 3:8 NKJV). Note:
Ashwood, the KJV, and the NKJV insert is after blessing. This is not at all an invalid translation. However,
without this is, which is not in the Hebrew (but could be implied), verse 9 may be read as a prayer or
benediction, not a statement of fact. Scholars, including the highly regraded commentary by Keil and
Delitzsch, and modern translations translate it as a prayer or benediction. Ashwood’s point is not invalid,
however, for “He who has clean hands and a pure heart, Who has not lifted up his soul to falsehood And
has not sworn deceitfully. He shall receive a blessing from the LORD And righteousness from the God of
his salvation” (Psalm 24:4–5 NASB).
222
“Though you have not seen him, you love him. Though you do not now see him, you believe in him
and rejoice with joy that is inexpressible and filled with glory, obtaining the outcome of your faith, the
salvation of your souls” (1 Peter 1:8–9 ESV).
223
The editor wishes to suggest The End for Which God Created the World, by Jonathan Edwards. Most readers
will probably want John Piper’s God’s Passion for His Glory: Living the Vision of Jonathan Edwards (With the
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tends the fig tree will eat its fruit, And he who cares for his master will be honored”
Proverbs 27:18 NASB). All the sweetness of the vine is for those who possess it, and the plants
of the earth are for those who cultivate them. (See Judges 9:13, Hebrews 6:7.) 224 “Say to the
righteous that it shall be well with them, For they shall eat the fruit of their doings” (Isaiah
3:10 NKJV). The present comforts of holiness are not small. “Those who love Your law have
great peace, And nothing causes them to stumble” (Psalm 119:165 NASB). “Her ways are
ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are peace” (Proverbs 3:17 ESV). Christianity is the
most pleasant trade. There are no delights like those that are in God and fetched from Him. God
gives the world the bones and keeps the marrow for His laborers. 225 The godly feed on the wheat,
but the wicked have only the bran. 226 Take careful note: those who trade upon Christianity have a
share in all the good, comfort, credit, and happiness that Christianity provides, both here on earth
and to all eternity. “Who ever goes to war at his own expense? Who plants a vineyard and
does not eat of its fruit? Or who tends a flock and does not drink of the milk of the flock?”
(1 Corinthians 9:7 NKJV).

The Heavenly Trade Is the Most Profitable Trade
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Heavenly Trade Is the Most Profitable Trade}
The heavenly trade must be the best trade because it is the most profitable trade. This
advantage that comes from godliness makes it the best employment in the world. We used to say,
three things make traders rich. And all of these are found in the way of godliness:
1. Great return on investment;
2. Sure return on investment;
3. Quick return on investment.

The Heavenly Trade Brings Great Returns
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Heavenly Trade Is the Most Profitable Trade
The Heavenly Trade Brings Great Returns}
Now, nothing gives greater returns than a thorough pursuit of piety. Whatever people
think, Christianity is the most thriving way with respect to the:227
1. Excellent fruit of it;
Complete Text of The End for Which God Created the World), ISBN-13: 9781581340075.
224
“But the vine said to them, ‘Shall I leave my wine that cheers God and men and go hold sway over the
trees?’” (Judges 9:13 ESV). “For land that has drunk the rain that often falls on it, and produces a crop
useful to those for whose sake it is cultivated, receives a blessing from God” (Hebrews 6:7 ESV).
Ashwood’s intent in including these two verses may have been to show that God expects the fruit of the Spirit
from us, from the analogy of productive farmland.
225
Bone marrow is a healthy and tasty food considered by many to be a delicacy.
226
Bran is the hard outer layer of many cereal grains. It is not chaff, but part of the grain itself. It is present in
whole-grain foods and often absent in over-refined grain. Ashwood may perhaps meant chaff.
227
Ashwood gives this list here and in his table of contents, leading the reader to an expectation that these three
things will be individually discussed, but they are blended together in the following text.
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2. Abundant fruit of it;
3. Durable fruit of it.
First, great returns will soon make traders rich when the time and labor they expend is
abundantly compensated and the resources they spend bring in far more than what was spent. So
it is with this heavenly trade. There is no proportion between what heavenly traders venture and
their returns.228 Their duties are poor, imperfect things and when they have done all, they are
unprofitable servants. But their reward is great and glorious. Their afflictions are light and
momentary, but they end in a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory (2 Corinthians
4:17–18).229 It is great profit indeed, when some weak works of faith, labors of love, and a little
patience, obedience, and duty—for a time—are rewarded with eternal rest, pleasure, and glory.
There is no equality between the race (2 Timothy 4:7),230 price, and this world’s striving, and a
heavenly crown. What is a cup of cold water (Matthew 10:42) 231 compared to a river of
pleasures? A crown of thorns to a crown of glory? The world’s frowns to divine smiles? A
troubled conscience to the consolations of God? A few tears, fears, some watching, weakness,
duties, and afflictions—what are these compared to the joys of the Lord into which believers will
enter forever?
It is a great bargain to give up small, worthless things for excellent things, beastly lusts232
for the beauty of holiness, an unclean heart for a clean heart, vile affections for a virtuous
disposition, filthy rags for beautiful garments, and a body of death for a Holy Spirit of life. To let
go of the world for God, fellowship with demons for communion with Christ, to lose guilt and
gain righteousness, to escape Hell and gain Heaven—this is great gain. To swap away old things
for new, rotten things for sound things, hypocrisy for sincerity, and lies for truth, is a good
bargain. To exchange empty things for things that satisfy, things that are not for things that are,
goods that wear out with use for things that never become old, and fading trifles for eternal
treasures—this is a thriving trade indeed. And such are the revenues of the heavenly trade; they
are incomparably great and excellent. Wisdom’s merchants never deal with contemptible or
cheaply made goods. All of their riches are pleasant and precious. “By knowledge the rooms
are filled with all precious and pleasant riches” (Proverbs 24:4 ESV)—precious faith,
precious promises, the precious blood of Christ, and precious thoughts of God are some of the
precious things heavenly traders meet with in the way of holiness. Besides this, pursuit of
godliness brings souls into acquaintance and conversation with God and helps them to keep a
relationship with Heaven and to maintain a life above and beyond the reach of all others. Is this
not a great advantage?
Christianity also leads people into blessed experiences of the love, power, greatness, and
faithfulness of God. This constant employment about heavenly things makes the way pleasant
228

This is literally, mathematically true: divide infinity by anything, and you have an infinite ratio; there is thus
no proportion.
229
“For this light momentary affliction is preparing for us an eternal weight of glory beyond all
comparison, as we look not to the things that are seen but to the things that are unseen. For the things
that are seen are transient, but the things that are unseen are eternal” (2 Corinthians 4:17–18 ESV).
230
“I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I have kept the faith” (2 Timothy 4:7 NKJV).
231
“And whoever in the name of a disciple gives to one of these little ones even a cup of cold water to
drink, truly I say to you, he shall not lose his reward” (Matthew 10:42 NASB).
232
lusts: not only sexual lust, but all indulgence of the flesh and self.
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and delightful, and fills the soul with much contentment with its lot in the world, in spite of
whatever trials, losses, and sufferings the soul may experience or fear. Also, engaging in this
heavenly trade secures the good and comfort of all their other interests. It sweetens whatever
portion in the world God’s sovereign pleasure allots to them, whether it be more or less. It brings
all their concerns under divine care and promises for their good, comfort, and sufficient supply
during their passage to home [Heaven]. Are not all these great returns enough to make the
heavenly trade the greatest portion and advantage beyond all others in the world?

The Heavenly Trade Brings Sure Returns
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Heavenly Trade Is the Most Profitable Trade
The Heavenly Trade Brings Sure Returns}
Second, guaranteed returns make traders rich. Merchants that pursue gainful trades
consider that, if one out of two or three ventures come safely home, they have done well. 233 But,
all ventures in this heavenly trade that are done in obedience to God’s Word are secure.
“Therefore, my beloved brethren, be steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work
of the Lord, knowing that your toil is not in vain in the Lord” (1 Corinthians 15:58 NASB).
Not one sincere attempt in the way of God will miscarry. 234 No pious duty will be lost and all
sowing to the Holy Spirit will surely spring up to a blessed harvest (Galatians 6:8). 235 “Those
who sow in tears shall reap with joyful shouting. He who goes to and fro weeping, carrying
his bag of seed, Shall indeed come again with a shout of joy, bringing his sheaves with him”
(Psalm 126:5–6 NASB).236 Though they go forth weeping, if they bear precious seed, they will
doubtless come again with rejoicing, bringing their sheaves [of grain] with them.
The Justice of God Assures the Returns

{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Heavenly Trade Is the Most Profitable Trade
The Heavenly Trade Brings Sure Returns
The Justice of God Assures the Returns}
“For God is not unjust to forget your work and labor of love which you have shown
toward His name, in that you have ministered to the saints, and do minister” (Hebrews 6:10
NKJV). God’s justice237 assures that the ventures of believers are safely returned to their harbor;
He has promised it and cannot be unfaithful. Nor is it consistent with His honor to put believers
on work that is unprofitable to them. “I did not speak in secret, in a land of darkness; I did
not say to the offspring of Jacob, ‘Seek me in vain.’ I the LORD speak the truth; I declare
233

This reference is to sending out animal-drawn caravans or sailing ships that will not return for weeks or
months. Such ventures were hazardous and frequently lost.
234
Our toil in the Lord always has eternal gain, but visible success in this fallen world is not at all assured.
235
“For the one who sows to his own flesh will from the flesh reap corruption, but the one who sows to
the Spirit will from the Spirit reap eternal life” (Galatians 6:8 ESV).
236
The weeping is due to being unable to eat the grain being sown or sell it.
237
Of ourselves we deserve nothing from God except Hell. But God’s justice and truth compel Him to keep His
sovereignly and mercifully made promises.
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what is right” (Isaiah 45:19 ESV).238 Noble-minded people love to see their servants thrive. Do
you think Christ will let His laborers be losers? Their works will surely follow them into their
rest (Revelation 14:13).239 Because God’s given word is at stake, this will be true no matter how
hidden their works may be during their earthly journey to their rest.
The Blood of Christ Assures the Returns

{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Heavenly Trade Is the Most Profitable Trade
The Heavenly Trade Brings Sure Returns
The Blood of Christ Assures the Returns}
When the ventures of the saints are according to the will of God, the blood of Christ is
also engaged for safe returns from their ventures. Their Christian labors are part of the anguish of
His soul, which He must see secured, and they are the will of the Lord, which must prosper in
His hand (Isaiah 53:10–11).240 He has become a surety for believers to God and a surety for the
Father to believers. “So much the more also Jesus has become the guarantee of a better
covenant” (Hebrews 7:22 NASB). The covenant is here called a testament241 as it relates to the
saints’ privileges and portion; it is by this covenant that these become due to them. These will
surely be made good to them because Christ is surety for them. He is the surety of this testament,
or covenant, and of every promise of it. One of these promises is that what the saints sow to the
Spirit, they will reap in glory and their labor will not be in vain. Christ will make all the promises
good, both the conditions242 and the blessing, to the saints in the new covenant. For this reason,
the Lord Jesus has laid down His precious blood, which cannot be lost (Hebrews 9:15). 243 But it
would be thrown away if somehow believers’ Christian duties be in vain.

238

The NASB puts a waste place for vain. The Hebrew [ ּתֹהּוto´-hoo] can have either meaning.
“Then I heard a voice from heaven saying to me, ‘Write: ‘Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord
from now on.’ ‘Yes,’ says the Spirit, ‘that they may rest from their labors, and their works follow them’”
(Revelation 14:13 NKJV).
240
“Yet it was the will of the LORD to crush him; he has put him to grief; when his soul makes an offering
for guilt, he shall see his offspring; he shall prolong his days; the will of the LORD shall prosper in his
hand. Out of the anguish of his soul he shall see and be satisfied; by his knowledge shall the righteous
one, my servant, make many to be accounted righteous, and he shall bear their iniquities” (Isaiah 53:10–
11 ESV). On the Cross, Christ procured not only justification from sin, but sanctification and preordained good
works. “For we are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared
beforehand, that we should walk in them” (Ephesians 2:10 ESV).
241
The Greek διαθηκη [dee-ath-ay´-kay] has, in its most general sense, the meaning of a binding legal
instrument. Depending on the context, contract, covenant, and testament may all be valid translations.
Ashwood’s use of testament is from the KJV. But most modern translations render διαθηκη as covenant in
Hebrews 7:22 since that fits the context. By contrast, in Hebrews 9:16, the context demands that διαθηκη be
rendered testament or will, as in the famous phrase last will and testament.
242
The editor is unsure of Ashwood’s exact intent here. However, it seems that he refers to the conditions that
are attached to most of God’s promises. For example, none of those who refuse to believe in Christ will have
eternal life, but God’s elect will be given grace to meet the conditions.
243
“For this reason He is the mediator of a new covenant, so that, since a death has taken place for the
redemption of the transgressions that were committed under the first covenant, those who have been
called may receive the promise of the eternal inheritance” (Hebrews 9:15 NASB).
239
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The Holy Spirit of God Assures the Returns

{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Heavenly Trade Is the Most Profitable Trade
The Heavenly Trade Brings Sure Returns
The Holy Spirit of God Assures the Returns}
Another thing that makes secure the saints’ advantages by this heavenly trade is this: that
their trading is the work and product of God’s own Holy Spirit; their duties are His work.
“LORD, You will establish peace for us, Since You have also performed for us all our works”
(Isaiah 26:12 NASB). “For it is God who works in you both to will and to do for His good
pleasure” (Philippians 2:13 NKJV). “Not that we are adequate in ourselves to consider
anything as coming from ourselves, but our adequacy is from God” (2 Corinthians 3:5
NASB). “For we are His workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God
prepared beforehand so that we would walk in them” (Ephesians 2:10 NASB). Believers are
led and made to act by the Holy Spirit of God (Romans 8:4). 244 [In Ezekiel’s vision] the wheels
could only go where the Spirit wanted (Ezekiel 1:20–21). 245 Similarly, Christians cannot move or
do anything by God’s grace except if their works are made by God (John 3:21). 246 Believers’
labors in this heavenly trade are works of the eternal Holy Spirit. If [somehow] believers’ good
works could be lost, the Spirit of God would labor in vain and His work be thrown away—but
this cannot be (Isaiah 45:19).247
The Partnership of the Lord Jesus Assures the Returns

{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Heavenly Trade Is the Most Profitable Trade
The Heavenly Trade Brings Sure Returns
The Partnership of the Lord Jesus Assures the Returns}
The Lord Jesus is a business partner248 with heavenly traders. His glory and kingdom are
invested in this heavenly trade. When His will is done, His kingdom is come (Matthew 6:10; 1
Thessalonians 4:3).249 Holiness and conformity to His law is His will. Christ is engaged to the
Father for the saints’ holiness, happiness, grace, and glory. “As You have given Him authority
244

“In order that the righteous requirement of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not according to
the flesh but according to the Spirit” (Romans 8:4 ESV).
245
“Wherever the spirit wanted to go, they went, and the wheels rose along with them, for the spirit of the
living creatures was in the wheels. When those went, these went; and when those stood, these stood; and
when those rose from the earth, the wheels rose along with them, for the spirit of the living creatures was
in the wheels” (Ezekiel 1:20–21 ESV).
246
“But whoever does what is true comes to the light, so that it may be clearly seen that his works have
been carried out in God” (John 3:21 ESV).
247
“I have not spoken in secret, In a dark place of the earth; I did not say to the seed of Jacob, ‘Seek Me
in vain’; I, the LORD, speak righteousness, I declare things that are right” (Isaiah 45:19 NKJV). See the
earlier footnote on this passage.
248
This would be blasphemous, except that “He who sanctifies and those who are sanctified all have one
source. That is why he is not ashamed to call them brothers” (Hebrew 2:11 ESV).
249
“Your kingdom come. Your will be done On earth as it is in heaven” (Matthew 6:10 NKJV). “For this is
the will of God, your sanctification: that you should abstain from sexual immorality” (1 Thessalonians
4:3 NKJV).
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over all flesh, that He should give eternal life to as many as You have given Him” (John 17:2
NKJV; also John 17:12).250 The Father has put all believers into the hands of Christ and entrusted
Him with their graces and glory, both of which are included in eternal life. “And this is eternal
life, that they know you the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom you have sent” (John
17:3 ESV). That is, this is the way to eternal life and the beginning of eternal life: the grace of
faith and saving knowledge of God. This grace, as well as glory, is put into the hand of Christ for
believers and kept for them by Christ. Believers are also put into His hand to be kept by Him,
through faith, into glory. To fulfill this trust, the Lord Jesus is engaged to keep His people, their
graces, and their reward for them so that these cannot be lost. The advantages of this heavenly
trade are made secure to believers by the Lord Jesus. His business partnership with them, His
truth, His faithfulness, and His glory are all invested in their safety. Thus, heavenly traders’
returns are not only great, but sure.

The Heavenly Trade Brings Quick Returns
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Heavenly Trade Is the Most Profitable Trade
The Heavenly Trade Brings Quick Returns}
Quick returns, if great, are greatly enriching. Thus the proverb that easy gain makes a
heavy purse. Fast sales bring great revenue and that makes for quick returns on investment. Now,
no trade brings quicker returns than the heavenly trade. “And behold, I am coming quickly,
and My reward is with Me, to give to every one according to his work” (Revelation 22:12
NKJV). The Lord Jesus not only makes good payment, but quick payment. As soon as the work
is done, He promises to make good His word. “Call upon Me in the day of trouble; I will
deliver you, and you shall glorify Me” (Psalm 50:15 NKJV). Actually, the Lord Jesus
sometimes pays in advance. “It shall come to pass That before they call, I will answer; And
while they are still speaking, I will hear” (Isaiah 65:24 NKJV). People are often forced to wait
for their money and sometimes never even get it. But the gain of believers is not only sure, but
speedy.
But We Must Often Wait Patiently for God to Answer

{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Heavenly Trade Is the Most Profitable Trade
The Heavenly Trade Brings Quick Returns
But We Must Often Wait Patiently for God to Answer}
OBJECTION: What is the reason then, that God’s people complain of God not hearing
and deferring an answer to their requests? And, why are believers taught patience and endurance
after they have done the will of God, if the return of their faith and duties were so quick? The
250

“… as You have given Him authority over all flesh, that He should give eternal life to as many as You
have given Him” (John 17:2 NKJV). “While I was with them in the world, I kept them in Your name.
Those whom You gave Me I have kept; and none of them is lost except the son of perdition, that the
Scripture might be fulfilled” (John 17:12 NKJV).
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experience and complaint of the people of God in all ages is that God seems to not hear their
prayers and to delay His help.
God Will Help at Exactly the Best Time
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Heavenly Trade Is the Most Profitable Trade
The Heavenly Trade Brings Quick Returns
But We Must Often Wait Patiently for God to Answer
God Will Help at Exactly the Best Time}
SOLUTION 1: The saint’s returns are actually quick because they come at exactly the
correct time. God never delays to perform His word exactly when the believer has need of it; 251
He will surely hear. “And my God will supply all your needs according to His riches in glory
in Christ Jesus” (Philippians 4:19 NASB). When the soul is in real need, then God will surely
pay. “When the poor and needy seek water, and there is none, and their tongue is parched
with thirst, I the LORD will answer them; I the God of Israel will not forsake them” (Isaiah
41:17 ESV). When a believer becomes needy, then God will not withhold help any longer, but
will help. He has promised: “The young lions lack and suffer hunger; But those who seek the
LORD shall not lack any good thing” (Psalm 34:10 NKJV).
God Will Repay Our Patience
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Heavenly Trade Is the Most Profitable Trade
The Heavenly Trade Brings Quick Returns
But We Must Often Wait Patiently for God to Answer
God Will Repay Our Patience}
SOLUTION 2: If the Lord does not pay presently, He will pay interest on it; believers
will lose nothing due to God’s delay.252 “Behold, the Lord GOD shall come with a strong
hand, And His arm shall rule for Him; Behold, His reward is with Him, And His work
before Him” (Isaiah 40:10 NKJV). There is not only a reward for work done, but also a reward
for patient waiting for His promises. Their mercy will be so much the sweeter for their lack of it
and their waiting for it. Oh, how welcome are long-awaited mercies when they arrive; then every
mercy is doubled. God tried Job by withholding mercy, but see the end of Job: God paid double
for what He took and withheld from him (Job 42:10). 253 Returns at the needful and seasonable
time are sure; if God delays, He will pay well for it.

251

People have their opinions pertaining to need. But God knows exactly what is best for everyone.
This paragraph must be understood from an eternal perspective; eternal rewards are absolutely certain,
whereas any earthly rewards are at God’s sovereign pleasure.
253
“The LORD restored the fortunes of Job when he prayed for his friends, and the LORD increased all
that Job had twofold” (Job 42:10 NASB).
252
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The Saints Are Often the Cause of the Delay
{Proof That the Heavenly Trade is the Best Trade
The Heavenly Trade Is the Most Profitable Trade
The Heavenly Trade Brings Quick Returns
But We Must Often Wait Patiently for God to Answer
The Saints Are Often the Cause of the Delay}
SOLUTION 3: I might add this also: many times wisdom’s merchants are the cause of
these delays by their unfaithfulness in their trade or their unfitness for their returns. “Poor is he
who works with a negligent hand, But the hand of the diligent makes rich” (Proverbs 10:4
NASB). Souls who are active and faithful in the whole of Christianity will have no cause to
complain about God’s lack of payment.
This concludes the demonstration of the point that the heavenly trade is the best trade and
there is no merchandise like wisdom’s merchandise.
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Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Since the heavenly trade is proven to be the best trade, what do we do about it and how
do we make use of this information?

Personal Application
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Personal Application}
If the heavenly trade is the best trade, then it is strange that so few set upon this trade.
People who are starting on some course of life and want to live well in the world are willing to
take the best trade that is attainable by them, to which they would be admitted, 254 and for which
they have the resources to engage in it. Who would spend his or her time and strength in low,
sordid, and menial services that cannot provide a decent living, much less make one rich, if a
challenging, honorable, and remunerative calling within one’s abilities offered itself? Knowledge
of the Gospel of Jesus Christ is readily available. 255 Yet, such is the folly of most people that they
are ready to choose anything but godliness and take up any proposed religion or activity rather
than the work of salvation. People are wise in their time, and in other things, know how to
choose the best bargains. But in the things concerning their souls, they are foolish and content to
pursue shadows and let go of the substance. They lay out all their desires, hopes, and labor for a
life that perishes and neglect the vast concerns of another world and the welfare of their immortal
souls. Is this not folly? Poor sinners,256 let me reason a little with you, if possible, to give you
understanding. Come, be your own judges. Do you think it is in your best interest to venture your
very self, all you are, for things that, when obtained, do not last, and if they do last, do not
satisfy? These things can be with you only until you are in the grave. If they accompany you to
the funeral home, there they will leave you, except perhaps they may show you the way to Hell
also. Is it not madness to venture your souls for career, pleasures, and treasures for such a short
time and so little real advantage? These are things that you will be shortly as weary of as you are
now longing for them, and will throw them to the bats and moles (Isaiah 2:20) 257 of the earth that
you may go into the rocks to hide yourself (Revelation 6:15–16) 258 from the fury of a sinavenging God. Will you spend everything for earthly time and save up nothing for eternity? Is it
254

There is far more economic freedom today than in Ashwood’s England, but still, not everybody can get into
the Iron Workers union or medical school, for example.
255
Obviously this is not true everywhere, but it was true in Ashwood’s England, and likely true for most readers
of this book.
256
Sinner is used in two ways theologically. First, all humans are, by nature at birth, sinners and rebels against
God; even the holiest of people on earth are still sinners and thus sin. But, it also can mean those who do not
practice Christianity, but reject the Gospel. Sinners was used in this sense in the Lord Jesus’s time for those
who did not practice the Old Testament religion.
257
“In that day mankind will cast away their idols of silver and their idols of gold, which they made for
themselves to worship, to the moles and to the bats” (Isaiah 2:20 ESV).
258
“Then the kings of the earth and the great men and the commanders and the rich and the strong and
every slave and free man hid themselves in the caves and among the rocks of the mountains; and they
said to the mountains and to the rocks, ‘Fall on us and hide us from the presence of Him who sits on the
throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb’” (Revelation 6:15–16 NASB).
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rational to think that you will reap where you never sowed, or that you will possess the benefit of
that trade you never pursued (Galatians 6:7–8)?259 Do you think you will reach Heaven hereafter
and never walk one foot of the way to it here? Certainly, what people sow is what they will reap.
Can you imagine the things of heaven to be so cheap that they may be obtained without effort?
Alas, things far inferior cannot be so easily obtained. It may cost some of you much effort, much
sweat, much labor, and much expense to get just a little of this world. And do you think you will
get this assayed fine gold without buying it or digging for it? Do you think it is a wise bargain to
purchase your desirable comforts with the loss of your souls? Is it wise to give up the possibility
of having Heaven so that you may gain just a little of this world? “For what will it profit a man
if he gains the whole world and forfeits his soul? Or what shall a man give in return for his
soul?” (Matthew 16:26 ESV). And are you sure you will get even part of the world? And, what if
your hopes fail in this world—and you fall short of Heaven also? What if you never get what you
looked for on earth—or a place in Heaven? Will not your case be then dreadful? Oh, foolish
souls that could be happy, but refuse. You could get into a course of life that enriches you both
here and forever, but you refuse it. You prefer a poor beggarly life rather than a rich and noble
state. You choose to trade with demons rather than God. You choose to swap away a delightful
eternity for an eternity of anguish and an extremely valuable salvation for swinish pleasures. This
is a sad exchange that may be bewailed, but not remedied [after death]. What! To barter away
strength for weakness, desires for emptiness, [useful] labors for vanity, hope for despair, precious
souls for perishing shadows, an open door of grace for a closed door that shuts out glory, mercy
for misery, and earth for Hell? Oh, thoroughly complete fools! You have let go a bargain that
would have forever made you [a glorious creature], and once lost at death, can never be regained.
In its place you will repent for eternity of your time of folly; your tears and cries will be too late.
Mercy will not be available to you. There will be no chance to repent. No heart will yearn for
you. God’s everlasting arms will be no help to you (Matthew 25:10). 260 This is your danger,
sinners. This may be your case. You refuse wisdom’s counsels and choose death rather than life.
You will have none of wisdom’s wares or work, but value the devil’s counterfeit money rather
than Christ’s gold. You value the pleasures of sin, which are only for a season, rather than the
treasures of grace and glory, which are eternal. You walk according to the flesh and serve various
lusts until your life ends. Your life, during which you may trade for Heaven, [may be] almost
over. Alas sinners, for all you know, there may be just a few trading hours left for you in this
world. It may be scarcely a Sabbath 261 more between some of you and Hell. In what state will
you be in, you who never set upon this heavenly trade to this very day? And should you now go
out of this world as strangers to this employment, what a horrid state your souls will be in
forever! When you come to possess the eternal fruit of your bad bargain, if anybody were able to
put his ear against the gates of Hell and listen to your cries, he would hear language such as this
from your lips: “Folly, folly, woe, woe, eternity, eternity.”

259

“Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a man sows, this he will also reap. For the one
who sows to his own flesh will from the flesh reap corruption, but the one who sows to the Spirit will
from the Spirit reap eternal life” (Galatians 6:7–8 NASB).
260
“And while they were going to buy, the bridegroom came, and those who were ready went in with him
to the marriage feast, and the door was shut” (Matthew 25:10 ESV).
261
Sabbath: the first day of the week, the Christian Sabbath.
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Cause for Lamentation, Repentance, and Labor
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Cause for Lamentation, Repentance, and Labor}
This calls for mourning over the great decays of this heavenly trade in the times and
places in which we live. Loss of business is naturally resented as a bad thing, a troubling thing.
People normally take hard times to heart when their investments are threatened or their earthly
assets are lost. This is the case of most people today. All places are full of people’s complaints
about their earthly affairs. There is a moth 262 eating people’s labor and dealings, and it is easily
seen and felt. The downcast looks and bearing of many people show that they feel the loss of
earthly prosperity. They say that the times are hard, the nation’s commerce is slow, and similar
things.263 But, alas! Where are the mourners of Zion?264 And who is afflicted in heart by the decay
of godliness and the heavenly trade? Though there is nothing more visible and lamentable than
the decline of [Bible-believing] Christianity, who lays it to heart? Who seriously takes to heart
this important evil?265 Now, for the purpose of working toward a cure of this indifference and to
awaken our hearts to a due appreciation of our evil situation, which is caused by the decay of
godliness, I will:
1. Set forth some symptoms that are evidence that there is real and great decay of the
heavenly trade in the time and place in which we live.
2. Show why this is cause for lamentation.

Symptoms of the Decay of the Heavenly Trade
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Cause for Lamentation, Repentance, and Labor
Symptoms of the Decay of the Heavenly Trade}
First, that this heavenly trade is in decline and decay is so obvious that only a stranger,
and one who is unconcerned about Christianity at that, will not plainly see that Christianity and
the power of godliness are dying and languishing in most places and people.266
262

moth: a clothes moth, an emblem of destruction in Ashwood’s time. See earlier footnote.
As this editor works on Ashwood’s book, the COVID-19 virus has not only caused a fair amount of sickness
and even death, but has created much fear, economic disruption, political turmoil, unemployment,
bankruptcies, business failures, and loss of liberties. Yet, in any generation, Ashwood’s description of business
conditions will be familiar to all but the youngest readers. Such times are experienced by everyone everywhere
at some times in their lives. Some hard times are hard, and other hard times are really hard, especially when
one personally endures loss, prolonged unemployment, and so on. “That which has been is what will be,
That which is done is what will be done, And there is nothing new under the sun” (Ecclesiastes 1:9
NKJV). Such fluctuations are caused by both normal business cycles and changes in major fundamental
conditions, such as war, conquest, trade disputes, the Industrial Revolution, the present ongoing Information
Revolution, and so on. These are all in God’s regular providence, and sometimes in judgment and wrath.
264
Zion (or Sion): literally, Mount Zion on which the Old Testament Temple was situated, but used throughout
the Bible as a metaphor for God’s people, whether Old Testament Israel or the New Testament visible Church.
It can refer to God’s people on earth, in Heaven, or both.
265
Like economic cycles, there can be cycles in the spiritual state of a people group, such as a nation. Such
cycles may be years long or span several generations. These may be clearly seen in the history of Old
Testament Israel, particularly in the writings of the prophets.
266
Unfortunately, there are many in America who not only recognize this, but rejoice at it.
263
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Now to better prove this sad truth, I will use a plain and familiar method by keeping to
the metaphor of trading and the usual symptoms of decayed commerce. Six things usually show
that there is an economic downturn; all of these conclusively show that times are bad for piety
and that Christianity is in decline.
Decline in the Price of Heavenly Goods

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Cause for Lamentation, Repentance, and Labor
Symptoms of the Decay of the Heavenly Trade
Decline in the Price of Heavenly Goods}
When the price of things has fallen quite low, and goods are worth little or nothing, then
people say business is bad. So it is now in this heavenly trade: the value of divine things goes
way down. Wisdom’s goods seem to be of little worth to many people. There was a time when
heavenly wares were highly prized.267 The Word of God was precious to souls, and to saints, of
far more worth than thousands of gold and silver [coins]. They could have given up all the world
to enjoy God in ordinances. Compared to a place in God’s household, estate, ease, credit, and so
on were nothing. One view of God’s face was better than life. Oh, how sweet were the words of
His mouth. They were much sweeter than honey and the honeycomb (Psalm 19:9–10). 268 People
could let their own plows stand still so they could set their hands to God’s plow. Like Mary, they
could neglect any business to sit at Christ’s feet (Luke 10:39).269 They would leave their
appointed food and most pleasant delicacies for one drink of sanctuary water (Ezekiel 47:12) 270
or even one sip of divine sweetness. They could break their rest, leave all for Christ’s company;
and bear frowns, threatening, losses, and suffering with wonderful ease for some fellowship with
God and His people. They would not lose a praying or sermon-hearing hour, whatever it cost
them. They would not let any hardships hinder them. Price would never come between Christ
and them. They would sign onto any terms and count it a cheap bargain if at any rate they might
obtain grace and some spiritual good to their souls. But alas! Now things are different; few will
bid much for the precious things of Zion. Even some who could have plucked out their eyes and
given them to the messengers of Christ (Galatians 4:14–15), 271 now think it too costly to pluck
their hands out of their pockets to open the door to Christ Himself. Now privileges to the soul are
worth little or nothing. The enjoyment of sermons or the society of the saints is hardly deemed
267

It was a mere 41 years before this edition of Ashwood’s book that the highly regarded Westminster
Confession of Faith and Shorter and Larger Catechisms were finished.
268
“The fear of the LORD is clean, enduring forever; The judgments of the LORD are true and righteous
altogether. More to be desired are they than gold, Yea, than much fine gold; Sweeter also than honey and
the honeycomb” (Psalm 19:9–10 NKJV).
269
“And she had a sister called Mary, who sat at the Lord’s feet and listened to his teaching” (Luke 10:39
ESV).
270
“And on the banks, on both sides of the river, there will grow all kinds of trees for food. Their leaves
will not wither, nor their fruit fail, but they will bear fresh fruit every month, because the water for them
flows from the sanctuary. Their fruit will be for food, and their leaves for healing” (Ezekiel 47:12 ESV).
271
“And my trial which was in my flesh you did not despise or reject, but you received me as an angel of
God, even as Christ Jesus. What then was the blessing you enjoyed? For I bear you witness that, if
possible, you would have plucked out your own eyes and given them to me” (Galatians 4:14–15 NKJV).
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worth giving up a little time, ease, business, or socializing. For most, a shop or market is better
than attending solemn worship. Few can step over a straw [without picking it up] or forbear to
gather a little stubble, rather than get the unsearchable treasure of Christ. This is the sad
temperament of most professing Christians this day; they have lost their esteem of Christ and
spiritual things. However they may talk, they do not value God above the world, Christ above
rest, one day in His courts above a thousand elsewhere, or His precious Word above their
necessary food. Most think it more advisable to use blocks of time for the world than for Heaven.
They would rather give up many sermons than lose a little profit and opportunity, even when it is
for very small worldly advantage. People think they are spiritually full and rich and have enough
heavenly goods. They think they know enough already, have heard enough, and prayed enough.
They do not feel a lack of, nor perceive the worth of, spiritual things. Thus, they offer so little for
advantages for their souls. And this clearly shows the decay of heavenly trade.
Fewness of Buyers of Heavenly Goods

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Cause for Lamentation, Repentance, and Labor
Symptoms of the Decay of the Heavenly Trade
Fewness of Buyers of Heavenly Goods}
Fewness of buyers shows that business is bad. Among people, when customers are scarce,
few take goods off the shelf, and goods stay on the shelves. Then people say that business has
fallen off. Thus it is in the heavenly trade; there are few buyers of wisdom’s wares. Choice goods
lay on seller’s shelves and stay there. May not the Lord Jesus complain as Wisdom did:
“Because I called and you refused, I stretched out my hand and no one paid attention; And
you neglected all my counsel And did not want my reproof; I will also laugh at your
calamity; I will mock when your dread comes, When your dread comes like a storm And
your calamity comes like a whirlwind, When distress and anguish come upon you”
(Proverbs 1:24–27 NASB). It is as the [faithless] servants of God in the parable: “But to what
shall I compare this generation? It is like children sitting in the marketplaces and calling to
their playmates, ‘We played the flute for you, and you did not dance; we sang a dirge, and
you did not mourn’” (Matthew 11:16–17 ESV). Markets are full of crowds and the Lord Jesus
has many goods displayed for sale. There are many shoppers, but few buyers. People attend
churches and hear sermons, in the same manner as many do at fairs and shows: to see, be seen,
and look at goods, but not to buy. Few will take Christ’s wares on His terms and come up to the
selling price. God, grace, and glory are too expensive for many people. They like some of the
goods, but the price is too high for them. Some people would be content to have Christ, but the
cost is too high for them: to deny themselves, take up their crosses, leave all, and follow Christ
(Matthew 16:24).272 They view Heaven as desirable after death, but want the world during this
life. They would be content to take Heaven and receive their portion there, but only after all is
gone here when they die. But now, while they enjoy their earthly goods, to trade with Heaven
and give their earthly goods to God—that is too hard for them. 273 Thus such heavenly goods and
272

“Then Jesus said to His disciples, ‘If anyone desires to come after Me, let him deny himself, and take
up his cross, and follow Me’” (Matthew 16:24 NKJV).
273
Such passages as: “So then, none of you can be My disciple who does not give up all his own
possessions” (Luke 14:33 NASB), have historically created some confusion, resulting in such unsound
practices as monastic vows of poverty. But, “Behold, to the LORD your God belong heaven and the highest
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overtures will not move off the shelf. People will not receive the Word of God as the Word of
God. They will not take from the shelf threatenings so that they may fear them, warnings so that
they may be warned, promises so that they may believe them, or precepts so that they may obey
them. May not most ministers [preachers] of the Gospel complain, “Who has believed our
message? And to whom has the arm of the LORD been revealed?” (Isaiah 53:1 NASB). Most
like and commend sermons, but few receive and obey them. It is lamentable to consider how
little of a sermon is carried away, remembered, and practiced (Ezekiel 33:32). 274 This is the sin of
professing Christians and of some who pass for more than ordinary: they are guilty of this
careless, forgetful, and unprofitable hearing. They entertain truths the same way they do their
acquaintances: when they meet them in a public place, they shake hands and embrace them, and
are exceedingly glad to see them, but then they bid them farewell. That is the reason the Lord
Jesus carries so many goods back to the warehouse; they do not move and people do not buy
them. It is for this reason also that Christ rejects their duties. 275 He will not accept the inferior
goods of such people and this makes bad trading for Heaven.
Little Employment and Slothfulness of Spirit about Heavenly Things

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Cause for Lamentation, Repentance, and Labor
Symptoms of the Decay of the Heavenly Trade
Little Employment, Slothfulness of Spirit about Heavenly Things}
Lack of employment is a sign of depressed commerce. When business is good, everyone
has plenty of work. But when people are out of work, have no work to do, and are idle in the
marketplace, this shows that commerce has declined. And is it not so with wisdom’s laborers
now? People who profess God were once active in Christianity but have now grown slothful in
spiritual business. Where are the works of faith, the labors of love, and the fruit of the Spirit
among Christians today? Who is fervent is Spirit (Romans 12:11)? 276 Who strives in prayer,

heavens, the earth and all that is in it” (Deuteronomy 10:14 NASB), and “For the earth is the Lord’s, and
the fullness thereof” (1 Corinthians 10:26 ESV). Yet our Lord Jesus also commanded us to ask of our
Heavenly Father, “Give us each day our daily bread” (Luke 11:3 NASB). It is from these kinds of passages
that Christians use the concept of stewardship: all that we are and have in our care is God’s property, whether
people realize that truth or not. So to “give all we have to God” when we become believers is nothing more or
less than a thief returning stolen goods to the rightful owner. This giving is both a matter of attitude of the heart
and using all things, including our very selves, as Christ’s bondslaves according to His will. “For he who is
called in the Lord while a slave is the Lord’s freedman. Likewise he who is called while free is Christ’s
slave” (1 Corinthians 7:22 NKJV). As part of this obedience to God, He will call some to part with much of
what they now possess, as for example in the cases of Zacchaeus (Luke 19:8–9) or the rich young ruler
(Matthew19:16–22).
274
“Indeed you are to them as a very lovely song of one who has a pleasant voice and can play well on an
instrument; for they hear your words, but they do not do them” (Ezekiel 33:32 NKJV).
275
duties: generally anything required of the believer by God, more specifically in many contexts, holy duties
such as prayer, fasting, Bible study and reading and meditation thereon, and so forth.
276
“Do not be slothful in zeal, be fervent in spirit, serve the Lord” (Romans 12:11 ESV).
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watching277 with all perseverance (Ephesians 6:18)? 278 Where are those who labor even to
weariness for the food that endures (John 6:27)? 279 Who runs even to fainting the race that is set
before them (Hebrews 12:1)?280 Who serves God day and night in His temple (Revelation 7:15)281
and is diligent that they may be found in Him in peace (2 Peter 3:14)? 282 What Pharaoh accused
the Hebrews of when they sought liberty to serve God (Exodus 5:17) 283 may, with much justice,
apply to those who profess to know God: “You are idle, you are idle.” They are able to serve
God, but do not. And thus it is that people’s hearts go whoring after the world, the flesh, and their
lusts. It is because they are slothful in spirit. They are dead in their hearts, so the work of God
ceases (Nehemiah 4:11).284 It is only a little work that most do for God today. How cold, 285 dead,
formal, and cursory are many in duty! They do the work of God deceitfully and their own
consciences are judges (Jeremiah 48:10).286 Few labor with their hearts to prepare to hear a
sermon, during hearing, and afterwards in order to profit from it. People are usually pleased with
a lamp without oil with it. People are not content without some holy duty, but are well content
with a perfunctory holy duty. To be nothing in Christianity troubles them, but just a little
Christianity satisfies them. And if this be Roman Catholicism to rest in the works done, how
many [effectively] Roman Catholics do we have among us today? 287 Certainly, in the case of
most, professors of Christianity are asleep or slumbering. They do their [spiritual] work so badly
277

To watch is a common command in Scripture. The meaning in such contexts is far from what is meant by,
for example, watching television, a passive activity. Rather, what is meant is the kind of watching that a
security guard will do in a parking lot or store in a bad neighborhood. By being alert he may prevent harm or
trouble. If a criminal perceives that he is inattentive, harm will come. If we do not keep watch over our souls,
the devil or our own indwelling corruption will gleefully take advantage and surprise us into sin.
278
“With all prayer and petition pray at all times in the Spirit, and with this in view, be on the alert with
all perseverance and petition for all the saints” (Ephesians 6:18 NASB).
279
“Do not labor for the food which perishes, but for the food which endures to everlasting life, which the
Son of Man will give you, because God the Father has set His seal on Him” (John 6:27 NKJV).
280
“Therefore we also, since we are surrounded by so great a cloud of witnesses, let us lay aside every
weight, and the sin which so easily ensnares us, and let us run with endurance the race that is set before
us” (Hebrews 12:1 NKJV).
281
“Therefore they are before the throne of God, and serve him day and night in his temple; and he who
sits on the throne will shelter them with his presence” (Revelation 7:15 ESV).
282
“Therefore, beloved, looking forward to these things, be diligent to be found by Him in peace, without
spot and blameless” (2 Peter 3:14 NKJV).
283
“But he said, ‘You are idle, you are idle; that is why you say, “Let us go and sacrifice to the LORD”’”
(Exodus 5:17 ESV).
284
“Our enemies said, ‘They will not know or see until we come among them, kill them and put a stop to
the work’” (Nehemiah 4:11 NASB).
285
There are many whose worship is outwardly warm and lively, but the warmth is for the entertainment value
of the worship service, not for God for Whom they are cold.
286
“Cursed is he who does the work of the LORD deceitfully, And cursed is he who keeps back his sword
from blood” (Jeremiah 48:10 NKJV). NASB and ESV translate [ ְר ִמּיָ הrem-ee-yaw´] negligently and with
slackness, respectively, instead of deceitfully. The word may have either meaning, and with slackness would
seem to fit the context better in Ashwood’s text. Considering that lazy people often hide their negligent work
when nobody is looking, the meanings are not unrelated to one another.
287
Roman Catholic doctrine effectively teaches that justification is the result of faith plus good works. But the
Scriptures teach that saving faith produces both justification and works that are truly good in God’s eyes. “For
by grace you have been saved through faith, and that not of yourselves; it is the gift of God, not of
works, lest anyone should boast. For we are His workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works,
which God prepared beforehand that we should walk in them” (Ephesians 2:8–10 NKJV). For brevity, this
footnote simplifies the matter, but not in any fundamental sense.
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and heartlessly that their work falls out of their hand as things do from the hands of those who
fall asleep. They are active for the world as if they could never do enough, but they are soon tired
of the work of God. They complete only a little heavenly work from day to day and from one
Sabbath to another. Little heart-searching or soul-watching (1 Corinthians 16:13) 288 work is done.
Little in-heart employment is carried on; the exercise of faith, hope, humility, patience, zeal, and
self-denial seem strange things to a great many today. This is not because there are no occasions
or encouragements to work. The Lord is still calling on His laborers to work hard, but people
lack hearts for the work. And this spiritual sloth shows that much heavenly trade is lost.
The Poverty of Heavenly Traders

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Cause for Lamentation, Repentance, and Labor
Symptoms of the Decay of the Heavenly Trade
The Poverty of Heavenly Traders}
The poverty of traders plainly shows that business is not good. When a business does not
support its proprietor, but the proprietor becomes poorer, then clearly business is not good.
“Poor is he who works with a negligent hand, But the hand of the diligent makes rich”
(Proverbs 10:4 NASB). When business is good, business owners usually thrive and live well. But
when they become poor, it is clear that their business is in decline. In like manner, when
heavenly traders pursue a good trade for Heaven, they quickly grow rich toward God and in their
own souls. Wisdom’s wares are soul-enriching wares. “My fruit is better than gold, yes, than
fine gold, And my revenue than choice silver” (Proverbs 8:19 NKJV). People deem those who
have much gold and silver to be rich,289 but wisdom’s fruit is better than gold and therefore is
necessarily enriching. Those who have wisdom’s gold cannot be poor. This is why Christ
counsels the Laodiceans to buy refined gold from Him so that they might be rich (Revelation
3:18).290 But, alas, how spiritually poor people generally are today! “Therefore I said, ‘Surely
these are poor. They are foolish; For they do not know the way of the LORD, The judgment
of their God’” (Jeremiah 5:4 NKJV). When people are unacquainted with the way of God, walk
far from Christianity, and lose their strict and close walk with God, they soon become poor and
foolish. And this is the case of many people everywhere. They allow themselves carnal liberty
and indulge in a freedom to walk according to what they see with their eyes and not by God’s
rules. And, where this is, there is soul poverty, which is too visible in most people today.
Christian, just observe your own heart and others’ and you will find that this spiritual poverty
abounds everywhere. Under the best of means, spiritual thriving is small. The choicest privileges
do little more than keep up a name that they are alive (Revelation 3:1), 291 and put little life into
the soul. A show of Christianity and a mere skeleton of profession is the common fruit of
ordinances in most places and all the while the vitals of Christianity are decaying. Decreases in
288

“Watch, stand fast in the faith, be brave, be strong” (1 Corinthians 16:13 NKJV).
Ashwood wrote when money was really money; it had intrinsic value.
290
“I counsel you to buy from me gold refined by fire, so that you may be rich, and white garments so
that you may clothe yourself and the shame of your nakedness may not be seen, and salve to anoint your
eyes, so that you may see” (Revelation 3:18 ESV).
291
“To the angel of the church in Sardis write: He who has the seven Spirits of God and the seven stars,
says this: ‘I know your deeds, that you have a name that you are alive, but you are dead’” (Revelation 3:1
NASB).
289
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grace appear every day and a visible alteration in the whole frame and internal vigor of the soul
is apparent; faith, love, humility, patience, self-denial, and every grace become weaker every day.
Former days are better than now (Ecclesiastes 7:10). 292 Speak, Christian! Are not matters worse
with your soul than they were? Are there not declines in every part?
There was a time when your mind received divine light; the candle of the Lord shone in
your dwelling. Your eye was quick to discern good and evil. At one time you could see an
excellence in the knowledge of Christ. Oh, how precious were sermons! Privileges [of church
membership (?)]293 were to you the opening of jewel boxes and the opening of hidden glory. You
dwelt in the land of visions (Ezekiel 40:2) 294 and new discoveries of light and grace came to you
in your affectionate attendance on God. But now it is not so; your candle burns dimly and your
right eye is darkened.295 You see little beauty in grace or desirableness in truth. Things that were
under your feet the other day that seemed to be nothing compared with Christ now seem, through
the magnifying glass of your deceived mind, great and lovely.
Formerly, your affections were warm and lively after God, His Word, and His ways. Oh,
how precious were His appointed feasts and His Tabernacles lovely.296 You could delight in
approaching God and talk of a blessedness in His presence. Oh, the pleasure, sweetness and joy
that your heart found in your prayer closet, in spiritual conversation, duties, and public
ordinances. You could weep over sin, wet your prayers with tears, find you heart burn within you
while Christ was speaking, and melt under the warm beams of divine love. 297 But, alas, now it is
not so. Now, while you are speaking to God in prayer or God is speaking to you in His Word,
your affections are dead and your heart is cold as a stone. You find no more taste in ordinances,
duties, or Christian conversation than in the white of an egg (Job 6:6).298 You do not find the
same delight in God that you did in the past and the night of your pleasure has turned into fear
for you (Isaiah 21:4).299 This is soul poverty.
292

“Say not, ‘Why were the former days better than these?’ For it is not from wisdom that you ask this”
(Ecclesiastes 7:10 ESV). Matthew Henry notes that we cannot be sure that former times were really better, and
that all things are in God’s providence. But Ashwood speaks of personally observable changes in a relatively
short time, not of the distant past.
293
Ashwood does not specify what kind of privileges he meant. The editor filled in according to the context and
other places in Ashwood’s book.
294
“In visions of God he brought me to the land of Israel, and set me down on a very high mountain, on
which was a structure like a city to the south” (Ezekiel 40:2 ESV).
295
When a person first closes with Christ, the Holy Spirit opens the Scriptures to him or her. The Scriptures and
sound teaching are fresh, new, and exciting. After all, many people are fond of learning new things. But as time
goes on, the excitement fades. We must all beware of falling away from Christ when the side benefits of
Christianity are no longer as great as previously.
296
These are references to the Old Testament ceremonies that foreshadowed the more spiritual New Testament
Christian life, and more than that, Heaven to come.
297
Some care is needed here. Emotions or affections can provide useful information but must be interpreted
rightly. Unfortunately, we do live in a fallen world and a curse is on all our work; even prayer and Bible
reading and study are affected; what should always be a delightful work can contain toil. Humans are also
naturally averse to daily tasks and chores. Thus, when delight fails, obedient duty must prevail.
298
“Can something tasteless be eaten without salt, Or is there any taste in the white of an egg?” (Job 6:6
NASB). There are considerable differences in people’s reactions and taste sensitivity to egg whites. Some find
them extremely bland. Chicken breeds may make a difference also.
299
“My heart wavered, fearfulness frightened me; The night for which I longed He turned into fear for
me” (Isaiah 21:4 NKJV). Ashwood seems to be referring to fears that would be calmed by trust in God; in the
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Again, there was a time when your will was like the great wheel in the clock. 300 Your will
could move regularly after God. You could choose God for your chief portion and Christ for your
only treasure. You preferred a portion in Him above ten thousand worlds. You could chose
communion with God before your food and drink and one hour’s fellowship with Christ beyond
all the delights on earth. You could choose the things that please God and deny your own
pleasure in order to obey Him. Formerly, you could stick to these choices and find the purpose of
your heart clinging to God (Acts 11:23). 301 You could make a resolution once, then keep your
resolutions. It was easier to take your heart out of your body than to persuade you to part with
Christ, His presence, or His ways. But now your will is only with difficulty drawn to pure and
constant enjoyment of God in His way. Oh, how difficult a thing it is to persuade your will to let
go of all for Christ, to leave everything to attend on God, to part with the world and self so as to
wait on God, or to throw all overboard to take in Christ! How hard it is now to be content that
Christ will have command of your soul and have control of your dearest interests. Now you find
yourself unable to keep your heart in order for one hour or to carry out the purposes of your soul
for God and godliness. You make resolutions, but change them every day. You vow, then break
your vows continually. There is no steadfastness in your spirit. This also shows your soul
poverty.
There was also a time when your conscience was tender; your heart could smite you for
the least sin. Your conscience could hold you to the greatest duty and bind you to good behavior.
You could not go against the light and checks of your regulated conscience, not even to gain the
whole world. But now it is dead and quiet. it can bear the sharpest strokes of the two-edged
sword (Hebrews 4:12)302 and not feel it or bleed. It makes little or no complaint about sins
against knowledge and mercy. Sins that were previously troublesome to your conscience now
pass it easily. It can digest threatenings and terrors with little trouble and sleep while the arrows
of the Lord’s wrath fly about its ears. Your conscience can let go of mercies heedlessly and allow
truths to pass by with no consideration of them. This is soul poverty.
This you can say also: there was formerly activity in your soul for God, and the
mainspring of your heart was strong and it set every wheel in motion.303 You could run and not be
weary, walk and not be faint (Isaiah 40:31).304 No Christian duty was tiresome to you and no
command of God was burdensome to you (1 John 5:3). 305 No journeys seemed long that led to
God and no sermons were tedious that spoke of God. Your spirit was all life when in holy
absence of that peace from God, worldly fears cause sleepless nights.
300
There were different designs, but commonly, the great wheel was powered by the mainspring, and the
movement of the great wheel was regulated by the escapement, which was connected to the pendulum.
301
“When he came and saw the grace of God, he was glad, and he exhorted them all to remain faithful to
the Lord with steadfast purpose” (Acts 11:23 ESV).
302
“For the word of God is living and active and sharper than any two-edged sword, and piercing as far
as the division of soul and spirit, of both joints and marrow, and able to judge the thoughts and
intentions of the heart” (Hebrews 4:12 NASB).
303
This reference is to a mainspring-powered clock, an invention dating from the early fourteenth century.
304
“But those who wait on the LORD Shall renew their strength; They shall mount up with wings like
eagles, They shall run and not be weary, They shall walk and not faint” (Isaiah 40:31 NKJV).
305
“For this is the love of God, that we keep His commandments; and His commandments are not
burdensome” (1 John 5:3 NASB).
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company306 and work. If anyone said, “Come let us go up to the mountain of the house of the
Lord” (Zechariah 8:21),307 you would say, “I will go also.” If God said, “Seek my face,” you
replied, “I will seek Your face” (Psalm 27:8).308 But now a languor is on you and slothfulness is
on your whole soul. You are soon weary of well-doing and cannot continue with God in spite of
conflicts and difficulties as was true before. You are not diligent to prepare your food in summer
(Proverbs 30:25),309 nor do you lay in provisions for a winter of spiritual need. You turn on your
bed like a door on its hinges (Proverbs 26:14),310 and you put little labor into the care of your
heart and way of life. You lose many opportunities and advantages for your soul due to your
deadness and disinclination to good works. Is this not evidence that your soul is languishing and
in poverty?
There are [moral] decays and poverty in your life, as well as in your spirit. How
unprofitable is your way of life now compared to what it was? There was a time when your bow
remained strong (Genesis 49:24)311 and your lips spread knowledge (Proverbs 15:7).312 You left
good things behind you for others as you went your way. It was good to be in your company; few
went from you that were not bettered by it.
But alas, how dwindled is your light. How barren and sapless is your way of life. Your
company is not desirable and your conversations of little value. Your words eat flesh, sear like a
hot iron, and deaden those who hear it. Your breath freezes all that come near to it, so
unprofitable a burden is your company. Said Mr. Sedgwick: “We turn all religion into a
discourse, censure, or dispute. We can eat, and drink, and talk; and sin as freely.” This is a sad
case indeed and it demonstrates great decays of godliness when people become poorer and more
impotent in their souls.
Little Investment in Heavenly Goods

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Cause for Lamentation, Repentance, and Labor
Symptoms of the Decay of the Heavenly Trade
Little Investment in Heavenly Goods}
Small transactions by traders usually show that business is bad. When times are hard and
goods do not move off the shelf, retailers buy only a little and do less business when profits fail.
Thus they will detest further investment in their business, stock fewer products, and downsize.
So it is in this spiritual trade. When souls begin to decay in it and trading is bad, they narrow
their trade and lay out less of their heart and strength to it. Little of their soul goes out after God
306

In this book, company always refers to companions, never to a business concern.
“The inhabitants of one city shall go to another, saying, ‘Let us go at once to entreat the favor of the
LORD and to seek the LORD of hosts; I myself am going’” (Zechariah 8:21 ESV).
308
“When You said, ‘Seek My face,’ My heart said to You, ‘Your face, LORD, I will seek’” (Psalm 27:8
NKJV).
309
“The ants are not a strong people, But they prepare their food in the summer” (Proverbs 30:25 NASB).
310
“As a door turns on its hinges, So does the lazy man on his bed” (Proverbs 26:14 NKJV).
311
“Yet his bow remained unmoved; his arms were made agile by the hands of the Mighty One of Jacob
(from there is the Shepherd, the Stone of Israel)” (Genesis 49:24 ESV).
312
“The lips of the wise spread knowledge; not so the hearts of fools” (Proverbs 15:7 ESV).
307
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and things above. They cannot venture out for God as before. They cannot spare time for prayer,
sermon hearing, reading, and holy conversation as they used to do. The stream of their emotional
attachments begins to run another way. Now they are all for the world, self, and vanity. Earthly
business and investments eat up all their time, or at least they say to Christ, as David did to
Mephibosheth, “You and Ziba divide the land” (2 Samuel 19:29). 313 So, they say to Christ, “You
and the world, You and pleasures, You and reputation, divide my heart, time, and strength. This is
too obvious. God does not have so much of people’s hearts, desires, love, delight, faith, hope,
and zeal as in the past. It is low waters all year long for many people.314 They have no heart to
duty, as the prophet complains: “Harlotry, wine, and new wine enslave the heart” (Hosea 4:11
NKJV). So, lust, sloth, the world, and self take away the heart. They do not desire God when He
is absent or delight in Him when present. They are disinclined to duty, cold and formal in duty,
and put off God with anything else. They keep the best of the flock and the prime of their
strength for themselves and the world, and turn away the Lord with a corrupt thing, the residue
of their wasted affections and strength (Malachi 1:14).315
Many Bankruptcies Show That Commerce Has Decayed

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Cause for Lamentation, Repentance, and Labor
Symptoms of the Decay of the Heavenly Trade
Many Bankruptcies Show That Commerce Has Decayed}
Bankruptcies and closed businesses show that commerce has decayed. People can hang
on no longer, but are forced to give up. They go backwards and lose money so fast that at last
they close up shop and are gone. The times we live in are a clear evidence of this truth. Stores are
frequently going out of business, now one, then another. This plainly shows that trading is bad.
And thus it is with wisdom’s merchants these days. There are many who have pursued an
honorable trade of Christian profession, made a great show of Christianity, and were famous in
their generation for gifts and seeming piety. But they have now come to nothing and are quite
fallen and gone. There are great apostasies from the truth and sad shipwrecks of faith and
conscience. How much there is of this in our times. There were people who seemed to be like
stars and shone brightly for a while, but proved to be only meteors in the end. They were as the
sun when it rises in splendor but sets in a cloud. The visible apostasy and gross debauchery of
people professing God in these latter times is great, but there is much more secret degeneracy
and backsliding of heart. Many break, but more bend. It is far easier to observe than to take to
heart people’s great declines in Christianity, some wholly, but most in practice. Some, with the
fallen angels, have left their abode (Jude 6) 316 and fallen from their first state, but others falter in
their profession and are fallen in their station. Some are shaken down by stormy winds (Matthew
313

“So the king said to him, ‘Why do you still speak of your affairs? I have decided, You and Ziba shall
divide the land’” (2 Samuel 19:29 NASB).
314
Prior to the age of steam railroads, transport of goods by boat and barge on inland waterways such as rivers
and canals was extremely important. Many governments through history spent enormous amounts of money
and (often conscripted) labor on canals. Lack of rain or silting up of the bed would impede water traffic. This is
the likely meaning of Ashwood’s reference to low waters.
315
“‘But cursed be the swindler who has a male in his flock and vows it, but sacrifices a blemished animal
to the Lord, for I am a great King,’ says the LORD of hosts, ‘and My name is feared among the nations’”
(Malachi 1:14 NASB).
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7:26–27),317 and others, fully ripe and at the height of their profession, loosen by degrees and
drop away. Some fall from the tree and others rot where they hang. Some trees have lost their
fruit and others their very leaves and have become twice dead (Revelation 20:14). 318 Can you
look anywhere and not see people falling away, either from faith or from faithfulness? People
take up various opinions and as easily leave them. Most people build on the sand with tiny
foundations in the truth. How easy it is to draw people away from their opinions. There is little
steadfastness in love, and labors of love soon cease. A little trouble makes people let go of their
profession and others lose their strictness in Christianity and grow more remiss and lame in duty,
leaving their first love and close walk with God. And are not these obvious symptoms of
decaying godliness such that anyone may evaluate the situation and see that the heavenly trade
has come to almost nothing these days?

The Sad and Dangerous Effects of the Decay of Heavenly Trade
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Cause for Lamentation, Repentance, and Labor
The Sad and Dangerous Effects of the Decay of Heavenly Trade}
And this is cause of mourning and something to be greatly laid to heart. Who can see
these things and not be affected? If there is any live flesh, how can it not bleed? If any water is
left, surely tears should run down from our eyes and we should abundantly pour out water in
Mizpah319 before the Lord for the wasting away of piety, piety that is gasping for breath and
ready to give up the ghost.
For where this heavenly trade decays:

316

“And angels who did not keep their own domain, but abandoned their proper abode, He has kept in
eternal bonds under darkness for the judgment of the great day” (Jude 6 NASB).
317
“Everyone who hears these words of Mine and does not act on them, will be like a foolish man who
built his house on the sand. The rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and slammed against
that house; and it fell—and great was its fall” (Matthew 7:26–27 NASB).
318
“Then Death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire. This is the second death, the lake of fire”
(Revelation 20:14 ESV).
319
The first three chapters of the book of 1 Samuel tell of great corruption in the priesthood. This was opposed
by some, but one gets the sense that the mass of the people had turned away from the Lord. Chapter 4 tells the
story of how the Israelites were defeated in battle against the Philistines. The Israelites then foolishly used the
ark of the covenant as if it were a magic charm against the Philistines, who not only won a great victory, but
captured the ark. Chapters 5 and 6 relate how God judged the Philistines for keeping the ark and how the
Philistines sent the ark back to Israel. But some Israelites looked into the ark, something forbidden, so God
slaughtered a great number of them. Thus the ark was not returned to its rightful place where sacrifices were
made, but stashed away in another city. There was much idolatry, but chapter 7 shows how, after twenty years,
some people “lamented after the Lord.” The prophet Samuel urged them to dedicate themselves to the Lord
and put away their idols and they did so. Then Samuel told the people to gather at Mizpah. There, “They
gathered at Mizpah and drew water and poured it out before the LORD and fasted on that day and said
there, ‘We have sinned against the LORD.’ And Samuel judged the people of Israel at Mizpah” (1 Samuel
7:6 ESV). Commentators are uncertain as to the meaning of the pouring out of the water, but it is clearly
connected with repentance and sorrow for sin and turning back to God. (After this, the Philistines attacked
them at Mizpah, but the Lord delivered Israel in response to their repentance, prayers, and sacrifice.)
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God and Souls Become Estranged

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Cause for Lamentation, Repentance, and Labor
The Sad and Dangerous Effects of the Decay of Heavenly Trade
God and Souls Become Estranged}
There is a growing estrangement between such souls and God. When commerce is
thriving among people, there is much acquaintance, conversation, and intimacy between them. 320
There are regular occasions of writings, meetings, and conversation while business is active. But
when commerce declines, communications cease and people have little interaction with one
another. Letters and visits cease and people seldom see one another. And so, at last, people fall
out of acquaintance with one another. And so it is between God and souls. Once this heavenly
trade is let down, a strangeness begins between God and them. They are in His company less
often and inquire of God less often. “And there is no one who calls on Your name, Who stirs
himself up to take hold of You; For You have hidden Your face from us, And have
consumed us because of our iniquities” (Isaiah 64:7 NKJV). They were distant from God and
did not call on Him as they did previously, and if they did, it was in a general, cold manner that
meant little; they did not take hold of Him. They did not take hold of God. The [Hebrew] word
means to hold with all one’s strength, as people who are drowning will not let go of what they
hold. It also means, says a learned critic, not only to hold a thing but to hold it with increasing
strength. But alas, they did not take hold of God as was fitting for one who will perish without
Him. They did not stir up321 themselves. They did not wake up and get moving, as the [Hebrew]
word implies. They became more remiss in duty and did not importune God for help as they did
formerly. And God was estranged from them; He hid His face from them and He concealed
Himself that He might not be seen, as the [Hebrew] word signifies. He seems to not care for their
company. This made the prophet cry out, “O Hope of Israel, Its Savior in time of distress,
Why are You like a stranger in the land Or like a traveler who has pitched his tent for the
night?” (Jeremiah 14:8 NASB). Infrequent visits and short stays show estrangement between
those who had been intimate. So it is between God and those who neglect the heavenly trade.
The Lord rarely visits them and there are not such warm conversations between them as
previously. God has been such a friend to His people and has been all their hope and help. And
now He looks askance at them and takes no notice of them. Is this not cause for mourning? This
is enough to break a heart that is upright and knows what it is to enjoy God. This estrangement
from God not only harms them now, but there is danger of losing Him entirely. “And he went
out to meet Asa and said to him, ‘Listen to me, Asa, and all Judah and Benjamin: the LORD
is with you when you are with Him. And if you seek Him, He will let you find Him; but if
you forsake Him, He will forsake you’” (2 Chronicles 15:2 NASB). Thus, when the prophet
perceived a change in God’s conduct toward Israel, the next thing he fears is God’s departure
from them. He no longer complains of God’s distance, but prays, “Why should You be like a
man astonished, Like a mighty one who cannot save? Yet You, O LORD, are in our midst,
And we are called by Your name; Do not leave us!” (Jeremiah 14:9 NKJV). Once the
320

In contrast to today’s online shopping, self-checkouts, and ever-changing staff in retail stores and even in
much wholesale commerce, customers used to interact with vendors on a much more personal level even fifty
years ago.
321
Stir up has reference to stirring a bed of wood, coals, and ashes in order to allow the ashes to go down and
expose the wood and coals to oxygen and get the fire going (again).
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relationship between God and His people becomes difficult and there is loathing between them,
then terrible judgments follow. “Then I annihilated the three shepherds in one month, for my
soul was impatient with them, and their soul also was weary of me. Then I said, ‘I will not
pasture [feed] you. What is to die, let it die, and what is to be annihilated, let it be
annihilated; and let those who are left eat one another’s flesh’” (Zechariah 11:8–9 NASB). In
the original Hebrew, God reached His limit of patience with them. His heart was not toward them
and He could not bear with them as before. And then God said that He would not pasture [feed]
them; let those that will die, let them die and those that will be annihilated, let them perish; it
does not matter what happens to them. Just think about what kind of state such people are in. It
should be a matter of lamentation.
There is Poverty and Spiritual Wasting Away of Souls

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade …
Cause for Lamentation, Repentance, and Labor
The Sad and Dangerous Effects of the Decay of Heavenly Trade
There is Poverty and Spiritual Wasting Away of Souls}
Neglect of heavenly trading usually results in soul poverty and wasting away of their
spiritual portion. When businesses spend what they have and have no income, they necessarily
decline toward bankruptcy. So it is when trading for Heaven is neglected. Those who neglect it
do not regain their wasted graces or supplies for their impoverished souls when the source is shut
off and all communication of grace is withheld. There is no commerce between God and them.
He will not receive their goods, nor impart His treasures to them. Rather, all the conduits of relief
are blocked; they necessarily then waste away spiritually and become poorer every day.
The way to be rich is to have a store of Christ’s refined gold. “I counsel you to buy from
me gold refined by fire, so that you may be rich, and white garments so that you may clothe
yourself and the shame of your nakedness may not be seen, and salve to anoint your eyes,
so that you may see” (Revelation 3:18 ESV). Laodicea was poor because they lacked Christ’s
tried gold, that is, the real graces of His Spirit. And this they lost by letting their spiritual trade go
down. They did not buy from Christ or go to Christ and deal with Him in His way and on His
terms, and that made them poor. And so it is with all souls that neglect this heavenly trade. They
quickly come to know what soul wants are. Once a life of godliness goes down, a person will
quickly become poor in graces, poor in proven character, poor in comforts, and poor in hope. He
will lack strength and peace, will fare hard, lodge badly, and be cast out from among people. He
will spiritually resemble Job’s description of poor and low people: “Who pluck mallow by the
bushes, And whose food is the root of the broom shrub. They are driven from the
community; They shout against them as against a thief, So that they dwell in dreadful
valleys, In holes of the earth and of the rocks” (Job 30:4–6 NASB). This describes very
undesirable food that is unpleasant and not very nourishing, bitter and saltwater herbs. Some
think this means nettles—poor food, yet the usual food of the poor in those parts of the world.
Neither was their lodging better: they lived in dreadful valleys, holes of the earth and rocks.
Their reputation was no better: they were driven from among people as if thieves. Such is the
condition of poor people: they are narrowly constrained and held in low esteem. And so it is with
those who decay in their heavenly trade. They have lost their sweet morsels and bits of marrow
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and the pleasant fare and refreshments of soul that they once had. They feed on dry bones and
sapless ordinances. They are not supported at the level of comfort and experiences they once had.
They have hard lodging also; they have lost the sweet rest and peace they once found in Christ
and in their sincere walking after Him. Their reputation has suffered also; neither God nor good
people think so well of them as they once did. This is the case of those who fall back in
Christianity. They soon fall into this kind of poverty, and spiritual neediness comes upon them as
armed men. “So shall your poverty come like a prowler, And your need like an armed man”
(Proverbs 24:34 NKJV). “In his self-sufficiency he will be in distress; Every hand of misery
will come against him” (Job 20:22 NKJV). And this is a cause of mourning; neediness and
poverty fill people with troubles, perplexity, and grief. Oh, the distractions and distressing
thoughts that confining difficulties commonly beget! And there are no confining difficulties like
difficulties in the soul. Christian, you yourself be the judge.
Earthly Trading and Affairs Are Blasted

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Cause for Lamentation, Repentance, and Labor
The Sad and Dangerous Effects of the Decay of Heavenly Trade
Earthly Trading and Affairs Are Blasted}
Neglect of trading for Heaven will blast all other trading and breed a moth to consume
even your temporal substance.322 When Israel began to let down their heavenly trade and mind
their own concerns and houses above God’s, God soon blasted their temporal interests. He made
holes in their money bags and blew away their increase. All of their hard efforts in the world
(with neglect of God and His worship) came to nothing. They sowed much and brought in little.
They looked for much, but it came to little. They worked hard, earned great wages, and saved up
money. But it vanished through some secret hole in their money bags that divine jealousy opened
in order to consume their substance. God did this to let them know that people can make more
haste than good speed and that those who reckon without God must reckon twice.
And, could this be one of the things that is harming this nation’s earthly affairs today: we
have forsaken God, neglected His service, and lost the power of godliness? Certainly, outward
prosperity is no evidence of God’s favor and there is no promise to God’s people in the Gospel of
outward prosperity. Yet, when the Lord does fight against people by successive rebukes and
sends in secret mildew, wasting, and consumption on their affairs, and this becomes general and
national, it shows God’s displeasure. This should be laid to heart, and failure to do so adds to
such people’s sin. “Who gave up Jacob to the looter, and Israel to the plunderers? Was it not
the LORD, against whom we have sinned, in whose ways they would not walk, and whose
law they would not obey? So he poured on him the heat of his anger and the might of
battle; it set him on fire all around, but he did not understand; it burned him up, but he did
not take it to heart” (Isaiah 42:24–25 ESV). They were not walking in the way of God,
neglected obedience and practical holiness, and let down the heavenly trade; this brought those
ruining judgments on Israel and destruction to their assets. They were robbed and plundered and
their houses were burned down. Now, in this miserable case, there was a yet greater judgment on
322

As the book of Job teaches us, we must not judge others’ spiritual condition by their circumstances. But we
ourselves should use every adversity to examine our hearts for sin; God may be trying to get our attention.
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them: a strange stupidity and insensitivity of spirit; they did not see God’s anger in it. They
looked at the Babylonians323 and their enemies, but it was God who did it and they did not take it
to heart. They were not rightly moved in heart with all this desolation and their soon approaching
ruin. And is this not our case? God has warned us by His Word for many years, threatened us by
prodigious signs in Heaven and earth, begun to execute them already by plague, sword, and
fire.324 There have been dreadful wastes in the great city, 325 and many other places to the undoing
of many families. He has destroyed the commerce of the nation, causing nationwide
impoverishment. And yet we are as insensible as Pharaoh and the Egyptians were. 326 It is as if the
Lord has sent a spirit of slumber on us. We are impoverished, yet do not feel it. 327 This should be
a matter of lamentation.
It Is an Easy Way to Ruin

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Cause for Lamentation, Repentance, and Labor
The Sad and Dangerous Effects of the Decay of Heavenly Trade
It Is an Easy Way to Ruin}
The decay of this heavenly trade, if not cured, is a ready and certain way to ruin. “The
rich man’s wealth is his fortress, The ruin of the poor is their poverty” (Proverbs 10:15
NASB). People’s poverty fills them with consternation and dejecting fear. It also exposes them to
much harm and destroys their earthly defense from oppression by making them easy prey for
oppressors. “A rich man’s wealth is his strong city, And like a high wall in his own
imagination” (Proverbs 18.11 NASB). Rich people [are able to] protect themselves from
injustice. Their riches are advocates for them to people, but poor people lie open to every
invasion; when people grow poor, every person treads on them. So it is when the heavenly trade
decays and poverty of soul springs out of its ruin. Destruction comes quickly to such places and
people. For this, the Lord Jesus threatens to take the kingdom from a people because they do not
bring forth the fruit of it (Matthew 24:43). 328 They did not render to God the fruit of all His

323

When Isaiah was prophesying, the Babylonians were not yet a threat, and no specific enemy is named in this
passage. But both Israel and Judah had enemies and war was frequent. It is also possible to take this passage as
a prophetic warning to take heed lest a worse enemy (Babylon) come upon them.
324
This may be a reference to the Great Fire of London in 1666. (The present edition was published in 1688.)
325
great city: London.
326
See Exodus chapters 5–14.
327
Here is just one example from America: Many people struggle financially and wonder why they are not
doing better. Although poor financial management is often a problem, the effects of a culture of indebtedness,
monetary inflation, and hidden taxation have a major impact also. These last two are thought necessary by
politicians whose constituents demand ever more government “services” at the expense of taxpayers. Voter
greed thus impoverishes us all and few understand this. Notice the word greed. God said, “You shall not
steal” (Exodus 20:15 NASB). Notice there is no exception for voters or politicians. To obtain “benefits” for
oneself without fairly rendering goods or services in return, such as selling computer equipment to city hall or
employment as a police officer, is just plain stealing from taxpayers. This sin includes welfare, government
schools, burdensome regulations that favor the largest corporations, and much more. And politicians bribe
voters with promised benefits, but “You shall not distort justice; you shall not be partial, and you shall not
take a bribe, for a bribe blinds the eyes of the wise and perverts the words of the righteous”
(Deuteronomy 16:19 NASB). Our collective sin impoverishes us and we do not know it.
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cultivation and waiting on them. Barrenness and decays in Christianity, if not cured, are a certain
forerunner of desolation (Luke 13:6-9).329
Before the Lord brought in that cruel nation, the Vandals, on Spain and Africa, the
Christians were much degenerated from their former purity (as Salvian 330 complains) and the
power of godliness was much decayed. Salvian tells us they had nothing left but the name of
Christianity, and their way of life was most unchristian. He asks, “How it is that we please
ourselves with the name of Christian when the very name makes our guilt greater because we are
so unlike Christians?” Before the massacre at Paris, said Mr. Clarke in his martyrology, “Such a
general stupidity seized upon the Protestants that their minds were very wavering, and few there
were who showed themselves zealously bent to Christianity. But all, both great and small,
thinking deeply on worldly matters, built themselves goodly castles in the air.” 331 Some observed
that, before the change of religion and martyrdom in Queen Mary’s days, 332 there was great lack
of profit from the means of grace. We do not know what will be the outcome of the great decay
in Christianity among us. But such symptoms have usually preceded great changes and severe
blows on such people and places. And, is this not reason for lamentation? Physicians used to cure
lethargy with a fever. Lethargy has been our disease. Oh, that the fever, if no other means will
work, will be our cure.
It Makes One’s Accounts Payable Burdensome

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Cause for Lamentation, Repentance, and Labor
The Sad and Dangerous Effects of the Decay of Heavenly Trade
It Makes One’s Accounts Payable Burdensome}
At best, decay in heavenly trade will make the trader’s accounts payable burdensome in
the day of Christ. Consider how abuse of trust put the Prodigal Steward 333 in hard circumstances
328

“Therefore I tell you, the kingdom of God will be taken away from you and given to a people
producing its fruits” (Matthew 21:43 ESV).
329
“And He began telling this parable: ‘A man had a fig tree which had been planted in his vineyard;
and he came looking for fruit on it and did not find any. And he said to the vineyard-keeper, “Behold,
for three years I have come looking for fruit on this fig tree without finding any. Cut it down! Why does
it even use up the ground?” And he answered and said to him, “Let it alone, sir, for this year too, until I
dig around it and put in fertilizer; and if it bears fruit next year, fine; but if not, cut it down”’” (Luke
13:6–9 NASB). Fertilizer meant manure. Stinky providences in your life may be God’s calling you to
repentance and faith in Christ leading to eternal life instead of Hell.
330
See https://www.ccel.org/ccel/salvian (Accessed March 3, 2019).
331
Samuel Clark, A General Martyrologie, Containing a Collection of All the Greatest Persecutions which
Have Befallen the Church of Christ from the Creation to Our Present Times (London: Printed by A.M. for
Thomas Underhill and John Rotherwell), 1651,
https://ia801405.us.archive.org/12/items/ageneralmartyro00clargoog/ageneralmartyro00clargoog.pdf
(Accessed March 3, 2019), 309 (PDF page 355).
332
English king Edward V, a Protestant, died in 1553. His successor was Queen “Bloody” Mary, a Roman
Catholic, who earned her nickname by persecuting Protestants.
333
In earlier times, a steward was a man who managed the routine day-to-day affairs of a wealthy household,
possibly also his master’s commercial affairs. He would handle finances and usually supervise other servants.
Stewards were expected to keep detailed and accurate books to account for all transactions, but tradition was
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(Luke 16:1–3).334 He had been unfaithful in his job, wasted his master’s goods, and now was in
danger of being dismissed. An accounting was demanded, and he was unable to give it. He was
perplexed as to how to present his accounts and secure his future welfare. And, this will be the
situation for all people who are negligent and unfaithful in their heavenly trade. Their soul will
be in trouble one day as to how to answer for it to God. Whether you are first or last, God will
call for an account on how His goods have been used. He has given you a stock with which to
trade for Him: light, grace, personal qualities, talents, the privileges and opportunities of the
Gospel, liberty, peace, and experiences with many mercies and afflictions. These are all your
Lord’s goods and must be accounted for. On the giving of this account will depend your eternal
state and much of your soul’s peace. This is because the Lord Jesus audits His servants in two
ways: an account in this life in the court of conscience, and an account at the court of Judgment
Day in His presence. Your present peace and comfort of soul depend on the first, and your eternal
welfare on the last. Alas! How will you answer your conscience now when that book is opened
and the Lord Jesus brings His list of so many mercies expended along with skill and ability to
use them. There are debts: so much due for goods and other wares and for sermons, sacraments,
graces, comforts, supports, answers to prayer, gracious providences, protection, many personal
mercies, many family mercies, many bodily mercies, so many soul mercies, so many church
mercies, so many national mercies, sickbed mercies, health mercies, journey mercies, habitation
mercies, caring mercies, sparing mercies, giving mercies, forgiving mercies, visible mercies,
invisible mercies—and you have made little or no return yet. How can the conscience stand up
under such a charge or lift up its face without spot when it sees its guilt in all this and cannot
answer one in a thousand of them? “Truly I know it is so, But how can a man be righteous
before God? If one wished to contend with Him, He could not answer Him one time out of a
thousand” (Job 9:2–3 NKJV). In the court of conscience here, God interacts via a proxy [the
conscience], and possibly it only gives a general accusation. And if you cannot prevail there,
what will you do in God’s court where the Lord will judge with righteous judgment and
determine your eternal state depending on whether you are approved or rejected on that day?
What do you think, souls? There is so much neglect of duty, decay of grace, frequent breach of
covenants, and such great unfaithfulness in relationships and roles in life. There are so many
days and weeks without a single bit of work for God. There is so much bad work and waste of
goods. Will not all this look intently at you? And, without repentance and sealed acquittal, 335 your
situation at the judgment seat will be dangerous. And, if so, is it not a matter for great
lamentation? Oh, lay this to heart!

often such that the master would not examine these accounts until the steward resigned or was dismissed, in
which case the steward was expected to present the accounts at that time. As these stewards managed the
property and concerns of another (the master) in his best interest (in modern terms, a fiduciary responsibility),
stewardship has become the name of the scriptural teaching and doctrine that all things belong to God. Thus,
we ourselves, all we are, and all we possess actually belong to God, to be used for His glory and according to
His commands; we are mere stewards, not owners.
334
“He also said to the disciples, ‘There was a rich man who had a manager, and charges were brought to
him that this man was wasting his possessions. And he called him and said to him, “What is this that I
hear about you? Turn in the account of your management, for you can no longer be manager.” And the
manager said to himself, “What shall I do, since my master is taking the management away from me? I
am not strong enough to dig, and I am ashamed to beg”’” (Luke 16:1–3 ESV).
335
Through saving faith in Jesus Christ alone.
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The Blameworthiness of People’s Inordinate Pursuit of Earthly Things
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
The Blameworthiness of People’s Inordinate Pursuit of Earthly Things}
If the heavenly trade is the best trade, then this reproves people’s too greedy and
inordinate pursuit of their earthly trades and concerns, to the great harm and hindrance of the
heavenly trade. And, oh, that I could here dip my pen in tears, as well as gall. I would not only
write against, but weep over this earthly-mindedness. This earthly-mindedness is the great,
common, uncured disease of people, of almost all people, and of good people today! People
pursue after the things of this world with earnestness, strong emotions, and unwearying labor. It
is as if all their pleasure, happiness, and even life and eternal welfare lay wrapped up in these
things. Jehu did not drive more furiously after a crown than people do this day after crumbs ( 2
Kings 9:20).336 For some, there was a time when godliness was considered to be gain, but now
gain is valued above godliness. Trade is the great Diana ( Acts 19:24–28)337 to which most people
sacrifice. Profit is the wheel within the wheel that sets all else going. It is the salt that seasons all
things; nothing tastes good that does not have profit in it. Advantage in the world is like the
blood in people’s veins, the soul in the body, that enlivens their desires. The desire for profit puts
life into their dead hopes, makes the blind to see, the lame to leap and run, the deaf to hear, and
the lips of those who are asleep to speak. 338 Gain is the whetstone339 to people’s minds, the
magnetic compass to their emotional outlook and the spur to their actions. Gain is the object of
people’s sharpest attention and the center of their liveliest actions. Oh, the projects, cares,
tugging, sweating, rowing,340 riding,341 and restless labor that is expended about this query: “Who
will show us any good?”342

336

“Again the watchman reported, ‘He reached them, but he is not coming back. And the driving is like
the driving of Jehu the son of Nimshi, for he drives furiously’” (2 Kings 9:20 ESV).
337
“For a certain man named Demetrius, a silversmith, who made silver shrines of Diana, brought no
small profit to the craftsmen. He called them together with the workers of similar occupation, and said:
‘Men, you know that we have our prosperity by this trade. Moreover you see and hear that not only at
Ephesus, but throughout almost all Asia, this Paul has persuaded and turned away many people, saying
that they are not gods which are made with hands. So not only is this trade of ours in danger of falling
into disrepute, but also the temple of the great goddess Diana may be despised and her magnificence
destroyed, whom all Asia and the world worship.’ Now when they heard this, they were full of wrath and
cried out, saying, ‘Great is Diana of the Ephesians!’” (Acts 19:24–28 NKJV). The wallet is arguably the
most sensitive part of the human anatomy.
338
This sentence is a sarcastic reference to the miracles of our Lord Jesus Christ; it shows the idolatry in
people’s hearts. “No one can serve two masters, for either he will hate the one and love the other, or he
will be devoted to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve God and money” (Matthew 6:24 ESV).
339
whetstone: a flat stone, natural or artificial, with a fine grained texture used for hand-sharpening knives and
tools.
340
rowing: hard labor as at the oars on a ship’s rowing deck, a brutal labor usually being done by slaves.
341
riding: hard journeys on horseback. Properly riding at a fast trot is strenuous.
342
A sarcastic reference to “Many are saying, ‘Who will show us any good? Lift up the light of Your
countenance upon us, O LORD!’” (Psalm 4:6 NASB), a question that ought to be directed to God.
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Question: How May We Know When Pursuit of Earthly Things Is Inordinate?
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
The Blameworthiness of People’s Inordinate Pursuit of Earthly Things
How May We Know When Pursuit of Earthly Things Is Inordinate?}
QUESTION: But how may we know when people are inordinately pursuing their earthly
business and concerns [to their spiritual detriment]?
When the Pursuit Uses Up Too Much of Our Time

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
The Blameworthiness of People’s Inordinate Pursuit of Earthly Things
How May We Know When Pursuit of Earthly Things Is Inordinate?
When the Pursuit Uses Up Too Much of Our Time}
ANSWER 1: Our attention to our earthly concerns becomes inordinate when they take
up too much of our time. This was Israel’s sin. They were saying, “When will the new moon be
over, So that we may sell grain, And the sabbath, that we may open the wheat market, To
make the bushel smaller and the shekel bigger, And to cheat with dishonest scales, So as to
buy the helpless for money And the needy for a pair of sandals, and that we may sell the
refuse [bad] of the wheat?” (Amos 8:5–6 NASB). They were not contented with their own
time, but must obtrude on God’s time also. They thought that it was too long a time for them to
wait until they were back to their worldly work. They also hoped to get advantage for their
earthly interests from God’s institutions. They hoped that the Jubilee Sabbath, when people must
cease from farming,343 would help raise the price of things to their advantage. Therefore the Lord
reproves them for their undue diligence about the world. “It is vain for you to rise up early, To
sit up late, To eat the bread of sorrows; For so He gives His beloved sleep” (Psalm 127:2
NKJV). “Here,” says Piscator, “by this sudden change of topic [verse 2], he rebukes those
covetous tradesmen and merchants, telling them, that it is vain for them to rise up so early to
their work and sit up so late in their shops for such poor and contemptible gain.” 344 So Rabbi
Solomon renders it [contemptible gain] for craftsmen who rise early to their labors. Excessively
time-consuming pursuits of the world are here reproved as vain and sinful; such deprives people
of time for God and their souls.

343

Leviticus 25 extensively covers sabbaths of both seven- and fifty-year intervals, the latter the Jubilee. In both
cases, the land was to rest for a year from farming. Hebrew slaves were to serve only six or seven years, and in
the Jubilee, there was not only an additional year of rest from farming, but all Hebrew slaves were to be
manumitted and all farmland was to return to its original owners. The Lord promised to make up for the lost
harvests. This law is no longer in force, being tied to the nation-church-state of Israel and to the promised land,
but the interested reader should consult Leviticus 25.
344
This is not an absolute; emergencies do happen, and some employees must suffer under cruel management.
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When Earthly Things Consume Too Much of Our Hearts

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade …
The Blameworthiness of People’s Inordinate Pursuit of Earthly Things
How May We Know When Pursuit of Earthly Things Is Inordinate?
When Earthly Things Consume Too Much of Our Hearts}
ANSWER 2: People may know that they are inordinately pursuing their earthly business
and concerns when they lay out their hearts for the world. “Do not trust in oppression And do
not vainly hope in robbery; If riches increase, do not set your heart upon them” (Psalm
62:10 NASB). The danger of a disease lies in its seizure on the heart. 345 Earthly things under the
hand are a duty, but in the heart, a disease. The heart is Christ’s royal fort to which the devil, the
world, and the flesh lay siege, and if that be taken, all is lost. Earthly things are briars and thorns,
and therefore dangerous near the heart. The least prick at the heart is mortal. The heart is Christ’s
nuptial bed into which Christ retires. The world is the saint’s servant. Now, to admit a servant
into the Lord’s bed is adulterous. The heart is God’s seat, pavilion, and throne, into which none
must enter but Himself. It is like the gate of the sanctuary into which none must enter but God
Himself. “And the LORD said to me, ‘This gate shall remain shut; it shall not be opened,
and no one shall enter by it, for the LORD, the God of Israel, has entered by it. Therefore it
shall remain shut’” (Ezekiel 44:2 ESV). The heart of believers is to be kept for God only; to
take worldly things into God’s room is intolerable effrontery. To set your heart on the world,
trade, business concerns, or created things is to invert the order of nature and grace. In creation,
God puts humankind uppermost and puts all things under his feet. “You make him to rule over
the works of Your hands; You have put all things under his feet” (Psalm 8:6 NASB). Now to
place those things over your heart—things that God has set under your feet—is to turn the world
upside down and to overturn the whole course of nature. This is the great sin of this day: people
set their hearts on the things of this world. If people were serious and willing to have their hearts
searched and to know their spiritual state, many that think well of themselves might find that
they are in a woeful and dangerous state, notwithstanding all their show and seeming hopes.
Their hearts are not right with God, but are set on other things, earthly things, more than God.
Six things uncover this, that the heart is set too much on this world.
Sign of a Worldly Heart: Our Desires Are Greedily for Worldly Things
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
The Blameworthiness of People’s Inordinate Pursuit of Earthly Things
How May We Know When Pursuit of Earthly Things Is Inordinate?
When Earthly Things Consume Too Much of Our Hearts
Sign: Our Desires Are Greedily for Worldly Things}
The heart is set too much on the world when a person’s desires are inordinately set upon
the world. This is one symptom the prophet gives of an unsound, covetous heart: such a person
has greedy and unsatisfied desires for the world. “Indeed, because he transgresses by wine, He
345

The editor has chosen to not alter illustrations based upon old and mistaken medical notions lest the effect of
the illustration be lost.
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is a proud man, And he does not stay at home. Because he enlarges his desire as hell, And
he is like death, and cannot be satisfied, He gathers to himself all nations And heaps up for
himself all peoples” (Habakkuk 2:5 NKJV).346 In the former verse, he tells us that a carnal,
unbelieving heart is a rotten, unsound heart. “Behold, as for the proud one, His soul is not
right within him; But the righteous will live by his faith” (Habakkuk 2:4 NASB). A carnal
heart is all for himself and his own carnal interests and not for God. He lives by sight and not by
faith. And, this is the evidence of it: all his desires were for carnal things. Desires are the
exhalations and products of the heart. As the heart is, so are they. Where the desires are earthly,
the heart is earthly. Such a one is never satisfied with any portion of earthly things. Similar to a
person with a fever who is always thirsty, so an earthly heart is always coveting more and more.
“Woe to those who join house to house; They add field to field, Till there is no place Where
they may dwell alone in the midst of the land!” (Isaiah 5:8 NKJV). As long as there is any
place left, they covet it. A field, a house, or a living347 is just a morsel that stays a hungry stomach
for the present. As soon as that is digested, they long for more. This is a certain sign that the heart
is set too much on the world; the heart never has enough of the world. And alas, where is the
person who will say with Jacob, “I have enough” (Genesis 45:28)? 348 When the heart is set on
God and things above, a little of the world will content that soul: food and clothing, with
godliness, is enough. But it is never satisfied with its measure of grace and enjoyment of God.
The more it enjoys of God, the more it longs for further fellowship with Him. One duty only
makes the stomach hungry for another; the more he has, the more he desires God and spiritual
things. A heart that is altogether earthly is similar: that heart’s earthly desires are also never
satisfied, but it longs for more.
Sign of a Worldly Heart: Our Thoughts Are Earthly
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
The Blameworthiness of People’s Inordinate Pursuit of Earthly Things
How May We Know When Pursuit of Earthly Things Is Inordinate?
When Earthly Things Consume Too Much of Our Hearts
Sign of a Worldly Heart: Our Thoughts Are Earthly}
A worldly heart has worldly thoughts. The mind is completely consumed by earthly
things. Thoughts are to the heart as the sunbeams are to the sun and the streams to the spring;
they are homogeneous—that is, of the same nature with them. 349 Our Lord Jesus tells us that it is
out of the heart that evil thoughts come (Mark 7:21).350 “They come directly from the heart,” says
346

This description is not of some dictator, but a description of any proud person’s heart, however little or much
their actual desires, whatever those may be, are fulfilled.
347
living: in this context, Ashwood may be referring to the Roman Catholic or another hierarchically governed
denomination’s practice of assigning parishes or dioceses to clergymen. Abuses occurred, such as clergy
getting the income from more than one living, and worse, not caring for their people.
348
“Then Israel [Jacob] said, ‘It is enough. Joseph my son is still alive. I will go and see him before I die’”
(Genesis 45:28 NKJV).
349
Ashwood’s nuclear physics is a little bit quaint here, but his point is that what comes from the sun is
according to its nature and the water that comes from a spring reflects the nature of the underground water
source.
350
“For from within, out of the heart of man, come evil thoughts, sexual immorality, theft, murder,
adultery” (Mark 7:21 ESV).
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Mr. Fenner. “Nothing comes between the heart and them.” “Other sins,” says he, “come from the
heart, but as second, third, or fourth-hand results. But thoughts come directly from it.” And
nothing more reveals the heart than the usual, habitual, and delightful thoughts of a person. Mr.
Fenner said of the misery of earthly thoughts, “They are unambiguous acts of the heart; they
show what the heart is, just as shining does the light.” Where are your thoughts mostly? What are
your pleasing and delightful thoughts? There is your heart. “For those who are according to the
flesh set their minds on the things of the flesh, but those who are according to the Spirit, the
things of the Spirit” (Romans 8:5 NASB). As soon as they awake, thoughts of their business (as
friends) come to visit them. These drive out other thoughts of God and heavenly things, which
vanish and disappear at the presence of earthly thoughts, just as clouds do at the rising sun. It is
as when a master comes in to take his seat; servants rise up and go their way. No sooner do
thoughts of God come in, but earthly thoughts drive them away, as the shepherds did to Jethro’s
daughters, and there is no Moses to stand up and help them (Exodus 2:16–17). 351 An earthly
person’s thoughts are on the world from morning to night, just as the dog follows its owner all
day long. In company, alone, at home, away from home, on journeys, and in duties, that person’s
thoughts are usually about his trade, business concerns, house, field, work, and the like. It may
be that sometimes good thoughts may come into the mind, and these [seem] to make amends for
all other thoughts, feeding the deceived heart with the conceit that all is well because good
thoughts come in now and then. But the main bent of their thoughts has been about earthly
things, which thoughts grow out of the heart as residents. But good thoughts are only guests and
strangers that do not stay long; they visit and then are gone. The heart must then give way to
earthly thoughts again, which thoughts are home-born household servants and inhabitants. Your
thoughts of God are only occasional, and now and then they may be unusually intense when you
experience some special mercy or affliction. But your earthly thoughts are fixed, scheduled, and
continual. Your good thoughts are like rainwater that falls on you or as hand-pumped water that
must be forced out. But your carnal thoughts are as spring water that runs freely and springs up
from within you. Your good thoughts are just your recreation [into which you do not put effort];
they are only for when your mind is tired from other things. But your earthly thoughts are your
work and employment. When people have done their work, they sometimes go out for a walk.
Your infrequent thoughts of God and divine things are like that. When you have expended the
strength of your mind on the world and your own things, then to quiet your conscience and give
your mind recreation, you give your thoughts permission to take a walk and go visit better things.
Your heavenly thoughts are gentle, easy, weak, and sickly. They carry little of the strength and
vigor of your heart out with them. But your thoughts of the world are strong and lively, the
firstborn352 and the strength of your heart. They are consuming thoughts, working, plotting,
worrying, and studying thoughts. Ah, souls, do not deceive yourselves with fantasies of a good
[spiritual] state from some occasional temporary emotions and good moods you may have.
Hypocrites have these also. Because all the while, the strength and bent of your hearts and the
constant, lively, and prevailing thoughts of your souls are carnal, selfish, and earthly.

351

“Now the priest of Midian had seven daughters, and they came and drew water and filled the troughs
to water their father’s flock. The shepherds came and drove them away, but Moses stood up and saved
them, and watered their flock” (Exodus 2:16–17 ESV).
352
firstborn: in this context, the most important and most privileged.
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Sign of a Worldly Heart: We Labor Restlessly for the World
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
The Blameworthiness of People’s Inordinate Pursuit of Earthly Things
How May We Know When Pursuit of Earthly Things Is Inordinate?
When Earthly Things Consume Too Much of Our Hearts
Sign of a Worldly Heart: We Labor Restlessly for the World}
People’s restless labor after the world plainly shows that their hearts are on the world.
When the heart is set on a thing, the person is restless until he or she has it, and leaves no stone
unturned. That person sets wit, hands, friends, and all at work to get it. When Shechem’s heart
was set on Dinah, Jacob’s daughter, he was willing to do anything in order to obtain her. “You
shall dwell with us, and the land shall be open to you. Dwell and trade in it, and get
property in it. Shechem also said to her father and to her brothers, ‘Let me find favor in
your eyes, and whatever you say to me I will give’” (Genesis 34:10–11 ESV). He did not
consider any condition too hard: to let [Jacob and family] take up possession [in their land],
undergo painful duties, punishment, circumcision, or part with anything, so long as he could
have the desire of his heart. Consider what hardships Jacob endured for his beloved Rachel:
twice seven years’ service while consumed by heat in the day and frost in the night, deprived of
sleep. “There I was: by day the heat consumed me, and the cold by night, and my sleep fled
from my eyes. These twenty years I have been in your house. I served you fourteen years
for your two daughters, and six years for your flock, and you have changed my wages ten
times” (Genesis 31:40–41 ESV). And yet, he could bear all this to enjoy the object of his love.
So it is with earthly-minded people; all of their capabilities are engaged about earthly
things. Their main strength is expended for their trades, callings, and business in the world, and
they seldom give heed to concerns of the soul or Christian duties. They might now and then, if
they are interested, hear sermons, read [the Bible or Christian literature], or pray, but in a cold,
cursory, formal, and sleepy manner. But they are all life when engaging with the world. They are
ready to complain that prayer is too long, preaching tedious, and too much time is spent in
Christian duties. What is the need of this waste (Matthew 26:7–8)?353 To flesh and blood,
everything spent on Christ and His service is lost. But that spent for the world seems all too
little.354 People weary themselves for every vanity; they refuse nothing that will help them obtain
their desired interests, undergo hardships, and turn their back on any Christian duties. Rather
than lose an advantage in the world, they will gamble health, reputation, the displeasure of God,
all their spiritual mercies, and yes, the eternal welfare of their souls as well. This is the spirit of
too many today. There are people who seem to be well on the way to salvation. But like the
young man in the Gospel (Luke 18:22–23), 355 they well like the terms of the Gospel and are
willing to meet them, except for this one thing: they cannot part with the world for Christ. Like
353

“A woman came up to him with an alabaster flask of very expensive ointment, and she poured it on
his head as he reclined at table. And when the disciples saw it, they were indignant, saying, ‘Why this
waste?’” (Matthew 26:7–8 ESV).
354
It seems too little, because they have not yet attained all they think they want.
355
“When Jesus heard this, He said to him, ‘One thing you still lack; sell all that you possess and
distribute it to the poor, and you shall have treasure in heaven; and come, follow Me.’ But when he had
heard these things, he became very sad, for he was extremely rich” (Luke 18:22–23 NASB).
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Naaman, they have a Rimmon to bow to (2 Kings 5:18). 356 In everything else, they will consent
to follow Christ, but in this they must be spared: when their farms, their merchandise, and profit
call them, then the concerns of Christ and their souls must stand aside. Like a flood, their
emotional attachment to worldly things runs over all that is in the way. They take no notice of
what Scripture or conscience says. They are deaf to all arguments that thwart their worldly
concerns. This is the case of a worldly heart. That person’s primary strength is spent on earthly
things. These must be followed and sought after, no matter what becomes of the soul and
spiritual things. “What is that great hope,” said Seneca, “what is that great necessity that stoops
man (who was made upright to contemplate Heaven) and buries and drowns him in the deeps of
the earth to get out gold, which is not got with less danger than [that with which] it is kept?” A
little strength for duty will serve well enough, but a great deal of time, care, and labor must be
given to the world. Surely the world rules that heart that comes and goes at its bidding, and can
leave all to follow it at the command of worldly concerns. 357 You will recognize that a person is
another person’s servant, who, whatever he is doing, will leave it all when his master tells him to
follow him. Let people think what they wish, God has no part for the present time in that soul
that can do more to enjoy the world than for God, and who deems anything more necessary than
to converse with, obey, and serve Him.
Sign of a Worldly Heart: We Overly Delight in Worldly Things
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
The Blameworthiness of People’s Inordinate Pursuit of Earthly Things
How May We Know When Pursuit of Earthly Things Is Inordinate?
When Earthly Things Consume Too Much of Our Hearts
Sign of a Worldly Heart: We Overly Delight in Worldly Things}
The delight and pleasure that people take in earthly things declare that their hearts are set
upon them. On whatever the heart is set, it is that in which the heart delights. Love is the very
life of the soul. When Jonathan’s heart was knit with the heart of David (1 Samuel 18:1), 358 there
was evidence of it: “And Saul spoke to Jonathan his son and to all his servants, that they
should kill David. But Jonathan, Saul’s son, delighted much in David. And Jonathan told
David, ‘Saul my father seeks to kill you. Therefore be on your guard in the morning. Stay
in a secret place and hide yourself’” (1 Samuel 19:1–2 ESV). Delight is the fulfillment of
desire, the obtaining of the good that the heart is set upon and the satisfaction in it. One calls it
the sabbath [rest] of our thoughts and that sweet tranquility of mind that we receive from the
presence and fruition of that good into which our desires have carried us. If then, people’s delight
[satisfaction] in the world exceeds their pleasure [satisfaction] in God, it is a sign that the world
356

“Yet in this thing may the LORD pardon your servant: when my master goes into the temple of
Rimmon to worship there, and he leans on my hand, and I bow down in the temple of Rimmon—when I
bow down in the temple of Rimmon, may the LORD please pardon your servant in this thing” (2 Kings
5:18 NKJV).
357
In contrast to the apostle Matthew/Levi and Christ: “After that He went out and noticed a tax collector
named Levi sitting in the tax booth, and He said to him, ‘Follow Me.’ And he left everything behind, and
got up and began to follow Him” (Luke 5:27–28 NASB).
358
“As soon as he had finished speaking to Saul, the soul of Jonathan was knit to the soul of David, and
Jonathan loved him as his own soul” (1 Samuel 18:1 ESV).
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is their chief good.359 Wicked people delight in their abominations, and that proves their ways to
be by choice. “He who slaughters an ox is like one who kills a man; he who sacrifices a
lamb, like one who breaks a dog’s neck; he who presents a grain offering, like one who
offers pig’s blood; he who makes a memorial offering of frankincense, like one who blesses
an idol. These have chosen their own ways, and their soul delights in their abominations”
(Isaiah 66:3 ESV). Try your heart by your pleasures: what is sweetest to your taste, God or the
world? What is most delightful to you: to wait on God, though with the loss of the world, or to
pursue the world with the loss of God? People cheat their own souls when they say that the
enjoyment of God is better than the world, and yet, for every trifle and smallest advantage, can
choose to reject enjoying God in His provided means of grace. 360 They cannot risk the least loss
or harm to their concerns, even for the nearest fellowship with God. It is certain that whatever is
the soul’s greatest pleasure, it is that which the soul will pursue when left to its liberty. Can you
leave the snow of Lebanon for the waters of Assyria? 361 Can you pass up a walk in Christ’s
gallery to sit down and comfort yourself with the dunghill comforts of this life? If so, then your
main delights are not in God. “One thing have I asked of the LORD, that will I seek after: that
I may dwell in the house of the LORD all the days of my life, to gaze upon the beauty of the
LORD and to inquire in his temple” (Psalm 27:4 ESV). If beholding God in ordinances is your
delight, it will be the one object of your desires and endeavors to obtain; all other things are
nothing to that. If your chief pleasure is in God, then nothing but a conviction of a call to duty
can make you choose to decline an opportunity to wait on God. Even then, when obedience to
God puts your hand to work in the world, delight in God will engage your longing after Him.
This longing will make your greatest comforts that you are then pursuing a weight and burden to
your soul because they stand between your heart and communion with God. Your affections will
be like the cows that pulled the ark to Beth-shemesh, that mooed after their calves as they went
(1 Samuel 6:12).362 When you are constrained to draw the cart of your duties and employments,
even then will your desire be mooing after the comfort of your relationship to God. How is it,
soul?363 Speak. Is not a good marketplace and bargain sweeter to you and more pleasant than a
sermon or a Christian duty? Are you not used to following the world with your back to
fellowship with God and the saints, and that without the least regret in your spirit or cloud on
your comforts? If so, your heart is not yet supremely set on God.
359

The editor included satisfaction in brackets because pleasure here must not be taken to mean merely giddy
happiness or euphoria, but also and more importantly, the kind of deep and lasting satisfaction that comes from
a job well done, repentance from sin, labors (however painful) of love for God and others, and so on.
360
All orthodox Christian theologians count prayer, the preached Word, worship, the sacraments, and Bible
reading and study as means of grace. These are things that the Holy Spirit uses as instruments by which to
convey divine grace to us against sin and for holiness. Some theologians also add Christian fellowship or
church discipline to the list.
361
Jeremiah 2:18 has a reference to Assyria and river water, water that is generally not good and clean. Also,
Assyria carried off ten tribes of Israel in 722 BC. Jeremiah 18:14 makes a reference to “snow water of
Lebanon” and describes this water as cold and flowing, that is, good water.
362
“And the cows took the straight way in the direction of Beth-shemesh; they went along the highway,
lowing as they went, and did not turn aside to the right or to the left. And the lords of the Philistines
followed them to the border of Beth-shemesh” (1 Samuel 6:12 NASB).
363
Ashwood speaks in general terms here. There are some Christians who can delight in prayer and Bible study
twelve hours a day, seven days a week. But there is danger for most of becoming weary of too much of a good
thing and thus losing love for it. Each person must find his or her own level of devotional time versus time for
other service in Christ’s kingdom. This footnote is not meant to detract from Ashwood’s valid warning; the one
who spends only a few minutes with God each day is almost certainly spiritually starving.
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Sign of a Worldly Heart: We Will Not Part with Earthly Things for God and His Service
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
The Blameworthiness of People’s Inordinate Pursuit of Earthly Things
How May We Know When Pursuit of Earthly Things Is Inordinate?
When Earthly Things Consume Too Much of Our Hearts
Sign: We Will Not Part with Earthly Things for God}
Adverseness or unwillingness to part with your earthly comforts and concerns [when
obedience to God makes it necessary,] tells you that your heart is too set on them. Jacob’s
unwillingness to part with Benjamin was a sign his heart was too much set on him. Judah told the
governor of Egypt [Joseph] that Jacob’s life was bound up in the lad’s life (Genesis 44:30). 364
The spouse’s affection for her beloved was seen by the fact that when she found him, she held
him and would not let him go. “Scarcely had I passed by them, When I found the one I love. I
held him and would not let him go, Until I had brought him to the house of my mother, And
into the chamber of her who conceived me” (Song of Solomon 3:4 NKJV). Such is the
testimony that if people’s hearts are on the things of this life, they hold them fast and will not let
them go. Most people hold their earthly concerns too tenaciously to be dead to them. Tightly
holding hands365 are evidence of hearts that cling to the world. Alas, with what reluctance do
people who have an abundance of this world’s goods spend them for God! How hard it is to
persuade those who have this world’s goods to give a proportionate amount of charity. There are
so many arguments and reasons that people plead to justify their parting with only a little of their
worldly wealth. How much beneath their measure do most people spend their earthly things for
the calls of God upon them. This shows plainly that their heart is bound up in the satisfactions
these things give. “Covetous men will sooner part with their flesh than their gold,” said
Augustine. [When David requested sustenance from him, covetous Nabal replied,] “Shall I take
my bread and my water and my meat that I have killed for my shearers and give it to men
who come from I do not know where?” (1 Samuel 25:11 ESV). Covetous people cannot endure
to part with what they have.366 Augustine said, “The covetous man, while he holds his riches, is
held fast by them. By preying on others, he himself becomes a prey.” Covetous people are like a
net that captures all the fish that enter it, but lets none out except some small ones that are of
little worth. Earthly minds are made most obvious by their tenacity and close keeping of what
they have. Like dying people, whatever they take hold of, they will not let it go. 367 This is the
temperament of many: they cannot scatter for God nor honor Him with their substance. “There
is one who scatters, yet increases more; And there is one who withholds more than is right,
But it leads to poverty” (Proverbs 11:24 NKJV). That latter person has the character of one
whose heart is on the world. “He is not only covetous who takes away other men’s goods,” said
Augustine, “but he who covetously withholds his own.” He will not let them go when God has
364

“Now therefore, when I come to your servant my father, and the lad is not with us, since his life is
bound up in the lad’s life” (Genesis 44:30 NKJV).
365
This refers to holding against God, not the good stewardship that cares for what is entrusted to us.
366
While many covetous people spend and overspend on possessions, covetousness that is focused on money
alone makes misers. They may harm those around them and often themselves by withholding money even for
basic necessities.
367
This is not universal, but nurses have observed this behavior in some patients.
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use for them. Certainly if believers themselves are not their own (1 Corinthians 6:19),368 then
they will one day know that their estates and business concerns are not their own, but the Lord’s
and are to be in His control. How will the owner of that colt for which Christ sent rise up in
judgment against many! No sooner did the disciple say, “The Lord has need of it,” than the
owner released it to him. “And He said to them, ‘Go into the village opposite you; and as
soon as you have entered it you will find a colt tied, on which no one has sat. Loose it and
bring it. And if anyone says to you, “Why are you doing this?” say, “The Lord has need of
it,” and immediately he will send it here.’ So they went their way, and found the colt tied by
the door outside on the street, and they loosed it. But some of those who stood there said to
them, ‘What are you doing, loosing the colt?’ And they spoke to them just as Jesus had
commanded. So they let them go” (Mark 11:2–6 NKJV). Shall one who (so far as we know)
was not a disciple of Christ readily part with so much at the first request—and those that profess
much love for Christ refuse to spend lesser things for Him? This clearly shows that the world is
much dearer to such people than Jesus Christ.

368

“Or do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit who is in you, whom you have from
God, and that you are not your own?” (1 Corinthians 6:19 NASB).
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Sign of a Worldly Heart: Our Trust and Dependence Is on Worldly Things
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
The Blameworthiness of People’s Inordinate Pursuit of Earthly Things
How May We Know When Pursuit of Earthly Things Is Inordinate?
When Earthly Things Consume Too Much of Our Hearts
Sign: Our Trust and Dependence Is on Worldly Things}
People’s hearts are on the world when their trust and dependence are on earthly things. 369
We are apt to put our confidence in friends, and therefore the Lord cautions Israel about such
dependencies because they are false and deceiving things. “Do not trust in a neighbor; Do not
have confidence in a friend. From her who lies in your bosom Guard your lips” (Micah 7:5
NASB). The spouse came leaning on her beloved in the wilderness (Song of Solomon 8:5). 370 As
soon as the rich man had a store of goods, he put his confidence in them. “And I will say to my
soul, ‘Soul, you have many goods laid up for many years to come; take your ease, eat, drink
and be merry.’ But God said to him, ‘You fool! This very night your soul is required of you;
and now who will own what you have prepared?’” (Luke 12:19–20 NASB). It is natural for
people who choose the world for their treasure to also choose to put their trust in it. Those who
dare to venture their supreme affection on things also dare to be dependent on them. “He who is
too impoverished for such an offering Selects a tree that does not rot; He seeks out for
himself a skillful craftsman To prepare an idol that will not totter” (Isaiah 40:20 NASB). If
369

The editor wishes to take the liberty to butt in here. First, we could hardly live in the world if we did not
have a routine expectation that things that ought to work will work. And, if it is important that something work,
or if something is unreliable, prudence dictates backup plans. But we wrongly trust in worldly things if we
disobey God in the process of using or having them, especially if we think they will do a better or more certain
job than God; if we truly trust God, we will obey Him. We also wrongly trust in worldly things when we forget
that it is actually God who made and sustains all things; even things we make, we make by God’s pleasure and
providence. We must firmly keep in mind that it is God who personally causes all things to happen. Consider
the automobile engine. At 2,000 rpm, each cylinder in a four-cylinder engine will do the same thing 2,000
times a minute, or 120,000 times an hour. The circuitry in a computer may well do the same thing several
billion times a second. These things are not due to “natural law.” Rather, God is expressing His perfect
faithfulness 120,000 times an hour and several billion times a second. Also, as Provider, He is kindly giving us
a generally predictable universe. A wrong view of God and “nature” will teach us some wrong lessons. We
learn quickly at a young age that water is good; it cures the discomfort of thirst. Food cures the discomfort of
hunger. A washing machine relieves the toil of using a washboard. It is therefore easy to learn the wrong lesson
that material things are what make us happy. But there is a huge difference between alleviating discomfort or
toil that causes unhappiness and positive happiness. For one example, once our nutritional needs are met, more
food will only make us fat. It is also easy to learn the wrong lesson that there is some impersonal force that
provides for human needs and to not be thankful to God for personally providing for even our most trivial and
mundane needs. If we work hard, save, and spend wisely, that is still the work of God in us, “for in Him we
live and move and exist, as even some of your own poets have said, ‘For we also are His children’” (Acts
17:28 NASB). Is it not insanity then to seek the gifts and not the Giver; to not thank, worship, glorify, obey,
and live for Him? Is it not even more insane to insult the God who gives us our heartbeats and breaths one at a
time, and reject the Lord Jesus Christ in Whom alone is salvation from the eternal fire of Hell—all for the
trinkets of this life—while passing up the eternal glory of Heaven in the presence of Christ?
370
“Who is this coming up from the wilderness Leaning on her beloved? Beneath the apple tree I
awakened you; There your mother was in labor with you, There she was in labor and gave you birth”
(Song of Solomon 8:5 NASB). This is an image of the Church leaning on Christ, a positive example in the
midst of some negative examples.
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riches are your [primary] choice, you think them worthy of your trust; if you think they are not
worthy of your trust, you act irrationally [by making them your primary choice]. For people who
have wealth, “their inner thought is that their houses will last forever, Their dwelling places
to all generations; They call their lands after their own names” (Psalm 49:11 NKJV). It is
hard to have the good things of this life and not to expect too much from them. They invite us to
depend on them [apart from God]. Earthly things are fair in promise, but false in performance.
They are like mires covered with grass; people think they are firm ground, but when they walk
on them, they soon become their graves. The evangelist calls all that glorious pomp with which
Agrippa so amused spectators a mere show (Acts 25:23). 371 When Agrippa and Bernice entered
with great pomp, it was with much fantasy and external show. All the glory of this world is only
a pompous show that cheats viewers and allures them to a false expectation. Those who have
much visible comfort in created things live little by faith. How rare is it for people who have
estates and riches for their posterity to commit them to divine care by resting only on the promise
and to believe a naked Word for all their supplies and needed comforts. “And the inhabitants of
this coastland will say in that day, ‘Behold, this is what has happened to those in whom we
hoped and to whom we fled for help to be delivered from the king of Assyria! And we, how
shall we escape?’” (Isaiah 20:6 ESV).372 An earthly heart is known by carnal trust and
dependence [apart from God] on earthly things. Ah, fools! Put your hearts on this scale and see
whether they do not press down to this present world.373

More Reasons Why an Earthly Mind Is Evil
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
The Blameworthiness of People’s Inordinate Pursuit of Earthly Things
More Reasons Why an Earthly Mind Is Evil}
Speak, soul, you who will be shortly weighed for eternity in the balance of the sanctuary.
Are not your desires, thoughts, restless labors, delights, close attention, and dependence all
engaged about the things of this life, to the neglect of God and heavenly things? Let your own
heart be the judge. And, if so, then:
1. Your state is dangerous.
2. Your folly is great.

371

“So on the next day Agrippa and Bernice came with great pomp, and they entered the audience hall
with the military tribunes and the prominent men of the city. Then, at the command of Festus, Paul was
brought in” (Acts 25:23 ESV). Ashwood’s mention of mere show and fantasy comes from the Greek
φαντασιας [fan-tas-ee´-ah: vain show, fantasy, pomp], which is translated pomp in most English versions of
Acts 25:23.
372
There were people who fled from the cruel Assyrians to various countries. But then the Assyrians conquered
those countries to which they fled, leaving them no refuge. Their predicament illustrates the vanity of trusting
in anything earthly instead of in God.
373
One fairly common and obvious indication that we trust in earthly things rather than God is when we
disobey God in order to get earthly benefits.
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Your State Is Dangerous

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
The Blameworthiness of People’s Inordinate Pursuit of Earthly Things
More Reasons Why an Earthly Mind Is Evil
Your State Is Dangerous}
First, your state is dangerous. You have not a gram 374 of true grace in you. “Do not love
the world or the things in the world. If anyone loves the world, the love of the Father is not
in him” (1 John 2:15 NKJV). Do not flatter your soul into eternal Hell. If you love the world,
you do not love God. “Adulterers and adulteresses! Do you not know that friendship with
the world is enmity with God? Whoever therefore wants to be a friend of the world makes
himself an enemy of God” (James 4:4 NKJV). This is a person whose heart and mind are set on
the world. If a person wants to get rich, the bent and design of the heart are to get rich; wealth is
the target, in spite of any claims to the contrary. That is the person’s great business and project.
“But your eyes and your heart Are intent only upon your own dishonest gain, And on
shedding innocent blood And on practicing oppression and extortion” (Jeremiah 22:17
NASB).375 “A faithful man will abound with blessings, But he who makes haste to be rich
will not go unpunished” (Proverbs 28:20 NASB). This person drives furiously after the world
with a heart reconciled to all the ways and means that lead to it, however much such ways and
means clash against advantages to the soul. That person is a friend to the world and an enemy to
God, whoever he or she may be, and in spite of even the highest profession of faith possible. By
such hypocrisy, Judas got into the church of God (John 12:4–6). 376 Likewise, Demas prayed and
preached (2 Timothy 4:10),377 and likewise many hypocrites for a time, even those who multiply
prayers (Isaiah 1:15).378 Do they profess love to God? So did the Jews, but their hearts were
covetous. “So they come to you as people do, they sit before you as My people, and they
hear your words, but they do not do them; for with their mouth they show much love, but
their hearts pursue their own gain” (Ezekiel 33:31 NKJV). Does he or she have a lovely spirit
and blameless way of life? So did the young man in the Gospel (Mark 10:17–22). 379 His great
374

gram: about 1/30 of an ounce. Ashwood had dram, an antique unit of weight of about 1.8 grams.
One who is bent on getting rich may not commit murder, but most likely will take advantage of others. Such
a person is the exact opposite of someone committed to loving and helping others.
376
“But Judas Iscariot, one of his disciples (he who was about to betray him), said, ‘Why was this
ointment not sold for three hundred denarii and given to the poor?’ He said this, not because he cared
about the poor, but because he was a thief, and having charge of the moneybag he used to help himself to
what was put into it” (John 12:4–6 ESV).
377
“For Demas, in love with this present world, has deserted me and gone to Thessalonica. Crescens has
gone to Galatia, Titus to Dalmatia” (2 Timothy 4:10 ESV).
378
“So when you spread out your hands in prayer, I will hide My eyes from you; Yes, even though you
multiply prayers, I will not listen. Your hands are covered with blood” (Isaiah 1:15 NASB).
379
“Now as He was going out on the road, one came running, knelt before Him, and asked Him, ‘Good
Teacher, what shall I do that I may inherit eternal life?’ So Jesus said to him, ‘Why do you call Me good?
No one is good but One, that is, God. You know the commandments: “Do not commit adultery,” “Do not
murder,” “Do not steal,” “Do not bear false witness,” “Do not defraud,” “Honor your father and your
mother.”’ And he answered and said to Him, ‘Teacher, all these things I have kept from my youth.’ Then
Jesus, looking at him, loved him, and said to him, ‘One thing you lack: Go your way, sell whatever you
have and give to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven; and come, take up the cross, and follow
Me.’ But he was sad at this word, and went away sorrowful, for he had great possessions” (Mark 10:17–
375
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desire was to inherit eternal life. That was his business with Christ. He desired to know how he
might be saved. He seemed to be completely pursuing Heaven. His life was blameless. He had a
sweet, lovely spirit such that when Jesus looked at him, He loved him. 380 Yet, he could not part
with the world for Christ. He had his heart bound to earthly things all the while, and went away
sorrowful. He could not consent to sell everything and give to the poor. No evidence will
convince a soul whose heart is glued to the world and who cannot give up all to Christ’s control.
God and world cannot dwell in the same soul. Godliness and profit cannot keep house together.381
Where the grace of God truly comes, it teaches people to deny worldly lusts (Titus 2:11–12).382 A
person who has no power to deny the cravings of a worldly heart has not yet truly received the
grace of God. Adams, commenting on the book of 2 Peter, said,
Grace may coexist with some transient naughty acts, but never with covetousness. Noah
was once drunk with wine, but never with the world. Lot was incestuous twice, but never
covetous. Peter denied his Master three times, but it was not the love of the world, but the
fear of the world that impelled him. He had already denied the world before he denied his
Master. David was once overcome by the flesh, but not by the world. Why did these not
purge themselves from adultery, anger, contention and the like? Because saints may fall
into these from infirmity. But if once into covetousness, there is nothing of a saint left,
not even the name.383
Luther acknowledges that there was scarce a sin to which he had not been tempted, save
the sin of covetousness.384 The Lord Jesus tells us that His disciples are not of this world (John
15:18–19).385 Some derive the world holy from earth and a negating particle, in that redemption
from the earth is the great work of holiness. 386 All people who partake of the Cross of Christ are
crucified to the world and the world to them. “But may it never be that I would boast, except
in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, through which the world has been crucified to me,
and I to the world” (Galatians 6:14 NASB). Not a bit of the benefits of Christ are treasured up
in a soul in which the god of this world dwells. And if you are without Christ, you have no hope
22 NKJV).
380
This passage does not actually tell us why Jesus loved him. This editor wishes to suggest that the passage
teaches us that it was in love that Jesus gave the man such a seemingly harsh and difficult command.
381
Godliness and profit cannot keep house together, but profit can be in the house, kept by and under godliness.
382
“For the grace of God has appeared, bringing salvation for all people, training us to renounce
ungodliness and worldly passions, and to live self-controlled, upright, and godly lives in the present age”
(Titus 2:11–12 ESV).
383
This quotation is misleading. A distinction must be made between a person who commits sins of
covetousness, then repents once made aware of those sins, and a person whose unregenerate heart is
characterized by covetousness (which is idolatry). “Put to death therefore what is earthly in you: sexual
immorality, impurity, passion, evil desire, and covetousness, which is idolatry” (Colossians 3:5 ESV). If
repented of, all sins are forgivable except blasphemy against the Holy Spirit. This quoted verse is actually
proof that covetousness is forgivable to the repentant, for if it were not forgivable, why the command to
repent?
384
The foregoing statements should not be interpreted as implying a perfect lack of covetousness. No believer is
perfect with respect to any of the Ten Commandments. But if covetousness reigns in your life, you are
unrepentantly covetousness, or do not strive against that sin, you can have no assurance of salvation. This is
true of all known and cherished sins. God is a jealous God.
385
“If the world hates you, you know that it hated Me before it hated you. If you were of the world, the
world would love its own. Yet because you are not of the world, but I chose you out of the world,
therefore the world hates you” (John 15:18–19 NKJV).
386
This is an illustration, not anything from valid Greek etymology.
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and your case is desperate. If your heart is earthly, under the ruling power of this world, you are
still without grace, thus without glory. If you set your mind on earthly things, destruction is your
fate: “Whose end is destruction, whose god is their belly, and whose glory is in their shame
—who set their mind on earthly things” (Philippians 3:19 NKJV). If you are one who is of this
world, if your heart is set on your covetousness, your portion is only in this world (Psalm 17:13–
14).387 All of your “Heaven” is on this side of the grave. “For you may be sure of this, that
everyone who is sexually immoral or impure, or who is covetous (that is, an idolater), has
no inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and God” (Ephesians 5:5 ESV). Covetousness is
grouped with the most abominable sins: thievery, drunkenness, adultery, idolatry, and extortion.
“Therefore put to death your members which are on the earth: fornication, uncleanness,
passion, evil desire, and covetousness, which is idolatry. Because of these things the wrath
of God is coming upon the sons of disobedience” (Colossians 3:5–6 NKJV). The Scripture
calls covetous people cursed children. “Having eyes full of adultery and that cannot cease
from sin, enticing unstable souls. They have a heart trained in covetous practices, and are
accursed children” (2 Peter 2:14 NKJV). They have trained388 their hearts in covetous practices.
They are cursed children, really cursed; God detests and abhors them. “For the wicked boasts of
his heart’s desire; He blesses the greedy and renounces the LORD” (Psalm 10:3 NKJV). A
woe is pronounced against them. “Woe to him who covets evil gain for his house, That he
may set his nest on high, That he may be delivered from the power of disaster! You give
shameful counsel to your house, Cutting off many peoples, 389 And sin against your soul”
(Habakkuk 2:9–10 NKJV). One would think it to be a duty, or at least very commendable, to
provide for our families, get what we can for our children, and protect our houses from any
suffering and calamity. But if people’s purpose is to set their nests on high, get great things for
themselves, and manage their affairs so as to avoid all suffering for God, a dreadful woe hangs
over their heads, and all their plans will end in disappointment. Instead of honor, they are
brought to shame in the end. They are unworthy of any human society. “But actually, I wrote to
you not to associate with any so-called brother if he is an immoral person, or covetous, or
an idolater, or a reviler, or a drunkard, or a swindler—not even to eat with such a one” (1
Corinthians 5:11 NASB). They will be cut off from all communion with God to all eternity. “Or
do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be
deceived; neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor
homosexuals, nor thieves, nor the covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor swindlers, will
inherit the kingdom of God” (1 Corinthians 6:9–10 NASB).

387

“Arise, O LORD, confront him, bring him low; Deliver my soul from the wicked with Your sword,
From men with Your hand, O LORD, From men of the world, whose portion is in this life, And whose
belly You fill with Your treasure; They are satisfied with children, And leave their abundance to their
babes” (Psalm 17:13–14 NASB).
388
The Greek word is γεγυμνασμενην, whose root is γυμναζο [goom-nad´-zo], from which we get our English
word gymnasium. The meaning is to exercise strenuously as for victory in an athletic contest.
389
cutting off: at worst, murder, as is typical of gangster bosses, but also any oppression of others for worldly
profit.
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Your Folly Is Great

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
The Blameworthiness of People’s Inordinate Pursuit of Earthly Things
More Reasons Why an Earthly Mind Is Evil
Your Folly Is Great}
Second, just as your state is dangerous if you are one who loves this present world, so
also to set your heart on the world is great foolishness.390
After you have been convinced of the evil of such a spirit and practice and have felt the
sting of it in your own soul; after you have been accused by your conscience and condemned in
your own heart for this sin (as every truly convinced soul is); if ever the spirit of bondage has
been at work in your heart (as you have confessed)—then you have found this sin to be more
bitter than death. And now, if you return to the same course of life as will break your bones again
and put your soul to greater torture than before (as all backsliding does)—this is foolishness
indeed.
You once chose God for your portion, Christ for your treasure, godliness for your gain, an
inheritance with the saints for your land, a mansion in Heaven for your house, Christ’s tried gold
for your money, a way of life in Heaven for your trade, and the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit for
your everything now and forever—as you have done or else horribly falsified your profession of
faith.391 And now, after all this, do you turn again to weak and worthless elemental things
(Galatians 4:9)?392 Do you exchange God for the world, a crown for crumbs, a throne for thorns,
a dowry in Heaven for a dunghill on earth, an eternal weight of glory for a burden of the guilt of
swindling,393 fellowship with God for a defiling association with dirt and staining trash, a title of
nobility in Heaven for a name written in the earth? Is this not foolishness indeed? It is true that a
person who has a real portion in God and the things above can never fully and finally forfeit and
lose them. A person who is [truly] in Christ is forever in Christ. But, you once seemed to choose
the things above for your chief portion and to profess hope in a certain title to supreme treasures.
390

The text to follow is addressed to backsliding Christians, but is applicable to all who reject Christ for the
world.
391
It is also possible that you did not count the cost of following Christ. “Whoever does not bear his own
cross and come after me cannot be my disciple. For which of you, desiring to build a tower, does not first
sit down and count the cost, whether he has enough to complete it? Otherwise, when he has laid a
foundation and is not able to finish, all who see it begin to mock him” (Luke 14:27–29 ESV). If this is the
case, you have a choice to make that will determine where you will spend eternity.
392
“But now that you have come to know God, or rather to be known by God, how is it that you turn
back again to the weak and worthless elemental things, to which you desire to be enslaved all over
again?” (Galatians 4:9 NASB).
393
Ashwood has: a burden of thick clay. He would have used the KJV, which mistranslates [ ַע ְבטִיטab-teet´] as
thick clay in Habakkuk 2:6: “Will not all these take up a proverb against him, And a taunting riddle
against him, and say, ‘Woe to him who increases What is not his—how long? And to him who loads
himself with many pledges’?” (NKJV). As translated correctly elsewhere, it means pledges, that is, loan
collateral. NASB translates as loans. ESV and NKJV translate as pledges. This is a difficult passage to
translate, but the fact that woe is pronounced on him who heaps up what is not his seems to support the idea of
theft via some kind of unjust loans, perhaps by usury or failure to return pledges (collateral). The editor has
thus translated Ashwood in more general terms as swindling due to the uncertainties.
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But now you seem to have sold your hopes for God and glory for the vomit you once spewed up
and the mire from which you once had been washed (2 Peter 2:22).394 This is madness indeed.
You have so often seen the vanity and uncertainty of the things here below; they are
empty and will not satisfy. They cannot quench your thirst or fill your hungry soul. They do not
give even a little rest to your weary heart, but fall short of your expectations. You look for peace
and, behold, they give you trouble. You think to gather roses and they prick your fingers. You
hope to find rest in earthly things and say, “Soul, take your ease (Luke 12:19–20) 395 in your full
money bags, fair estate, pleasant house, and relatives.” But then they prove to be swords to
pierce you or thorns to rend you. At best, they will be gas that bloats, but does not nourish you.
You have also found them fading things that will not last, ripe fruit that soon rots. A moth and an
east wind396 take them away. They are a pleasing plant one day and a withered plant the next:
“But as morning dawned the next day God prepared a worm, and it so damaged the plant
that it withered” (Jonah 4:7 NKJV). Sickness takes away your child and all the hopes of your
house perish with him. Your customers go bankrupt and you are impoverished. Your house burns
down and you are undone.397 Your heir may turn out to be a spendthrift and all you have gathered
is scattered. So uncertain, empty, and perishing are these earthly things, and you know it. You
have learned this by experience, and yet your heart goes after them. As the dog in the fable, 398
you leave what is real for shadows and neglect unseen, but sure, sweet, satisfying, and eternal
things for things that are not. Is not this madness? The world perishes and yet you seek worldly
things?
You have found better things and tasted the sweetness of them. You have experienced the
light of God’s countenance to be better than all corn, wine, and [olive] oil. You have found His
lovingkindness better than life and a day in His courts better than a thousand elsewhere (Psalm
4:6–7).399 Oh, how sweet has His Word been to your taste, sweeter than honey and the
honeycomb (Psalm 19:9–10)!400 How often God cheered, enlivened, and strengthened your heart
in your drawing near to Him. You said (as David of Goliath’s sword (1 Samuel 21:9), 401 there is
394

“But it has happened to them according to the true proverb: ‘A dog returns to his own vomit,’ and, ‘a
sow, having washed, to her wallowing in the mire’” (2 Peter 2:22 NKJV).
395
“‘And I will say to my soul, “Soul, you have many goods laid up for many years to come; take your
ease, eat, drink and be merry.”’ But God said to him, ‘You fool! This very night your soul is required of
you; and now who will own what you have prepared?’” (Luke 12:19–20 NASB).
396
east wind: in this context, a biblical reference to the dry and parching east winds that blew in from the desert
into Israel.
397
In Ashwood’s days, fire insurance was very new and not yet widely used.
398
In one of Aesop’s fables, a dog carrying meat sees his reflection in water and thinks to seize that meat also,
losing the meat he was carrying into the water. (There are multiple versions of this tale.)
399
“There are many who say, ‘Who will show us some good? Lift up the light of your face upon us, O
LORD!’ You have put more joy in my heart than they have when their grain and wine abound” (Psalm
4:6–7 ESV).
400
“The fear of the LORD is clean, enduring forever; the rules of the LORD are true, and righteous
altogether. More to be desired are they than gold, even much fine gold; sweeter also than honey and
drippings of the honeycomb” (Psalm 19:9–10 ESV).
401
“Then the priest said, ‘The sword of Goliath the Philistine, whom you killed in the valley of Elah,
behold, it is wrapped in a cloth behind the ephod; if you would take it for yourself, take it. For there is
no other except it here.’ And David said, ‘There is none like it; give it to me’” (1 Samuel 21:9 NASB).
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none like this. And, as the disciples said at the Transfiguration (Matthew 17:4), 402 you said, “It is
good to be here.” Lord, evermore give me this bread. And, after all this! That you would choose
to leave all these for the world and prefer your shop, trade, field, house, and money above these
divine and approved treasures. This is madness.
You have made so many confessions of this sin before the Lord and His people. You have
prayed and cried to God against it and asked for grace to subdue your earthly heart. You have
made many promises and resolutions to turn to this foolishness no more. But you have so easily
and quickly been reconciled to the world again and have resumed your love for these old lovers.
This is madness and it will exceedingly increase your guilt and torment when the Lord judges
you for these things and your convictions, prayers, and vows will return as so many police
officers to arrest your guilty conscience and as so many witnesses to prove [to you] God’s
charges against you. At such and such a time, in your prayer closet, in the congregation of the
Lord’s people, in days of humiliation403 and preparation seasons,404 on your sickbed, and under
this or that word and rod [of chastisement], you heart melted over your sin and solemnly
renewed your covenant against it. And now, your prayers, tears, promises, and even God Himself
will be against you for your apostasy in favor of lovers that yourself will loathe another day. You
will be ashamed to acknowledge them in the presence of God, saints, and angels. This is
foolishness, foolishness.405
Now, God is punishing you406 for this very sin by stripping you of your idols and pouring
out the bowls of His wrath on your Euphrates (Revelation 16:12),407 that is, on your riches,
business concerns, trade, and earthly comforts. These carried your heart away from God; now,
while His rod [of chastisement] is on your back, if you should stubbornly hold on to your
iniquity and refuse to return to God, this is desperate and incorrigible foolishness. And this is the
practice of most people today. God blows [away] their trades and business concerns for pursuing
them while letting His house lie waste,408 and yet they pursue them still. The Lord opens the
bottoms of their money bags, and yet they put more money into them. God clobbers people for
the iniquity of their covetousness, and yet they go on in the crooked ways of their hearts (Isaiah
57:17).409 God is putting hedges of thorn bushes between people and their lovers [idolized
worldly things], and yet these people break through to get them. So it was with Israel; God had
402

“Peter said to Jesus, ‘Lord, it is good for us to be here; if You wish, I will make three tabernacles here,
one for You, and one for Moses, and one for Elijah” (Matthew 17:4 NASB).
403
days of humiliation: special days called by church or civil officials for prayer and fasting.
404
Some denominations now, or in the past, celebrated Holy Communion very infrequently, perhaps once or
twice a year. In preparation, the congregation would have a week of prayer and sermons, usually by guest
preachers, in something like a retreat to prepare for the Lord’s Supper.
405
The condition Ashwood describes is of a people who are deeply aware of their sin, but refuse to actually
repent of it. Such a one treats the means of grace as magic charms, as it were.
406
Recall that Ashwood wrote in the midst of a severe economic downturn. Guilty readers who are prospering
as they read this should take stern warning.
407
“The sixth angel poured out his bowl on the great river Euphrates, and its water was dried up, to
prepare the way for the kings from the east” (Revelation 16:12 ESV).
408
Ashwood is here using prose and imagery from Haggai 1:2-11. While God will not chastise anyone for not
building the now-superseded Temple in Jerusalem, He does expect us to labor to build up one another and
Christ’s kingdom generally.
409
“For the iniquity of his covetousness I was angry and struck him; I hid and was angry, And he went
on backsliding in the way of his heart” (Isaiah 57:17 NKJV).
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hedged up her way and made a wall so that she could not find her paths. Yet she still followed
after them. Oh, incorrigible wickedness! “Therefore, behold, I will hedge up her way with
thorns, And I will build a wall against her so that she cannot find her paths. She will pursue
her lovers, but she will not overtake them; And she will seek them, but will not find them.
Then she will say, ‘I will go back to my first husband, For it was better for me then than
now!’” (Hosea 2:6–7 NASB). “The bricks have fallen, but we will build with dressed stones;
the sycamores have been cut down, but we will put cedars in their place” (Isaiah 9:10 ESV).
God’s providence pulls away people’s unduly pursued interests, but they grab at them again. This
is daring wickedness; it tells God to His face that they do not fear Him, nor will they repent. “O
LORD, do not your eyes look for truth? You have struck them down, but they felt no
anguish; you have consumed them, but they refused to take correction. They have made
their faces harder than rock; they have refused to repent” (Jeremiah 5:3 ESV). This is our
condition; should we not lament over it?410
Last, when nothing but ruin and depression are before our eyes; when there is clear
danger of losing everything; when even all our assets, the Gospel, our way of life, and all that we
hold dear are going away—in spite of this, to still pursue earthly things while neglecting our
souls is incomparable madness and a dangerous symptom of approaching devastation. If people
are not given up to a spirit of blindness, they must see that wasting destruction is upon us. There
are gray hairs411 here and there, but we do not see them. “Strangers devour his strength, and he
knows it not; gray hairs are sprinkled upon him, and he knows it not. The pride of Israel
testifies to his face; yet they do not return to the LORD their God, nor seek him, for all this”
(Hosea 7:9–10 ESV). “They felt the pain, but did not acknowledge the cause and source of all
those evils,” said Zanchi,412 “and this showed that they were beyond hope and incurable because
they were convicted of their evil state, yet would not return to the Lord.” No place is more
dangerous than continuing in sin under the utmost means of reformation and acknowledged
danger of ruin. “Now as for you, son of man, say to the house of Israel, ‘Thus you have
spoken, saying, “Surely our transgressions and our sins are upon us, and we are rotting
away in them; how then can we survive?”’” (Ezekiel 33:10 NASB).413

410

This must be repentantly taken first at a personal level to ourselves, then to our people groups as a whole.
A few gray hairs, as indicators of old age, are here a metaphor for weakness and loss of ability.
412
Probably Girolamo Zanchi (February 2, 1516–November 19, 1590), an Italian Protestant reformer.
413
The Hebrew [ חיהkhaw-yaw´] can mean either live as opposed to die, or how one lives out one’s life. God
answers this question in the following verses in both senses of the word: repent.
411
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Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade}
Because the heavenly trade is the best trade, the remainder of the book offers counsel and
exhortation to five classes of people, beginning with strangers to the heavenly trade.
Those of you who are strangers to this heavenly trade: you were never acquainted with
this high calling, but have spent all your time concerned with things that perish, dealing in Hell
and damnation. Please be exhorted to begin this savory, rich, and blessed trade.

Reasons to Pursue the Heavenly Trade
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
Reasons to Pursue the Heavenly Trade}
There are four reasons that usually sway rational people in their choice of earthly
professions; these are also weighty inducements to those not yet pursuing this heavenly trade to
do so heartily.
Strangers to the Heavenly Trade Are Lacking and Needy

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
Reasons to Pursue the Heavenly Trade
Strangers to the Heavenly Trade Are Lacking and Needy}
Necessity drives people to work. And no one is needier than those who are without this
divine calling. Sinners, you who are without God in the world, you are miserably poor and ready
to perish.414 You are worth nothing but sin and misery. A person who has nothing on which to live
is poor. And so are you while you are without this line of communication [to God], and strangers
to these supreme concerns. You are spiritually poor and do not yet have anything on which your
souls may live, either here or in eternity. “For you say, I am rich, I have prospered, and I need
nothing, not realizing that you are wretched, pitiable, poor, blind, and naked. I counsel you
to buy from me gold refined by fire, so that you may be rich, and white garments so that
you may clothe yourself and the shame of your nakedness may not be seen, and salve to
anoint your eyes, so that you may see” (Revelation 3:17–18 ESV). Poverty is one of the
miseries of all unrepentant souls. And what increases the guilt is that they think themselves rich,
but have nothing. [Spiritually,] they have no food to fill them but empty husks and pork. 415 They
have no clothing to cover them, but only filthy rags and shame of nakedness. They have no house
414

Let the reader make no mistake here; the reference is to spiritual poverty. And spiritual things are just as real,
even more real than material things. A person who is shipwrecked or swept out to sea and floating on a board
without food or water is poor, whatever may be the size of his or her bank account. So it is with spiritual
poverty: compared with eternity in Heaven or Hell, the possessions of this life are meaningless.
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to shelter them from the storms of divine wrath or any dwelling to receive them, but only the
lake of fire and brimstone in Hell. Their dwelling will be with damned demons with no friend to
help them or an eye to pity them. There are no people in the world so poor that they do not have
something or other to help them.416 They may have something in hand or something in hope.
They may have something of their own or something from others. If they cannot work, they can
beg. If they do not have assets, they may find those who will pity and relieve them. But a sinner
without Christ has nothing to supply his immortal soul. There is nothing on earth that can
contribute the least good to his undone soul; he has nothing in his hand, no hope, and nothing of
his own; there is nothing that anybody else can give him. Whatever he lives on, it is nothing but
wind and emptiness. “He feeds on ashes; a deceived heart has turned him aside. And he
cannot deliver himself, nor say, ‘Is there not a lie in my right hand?’” (Isaiah 44:20 NASB).
He crams his starved soul with filthy dung and sewage; so loathsome 417 are all the pleasures he
lives on. “Remember that you were at that time separated from Christ, alienated from the
commonwealth of Israel and strangers to the covenants of promise, having no hope and
without God in the world” (Ephesians 2:12 ESV). This is your condition, souls, while you are
without this heavenly trade. You are miserably poor; whatever earthly things you may have, you
have nothing of God. Whatever your bodies and families have, your souls have nothing.
Augustine said, “It is of little profit to enjoy all things and miss that one thing [God] by which
alone we get to use them.” You labor for vanity and lie down in sorrow. Do you not have a
reason to look for some way that will help you and a reason to embrace this clear offer of a
calling that will maintain and enrich you here and forever? “Now there were four leprous men
at the entrance of the gate; and they said to one another, ‘Why do we sit here until we die?
If we say, “We will enter the city,” then the famine is in the city and we will die there; and if
we sit here, we die also. Now therefore come, and let us go over to the camp of the
Arameans. If they spare us, we will live; and if they kill us, we will but die’” (2 Kings 7:3–4
NASB). The leper’s situation is yours; if you sit still in your [unsaved] state, you die [eternally in
Hell]. In the world’s fullness is famine, and in your security and false hopes is death also. If you
go to Christ’s grace, it may save you, and at worst you will but die.418
Again, you are not only poor, but bankrupt. Your poverty is of your own doing and the
result of your being a spendthrift. You once had a fair estate but lost it; God, grace, and glory
were yours by the first covenant419 (Luke 15:30).420 But you have trifled it away for forbidden
415

The reference to pork is to the ceremonial uncleanness of pork in the (now obsolete) Mosaic Law. Pork is
actually a good and important source of protein for many poor around the world.
416
Alas, this is not true for many prisoners in Communist and totalitarian countries. The authorities in them
have made human misery and pain a refined art and science.
417
They are loathsome because, without Christ, they are sinful. One outside of Christ can do nothing but sin,
even in his or her “best” good works. And sin is a horrible, loathsome thing contrary to the infinitely pure and
holy God.
418
Christ’s grace is a sure and certain thing; but as the parable of the sower (Matthew 13:3–23) teaches, not
everyone who receives and accepts something of the Gospel understands it, has a new and born-again heart
from above, and bears fruit for God by His grace for the rest of his or her earthly life. Those who are not good
soil for receiving the Word of God need to repent.
419
Ashwood mixes themes here from not only the parable of the prodigal son, but from Adam’s sin of eating
from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. This latter theme is not a literary device but a true expression
of the fact that all people have inherited the nature of a rebellious sinner by being of the posterity of Adam.
420
“But when this son of yours came, who has devoured your property with prostitutes, you killed the
fattened calf for him!” (Luke 15:30 ESV).
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fruit and spent all you had on whores. 421 You have consumed your Lord’s goods in riotous living
also and wasted a large stock committed to your trust; you now must give an account of your
stewardship. If it were only your personal poverty that your foolishness brought upon you, that
would be one thing: a heavy guilt, but comparatively tolerable. But you must make restitution [to
God for His goods] and that is inconceivably distressing. A dreadful word [judgment] is against
you! How can you bear it? How can you eat, drink, talk, or sleep in peace, much less rejoice
when the handwriting is on the wall (Daniel 5:4–5)? 422 The writing against you is, “Give an
account of your stewardship” (Luke 16:1–3).423 You must expect a review of your past and tell by
what means you reduced your miserable soul to its low state. You will be required to give an
account of your stewardship, and as the unjust steward (verse 3), too late you will ask, “What
shall I do?” Is it not more advisable to now take the advice of Eliphaz the Temanite: “Yield now
and be at peace with Him; Thereby good will come to you” (Job 22:21 NASB). Is it not more
advisable to now return to that heavenly trade that you left and recover the treasure that you
lost,424 so that your account will be good in the day of Christ?
Further,425 you are not only poor and bankrupt, but deeply in debt. You are debtors to
God, to whom you owe yourselves and all you have by the law of creation and covenant
obligation. But to this day, you have never discharged that debt. You are in debt to God for all
your mercies from creation and providence: [God’s] merciful patience, merciful protection,
merciful providences, and merciful bounty. There is never a moment when God is not spending
some new mercy on you, mercies for which you have never made repayment to this day.
You are debtors to the law of God, which has a full and just claim on you. The law is just,
righteous, and good; and you owe obedience to it by just and unquestionable ties. And yet you
have never yielded any valid and complete submission to it all your days, but have violated all its
righteous commands every day and moment in your life, in thought, speech, and actions. “For
whoever keeps the whole law but fails in one point has become accountable for all of it”
(James 2:10 ESV).
You are debtors to conscience, whose law is in force against you and by which you will
[also] be judged. “For when Gentiles, who do not have the law, by nature do what the law
421

Scripture uses adultery with prostitutes as a metaphor for idolatry, and covetousness is rank idolatry.
“They drank wine and praised the gods of gold and silver, bronze, iron, wood, and stone. Immediately
the fingers of a human hand appeared and wrote on the plaster of the wall of the king’s palace, opposite
the lampstand. And the king saw the hand as it wrote” (Daniel 5:4–5 ESV).
423
“Now He was also saying to the disciples, ‘There was a rich man who had a manager, and this
manager was reported to him as squandering his possessions. And he called him and said to him, “What
is this I hear about you? Give an accounting of your management, for you can no longer be manager.”
The manager said to himself, “What shall I do, since my master is taking the management away from
me? I am not strong enough to dig; I am ashamed to beg”’” (Luke 16:1–3 NASB).
424
This statement applies to all who are not Christians, not merely those who once had some sort of relationship
to Christianity in the past. When Adam sinned, he lost his original righteousness and close relationship to God
and made himself a rebel against God. Because all humans are his offspring, we are also rebels against God
and thus sin. We have thus lost the treasures of original righteousness and communion with God. As a result,
all must repent and trust in Christ alone for forgiveness and restoration of communion with God.
425
The further seems out of place at first. But consider a son whose father sets him up in business and also
gives him and his family support and sustenance until the business becomes sufficiently profitable. The former
text speaks of the business, and text to follow speaks of personal support and sustenance.
422
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requires, they are a law to themselves, even though they do not have the law. They show
that the work of the law is written on their hearts, while their conscience also bears witness,
and their conflicting thoughts accuse or even excuse them” (Romans 2:14–15 ESV). And you
have broken these bonds of conscience, throwing its restraints away from you. How many
restraints has your conscience laid on you that you have broken, going against the light and
dictates of it!
You are debtors to the world [of people,] to whom, in some respect or another, you have
an obligation. There are duties you owe to all people, to love them and pray for them. There are
duties to all your neighbors and acquaintances, to do them good as you have opportunity, and to
seek and work toward their salvation, as you have ability, which you have not done to this day.
There are duties you owe to your relatives, friends, and family, duties that you have neglected.
You have thereby increased your original debt, running up new debt every day. This debt can
never be canceled, nor can you ever obtain the ability to discharge your duties acceptably—until
you come to Christ and enter your souls into His new and everlasting covenant, setting yourself
to those great and evangelical duties of it.
Your slavery is also great until you begin this blessed work. You are in bondage to Satan.
“Do you not know that if you present yourselves to anyone as obedient slaves, you are
slaves of the one whom you obey, either of sin, which leads to death, or of obedience, which
leads to righteousness?” (Romans 6:16 ESV). You serve an incomparably horrible master, the
worst, a cruel master who has no mercy, who delights in the misery of fallen humanity. “Be of
sober spirit, be on the alert. Your adversary, the devil, prowls around like a roaring lion,
seeking someone to devour” (1 Peter 5:8 NASB). The devil has been cursed and cast out away
from God and cursed more than all other creatures (Genesis 3:14). 426 “And the angels who did
not keep their proper domain, but left their own abode, He has reserved in everlasting
chains under darkness for the judgment of the great day” (Jude 6 NKJV). Your implacable
enemy hates you with total hatred. He is an accuser who never speaks well of anybody
(Revelation 12:10).427 He was a murderer from the beginning. He is the original cause of all the
destruction on earth and in Hell.428 The devil is a false and deceitful creature that never kept his
word with anyone and is a liar and the father of lies (John 8:44). 429 The devil is too strong and
tough for you; he will cheat your souls into destruction. Satan is a miserable poor creature who
has lost all his glory and excellence; he has nothing to give you for all your service except some
of the same hellfire in which he must fry forever. This, sinners, is your master whom you have
426

“The LORD God said to the serpent, ‘Because you have done this, Cursed are you more than all cattle,
And more than every beast of the field; On your belly you will go, And dust you will eat All the days of
your life’” (Genesis 3:14 NASB).
427
“Then I heard a loud voice saying in heaven, ‘Now salvation, and strength, and the kingdom of our
God, and the power of His Christ have come, for the accuser of our brethren, who accused them before
our God day and night, has been cast down’” (Revelation 12:10 NKJV). The devil accuses believers before
God and other creatures of every sin and crime. But if it serves that father of lies, he will flatter people or
speak well of evildoers and so on.
428
Scripture seems to strongly imply that Satan was the first instigator and tempter to sin with respect to both
angels and humans. But the blame for sin and its horrible effects falls on all sinners.
429
“You are of your father the devil, and you want to do the desires of your father. He was a murderer
from the beginning, and does not stand in the truth because there is no truth in him. Whenever he
speaks a lie, he speaks from his own nature, for he is a liar and the father of lies” (John 8:44 NASB).
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chosen and served all your days. And as you serve the worst master, so you do the worst work:
sordid, filthy, shameful, and cursed work.430 Such are all your actions while you are not born
again. You do hard work and there is no slavery like it. You work and have no [spiritual] food to
refresh you, which is the cruelest bondage. In Egypt, Israel had to work hard, but had fish,
onions, and garlic to refresh them (Numbers 11:5).431 But you have nothing to feed your hopes
and affections but lies and vanity. You work, but have no [spiritual] clothing to cover you; all
your employment leaves you naked. You labor and have no rest. You are weary and heavily
burdened, but are insensible of it (Genesis 3:17–19). 432 Other laborers have their regular times
off, but you have none. The hired laborer has rest in the shade, his evening free from his job, and
his bed in which to sleep. But your work gives you no rest and it is never done because you do
the devil’s work day and night, waking and sleeping; even while you eat and drink, your work
still goes on. Oh, such sad slavery. You work and have no wages. All earthly laborers have their
pay or something or other to compensate them for their pains, whether money or sustenance. 433
But you have nothing in your hand and no hope, here or for eternity, except death and damnation
to Hell. The fruit of your labors here is more bitter than death, and your wages at the end of your
life will be wrath, vengeance, worms, and fire (Mark 9:45–46). 434 Is this not bad employment? Is
it not time, sinners, to change your job and accept this offer made to you of the excellent
heavenly trade?
Strangers to the Heavenly Trade Are in Great Danger

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
Reasons to Pursue the Heavenly Trade
Strangers to the Heavenly Trade Are in Great Danger}

430

You may well think that you do at least some good things. Humans may well commend what you do. But
God condemns even your best work as sin because: “But he who doubts is condemned if he eats, because
his eating is not from faith; and whatever is not from faith is sin” (Romans 14:23 NASB). “And without
faith it is impossible to please Him, for he who comes to God must believe that He is and that He is a
rewarder of those who seek Him” (Hebrews 11:6 NASB). “Whether, then, you eat or drink or whatever
you do, do all to the glory of God” (1 Corinthians 10:31 NASB). Apart from a saving relationship with Jesus
Christ, all you do can be nothing but sin; even if God uses you to do external and genuine good, you still do
nothing but sin and add to God’s wrath against you.
431
“We remember the fish we ate in Egypt that cost nothing, the cucumbers, the melons, the leeks, the
onions, and the garlic” (Numbers 11:5 ESV).
432
“Then to Adam He said, ‘Because you have listened to the voice of your wife, and have eaten from the
tree about which I commanded you, saying, “You shall not eat from it”; Cursed is the ground because of
you; In toil you will eat of it All the days of your life. Both thorns and thistles it shall grow for you; And
you will eat the plants of the field; By the sweat of your face You will eat bread, Till you return to the
ground, Because from it you were taken; For you are dust, And to dust you shall return’” (Genesis 3:17–
19 NASB).
433
Sustenance is mentioned because slavery was yet legal in England in Ashwood’s time, and still is to this day
in some parts of the world (however much that fact be publicly denied).
434
“And if your foot causes you to sin, cut it off. It is better for you to enter life lame, rather than having
two feet, to be cast into hell, into the fire that shall never be quenched—where ‘Their worm does not die
And the fire is not quenched’” (Mark 9:45–46 NKJV).
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The danger of your present condition should cause you to quickly change it for something
better. You are [spiritually] poor and that exposes you to scorn, contempt, oppression, trampling
down, crushing, and being devoured and destroyed. You are not safe from ruin at any time. The
next knock at your door may be a call to judgment (Proverbs 17:5; Amos 4:1; Proverbs 11:4;
Revelation 21:8).435 When you lie down, you may be making your bed in Hell. When you awake,
you may see God on the throne, your soul before the Judge, your accusers standing by you, the
evidence in your conscience, and the sentence written in capital letters: GO, YOU ACCURSED.
Under your feet there is a bottomless lake of fire and brimstone. 436 The cruel demons are standing
around you and ready to lodge your guilty condemned soul in your eternal home437 (Matthew
24:51).438 You have been wastrels, wasting what is not your own, and are in danger every day of
a charge against you.
You are deeply in debt and in danger of an arrest every hour. 439 When you leave your
house, death may be at your heels and when you return, destruction may enter with you. Oh
sinner, how uncertain is the time of your death and entrance into eternity! Your death will be the
absolute ruin of your immortal soul if you go to judgment before you begin the heavenly trade.
Do you not thus have reason to quickly attend to your great concern and burn no more daylight
in works of darkness?
Strangers to the Heavenly Trade Are Neglecting Duties and Obligations

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
Reasons to Pursue the Heavenly Trade
Strangers to the Heavenly Trade Neglect Duties and Obligations}
Your duty should hasten you into this great employment. Christianity is not your liberty,
but your many-sided debt. The law of creation binds you to God. You will confess you were
made by God, and He will declare that you were made for Him. “The people whom I formed
for myself that they might declare my praise” (Isaiah 43:21 ESV). Your fall from the covenant
435

“He who mocks the poor taunts his Maker; He who rejoices at calamity will not go unpunished”
(Proverbs 17:5 NASB). “Hear this word, you cows of Bashan, who are on the mountain of Samaria, Who
oppress the poor, Who crush the needy, Who say to your husbands, Bring wine, let us drink!’” (Amos 4:1
NKJV). In current usage, to call a woman a cow is to imply ugliness. But the cows of Bashan were famous for
being well fed from rich pastures. “Riches do not profit in the day of wrath, but righteousness delivers
from death” (Proverbs 11:4 ESV). “But the cowardly, unbelieving, abominable, murderers, sexually
immoral, sorcerers, idolaters, and all liars shall have their part in the lake which burns with fire and
brimstone, which is the second death” (Revelation 21:8 NKJV). Ashwood also referenced Habakkuk 3:14
and Proverbs 10:15, but these do not seem to fit the context of the text. The editor thus substituted Proverbs
11:4 and Revelation 21:8. Ashwood made a number of errors in references in this book, and the editor has
generally been able to discern Ashwood’s intent, but not here.
436
brimstone: strictly, an old name for the element sulfur, but in the context of hellfire, burning sulfur with the
resultant noxious, highly irritating, and choking fumes.
437
Scripture is silent as to the degree of interpersonal interaction that may occur in Hell between people and
people or demons. If there is any such interaction, it will be entirely unpleasant.
438
“And will cut him in pieces and assign him a place with the hypocrites; in that place there will be
weeping and gnashing of teeth” (Matthew 24:51 NASB).
439
The reference is to the old practice of debtor’s prison.
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of works440 is not your liberty from the essential duties of Christianity. Your inability to fulfill the
covenant of works does not release you from its obligation of perfect obedience to God. It is
therefore your duty to return to the condition from which you have fallen by taking the Lord
Jesus Christ to be your God, to love Him with all your heart and all your might, to trust in Him,
to fear Him, and to obey Him. God has placed a copy of these covenant duties by which you will
be judged in your conscience (Romans 2:12–15).441 Although you have defaced this copy in your
conscience, the original is with God and it will be set out in the day of Christ [Judgment Day]
against all who have not taken the Lord Jesus for their God.
You are also kept alive by God and that puts you under obligation to Him. This was the
argument that the apostle [Paul] gave to the philosophers of that time [on Mars Hill], why they
should seek the Lord; it was from Him that they had their subsistence. “For ‘In him we live and
move and have our being’; as even some of your own poets have said, ‘For we are indeed
his offspring’” (Acts 17:28 ESV). If God sustains you, it is reasonable that you should serve
Him with all your being. This was the reason that Moses used to prove that God had a right to
Israel’s all. “For the LORD’S portion is His people; Jacob is the allotment of His inheritance.
He found him in a desert land, And in the howling waste of a wilderness; He encircled him,
He cared for him, He guarded him as the pupil of His eye. Like an eagle that stirs up its
nest, That hovers over its young, He spread His wings and caught them, He carried them
on His pinions. The LORD alone guided him, And there was no foreign god with him.” (And
therefore there was no reason for them to leave Him for strangers.)442 “He made him ride on the
high places of the earth, And he ate the produce of the field; And He made him suck honey
from the rock, And oil from the flinty rock, Curds of cows, and milk of the flock, With fat
of lambs, And rams, the breed of Bashan, and goats, With the finest of the wheat—And of
440

Theologians use covenant of works to describe God’s covenant with Adam. Although God did not owe Adam
anything, for he was God’s creature, God allowed Adam and Eve to live in His garden in fellowship with
Himself on condition of perfect and continuous obedience to Him. When Adam sinned (disobeyed God), he
converted his very nature into that of a sinner, a rebel against God. All of Adam’s posterity, the entire human
race, inherit this rebel nature, called by theologians original sin. Thus, we all remain under the covenant of
works, and being sinners, have fallen under its curse. Because we are all conceived sinners and rebels, we
commit actual sins and cannot please God no matter how hard we try because all we do is thickly infused with
sin. The world is thus divided between sinners and saints. Sinners are all humans who are apart from Jesus
Christ. Saints are those humans who have repented of their sins by faith alone, and also by faith alone have
trusted in Jesus Christ. Saints demonstrate the genuineness of this trust in Christ by good works given to them
by God. Saints are saints because Jesus Christ, on the Cross, took their sins and resultant punishment on
Himself and accounted His own perfect righteousness to the saints as the saints’ own. God thus sees saints
clothed with the perfect righteousness of His own Son. Even before God created the world, the Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit covenanted together to save all of those whom He chose to be saints. Theologians call this
covenant the covenant of grace, in contrast to the covenant of works, which Christ alone has ever, and will
ever, fulfill perfectly. (In contrast to the perverted doctrines of some denominations, all believers in Jesus
Christ, those who have been born again by the Holy Spirit, are called saints in Scripture, not just those picked
out by clergy.)
441
“For all who have sinned without the law will also perish without the law, and all who have sinned
under the law will be judged by the law. For it is not the hearers of the law who are righteous before
God, but the doers of the law who will be justified. For when Gentiles, who do not have the law, by
nature do what the law requires, they are a law to themselves, even though they do not have the law.
They show that the work of the law is written on their hearts, while their conscience also bears witness,
and their conflicting thoughts accuse or even excuse them” (Romans 2:12–15 ESV).
442
The words in parentheses are Ashwood’s, not from the Bible.
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the blood of grapes you drank wine. But Jeshurun443 grew fat and kicked—You are grown
fat, thick, and sleek—Then he forsook God who made him, And scorned the Rock of his
salvation” (Deuteronomy 32:9–15 NASB). Mercies are cords and bands by which the Lord
binds people under obligation to Himself. “I drew them with gentle cords, With bands of love,
And I was to them as those who take the yoke from their neck. I stooped and fed them”
(Hosea 11:4 NKJV). Sinner, all your life has been full of these constraints of mercy and love to
take the Lord to be your God.
The Gospel of grace, which you profess to acknowledge and receive, binds you to do the
works of God,444 to seek first the kingdom of God and His righteousness (Matthew 6:33
NKJV),445 to do the work of God, to labor for that bread that endures to eternal life, and to work
the works of God (John 6:27–28).446 You are to be no longer be your own, but the Lord’s (1
Corinthians 6:19–20).447 Stop calling yourself, or thinking of yourself, as a Christian. Either tell
the world you do not believe or hope to be saved by Christ crucified, or come over to Him and
submit yourself to His sacred will. This is your duty.
The Heavenly Trade Has Great Advantages

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
Reasons to Pursue the Heavenly Trade
The Heavenly Trade Has Great Advantages}
Weigh the indescribable gain that will surely accrue to you if you set up this trade of
godliness. I have already shown in the demonstration of this point the great profit that this
heavenly trade will produce for all who deal thoroughly in it. I advise you to review the
subchapters just above and the proof that the heavenly trade is the best trade. And now, consider
three or four more points so you may convince yourselves that Christianity is of great worth by
reason of your greatest personal advantage. For:
Christianity Will Support You in the Hardest Times
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
Reasons to Pursue the Heavenly Trade
The Heavenly Trade Has Great Advantages
Christianity Will Support You in the Hardest Times}
443

Jeshurun: a poetic designation for ideal Israel.
The two redundant do/work…of God phrases are both in the original.
445
“But seek first the kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all these things shall be added to you”
(Matthew 6:33 NKJV).
446
“‘Do not work for the food that perishes, but for the food that endures to eternal life, which the Son of
Man will give to you. For on him God the Father has set his seal.’ Then they said to him, ‘What must we
do, to be doing the works of God?’” (John 6:27–28 ESV).
447
“Or do you not know that your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit who is in you, whom you have
from God, and you are not your own? For you were bought at a price; therefore glorify God in your
body and in your spirit, which are God’s” (1 Corinthians 6:19–20 NKJV).
444
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Christianity will support you during the hardest times; no other trade will do this. There
may be seasons when earthly employment will be without profit. You have heard that, “Riches
do not profit in the day of wrath, but righteousness delivers from death” (Proverbs 11:4
ESV). Some of you have known times when those who worked could scarcely eat. But God’s
work is food and drink when daily bread fails. “Jesus said to them, ‘My food is to do the will
of Him who sent Me and to accomplish His work’” (John 4:34 NASB). “For bodily exercise
profits a little, but godliness is profitable for all things, having promise of the life that now
is and of that which is to come” (1 Timothy 4:8 NKJV). “The young lions suffer want and
hunger; but those who seek the LORD lack no good thing” (Psalm 34:10 ESV). God will
surely provide for whoever is needy and He has given His Word for it. 448 For those who are
Christ’s by choice, all things are theirs by [Christ’s] purchase. “That is,” said Piscator, “all
earthly things are designed by God for your use and the furtherance of your salvation.” It is not
as though the saints have a right to other people’s possessions. “The apostle does not speak
here,” said Pareus, “of civil possessions, but of that divine order in which all things ought to
serve the good and advantage of the Church of God. The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness
thereof” (Psalm 24:1).449 Everything is given into Christ’s hands for the good of His people.
“And He put all things in subjection under His feet, and gave Him as head over all things to
the church” (Ephesians 1:22 NASB). The whole earth is just God’s kitchen for the maintenance
of His household, and if He will feed His servants and slaves, how much more His children.
“The eyes of all look expectantly to You, And You give them their food in due season. You
open Your hand And satisfy the desire of every living thing” (Psalm 145:15–16 NKJV). How
much more will He care for and give necessary food to His inhabitants of Jerusalem. 450 Indeed,
believers are not of this world, and therefore do not have their portions in this world. They are
the heirs of Heaven and have no promise of more on earth than will comfortably carry them
home and will suffice to enable them to carry out the work God has assigned to them to do here.
It is the servants, not the heirs who carry the luggage on the journey; those of the grand
aristocracy carry only what they are using. Surely, if earthly treasures were good for Heavenborn [born again / born from above] souls, He who gives better things would not deny them. But
God knows that enough is as good as a feast, and that is what the saints will have during their
journey home. Nobody sends servants on a journey without giving them enough for the entire
trip; God will likewise do for His servants. If He provides for the aged and enemies, 451 how much
more will He feed His faithful servants and laborers. He has promised to supply all their needs
(Philippians 4:19),452 and He is able to keep His promise. If God does not think it too much to
give them a crown, He will not deny them crumbs. If God did not meet the needs of His workers,
448

We all too often forget, especially in the midst of severe suffering, that what we think we need is not always
actually what we really need, as determined by God’s infinite and perfect knowledge and wisdom.
449
“The earth is the LORD’s, and all its fullness, The world and those who dwell therein” (Psalm 24:1
NKJV).
450
In this context, Jerusalem is a metaphor for believers, about whom God said, “But God, being rich in
mercy, because of the great love with which he loved us, even when we were dead in our trespasses, made
us alive together with Christ—by grace you have been saved—and raised us up with him and seated us
with him in the heavenly places in Christ Jesus” (Ephesians 2:4–6 ESV).
451
aged and enemies: people from whom God does not expect substantial service, the aged due to disability,
and enemies due to their disdain for God.
452
“And my God will supply all your needs according to His riches in glory in Christ Jesus” (Philippians
4:19 NASB).
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His work would cease.453 His own interest, as well as His promise, impel Him to look after His
workers. It is important with respect to His love, truth, glory, and all His attributes, that He
provide for His people in His work. Therefore, there is nothing more sure than daily bread and
sufficient supply in all things to those who serve and obey Him.
Godliness Will Secure You in Dangerous Times
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
Reasons to Pursue the Heavenly Trade
The Heavenly Trade Has Great Advantages
Godliness Will Secure You in Dangerous Times}
Godliness will secure you in dangerous times. “Then you will walk safely in your way,
And your foot will not stumble. When you lie down, you will not be afraid; Yes, you will lie
down and your sleep will be sweet. Do not be afraid of sudden terror, Nor of trouble from
the wicked when it comes; For the LORD will be your confidence, And will keep your foot
from being caught” (Proverbs 3:23–26 NKJV). The way of duty is the way of safety. Whatever
people may think, the greatest security is in the boldest ventures for God (if according to His
Word). Wherever His sun guides you, His shadow will cover you. “And who is he who will
harm you if you become followers of what is good?” (1 Peter 3:13 NKJV). People may
threaten you, but cannot [spiritually] injure you. They may plunder your goods or imprison your
bodies, but cannot do you any real harm. While people keep close to God, God will abide [stay]
with them, His presence will guard them, His favor will shield them, His angels will camp
around them, and all His attributes454 will guard and secure them. Those of God’s people who
cling to Him in duty are as the Hebrews in Goshen, 455 as Israel in the wilderness,456 and as Noah
in the ark.457 They alone are safe from ruining evils when others are exposed to destroying
judgments.

453

This is true only in light of God’s decision to use humans to do His work; He not only does not need us in an
absolute sense, but we are also unprofitable servants, that is, He puts into us far more than He gets from us.
454
attributes: personal characteristics such as love, power, wisdom, long-suffering, grace, mercy, and so on.
455
“The hail struck all that was in the field through all the land of Egypt, both man and beast; the hail
also struck every plant of the field and shattered every tree of the field. Only in the land of Goshen,
where the sons of Israel were, there was no hail” (Exodus 9:25–26 NASB).
456
“The LORD your God who goes before you will Himself fight on your behalf, just as He did for you in
Egypt before your eyes, and in the wilderness where you saw how the LORD your God carried you, just
as a man carries his son, in all the way which you have walked until you came to this place”
(Deuteronomy 1:30–31 NASB).
457
“And [God] did not spare the ancient world, but saved Noah, one of eight people, a preacher of
righteousness, bringing in the flood on the world of the ungodly” (2 Peter 2:5 NKJV).
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Holiness Will Enrich You in the Impoverishing Times
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
Reasons to Pursue the Heavenly Trade
The Heavenly Trade Has Great Advantages
Holiness Will Enrich You in Impoverishing Times}
Holiness will not only support and secure you, but it will also enrich you and fill you with
the best treasures: true riches (Luke 16:11),458 the tried gold that cannot be corrupted or stolen
(Matthew 6:20).459 It will furnish you with the unsearchable riches of Christ. The world has its
treasures, and likewise, Christ has His precious substance to bestow on all who trade with and for
Him, as has already been proven.
Piety Will Cheer You during Your Greatest Distress
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
Reasons to Pursue the Heavenly Trade
The Heavenly Trade Has Great Advantages
Piety Will Cheer You during Your Greatest Distress}
Piety will cheer and delight you; there are no comforts like those have who walk with
God in truth. This was Hezekiah’s cordial when he was under a sentence of death. “And
[Hezekiah] said, ‘Remember now, O LORD, I beseech You, how I have walked before You in
truth and with a whole heart, and have done what is good in Your sight.’ And Hezekiah
wept bitterly” (Isaiah 38:3 NASB). And, Paul rejoiced, “For our boasting is this: the
testimony of our conscience that we conducted ourselves in the world in simplicity and
godly sincerity, not with fleshly wisdom but by the grace of God, and more abundantly
toward you” (2 Corinthians 1:12 NKJV). The purest pleasures flow down from [God’s] throne,
and stream in through sanctuary-waters into the soul. Alas! What are those dross-polluted
comforts that run through the world’s channels that leave only slime behind and then empty
themselves into the dead sea of perdition, while perishing as they are used (Colossians 2:22). 460
Carnal mirth has a pleasant entrance, but an ill farewell. “Even in laughter the heart may
sorrow, And the end of mirth may be grief” (Proverbs 14:13 NKJV). But Christianity breeds
the best contentment and most satisfying pleasures. “They drink their fill of the abundance of
Your house; And You give them to drink of the river of Your delights” (Psalm 36:8 NASB).
458

“If then you have not been faithful in the unrighteous wealth, who will entrust to you the true riches?”
(Luke 16:11 ESV).
459
“But store up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust destroys, and where
thieves do not break in or steal” (Matthew 6:20 NASB). Note: Gold, being a noble metal, does not corrode
easily. But in biblical times, gold refining was not as good as modern methods, leaving impurities that could
not only corrode themselves, but which could foster galvanic corrosion. (Even today, gold corrosion is poorly
understood in some aspects.)
460
“…(referring to things that all perish as they are used)—according to human precepts and
teachings?” (Colossians 2:22 ESV).
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Wisdom’s Trade Will Make You Truly Honorable
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
Reasons to Pursue the Heavenly Trade
The Heavenly Trade Has Great Advantages
Wisdom’s Trade Will Make You Truly Honorable}
Finally, wisdom’s trade will make you truly great and honorable and give you a place to
walk among those who stand in God’s temple. “Thus says the LORD of hosts: If you will walk
in my ways and keep my charge, then you shall rule my house and have charge of my
courts, and I will give you the right of access among those who are standing here”
(Zechariah 3:7 ESV). “That is,” says Junius, “I will place you in the same dignity that the angels
of God enjoy in Heaven and you will dwell in the same Church among the countless number.”
“Exalt her [Wisdom], and she will promote you; She will bring you honor, when you
embrace her. She will place on your head an ornament of grace; A crown of glory she will
deliver to you” (Proverbs 4:8–9 NKJV). However contemptuously the world looks on the ways
of godliness and those who adhere to these ways, all true greatness is on the side of piety. All the
world’s glory is just fancy theater and a mere show of honor compared to that which is on the
head of every true believer. Saints have the noblest lineage: they are born [again] from God, the
highest dignity, and are kings and priests to God (Revelation 1:5–6).461 “And you shall be to Me
a kingdom of priests and a holy nation. These are the words that you shall speak to the sons
of Israel” (Exodus 19:6 NASB). The saints are clothed with the richest ornaments that are made
perfect through divine comeliness (Ezekiel 16:10–14).462 They are appointed to a kingdom that is
everlasting and assured of thrones and crowns with Christ forever. “He who overcomes, I will
grant to him to sit down with Me on My throne, as I also overcame and sat down with My
Father on His throne” (Revelation 3:21 NASB). All believers will have a sure throne in
Heaven, as certainly as Christ is now seated on His Father’s throne, and they will have the same
[kind of] throne that the Father gives to Christ, though not to the same degree as Christ.
Believers will have crowns fitted to their heads. Although we cannot wear the crown of Christ,
for He is the Redeemer, and we the redeemed, our crown will be made of the same glory.
“Father, I desire that they also whom You gave Me may be with Me where I am, that they
may behold My glory which You have given Me; for You loved Me before the foundation of
the world” (John 17:24 NKJV). “If we endure, we will also reign with Him; If we deny Him,
He also will deny us” (2 Timothy 2:12 NASB). Oh, blessed glory and greatly to be longed for;
its measure is incomprehensible and its duration eternal.
461

“…and from Jesus Christ, the faithful witness, the firstborn from the dead, and the ruler over the
kings of the earth. To Him who loved us and washed us from our sins in His own blood, and has made us
kings and priests to His God and Father, to Him be glory and dominion forever and ever. Amen”
(Revelation 1:5–6 NKJV).
462
“I also clothed you with embroidered cloth and put sandals of porpoise skin on your feet; and I
wrapped you with fine linen and covered you with silk. I adorned you with ornaments, put bracelets on
your hands and a necklace around your neck. I also put a ring in your nostril, earrings in your ears and
a beautiful crown on your head. Thus you were adorned with gold and silver, and your dress was of fine
linen, silk and embroidered cloth. You ate fine flour, honey and oil; so you were exceedingly beautiful
and advanced to royalty. Then your fame went forth among the nations on account of your beauty, for it
was perfect because of My splendor which I bestowed on you, declares the Lord GOD” (Ezekiel 16:10–14
NASB).
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How to Get the Heavenly Trade
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
How to Get the Heavenly Trade}
Now, sinners, if these reasons convince you that it is necessary for you, in your best
interest, and your duty to begin this great employment, and you find your hearts really willing to
come up to the proposed terms of this high calling and embrace any counsel that leads to it, then
[follow these seven directions]:
Get the Ability and Heavenly Nature Needed for the Heavenly Trade

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
How to Get the Heavenly Trade
Get the Ability and Heavenly Nature Needed for the Heavenly Trade}
First, you must get the ability for so excellent an undertaking. Heavenly work is too high
for earthly natures, and the special service of heavenly work is too high for ordinary talents.
“Those who are in the flesh cannot please God” (Romans 8:8 ESV). No creature can act
beyond its nature,463 and it is above unchanged nature to carry the soul up to things above. There
must be a spiritual source of power before there can be a spiritual and heavenly work. You must
be God’s workmanship before you can do God’s work. “For we are His workmanship, created
in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared beforehand so that we would walk in
them” (Ephesians 2:10 NASB). “It is a sad thing,” said Mr. Caryl, “to see a bad man do that
which is bad. Yet it is a sadder sight to see a bad man, [while] continuing in his [bad,
unregenerate] state, to begin doing good. This is play-acting the new creature’s part in the old
creature’s state. And what will that accomplish?” To set forth in Christianity while in an
unregenerate state is to labor in vain. If the mute can speak, the blind can see, or the dead walk
while they remain such, so those who are evil can do good. “A good tree cannot bear bad fruit,
nor can a bad tree bear good fruit” (Matthew 7:18 NKJV). “Does a spring pour forth from
the same opening both fresh and salt water?” (James 3:11 ESV). Likewise, an unsanctified
soul cannot do holy work. A person must have God’s grace464 before his or her work can be good.
Because God had regard for Abel, He had regard for Abel’s sacrifice. “Abel, on his part also
brought of the firstlings of his flock and of their fat portions. And the LORD had regard for
Abel and for his offering” (Genesis 4:4 NASB).465 The ungrafted cherry tree produces only
harsh fruit, however good the soil and horticulture may be. In the same way, the soul, even with
463

For example, an earthworm cannot fly and a bird cannot live underwater indefinitely.
Theologians sometimes distinguish between special grace and common grace. Although not all are agreed
concerning the nature of common grace or even its existence, generally common grace is defined as that work
of God that keeps unsaved, depraved, sin-blasted people from being as bad as they could be. Without common
grace, earth would be Hell. Ashwood rarely speaks of common grace in this book. Unless Ashwood explicitly
refers to common grace, all references to grace are to that special, saving grace whereby the Holy Spirit
regenerates a heart, making the person born again from above, and which grace continues to enable a believer
to serve God and neighbor with true good works.
464
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the highest privileges and best works, cannot produce good fruit without engraftment into Christ.
The root must bear the branch before the branch can bear fruit. The branch must be severed from
the wild olive and grafted into the richness of the good olive tree for there to be true faithfulness
(Romans 11:16–18).466 Four things are necessary to make a good work good in God’s eyes: the
source of the work [must be from God], the matter [basic substance] of the work [must be good],
the form [how it is carried out] of the work [must be good], and the purpose of the work [must be
from right motives and for God’s glory].467 None468 of these are consistent with a person in the
natural state. It is also dangerous, as well as vain, for people to set about doing good and never
care to become good [inside, in their hearts]. The reason for this is that it deceives their own
souls, making them think their condition is safe when they are actually wretched, miserable,
poor, blind, and naked (Revelation 3:17).469 To set forth in Christianity while in an unregenerate
state also not only deceives a person about his or her salvation, but strongly hinders the cure.
These unprofitable duties consume time during which one might have been saved. These
unprofitable duties also destroy one’s hopes. Despair is the usual outcome of presumption.470 And
465

Ashwood quotes as “… God had first respect for Abel, then to his offering.” This misquotes the text and is
unsupported by the Hebrew. It is, however, theologically correct, as the Old Testament offerings, like the New
Testament sacraments have no power in the bare actions, but are acceptable to God on the basis of Christ’s
finished work on the Cross and the Holy Spirit’s operations in the believer’s heart. It is the Old Testament
believer’s right standing before God in the promised Christ that made the sacrifices acceptable.
466
“If the dough offered as firstfruits is holy, so is the whole lump, and if the root is holy, so are the
branches. But if some of the branches were broken off, and you, although a wild olive shoot, were
grafted in among the others and now share in the nourishing root of the olive tree, do not be arrogant
toward the branches. If you are, remember it is not you who support the root, but the root that supports
you” (Romans 11:16–18 ESV). Grafting is the process of grafting a scion onto a stock, both being woody
plants. The stock is an already rooted plant. The scion may be of a same or (usually) different species and may
be a branch or whole plant above the roots. The grafting process involves making a special cut on the trunk or
a branch of both the stock and scion so that the two may be joined and bound. Done right, the scion and stock
become as one plant, the stock providing water and nutrients and the scion, products of photosynthesis. Both
remain their own original species.
467
Unfortunately, Ashwood does not elaborate on his terms here.
468
Ashwood has neither instead of none, leading to a suspicion of text corruption. (See note above.)
469
“For you say, I am rich, I have prospered, and I need nothing, not realizing that you are wretched,
pitiable, poor, blind, and naked” (Revelation 3:17 ESV).
470
Why is despair the usual outcome of presumption? The presumptuous person, in this case, is one who
wrongly presumes that he is in Christ and has the power of the grace of God in his or her life. But without this
power, there is little or no victory over sin; even if one conquers obvious sins, the conscience will bring more
sins to light. Further, there is none of the peace that comes from truly trusting in Christ and His righteousness
accounted to us. Eventually, such a sinner will despair of spiritual victory. The despairing unbeliever may take
one of many paths from there. One may simply give up on holy living and even the form of Christianity. Also,
one may attribute the fruitlessness of his or her life to a supposed inefficacy of prayer and the other means of
grace and become slothful in them or even abandon them as worthless. Others may doggedly soldier on
without hope and in misery, continuing with the external forms of the means of grace, for want of anything else
to try. For many, the result may be a disordered lifestyle, depression, or even suicide. God has a stern warning
for people who merely partake of the Holy Spirit instead of being truly indwelt (inhabited) by the Holy Spirit:
“For in the case of those who have once been enlightened and have tasted of the heavenly gift and have
been made partakers of the Holy Spirit, and have tasted the good word of God and the powers of the age
to come, and then have fallen away, it is impossible to renew them again to repentance, since they again
crucify to themselves the Son of God and put Him to open shame. For ground that drinks the rain which
often falls on it and brings forth vegetation useful to those for whose sake it is also tilled, receives a
blessing from God; but if it yields thorns and thistles, it is worthless and close to being cursed, and it
ends up being burned” (Hebrews 6:4–8 NASB). Departing from Ashwood’s theme, the editor also wishes to
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those who pridefully deceive themselves early on that all is well will learn too late [in Hell] that
it will never be better.
This then, souls, is your first work: “Therefore, if anyone cleanses himself from what
is dishonorable, he will be a vessel for honorable use, set apart as holy, useful to the master
of the house, ready for every good work” (2 Timothy 2:21 ESV). Labor to get your natures
changed and your hearts made alive [in Christ] because you must be born again or you cannot
see the kingdom of God. Be looking to Jesus to create in you a new heart, and renewed mind,
will, and affections. Look to Jesus to have a source of saving energy put into your hearts and a
temperament [inclination] of soul in favor of the entire will of God [without any exceptions]. Cry
mightily for the Holy Spirit and wait for Him to give you access to the water of the sanctuary
(Ezekiel 47:12)471 and for the mighty power of God in the Gospel on your souls. Get under the
healing wings (Exodus 19:4; Luke 13:34) 472 of Christ and do not stop looking to Jesus until
virtue goes out from Him to heal your souls. If this is your constant desire and you cannot let
Christ alone, running after Him, crying, “Jesus, Son of David, have mercy on me,” He will turn
to you and have compassion on you and give the Holy Spirit to any [of you] who unfeignedly
and incessantly ask Him (Mark 10:46–49; Luke 11.13).473
Stop Doing Your Own Works

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
How to Get the Heavenly Trade
Stop Doing Your Own Works}
Second, stop doing your own works. “Let the wicked forsake his way And the
unrighteous man his thoughts; And let him return to the LORD, And He will have
note that a few, driven to despair of their own strength, will abandon their presumption and turn in faith to
Christ. Believers also must deal with temptations to both presumption and despair. The presumptuous person
must repent and trust in Christ alone, not himself or herself. The despairing person must take that exact same
advice. (Similar advice applies to those tempted to despair in the face of affliction and suffering: trust in Christ
and our Heavenly Father’s own wise and perfect timing and providence.)
471
“And on the banks, on both sides of the river, there will grow all kinds of trees for food. Their leaves
will not wither, nor their fruit fail, but they will bear fresh fruit every month, because the water for them
flows from the sanctuary. Their fruit will be for food, and their leaves for healing” (Ezekiel 47:12 ESV).
472
“You have seen what I did to the Egyptians, and how I bore you on eagles’ wings and brought you to
Myself” (Exodus 19:4 NKJV). “O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the prophets and stones those
sent to her! How often I wanted to gather your children together, just as a hen gathers her brood under
her wings, and you would not have it!” (Luke 13:34 NASB).
473
“And they came to Jericho. And as he was leaving Jericho with his disciples and a great crowd,
Bartimaeus, a blind beggar, the son of Timaeus, was sitting by the roadside. And when he heard that it
was Jesus of Nazareth, he began to cry out and say, ‘Jesus, Son of David, have mercy on me!’ And many
rebuked him, telling him to be silent. But he cried out all the more, ‘Son of David, have mercy on me!’
And Jesus stopped and said, ‘Call him.’ And they called the blind man, saying to him, ‘Take heart. Get
up; he is calling you’” (Mark 10:46–49 ESV). “If you then, being evil, know how to give good gifts to your
children, how much more will your heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to those who ask Him!” (Luke
11:13 NKJV). This promise of the gift of the Holy Spirit has no conditions except the sincere request! And
only believers receive the indwelling Holy Spirit. After the Holy Spirit has regenerated a person and worked
saving faith in him or her to bring that person into Christ’s Kingdom, He indwells the new believer at once.
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compassion on him, And to our God, For He will abundantly pardon” (Isaiah 55:7 NASB).
The first step in returning474 to God is to depart from sin and self. “Neither can we,” said Calvin,
“hold converse with a holy God until we are estranged from our unholy self.” When the apostle
advises the Ephesians to put on the new self—“That, in reference to your former manner of
life, you lay aside the old self, which is being corrupted in accordance with the lusts of
deceit, and that you be renewed in the spirit of your mind, and put on the new self, which in
the likeness of God has been created in righteousness and holiness of the truth” (Ephesians
4:22–24 NASB)—he first exhorts them to put off the old self and the old manner of life. Grace
does not build on an old foundation or adorn—but rather reforms—the former way of life of the
saints, those whom God has called to Himself. In regeneration work, new garments are not put
on top of old; the old must be put off before the new can be put on. Christianity is not a covering
for, but a stripping off of a sinful life. You cannot be free to engage in God’s work until you leave
your old works. “For when you were slaves of sin, you were free in regard to righteousness”
(Romans 6:20 NKJV). You had nothing to do with holiness and had no freedom to do God’s
work while you were sin’s slaves. “He speaks of their actual restraint from grace, not their legal
freedom,” said Paraeus. You are not at liberty to do the work of holiness while under the
command of sin.475 No one can serve two masters—that is, two contrary masters (Matthew
6:24).476 “How can the same person,” said Grotius, “follow godliness as his work, and at the
same time be distracted with cares about getting and keeping earthly things?” It is vanity for
people to dream of a compatibility between sin and holiness; their works are too contradictory to
exist in one soul at the same time. Ruling iniquity and grace are contrary states; they cannot
coexist in one person at the same time. Never think of setting up in the heavenly trade until you
are freed from hellish servitude and invested with 477 the liberty of the sons of God, which liberty
is freedom from the love and service of every sin. Godliness calls for the whole person’s heart,
strength, and time; it requires one to be free from any inconsistent obligations. You must resolve
to break free from every way of death if you ever think to enter into the way of life.
Commit and Give Yourselves to the Lord in an Everlasting Covenant

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
How to Get the Heavenly Trade
Commit and Give Yourselves to the Lord in an Everlasting Covenant}
Third, commit and give yourselves to the Lord in an everlasting covenant. Those who
want to be masters of a trade must first be bound to the service of it and resign up their persons,
474

This also applies to those who turn to Christ for the first time.
This is because sin is a harsh master who will not give its slaves that liberty. For example, a person may be
legally free to walk or drive along public streets, but if restrained by a kidnapper to a locked room or by a
whip, that freedom cannot be exercised for lack of ability. Sin’s bondage, even though invisible, is stronger and
more complete than the bondage of the example.
476
“No one can serve two masters; for either he will hate the one and love the other, or he will be devoted
to one and despise the other. You cannot serve God and wealth” (Matthew 6:24 NASB).
477
invested with: as used in this context, this phrase refers to a person of noble rank formally bestowing noble
rank, such as a king making someone a knight. “For I say to you, among those born of women there is not a
greater prophet than John the Baptist; but he who is least in the kingdom of God is greater than he”
(Luke 7:28 NKJV).
475
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wills, talents, and time to the instruction and government of another in order to become fit for
that trade.478 Likewise, souls who want to learn wisdom’s commercial skills must bind
themselves to the trade and give themselves and their all to God in Christ; God will teach them
and set them up in this excellent work. “They shall ask the way to Zion, with faces turned
toward it, saying, ‘Come, let us join ourselves to the LORD in an everlasting covenant that
will never be forgotten’” (Jeremiah 50:5 ESV). Sin in these souls who want to learn has
separated them from their God and killed their mercies and enjoyment of the Temple. But now,
the Spirit of prophecy breathing on their dry bones (Ezekiel 37:4–5) 479 puts them in a vital union
with the source of life [Christ], who is the only valid way to their new work and mercies. The dry
bones must be first joined to the Lord before they can be joined to one another and enjoy their
lost privileges. This union consists in a hearty acceptance of offered grace, taking hold of God in
Christ, and a covenant-surrender of the whole soul and its all to Him again. 480 (“Oh, for arms to
embrace Him!” said Mr. Rutherford.) This is called giving up oneself to the Lord. “And not
only as we had hoped, but they first gave themselves to the Lord, and then to us by the will
of God” (2 Corinthians 8:5 NKJV). [By this, Paul means:] we expected some part of what was
theirs, but they gave themselves first to God, then to us. Giving oneself to God means to be
directed and governed by the will of God and to be placed in the fellowship of His gospel. They
also put their earthly portions into the service of God’s people. Giving oneself to God is also to
give oneself away to the Lord wholly, unreservedly, and perpetually; to be no more one’s own.
“Or do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit who is in you, Whom
you have from God, and that you are not your own?” (1 Corinthians 6:19 NASB). This
surrender of yourselves (your souls) to God must be with rational judgment, with understanding,
and from your free choice. It must be without exception, without the least reservation, absolute,
and without any limitation or conditions of our own. It is eternal, without any expiration or time
limit. It is to be attested by all overt acts within your power. 481 “One will say, ‘I am the
LORD’s’; Another will call himself by the name of Jacob; Another will write with his hand,
‘The LORD’s,’ And name himself by the name of Israel” (Isaiah 44:5 NKJV).482 Those who
expect to thrive in grace and godliness must do whatever will most fully ensure and express
absolute devotion to God. “For I will pour water on the thirsty land, and streams on the dry
ground; I will pour my Spirit upon your offspring, and my blessing on your descendants.
They shall spring up among the grass like willows by flowing streams” (Isaiah 44:3–4 ESV).
Once a soul is joined to Christ the Lord will give prosperity to that soul. Once you are joined to
Christ, you are in a sure way to success in all your holy undertakings. You are likely to prosper in
the heavenly trade when you become entirely the Lord’s. Thus, do not be satisfied until God is
yours. Rutherford urges that people settle for none other than Christ, the King’s Son. “The
478

In Ashwood’s time, most who learned a trade entered into an apprenticeship. In medieval Europe until well
into the nineteenth century, trade guilds often tightly controlled entry into and continuance in crafts, which
control had force of civil law. Apprenticeship could thus be essentially indentured servitude or even slavery in
all but name.
479
“Again He said to me, ‘Prophesy over these bones and say to them, “O dry bones, hear the word of the
LORD.” Thus says the Lord GOD to these bones, “Behold, I will cause breath to enter you that you may
come to life”’” (Ezekiel 37:4–5 NASB).
480
Or perhaps for the first time.
481
By this sentence is meant that we publicly identify with Christ by appropriate means according to time,
place, and circumstances. It also means that we practice what we profess. This is in addition to any one-time
profession we might make on conversion.
482
The name of Israel, also named Jacob, in this context, represents the primitive visible Church in Isaiah’s day.
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rational soul,” said Augustine, “being capable of [relationship with] God, can be satisfied with
nothing but God.”
Come Over into the Family of Christ

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
How to Get the Heavenly Trade
Come Over into the Family of Christ}
Fourth, come over into the family of Christ if you are determined to pursue the heavenly
trade. Apprentices are household servants during all their waking hours, and so must wisdom’s
traders be. They must be members of Christ’s family and dwellers in the house of God. “How
blessed is the one whom You choose and bring near to You To dwell in Your courts. We will
be satisfied with the goodness of Your house, Your holy temple” (Psalm 65:4 NASB). Those
whom God chooses for Himself, He brings to Himself and makes them dwellers in His courts. 483
They enter into His family that they may be sound believers and spend their lives among the holy
citizens of Heaven. Those whom the Lord takes into covenant, He takes into fellowship, not only
with Himself, but with His people. “Return, O faithless children, declares the LORD; for I am
your master; I will take you, one from a city and two from a family, and I will bring you to
Zion. And I will give you shepherds after my own heart, who will feed you with knowledge
and understanding” (Jeremiah 3:14–15 ESV). This passage relates to Gospel times and
churches. “At that time Jerusalem shall be called The Throne of the LORD, and all the
nations shall be gathered to it, to the name of the LORD, to Jerusalem. No more shall they
follow the dictates of their evil hearts. In those days the house of Judah shall walk with the
house of Israel, and they shall come together out of the land of the north to the land that I
have given as an inheritance to your fathers” (Jeremiah 3:17–18 NKJV). This began to be
fulfilled when the dividing wall was broken down and the gentiles were brought in to Christ.
“For he himself is our peace, who has made us both one and has broken down in his flesh
the dividing wall of hostility by abolishing the law of commandments expressed in
ordinances, that he might create in himself one new man in place of the two, so making
peace, and might reconcile us both to God in one body through the cross, thereby killing
the hostility. And he came and preached peace to you who were far off and peace to those
who were near. For through him we both have access in one Spirit to the Father. So then
you are no longer strangers and aliens, but you are fellow citizens with the saints and
members of the household of God” (Ephesians 2:14–19 ESV). The apostle refers to the twelfth
verse (Ephesians 2:12),484 in which souls out of Christ are said to be strangers from the
commonwealth of Israel and the covenant of promise. But now they have access to God by one
Spirit (verse 18 above). You are no longer strangers and foreigners. “In respect to the Church of
God, you are no longer strangers,” said Zanchy, “but fellow-citizens with the saints, and in
regard to the covenant of God, you are no longer foreigners, but of the household of God.” “In
whom the whole building, being fitted together (that is every stone in the building),485 is
483

court: in this context, either an enclosed space, possibly outdoors, or else the palace or residence of a king.
“Remember that you were at that time separate from Christ, excluded from the commonwealth of
Israel, and strangers to the covenants of promise, having no hope and without God in the world”
(Ephesians 2:12 NASB).
485
The text in parentheses is Ashwood’s interjection.
484
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growing into a holy temple in the Lord” (Ephesians 2:21 NASB). The Church of God is His
temple where He is served according to His will. “Therefore they are before the throne of
God, and serve him day and night in his temple; and he who sits on the throne will shelter
them with his presence” (Revelation 7:15 ESV). “The temple is His Church,” said Mr. Durham,
“here [on earth] begun by fellowship in His ordinances and in Heaven completely.” “‘For on My
holy mountain, on the high mountain of Israel’ (a type of churches under the Gospel),486
declares the Lord GOD, ‘there the whole house of Israel, all of them, will serve Me in the
land; there I will accept them and there I will seek your contributions and the choicest of
your gifts, with all your holy things’” (Ezekiel 20:40 NASB).487 This plainly indicates that,
with respect to formal public worship, God has no acceptable service except in the Church of His
saints. People cannot give God His full instituted worship until they come into fellowship with
His people since Church-fellowship is itself an institution of Christ (Matthew 28:19–20; Acts
2:41–42; 1 Corinthians 12:18; Matthew 18:17–19).488 The Church of Christ is His body in which
He has set His members (1 Corinthians 12:18).489 “From whom the whole body, joined and
knit together by what every joint supplies, according to the effective working by which
every part does its share, causes growth of the body for the edifying of itself in love”
(Ephesians 4:16 NKJV; also Colossians 2:19). 490 The Church of Christ is His vineyard where His
work is and into which He sends His laborers (Isaiah 5:7; Matthew 20:1–2), 491 and His garden
where His lilies and beds of spices are (Song of Solomon 6:2). 492 The Church of Christ is His
family, where He feeds, instructs, guides, and governs them (1 Timothy 3:15; 1 Peter 2:5); 493 it is
486

The text in parentheses is Ashwood’s interjection.
In this verse, mountain refers to the Temple Mount.
488
“Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of
the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all things that I have commanded you; and lo, I
am with you always, even to the end of the age. Amen” (Matthew 28:19–20 NKJV). “Then those who
gladly received his word were baptized; and that day about three thousand souls were added to them.
And they continued steadfastly in the apostles’ doctrine and fellowship, in the breaking of bread, and in
prayers” (Acts 2:41–42 NKJV). “But now God has set the members, each one of them, in the body just as
He pleased” (1 Corinthians 12:18 NKJV). “If he refuses to listen to them, tell it to the church; and if he
refuses to listen even to the church, let him be to you as a Gentile and a tax collector. Truly I say to you,
whatever you bind on earth shall have been bound in heaven; and whatever you loose on earth shall
have been loosed in heaven. Again I say to you, that if two of you agree on earth about anything that
they may ask, it shall be done for them by My Father who is in heaven” (Matthew 18:17–19 NASB).
489
“But now God has placed the members, each one of them, in the body, just as He desired” (1
Corinthians 12:18 NASB). Ashwood included this reference twice in close succession.
490
“And not holding fast to the Head, from whom the whole body, nourished and knit together through
its joints and ligaments, grows with a growth that is from God” (Colossians 2:19 ESV).
491
“For the vineyard of the LORD of hosts is the house of Israel And the men of Judah His delightful
plant. Thus He looked for justice, but behold, bloodshed; For righteousness, but behold, a cry of
distress” (Isaiah 5:7 NASB). “For the kingdom of heaven is like a master of a house who went out early
in the morning to hire laborers for his vineyard. After agreeing with the laborers for a denarius a day, he
sent them into his vineyard” (Matthew 20:1–2 ESV).
492
“My beloved has gone to his garden, To the beds of spices, To feed his flock in the gardens, And to
gather lilies” (Song of Solomon 6:2 NKJV).
493
“But in case I am delayed, I write so that you will know how one ought to conduct himself in the
household of God, which is the church of the living God, the pillar and support of the truth” (1 Timothy
3:15 NASB). “You also, as living stones, are being built up as a spiritual house for a holy priesthood, to
offer up spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ” (1 Peter 2:5 NASB). 1 Peter 2:5 is a
substitute reference due to an error in Ashwood’s reference.
487
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His sanctuary where He hides and secures them (Psalm 78:69); 494 it is His galleries where He
walks and is held by His saints (Song of Solomon 7:5 ESV). 495 In His Church are found the
golden lampstands where His lamps are burning,496 where the sky and stars are shining
(Revelation 2:1),497 and where the Sun of Righteousness arises with healing in His wings
(Malachi 4:2).498 His Church is His granary where He lays up His provisions, His manna,
marrow, fat things, and spiced wine (Isaiah 25:6).499 His Church is His school where He instructs
His disciples and makes them wise to salvation. “All your children shall be taught by the
LORD, and great shall be the peace of your children” (Isaiah 54:13 ESV). There also are His
oracles and secrets (Romans 3:2).500 “They are Israelites, and to them belong the adoption,
the glory, the covenants, the giving of the law, the worship, and the promises” (Romans 9:4
ESV). Christ’s Church is His nursery where His tender plants grow, where He brings in those
who will be saved.501 “Praising God and having favor with all the people. And the Lord was
adding to their number day by day those who were being saved” (Acts 2:47 NASB). His
converting the gentiles is called persuading them into the tents of Shem, that is the Church of
God (Genesis 9:27).502 Indeed, the house of God is the gate of Heaven. “And he was afraid and
494

“And He built His sanctuary like the heights, Like the earth which He has founded forever” (Psalm
78:69 NASB).
495
“Thine head upon thee is like Carmel, and the hair of thine head like purple; the king is held in the
galleries” (Song of Solomon 7:5 KJV). “Your head crowns you like Carmel, and your flowing locks are
like purple; a king is held captive in the tresses” (Song of Solomon 7:5 ESV). Ashwood’s reference to
galleries, a word that can mean a long narrow corridor or place for walking, is from the last word in Song of
Solomon 7:5 in the KJV, quoted above. It is translated tresses in other translations such as in the ESV, also
quoted above. The difference is due to the obscure Hebrew word whose root is ( ַרהַתrah´-at), which means
trough. This is the word that describes the watering trough in which Jacob put the sticks before his flock. A
gallery could well be trough-shaped, and so could hair-tresses.
496
“Then you shall make a lampstand of pure gold. The lampstand and its base and its shaft are to be
made of hammered work; its cups, its bulbs and its flowers shall be of one piece with it” (Exodus 25:31
NASB). “And he said to me, ‘What do you see?’ So I said, ‘I am looking, and there is a lampstand of
solid gold with a bowl on top of it, and on the stand seven lamps with seven pipes to the seven lamps’”
(Zechariah 4:2 NKJV). “Then I turned to see the voice that was speaking to me, and on turning I saw
seven golden lampstands” (Revelation 1:12 ESV). These symbolize God’s special presence.
497
“To the angel of the church of Ephesus write, ‘These things says He who holds the seven stars in His
right hand, who walks in the midst of the seven golden lampstands’” (Revelation 2:1 NKJV).
498
“But to you who fear My name The Sun of Righteousness shall arise With healing in His wings; And
you shall go out And grow fat like stall-fed calves” (Malachi 4:2 NKJV). Rather than His wings, some other
translations render its wings. The choice of pronoun depends on an exegetical choice regarding whether Sun
refers to Christ or to righteousness (not necessarily Christ’s righteousness).
499
“On this mountain the LORD of hosts will make for all peoples a feast of rich food, a feast of well-aged
wine, of rich food full of marrow, of aged wine well refined” (Isaiah 25:6 ESV).
500
“Great in every respect. First of all, that they were entrusted with the oracles of God” (Romans 3:2
NASB). This reference is to Old Testament Israel, the primitive Church.
501
Save here and elsewhere does not refer only to justification, in which a sinner is accounted righteous by God
due to Christ’s shed blood. It is rather a reference to that whole magnificent package that includes justification,
adoption, good works laid down before the foundation of the world (Ephesians 2:10), the entire Christian walk,
and final glorification, all thanks be to God. Once saved, Christians have a serious responsibility to utilize the
divinely instituted means of grace by which God works in believers to strengthen their souls, put away sin,
walk more closely with Christ, and so on. Neglect of this responsibility is good evidence of lack of saving faith
and justification.
502
“May God enlarge Japheth, and let him dwell in the tents of Shem, and let Canaan be his servant”
(Genesis 9:27 ESV).
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said, ‘How awesome is this place! This is none other than the house of God, and this is the
gate of heaven’” (Genesis 28:17 ESV). “By the gate of the Church,” said Augustine, “we enter
into the gate of Paradise.” “How lovely are your tents, O Jacob! Your dwellings, O Israel!
Like valleys that stretch out, Like gardens by the riverside, Like aloes planted by the LORD,
Like cedars beside the waters” (Numbers 24:5–6 NKJV). To your tents then, O Israel.503 Fly to
your windows, you doves (Isaiah 60:8).504 “O LORD, I love the habitation of your house and
the place where your glory dwells” (Psalm 26:8 ESV). Where are such pleasures, treasures,
light, and life? Where are your chief portions, privileges, work, your Lord, and the firstfruits of
your eternal glory? If you have taken Christ for your teacher, you must take His Church for your
school. You must dwell where He dwells, where you may sit at his feet and receive His doctrine.
Be Dead to This Present World

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
How to Get the Heavenly Trade
Be Dead to This Present World}
Fifth, be dead to this present world; get your hearts loose from things below. “No soldier
in active service entangles himself in the affairs of everyday life, so that he may please the
one who enlisted him as a soldier” (2 Timothy 2:4 NASB). A soldier does not lay fetters and
snares about his feet that might throw him down and hinder the course he engages to follow.
Christianity is a warfare and race; earthly things in the heart are as entanglements around the feet
and they hinder this undertaking. You will have no liberty to heavenly things until you have been
redeemed from the earth. You cannot run the race toward glory until you give up useless dead
weight. “Therefore, since we are surrounded by so great a cloud of witnesses, let us also lay
aside every weight, and sin which clings so closely, and let us run with endurance the race
that is set before us” (Hebrews 12:1 ESV). If you want to set your affections on the things
above, you must first take them off the things of earth (Colossians 3:2).505 One who sets his face
toward Heaven must turn his back to the world. “Brethren, I do not count myself to have
apprehended; but one thing I do, forgetting those things which are behind and reaching
forward to those things which are ahead” (Philippians 3:13 NKJV). The world is one of those
things Christians must leave behind them if they ever think to reach Heaven. “We should,” said
Luther, “with a certain greatness of mind, disdain this life and the world, and with a large heart,
aspire to the future glory of an eternal life.” Until you are brought to a contempt of this world
and can deem it as dross and dung, you can never value Heaven or pursue the things above with
an even and uninterrupted heart. The soul that plans to make Christianity its work must be ready
to attend to that work at all times and have the heart ready and receptive to all the instructions
that lead to it; an earthly heart cannot do this. A light and changeable spirit, now for God, now
for the world, is unfit for this great employment. “But Jesus said to him, ‘No one, having put
his hand to the plow, and looking back, is fit for the kingdom of God’” (Luke 9:62 NKJV). It
is characteristic of a heart under the command of earthly things that it is never steadfast toward
God; the things of this world fill the soul with wind and make it light and trifling about the things
503

Ashwood quotes from and references 2 Samuel 20:1, but this verse is inapplicable to Ashwood’s context.
“Who are these that fly like a cloud, and like doves to their windows?” (Isaiah 60:8 ESV).
505
“Set your mind on things above, not on things on the earth” (Colossians 3:2 NKJV).
504
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of God. The heart of people is like that jewel that I read about that someone gave to Alexander;
while it was kept bright, it was heavier than the choicest gold and most precious stones, but if it
fell into the dust and became rusty, it was lighter than a feather. And so is the heart if it falls into
the dusty things of this world. The Church, clothed with the sun, has the moon under her feet
(Revelation 12:1).506 The more a soul is filled with the pure knowledge of God and is shining in
its way of life, the more it is lifted up above the world. The nearer it is to Heaven, the farther it is
from earth. “The more separate from the world,” said Mr. Greenhill on Ezekiel 3:23, 507 “the more
fit for communion with God. Ezekiel must leave his house and go out to the plain, and there the
Lord will talk with him.” The king’s daughter must forget her own people and her father’s house
before the king would greatly desire her beauty (Psalm 45:10–11). 508 And Abraham must leave
his country and pleasant habitation before he could have frequent communion with God.
Likewise, in heart and affections, a soul must sit loose from the ensnaring things of this world if
it ever expects to pursue the heavenly trade. Augustine said that, to the extent that anyone ceases
from loving his worldly concerns, to that extent he clings the more to God.
Submit to All the Instructions of the Lord Jesus

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
How to Get the Heavenly Trade
Submit to All the Instructions of the Lord Jesus}
Sixth, you must commit to this also: to submit to all the instructions the Lord Jesus gives
you. You must go through all the toils and bear all the burdens that this heavenly trade calls you
to. Every craft and vocation has its principles and rules; by learning and obeying them, one may
become proficient in the trade. This applies to Christianity also, and as piety is the highest and
noblest profession, so its principles are more pure, mysterious,509 and attainable only with the
greatest difficulty. Acquired knowledge gives people enough information for all earthly
endeavors, but the heavenly trade requires both infused and acquired understanding. Both rules
and an eye to discern them must be given to you in order for you to become proficient. One
reason the Lord Jesus is given is to be a light to the gentiles and to open blind eyes (Isaiah 42:6–
7).510 He is given as a prophet to teach and instruct them in the way they should go. To hear and
obey Him as God’s prophet is the absolute duty of all who have given themselves up to His
leading and government. “Moses said, ‘The Lord God will raise up for you a prophet like me
from your brethren; to Him you shall give heed to everything He says to you’” (Acts 3:22
506

“And a great sign appeared in heaven: a woman clothed with the sun, with the moon under her feet,
and on her head a crown of twelve stars” (Revelation 12:1 ESV).
507
“The hand of the LORD was on me there, and He said to me, ‘Get up, go out to the plain, and there I
will speak to you.’ So I got up and went out to the plain; and behold, the glory of the LORD was standing
there, like the glory which I saw by the river Chebar, and I fell on my face” (Ezekiel 3:22–23 NASB).
508
“Listen, O daughter, Consider and incline your ear; Forget your own people also, and your father’s
house; So the King will greatly desire your beauty; Because He is your Lord, worship Him” (Psalm
45:10–11 NKJV).
509
Mysterious does not here mean that we cannot know what God expects of us, but rather that why God
commands certain things and how these things “work” is not always revealed to us.
510
“I, the LORD, have called You in righteousness, And will hold Your hand; I will keep You and give You
as a covenant to the people, As a light to the Gentiles, To open blind eyes, To bring out prisoners from
the prison, Those who sit in darkness from the prison house” (Isaiah 42:6–7 NKJV).
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NASB). He has engaged to make very wise those who obey Him and also show them what they
must do (Acts 9:6).511 And if they go on to know [what they must do] they will know the Lord. If
they sit at His feet and hear His Word (Deuteronomy 33:2–3),512 He will shine out to them and
send out a fiery law for them. To get this instruction, your duty is to hear Him, to watch daily at
His gates, and to wait at the doorposts of His house (Proverbs 8:34). 513 When He calls, say with
Samuel, “Speak, Lord, for your servant is listening” (1 Samuel 3:10). 514 And (as His mother said)
whatever He says to you, do it (John 2:5).515 Do not slight any directions or balk at any
difficulties in complying with His will for you. This is for the life of your souls; obedience is so
necessary for the disciples of Christ that without it, you cannot learn any true knowledge on earth
or obtain salvation hereafter. “If anyone wills to do His will, he shall know concerning the
doctrine, whether it is from God or whether I speak on My own authority” (John 7:17
NKJV). “And being made perfect, he became the source of eternal salvation to all who obey
him” (Hebrews 5:9 ESV). “For My yoke is easy and My burden is light” (Matthew 11:30
NASB). See also Proverbs 8:5–6 and Proverbs 3:17. 516 He gives you no commands except what
is needful, profitable, excellent, and pleasant. Hear, and your souls will live (Isaiah 55:3). 517 Shall
the servants of people come, go, or do this or that when they are ordered (Matthew 8:8–9)? 518
Indeed, shall the devil’s slaves do the greatest drudgery, engage in the most desperate ventures,
throw themselves from pinnacles, and even damn their souls at his bidding? And shall the
servants of Christ be so disobedient, especially when their own concerns, mercies, and
advantages are wrapped up in obeying them, and that to so rational and easy commands? The
easiness of obeying the command versus the life and health benefits impelled a heathen to
obedience against his inclination: “And his servants came near and spoke to him, and said,
‘My father, if the prophet had told you to do something great, would you not have done it?
How much more then, when he says to you, “Wash, and be clean”?’” (2 Kings 5:13 NKJV).
If God’s commands seem grievous, let [God’s] love sweeten them. If His yoke seems heavy, let
His rest at the end of it render it easy. When duties seem burdensome to flesh and blood, His
burdens heavy, or losses for the Gospel’s sake great, think along these lines: It is better to be
stung once, than forever. It is better to undergo troubles along the way, than at the judgment at
511

“So he, trembling and astonished, said, ‘Lord, what do You want me to do?’ Then the Lord said to
him, ‘Arise and go into the city, and you will be told what you must do’” (Acts 9:6 NKJV).
512
“And he said: ‘The LORD came from Sinai, And dawned on them from Seir; He shone forth from
Mount Paran, And He came with ten thousands of saints; From His right hand Came a fiery law for
them. Yes, He loves the people; All His saints are in Your hand; They sit down at Your feet; Everyone
receives Your words’” (Deuteronomy 33:2–3 NKJV).
513
“Blessed is the one who listens to me, watching daily at my gates, waiting beside my doors” (Proverbs
8:34 ESV).
514
“Then the LORD came and stood and called as at other times, ‘Samuel! Samuel!’ And Samuel said,
‘Speak, for Your servant is listening’” (1 Samuel 3:10 NASB).
515
“His mother said to the servants, ‘Whatever He says to you, do it’” (John 2:5 NKJV).
516
“O simple ones, learn prudence; O fools, learn sense. Hear, for I will speak noble things, and from my
lips will come what is right” (Proverbs 8:5–6 ESV). “Her ways are ways of pleasantness, and all her paths
are peace” (Proverbs 3:17 ESV).
517
“Incline your ear, and come to me; hear, that your soul may live; and I will make with you an
everlasting covenant, my steadfast, sure love for David” (Isaiah 55:3 ESV).
518
“But the centurion said, ‘Lord, I am not worthy for You to come under my roof, but just say the word,
and my servant will be healed. For I also am a man under authority, with soldiers under me; and I say to
this one, “Go!” and he goes, and to another, “Come!” and he comes, and to my slave, “Do this!” and he
does it’” (Matthew 8:8–9 NASB).
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the end. It is better to have my bad things on earth, than to be tormented for eternity (Luke
16:25).519 Consider what pains and hardships people will undergo for gold that perishes, even for
counterfeits that cheat them; shall I not endure trials for an imperishable inheritance reserved in
Heaven (1 Peter 1:3–7)?520 How some strive to obtain a perishable wreath [trophy]; shall I be
weary in pursuit of an incorruptible crown (1 Corinthians 9:25)?521 Without labor, there is no
[eternal] rest. Without bearing the burden and heat of the day when called to it, there is no pay at
the end (Matthew 20:12–13).522 Without striving according to God’s law, there is no crown (2
Timothy 2:5).523 Without obeying the commandments, there is no eating from the Tree of Life
(Revelation 22:14).524 Without enduring to the end, there is no salvation (Mark 13:13). 525
Comfort yourselves with this: Heaven will make amends for all when your wet and weary
sowing will end in a pleasant and eternal harvest. “And let us not grow weary while doing
good, for in due season we shall reap if we do not lose heart” (Galatians 6:9 NKJV).
“Therefore, my beloved brothers, be steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work
of the Lord, knowing that in the Lord your labor is not in vain” (1 Corinthians 15:58 ESV).
[A theme of this subchapter is counting the cost.526 This is a commanded duty that must
be taken seriously. Ed.]

519

“But Abraham said, ‘Child, remember that you in your lifetime received your good things, and
Lazarus in like manner bad things; but now he is comforted here, and you are in anguish” (Luke 16:25
ESV).
520
“Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ! According to his great mercy, he has caused
us to be born again to a living hope through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, to an
inheritance that is imperishable, undefiled, and unfading, kept in heaven for you, who by God’s power
are being guarded through faith for a salvation ready to be revealed in the last time. In this you rejoice,
though now for a little while, if necessary, you have been grieved by various trials, so that the tested
genuineness of your faith—more precious than gold that perishes though it is tested by fire—may be
found to result in praise and glory and honor at the revelation of Jesus Christ” (1 Peter 1:3–7 ESV).
521
“Everyone who competes in the games exercises self-control in all things. They then do it to receive a
perishable wreath, but we an imperishable” (1 Corinthians 9:25 NASB).
522
“saying, ‘These last men have worked only one hour, and you made them equal to us who have borne
the burden and the heat of the day.’ But he answered one of them and said, ‘Friend, I am doing you no
wrong. Did you not agree with me for a denarius?’” (Matthew 20:12–13 NKJV).
523
“An athlete is not crowned unless he competes according to the rules” (2 Timothy 2:5 ESV).
524
“Blessed are those who do His commandments, that they may have the right to the tree of life, and
may enter through the gates into the city” (Revelation 22:14 NKJV). Some other translations have wash
their robes instead of do His commandments; this is due to a textual variant, which this editor will not presume
to adjudicate.
525
“You will be hated by all because of My name, but the one who endures to the end, he will be saved”
(Mark 13:13 NASB).
526
“Whoever does not bear his own cross and come after me cannot be my disciple. For which of you,
desiring to build a tower, does not first sit down and count the cost, whether he has enough to complete
it? Otherwise, when he has laid a foundation and is not able to finish, all who see it begin to mock him,
saying, ‘This man began to build and was not able to finish.’ Or what king, going out to encounter
another king in war, will not sit down first and deliberate whether he is able with ten thousand to meet
him who comes against him with twenty thousand? And if not, while the other is yet a great way off, he
sends a delegation and asks for terms of peace. So therefore, any one of you who does not renounce all
that he has cannot be my disciple” (Luke 14:27–33 ESV).
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Make Haste to Do It Now

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Strangers to the Heavenly Trade
How to Get the Heavenly Trade
Make Haste to Do It Now}
Last, whatever you do, do not procrastinate. Time will not stand still for you. There are
just twelve [(on average) daylight] hours in a day, and how many of them have you slept and
sinned away? You do not know how much time you have left. What if your sun should set at
noon or a summons meet you in the midst of your work? You will have to give an account of
your stewardship (Luke 16:2).527 Therefore, what will you do? Some of you are in the latter part
of your lives and is it not about time you set forth on such a long journey as the way to Heaven?
And will you, yet again, by your delay give this time also for the devil, the world, and the flesh?
Others of you are yet young; this is the best time to set forth on your travels toward glory. Oh!
Do not lose your opportunity for eternity. “Make good use of time,” said Aquinas, “especially in
the weighty matter of salvation. Oh! How much would those who now lie frying in Hell rejoice if
they might have the least minute of time wherein they might obtain God’s favor. The young man
has death at his back and the old man has death before his eyes. It is a more dangerous enemy
that pursues you than the one that marches up to your face.” Christ’s work must not be delayed.
His commands must not be put off until tomorrow. “Therefore, as the Holy Spirit says: ‘Today,
if you will hear His voice, Do not harden your hearts as in the rebellion, In the day of trial in
the wilderness’” (Hebrews 3:7–8 NKJV). “Beware, brethren, lest there be in any of you an
evil heart of unbelief in departing from the living God; but exhort one another daily, while
it is called ‘Today,’ lest any of you be hardened through the deceitfulness of sin” (Hebrews
3:12–13 NKJV). “Seek the LORD while He may be found; Call upon Him while He is near”
(Isaiah 55:6 NASB). Rutherford said, “Haste, haste, the tide will not abide.” It is now or never,
while the light shines, the Lord knocks (Revelation 3:20), 528 the Angel moves on the waters (John
5:4),529 and while the Lord delays His coming (Matthew 24:48–51). 530 Salvation work is
immediate work. God’s racers must run, His doves must fly, and His servants must be diligent
that they may be found by Him in peace (1 Corinthians 9:26; Isaiah 60:8; 2 Peter 3:14). 531 You
who, before now, have been standing idle in the marketplace all day, hasten into the Lord’s
527

“So he called him and said to him, ‘What is this I hear about you? Give an account of your
stewardship, for you can no longer be steward’” (Luke 16:2 NKJV).
528
“Behold, I stand at the door and knock; if anyone hears My voice and opens the door, I will come in to
him and will dine with him, and he with Me” (Revelation 3:20 NASB).
529
“For an angel went down at a certain time into the pool and stirred up the water; then whoever
stepped in first, after the stirring of the water, was made well of whatever disease he had” (John 5:4
NKJV).
530
“But if that evil slave says in his heart, ‘My master is not coming for a long time,’ and begins to beat
his fellow slaves and eat and drink with drunkards; the master of that slave will come on a day when he
does not expect him and at an hour which he does not know, and will cut him in pieces and assign him a
place with the hypocrites; in that place there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth” (Matthew 24:48–51
NASB).
531
“So I do not run aimlessly; I do not box as one beating the air” (1 Corinthians 9:26 ESV). “Who are
these who fly like a cloud, And like doves to their roosts?” (Isaiah 60:8 NKJV). “Therefore, beloved,
looking forward to these things, be diligent to be found by Him in peace, without spot and blameless” (2
Peter 3:14 NKJV).
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vineyard (Matthew 20:6).532 Mr. Rutherford said, “Love is sick to hear tell of tomorrow.” What
Jonathan said to his lad when David’s life was in danger, let me advise you: “Make haste, hurry,
do not delay!” (1 Samuel 20:38).533 “I regret nothing,” said precious Mr. Welch when on his
sickbed, “but that I was so long in beginning [the Christian life].” David said, “I said, ‘Oh, that
I had wings like a dove! I would fly away and be at rest. Behold, I would wander far away, I
would lodge in the wilderness. Selah. I would hasten to my place of refuge From the stormy
wind and tempest’” (Psalm 55:6–8 NASB). Sinners, you are in danger of stormy tempests while
in your unsaved state. “Return to the stronghold, O prisoners who have the hope; This very
day I am declaring that I will restore double to you” (Zechariah 9:12 NASB). When Brentius
was in danger of being given up to the enemy, someone gave him a note telling him, “Fly
Brentius quickly, more quickly, most speedily.”534 Souls, it is for your lives, make all possible
haste concerning the work of your salvation. And you who are already in this heavenly trade,
double your diligence that you may finish your course before God finishes your time. I think that
today the Word of God, His providence, and all else seems to thrust you forward and say to you
as Pharaoh’s taskmasters said to Israel: fulfill your work (Exodus 5:13).535
[Dear reader, you have had much encouragement to commit your life to Christ and
through Him, obtain eternal life instead of eternal hellfire. If you are now ready to close with
Christ, but are uncertain how to proceed, please avail yourself of Appendix A, then come back
here for counsel concerning your new and glorious life in Christ. Ed.]

532

“And about the eleventh hour he went out and found others standing. And he said to them, ‘Why do
you stand here idle all day?’” (Matthew 20:6 ESV).
533
“And Jonathan cried out after the lad, ‘Make haste, hurry, do not delay!’ So Jonathan’s lad gathered
up the arrows and came back to his master” (1 Samuel 20:38 NKJV).
534
Johann Brentius (also Brenz), (1499–1570), was a German reformer. Emperor Charles V threatened to
destroy the city he was in if it did not give him up, but he escaped to safety.
535
“The taskmasters were urgent, saying, ‘Complete your work, your daily task each day, as when there
was straw’” (Exodus 5:13 ESV).
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Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity}
If the heavenly trade is the best trade, then you who profess this calling are exhorted to
follow it. Keep up and make good use of your trade for Heaven. What occupation does not
demand continual improvement? The most profitable calling gives little advantage if not
followed. The day we live in gives people obvious experience of this truth. Those who intend to
live in the world must give heed to their jobs. The idle person suffers hunger. People who expect
to make anything of their earthly affairs must be careful and diligent in their business. And so it
is in this trade of godliness; those who want to be saved must work out their salvation
(Philippians 2:12).536 A trade is a person’s business and course of life, which he pursues and
carries on from day to day. It is the subject of his thoughts, counsels, attention, time, strength,
and daily work. A person’s trade is where he ends one day, begins the next, and gives his utmost
wisdom, talents, and labor to the most vigorous prosecution of it. And so it must be in the
heavenly trade. Christian, the heavenly trade must be the continuous 537 business and principal
concern of your whole life. It must be that which commands your thoughts, purposes, and
abilities. It must be that which consumes your time, care, and strength. Every other business
must give way to it and every occasion and event must be subservient to it. The heavenly trade
must be followed and pursued every day, and in every thing and place and with all companions.
Whatever [else] is neglected, the heavenly trade must go on without interruption for even a
moment. You must not tell godliness, as Felix did to Paul, to go away for now until you have a
more convenient time (Acts 24:25).538 Halts in the way of God are not easily recovered; one
day’s neglect throws all out of order. Prosperity in Christianity allows no gaps in its work and
does not allow interruptions. Piety must be as the blood that runs through every vein of your life
and affairs in the world. In eating, drinking, talking, thinking, buying, or selling, you must still
be pursuing wisdom’s merchandise. Christian, do your work or lay down your trade. It is vanity
and the way to beggary to profess a calling and not pursue it.
QUESTION: But in what does this heavenly trade consist that I must make my business?
What are you driving at by all these arguments for heavenly trading?
ANSWER: What I intend by this metaphor I will explain to you under these seven
general headings; these are the main duties of a Christian and are to be carried on in the whole
course of life:
1. To have and to keep up a heavenly spirit.
2. To secure your portion of heavenly things.
3. To obtain more and more heavenly goods.
536

“So then, my beloved, just as you have always obeyed, not as in my presence only, but now much more
in my absence, work out your salvation with fear and trembling” (Philippians 2:12 NASB).
537
Grammatical purists may think to object that continual ought to be used since continuous refers to something
that goes on without interruption. Continuous is the correct word here; Christians are always on duty.
538
“But as he was discussing righteousness, self-control and the judgment to come, Felix became
frightened and said, ‘Go away for the present, and when I find time I will summon you’” (Acts 24:25
NASB).
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4.
5.
6.
7.

To pursue heavenly work each day.
To be heavenly in your thoughts and meditations each day.
To keep up heavenly conversations each day.
To make good use of everything you have, meet with, and do for heavenly purposes and
advantages.

Have and Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade …
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Have and Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit}
First, if you want to pursue this heavenly trade, you must have and maintain a heavenly
spirit. This is the source of all heavenly actions.
Properties of a Heavenly Spirit

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Have and Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Properties of a Heavenly Spirit}
As is a person’s spirit, so will his thoughts, words, and way of life be. Observe what way
the spirit of a person goes; the person himself will go that way. “For those who live according
to the flesh set their minds on the things of the flesh, but those who live according to the
Spirit set their minds on the things of the Spirit. For to set the mind on the flesh is death,
but to set the mind on the Spirit is life and peace” (Romans 8:5–6 ESV). That is, those who
are “altogether led by their carnal affections,” said Willet, “follow the guidance of the flesh.”
Paraus said,539 “Those who are governed by a carnal spirit heed and pursue carnal things. But
those who are of the Holy Spirit, who are under the rule and government of the Holy Spirit, who
are spiritually minded—these people delight in and go after spiritual things.” The prophet
Ezekiel spoke of the motion of second causes according to the first cause:540 “Wherever the
spirit wanted to go, they went, and the wheels rose along with them, for the spirit of the
living creatures was in the wheels” (Ezekiel 1:20 ESV). The same kind of thing may be said of
the actions of people: they come from whatever spirit is in them. “If we live by the Spirit, let us
also walk by the Spirit” (Galatians 5:25 NASB). Caleb’s fully following God was the fruit of
539

Ashwood strung two partial quotations together from two different writers to make a sentence.
Scripture teaches that all things that happen, happen because God did it, for example: “Him, being
delivered by the determined purpose and foreknowledge of God, you have taken by lawless hands, have
crucified, and put to death” (Acts 2:23 NKJV). Therefore, theologians speak of God being the first cause of
all events. If something is dropped, it will fall due to gravity. This is an example of a second cause. Both
natural and spiritual laws are laws because God executes His providence in nature in a consistent and orderly
manner in keeping with His holy, wise, faithful, and logical character. Miracles are merely when He does
something different for a special purpose. Yet, God is in no way the cause of sin. How God makes all things
happen, including sinful things, without Himself being the cause of the sin is a holy mystery. Suffice to say that
a God who can create this vast and complex universe in six days must have some things figured out that we
cannot.
540
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that other spirit he received (Numbers 14:24). 541 Those who rebuilt the Temple were those whose
spirits God had stirred ([ ֵהעִירroot:  ערuwr-oor]) to go up and do the work, as birds stir up their
young to fly. “Then the heads of fathers’ households of Judah and Benjamin and the priests
and the Levites arose, even everyone whose spirit God had stirred to go up and rebuild the
house of the LORD which is in Jerusalem” (Ezra 1:5 NASB). Those who set about the work of
Christianity must be people of stirred spirits, capable of ascending to things above. The reason
why more people do not start this heavenly trade is because they lack this heavenly spirit; their
spirit is earthly and that, as yeast in dough, pervades their entire souls and makes their ways of
life earthly. It is contrary to nature for a carnal mind to delight in spiritual things, “because the
carnal mind is enmity against God; for it is not subject to the law of God, nor indeed can
be” (Romans 8:7 NKJV). It is as natural for a dropped stone to ascend or water to flow uphill as
it is for an earthly heart to love and pursue heavenly things. A heavenly spirit is suited to
heavenly things and it naturally inclines the soul to things above just as smoke from fire goes
upward and rivers run to the ocean. A heavenly spirit delights in heavenly things and stirs up
heavenly desires and movement toward divine things. A heavenly spirit conveys heavenly
influences and strength out to the soul just as good blood and nervous energy strengthen the
body. A heavenly spirit is influenced by heavenly reasoning and is persuaded by heavenly
motives taken from the love of God, the excellence of Christ, the suitableness and advantage of
spiritual things to the nature of the soul, and by what pleases and glorifies God. None of these
things mean anything to an earthly and carnal heart, which understands, delights in, and is moved
by carnal reasons and considerations. It is therefore a major part of a Christian’s business in this
heavenly trade to take heed to one’s spirit, to get and keep it pure and heavenly; this leads to all
other duties (Malachi 2:14–16).542 If the spring [of water] is corrupt, the stream cannot be good.
[It is therefore necessary to see and discern heavenly things and to delight in heavenly things.]543
Seek to See Heavenly Things

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Have and Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Seek to See Heavenly Things}
Get your minds in the beam of heavenly light that you may discern heavenly things and
their nature and worth. Paul begs this for the saints at Ephesus, “That the God of our Lord
Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give to you a spirit of wisdom and of revelation in the
knowledge of Him. I pray that the eyes of your heart may be enlightened, so that you will
541

“But My servant Caleb, because he has a different spirit in him and has followed Me fully, I will bring
into the land where he went, and his descendants shall inherit it” (Numbers 14:24 NKJV).
542
“Yet you say, ‘For what reason?’ Because the LORD has been witness Between you and the wife of your
youth, With whom you have dealt treacherously; Yet she is your companion And your wife by covenant.
But did He not make them one, Having a remnant of the Spirit? And why one? He seeks godly offspring.
Therefore take heed to your spirit, And let none deal treacherously with the wife of his youth. For the
LORD God of Israel says That He hates divorce, ‘For it covers one’s garment with violence,’ Says the
LORD of hosts. Therefore take heed to your spirit, That you do not deal treacherously” (Malachi 2:14–16
NKJV).
543
This sentence is inserted by the editor to smooth the transition. Ashwood does not have even a paragraph
break at this place, but his table of contents suggests a break here, and the editor has followed it.
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know what is the hope of His calling, what are the riches of the glory of His inheritance in
the saints” (Ephesians 1:17–18 NASB). There are great hopes and glorious riches given to
believers in the Gospel. The knowledge of this is necessary to cheer the heart and engage the
soul to seek these riches with all its strength. “One thought of Christ reaching the heart,” said Mr.
Ball, “is more to be valued than all creaturely comforts of any kind, even if they should be
enjoyed in their fullness for a thousand years without interruption.” It was this that kept the
apostles’ hearts alive under the dying of the Lord Jesus in their bodies and filled them with such
courage and joy; they had an eye to see glorious and eternal things. “10Always carrying in the
body the death of Jesus, so that the life of Jesus may also be manifested in our bodies.
13
Since we have the same spirit of faith according to what has been written, ‘I believed, and
so I spoke,’ we also believe, and so we also speak. 16So we do not lose heart. Though our
outer self is wasting away, our inner self is being renewed day by day, 18as we look not to the
things that are seen but to the things that are unseen. For the things that are seen are
transient, but the things that are unseen are eternal” (2 Corinthians 4:10, 13, 16, 18 ESV).
And this was their great work: by [means of] the Gospel, “to bring to light for everyone what
is the plan of the mystery hidden for ages in God who created all things” (Ephesians 3:9
ESV). And having received this spiritual eye, a Christian’s duty is to keep it open and fixed on
things above and to preserve it from injury by sin and Satan. A Christian must take heed of
irritating fumes from a carnal heart and of the dust of this lower world, that they not get in this
eye and weaken its sight. Christians must get eye salve from Christ and the pure anointing by the
Holy Spirit on this eye every day so that they may see invisible things and those great things of
the other world about which they are engaged. The most discerning eye on this side of the
everlasting hills544 sees only darkly via a mirror and only knows in part (1 Corinthians 13:9–
12).545 How carnal are the minds of most Christians in this world. Even the disciples, though
their eyes were blessed to see miracles (Matthew 13:16), 546 still had carnal understandings of
spiritual things even after the Lord Jesus had invested so much labor on them: “So when they
had come together, they were asking Him, saying, ‘Lord, is it at this time You are restoring
the kingdom to Israel?’” (Acts 1:6 NASB). Souls may have knowledge, but may be prevented
from seeing: “But their eyes were prevented from recognizing Him” (Luke 24:16 NASB).
They also may not be able to bear new knowledge of His glorious truth: “I have many more
things to say to you, but you cannot bear them now” (John 16:12 NASB). Thus, the Lord
Jesus may say to everyone in this life, “O foolish ones, and slow of heart to believe all that the
prophets have spoken! Was it not necessary that the Christ should suffer these things and
enter into his glory?” (Luke 24:25–26 ESV). David, after he had long been a learner, even after
he was wiser than his teachers, cried out for more light: “Cause me to hear Your
lovingkindness in the morning, For in You do I trust; Cause me to know the way in which I
should walk, For I lift up my soul to You” (Psalm 143:8 NKJV). “Open my eyes, that I may
see Wondrous things from Your law” (Psalm 119:18 NKJV). “We may sail here,” said Mr.
Hooker [on John 17], “in daily search and we find that there is something still beyond our
knowledge. It is as men [experience] who travel in the main [Atlantic] ocean: they see nothing
544

everlasting hills: a metaphor for Heaven.
“For we know in part and we prophesy in part, but when the perfect comes, the partial will pass away.
When I was a child, I spoke like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like a child. When I became a
man, I gave up childish ways. For now we see in a mirror dimly, but then face to face. Now I know in
part; then I shall know fully, even as I have been fully known” (1 Corinthians 13:9–12 ESV).
546
“But blessed are your eyes, because they see; and your ears, because they hear” (Matthew 13:16
NASB).
545
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but water and see neither bank nor shore, brim nor bottom, and there is more water to be seen.
All the treasures of wisdom and knowledge are hidden in Christ and He keeps the keys in His
own hand and bosom.” Look often to the Lord Jesus for clearer sights of Him, the things freely
given by God, and the way to them. Knock often at the treasury door until He answers, opens,
and sends you away enriched with the knowledge of Him. This is part of your trade: to know
merchandise and the worth of it and how to buy and sell to best advantage. After all, what good
is it to deal in goods about which people know nothing? And heavenly things are hidden things
beyond the reach of people and angels. “It was revealed to them that they were serving not
themselves but you, in the things that have now been announced to you through those who
preached the good news to you by the Holy Spirit sent from heaven, things into which
angels long to look” (1 Peter 1:12 ESV). Angels bowed and stooped down to pry into those
hidden secrets, and as it were to peep into the mysteries of the Gospel. The word 547 signifies to
look carefully every way with lively observation as through a low window by which one passes.
They did this with an earnest and restless desire. The apostle alludes to the cherubim placed over
the mercy seat with their faces looking toward the mercy seat, and through it, to the ark [of the
covenant] (a type of Christ and Gospel mysteries, Exodus 25:20). 548 This knowledge of heavenly
things the angels consider worthy, yet hard to know. This knowledge calls for an inward and
spiritual eye guided by a fresh anointing [of grace] every day. Christian, this is your daily work:
seek to know the Lord. Be much in the presence of the Son of Righteousness so that He may heal
you and illuminate the eye of your mind. By these means you may become more capable of
understanding the whole counsel of God for your life. This is a heavenly spirit, or mind
enlightened with heavenly wisdom: to see and understand heavenly, spiritual things.
Seek to Delight in Heavenly Things

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Have and Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Seek to Delight in Heavenly Things}
Another property of a heavenly spirit is this: it is a spirit that not only sees heavenly
things, but delights in them; it tastes a sweetness in divine things. There is nothing in all the
world that so pleases a spiritual mind as spiritual things. So much is included in that word, “for
those who live according to the flesh set their minds on the things of the flesh, but those
who live according to the Spirit set their minds on the things of the Spirit” (Romans 8:5
ESV). That is, believers delight in and relish the things of the Spirit. [When Jesus rebuked Peter,]
He said that Peter set his mind on the things of man, not God (Matthew 16:23). 549 This includes
the emotions and desires as well as the understanding. A heavenly spirit takes delight in heavenly
things; it actively impels the soul to seek God and eternal things. And this is your work also: to
get and maintain a delight in God and divine things, to cherish panting after heavenly things, and
547

παρακυψαι [par-ak-oop´-to], to bend beside, that is, to lean over so as to peer within, to look into, stoop
down.
548
“The cherubim shall have their wings spread upward, covering the mercy seat with their wings and
facing one another; the faces of the cherubim are to be turned toward the mercy seat” (Exodus 25:20
NASB).
549
“But He turned and said to Peter, ‘Get behind Me, Satan! You are a stumbling block to Me; for you
are not setting your mind on God’s interests, but man’s’” (Matthew 16:23 NASB).
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to strengthen your spiritual senses by exercising them, so that by this means your soul may
always be quick to see, hear, taste, smell, and feel the joys and pleasures that are in things above.
By this means, Christianity will be desirable, Christ’s yoke easy, His ways pleasant, and His
commands not grievous. This is one of the most difficult disciplines of Christianity: to maintain
the inward source and generator of holy actions [the heart] pure and lively. It is far easier to
perform any external duty than to keep the heart in a healthy, active constitution for God. The
heart is apt to languish and grow out of order every moment if not kept and maintained by
continued supplies from above. “Keep your heart with all diligence, For out of it spring the
issues of life” (Proverbs 4:23 NKJV).
Directions to Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Have and Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Directions to Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit}
Now, if you want to keep up a heavenly spirit, here are some directions:
Beware of Things That Weaken a Heavenly Spirit
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Have and Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Directions to Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Beware of Things That Weaken a Heavenly Spirit}
First, beware of those things that weaken a heavenly spirit. A heavenly spirit is a very
tender thing that must be carefully kept or it will soon suffer damage. It is like the cornea of the
eye that is subject to injury from every speck of dust or foreign object. It is like Venetian glass
that breaks with every little touch.550 You cannot be too careful to watch and guard the heavenly
spirit from everything that is contrary to it.
Beware of Carnal Lusts
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Have and Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Directions to Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Beware of Things That Weaken a Heavenly Spirit
Beware of Carnal Lusts}

550

Venice, particularly the island of Murano, was famous for highly artistic, exquisitely made articles of glass;
their fine features made them fragile.
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Take heed of carnal lusts; these stand between God and the soul and resist the Holy Spirit
(Galatians 5:17)551 and fight against the soul. “Beloved, I urge you as aliens and strangers to
abstain from fleshly lusts which wage war against the soul” (1 Peter 2:11 NASB). Water is as
consistent with fire, sickness with health, and death with life, as unmortified552 lusts [lusts not put
to death] are consistent with a heavenly spirit. You may just as safely live with thieves and
bloody murderers as allow fleshly lusts to linger near your hearts. Those that are allowed to
hover in the soul will devour your sacrifice 553 and, like water, quench the sacred fire. And, like
parasitic plants, unmortified lusts consume the nourishment of this Heaven-born spirit. When
Alexander asked Diogenes what he would desire from him, Diogenes asked him to move aside
from between him and the warm sun. Likewise, a soul that values a view of God will desire
nothing more than the removal of anything that stands between him and the warming sight of the
Heavenly Sun. Carnal lusts are like venomous breath;554 they soon attack and weaken the vital
organs of godliness. Never expect peace or a thriving spiritual seed (1 John 3:9) 555 until the
bondwoman and her son [lusts] are cast out (Genesis 21:10; Galatians 4:30).556 How quickly have
excellent dispositions been entirely lost and the candle of the Lord almost put out by those filthy
fumes that ascend from the deeps of unclean and unmortified affections. This worked such
changes in Israel; now they sang God’s praises, and then quickly forgot His works (Psalm
106:12).557 Those divine exultations could not last, and what was the cause? Why, it was
unmortified lusts that had dominion over them. “They soon forgot His works; They did not
wait for His counsel, But lusted exceedingly in the wilderness, And tested God in the desert.
And He gave them their request, But sent leanness into their soul” (Psalm 106:13–15
NKJV).558 Disobedience to God quickly brought the Jews from being conquerors to captives.
551

“For the flesh sets its desire against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh; for these are in
opposition to one another, so that you may not do the things that you please” (Galatians 5:17 NASB).
552
mortify: put to death. Mortification of sin, that is, putting sin to death, and the necessity of doing so, is a
major theme of Puritan writers based upon such Scriptures as: “For if you live according to the flesh you will
die, but if by the Spirit you put to death the deeds of the body, you will live” (Romans 8:13 ESV). And:
“Put to death therefore what is earthly in you: sexual immorality, impurity, passion, evil desire, and
covetousness, which is idolatry” (Colossians 3:5 ESV).
553
A reference to the Old Testament sacrificial system.
554
venomous breath: a possible reference to myth of the Lernaean Hydra, whose breath was poisonous enough
to kill people; the Hydra was slain by Herakles (Hercules).
555
“No one born of God makes a practice of sinning, for God’s seed abides in him, and he cannot keep on
sinning because he has been born of God” (1 John 3:9 ESV).
556
“Therefore she said to Abraham, ‘Cast out this bondwoman and her son; for the son of this
bondwoman shall not be heir with my son, namely with Isaac’” (Genesis 21:10 NKJV). “Nevertheless
what does the Scripture say? ‘Cast out the bondwoman and her son, for the son of the bondwoman shall
not be heir with the son of the freewoman’” (Galatians 4:30 NKJV).
557
“Then they believed His words; They sang His praise. They soon forgot His works; They did not wait
for His counsel, But lusted exceedingly in the wilderness, And tested God in the desert” (Psalm 106:12–14
NKJV).
558
This passage appears to refer to the event in Numbers 11:31 when the Israelites lusted for meat instead of
manna and God sent a large quantity of quails among them. Due to their rebellious and ungrateful hearts, God
struck the people with a great plague. The following event in Numbers 12 corresponds with the next event
mentioned in Psalm 106 (verse 16), the rebellion against Moses and Aaron, giving evidence of the correctness
of the cross reference. In Psalm 116:15, the Lord sent [ ָרז֣ ֹוןraw-zone´, thinness/leanness] [ ְּבinto/among] נַ ְפ ָ ֽׁשם
[root:  נֶ ֶפׁשneh´-fesh, life/soul] (English word order). Due to the clear reference to a plague in Numbers 11:33,
many translations render the Hebrew as wasting disease. But as may be seen above, leanness into their souls is
also possible, as rendered by the KJV and NKJV. This editor wishes to suggest that it is not impossible that
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They did not utilize their victories and drive the Canaanites out of the valleys as well as the
mountains (Judges 1:19–2:4). Likewise, this lack of mortification in believers is the reason that
their corruptions so often hinder their graces and make their best heavenly dispositions so shortlived and mutable. Said Samuel Rutherford: “Oh, cursed pleasures! Oh, damnable ease bought
with the loss of God!” Oh, Christian! Be as a physician who fortifies the spirits against malignant
vapors. Guard your spirit from those filthy and fleshly lusts if you will ever maintain a gracious
and heavenly spirit.
Beware of Admitting Earthly Things Too Near the Heart
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Have and Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Directions to Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Beware of Things That Weaken a Heavenly Spirit
Beware of Admitting Earthly Things Near Heart}
Also, earthly things admitted too near the heart prove the bane of a heavenly spirit. They
are like a stone tied to a bird’s leg that keeps it down when it attempts to fly. Worldly affections,
when they exceed their bounds, are like flood waters that overflow the banks; they carry off all
heavenly motions before them. Earthly things are the devil’s lure to professing Christians; they
drag down their lofty meditations when they are chasing the things above. It is as when the
fowler [bird catcher] lures down the high-soaring lark. The devil deals with earthly people as
naturalists say people do with bees; when they swarm and are flying away, people throw up dust
and they scatter again. Satan does likewise when a person’s thoughts are on heavenly things; he
throws in the dusty thoughts of this world to scatter heavenly thoughts. “For Demas, in love
with this present world, has deserted me and gone to Thessalonica. Crescens has gone to
Galatia, Titus to Dalmatia” (2 Timothy 4:10 ESV). Earthly things draw the heart away from
God, His work, and His concerns. How often do these interrupt, if not drive out, the most serious
thoughts of gracious souls. And, when they cannot, as a master, command, they will, as
neighbors, be coming in often and hinder the soul in its most weighty business if the door is not
locked against their unseasonable visits. Worldly lusts and ungodliness must be denied by those
who intend to live righteously, soberly, and godly in this present world (Titus 2:11–12). 559 Earthly
things are good servants, but bad masters. They are useful in their place, as fire in the hearth is
good, but fire in the thatch560 is dangerous. Unruly servants and untamed colts become useful
when trained and kept under government; such are earthly things. Worldly thoughts are as some
weeds that must often be trodden down or they will grow up and deposit their seed in our hearts.
Christian, have a special strong guard against the encroachments of your earthly affairs if you
want to ever obtain a thriving heavenly spirit.

God struck them with leanness of both body and soul.
559
“For the grace of God that brings salvation has appeared to all men, teaching us that, denying
ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should live soberly, righteously, and godly in the present age” (Titus
2:11–12 NKJV).
560
thatch: a reference to a (typically) straw-thatched roof.
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Beware of Grieving the Holy Spirit
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Have and Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Directions to Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Beware of Things That Weaken a Heavenly Spirit
Beware of Grieving the Holy Spirit}
Take heed also of grieving the Spirit of grace who maintains and comforts this heavenly
spirit. As the spring is to the streams, so is the Holy Spirit to this heavenly spirit in believers. He
feeds and supplies it from His own nature. Now, to grieve this Spirit is to provoke Him to
withhold His gracious communication, influence, and power to the soul. “And do not grieve the
Holy Spirit of God, by whom you were sealed for the day of redemption” (Ephesians 4:30
ESV). This implies that this Spirit of grace, when grieved, suspends His comforting, sealing
influences toward the souls of believers. This Scripture is taken from: “But they rebelled And
grieved His Holy Spirit; Therefore He turned Himself to become their enemy, He fought
against them” (Isaiah 63:10 NASB). They grieved His Spirit, as the word561 signifies, and this
broke that amicable accord between the Spirit and them, so that He became their enemy and cut
off all succor from them and even marched forth against them. And that which grieved the Spirit
of God was the abuse of His kindness: “In all their affliction He was afflicted, And the angel
of His presence saved them; In His love and in His mercy He redeemed them, And He lifted
them and carried them all the days of old” (Isaiah 63:9 NASB). Nothing more grieves the
Spirit of God than the abuse of His kindness and tender mercy to His people. When the Lord has
been showing heartfelt pity to souls with saving and redeeming mercy, has been widely pouring
out His love upon them, and has been bearing with and carrying them for a long time—and all
this is slighted and contemned and the soul takes no notice of all this grace, but still perseveres in
its evil course—this grieves the Spirit and causes Him to withhold His tender mercy and
enlivening influence from the soul, and it becomes weak as water and all its leaves wither even
in the spring (Ezekiel 17:19; Psalm 104:29). 562 An arm or leg atrophies when it can no longer
receive influences from the head, and a branch withers when it receives no sap from the root; so
it is with the soul when the Spirit ceases all His gracious communication, influence, and
empowerment. He does this when He is grieved by those He loves and for whom He labors. It is
not as if the Divine Holy Spirit could be capable of passions or be perturbed as are creatures. But
the Holy Spirit may be said to be grieved563 when gracious souls do that which is enough to
561

[ ִע ְּצבּוroot: aw-tsab´–meaning to displease, grieve, hurt.]
“Therefore thus says the Lord GOD: ‘As I live, surely My oath which he despised, and My covenant
which he broke, I will recompense on his own head’” (Ezekiel 17:19 NKJV). “You hide Your face, they
are dismayed; You take away their spirit, they expire And return to their dust” (Psalm 104:29 NASB).
563
All throughout Scripture, God expresses various emotions. This is not unreasonable since humans have
emotions and are made in God’s image. Yet there is clearly a difference: human emotions are all too frequently
sinful and uncontrolled. But God’s emotions are perfectly controlled, purposeful, holy, and as transcendent as
God Himself. And, just as human emotions are part of creaturely human nature, so God’s emotions are of
divine nature, and real divine emotions, not mere figures of speech. Now, God is immutable, that is,
unchangeable. But when He created this universe, and when He now interacts with this universe, there was and
is no change in God Himself. But Scripture clearly teaches that God is pleased or displeased by various human
actions, although God is immutable and His eternal self-sufficiency and glorious happiness is not at all
562
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grieve a human who tenderly cares for us and by all means seeks our eternal good. Now, two
things usually grieve such a person: injuries from a friend and the sufferings of a friend.
Unkindness from those we love usually strikes nearer our heart than any injuries from strangers
or enemies. We usually expect more regard from those we love and are thus more troubled by
disappointments. And such is the tenderness of the Spirit toward believers that lack of love or
injury from the believer is more abusive, and by its very nature, is entirely grieving. Again, we
usually grieve at the evils of those whom we love; such are the sins of believers: their sins are
injurious to themselves and enemies to their own souls. The Spirit of God sees gracious souls
resist Him and frustrate His work in them by their carnal affections, sensual passions, corrupt
communications, and fleshly lusts. Moreover, they also injure and endanger their own souls, lose
many mercies, and pull down upon themselves many afflictions and the fatherly displeasure of
God against them. This also grieves the [compassionate] Spirit to see. For all of this, the Holy
Spirit removes His presence and lessens His comforting, enlivening operations, thus, the person’s
spirit fails and becomes cold and weak to every heavenly action. Your work, Christian, is to be
tender to the Spirit, to take heed that you are not unkind to His Person, that you do not
undervalue His gracious influences and communications or resist His internal operations.
If you do not want to grieve the Holy Spirit and thus deprive yourself of His enlivening
influences on your spirit, then take heed of being unthankful for His kindnesses, of slighting His
counsels, and of unsuitable walking according to His rules and mercies.
That is the first thing to do if you want to keep up a heavenly spirit: beware of those
things that weaken your heavenly spirit.
Get All the Nourishment You Can to Strengthen Your Heavenly Spirit
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Have and Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Directions to Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Get All the Nourishment You Can to Strengthen It}
Second, if you want to maintain a heavenly spirit, get all the nourishment you can for it.
The body is nourished by food, and the emotional state by joy and contentment. Likewise, the
heavenly spirit is nourished by all the means and helps that God has appointed for the purpose.
“In pointing out these things to the brethren, you will be a good servant of Christ Jesus,
constantly nourished on the words of the faith and of the sound doctrine which you have
been following” (1 Timothy 4:6 NASB). The Word and ordinances are, to the inner man, like
food to the outward. They strengthen the spiritual part and maintain its vigor and activity.
“Timothy had imbibed the doctrine of the Gospel together with his milk,” said John Calvin, “and
had made continual progress in the same to that day, which did so greatly strengthen and nourish
him in his faith and graces.” The Word of God is suitable, sent, and commissioned to the service
changed. We can only humbly treat this as a holy mystery and not doubt the truthfulness of Scripture. This
editor therefore respectfully suggests that Ashwood’s statement: “But the Holy Spirit may be said to be
grieved…” [emphasis added], implying that the grieving of the Holy Spirit is somehow less than real, is not
true to Scripture.
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and advantage of your graces. It is the way by which the Lord Jesus maintains and increases
spiritual life and growth in the newborn soul. “Like newborn infants, long for the pure
spiritual milk, that by it you may grow up into salvation” (1 Peter 2:2 ESV). Attend all the
ordinances of God where they are purely and powerfully administered. Give yourself to reading
the Scriptures and whatever helpful things the Lord gives you for your instruction and
enlivening. “Until I come, devote yourself to the public reading of Scripture, to exhortation,
to teaching. Do not neglect the gift you have, which was given you by prophecy when the
council of elders laid their hands on you. Practice these things, immerse yourself in them,
so that all may see your progress” (1 Timothy 4:13–15 ESV). Devote yourself, that is, exercise
yourself with these continually and constantly, and with all your might. Do not let a day pass
without reading, meditation, and private prayer, so that the inner person may have all needed
supplies and everything appointed for its strengthening. Your bodies can better tolerate lack of
their usual food than your souls their daily [spiritual] bread. The lack of constant feeding and
sound digestion of spiritual provisions is one cause of that leanness of soul and spiritual
languishing that abounds everywhere today.
Spend Much Time in Communion with God
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Have and Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Directions to Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Spend Much Time in Communion with God}
Third, if you want to keep up a heavenly spirit, spend much time in communion with the
Father of Spirits. Fellowship with God puts a stamp of Heaven on the soul and leaves an impress
of the of the divine nature on it. “But we all, with unveiled face, beholding as in a mirror the
glory of the Lord, are being transformed into the same image from glory to glory, just as
from the Lord, the Spirit” (2 Corinthians 3:18 NASB). Views of God, though only through the
[unclear] glass of ordinances, make us like Him and transform the mind into His own likeness.
When Moses was taken up to be close to God, some of the radiance of God’s glory remained on
him and his face shone with it (Exodus 34:30). 564 When the Lord Jesus went on to a high
mountain apart [from the crowds] and had closer fellowship with Heaven, He was transfigured
and His face shone (Matthew 17:1–2).565 Nearness to God wonderfully warms and enlivens the
heart as sunlight does for the body. “For with You is the fountain of life; In Your light we see
light” (Psalm 36:9 NASB). The cause of spiritual life is union with God in Christ by faith.
Likewise, the health of spiritual life is maintained by communion with Him in the Spirit who
enlivens the soul as a spring supplies water to a container. God, in Himself, in His essence, is
life, and is the source of life to His people. Someone said, “You, Lord, are life by your essence,
and the source of life by communion. From you all life flows out and runs down unceasingly.” In
fellowship the Lord Jesus lets out Himself, Love, and Spirit, and this attracts the heart to God
and strengthens the soul’s attraction to Him. “Every act of fellowship with Christ here,” said Mr.
564

“So when Aaron and all the children of Israel saw Moses, behold, the skin of his face shone, and they
were afraid to come near him” (Exodus 34:30 NKJV).
565
“Now after six days Jesus took Peter, James, and John his brother, led them up on a high mountain by
themselves; and He was transfigured before them. His face shone like the sun, and His clothes became as
white as the light” (Matthew 17:1–2 NKJV).
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Reyner, “is a step Heavenward.” By fellowship with God, the heart is raised toward God, and
sweetly refreshed and strengthened with spiritual strength. “To live in fellowship with God,” said
Mr. Reyner, “is to live in the highest manner under Heaven, next to Heaven, even as if in a
corner of Heaven, and to live in the highest region of Christianity. It is the life of paradise, an
evangelical, even an angelical and celestial life. By comparison, most men and women are dead.”
Communion with God wonderfully nourishes the heavenly spirit and builds up the spiritual part
of believers. “Such,” said Reyner, “suck a honeycomb, eat fat things full of marrow, and drink
wine on the lees, well-refined, spiced wine.” Oh, Christian, press toward nearness to God in
ordinances and duties. Do not rest in even the highest privileges without spiritual conversation
with God in them and communication of His love and life through them.
Cherish Heavenly Influences from the Holy Spirit in Your Hearts
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Have and Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Directions to Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Cherish Heavenly Influences from the Holy Spirit}
Fourth, if you want to keep up a heavenly spirit, cherish heavenly impulses in your hearts
and be sensitive to all of the breathing of the Holy Spirit on you. It may be that the Lord comes
and brings to the heart some spiritual light or life in a sermon, a duty, or when alone, stirring up
your desires, warming your affections, making some offer of grace or help to your dull and
languishing soul. Take heed then that you do not slight or stifle these. That is one step to
quenching the Spirit and impeding His gracious assistance and vital operations on your soul. “Do
not quench the Spirit” (1 Thessalonians 5:19 ESV). One who wants to kindle a fire gathers up
every little [glowing] coal and makes the most of the least spark. Shavings of gold are [still]
gold, and the smallest breathing of the Spirit is to be highly prized. One who checks the first
motions of the Spirit may never meet with the second, and one who slights the least gifts of grace
may forever lack its larger portions. Oh, to what a height might grace come into your soul if
every stirring of it were put to work! God does not despise the day of your small things
(Zechariah 4:10).566 How unreasonable it is that you should overlook His! Christian, the Lord
Jesus nourishes and cherishes the least good that is in you (Ephesians 5:29). 567 Oh, be sensitive to
whatever communication comes from Him to you. This will abundantly help enlivening and
enlargement of the heavenly spirit.

566

“For who has despised the day of small things? But these seven will be glad when they see the plumb
line in the hand of Zerubbabel—these are the eyes of the LORD which range to and fro throughout the
earth” (Zechariah 4:10 NASB).
567
“For no one ever hated his own flesh, but nourishes and cherishes it, just as the Lord does the church”
(Ephesians 5:29 NKJV).
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Frequently Consider Heaven
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Have and Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Directions to Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Frequently Consider Heaven}
Fifth, if you want to keep up a heavenly spirit, frequently spend time considering Heaven;
this will make your spirit Heaven-oriented.568 It was this that made the apostles men of such
heavenly spirits; they often looked to the things above. “As we look not to the things that are
seen but to the things that are unseen. For the things that are seen are transient, but the
things that are unseen are eternal” (2 Corinthians 4:18 ESV). No affliction could discourage
them from acknowledging and professing Christ. Earthly comforts did not allure their desires and
delights away from Christ. That which so strongly guarded their hearts from either of these
dangers was a firm persuasion of a portion of future glory and diligently keeping their eyes on
this glory. Sighting carefully at this target wonderfully raises the heart toward it and puts a new
spirit and life into the soul. This strongly impels the soul in its attempts toward the enjoyment of
it. Frequent contemplation of Heaven does much to wean the heart from this earth. If you
remember that you are not of this world (John 15:19),569 you will admit earthly things only into
the court of the Temple, not into the heart, which is the holy of holies. Consider the worthies of
old listed in Hebrews 11; how contemptuously did they look on this world when they got sights
of Heaven! They counted themselves strangers and pilgrims on the earth, and were not mindful
of their former country, but went out, never to return. They sought a heavenly country, were
persuaded of those great and glorious things above, and embraced them. They laid hold of them
by faith and strove for them; it was their believing sights [by faith] of them that powerfully
worked on their spirits to seek these things above. “These all died in faith, not having received
the promises, but having seen them afar off were assured of them, embraced them and
confessed that they were strangers and pilgrims on the earth” (Hebrews 11:13 NKJV).
Canaan was merely a type of heavenly things. Pareus says that the promises refer to the heavenly
country that they alone desired. “Things nearest Heaven,” said one, “take least care of the earth.
The birds of the air neither plow nor sow.” The glory of the world seems little to one who spends
much time on believing views of Heaven. It is said of Fulgentius that when he beheld the
splendor and joy of Rome, the glory of the Roman nobility, and the triumphant pomp of King
Theodoric, that he was so far from being taken in by it, that it raised up his desire for heavenly
joys all the more, and he said, “How beautiful must the celestial Jerusalem be when terrestrial
Rome so glitters! If such honor be given to lovers of vanity, what glory will be imparted to the
saints, who are lovers and followers of truth!” Serious thoughts of Heaven will inflame our
568

The editor wishes to take the liberty to interject that we should also frequently consider Hell for at least three
reasons. First, the horror of Hell should drive us to Christ and thankful thoughts of Heaven. Second, Christ
Himself frequently spoke of both Heaven and Hell; He obviously thinks the subject of Hell worthy of
consideration. Third, Christ, in order to completely satisfy God’s justice, endured the equivalent of eternity in
Hell. We do not know exactly how, but we do know that perfect substitutionary atonement and satisfaction of
divine justice mandated it. This realization ought to engender in us great love, gratitude, trust, and obedience to
Christ.
569
“If you were of the world, the world would love its own. Yet because you are not of the world, but I
chose you out of the world, therefore the world hates you” (John 15:19 NKJV).
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desire after it. “For our citizenship is in heaven, from which we also eagerly wait for the
Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ, who will transform our lowly body that it may be conformed
to His glorious body, according to the working by which He is able even to subdue all
things to Himself” (Philippians 3:20–21 NKJV). We wait for, hope for, and expect Heaven to be
this blessed country (Hebrews 11:16),570 the breadth and length of which we now look into by
faith. If your thoughts are much on Heaven, your longing will be much for Heaven. I have read
of one who made a journey to Jerusalem; he thought he saw famous cities along his way and met
with many friendly entertainments, yet he would often say, “I must not stay here; this is not
Jerusalem.” If you meditate often about Heaven now, when you meet with the most desirable
comforts of this life, your heart will say, “This is not Heaven; my affections must not stay here.”
Allow time every day to visit the upper world and get your heart held in the places above. It is
there that are found the sweetest delicacies and most delightful views for your heart to visit and
refine your affections toward these pure and eternal things.
Assiduously Practice Heavenly Actions
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Have and Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Directions to Keep Up a Heavenly Spirit
Assiduously Practice Heavenly Actions}
Sixth, if you want to keep up a heavenly spirit, get much practice in heavenly actions.
People usually have the most skill in the things they do most often; this usually shows in their
spirits. Actions strengthen habits. People who are greatly engaged about earthly things are
earthly minded and their spirits are affected by the things they do most. Heavenly actions are like
this to gracious souls. They draw out and exercise their graces. Practice makes people able to do
their work and adapts their spirits to their work. The apostle makes this an evidence of strength
in grace, that such people exercise it much. “But solid food is for the mature, who because of
practice have their senses trained to discern good and evil” (Hebrews 5:14 NASB). The
greater your deep familiarity with holy things, the stronger will be the bent of your spirit to them,
the easier and more pleasant your Christianity will be, and the reluctance of your spirit to it will
be abated.571 “The way of the LORD is a stronghold to the blameless, but destruction to
evildoers” (Proverbs 10:29 ESV). The more you walk in the way of the Lord, the less weary you
will be, the more pleasure you will find in it, and the more inclined to it will be your spirit.
This is the first work in wisdom’s merchandise: to get and keep up a heavenly spirit.

570

“But as it is, they desire a better country, that is, a heavenly one. Therefore God is not ashamed to be
called their God; for He has prepared a city for them” (Hebrews 11:16 NASB).
571
In all sons and daughters of Adam there is a natural rebelliousness against God. This original sin not only
leads to sinful thoughts, words, and actions, but a reluctance to obey God and fully embrace our Lord Jesus
Christ without the least reservation in mind, soul, and heart. The struggle against this is lifelong. Were this
reluctance not there, we would never sin.
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Make Secure Your Portion of Heavenly Treasures
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Make Secure Your Portion of Heavenly Treasures}
Another part of your heavenly trade is to secure your portion in heavenly things. This is
part of people’s business in the world: to secure their investment in the things they have. They
mark their goods, brand their cattle, and write their names on the things they have so that their
ownership of them might be known. And, this is the great concern of wisdom’s merchants also:
to make good their claim to the things of Heaven and glory, and prove572 their ownership of them.
These are worth securing because they are things of infinite worth and eternal duration; other
things are not. Oh, what folly is it to strive for shadows and lose the substance. What folly to get
and secure houses, lands, and hereditary honors for your children—and lose your souls! This is
as one who complained when he was near death that he must burn in Hell forever; that he got an
estate for his son, but neglected his own soul. 573 “For what profit is it to a man if he gains the
whole world, and loses his own soul? Or what will a man give in exchange for his soul?”
(Matthew 16:26 NKJV). [This is] to make everything else sure and leave God, grace, and glory
to an uncertainty. As Cesare Borgia bewailed when too late, saying when he was near death, “I
have endeavored to secure myself against every danger but death, and having never thought of
death, must now die.” Eternal things will be seen as the greatest when people near death. Then a
portion in God, pardon, and salvation will be valued beyond ten thousand worlds. And is it not
worth making sure of this now?
And what can make up for the loss of that soul [person] who miscarries in everything and
has nothing left but the tormenting sense of what he has lost and the intolerable burden of what
he has gotten as the fruit of his folly, folly against which he was often cautioned? It is a dreadful
thing to have one’s hope of salvation disappointed. What if you should miss glory at last, and
your end should be to be cut off and have your portion with the hypocrites in that lake that burns
with fire and brimstone? There, the worm never dies and the fire is never quenched (Mark
9:48).574 How could you bear it if you think you will enter into the joy of the Lord, but in a
moment are thrust into the place of torment? And what if you dream of being carried up into
Abraham’s bosom where are eternal pleasures, but fall into the [wrathful] hands of God, who is a
consuming fire? This is fearful.

572

God does not need this proof, but we and others who care about us do.
If someone actually said this, that someone did not understand the gracious and precious Gospel of Jesus
Christ; no matter how evil one’s past, there is always forgiveness in Christ upon repentance and faith in Christ,
and this forgiveness covers all one’s sins, past, present, and future. Only at death is the door to Heaven firmly
shut and the trapdoor to Hell opened wide for the unrepentant.
574
“Where their worm does not die and the fire is not quenched” (Mark 9:48 ESV). Worm here refers to
some kind of creature in the body that will cause great pain. The precise identity of this creature (or creatures)
is not known and may not even be classified by modern zoologists as a worm or nematode. It may possibly
even be a creature unique to Hell. Matthew Henry suggests that the worm is the reproaches of conscience. Let
the reader not be deceived by the fact that most (but not all) modern cases of parasitic worms cause little
discomfort or are asymptomatic; Hell’s worms will be ferocious tormentors.
573
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And yet, this may be your case. Think how it is possible, indeed how easy it is, for people
to be deceived in lesser matters. Often those who have had the highest confidence in some future
blessing have been mistaken at last, and all their hopes have expired like a falling meteor and
come to nothing. “For what is the hope of the godless when God cuts him off, when God
takes away his life?” (Job 27:8 ESV). People may think they are something, yet be nothing
(Galatians 6:3).575 One may go with confidence to the Bridegroom’s doors and demand an
entrance as the foolish virgins did, but be rejected. “Afterward the other virgins came also,
saying, ‘Lord, Lord, open to us!’ But he answered and said, ‘Assuredly, I say to you, I do
not know you’” (Matthew 25:11–12 NKJV). Deceived people may seem to have some reason
for their claim, and produce evidence of their hope, yet be turned away as workers of iniquity.
“Many will say to Me in that day, ‘Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in Your name, cast
out demons in Your name, and done many wonders in Your name?’ And then I will declare
to them, ‘I never knew you; depart from Me, you who practice lawlessness!’” (Matthew
7:22–23 NKJV). The heart is deep and deceitful, who can know it (Jeremiah 17:9)? 576 None but
He Who searches the deep things of God can reach this bottom and bring to light the hidden
things in it. The work of grace is a secret full of mysteries that none can open and fully know it,
except the eternal Spirit Who formed it in the womb of a believer’s heart. Seeming grace has
such a close resemblance to saving grace that it puzzles the most curious and searching eye
unless it is enlightened with a beam from Heaven so as discern the difference. In addition, there
is the combination of:
• The slender measure of the Spirit that most people have attained to in this life.
• The subtle insinuations, false representations, and treacherous prevarications of that
bloody and irreconcilable enemy of all mankind [the devil].
These conspire to put a cheat on the professing Christian and render his salvation exceedingly
doubtful.
And suppose your state should be safe. How perplexing and full of anxiety is it to have
the least suspicion of [spiritual] unsoundness and to have the life of your precious soul hang in
suspense and to be unresolved concerning that great case of whether you must live or die to all
eternity! Oh! How tormenting and heart-sinking this is! An awakened soul who cannot rest in
sin, nor yet hope in grace or any promise of Scripture so as to definitively determine his real
portion in God and things eternal is like a troubled sea that cannot rest. Musical instruments
cannot allay its disquiet, and no creature comforts can charm its heart into a peaceful composure.
Even people who are really saved, if they only suspect that their eternal welfare is not good and
think they read this handwriting on the wall: Mene, Mene, Tekel, and Parsin: you have been
weighed in the balances and found wanting (Daniel 5:25-27)577—nothing in all the world can be
a bandage broad enough to cover such a wound and no cordial [medicine] can cheer those hearts.
Until grace decides the controversy and assures those souls of an unquestionable title to the Heir
of All Things (Hebrews 1:1–2),578 and to the inheritance with the saints in light, they will remain
575

“For if anyone thinks he is something when he is nothing, he deceives himself” (Galatians 6:3 NASB).
“The heart is deceitful above all things, And desperately wicked; Who can know it?” (Jeremiah 17:9
NKJV).
577
“And this is the writing that was inscribed: Mene, Mene, Tekel, and Parsin. This is the interpretation
of the matter: Mene, God has numbered the days of your kingdom and brought it to an end; Tekel, you
have been weighed in the balances and found wanting” (Daniel 5:25–27 ESV).
578
“God, who at various times and in various ways spoke in time past to the fathers by the prophets, has
in these last days spoken to us by His Son, whom He has appointed heir of all things, through whom also
576
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miserable. And do you not thus have reason to be restless until your ownership of these glorious
treasures is authenticated? This is difficult, but possible and feasible to all who follow wisdom’s
counsel to obtain it. The eternal truth [Scripture] has opened a way to decide this question:
whether I have eternal life or not. Scripture has also laid down certain marks of a soul entitled to
things above. “These things I have written to you who believe in the name of the Son of
God, so that you may know that you have eternal life” (1 John 5:13 NASB). “He who has
the Son has the life; he who does not have the Son of God does not have the life” (1 John
5:12 NASB). “We know that no one who is born of God sins; 579 but He who was born of
God keeps him, and the evil one does not touch him. We know that we are of God, and that
the whole world lies in the power of the evil one. And we know that the Son of God has
come, and has given us understanding so that we may know Him who is true; and we are in
Him who is true, in His Son Jesus Christ. This is the true God and eternal life” (1 John
5:18–20 NASB). “We know that we have passed out of death into life, because we love the
brothers. Whoever does not love abides in death” (1 John 3:14 ESV).
The Lord has imposed upon all who profess hopes of glory these duties: to make their
calling and election sure (2 Peter 1:10), 580 to examine themselves whether they are in the faith (2
Corinthians 13:5),581 and to test their own work that they may have rejoicing in themselves
(Galatians 6:4).582 The Lord would not have imposed these duties if they were impossible. He has
also promised the Spirit to help them in this work, lead them into all truth, and bear witness that
they are the Lord’s (John 16:13; Romans 8:16).583 And, for this very reason, God exhorts them to
holiness that they might not impede the sealing work of the Spirit (Ephesians 4:30).584 And, when
one arrives at this certainty, God has ensured great consolation and advantage (1 Peter 1:8–11). 585
All of these Scriptures would mean nothing and indicate unrighteousness in the Spirit of truth if
evidence of the right to these heavenly things were not obtainable.
He made the worlds” (Hebrews 1:1–2 NKJV).
579
The context of Scripture as a whole (for example, 1 John 2:1) implies that this statement does not demand
moral perfection (a trait never true of any human but the God-man Jesus Christ) but refers to the unrepentant
practice of any sin. Yet, there is a warning here that must be taken seriously: a person who unrepentantly
cherishes any known sin, no matter how supposedly “small,” can have no assurance of salvation.
580
“Therefore, brethren, be all the more diligent to make certain about His calling and choosing you; for
as long as you practice these things, you will never stumble” (2 Peter 1:10 NASB).
581
“Examine yourselves, to see whether you are in the faith. Test yourselves. Or do you not realize this
about yourselves, that Jesus Christ is in you?—unless indeed you fail to meet the test!” (2 Corinthians
13:5 ESV).
582
“But let each one examine his own work, and then he will have rejoicing in himself alone, and not in
another” (Galatians 6:4 NKJV).
583
“But when He, the Spirit of truth, comes, He will guide you into all the truth; for He will not speak on
His own initiative, but whatever He hears, He will speak; and He will disclose to you what is to come”
(John 16:13 NASB). “The Spirit Himself bears witness with our spirit that we are children of God”
(Romans 8:16 NKJV).
584
“And do not grieve the Holy Spirit of God, by whom you were sealed for the day of redemption”
(Ephesians 4:30 ESV).
585
“Though you have not seen him, you love him. Though you do not now see him, you believe in him and
rejoice with joy that is inexpressible and filled with glory, obtaining the outcome of your faith, the
salvation of your souls. Concerning this salvation, the prophets who prophesied about the grace that was
to be yours searched and inquired carefully, inquiring what person or time the Spirit of Christ in them
was indicating when he predicted the sufferings of Christ and the subsequent glories” (1 Peter 1:8–11
ESV).
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How to Know That Heavenly Treasures Are Yours

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Make Secure Your Portion of Heavenly Treasures
How to Know That Heavenly Treasures Are Yours}
QUESTION: But how may I come to the knowledge of this desirable truth: that
heavenly treasures are surely mine and that I may have a valid claim to God, to Christ, and the
things of Heaven?
Answer 1: By Your Communion with the Heir of Heaven
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Make Secure Your Portion of Heavenly Treasures
How to Know That Heavenly Treasures Are Yours
Answer 1: By Your Communion with Heir of Heaven}
First, you may know that heavenly treasures are yours by your marital union with the
Heir of Heaven.
[Christians have a kind of marriage-relation to Christ only because they are members of
the invisible Church, Christ’s Bride. Individual believers, though united to Christ, are not
individually Christ’s spouses. The idea that individual believers are married directly to Christ
was a common Puritan error. However, the error does provide a useful illustration. Also, if you
have not read the subchapter Emotions: Goals or Indicators, now is a good time to do so. Ed.]586
All things in Heaven and earth are Christ’s; He is the heir of all things. “[God] has in
these last days spoken to us by His Son, whom He has appointed heir of all things, through
whom also He made the worlds” (Hebrews 1:2 NKJV). All things in Heaven and earth are His
586

From Ephesians 1:22–23; 5:23, 25, 32, and Revelation 19:6–9; 21:2, it is clear that individual believers are
members of the one Bride of Christ, that is, the invisible Church; they are not themselves spouses of Christ
individually, but are part of the Bride, the invisible Church. This is further brought out by the description of
individual believers as parts of Christ’s body in 1 Corinthians 12:12–27. Ashwood’s language here is
unfortunate; Christ is not a polygamist and male believers are not in a sodomitic union with Christ. For an
individual Christian to think of himself or herself as being directly and individually married to the transcendent
Christ is to think of oneself way too highly, to say the least. Ashwood was not alone among writers of the era
in missing this distinction and the error continues into the present. The Puritans interpreted the Song of
Solomon directly in terms of Christ and the Church, whereas scholars have since come to realize that it speaks
primarily of human marriage. However, since human marriage is to reflect Christ’s love for His Church
(Ephesians 5:22–33), the Song of Solomon does so as well. The editor will continue to translate Ashwood’s
text without further commentary on this error, in large part because the error, taken rightly, can be a useful and
instructive illustration, analogy, or metaphor. The reader is cautioned that, in order to learn the full biblical
teaching concerning the relationship between our Lord Jesus Christ, His Church, and individual believers, one
must take into account all of the earthly analogies and teachings of Scripture, such as: master/slave, Heavenly
Father / adopted child, building / living stone, Good Shepherd / sheep, and so on.
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by donation, purchase, and inheritance, judicially conveyed to Him in the new covenant and
actually put into His hand at the finish of His meritorious work and victory over death. 587 “And
Jesus came up and spoke to them, saying, ‘All authority has been given to Me in heaven
and on earth’” (Matthew 28:18 NASB). The word for authority (εξουσια [ex-oo-see´-ah])
indicates lawful power, right, privilege, and authority; these were granted to the Lord Jesus and
He had all things put into His hands, and all creatures under His feet (Hebrews 2:7–8). 588 All
right to true riches is derived from Him through union (Romans 6:2–5) 589 with Him. “Whether
Paul or Apollos or Cephas or the world or life or death or the present or the future—all are
yours, and you are Christ’s, and Christ is God’s” (1 Corinthians 3:22–23 ESV). If you are
Christ’s, then all things are yours, and if you are not in Christ, nothing is yours. Your title is
founded on your marriage-relation to Him. “And if you belong to Christ, then you are
Abraham’s descendants, heirs according to promise” (Galatians 3:29 NASB). A title to the
these glorious treasures is conveyed in the new covenant, which covenant is confirmed in Christ.
It is made in Him and through Him to all who are His. He is the way; there is no getting these
treasures except by Him. He is the door; there is no entering into the treasures except through
Him. He is the treasury itself, in whom are all the riches of grace and fullness of pleasures and
satisfaction. You must have the treasury before you can have the treasures. You must have the
well itself before you can get the water. He who has the Son has life (1 John 5:12); 590 he has [the
gift of] Him by way of possession, as an owner and proprietor. 591 If you have Christ, you have all
that is His. His person and that which He purchased for believers go together. Rebekah had to
consent to go and marry Isaac before she could partake of that substance and wealth that was his
(Genesis 24:58).592 This new covenant that grants a soul a portion in the Lord Jesus and His
unsearchable riches is a marriage covenant. “And I will betroth you to me forever. I will
betroth you to me in righteousness and in justice, in steadfast love and in mercy. I will
betroth you to me in faithfulness. And you shall know the LORD” (Hosea 2:19–20 ESV).593
587

As the Second Person of the Trinity, Christ already, as God, owned all things, if nothing else, because all
things were created through our Lord Jesus. But at Christ’s resurrection, all became His as man as well.
588
“‘You have made him a little lower than the angels; You have crowned him with glory and honor, And set
him over the works of Your hands. You have put all things in subjection under his feet.’ For in that He put
all in subjection under him, He left nothing that is not put under him. But now we do not yet see all
things put under him” (Hebrews 2:7–8 NKJV).
589
“May it never be! How shall we who died to sin still live in it? Or do you not know that all of us who
have been baptized into Christ Jesus have been baptized into His death? Therefore we have been buried
with Him through baptism into death, so that as Christ was raised from the dead through the glory of
the Father, so we too might walk in newness of life. For if we have become united with Him in the
likeness of His death, certainly we shall also be in the likeness of His resurrection” (Romans 6:2–5
NASB).
590
“He who has the Son has life; he who does not have the Son of God does not have life” (1 John 5:12
NKJV).
591
By no means does this statement imply even the least loss of the Creator-creature distinction and relationship
or of the supreme sovereignty and authority of Christ. Rather, it is based on Christ’s awesomely gracious gift
of Himself to all believers: “I have been crucified with Christ. It is no longer I who live, but Christ who
lives in me. And the life I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave
himself for me” (Galatians 2:20 ESV). The phrase as an owner and proprietor simply means that the gift is
truly given to believers; a gift normally becomes the property of the recipient.
592
“Then they called Rebekah and said to her, ‘Will you go with this man?’ And she said, ‘I will go’”
(Genesis 24:58 NASB).
593
In the Hebrew in this passage, the second person pronouns (“you”) are feminine singular in number. The
verb know is of a form that implies you will and is also singular in number. Thus, God is speaking to Israel, the
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“‘Then I passed by you and saw you, and behold, you were at the time for love; so I spread
My skirt over you and covered your nakedness. I also swore to you and entered into a
covenant with you so that you became Mine,’ declares the Lord GOD” (Ezekiel 16:8
NASB).594 This was a marriage covenant. “‘Return, O faithless sons,’ declares the LORD; ‘For
I am a master to you, And I will take you one from a city and two from a family, And I will
bring you to Zion’” (Jeremiah 3:14 NASB).595 If you want to prove your title to heavenly
treasures, test your marriage union to the Lord Jesus, the Heir of Heaven. Not every relationship
with Christ is a marriage union with Him. There is a general relation to Him, as dead branches on
a tree: “I am the true vine, and My Father is the vinedresser. Every branch in Me that does
not bear fruit, He takes away; and every branch that bears fruit, He prunes it so that it may
bear more fruit. You are already clean because of the word which I have spoken to you.
Abide in Me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself unless it abides in the
vine, so neither can you unless you abide in Me. I am the vine, you are the branches; he
who abides in Me and I in him, he bears much fruit, for apart from Me you can do nothing.
If anyone does not abide in Me, he is thrown away as a branch and dries up; and they
gather them, and cast them into the fire and they are burned” (John 15:1–6 NASB). A
person may also be on [not in] Christ as a luxuriant branch of a parasitic plant on the tree. He or
she sucks the sap of privileges and gets some nourishment and comforts, but does not bring forth
fruit. It sprouts out of the stock as proud flesh 596 grows on a wound. Such people have no valid
union with the root or nourishment from the head. They butt in, consume resources, and pretend
to be children [of God], but are strangers. They do not go in by the door [Christ] to dwell with
God, but climb up some other way like a thief to steal (John 10:1). 597 They are as occasional
workers in Christ’s house that now and then do some service for Him and have some scraps and
favors, but are not abiding members of His household. They are like a plant that hangs on a wall
but is rooted in the earth.598
There is also a temporary relationship as a servant to a master where there is an
employee-employer relationship for a time. The servant comes into the household, enjoys
privileges and protection, does some service, is very useful for the family, and may even be
beloved as a servant. Such is the relation of some to Christ. But this vastly differs from that
union that entitles one to the person of the Lord Jesus and that which He purchased for His
primitive Church as a body, not as individuals.
594
In the Hebrew in this passage, the second person pronouns (“you”) are feminine singular in number; thus,
God is speaking to Israel, the primitive Church as a body, not as individuals.
595
Some translations put I am married to you instead of I am your master. The Hebrew  ּב ַ ָ֣עלְּתִ יhas as its root בעל
[baw-al´], meaning to possess, own, rule over, or marry. The Hebrew for Baal is ַּב עַל, whose root is also בעל.
The context is of God rebuking His people for gross idolatry, worshiping many false gods, including Baal
(Jeremiah 2:8). God is to be their master ( ּב ַ ָ֣עלְּתִ י, baal), not Baal or other false gods. In this verse, the second
person pronouns (“you”) are plural.
596
proud flesh: hypergranulation or overgranulation. This is a still-current medical term for a situation during
wound healing in which an excess of granulation tissue forms in a wound, typically above the surface, and
which greatly hampers healing of the wound. The interested reader should consult the medical literature. As
horses are especially prone to proud flesh in wounds, this topic would have been more familiar to Ashwood’s
readers than today.
597
“Truly, truly, I say to you, he who does not enter the sheepfold by the door but climbs in by another
way, that man is a thief and a robber” (John 10:1 ESV).
598
The idea is that the plant is near and seems attached to the wall, but it gets its nourishment from the earth, in
contrast to a branch of a vine that is nourished by the vine of Heaven.
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people. Such a temporary servant does everything for his own gain and is (likely secretly)
motivated by his own advantage in beginning his employment and in continuing it. He does not
do anything from a pure love of Christ, but for selfish reasons and advantages. His welfare is not
wrapped up in the welfare of the family, to stand or fall with it, to invest his being in the
prosperity of that house. He lives with the family and lives off his Lord, but for himself. He is
like a planet that moves with the sun, but has its own distinct motion and orbit. He is with the
family, but not of the family. His relationship is in name only, so it is only temporary; he does not
abide in the household forever (John 8:35).599 And, when he goes away, he carries off nothing but
his own; not a bit of the inheritance is his. He has fared well and had a great deal of reputation
and comfort for a time, but he goes as he came and is the same person he was.
There is also a concubine-relation to Christ; it gives the soul some use of His kindness,
but no right to His person. A concubine600 is one who is contented with the man’s bed, but has no
marital love to his person. She does not become part of her husband’s family and her children are
not considered legitimate. She is one who by either constraint or consent enters into an external
communion with another for his use and bed, but is never married to his person. She has not
chosen him for her husband, to become one flesh with him, delight in him, and to do all from
love for him. And, as she does not have the properties of a wife, so she does not have the
privileges of a wife: intimacy, being cherished, household authority, and maintenance. 601 This is
the kind of relationship that many have to Christ: they consent to have some enjoyment of Christ,
but are not in marital union with Him. He is not theirs by choice, but either out of necessity or for
advantage to enjoy their own pleasures by Him and receive some profit from Him. They never
saw an excellence in Him, and never gave Him their hearts. “You have captivated my heart,
my sister, my bride; you have captivated my heart with one glance of your eyes, with one
jewel of your necklace” (Song of Solomon 4:9 ESV). In this verse, the bride captivated the
groom’s heart. But Christ never captivated the hearts of these people, and they never consented
to all His proposals in order to be in union with Him. They never heartily gave up themselves to
Him, nor entered into covenant with Him and so became His. And, as they are strangers to
marriage union with Christ, so they are strangers to a spouse-like disposition. They do not have
the temper and way of life of a wife, so they do not have the resultant privileges. They are not
acquainted with His secrets, His heart, or that love of His that is reserved for believers. They
have no authority or rule, that is, they have no power over their corruptions, nor command of
their spirits and affections—but these ought to be in subjection to themselves. Grace does not
reign in them; sin and self does all in their souls. They were never enrolled in Christ’s household,
nor acknowledged by the Lord Jesus as ones in whom He delights. They do not have the
allowance and special provisions of the King’s bride and Lamb’s wife. And, as to those
599

“The slave does not remain in the house forever; the son does remain forever” (John 8:35 NASB).
concubine: in biblical times, a slave-wife. Generally, she is a woman who cohabits with a man, but is not
fully his wife; her children might not inherit from the father. Different cultures have had different laws and
traditions concerning concubinage. In biblical history, God has never sanctioned the practice, except in the
case of a slave girl who was reserved for full wifehood at maturity, but in this case, she was not called a
concubine. Although concubinage (and polygamy) were unsanctioned by God and He spoke through the
prophets only a little against these practices, Genesis 2:18–25; Matthew 9:1–12; Mark 10:1–12; 1 Corinthians
7:1–16; 1 Timothy 3:2, 12; and Titus 1:6 make it clear that God’s standard is for marriage to be between one
man and one free (non-slave) wife. Ephesians 5:25-33 explains that marriage is to reflect the relationship
between Christ and His bride, the Church.
601
Ashwood’s description of a concubine here suits his purposes of illustration.
600
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“children” [thoughts, words, and deeds] they seem to have by Jesus Christ, they are spurious and
illegitimate and never acknowledged by the Lord Jesus as the genuine fruit of His own Spirit
(Galatians 5:22–23).602 This is the case of those who have no marriage union with Christ; they
have no right to Him or His treasures. So test your relationship to Christ.
How Do I Know If I Am Married to Christ or Not?
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Make Secure Your Portion of Heavenly Treasures
How to Know That Heavenly Treasures Are Yours
Answer 1: By Your Communion with the Heir of Heaven
How Do I Know If I Am Married to Christ or Not?}
QUESTION: How may I know whether I am married to Christ or not?
ANSWER: There are five things that prove marriage to the Lord Jesus.
You Have a Special Acquaintance with Christ
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Make Secure Your Portion of Heavenly Treasures
How to Know That Heavenly Treasures Are Yours
Answer 1: By Your Communion with the Heir of Heaven
How Do I Know If I Am Married to Christ or Not?
You Have a Special Acquaintance with Christ}
First, if you are married to Christ, you have a special acquaintance with Christ. You know
Him in a way that unbelievers do not. The wife has more particular and distinct knowledge of her
husband than anyone else. Others may know something, even much of him, but nobody knows
him as well as his wife. She knows all his excellent traits and all his infirmities. More than
anyone else in the world, she has a taste of his love, experience of his sweetness, and intimate
conversation with him. So it is with the spouse of Christ; she dwells in His presence and lodges
in His arms. She sees Him inside the veil (Exodus 26:31–34), 603 inside those coverings that stand
between Him and the eyes of strangers, which veil conceals His loving personality from the
general public. He puts aside His glorious robe and shows her His bare chest and lays her hand
on His tender heart. She is often alone with Him in His inner room where he expresses intimacy

602

“But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness,
self-control; against such things there is no law” (Galatians 5:22–23 NASB).
603
“You shall make a veil woven of blue, purple, and scarlet thread, and fine woven linen. It shall be
woven with an artistic design of cherubim. You shall hang it upon the four pillars of acacia wood
overlaid with gold. Their hooks shall be gold, upon four sockets of silver. And you shall hang the veil
from the clasps. Then you shall bring the ark of the Testimony in there, behind the veil. The veil shall be
a divider for you between the holy place and the Most Holy. You shall put the mercy seat upon the ark of
the Testimony in the Most Holy” (Exodus 26:31–34 NKJV).
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with her, as Isaac did with Rebekah (Genesis 24:67). 604 There He reveals the secrets of His heart
and the greatest disclosures of His love. He tells her what thoughts He had of her from all
eternity; when He was in His Father’s kingdom, His heart was on her, and He thought the wait
too long before He came down to see her (Ephesians 1:4). 605 And no sooner did He see her lying
in her blood, though loathed by others, and thrown out [exposed] in the field, His heart burned
toward her.606 [When] it was the time of love, He told her that all the time of His hard labor in
the world for her seemed to be just a few days (Genesis 29:20). 607 The enormous weight of her
sins and the Father’s wrath on Him for her sake seemed to be as nothing for the love He bore to
her (Isaiah 53:12; Matthew 27:46; Hebrews 12:2). 608 In the words [of Scripture], He assures her
of His love, person, and kingdom. However He may seem due to His providences, His heart is
fixed on her and faithful to her. He swears that He will never, never leave her, but after a little
absence, will come and receive her to Himself and she will be with Him forever (Hebrews 13:5;
John 14:3).609 Thus, He clearly reveals Himself to her in a way in which He does not reveal
Himself to the world (John 14:16–17).610 For this reason, she becomes well acquainted with Him
and knows His voice by faith, being one of His sheep (John 10:27). 611 She can tell by experience
who and what her beloved is and how far better He is than others. There is never a soul that is
married to Christ that does not have memories of special discoveries of His love and of Himself
to that soul, and can tell some stories of what Christ once said and did for her. Such a soul can
tell what sight she had of Him and what gifts from Him.612 Such a soul can tell how, when he was
dead, Christ made him alive; when he was lost, Christ found him; when he was in prison, Christ
set him free. He washed him when in his blood and poured oil into his wounds, healed his
backsliding, and loved him freely. He can say, as Rebekah to her brother Laban: “When he saw
the ring and the bracelets on his sister’s wrists, and when he heard the words of Rebekah
his sister, saying, ‘This is what the man said to me,’ he went to the man; and behold, he was
604

“Then Isaac brought her into the tent of Sarah his mother and took Rebekah, and she became his wife,
and he loved her. So Isaac was comforted after his mother’s death” (Genesis 24:67 ESV).
605
“…just as He chose us in Him before the foundation of the world, that we should be holy and without
blame before Him in love” (Ephesians 1:4 NKJV).
606
See Ezekiel 16:1-14.
607
“So Jacob served seven years for Rachel and they seemed to him but a few days because of his love for
her” (Genesis 29:20 NASB).
608
“Therefore I will divide him a portion with the many, and he shall divide the spoil with the strong,
because he poured out his soul to death and was numbered with the transgressors; yet he bore the sin of
many, and makes intercession for the transgressors” (Isaiah 53:12 ESV). “And about the ninth hour
Jesus cried out with a loud voice, saying, ‘Eli, Eli, lema sabachthani?’ that is, ‘My God, my God, why
have you forsaken me?’” (Matthew 27:46 ESV). “…looking to Jesus, the founder and perfecter of our
faith, who for the joy that was set before him endured the cross, despising the shame, and is seated at the
right hand of the throne of God” (Hebrews 12:2 ESV).
609
“Let your conduct be without covetousness; be content with such things as you have. For He Himself
has said, ‘I will never leave you nor forsake you’” (Hebrews 13:5 NKJV). “And if I go and prepare a place
for you, I will come again and will take you to myself, that where I am you may be also” (John 14:3 ESV).
610
“And I will pray the Father, and He will give you another Helper, that He may abide with you forever
—the Spirit of truth, whom the world cannot receive, because it neither sees Him nor knows Him; but
you know Him, for He dwells with you and will be in you” (John 14:16–17 NKJV).
611
“My sheep hear My voice, and I know them, and they follow Me” (John 10:27 NKJV). It has been this
editor’s observation that, as soon as a person is converted, whatever their previous attitude toward and
understanding of the Holy Bible, they immediately embrace and believe it.
612
God reveals Himself to believers through the Scriptures with the help of the Holy Spirit, one’s conscience,
and by His creation and providence.
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standing by the camels at the spring” (Genesis 24:30 NASB). And, as Judah, he brings out the
signet, cord, and staff (Genesis 38:25).613 Like the man born blind, he tells how Christ opened his
eyes and what He said to him (John 9:11, 15, 17, 25–27). 614 By his sin and unbelief, a Christian
may lose sight of Him for a time and lose assurance of salvation. Yet, if the believer will rightly
consider Christ’s work in his life, he can perceive an acquaintance with Christ that no hypocrite
ever had.
Your Love for Christ
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Make Secure Your Portion of Heavenly Treasures
How to Know That Heavenly Treasures Are Yours
Answer 1: By Your Communion with the Heir of Heaven
How Do I Know If I Am Married to Christ or Not?
Your Love for Christ}
Second, another thing that will prove your marriage to Christ is your marital love for
Him. “Go and proclaim in the ears of Jerusalem, saying, ‘Thus says the LORD, “I remember
concerning you the devotion of your youth, The love of your betrothals, Your following
after Me in the wilderness, Through a land not sown”’” (Jeremiah 2:2 NASB). The Lord
convicts Israel of the great decay and change of Israel’s love from what it once was. There was a
time when their affections were strong toward God. When he called them out of Egypt, took
them from the iron furnace, and married them to Himself, then nothing was too hard for them.
They could follow God in a wilderness, where there was nothing but God alone to satisfy them.
There were minimal created things to allure them there in the wilderness, but they would do
anything for God; no difficulties could separate God and them. From where came this warmth of
affection? Why, it was their nearness to the God Who created them. The Lord took them into a
marriage covenant and carried them in His bosom. This inflamed their hearts toward Him. When
the Lord brings a soul into a marital state, He gives them marital love, and that is the greatest
love. “Oh, sweet!” said Rutherford, “is that sickness to be soul-sick for Him and a living death it
is to die in the fire of the love of that soul-lover, Jesus.” The apostle makes this an essential duty
of marriage: to have marital affection; the husband is to love his wife as his own flesh and the
wife to love her own husband as herself (Ephesians 5:28; Titus 2:4). 615 And the prophet reckons
613

“As she was being brought out, she sent word to her father-in-law, ‘By the man to whom these belong,
I am pregnant.’ And she said, ‘Please identify whose these are, the signet and the cord and the staff’”
(Genesis 38:25 ESV). Why did Ashwood use an analogy from a case of incest, a heinous sin? Perhaps in this
sense: that Tamar presented evidence of having been in a close relationship to Judah.
614 11
“ He answered, ‘The man called Jesus made mud and anointed my eyes and said to me, “Go to
Siloam and wash.” So I went and washed and received my sight.’ 15So the Pharisees again asked him how
he had received his sight. And he said to them, ‘He put mud on my eyes, and I washed, and I see.’ 17So
they said again to the blind man, ‘What do you say about him, since he has opened your eyes?’ He said,
‘He is a prophet.’ 25–27He answered, ‘Whether he is a sinner I do not know. One thing I do know, that
though I was blind, now I see.’ They said to him, ‘What did he do to you? How did he open your eyes?’
He answered them, ‘I have told you already, and you would not listen. Why do you want to hear it
again? Do you also want to become his disciples?’” (John 9:11, 15, 17, 25–27 ESV).
615
“So husbands ought also to love their own wives as their own bodies. He who loves his own wife loves
himself” (Ephesians 5:28 NASB). “…and so train the young women to love their husbands and children”
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this love to God as the certain fruit of their covenant relation to Him: “Also the sons of the
foreigner Who join themselves to the LORD, to serve Him, And to love the name of the
LORD, to be His servants—Everyone who keeps from defiling the Sabbath, And holds fast
My covenant—Even them I will bring to My holy mountain, And make them joyful in My
house of prayer. Their burnt offerings and their sacrifices Will be accepted on My altar;
For My house shall be called a house of prayer for all nations” (Isaiah 56:6–7 NKJV). As
soon as Paul accepted the Lord Jesus, it appeared in his supreme love to Him; he valued nothing
like Christ. “Yet indeed I also count all things loss for the excellence of the knowledge of
Christ Jesus my Lord, for whom I have suffered the loss of all things, and count them as
rubbish, that I may gain Christ and be found in Him, not having my own righteousness,
which is from the law, but that which is through faith in Christ, the righteousness which is
from God by faith; that I may know Him and the power of His resurrection, and the
fellowship of His sufferings, being conformed to His death” (Philippians 3:8–10 NKJV).
Marital love is a personal love; pure love to Christ is set on Christ Himself, for Himself, not for
His gifts that come from Him, but for His excellencies, love to His person, not merely for His
promised eternal reward.616 The source of our love for Him is His love for us. “We love Him
because He first loved us” (1 John 4:19 NKJV). True affection for the Lord Jesus is a gift that
comes from His own love for us, a coal kindled from His fire.
Marital love is also exclusive and particular, as well as personal love. So far as it is
marital, it is to Him, and none but Him. Or, if to others, it is for His sake. Marital love to Christ
is stronger than any other. If there is any person or thing that you love more than Christ, or
equally with Him, your love to Christ is not marital love, but as that of a whore. “He who loves
father or mother more than Me is not worthy of Me; and he who loves son or daughter
more than Me is not worthy of Me” (Matthew 10:37 NASB). “If anyone comes to Me, and
does not hate his own father and mother and wife and children and brothers and sisters,
yes, and even his own life, he cannot be My disciple” (Luke 14:26 NASB).617 True love for
Christ will let nothing in all the world share in that love that is to Christ, and will take none into
his bed but Christ; it is chaste love.
Again, one who has marital love for Christ, longs to be found in Christ, not [wrapped up]
in one’s own self. Such a person desires that Christ alone will be glorified and seen as excellent.
The person counts Christ as the only source of anything that is truly honorable in himself or
herself. This love wants to get as near to Christ as possible and never rests until it is in Him. “Yet
indeed I also count all things loss for the excellence of the knowledge of Christ Jesus my
Lord, for whom I have suffered the loss of all things, and count them as rubbish, that I may
gain Christ and be found in Him, not having my own righteousness, which is from the law,
but that which is through faith in Christ, the righteousness which is from God by faith”
(Philippians 3:8–9 NKJV). This love is also a kind of love that conforms to Christ. Love is
assimilating; it desires to be like its particular object. The affectionate wife confirms as much as
possible to her husband. So it is with the spouse of Christ: she desires that, in everything that
(Titus 2:4 ESV).
616
It is Christ Himself Who sets before us Heaven and Hell. To be motivated to accept and embrace Christ by
fear of Hell and hope of Heaven is thus not wrong or evil, but evidence of faith in God’s Holy Word. The
believer should seek to grow beyond this weaker and imperfect love to love for Christ as He is, for all He is.
617
The language of this verse is hyperbolic, similar to a steel mill worker calling boiling water cold due to
molten steel being very much hotter.
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may be imitated, she may resemble Him. It is her great trouble that she is not more like Him.
What would such a soul give if his heart were like Christ’s heart and he had such a spirit and life
as the Lord Jesus had on earth? He would want to be holy, just as Christ is holy and would be
satisfied with nothing less. It is true that no soul has the kind of Spirit that Christ had; it is too
proud, vain, carnal, quick-tempered, earthly, and selfish—and that troubles him. He can never
rest until he comes nearer to the pattern in Heaven and to a full likeness to his well-beloved
Jesus.
You Are Willing to Leave All for Christ
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Make Secure Your Portion of Heavenly Treasures
How to Know That Heavenly Treasures Are Yours
Answer 1: By Your Communion with the Heir of Heaven
How Do I Know If I Am Married to Christ or Not?
You Are Willing to Leave All for Christ}
Third, a soul married to Christ will leave all for Christ. That is the condition of marriage
between Christ and His Bride. “Listen, O daughter, Consider and incline your ear; Forget
your own people also, and your father’s house; So the King will greatly desire your beauty;
Because He is your Lord, worship Him” (Psalm 45:10–11 NKJV). This is as if He were to tell
you to weigh and consider the terms on which this match is to be concluded between Christ and
you. If you want to be His, you must leave everything else for Him. To the extent they hinder
your love to Christ, your communion with Him, or your duties to Him, you must forsake all other
lovers, friends, possessions, and comforts. When a woman becomes married, she leaves her
friends, father’s house, [possibly even] country, and everything, to go live with her husband.
Rebekah left her father, brother, friends, and country to go to Isaac. “And they called Rebekah
and said to her, ‘Will you go with this man?’ She said, ‘I will go’” (Genesis 24:58 ESV). The
one who cannot consent to part with all for Christ, really and with thoughtful consideration, has
not come up to the terms of the proposed marriage. The [nascent] covenant between Christ and
that soul never went far enough to come into effect. And, if it goes no further; if your soul cannot
agree to this: to part with all you have, your dearest comforts, and indeed, your very self for
Christ, your developing union with Christ will be broken off and you will remain separate from
Christ forever [unless you repent]. Oh, soul! Test your heart in this matter, for here is the critical
indicator. This is the most difficult of all Christ’s requirements for union with Him. It is the one
for which the soul is most reluctant: to let go of everything for Christ (Luke 14:27–33). 618
Christ’s person and His promised Heaven may be pleasing enough, but to now leave all for
Christ and go with Christ—this is the hard saying. 619 People want Christ and the world too,
Christ and friends too, Christ and reputation, peace, liberty, pleasure, and self too; and if Christ
618

“Whoever does not bear his own cross and come after me cannot be my disciple. For which of you,
desiring to build a tower, does not first sit down and count the cost, whether he has enough to complete
it? Otherwise, when he has laid a foundation and is not able to finish, all who see it begin to mock him,
saying, ‘This man began to build and was not able to finish.’ Or what king, going out to encounter
another king in war, will not sit down first and deliberate whether he is able with ten thousand to meet
him who comes against him with twenty thousand? And if not, while the other is yet a great way off, he
sends a delegation and asks for terms of peace. So therefore, any one of you who does not renounce all
that he has cannot be my disciple” (Luke 14:27–33 ESV).
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will not grant this, then they reject Christ. But if you have ever closed with Christ 620 and you are
His and He yours, you cannot consider anything too valuable to part with for Him or let go of at
His command. If Christ calls for estate, husband, wife, children, an Isaac (Genesis 22:2), 621 a
Benjamin (Genesis 43:14),622 a right eye, or a right hand (Matthew 5:29–30), 623 all must go, and
you must part with them freely and cheerfully, as Abraham did with Isaac. “So Abraham rose
early in the morning and saddled his donkey, and took two of his young men with him and
Isaac his son; and he split wood for the burnt offering, and arose and went to the place of
which God had told him” (Genesis 22:3 NASB). We must not be as Jacob when he parted with
Benjamin by constraint and grudgingly, saying, “If it must be so…” (Genesis 43:11).624 He was
almost starved before he would consent to part with Benjamin, and when he did, he let him go
last of all. He gave up some of the best fruits of the land, balm, honey, spices, myrrh, pistachio
nuts, and almonds, even double money—anything else first. And, at last, Benjamin was squeezed
out of him also. Many people must have their comforts wrenched out of their hands before they
will let them go, but this is not love to Christ. A soul married to Christ will say to Christ
something similar to what Mephibosheth said about his land to King David: “Mephibosheth
said to the king, ‘Let him even take it all, since my lord the king has come safely to his own
house’” (2 Samuel 19:30 NASB). So let God take all my estate, strength, liberty, and comforts
since the Lord Jesus has come home to my soul in peace. 625 Houses, lands, friends, reputation,
peace, and life may be dear, but Christ will be dearer if He and you are united. “All Bavaria,”
said George Carpenter, “is not so dear to me as my wife and children. Yet for Christ’s sake, I will
forsake them cheerfully.” “Do you think me such a fool,” said Ogvier to one who tempted him
with life and preferment, “that I should exchange eternal things for temporal?” “Loss of goods is
619

Dear reader, faith, trusting Christ and His promises, can be of enormous help here. “For I consider that the
sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be compared with the glory that is to be revealed to us”
(Romans 8:18 NASB).
620
closed with Christ: trusted in Christ, believed in Him, committed your life to Him without reservation,
unconditional surrender of yourself to Him—all to eternal life.
621
“He said, ‘Take now your son, your only son, whom you love, Isaac, and go to the land of Moriah, and
offer him there as a burnt offering on one of the mountains of which I will tell you’” (Genesis 22:2
NASB).
622
“And may God Almighty grant you compassion in the sight of the man, so that he will release to you
your other brother and Benjamin. And as for me, if I am bereaved of my children, I am bereaved”
(Genesis 43:14 NASB).
623
“If your right eye causes you to sin, tear it out and throw it away. For it is better that you lose one of
your members than that your whole body be thrown into hell. And if your right hand causes you to sin,
cut it off and throw it away. For it is better that you lose one of your members than that your whole body
go into hell” (Matthew 5:29–30 ESV).
624
“And their father Israel said to them, ‘If it must be so, then do this: Take some of the best fruits of the
land in your vessels and carry down a present for the man—a little balm and a little honey, spices and
myrrh, pistachio nuts and almonds. Take double money in your hand, and take back in your hand the
money that was returned in the mouth of your sacks; perhaps it was an oversight. Take your brother
also, and arise, go back to the man. And may God Almighty give you mercy before the man, that he may
release your other brother and Benjamin. If I am bereaved, I am bereaved!’” (Genesis 43:11–14 NKJV).
625
“The earth is the LORD’s and the fullness thereof, the world and those who dwell therein” (Psalm 24:1
ESV). “For you were bought with a price. So glorify God in your body” (1 Corinthians 6:20 ESV). In light
of these and other Scriptures, all we are and “own” belongs to God; we thus own nothing, but are stewards
(managers or keepers) of ourselves and all that the Lord has put into our hands. This implies a necessary
willingness to let God determine what He gives into our care and takes out of our care, and a need to care well
for what is in our charge, all for His glory.
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great [loss],” said Hooper, “but loss of God’s grace and favor is greater.” Love is never
accurately seen until it comes to parting. Oh, the tugging, holding on, schemes, and long, hard
thinking that occurs before people will part with what they dearly love. “Now it will appear,”
said Philpot, “what we love best for, to that which we love, we will cling.” If Christ has most of
your hearts, you will let everything fall out of your hands to hold Christ tightly. “I have,” said M.
Bale, “exiled myself forever from my own native country, kindred, friends, and acquaintances—
the great delights of this life—and am well contented for the sake of Christ.
You Cling to Christ and Are Supported by Him
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Make Secure Your Portion of Heavenly Treasures
How to Know That Heavenly Treasures Are Yours
Answer 1: By Your Communion with the Heir of Heaven
How Do I Know If I Am Married to Christ or Not?
You Cling to Christ and Are Supported by Him}
Fourth, a soul married to Christ clings to and is supported by Christ. The wife casts
herself on her husband’s love and care for her supplies and is supported by his allowance for all
her provisions.626 It is suspicious for a married woman to be maintained by strangers and to be
supported by other men for what she needs. It is the husband’s duty to provide for his own and to
nourish and cherish his wife as the Lord does the Church (Ephesians 5:25). 627 And, it is the wife’s
duty to go to him and rely on his faithfulness for her needs (Titus 2:4–6). 628 So it is with the soul
that has espoused Christ; it is to be supported by Christ for all it needs. Those who truly take
Christ take Him for their all, not merely for better or worse, or for richer or poorer as women
take their earthly husbands. But they take Christ for their only and sufficient portion at all times
and in all conditions because Christ is always the best of all and always exceedingly rich and full
of unsearchable treasures. “‘The LORD is my portion,’ says my soul, ‘Therefore I have hope
in Him’” (Lamentations 3:24 NASB). “Lord,” said Paulinus when his city, gold, and silver were
taken away, “let not the loss of these things trouble me, for you are all and more than all these to
me.” Christ is the believer’s all here on earth, and God is his all in all in Heaven. “For in him all
the fullness of God was pleased to dwell” (Colossians 1:19 ESV). “‘You have put all things in
subjection under his feet.’ For in that He put all in subjection under him, He left nothing
that is not put under him. But now we do not yet see all things put under him” (Hebrews 2:8
NKJV). And this is for the supply, comfort, and blessedness of those who are His. “And He put
all things under His feet, and gave Him to be head over all things to the church, which is His
body, the fullness of Him who fills all in all” (Ephesians 1:22–23 NKJV). As Mediator,
whatever Christ has is the Church’s for her use and profit. If people have plenty of liquors, they
fill their vessels with them. If they have much riches, they put them in their treasury. Likewise,
Christ disposes of His fullness for His Church’s good. Hence, the spouse of Christ comes from
626

In Ashwood’s time, very few married women worked outside the home.
“Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ also loved the church and gave Himself for her” (Ephesians
5:25 NKJV).
628
“…that they admonish the young women to love their husbands, to love their children, to be discreet,
chaste, homemakers, good, obedient to their own husbands, that the word of God may not be
blasphemed. Likewise, exhort the young men to be sober-minded” (Titus 2:4–6 NKJV).
627
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the wilderness leaning on her beloved (Song of Solomon 8:5), 629 and dares venture her all on the
love and sufficiency of her loving and lovely Lord. She fails [sins] often, but she is supported by
Him for righteousness. She has many weaknesses, but she goes to Christ for strength. “He shall
say, ‘Surely in the LORD I have righteousness and strength. To Him men shall come, And all
shall be ashamed Who are incensed against Him’” (Isaiah 45:24 NKJV). She is aware of
many needs, but casts herself on the promise: “And my God will supply all your needs
according to His riches in glory in Christ Jesus” (Philippians 4:19 NASB). Her backslidings,
temptations, dangers, troubles, and fears are many, but she depends upon the Lord Jesus, Whom
she has chosen for her only friend in Heaven and earth. There she lays herself down in His
bosom when wearied with difficulties and doubts and trusts herself in His faithfulness for all she
has need of, for life, godliness, grace, and glory.
You Have Fruitfulness in Christ
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Make Secure Your Portion of Heavenly Treasures
How to Know That Heavenly Treasures Are Yours
Answer 1: By Your Communion with the Heir of Heaven
How Do I Know If I Am Married to Christ or Not?
You Have Fruitfulness in Christ}
Fifth, fruitfulness for and in Christ proves marriage to Christ. Hence the spouse is
described by metaphors that express fruitfulness. One example is of a garden, not a wilderness,
but even by that kind of garden that is usually the most fruitful, a well-watered garden from
which the spices flow out. This is the believer in whom the graces of the Spirit are more effectual
and abundant, and souls become more fruitful in clearly seen holiness! “Your shoots are an
orchard of pomegranates with all choicest fruits, henna with nard, saffron, calamus, and
cinnamon, with all trees of frankincense, myrrh and aloes, with all choice spices” (Song of
Solomon 4:13–14 ESV). All the choice spices signifies the preciousness, variety, and abundance
of grace and holiness in those who are savingly united to the Lord Jesus. Another example is a
flock of sheep. “Your teeth are like a flock of shorn sheep Which have come up from the
washing, Every one of which bears twins, And none is barren among them” (Song of
Solomon 4:2 NKJV). Other examples of such metaphors are those that use the palm tree, the
cedar, the vine, the fig tree, and the green olive, plants famous for flourishing growth, clusters of
fruit, and constant fruitfulness. It is said of the fig tree that it bears fruit all year long, and in
many places, people always find green figs on it. 630 This kind of imagery shows how the spouse
of Christ is fruitful and flourishing as opposed to the world and hypocrites. “So every good tree
bears good fruit, but the bad tree bears bad fruit” (Matthew 7:17 NASB). “Whoever is
wicked covets the spoil of evildoers, but the root of the righteous bears fruit” (Proverbs
12:12 ESV). Wherever the grace of God is truly received, it brings forth fruit (Colossians 1:3–
6).631 As sin brings forth fruit leading to death, so grace brings forth fruit leading to life (Romans
629

“Who is that coming up from the wilderness, leaning on her beloved? Under the apple tree I awakened
you. There your mother was in labor with you; there she who bore you was in labor” (Song of Solomon
8:5 ESV).
630
In the Holy Land, figs may be picked nine or ten months of the year.
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6:22).632 As soon as the Lord Jesus espouses a soul, He heals it of its barrenness. “He grants the
barren woman a home, Like a joyful mother of children. Praise the LORD!” (Psalm 113:9
NKJV). “Every branch in me that does not bear fruit he takes away, and every branch that
does bear fruit he prunes, that it may bear more fruit” (John 15:2 ESV). A barren Christian is
a monster in religion and not a living member of Christ’s body. There are, indeed, winter seasons
when fruit may not appear, but even then life is in the seed and sap in preparation for the fruit,
which appears in season. But to always be without the fruit of the Spirit—love, joy, peace,
longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance (Galatians 5:22–23)633—is a
sign of a person who never had marriage union and intimate communion with Jesus Christ. This
state is a certain mark of a fruitless fig tree that is in danger of being cut down and the mark of
that ground that is cursed and ready to be burned (Luke 13:7–9; Hebrews 6:8). 634 Souls, test your
condition; it is for your lives since all you are and have depends on your marriage union with
Christ. Have you never had any special acquaintance with Christ? Have you no marital love to
Christ? Are you unable to consent to leave all [everything] for Christ? Do you usually live and
rely on other things for life and salvation, but not Christ? Have you always been barren souls that
never brought forth the fruit of the Spirit to God? If so, then you were never married to Christ,
nor have any title to heavenly treasures.
Answer 2: You Naturally Love Heavenly Treasures
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Make Secure Your Portion of Heavenly Treasures
How to Know That Heavenly Treasures Are Yours
Answer 2: You Naturally Love Heavenly Treasures}
You may know that heavenly treasures are yours by the naturalness and supremacy of
your love of them. “For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also” (Matthew 6:21
NKJV). If heavenly things are yours, your heart is there. But worldly people have set their hearts
on the world.635 Their hearts are just copies of the world. Similarly, heavenly souls have heaven
631

“We give thanks to God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, praying always for you, since we heard
of your faith in Christ Jesus and the love which you have for all the saints; because of the hope laid up
for you in heaven, of which you previously heard in the word of truth, the gospel which has come to you,
just as in all the world also it is constantly bearing fruit and increasing, even as it has been doing in you
also since the day you heard of it and understood the grace of God in truth” (Colossians 1:3–6 NASB).
632
“But now that you have been set free from sin and have become slaves of God, the fruit you get leads
to sanctification and its end, eternal life” (Romans 6:22 ESV).
633
“But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness,
self-control; against such things there is no law” (Galatians 5:22–23 NASB).
634
“And he said to the vineyard-keeper, ‘Behold, for three years I have come looking for fruit on this fig
tree without finding any. Cut it down! Why does it even use up the ground?’ And he answered and said
to him, ‘Let it alone, sir, for this year too, until I dig around it and put in fertilizer; and if it bears fruit
next year, fine; but if not, cut it down’” (Luke 13:7–9 NASB). “But if it yields thorns and thistles, it is
worthless and close to being cursed, and it ends up being burned” (Hebrews 6:8 NASB).
635
Ashwood references and quotes part of Ecclesiastes 3:11. This verse has: “He has made everything
beautiful in its time. Also He has put eternity in their hearts, except that no one can find out the work
that God does from beginning to end” (Ecclesiastes 3:11 NKJV, emphasis added). The NKJV and most
modern translations translate [ ע ָֹלםo-lawm´] as eternity, but it may also be translated world, as does the KJV.
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set in their hearts, which are copies of heaven. Everything has a natural love for its own, so the
world will love its own (John 15:19). 636 “For no one ever hated his own flesh, but nourishes
and cherishes it, just as the Lord does the church” (Ephesians 5:29 NKJV). Consider what
affection brute animals have for their young and how they will venture their lives to defend and
preserve their young. There is a story about when the town of Delph in the Low Countries was
on fire. The storks saw the fire get near the nests and they tried to carry away their young, but
could not. So they fluttered over them and shielded them from the fire with their wings until all
perished together. Natural affection is strongly for its own and its natural offspring; gracious
affections should be even stronger for gracious concerns. David said, “Oh, how I love Your law!
It is my meditation all the day” (Psalm 119:97 NKJV). From whence came this affection? It
came from his valuing those great and lovely truths. “Your testimonies I have taken as a
heritage forever, For they are the rejoicing of my heart” (Psalm 119:111 NKJV). Souls that
are risen with Christ and born [again] to the inheritance above will set their affections on the
things above (Colossians 3:1–2).637 Christian, where is your heart, in Heaven or earth? What
things are dearest to you and sweetest to your taste? Can you prize the light of God’s
countenance better than life? Would you rather be a doorkeeper in God’s house than dwell in the
pavilions [fancy large tents] of this world (Psalm 84:10).638 Is a little of Heaven better than a
great deal of earth? Can your heart be content to sustain any loss in the world to enjoy God in
His ordinances and be enriched with spiritual blessings in heavenly places? Then heavenly things
are yours.
Answer 3: You Care for and Pursue Heavenly Treasures
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade …
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Make Secure Your Portion of Heavenly Treasures
How to Know That Heavenly Treasures Are Yours
Answer 3: You Care for and Pursue Heavenly Treasures}
Third, if heavenly treasures are yours, it will be shown by your heart’s care for them and
vigorous pursuit of them. Consider how full of care people are concerning their own interests, to
keep them safe and increase them. “For they all seek their own interests, not those of Jesus
Christ” (Philippians 2:21 ESV). If the things of Heaven are yours, your greatest care will be to
get and keep them.639 When Kish thought his son, Saul, was lost, he quit caring for the donkeys
and was anxious and sorrowful for Saul, saying, “What will I do about my son?” (1 Samuel
10:2)640 Christian, if heavenly things are yours, they will be closer to your heart than all the
636

“If you were of the world, the world would love you as its own; but because you are not of the world,
but I chose you out of the world, therefore the world hates you” (John 15:19 ESV).
637
“Therefore if you have been raised up with Christ, keep seeking the things above, where Christ is,
seated at the right hand of God. Set your mind on the things above, not on the things that are on earth”
(Colossians 3:1–2 NASB).
638
“For a day in your courts is better than a thousand elsewhere. I would rather be a doorkeeper in the
house of my God than dwell in the tents of wickedness” (Psalm 84:10 ESV).
639
And an ever greater care will be to glorify and love God.
640
“When you go from me today, then you will find two men close to Rachel’s tomb in the territory of
Benjamin at Zelzah; and they will say to you, ‘The donkeys which you went to look for have been found.
Now behold, your father has ceased to be concerned about the donkeys and is anxious for you, saying,
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world. In addition, the sense or fear of losing heavenly things will be more troubling to you than
any or all worldly losses. The world, relatives, and creature comforts will be forgotten when you
strongly suspect that your heavenly portion is in danger. You will do more and part with more to
get Heaven, than you would for anything of the world or the dearest comforts of it. Many people
will pretend desire for heaven, as the young man in the Gospel (Mark 10:21–22), 641 but Christ
will say to them as to His hearers, “And if you greet your brethren only, what do you do more
than others? Do not even the tax collectors do so?” (Matthew 5:47 NKJV). Soul, you want to
have Christ here and Heaven hereafter, but what do you do to obtain them? What do you do that
is more than those do who are hypocrites, or more than those who profess Christ, but whose
whole portion is in this life? Can you leave the world for God? Can you deny yourself to please
Christ? Can you part with your right eye and right hand? Can you throw away your idols of gold
and silver, the world, and fleshly lusts? Can you honor God with your time, strength, and
substance? Can you let your plow stand still to follow God’s plow? Can you refuse to be stopped
by any pains or hardships in order to enjoy the least spiritual good? If so, then heavenly things
are yours.
Answer 4: Your Spirit Is Suited to Heavenly Treasures
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Make Secure Your Portion of Heavenly Treasures
How to Know That Heavenly Treasures Are Yours
Answer 4: Your Spirit Is Suited to Heavenly Treasures}
Fourth, you may know that heavenly treasures are yours when your hearts and spirits are
suited to them, when the Lord has suffused a heavenly influence into your hearts, inlaid your
spirits with heavenliness, and given you a mind that reflects heavenly things as a mirror reflects
an image of a face. When God intends people for Heaven, He makes them [progressively more]
fit for Heaven during their time on earth.642 Where He gives a title to mercy, He gives the ability
to receive it. When God grants a promise of the riches of glory, He makes that soul a vessel fit
for glory. People do not purchase pearls for pigs to wear or build schools for animals. God did
not make the sky for fish or the sea for land animals, but He has suited every creature for its
habitat. Those whom He has adopted are His new creatures also (Ephesians 2:10). 643 When God
destines them for a blessed end, He give them a nature suitable to that end and gives them a
disposition to move toward that end. Those who are set apart for Heaven in the hereafter bear the
image of their Heavenly Father while on earth (1 Corinthians 15:49). 644 There is a stamp of glory
on the heirs of glory, even though it may be so covered with dirt and worn out with the rust of
corruption that it cannot always be easily seen. “And He said to them, ‘Whose likeness and
“What shall I do about my son?”’” (1 Samuel 10:2 NASB).
641
“And Jesus, looking at him, loved him, and said to him, ‘You lack one thing: go, sell all that you have
and give to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven; and come, follow me.’ Disheartened by the
saying, he went away sorrowful, for he had great possessions” (Mark 10:21–22 ESV).
642
This is the process of sanctification, a process that starts at conversion and is never complete in this life.
643
“For we are His workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared
beforehand so that we would walk in them” (Ephesians 2:10 NASB).
644
“Just as we have borne the image of the earthy, we will also bear the image of the heavenly” (1
Corinthians 15:49 NASB).
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inscription is this?’” (Matthew 22:20 NASB). Caesar’s coins have Caesar’s stamp, and the
children of Heaven have their Father’s mark on their foreheads (Revelation 14:1). 645 If Christ’s
treasures are yours, you are a treasury of Christ; although you are clay pots, you are His
treasures, vessels and money bags that do not wear out (Luke 12:33).646 Do you hope for spiritual
blessings? Of what kind of spirit are you? Do you enjoy heavenly things? What things best suit
and please your spirit, the things of Heaven or the things of the world? Grace or goods?
Righteousness or riches? Spiritual things or carnal things? What goes down easiest, or when
down, sits easiest in your stomach? The heirs of Heaven do not conform to this world, but are
being transformed into a spirit of Heaven, and their minds are being renewed to their new
condition, blessedness, and glory (Romans 12:2).647
That is a second thing in which this heavenly trade lies: making sure of your portion of
heavenly things and making it secure.

Work to Obtain Heavenly Treasures
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Work to Obtain Heavenly Treasures}
Another part of the heavenly trade is to bring in heavenly goods. [After this motivational
subchapter, Ashwood will give us much practical instruction in the next subchapter that will
answer the question, “Well, how do I do this?” Ed.] A great part of a trader’s business is to
furnish themselves with wares suited to their employment and to their advantage. The craftsman
needs raw materials and the merchant needs salable goods that can be sold at a profit. Likewise,
wisdom’s merchants must obtain stores of wisdom’s wares so that they may be able to pursue her
trade. But there is a difference: earthly wares are either the product of people’s industry and labor
or have been purchased with money and treasure. But heavenly goods are not obtained this way
and are not in proportion either to people’s labor or money invested. Indeed we must labor for
heavenly bread, but when all is done, the Son of Man gives it to us (John 6:27). 648 Salvation must
be worked out as if it were at our fingertips, yet this very will and labor is God’s work in us. “So
then, my beloved, just as you have always obeyed, not as in my presence only, but now
much more in my absence, work out your salvation with fear and trembling; for it is God
who is at work in you, both to will and to work for His good pleasure” (Philippians 2:12–13
NASB). A corpse cannot obtain life by itself. In the same way, no creature has the ability to
embrace the Gospel until saving grace empowers the person to embrace its overtures (Ephesians
2:1).649 “You did not choose Me but I chose you, and appointed you that you would go and
645

“Then I looked, and behold, on Mount Zion stood the Lamb, and with him 144,000 who had his name
and his Father’s name written on their foreheads” (Revelation 14:1 ESV).
646
“Sell your possessions and give to charity; make yourselves money belts which do not wear out, an
unfailing treasure in heaven, where no thief comes near nor moth destroys” (Luke 12:33 NASB).
Ashwood uses this verse as an illustration. The body wears out, but the soul is eternal.
647
“Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal of your mind, that by testing
you may discern what is the will of God, what is good and acceptable and perfect” (Romans 12:2 ESV).
648
“Do not labor for the food which perishes, but for the food which endures to everlasting life, which the
Son of Man will give you, because God the Father has set His seal on Him” (John 6:27 NKJV).
649
“And you were dead in your trespasses and sins” (Ephesians 2:1 NASB).
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bear fruit, and that your fruit would remain, so that whatever you ask of the Father in My
name He may give to you” (John 15:16 NASB). The soul’s choice of Christ is the effect of
Christ first choosing him; its love for God is the product of God first loving him (1 John 4:19). 650
Likewise, a soul’s fruitfulness is the effect of Christ’s design and remodeling of that soul to make
it fruitful. “No one can come to me unless the Father who sent me draws him. And I will
raise him up on the last day” (John 6:44 ESV). God does not merely persuade the will with
potent moral arguments, but He repairs the malfunctioning will itself; thus repaired, the will is
inclined and disposed to come to and choose Christ by the irresistible operation of the Holy
Spirit.651 “So then it depends not on human will or exertion, but on God, who has mercy”
(Romans 9:16 ESV). At salvation, Christ gives Himself to the thirsty soul, along with grace,
righteousness, and holiness through Himself (Revelation 20:6).652 Christ also bestows the
inclination and power to receive these freely bestowed gifts. “For to you it has been granted
for Christ’s sake, not only to believe in Him, but also to suffer for His sake” (Philippians
1:29 NASB). Faith itself, which is the power and will to believe, is the gift of God (Ephesians
2:8–9)653 and is not given to every person alike. “And that we may be delivered from wicked
and evil men. For not all have faith” (2 Thessalonians 3:2 ESV). Those who do not have faith
lack it because the Father was not pleased to effectually bestow it. “But to this day the LORD
has not given you a heart to understand or eyes to see or ears to hear” (Deuteronomy 29:4
ESV). “For who makes you differ from another? And what do you have that you did not
receive? Now if you did indeed receive it, why do you boast as if you had not received it?” (1
Corinthians 4:7 NKJV). If the differences between one person and another with respect to how
well they use their grace were due to their own inclinations and the natural freedom of their own
wills, then there was something in those creatures that made the difference. But that is contrary
to Scripture and would be a reason for people to glory in themselves. It would wholly overthrow
[part of] the design of the grace of redemption, which is to eliminate all boasting (1 Corinthians
1:26–29; Romans 3:27)654 and give all the praise and glory of people’s salvation to [God’s]
special grace (Ephesians 1:5–6).655 And, it is not only the first [saving] grace that is freely given,
but more grace, all-sufficient grace, is conferred for every good word and work, and yes, for
650

“We love Him because He first loved us” (1 John 4:19 NKJV).
Imagine someone with a brain tumor that causes him to disdain wholesome food, and instead, eat paper.
There is nothing forcing his will; he is doing what he wants to do—the problem is that his will is
malfunctioning. After surgery repairs his brain, he resumes a normal diet. Due to Adam’s fall, we are all born
with a sinful, malfunctioning will that rebels against God. When the Holy Spirit regenerates a person, He fixes
the malfunctioning will. The new believer thus embraces Jesus Christ freely and willingly.
652
“Blessed and holy is he who has part in the first resurrection. Over such the second death has no
power, but they shall be priests of God and of Christ, and shall reign with Him a thousand years”
(Revelation 20:6 NKJV).
653
“For by grace you have been saved through faith; and that not of yourselves, it is the gift of God; not
as a result of works, so that no one may boast” (Ephesians 2:8–9 NASB).
654
“For consider your calling, brothers: not many of you were wise according to worldly standards, not
many were powerful, not many were of noble birth. But God chose what is foolish in the world to shame
the wise; God chose what is weak in the world to shame the strong; God chose what is low and despised
in the world, even things that are not, to bring to nothing things that are, so that no human being might
boast in the presence of God” (1 Corinthians 1:26–29 ESV). “Where is boasting then? It is excluded. By
what law? Of works? No, but by the law of faith” (Romans 3:27 NKJV).
655
“He predestined us to adoption as sons through Jesus Christ to Himself, according to the kind
intention of His will, to the praise of the glory of His grace, which He freely bestowed on us in the
Beloved” (Ephesians 1:5–6 NASB).
651
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every thought that is good. This ability comes from the same grace that first called [converted]
you and it must also perfect every good work all your life (2 Corinthians 3:5). 656 For those of us
who have grace, our adequacy to think or do the least spiritual good comes from that same
fountain of fullness that is in Christ (John 1:16). 657 Eternal life, including whatever [of God’s
works] leads to it, is the gift of God (Romans 6:23).658 As Christ is freely given, so all things with
Him are also freely given (Romans 8:32).659 Not only is the seed of grace freely given, but the
growth of grace; not only good intentions, but good actions of grace; all kinds of grace come
from Christ as part of redemption-grace. Get your hearts well established in this gracious truth:
nothing in you or done by you can merit or procure anything from the Father; rather, all who
come to the Father in Christ receive everything on account of Christ, His grace, and God’s
promise in Him. You need goods for a daily trade, but no money or price will be accepted (Isaiah
55:1).660 They are freely given, yet you may boldly come for them. You must go with empty
sacks and your friend in Heaven will fill them and return your money in the top opening of your
sack (Genesis 42:27; Genesis 43:19–23).661 Christian, a considerable part of your work, and that
which lies at the foundation of all your trade, lies in getting your soul furnished with heavenly
wares. You will do little traffic in your trading for Heaven if you do not often receive goods from
Heaven. Alas! What can you do in Christianity without continual supplies from Christ? Laodicea
could not do any good in Christianity because of a lack of goods from Christ (Revelation 3:15–
18).662 She had none of His refined gold and therefore soon grew poor and miserable. If goods do
not come in, trade falls and livelihood with it. [Consider] what advantages the tradesman misses
and what losses he suffers if he lacks goods with which to serve his customers. Likewise, when
Christians lack grace to serve their opportunities, necessities, temptations, and duties, they suffer
loss. When they engage in ordinances [sacraments, public worship, and so on] and holy duties,
they lose what advantage their souls might have gotten if they had had grace. They suffer losses
due to lack of grace when under afflictions or trials and in their work for God. How pitifully do
656

“Not that we are adequate in ourselves to consider anything as coming from ourselves, but our
adequacy is from God” (2 Corinthians 3:5 NASB).
657
“For from his fullness we have all received, grace upon grace” (John 1:16 ESV).
658
“For the wages of sin is death, but the free gift of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord” (Romans
6:23 NASB).
659
“He who did not spare his own Son but gave him up for us all, how will he not also with him
graciously give us all things?” (Romans 8:32 ESV).
660
“Come, everyone who thirsts, come to the waters; and he who has no money, come, buy and eat!
Come, buy wine and milk without money and without price” (Isaiah 55:1 ESV).
661
“But as one of them opened his sack to give his donkey feed at the encampment, he saw his money; and
there it was, in the mouth of his sack” (Genesis 42:27 NKJV). “When they drew near to the steward of
Joseph’s house, they talked with him at the door of the house, and said, ‘O sir, we indeed came down the
first time to buy food; but it happened, when we came to the encampment, that we opened our sacks,
and there, each man’s money was in the mouth of his sack, our money in full weight; so we have brought
it back in our hand. And we have brought down other money in our hands to buy food. We do not know
who put our money in our sacks.’ But he said, ‘Peace be with you, do not be afraid. Your God and the
God of your father has given you treasure in your sacks; I had your money.’ Then he brought Simeon
out to them” (Genesis 43:19–23 NKJV).
662
“I know your works, that you are neither cold nor hot. I could wish you were cold or hot. So then,
because you are lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will vomit you out of My mouth. Because you say,
‘I am rich, have become wealthy, and have need of nothing’—and do not know that you are wretched,
miserable, poor, blind, and naked—I counsel you to buy from Me gold refined in the fire, that you may
be rich; and white garments, that you may be clothed, that the shame of your nakedness may not be
revealed; and anoint your eyes with eye salve, that you may see” (Revelation 3:15–18 NKJV).
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they sag under troubles and providential discipline and are frequently sadly foiled due to lack of
grace and wisdom to manage such trials. Just as you need food for your bodies every day, so you
need more grace every day. Various happenings in your life, your temptations, and your work
cost you, and without fresh supplies from the treasury, you will soon be empty and impoverished.
Neglect your spiritual replenishment just one day and you will feel it. If you are a trader, it is in
your interest to keep your shops full and be frequently sending for more goods. Unlike other
goods, grace will never stay in your hands for a long time. You will have many occasions to
exercise grace in your dealings with God and people; you can never have an excess inventory of
wisdom’s wares.
It is also your duty to receive gifts from Christ continually. In everything, make your
requests known to Him. Draw water out of the well of salvation every day. He is a fountain
promised for your benefit. He is ordained by God to be wisdom, righteousness, sanctification,
and redemption. It is God’s purpose that believers live in Christ and obtain these blessings from
Him. This is [what it means] to live by faith in the Son of God; it is the Christian’s daily duty.
Christ complains of being offended when His people will not come to Him that they might have
life (John 5:40).663 He is troubled when His children will not ask and receive from Him. “Until
now you have asked nothing in My name. Ask, and you will receive, that your joy may be
full” (John 16:24 NKJV). Never was a full breast more pained for lack of drawing than the Lord
Jesus is when His people do not receive from Him that fullness that is laid up in Him for their
use.
It is to your advantage also to be at Christ’s door frequently, and to be continually getting
in supplies for your souls. The way to grow rich rapidly is to obtain more and more of the
unsearchable riches of Christ (Revelation 3:18).664 This is the way to be filled with the fruits of
righteousness and to be more thoroughly furnished for all good works, all to the glory and praise
of God (2 Timothy 3:16; Philippians 1:9–11).665 This is the way to do everything better and to
abound in the work of the Lord and be more completely in the will of God (1 Corinthians 15:58;
Colossians 4:12).666 By this means, you will become better able to serve others and more useful
in the place where you live and to the people among whom God has placed you. The more full of
grace you are, the better you can profit others. “Now I myself am confident concerning you,
my brethren, that you also are full of goodness, filled with all knowledge, able also to
admonish one another” (Romans 15:14 NKJV). “Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ, the Father of mercies and God of all comfort, who comforts us in all our
663

“Yet you refuse to come to me that you may have life” (John 5:40 ESV).
“I advise you to buy from Me gold refined by fire so that you may become rich, and white garments so
that you may clothe yourself, and that the shame of your nakedness will not be revealed; and eye salve to
anoint your eyes so that you may see” (Revelation 3:18 NASB).
665
“All Scripture is breathed out by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for
training in righteousness” (2 Timothy 3:16 ESV). “And this I pray, that your love may abound still more
and more in real knowledge and all discernment, so that you may approve the things that are excellent,
in order to be sincere and blameless until the day of Christ; having been filled with the fruit of
righteousness which comes through Jesus Christ, to the glory and praise of God” (Philippians 1:9–11
NASB).
666
“Therefore, my beloved brethren, be steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord,
knowing that your toil is not in vain in the Lord” (1 Corinthians 15:58 NASB). “Epaphras, who is one of
your number, a bondslave of Jesus Christ, sends you his greetings, always laboring earnestly for you in
his prayers, that you may stand perfect and fully assured in all the will of God” (Colossians 4:12 NASB).
664
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affliction, so that we may be able to comfort those who are in any affliction, with the
comfort with which we ourselves are comforted by God” (2 Corinthians 1:3–4 ESV). Those
who freely receive will be able to give freely, and that is a blessed thing (Acts 20:35). 667 And,
until you receive, you cannot give. Christian, get in more grace every day for your own use, for
the glory of God, and for the good of others. Labor to be furnished with every grace, especially
those graces of which the Lord makes more use, and according to the needs of your time,
condition, and place (Hebrews 12:28; 2 Peter 1:5–6). 668 Be sure to be well furnished with faith;
that is a useful grace at all times because we live by faith (Hebrews 10:38). 669 But faith is
especially useful in evil times and in times of temptation and affliction. Faith is an eye, a hand,
and a foot at all times. It is a grace that is always useful whichever way you turn; you cannot be
without it and be well. Faith is a working grace and that is good for traders; you cannot work
without it (2 Thessalonians 1:4).670 Faith is a building grace (Jude 1:20–21), 671 a nourishing grace
(1 Timothy 4:6),672 a soul-enriching grace (James 2:5),673 and a soul-strengthening grace
(Ephesians 3:16–19).674 But faith is particularly needed in evil times because it is a cheering
grace (Romans 15:13).675 Faith is a soul-preserving grace, and that is good in dangerous times (1
Peter 1:5).676 Faith is a soul-saving grace that saves both in and out of times of trouble. (Psalm
27:5; James 5:15).677 Faith is a heart-establishing grace (2 Chronicles 20:20). 678 Faith gives grace
667

“In everything I showed you that by working hard in this manner you must help the weak and
remember the words of the Lord Jesus, that He Himself said, ‘It is more blessed to give than to receive’”
(Acts 20:35 NASB).
668
“Therefore, since we are receiving a kingdom which cannot be shaken, let us have grace, by which we
may serve God acceptably with reverence and godly fear” (Hebrews 12:28 NKJV). Note: Some translations
render the Greek λατρευωμεν [root: λατρεύω (lat-ryoo´-o)] as worship instead of serve, a valid option. “For
this very reason, make every effort to supplement your faith with virtue, and virtue with knowledge, and
knowledge with self-control, and self-control with steadfastness, and steadfastness with godliness” (2
Peter 1:5–6 ESV).
669
“But my righteous one shall live by faith, and if he shrinks back, my soul has no pleasure in him”
(Hebrews 10:38 ESV).
670
“So that we ourselves boast of you among the churches of God for your patience and faith in all your
persecutions and tribulations that you endure” (2 Thessalonians 1:4 NKJV).
671
“But you, beloved, building yourselves up on your most holy faith, praying in the Holy Spirit, keep
yourselves in the love of God, waiting anxiously for the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ to eternal life”
(Jude 20–21 NASB).
672
“In pointing out these things to the brethren, you will be a good servant of Christ Jesus, constantly
nourished on the words of the faith and of the sound doctrine which you have been following” (1
Timothy 4:6 NASB). The ESV has trained instead of nourished. The Greek ἐντρέφω [en-tref´-o] has a wide
range of meanings, including the concept of educate, nourish, bring up, rear support, and so on.
673
“Listen, my beloved brethren: Has God not chosen the poor of this world to be rich in faith and heirs
of the kingdom which He promised to those who love Him?” (James 2:5 NKJV).
674
“That according to the riches of his glory he may grant you to be strengthened with power through his
Spirit in your inner being, so that Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith—that you, being rooted
and grounded in love, may have strength to comprehend with all the saints what is the breadth and
length and height and depth, and to know the love of Christ that surpasses knowledge, that you may be
filled with all the fullness of God” (Ephesians 3:16–19 ESV).
675
“Now may the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, so that you will abound in hope
by the power of the Holy Spirit” (Romans 15:13 NASB). [In the Greek, believe and faith come from the
same root, being the verb and noun forms, respectively.]
676
“…who are protected by the power of God through faith for a salvation ready to be revealed in the last
time” (1 Peter 1:5 NASB).
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to disdain the world’s treasures for heavenly things (Hebrews 11:24–26), 679 and to overcome the
world (1 John 5:4).680 Faith is a grace that makes a soul secure. “By faith Moses, when he was
born, was hidden for three months by his parents, because they saw he was a beautiful
child; and they were not afraid of the king’s edict” (Hebrews 11:23 NASB). Faith makes one
secure during troubles. It is a breastplate to preserve the heart (1 Thessalonians 5:8) 681 and a
shield to cover the head (Ephesians 6:16).682 Faith leads a person [safely] through trouble. “By
faith they passed through the Red Sea as by dry land, whereas the Egyptians, attempting to
do so, were drowned” (Hebrews 11:29 NKJV). Oh, gather in plenty of this precious unfeigned
faith, for it is the great trading-grace of a Christian; faith brings in and makes available every
other grace. Faith is the receiving grace; it receives Christ (Ephesians 3:17),683 and it receives
from Christ (John 1:16).684 Faith is the key that opens Christ’s treasures and the hand that takes
out His tried gold. Faith is the grace that both carries to us and from us. 685 [True] faith accepts
God’s market price and terms and agrees to all of Christ’s commandments, and thus never returns
empty. Christian, you will never lack goods for your heavenly trade if you can just keep
exercising faith. Your shops will never be empty so long as faith stirs you up and keeps you on
your journey to Heaven. If there are any goods in the promises or any wares in Heaven, faith will
bring them down as long as the soul needs them and it be in God’s interest to part with them. Oh,
then get faith! Alas, what a pitiful trade some have due to lack of faith! Choice goods will not
come in and precious promises, pertinent instructions, persuasions, and encouragements stay in
Christ’s hands due to lack of faith in those who hear.
Christian, you will accomplish nothing in Christianity without faith. In these days in
which we live, without a store of faith, you will soon shut up shop, decay, and go bankrupt when
troubles come. Faith will fill your storehouse, do your work, move your goods off the shelf,
secure your rights, pay your debts, and maintain you richly on the income of your trade.
677

“For he will hide me in his shelter in the day of trouble; he will conceal me under the cover of his tent;
he will lift me high upon a rock” (Psalm 27:5 ESV). “And the prayer of faith will save the sick, and the
Lord will raise him up. And if he has committed sins, he will be forgiven” (James 5:15 NKJV).
678
“And they rose early in the morning and went out into the wilderness of Tekoa. And when they went
out, Jehoshaphat stood and said, ‘Hear me, Judah and inhabitants of Jerusalem! Believe in the LORD
your God, and you will be established; believe his prophets, and you will succeed’” (2 Chronicles 20:20
ESV).
679
“By faith Moses, when he became of age, refused to be called the son of Pharaoh’s daughter, choosing
rather to suffer affliction with the people of God than to enjoy the passing pleasures of sin, esteeming the
reproach of Christ greater riches than the treasures in Egypt; for he looked to the reward” (Hebrews
11:24–26 NKJV).
680
“For whatever is born of God overcomes the world; and this is the victory that has overcome the
world—our faith” (1 John 5:4 NASB).
681
“But since we belong to the day, let us be sober, having put on the breastplate of faith and love, and for
a helmet the hope of salvation” (1 Thessalonians 5:8 ESV).
682
“…above all, taking the shield of faith with which you will be able to quench all the fiery darts of the
wicked one” (Ephesians 6:16 NKJV).
683
“That Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith; that you, being rooted and grounded in love”
(Ephesians 3:17 NKJV).
684
“For of His fullness we have all received, and grace upon grace” (John 1:16 NASB).
685
Faith is like an indispensable container such as the cup by which a host gives coffee to a guest. That is why
Scripture teaches that we are saved by grace through faith (Ephesians 2:8). Faith carries both ways; for
example, faith carries our prayers to God and His answers to us.
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Patience is another grace that will serve you well in your spiritual trade. You have need of
patience to do the will of God; you cannot do His work without patience. “The signs of a true
apostle were performed among you with utmost patience, with signs and wonders and
mighty works” (2 Corinthians 12:12 ESV).686 “And not only this, but we also exult in our
tribulations, knowing that tribulation brings about perseverance; and perseverance
[patience, endurance], proven character; and proven character, hope; and hope does not
disappoint, because the love of God has been poured out within our hearts through the
Holy Spirit who was given to us” (Romans 5:3–5 NASB). Patience brings about proven
character [and more]. Souls are apt to become weary of well-doing without patience and tire in
running without this continually given grace of patience. “Therefore, since we are surrounded
by so great a cloud of witnesses, let us also lay aside every weight, and sin which clings so
closely, and let us run with endurance the race that is set before us” (Hebrews 12:1 ESV).
The fruit of ordinances and duties cannot be received without patience. “As for that in the good
soil, they are those who, hearing the word, hold it fast in an honest and good heart, and
bear fruit with patience” (Luke 8:15 ESV). The Lord usually tries His people’s patience before
they come to the fruit of the promises and bring forth obedience to His Word. There is a winter
between planting and harvest and many wet, weeping days between planting and reaping. It may
be that the seed must lie long underground, and when it comes up, it may be bitten with frost, be
covered with snow and hail, and bear many a storm before it ripens and brings forth fruit. This
calls for patience, yes, many times of long suffering. “Therefore be patient, brethren, until the
coming of the Lord. See how the farmer waits for the precious fruit of the earth, waiting
patiently for it until it receives the early and latter rain” (James 5:7 NKJV). Patience is
needed in order to suffer [without sinning], as well as do the will of God. “If anyone is to be
taken captive, to captivity he goes; if anyone is to be slain with the sword, with the sword
must he be slain. Here is a call for the endurance and faith of the saints” (Revelation 13:10
ESV).687 This patience and faith is [necessary] to endure captivity and cruel death for the sake of
Christ, and to have patience to wait for the promise (Romans 8:25) 688 and to have patience to
receive it (Hebrews 10:36).689 “Patience,” said Seneca, “is a salve for every sore, the only thing
that alleviates our burdens.” “Without patience, we cannot be men or Christians,” said another.
“It is the grace that makes a complete and well-accomplished Christian,” said Manton (James
1:4).690 When reason is at a loss, hope almost at an end, and all refuge fails, patience steps in,
bears the burden, and calms the soul.

686

Other translations will render ὑπομονη [hoop-om-on-ay´] as perseverance. Other meanings are endurance,
fortitude, and steadfastness. The idea of patience/perseverance is that of remaining under God’s perfect
providence without discontent or complaint over His chosen timespan.
687
The NKJV reads: “He who leads into captivity shall go into captivity; he who kills with the sword must
be killed with the sword. Here is the patience and the faith of the saints” (Revelation 13:10 NKJV). Other
versions will also vary in the translation; the differences are due to slight manuscript variations. While the
editor declines to adjudicate between translations, he has chosen to quote the ESV because it fits Ashwood’s
present discussion better.
688
“But if we hope for what we do not see, with perseverance we wait eagerly for it” (Romans 8:25
NASB).
689
“For you have need of endurance, so that when you have done the will of God you may receive what is
promised” (Hebrews 10:36 ESV).
690
“But let patience have its perfect work, that you may be perfect and complete, lacking nothing” (James
1:4 NKJV).
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Hope is a necessary grace to this great undertaking and is counted among the three
cardinal virtues that wonderfully adorn a Christian’s spirit and way of life. “So now faith, hope,
and love abide, these three; but the greatest of these is love” (1 Corinthians 13:13 ESV).
Hope is the offspring and refresher of faith. It is begotten by faith, and said one, “As a good child
relieves its father, [so hope relieves] faith in time of need.” Hope is an expectation and faith a
persuasion. Faith looks at the promise, hope the thing promised as sure, although future. Hope
comforts the soul under present lack of desired mercy; it is something needed in order to cheer
the soul under pressing needs and disappointments in its Christian life. Hope keeps the fire going
and keeps up the house [household of Christ]. “But Christ as a Son over His own house,
whose house we are if we hold fast the confidence and the rejoicing of the hope firm to the
end” (Hebrews 3:6 NKJV). Were it not for hope, the house would fall apart, but hope keeps it
together until the Lord builds it new in Heaven. Hope anchors the soul in a storm and makes it
steady under shaking tempests (Hebrews 6:19).691 Hope maintains a Christian in a hard winter
while the seed is underground and until the corn is brought into the barn. “Or is He speaking
altogether for our sake? Yes, for our sake it was written, because the plowman ought to
plow in hope, and the thresher to thresh in hope of sharing the crops” (1 Corinthians 9:10
NASB). Hope for a good harvest will compensate all his labors. Hope protects the soul from
shame and disappointment under temporary delay by God to fulfill His promise (Psalm 34:22). 692
Hope helps the soul to rejoice in tribulation (Romans 5:2), 693 and surrounds it with mercy (Psalm
32:10).694
Humility, self-denial, goodness, temperance, gentleness, love, zeal, and holy fear [of
God] are all good wares that will move off the shelves well and turn to the trader’s profit if well
used. Get your souls well stocked also with these graces of the Spirit if you ever think to pursue a
good trade of godliness.
Get your minds filled with knowledge just as you get your hearts filled with grace.
Knowledge is part of the Christian’s treasure: “For it is the God who commanded light to
shine out of darkness, who has shone in our hearts to give the light of the knowledge of the
glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ” (2 Corinthians 4:6 NKJV), “in whom are hidden all
the treasures of wisdom and knowledge” (Colossians 2:3 ESV). We have this treasure, that is
the knowledge of God in the face of Christ, in earthen vessels (2 Corinthians 4:7). 695 Saving
knowledge is a treasure laid up in Christ for believers to be fetched out for their use and comfort,
“that their hearts may be encouraged, having been knit together in love, and attaining to all
the wealth that comes from the full assurance of understanding, resulting in a true
knowledge of God’s mystery, that is, Christ Himself” (Colossians 2:2 NASB). The Gospel is a
691

“We have this as a sure and steadfast anchor of the soul, a hope that enters into the inner place behind
the curtain” (Hebrews 6:19 ESV). Curtain refers to the one that separated the holy of holies from the rest of
the temple.
692
“The LORD redeems the soul of His servants, And none of those who take refuge in Him will be
condemned” (Psalm 34:22 NASB).
693
“Through him we have also obtained access by faith into this grace in which we stand, and we rejoice
in hope of the glory of God” (Romans 5:2 ESV).
694
“Many are the sorrows of the wicked, But he who trusts in the LORD, lovingkindness shall surround
him” (Psalm 32:10 NASB).
695
“But we have this treasure in jars of clay, to show that the surpassing power belongs to God and not to
us” (2 Corinthians 4:7 ESV).
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mystery, a secret hidden from the natural eye; it cannot be known except by the revelation of the
Holy Spirit. To have an inward, clear, sensible, experiential, and certain apprehension of the
glorious truths of the Gospel, opened and confirmed to the eye of faith, is beyond the reach of
anyone. But it is given those who have the anointing of the Holy Spirit; it is given by the Spirit
as the fruit of prayer and faithful attention to His teachings in the Gospel and the ordinances of
Christ. This is called rooting and establishment in the faith (Colossians 2:7), 696 and growing in
knowledge (2 Peter 3:18).697 These verses use the metaphor of trees, that being well planted, take
deeper root in the earth and, in time, are more settled and have strength against being shaken [by
wind and storm]. As children gradually grow and increase in height, so this spiritual knowledge
is gradually increased. It is not the privilege of newborn babies, or of people right after their
conversion, to have this deep understanding of Gospel mysteries. But stronger Christians, by
constant attendance on the means of grace and by faith, humility, prayer, and attention to the
Holy Spirit, do at length come to higher measures of this illumination and full assurance of truth.
Gerson reported concerning a godly man he knew: At first he was vexed by many doubts, fears,
and times of shaken faith. But at last, through humiliation of soul, submitting his understanding
to divine truth, and by the illumination by the Holy Spirit, he came to wonderful clearness in
matters of faith and of the state of his soul. He obtained a settled spirit and certainty regarding
his assurance of salvation and had no doubts remaining. Christian, do not content yourself with
some notions of truth and a shallow, cold understanding of the great mysteries of salvation.
Rather, labor to obtain greater measures of spiritual understanding, both objective, the truths to
be known, and subjective, internalizing these truths. Alas, we yet know nothing as we ought.
There are deeps in the knowledge of Christ for elephants and shallows for lambs. There are
always available brighter beams on the soul’s eye, more certain understanding, and better
acquaintance to be had of the truths we already know. Your business, Christian, in the heavenly
trade is to get more divine wisdom, to be led further into all truth, to enter into the mysteries of
the Gospel, to wade further and further into the deeps of the sanctuary, to know more of God and
of the way to Him, to know better the things that He freely gives, and to know better what you
[already] know. “At that time Jesus said, ‘I praise You, Father, Lord of heaven and earth,
that You have hidden these things from the wise and intelligent and have revealed them to
infants’” (Matthew 11:25 NASB). There is a secret in Gospel truths that the wisest men in the
world can never come to comprehend by their great wisdom, except only by the special
revelation of the Holy Spirit. People cannot observe some of the useful substances that are
hidden in some herbs and minerals until by chemistry they are extracted. People may observe
and receive these herbs and minerals knowing only of their outward characteristics without ever
knowing or experiencing the useful substances they contain. So it is with those who are strangers
to spiritual knowledge. They apprehend only the gross and outside truths and never the inner
truths. “A carnal man,” said Thomas Hooker in his A Comment Upon Christ’s Last Prayer, “may
hear the sound of the Word and understand the meaning; his judgment may see the evidence for
the arguments and force of reason in them; and yet the reality and spiritual nature of that Divine
good is never apprehended.” “For since, in the wisdom of God, the world through wisdom
did not know God, it pleased God through the foolishness of the message preached to save
those who believe” (1 Corinthians 1:21 NKJV). There is no proportion between a spiritual
object and [the ability of] a carnal eye. “The natural person does not accept the things of the
696

“…rooted and built up in Him and established in the faith, as you have been taught, abounding in it
with thanksgiving” (Colossians 2:7 NKJV).
697
“But grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. To him be the glory both
now and to the day of eternity. Amen” (2 Peter 3:18 ESV).
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Spirit of God, for they are folly to him, and he is not able to understand them because they
are spiritually discerned” (1 Corinthians 2:14 ESV). Labor to see the beauty and loveliness of
truth, to see that you have an ownership interest in the truth, and to taste an inward sweetness and
a ravishing pleasure in truth. As God reveals truth to you, seek to feel the sense of special love to
your souls. Be sure to observe God’s power working on your souls by every truth, changing you
into the very spirit and image of truth. Labor to grow broadly in the knowledge of all truth. At
the same time, labor to apprehend and experience the truth more deeply, more spiritually, and
more powerfully. It is the lack of such right knowledge that causes so many people to be cold,
dead hypocrites and barren professing Christians in this day of light and available spiritual
resources.
Also, get your consciences stocked up with the peace of God that passes understanding
This is the salt that seasons every thing, condition, and duty (Mark 9:50). 698 This will shoe your
feet for travel through the rough and tiresome ways of affliction, temptation, and persecution that
you will necessarily encounter in your pursuit of your heavenly trade (Ephesians 6:15). 699 This
will calm your hearts in storms, maintain a summer inside you when it is winter outside you and
when there is nothing but storms and troubles in the world (John 16:33). 700 This peace will
preserve you when all is going wrong and keep your hearts and minds through Christ Jesus
(Philippians 4:7).701 This peace will guard your hearts from those slavish fears, dark doubts, and
dreadful troubles that beset many today, and make you triumph over sin, trample on the world,
and smile in the midst of all the frowns of people and demons. Oh, get and keep this rare jewel of
inward peace that will help you to draw near to God with boldness and cheerful serenity 702 in
every duty (Hebrews 10:22).703 Get your consciences bathed in the blood of Christ and the
evidence of your sincerity cleared up every day.704 This will help maintain a feast of inward
peace under the temptations of Satan and your awareness of your daily failings and stumbling.
Get your hearts warmed and affections enlivened with a sense of God’s love to your
souls. This is a choice part of heavenly treasures, and it is abundantly helpful to a lively carrying
on of this divine trade. Affections raised by the application of redemption grace will be to your
souls as spread sails to a ship. They will carry you strongly along against wind and storm, fill
you with pleasant gales within, and give you a speedy and comfortable passage through the
waves of this world. God’s love gives souls wings to fly up toward God and carry them aloft
above the entanglements of sin, the world, and the flesh in the earnest pursuit of God’s
commandments (2 Corinthians 5:14–15).705 Where God’s love has influenced the heart, His
698

“Salt is good, but if the salt loses its flavor, how will you season it? Have salt in yourselves, and have
peace with one another” (Mark 9:50 NKJV).
699
“…and having shod your feet with the preparation of the gospel of peace” (Ephesians 6:15 NKJV).
700
“These things I have spoken to you, so that in Me you may have peace. In the world you have
tribulation, but take courage; I have overcome the world” (John 16:33 NASB).
701
“Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let
your requests be made known to God. And the peace of God, which surpasses all understanding, will
guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus” (Philippians 4:6–7 ESV).
702
Godly contentment is a great and useful friend to the peace of God. The editor recommends Jeremiah
Burroughs’s The Rare Jewel of Christian Contentment.
703
“Let us draw near with a true heart in full assurance of faith, having our hearts sprinkled from an evil
conscience and our bodies washed with pure water” (Hebrews 10:22 NKJV).
704
Daily self-examination and confession of particular sins particularly is of great value here.
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commands will not be thought grievous or His yoke heavy (Psalm 119:32; Romans 13:10). 706
God’s love will exceedingly sweeten the waters of Marah (Exodus 15:23) 707 to you and make the
paths of God’s providences, as well as His precepts, pleasantness and peace.
Also, take in the consolations of the Holy Spirit and the joys of the Holy Spirit. These
will be useful to cheer your hearts under tribulation and strengthen and invigorate you under
heart-fainting and qualms you may meet with from those toxic vapors of this lower world and
lack of creature comforts (2 Corinthians 7:4; Revelation 15:4).708 This spiritual comfort will also
help to drown your carnal joys and prevent your being surfeited with the pleasures of this world
—another danger to wisdom’s merchants at times. “You have made known to me the paths of
life; you will make me full of gladness with your presence” (Acts 2:28 ESV). Where there is
spiritual joy, it fills the heart and leaves no room for carnal delights. Just as the heat of the sun
makes a fire needless for warmth, so spiritual consolation makes carnal joy needless. It was the
comfort that Moses, by faith, obtained from a view of an invisible God, that made him choose illtreatment with the people of God rather than the pleasures of sin that were only for a season
(Hebrews 11:24–25).709 This spiritual comfort is a notable way to stability in every good work (2
Thessalonians 2:16–17).710 This comfort helps move forward your soul’s edification and growth
in grace and holiness (Acts 9:31).711
Oh! Christians have so much work to do besides the world and minding their own things.
If Christianity were followed as it ought to be, people would have no leisure for sin and vanity.
Oh! There is great need for gracious souls to have a diligent hand to make them rich and to be
bringing in spiritual goods every day.

705

“For the love of Christ compels us, because we judge thus: that if One died for all, then all died; and
He died for all, that those who live should live no longer for themselves, but for Him who died for them
and rose again” (2 Corinthians 5:14–15 NKJV).
706
“I will run in the way of your commandments when you enlarge my heart!” (Psalm 119:32 ESV).
“Love does no wrong to a neighbor; therefore love is the fulfillment of the law” (Romans 13:10 NASB).
707
“When they came to Marah, they could not drink the waters of Marah, for they were bitter; therefore
it was named Marah” (Exodus 15:23 NASB).
708
“Great is my boldness of speech toward you, great is my boasting on your behalf. I am filled with
comfort. I am exceedingly joyful in all our tribulation” (2 Corinthians 7:4 NKJV). “Who will not fear, O
Lord, and glorify your name? For you alone are holy. All nations will come and worship you, for your
righteous acts have been revealed” (Revelation 15:4 ESV).
709
“By faith Moses, when he had grown up, refused to be called the son of Pharaoh’s daughter, choosing
rather to endure ill-treatment with the people of God than to enjoy the passing pleasures of sin”
(Hebrews 11:24–25 NASB).
710
“Now may our Lord Jesus Christ Himself and God our Father, who has loved us and given us eternal
comfort and good hope by grace, comfort and strengthen your hearts in every good work and word” (2
Thessalonians 2:16–17 NASB).
711
“So the church throughout all Judea and Galilee and Samaria had peace and was being built up. And
walking in the fear of the Lord and in the comfort of the Holy Spirit, it multiplied” (Acts 9:31 ESV).
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What Should I Do to Get These Heavenly Goods?

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Work to Obtain Heavenly Treasures
What Should I Do to Get These Heavenly Goods?}
QUESTION: But what should I do to get my soul furnished with these heavenly goods?
If my heart does not deceive me, I would gladly be enriched with every grace, ability, and
accomplishment so that I may discharge my duty and please, honor, and enjoy God. It would also
be for the welfare of my immortal soul. But I do not know how to attain to this mercy for which I
long.
ANSWER: If you want to be enriched with heavenly treasures and bring in those goods,
then:
Answer 1: Maintain a Sense of Your Own Needs
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Work to Obtain Heavenly Treasures
What Should I Do to Get These Heavenly Goods?
Answer 1: Maintain a Sense of Your Own Needs}
If you want to be enriched with heavenly treasures and obtain those goods, first maintain
a constant sense of your own needs and emptiness. “What is crooked cannot be made straight,
and what is lacking cannot be counted” (Ecclesiastes 1:15 ESV). Look over your souls every
day and see your poverty. Look at your understandings and see how little light is there. Look into
your minds and consider how little spirituality is there, how little warmth and heavenly heat is in
your affections, how little truth and sincerity is in your spirits, how little tenderness is in your
consciences, how noncompliant your wills are to divine things. Consider what is within your
souls: the smallness of your faith, humility, meekness, fear of the Lord, zeal, spiritual life,
spiritual strength, faithfulness, and steadfastness. This lack, if truly seen and felt, should impel
people who have any spiritual life at all to not lie still or be content until utmost means are used
to obtain supplies. This is especially true if people understand the excellence of these spiritual
perfections, how important to the soul they are, and how absolutely necessary it is to have every
grace for duty, peace, comfort, prosperity, and salvation. It was a false conceit that they had
fullness in themselves that kept back Laodicea from seeking Christ’s treasures (Revelation 3:17–
18).712 The blind opinion that the Pharisees had of their good state prejudiced them against being
convicted of their sin and against the counsel of Christ toward their cure (John 8:33, 39, 41–
712

“Because you say, ‘I am rich, have become wealthy, and have need of nothing’—and do not know that
you are wretched, miserable, poor, blind, and naked—I counsel you to buy from Me gold refined in the
fire, that you may be rich; and white garments, that you may be clothed, that the shame of your
nakedness may not be revealed; and anoint your eyes with eye salve, that you may see” (Revelation 3:17–
18 NKJV).
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43).713 If the Corinthian saints had not been so falsely full and rich in their own eyes, they would
not have disparaged the instituted means of their soul’s good nor contended with one another
when they should have been contending for higher measures of grace and godliness (1
Corinthians 1:11–12).714 It is the poor who are the laborers in God’s vineyard (Zechariah
11.11).715 Those who daily feel the need for relief for their souls will take any pains to enjoy
relief (Isaiah 41:17).716
Answer 2: Believe in Christ’s Fullness
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Work to Obtain Heavenly Treasures
What Should I Do to Get These Heavenly Goods?
Answer 2: Believe in Christ’s Fullness}
If you want to be enriched with heavenly treasures and obtain those goods, then believe
in Christ’s fullness and that He is able to enrich you and is willing to help you (Hebrews 11:6). 717
This brought Naaman to the prophet Elisha for the cure of his leprosy. He believed his servant’s
report that Elisha was able and cherished hopes that he was willing to heal him. “She said to her
mistress, ‘I wish that my master were with the prophet who is in Samaria! Then he would
cure him of his leprosy’” (2 Kings 5:3 NASB). Someone told this to her lord and thus he
ventured out (2 Kings 5:5).718 A persuasion of Christ’s ability brought the leper to Him for
cleansing. “And behold, a leper came and worshiped Him, saying, ‘Lord, if You are willing,
You can make me clean’” (Matthew 8:2 NKJV). He was persuaded that Christ was able and had
hopes that He was willing; he would never have gone to Him otherwise. A thorough belief in
Christ’s ability to help will also make a soul cherish hopes of His willingness. “When Jesus
departed from there, two blind men followed Him, crying out and saying, ‘Son of David,
have mercy on us!’ And when He had come into the house, the blind men came to Him. And
713 33

“They answered Him, ‘We are Abraham’s descendants, and have never been in bondage to anyone.
How can You say, “You will be made free”?’” 39“They answered and said to Him, ‘Abraham is our
father.’ Jesus said to them, ‘If you were Abraham’s children, you would do the works of Abraham.’”
41–43
“‘You do the deeds of your father.’ Then they said to Him, ‘We were not born of fornication; we have
one Father—God.’ Jesus said to them, ‘If God were your Father, you would love Me, for I proceeded
forth and came from God; nor have I come of Myself, but He sent Me. Why do you not understand My
speech? Because you are not able to listen to My word’” (John 8:33, 39, 41–43 NKJV). In verse 39, the
NASB has “children, do the deeds.” Other versions typically render “would do the deeds/works.” The reason
for the NASB’s choice of the imperative lies in interpretations of textual variants.
714
“For I have been informed concerning you, my brethren, by Chloe’s people, that there are quarrels
among you. Now I mean this, that each one of you is saying, ‘I am of Paul,’ and ‘I of Apollos,’ and ‘I of
Cephas,’ and ‘I of Christ’” (1 Corinthians 1:11–12 NASB).
715
“So it was broken on that day. Thus the poor of the flock, who were watching me, knew that it was the
word of the LORD” (Zechariah 11:11 NKJV). It is unclear how this verse is applicable to the topic at hand.
716
“The poor and needy seek water, but there is none, Their tongues fail for thirst. I, the LORD, will hear
them; I, the God of Israel, will not forsake them” (Isaiah 41:17 NKJV).
717
“And without faith it is impossible to please him, for whoever would draw near to God must believe
that he exists and that he rewards those who seek him” (Hebrews 11:6 ESV).
718
“Then the king of Aram said, ‘Go now, and I will send a letter to the king of Israel.’ He departed and
took with him ten talents of silver and six thousand shekels of gold and ten changes of clothes” (2 Kings
5:5 NASB).
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Jesus said to them, ‘Do you believe that I am able to do this?’ They said to Him, ‘Yes,
Lord’” (Matthew 9:27–28 NKJV). So the blind men believed Christ’s ability to help them, and
they had hope of His mercy too, that He would do it. This hope made them not only go to Christ,
but to follow Him [to the house]. There are people who pretend to believe in Christ’s ability to
save and sanctify them, but they question His willingness to satisfy the longing soul and save all
who come to God by Him—they do not have real faith.719 If you believe He is able to furnish you
with all you need, then also believe His willingness to supply all your needs—you who sincerely
wait on Him.
How to Know that Christ Will Furnish Me If I Come for These Heavenly Goods

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Work to Obtain Heavenly Treasures
How to Know that Christ Will Furnish Me with Heavenly Goods}
QUESTION: But how may I know that Christ will furnish me if I come for these
heavenly treasures? There are many who come and leave empty-handed. Some ask and have not
(James 4:3),720 some run and do not receive anything (1 Corinthians 9:24), 721 and some strive to
enter in, but are not able (Luke 13:24). 722 There are some whom the Lord threatens that He will
not hear them (Proverbs 1:25–28; Isaiah 1:15; Zechariah 7:13). 723 And I have sought these
spiritual blessings many times, but God has not answered. How can I be sure Christ is willing to
give these treasures to me?
ANSWER: The Lord Jesus has made an offer of grace to all sinners who sense and feel
their need and thirst for supply (Isaiah 55:1; John 7:37). 724 Christ has called on them to come and
719

The issue here is that such people pretend to believe in God’s power, but mistrust His promises. Such
mistrust is the opposite of faith. (This kind of mistrust is not to be confused with a person who trusts God’s
promises, but in the case of a conditional promise, is unsure whether he or she meets the condition.)
720
“You ask and do not receive, because you ask amiss, that you may spend it on your pleasures” (James
4:3 NKJV).
721
“Do you not know that those who run in a race all run, but only one receives the prize? Run in such a
way that you may win” (1 Corinthians 9:24 NASB).
722
“Strive to enter through the narrow door. For many, I tell you, will seek to enter and will not be able”
(Luke 13:24 ESV).
723
“Because you disdained all my counsel, And would have none of my rebuke, I also will laugh at your
calamity; I will mock when your terror comes, When your terror comes like a storm, And your
destruction comes like a whirlwind, When distress and anguish come upon you. Then they will call on
me, but I will not answer; They will seek me diligently, but they will not find me” (Proverbs 1:25–28
NKJV). “So when you spread out your hands in prayer, I will hide My eyes from you; Yes, even though
you multiply prayers, I will not listen. Your hands are covered with blood” (Isaiah 1:15 NASB). “‘As I
called, and they would not hear, so they called, and I would not hear,’ says the LORD of hosts” (Zechariah
7:13 ESV). Observe carefully how God gives specific reasons why He will not hear. He will indeed hear those
who repent.
724
“Ho! Everyone who thirsts, come to the waters; And you who have no money come, buy and eat.
Come, buy wine and milk Without money and without cost” (Isaiah 55:1 NASB). “Now on the last day,
the great day of the feast, Jesus stood and cried out, saying, ‘If anyone is thirsty, let him come to Me and
drink’” (John 7:37 NASB).
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receive it without exception (Matthew 11:28).725 Now, it is incompatible with God’s goodness
and truth to offer mercy and not intend to give it. He cannot deceive or be deceived. He is the
faithful One who will not invite His creatures to expect something and then fail them. Now, He
has called all to come, and has required no condition other than their coming and receiving Him
and the things He has offered.726 He has also promised and offered to give to the one who thirsts.
“And he said to me, ‘It is done! I am the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and the end.
To the thirsty I will give from the spring of the water of life without payment’” (Revelation
21:6 ESV). Christ said that He will give (not sell), and give without any conditions of selfworthiness. This is because if there could be anything that would make a creature worthy, it
would be not a gift, but payment of debt (Romans 4:4).727 To the one who is thirsty, nothing else
is required but a pinching sense of the soul’s need and an unsatisfied desire to be supplied. Christ
said that He will give freely, that is, without regard to anything in the creature except his
necessity and misery. The moving cause is His own grace and free mercy to sinners, as sinners.
Christ promised to give liberally; one may drink freely and take as much as needed or able.
Christ will give you, from the fountain of the waters of life, such things as you desire and need
and that are capable of satisfying you (Matthew 7:7; Psalm 36:7–8; John 6:37; Isaiah 41:17). 728
You will not find anything in these Scriptures that requires something in a person except a sense
of need, seeking of satisfaction, coming to Christ, believing, and real subjection to all God’s
terms, all with honest intent. “I disclaim all; the port I wish to be in at is redemption and
forgiveness through His blood,” said Samuel Rutherford. Now, if He has promised to give to
those who seek, He must be willing to give. “God is not a man, that He should lie, Nor a son
of man, that He should repent; Has He said, and will He not do it? Or has He spoken, and
will He not make it good?” (Numbers 23:19 NASB). He has received all of the fullness that
pertains to Him as mediator for the purpose of giving out to those who come to Him (John
1:12).729 “You have ascended on high, You have led captivity captive; You have received
gifts among men, Even from the rebellious, That the LORD God might dwell there” (Psalm
68:18 NKJV).730 Christ is the angel, messenger, and mediator of the New Covenant. He is both
725

“Come to Me, all who are weary and heavy-laden, and I will give you rest” (Matthew 11:28 NASB).
Recall that we must not only receive our Lord Jesus Christ as savior, but as king and our master. We must
willingly receive all He gives to us, including afflictions, which afflictions are for our good. In other words, we
must count the cost.
727
“Now to him who works, the wages are not counted as grace but as debt” (Romans 4:4 NKJV).
728
“Ask, and it will be given to you; seek, and you will find; knock, and it will be opened to you”
(Matthew 7:7 NASB). “How precious is your steadfast love, O God! The children of mankind take refuge
in the shadow of your wings. They feast on the abundance of your house, and you give them drink from
the river of your delights” (Psalm 36:7–8 ESV). “All that the Father gives Me will come to Me, and the
one who comes to Me I will by no means cast out” (John 6:37 NKJV). “The poor and needy seek water,
but there is none, Their tongues fail for thirst. I, the LORD, will hear them; I, the God of Israel, will not
forsake them” (Isaiah 41:17 NKJV).
729
“But as many as received Him, to them He gave the right to become children of God, to those who
believe in His name” (John 1:12 NKJV).
730
The best reading of the Hebrew in Psalm 68:18 is difficult to determine. Bible translators properly render the
Hebrew according to their best understanding. The consensus is that the Lord received gifts. But Ephesians 4:8
clearly says that God gave gifts. The editor thus suggests that the full meaning is that Christ received gifts in
order to give gifts to people. It is significant that Psalm 68:18 does not say “gifts from men,” but “gifts among
men.” The preposition  ּבis most naturally translated “among” (NKJV, ESV, NASB). The KJV translates “for
men,” suggesting that perhaps the translators interpreted Psalm 68:18 in light of Ephesians 4:8. Whatever the
direction of the gift, it must be the same direction for both men (in general) and the rebellious because there is
no additional intervening preposition between the two.
726
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trustee and heir of that great estate for the use of His people who need it and come to Him for it
(Hebrews 9:15).731 Therefore, Christ appears in Heaven in the presence of God for Christians as
an advocate to plead their cause. The Lord Jesus is also wonderfully pleased to give to His needy,
seeking people. He delights in mercy (Micah 7:18) 732 and has pleasure in the prosperity of His
servants (Psalm 35:27).733 The more He gives, the more He sees of the anguish of His soul and is
satisfied (Isaiah 53:11).734 The more He gives, the more He receives. The gifts and graces of God
are as rivers that flow into the sea and are then replenished from the sea by rain. “But who am I,
and who are my people, That we should be able to offer so willingly as this? For all things
come from You, And of Your own we have given You” (1 Chronicles 29:14 NKJV). The more
Christ gives to His people, the more He receives; His talents come in again with profits
(Matthew 25:15–16).735 The more He gives, the more He is glorified (John 14:13).736
Answer these questions before you doubt Christ’s willingness to give spiritual goods
freely to all who truly seek them. Do you really think that Christ can dissemble, offer mercy, and
have no intention of giving it? Do you think that the Lord Jesus can break His word or His
promise? Can you imagine that He will be unfaithful to His trust? 737 Can He delight in giving but
not be willing to give? If He gains by giving, can He be unwilling to give? If Christ is glorified
by giving, can He be reluctant to give? If so, He would not care about His own name.
Suspect your own willingness to receive, not Christ’s willingness to give you all the grace
you need and seek from Him.738

731

“And for this reason He is the Mediator of the new covenant, by means of death, for the redemption
of the transgressions under the first covenant, that those who are called may receive the promise of the
eternal inheritance” (Hebrews 9:15 NKJV).
732
“Who is a God like You, Pardoning iniquity And passing over the transgression of the remnant of His
heritage? He does not retain His anger forever, Because He delights in mercy” (Micah 7:18 NKJV).
733
“Let them shout for joy and be glad, Who favor my righteous cause; And let them say continually, ‘Let
the LORD be magnified, Who has pleasure in the prosperity of His servant’” (Psalm 35:27 NKJV).
734
“As a result of the anguish of His soul, He will see it and be satisfied; By His knowledge the Righteous
One, My Servant, will justify the many, As He will bear their iniquities” (Isaiah 53:11 NASB).
735
“To one he gave five talents, to another two, to another one, to each according to his ability. Then he
went away. He who had received the five talents went at once and traded with them, and he made five
talents more” (Matthew 25:15–16 ESV). At one level, the more God gives, the more He receives. But let not
the reader forget that all life, ability to live life, and indeed, the existence of the universe is due to Christ’s
continual input. “And He is the radiance of His glory and the exact representation of His nature, and
upholds all things by the word of His power. When He had made purification of sins, He sat down at the
right hand of the Majesty on high” (Hebrews 1:3 NASB).
736
“And whatever you ask in My name, that I will do, that the Father may be glorified in the Son” (John
14:13 NKJV).
737
The Father has entrusted Christ with all of His elect believers. “And He said, ‘Therefore I have said to you
that no one can come to Me unless it has been granted to him by My Father’” (John 6:65 NKJV).
738
In many cases, the unwillingness is not an unwillingness to receive Christ’s benefits, but rather an
unwillingness to pay the cost: giving up cherished sins, repenting, following Christ, and living for His glory.
“Now great crowds accompanied him, and he turned and said to them, ‘If anyone comes to me and does
not hate his own father and mother and wife and children and brothers and sisters, yes, and even his
own life, he cannot be my disciple. Whoever does not bear his own cross and come after me cannot be
my disciple. For which of you, desiring to build a tower, does not first sit down and count the cost,
whether he has enough to complete it?’” (Luke 14:25–28 ESV).
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[The editor wishes liberty to expound a little further. Ashwood lived in an age when, if
you wanted something done, you did it yourself or persuaded a person or animal to do it. Going
to God in prayer was a natural extension of that idea. Today, we increasingly manipulate the
world around us by operating machines, pushing buttons, clicking with computer mice, and so
on. So it is perhaps natural for some modern readers to ask, “I really want these heavenly
treasures. So what button do I push?” The “buttons” that God has provided are often named
means of grace. These are activities that God uses as instruments with which to give us much of
His grace, including prayer; reading, studying, and meditating on the Holy Scriptures; public
worship; baptism; the Lord’s Supper; counsel by and fellowship with other Christians; books like
this one; and so on. They must be used in faith unhindered by known, cherished, and unrepentant
sin. Unlike, say, flipping a switch to turn on a light or machine, there is no mechanical cause and
effect between the means of grace and God’s delivered grace; God is sovereign and grants grace
at His own pleasure, amount, and time. To thus patiently wait on the Holy Spirit to work in us in
His own sovereign and mysterious way is alien to us in an age when we can get a package the
next day and even track its progress on a map in real time. “The Lord is not slow about His
promise, as some count slowness, but is patient toward you, not wishing for any to perish
but for all to come to repentance” (2 Peter 3:9 NASB). “The wind blows where it wishes and
you hear the sound of it, but do not know where it comes from and where it is going; so is
everyone who is born of the Spirit” (John 3:8 NASB). Do not expect much grace from God if
you are slack in using the means of grace; God’s promises are not for those who are willfully and
unrepentantly practicing any sin, including the sin of despising His means of grace. Ashwood has
given us the motivation. So push those God-ordained buttons prayers for grace and haul in
heavenly treasure!]

Carry on Heavenly Work
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work}
Another part of the heavenly trade is to carry on heavenly work and labor daily in the
great business of godliness. Just as the world has its work, so Christianity has its work. Every
trade has things that must be done, and so has godliness. Christianity is not a notion or opinion; it
is not a name to take to oneself and no more. It is a miserable vanity and cheat for a person to
think that a lamp alone will let him see the way to Heaven or that a few lazy wishes will bring
him to glory, even if he does not travel on the way to it. Alas, to approve of the principles of
piety without practicing it, to arrogate to oneself the privileges of Christianity and be strangers to
purity, to profess faith and have no good works, to have affection [a feeling of love] without
labors of love—these are no signs of salvation at all. Will mere opinion make a person an artist?
Will mere imagination enrich a person? Will merely being hungry fill the stomach? Will only
reading a map to a place get a person there? Neither will affection, knowledge, or profession of
faith help people to Heaven unless they work out their salvation and carry on the duties of
Christianity that lead to it (Philippians 2:12).739
739

“Therefore, my beloved, as you have always obeyed, so now, not only as in my presence but much
more in my absence, work out your own salvation with fear and trembling” (Philippians 2:12 ESV).
Those who have that kind of saving faith that trusts Christ to save them from Hell will have a kind of faith that
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Four Motives to Encourage You to Do Heavenly Work

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
Four Motives to Encourage You to Do Heavenly Work}
There Is Much Good and Necessary Work to Be Done
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
Four Motives to Encourage You to Do Heavenly Work
There Is Much Good and Necessary Work to Be Done740}
The first motive to encourage you to do heavenly work is to consider that a Christian has
much work and a little time, great work and small strength, necessary work, but many diverting
duties and distractions. The work is excellent and there is none like it. People who set about
salvation741 in earnest will find much to do and the further they go in Christianity, the busier they
will be. Every day brings its work with it: new instructions, new mercies, new afflictions, and
new temptations; these call for much exercise of grace and duty. A child of God has no time for
idleness or frivolous business. Oh, there are so many things that must be dispatched during this
little inch of time for eternal purposes! Soul, if you die and your work [of faith and repentance to
life] is undone, your soul is undone; there is no rising from the grave to do your neglected work
or get an exception at the judgment seat of God for your omission.
This work is also necessary as well as great; some duties are necessary to secure your
salvation; all duties are necessary to maintain your comforts and enhance your reward in glory. 742
makes them trust Christ enough to willingly obey Him according to all of Scripture’s commands. Let no one
fall into the deadly pit of trying to earn God’s favor by works—it will not work. Let no one fall into the deadly
pit of thinking that good works according to Scripture commands are not urgently necessary; such thinking
does not come from saving faith, but from Hell.
740
Ashwood did not explicitly include each of these four motives in his outline, but the editor has included
them in the outline for clarity.
741
Ashwood’s use of salvation was a poor word choice without the context following. Later, it will become
clear that he is alternately thinking of two kinds of work: the work of exercising saving trust (faith) in Christ
and repentance to life (which two are fundamentally the same thing), and the work of living for Christ and
growing in holiness and grace in the Christian life. The reader is encouraged to note the distinction as he or she
reads on, although it is not always clear in Ashwood’s prose. The first work is a gift of God and it relates to
justification. The second work is also a gift of God and relates to sanctification and living as Christ’s
bondslave. “For by grace you have been saved through faith. And this is not your own doing; it is the gift
of God, not a result of works, so that no one may boast. For we are his workmanship, created in Christ
Jesus for good works, which God prepared beforehand, that we should walk in them” (Ephesians 2:8–10
ESV).
742
Christ will reward each believer with a reward that He Himself has earned, but according to (not because of)
the believers’ work. “And behold, I am coming quickly, and My reward is with Me, to give to every one
according to his work” (Revelation 22:12 NKJV).
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People plead necessity for this and that [worldly] work, or this or that journey, and thus omit a
duty [to God] or are absent from a [holy] privilege. But who is heedful of the necessity of
working the work of God and attending to concerns of the soul? It may not be necessary for you
to have peace, credit, plenty, riches, or comforts. It may not be necessary that you have a certain
amount of goods, preferments, or happiness in the world. But, it is absolutely necessary that your
soul is saved, that you obey God, that your neglected spiritual concerns are met, that your debts
[sins] are paid for, that you obtain peace with God, that your hungry soul is fed and refreshed,
that your title to Heaven is made certain, that you enjoy the presence of God, and that you
improve your investment in heavenly glory.
Also, God promised to give you work, and that makes it necessary. If you are a Christian,
you have committed yourself to be the Lord’s and have given up yourself to Him; you are not
your own and your time and abilities are His (1 Corinthians 6:19–20). 743 What you are and have
is from Him and for Him; these you devoted to the use and service of God when you took Him to
be your God (2 Corinthians 8:5).744 Since then, you have promised obedience to His commands
many times. There are sickbed vows, promises made during afflictions, and promises made due
to a troubled conscience. But every day and in every duty you tell God you will mend your ways,
redeem your time, and do more and better work. How can you then stand before Him with such
flattery, hypocrisy, falsehood, and treachery while your work is still undone?
Yes, your work, Christian, is an excellent work as well, above all the employments of the
world. It is supernatural work, even angels’ work, but work that angels cannot do: to believe in,
love, converse with, and obey Christ as your redeemer and savior, to suffer for Christ, and to be
baptized into a conformity with His death and resurrection (Philippians 3:9–10; 1 Peter 1:7–
12).745
This is also suitable work to which you are called in this heavenly trade. It is work suited
to your nature. If you are a saint, you have received a heavenly spirit and are a partaker of the
divine nature (2 Peter 1:3–4).746 If you are a Christian, it is as natural for you to do heavenly
work as it is for the world to do earthly work. God put a disposition and propensity to new and
743

“Or do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit who is in you, whom you have from
God, and that you are not your own? For you have been bought with a price: therefore glorify God in
your body” (1 Corinthians 6:19–20 NASB).
744
“And this, not as we expected, but they gave themselves first to the Lord and then by the will of God to
us” (2 Corinthians 8:5 ESV).
745
“…and be found in him, not having a righteousness of my own that comes from the law, but that
which comes through faith in Christ, the righteousness from God that depends on faith—that I may
know him and the power of his resurrection, and may share his sufferings, becoming like him in his
death” (Philippians 3:9–10 ESV). “So that the tested genuineness of your faith—more precious than gold
that perishes though it is tested by fire—may be found to result in praise and glory and honor at the
revelation of Jesus Christ. Though you have not seen him, you love him. Though you do not now see
him, you believe in him and rejoice with joy that is inexpressible and filled with glory, obtaining the
outcome of your faith, the salvation of your souls. Concerning this salvation, the prophets who
prophesied about the grace that was to be yours searched and inquired carefully, inquiring what person
or time the Spirit of Christ in them was indicating when he predicted the sufferings of Christ and the
subsequent glories. It was revealed to them that they were serving not themselves but you, in the things
that have now been announced to you through those who preached the good news to you by the Holy
Spirit sent from heaven, things into which angels long to look” (1 Peter 1:7–12 ESV).
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heavenly work into your renewed nature. There is a disposition in the seed for its proper fruit.
“No one born of God makes a practice of sinning, for God’s seed abides in him, and he
cannot keep on sinning because he has been born of God” (1 John 3:9 ESV). Heavenly work
is work that is suited to your hopes, which are laid up in Heaven, “because of the hope which is
laid up for you in heaven, of which you heard before in the word of the truth of the gospel”
(Colossians 1:5 NKJV). That is the blessedness: those great and glorious things you hope for that
are laid up for you in Heaven, a treasure safely kept for you. Said Davenant: “[In Colossians
1:5,] hope refers to the hoped-for treasure. This reward is not merely said to be offered and
proposed to us. It would weaken our hope if the certainty of those things hoped for depended on
us and our disposition, so that they would be given or denied us according to the worth of our
works, graces, and duties. Rather, it is said to be set aside for us, and deposited and safely laid up
in God our Father for us.” A Christian’s treasures lie in hope, not in hand; they are beyond
present sight and enjoyment, yet secured for their [future] use and ownership (1 Peter 1:4). 747 It is
“reserved in Heaven for you.” It is τετηρημενην [root: τηρεω, tay-reh´-o, keep, guard] kept, as it
were, in custody, watched and guarded for you, sure and certain. The hopes of believers are
firmly laid on these heavenly treasures, and their present hope is well suited to them. Heavenly
work has a proportion and agreement in its nature to heavenly and eternal things (though not in
relative worth; [eternal things have infinite value]). Heavenly work is work suited to your
inheritance and wages in its characteristics, though not in degree; it is excellent work of the same
nature as your eternal blessedness.
Heavenly work is also suited to your present privileges, you who sit in heavenly places in
Christ Jesus (Ephesians 2:6).748 Gracious souls, though they inhabit earth, in point of privilege
they sit in Heaven. “Through their union with Christ, they may be said,” said Zanchy, “to sit
where He sits, as a husband or brother absent from his wife and brethren does possess a kingdom
for them. They, though absent, may be truly said, due to being relatives, to possess it in him as
members in the head. They sit in Heaven in the person of Christ, and as the lump [whole] is
sanctified in the firstfruits.” Believers not only sit as relatives through their union with Christ,
but spiritually through their communion with Him. Bucer said that it is in that [spiritual] sense
that the apostle speaks in Philippians 3:20749 [concerning our citizenship in Heaven]. They have
their citizenship in Heaven; this is a glorious privilege that only the saints enjoy. Their
citizenship is in Heaven, and in this life they sit with Christ in Heaven above the world and the
things below; thus their work should be heavenly also. How pleasant should heavenly work be to
heavenly souls, which believers are and should be.

746

“His divine power has granted to us all things that pertain to life and godliness, through the
knowledge of him who called us to his own glory and excellence, by which he has granted to us his
precious and very great promises, so that through them you may become partakers of the divine nature,
having escaped from the corruption that is in the world because of sinful desire” (2 Peter 1:3–4 ESV).
747
“…to obtain an inheritance which is imperishable and undefiled and will not fade away, reserved in
heaven for you” (1 Peter 1:4 NASB).
748
“…and raised us up with Him, and seated us with Him in the heavenly places in Christ Jesus”
(Ephesians 2:6 NASB).
749
“For our citizenship is in heaven, from which also we eagerly wait for a Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ”
(Philippians 3:20 NASB).
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Your Spiritual Nourishment Will Be According to Your Work
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
Four Motives to Encourage You to Do Heavenly Work
Spiritual Nourishment Will Be According to Your Work}
The second motive to encourage you to do heavenly work is that, as your work is, so will
your spiritual nourishment be. Therefore, Christian, set yourself to heavenly work. Those who do
the work that the world cannot do have food and drink of which the world knows nothing (John
4:32–34).750 The Lord has dainties and particular refreshment for those who are dedicated to and
faithful in His work. They have joys unknown to strangers (Proverbs 14:10). 751 Whoever else
goes without, Christ’s laborers will not lack; He keeps a good table for His workmen. “The fear
of the LORD is clean, enduring forever; the rules of the LORD are true, and righteous
altogether. More to be desired are they than gold, even much fine gold; sweeter also than
honey and drippings of the honeycomb. Moreover, by them is your servant warned; in
keeping them there is great reward” (Psalm 19:9–11 ESV). They eat rich food and drink the
sweet (Nehemiah 8:10).752 The marrow, spiced wine, and hidden manna is their food and drink
(so far as they have need of it). Oh, the sweet bits and pleasant sips do those miss who are idle in
God’s vineyard. “For even when we were with you, we commanded you this: If anyone will
not work, neither shall he eat” (2 Thessalonians 3:10 NKJV). If you want to live well in your
spiritual comforts, then work hard in your spiritual work.
Your Companions Will Be According to Your Work
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
Four Motives to Encourage You to Do Heavenly Work
Your Companions Will Be According to Your Work}
The third motive to encourage you to do heavenly work is that your work will determine
who your companions are. Those who do earthly work have earthly companions to labor with
them. A person’s trade determines his or her company. 753 “And have no fellowship with the
unfruitful works of darkness, but rather expose them. For it is shameful even to speak of
those things which are done by them in secret” (Ephesians 5:11–12 NKJV). But gracious
souls are companions of those who fear God. “I am a companion of all those who fear You,
750

“But He said to them, ‘I have food to eat of which you do not know.’ Therefore the disciples said to one
another, ‘Has anyone brought Him anything to eat?’ Jesus said to them, ‘My food is to do the will of Him
who sent Me, and to finish His work’” (John 4:32–34 NKJV).
751
“The heart knows its own bitterness, And a stranger does not share its joy” (Proverbs 14:10 NASB).
752
“Then he said to them, ‘Go your way, eat the fat, drink the sweet, and send portions to those for whom
nothing is prepared; for this day is holy to our Lord. Do not sorrow, for the joy of the LORD is your
strength’” (Nehemiah 8:10 NKJV). The reference is not to pure fat, but to rich food as a juicy steak.
753
A person’s job will determine the kind of people with whom he or she deals; different kinds of coworkers,
customers, and vendors are encountered in the course of different jobs.
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And of those who keep Your precepts” (Psalm 119:63 NASB). Wicked workers have wicked
men and demons casting in their lot with them (Proverbs 1:14). 754 But, heavenly traders have
heavenly company; they have the presence of God with them. The Lord is with you while you
are with Him (2 Chronicles 15:2). 755 Heavenly traders have the Comforter [Holy Spirit] with
them. “And I will ask the Father, and he will give you another Helper, to be with you
forever” (John 14:16 ESV). “But if the Spirit of Him who raised Jesus from the dead dwells
in you, He who raised Christ Jesus from the dead will also give life to your mortal bodies
through His Spirit who dwells in you” (Romans 8:11 NASB). There is no company like the
Comforter. Friends may leave you, but if you stay with God and do His will, the Spirit of God
will dwell with you forever. You may not always perceive Him, but He will always reside with
you. At best, friends can only stay with you, but the Spirit of Christ will dwell in you and give
you the nearest and most intimate acquaintance with Himself—if you obey His voice and follow
Him. God’s laborers also have the company of angels. “Are they not all ministering spirits
sent forth to minister for those who will inherit salvation?” (Hebrews 1:14 NKJV). “The
angel of the LORD encamps around those who fear him, and delivers them” (Psalm 34:7
ESV). Angels have an assignment to take care of the children of God. “For he will command
his angels concerning you to guard you in all your ways” (Psalm 91:11 ESV). Those are a
lovely company indeed; they will never hurt you, but do you good, and you will be better off
because of them (Proverbs 13:20).756
Your Eternal Wages Will Be According to Your Work
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
Four Motives to Encourage You to Do Heavenly Work
Your Eternal Wages Will Be According to Your Work}
The fourth motive to encourage you to do heavenly work is the fact that your work will
determine your wages for all eternity. Your wages will not be because of your work, but
according to your work.757 “He will render to each one according to his works” (Romans 2:6
ESV). The Greek word is κατα [kat-ah´], according to, not δια [dee-ah´], because of, their works.
Paraeus said that the preposition κατα758 does not mean merit, but measure, analogy, or rule, by
which undeserved rewards will be distributed and just punishments will be inflicted. This is how

754

“Throw in your lot with us, We shall all have one purse” (Proverbs 1:14 NASB).
“And he went out to meet Asa, and said to him: ‘Hear me, Asa, and all Judah and Benjamin. The
LORD is with you while you are with Him. If you seek Him, He will be found by you; but if you forsake
Him, He will forsake you’” (2 Chronicles 15:2 NKJV).
756
“Whoever walks with the wise becomes wise, but the companion of fools will suffer harm” (Proverbs
13:20 ESV).
757
Christ, by Himself, has earned the eternal inheritance and wages of each believer.
758
Ashwood, in this indirect quotation, has put δια (because of) in this sentence. Given the context in the
quotation and the Greek text of Matthew 9:29 and 23:3, the editor treats δια as an error and has substituted
κατα (according to).
755
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the word is used in Matthew 9:20 and 23:3.759 And so, in passages such as Matthew 25:34–35760
that refer to glory (says Paraeus), the description of works done is of the person who will receive
the glory; then the passage shows the cause why it is given [(because it was done to Christ)].
Also, the word ὰποδιδωμι [ap-od-eed´-o-mee], rendered pay in Matthew 20:8,761 is used to mean
a free reward without respect to merit.762 The same reward was given to those who worked one
hour as those who bore the heat and burden of the day. In sum, the word according denotes the
kind of work, not the cause of reward as it refers to salvation. Christ said, “And behold, I am
coming quickly, and My reward is with Me, to give to every one according to his work”
(Revelation 22:12 NKJV). The text is to render to each as his work.763 Indeed, evil works cause
and deserve punishment, but good works do not deserve reward. Gryner gives three reasons for
the difference. First, good works proceed from God and are the fruit of His Spirit in us, but evil
works come from humans and are the result of their own spirits and wills. Second, good works
are not perfectly good, so they cannot have merit, but evil works are perfectly evil, so they
deserve death. Third, good works are commanded, and thus being merely our duty, cannot merit
payment. (Payment of a debt is not a purchase.) But sins are forbidden and thus a breach of
God’s law and deserve death (Luke 17:10). 764 “For the wages of sin is death, but the free gift
of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord” (Romans 6:23 ESV). Death is wages due, but
life is a gift altogether free. “But God, being rich in mercy, because of the great love with
which he loved us, even when we were dead in our trespasses, made us alive together with
Christ—by grace you have been saved” (Ephesians 2:4–5 ESV). Even the most spiritual duties
of a person do not deserve glory for five reasons.
First, people’s most spiritual duties do not deserve glory because they are not from the
person, but God’s work in him or her. “I am the vine, you are the branches; he who abides in
Me and I in him, he bears much fruit, for apart from Me you can do nothing” (John 15:5
NASB). “I have been crucified with Christ; it is no longer I who live, but Christ lives in me;
and the life which I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and
gave Himself for me” (Galatians 2:20 NKJV). Holiness is called the fruit of the Spirit (Galatians
5:22–23).765 “Now to the one who works, his wages are not counted as a gift but as his due.
759

“Then He touched their eyes, saying, ‘It shall be done to you according to your faith’” (Matthew 9:29
NASB). “Therefore all that they tell you, do and observe, but do not do according to their deeds; for they
say things and do not do them” (Matthew 23:3 NASB).
760
“Then the King will say to those on His right hand, ‘Come, you blessed of My Father, inherit the
kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world: for I was hungry and you gave Me food; I
was thirsty and you gave Me drink; I was a stranger and you took Me in’” (Matthew 25:34–35 NKJV).
761
“And when evening came, the owner of the vineyard said to his foreman, ‘Call the laborers and pay
them their wages, beginning with the last, up to the first’” (Matthew 20:8 ESV).
762
The Greek ὰποδιδωμι has a general sense of give out, and it may refer to something given freely, but it can
also mean the payment of some obligation, such as taxes. Ashwood is right here, but not on the basis of his
Greek exegesis.
763
Different Bible versions translate αποδουναι as to give (KJV, NKJV), to render (NASB), to repay (ESV).
These variations are in line with the scope of possible definitions in the footnote above.
764
“So you too, when you do all the things which are commanded you, say, ‘We are unworthy slaves; we
have done only that which we ought to have done’” (Luke 17:10 NASB).
765
“But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness,
self-control; against such things there is no law” (Galatians 5:22–23 ESV). Ashwood referenced Ephesians
5:9: “for the fruit of the Spirit is in all goodness, righteousness, and truth” (Ephesians 5:9 NKJV). But
there is a textual variant by which many versions render fruit of light instead of fruit of the Spirit. The editor
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And to the one who does not work but believes in him who justifies the ungodly, his faith is
counted as righteousness” (Romans 4:4–5 ESV). Therefore, reward is not due to saints who do
not work [for their justification], but by strict way of justice to the Holy Spirit who works in
them.
Second, even the most spiritual duties of people do not deserve glory because they are so
small and imperfect compared with the reward, and thus do not merit the reward. People’s work
is imperfect; they only know in part, and do in part (1 Corinthians 13:9; Philippians 3:12). 766 The
best duties as they come from the saints on earth are spotty and are like clean water that comes
from a filthy container; they reek of the container from which they came. But glory is perfect by
all measures and has no defect in it. Our works are also finite because they are created and are
the actions of creatures, but the reward is infinite, as it comes from the love and glory of an
infinite God.
Third, even the most spiritual duties of people do not deserve glory because even if our
holiness were [somehow] perfect, it would not have merit because holiness is owed [as a debt] to
God. As His creatures and redeemed people who have promised and covenanted with Him to
love, obey, and serve Him, we owe Him our holiness (Ephesians 2:10; 2 Corinthians 18:5). 767
Duties are only debts, not acts of favor to God. We owe God ourselves and all we are and have.
We are indebted to Christ for more than we can ever pay for His redemption grace. Even if we do
all we possibly can, we cannot reimburse Christ for His blood and love, and we cannot merit
unless we are out of debt.
Fourth, even the most spiritual duties of people do not deserve glory because we have
nothing with which to obtain merit since we are not our own (1 Corinthians 6:19). 768 Humans,
especially God’s redeemed humans, belong to God, not to themselves. Therefore, they have
nothing to give to God. Believers are His servants. “Who are you to pass judgment on the
servant of another? It is before his own master that he stands or falls. And he will be
upheld, for the Lord is able to make him stand” (Romans 14:4 ESV). A servant is not his
own; his time, strength, capacity, and work are his master’s. Likewise, the saint’s duties are the
Lord’s. This is not by way of employment and payment of wages, but by way of redemption,
right, and purchase. God bought us out of the service of sin and Satan to His own use. Our
service is thus God’s due on the basis of what God did for us. We have a debt of thankfulness and
cannot merit a reward. Yet more, those who have nothing except what they receive from God—
what can they give to God (1 Corinthians 4:7)? 769 “Or who has given a gift to him that he

has thus substituted Galatians 5:22–23.
766
“For we know in part and we prophesy in part” (1 Corinthians 13:9 NKJV). “Not that I have already
obtained it or have already become perfect, but I press on so that I may lay hold of that for which also I
was laid hold of by Christ Jesus” (Philippians 3:12 NASB).
767
“For we are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared
beforehand, that we should walk in them” (Ephesians 2:10 ESV). “For through the Spirit, by faith, we
ourselves eagerly wait for the hope of righteousness” (2 Corinthians 18:5 ESV).
768
“Or do you not know that your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit who is in you, whom you have
from God, and you are not your own?” (1 Corinthians 6:19 NKJV).
769
“For who regards you as superior? What do you have that you did not receive? And if you did receive
it, why do you boast as if you had not received it?” (1 Corinthians 4:7 NASB).
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might be repaid? For from him and through him and to him are all things. To him be glory
forever. Amen” (Romans 11:35–36 ESV).
Fifth, even the most spiritual duties of people do not deserve glory because if rewards
were due to people by the merit of their work, then people would have something by which to
glorify themselves. They might say about Heaven what Nebuchadnezzar said of Babylon: “The
king spoke, saying, ‘Is not this great Babylon, that I have built for a royal dwelling by my
mighty power and for the honor of my majesty?’” (Daniel 4:30 NKJV). So might such say
when they come to Heaven, “Is not this the mansion I prepared and deserved by my duties and
graces for my glory and blessedness?” Those who are their own exalted judges are forced to say
that their grace is given by God, but they boast of the improvements of this grace as if it were
their own. They claim glory for their improvement of grace, though not to their “original” grace
or talents. They are driven to confess Christ’s merit, but they dodge around and say that Christ
merited for them so that they themselves might merit. But this is contrary to the Gospel; it tells
us: “So then it depends not on human will or exertion, but on God, who has mercy”
(Romans 9:16 ESV). “Therefore, my beloved, as you have always obeyed, not as in my
presence only, but now much more in my absence, work out your own salvation with fear
and trembling; for it is God who works in you both to will and to do for His good pleasure”
(Philippians 2:12–13 NKJV). “But God has chosen the foolish things of the world to shame
the wise, and God has chosen the weak things of the world to shame the things which are
strong, and the base things of the world and the despised God has chosen, the things that
are not, so that He may nullify the things that are, so that no man may boast before God”
(1 Corinthians 1:27–29 NASB). And the apostle gives this reason why Abraham was not justified
by works, but by faith: he would have had something to glory in, but this could not be. “For if
Abraham was justified by works, he has something to boast about, but not before God”
(Romans 4:2 NKJV). So the saints, though they have a reward according to their work, it is not
because of their work. It is a reward, not of debt, but of grace, yes, glorious grace, according to
their work. Christian, God will not give you even a tiny bit less than the utmost that is according
to your love and faithfulness. “Therefore, my beloved brethren, be steadfast, immovable,
always abounding in the work of the Lord, knowing that your toil is not in vain in the
Lord” (1 Corinthians 15:58 NASB). He will not fail in any of His promises or disappoint you in
your expected end, but will be better than your hopes. In that day of compensation, “Then you
will say in your heart: ‘Who has borne me these? I was bereaved and barren, exiled and
put away, but who has brought up these? Behold, I was left alone; from where have these
come?’” (Isaiah 49:21 ESV). “But why is this granted to me, that the mother of my Lord
should come to me?” (Luke 1:43 NKJV). “Then the righteous will answer Him, ‘Lord, when
did we see You hungry, and feed You, or thirsty, and give You something to drink?’”
(Matthew 25:37 NASB). Glory is a titanic thing, infinitely above all your labors. Christian,
Heaven will make amends for all your duties and losses and abundantly compensate and exceed
all your expenses for God in the world. Do you not thus have reason to set about the work of
grace and forge ahead in the employments of this heavenly trade?
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What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?}
QUESTION: But what is this heavenly work that wisdom’s merchants must be forging
ahead with every day?
Heavenly Work Has a Heavenly Source, Rule, and Purpose
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade …
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work Has a Heavenly Source, Rule, Purpose}
ANSWER: In general, heavenly work is work that has a heavenly Originator and
Foundation [God], is done according to heavenly rule, and has a heavenly purpose. It is work
that is done in God by His Spirit (John 3:21), 770 according to the will of God, and by the rule of
Scripture (Colossians 4:12).771 It is work done for God and designed purely and ultimately for
His glory (1 Corinthians 10:31).772
But more particularly, heavenly works may be considered under two categories:
1. Works that are heavenly in the matter of them, as well as manner and purpose.
2. Works that are earthly in the matter of them, but are done in a heavenly manner and for a
heavenly purpose.
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters}
There is heavenly work that is of a heavenly nature, matter, manner, and purpose, such as
all of those Christian duties that are in regard to God, ourselves, and others.

770

“But whoever does what is true comes to the light, so that it may be clearly seen that his works have
been carried out in God” (John 3:21 ESV).
771
“Epaphras, who is one of you, a bondservant of Christ, greets you, always laboring fervently for you
in prayers, that you may stand perfect and complete in all the will of God” (Colossians 4:12 NKJV).
772
“Therefore, whether you eat or drink, or whatever you do, do all to the glory of God” (1 Corinthians
10:31 NKJV).
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Heavenly Work of Worship of God
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work of Worship of God}
Pursue that work every day that has God Himself for its first and more immediate object;
these are all acts of Christian worship, both natural and instituted, moral and commanded. “Then
Jesus said to him, ‘Go, Satan! For it is written, “YOU SHALL WORSHIP THE LORD YOUR
GOD, AND SERVE HIM ONLY”’” (Matthew 4:10 NASB). Worship is due to God from all His
rational and intelligent creatures, both people and angels. They must worship only Him with that
reverential fear, faith, love, hope, and delight that is due to Him as the supreme majesty of
Heaven and earth, the great creator and preserver of all His creatures. They must serve Him with
the subjection and obedience that their relation to God their sovereign demands. This is the duty
of all people, especially those who profess their allegiance to God and choice of Him to be their
God in Christ and their special treasure. “You shall fear the LORD your God and serve Him,
and shall take oaths in His name” (Deuteronomy 6:13 NKJV). Christian, to pour out your heart
on the world, relatives, self, and created things is to rob God of His service and to commit
idolatry with the creature. Think this way: When my heart runs out to things below God, and my
affections, hope, trust, and delight overflow their banks and break out past their due bounds of
subordination to God, I rob Him and give His glory to another. When I fondly dote on and take
pleasure in any creature apart from God or His service, I then deal treacherously with my God,
rob Him, and give His glory to another (Isaiah 48:11). 773 Oh, habitually set your heart on God
and let out your faith, love, hope, reverent fear, desires, and delighting pleasures on God every
day, even all day long, as your chief good, supreme sovereign and highest purpose. “Do not let
your heart envy sinners, But be zealous for the fear of the LORD all the day” (Proverbs 23:17
NKJV).
Again, external acts of divine worship are part of your everyday work that you owe to
God. They are to be duly and daily done for him, for example, to pray and hear and read His
sacred Word. These things are the honor, homage, and service that are due to God every day,
especially morning and evening (Proverbs 8:34; Deuteronomy 6:7; Numbers 28:3–4; 1
Chronicles 23:30; Ezekiel 46:13–15; 1 Chronicles 16:39–40; Psalm 55:17).774 This is the daily
773

“For my own sake, for my own sake, I do it, for how should my name be profaned? My glory I will not
give to another” (Isaiah 48:11 ESV).
774
“Blessed is the one who listens to me, watching daily at my gates, waiting beside my doors” (Proverbs
8:34 ESV). “You shall teach them diligently to your children, and shall talk of them when you sit in your
house, when you walk by the way, when you lie down, and when you rise up” (Deuteronomy 6:7 NKJV).
“And you shall say to them, ‘This is the offering made by fire which you shall offer to the LORD: two
male lambs in their first year without blemish, day by day, as a regular burnt offering. The one lamb
you shall offer in the morning, the other lamb you shall offer in the evening’” (Numbers 28:3–4 NKJV).
“They are to stand every morning to thank and to praise the LORD, and likewise at evening” (1
Chronicles 23:30 NASB). “You shall provide a lamb a year old without blemish for a burnt offering to the
LORD daily; morning by morning you shall provide it. And you shall provide a grain offering with it
morning by morning, one sixth of an ephah, and one third of a hin of oil to moisten the flour, as a grain
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burnt offering to be prepared for the Lord (Exodus 29:38–39). 775 We are to perform our vows 776
morning and evening each day (Psalm 61:8).777 God’s mercies are new every morning, and so
must your praises be also (Lamentations 3:22–23).778 He keeps you day and night (Isaiah 27:2–
3).779 And therefore it is only reasonable that you should give Him your morning and evening
sacrifice [of worship]. You depend on Him for each day’s mercies, and He expects the duties of
each day from you, which are your reasonable service (Romans 12:1). 780 You have daily
necessities, difficulties, trials, dangers, and duties in which you need His help. Is it not thus your
business to be at His feet daily seeking His favor, counsel, strength, and blessing?
In this worship rests your claimed subjection to God also. If you take religious duties
lightly, you reject God from being your God. This very reason is the one Moses gave to Israel
why they should serve the Lord, cling to Him, swear by His name, 781 and give Him all religious
worship. “You shall fear the LORD your God. You shall serve him and hold fast to him, and
by his name you shall swear. He is your praise. He is your God, who has done for you these
great and terrifying things that your eyes have seen” (Deuteronomy 10:20–21 ESV). “So the
king gave the command, and they brought Daniel and cast him into the den of lions. But the
king spoke, saying to Daniel, ‘Your God, whom you serve continually, He will deliver you’”
(Daniel 6:16 NKJV). It is a contradiction to say that God is your God and yet withhold His
service from Him. As soon as God had a people in the world, He had service from them. “And
as for Seth, to him also a son was born; and he named him Enosh. Then men began to call
on the name of the LORD” (Genesis 4:26 NKJV).782 Seth783 was the other seed whom the Lord
had appropriated to Himself in the place of Abel. As soon as Seth had a son and family, they
worshiped God and were distinguished from the family of Cain by their serving God. This is the
work of God that every soul is required to dispatch every day, alone and with family, in spirit and
truth, and fervently with a pure heart.

offering to the LORD. This is a perpetual statute. Thus the lamb and the meal offering and the oil shall
be provided, morning by morning, for a regular burnt offering” (Ezekiel 46:13–15 ESV). “He left Zadok
the priest and his relatives the priests before the tabernacle of the LORD in the high place which was at
Gibeon, to offer burnt offerings to the LORD on the altar of burnt offering continually morning and
evening, even according to all that is written in the law of the LORD, which He commanded Israel” (1
Chronicles 16:39–40 NASB). “Evening and morning and at noon I will pray, and cry aloud, And He shall
hear my voice” (Psalm 55:17 NKJV).
775
“Now this is what you shall offer on the altar: two lambs a year old day by day regularly. One lamb
you shall offer in the morning, and the other lamb you shall offer at twilight” (Exodus 29:38–39 ESV).
776
Whether baptismal vows or as part of a personal covenant with Christ, we vow commitment to Christ. Such
commitment includes personal daily devotions, called quiet time in some circles.
777
“So I will sing praise to Your name forever, That I may pay my vows day by day” (Psalm 61:8 NASB).
778
“Through the LORD’s mercies we are not consumed, Because His compassions fail not. They are new
every morning; Great is Your faithfulness” (Lamentations 3:22–23 NKJV).
779
“In that day, ‘A vineyard of wine, sing of it! I, the LORD, am its keeper; I water it every moment. So
that no one will damage it, I guard it night and day’” (Isaiah 27:2–3 NASB).
780
“Therefore I urge you, brethren, by the mercies of God, to present your bodies a living and holy
sacrifice, acceptable to God, which is your spiritual service of worship” (Romans 12:1 NASB).
781
The emphasis here is not on a supposed need to be continually making oaths and vows. Rather, when done,
they are to be made in God’s name, not that of some idol.
782
In the Bible, to call on the name of the Lord means to pray to Him in sincerity.
783
Seth was Adam and Eve’s next male child after Cain and Abel.
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This is also the best part of your work in the world: to attend on God. All other service is
just drudgery compared with serving God and conversing with Him on the great matters of your
souls and your everlasting concerns. This is for your benefit also: to maintain nearness to God,
Who is the life of your souls, the length of your days, and the source of all your supplies. There
is no pleasure like the ways of God, nor profit like keeping His commands.784 Oh, the blessedness
of conversation with God and maintaining a daily interaction with the Father of Spirits. It is the
privilege of angels and glorified saints to be always beholding His face (1 Thessalonians 4:17;
Matthew 18:10).785 And, the special honor of the upright is to dwell in His presence (Psalm
140:13).786
There is also no advantage like that of being much with God every day. “But for me it is
good to be near God; I have made the Lord GOD my refuge, that I may tell of all your
works” (Psalm 73:28 ESV). Frequent journeys to Heaven bring in much profit. This was how
David thrived so much in wisdom, grace, and experience, outshining all of the people of that age
and serving his generation by the will of God; he was often with God. “If I should count them,
they would outnumber the sand. When I awake, I am still with You” (Psalm 139:18 NASB).
By this nearness to the Son of Righteousness Enoch was quickly ripened for Heaven, and by his
constant walking with God, reached Heaven early. Of all in that age, only holy Enoch went to
Heaven so soon and was directly conveyed there after three hundred sixty five years. In contrast,
the rest lived around seven to nine hundred years. That which accelerated his fitness for rest was
his activity in heavenly work. “After he begot Methuselah, Enoch walked with God three
hundred years, and had sons and daughters. So all the days of Enoch were three hundred
and sixty-five years. And Enoch walked with God; and he was not, for God took him”
(Genesis 5:22–24 NKJV). Enoch kept his constant times with God in His garden and gallery
walks, then went in with Him into His presence-chamber, there to sit down with Him forever.
This will make you also thrive in your own work if you are faithful and diligent in God’s
work. If you mind His concerns, He will care for yours. “And you shall again obey the voice of
the LORD and keep all his commandments that I command you today. The LORD your God
will make you abundantly prosperous in all the work of your hand, in the fruit of your
womb and in the fruit of your cattle and in the fruit of your ground. For the LORD will
again take delight in prospering you, as he took delight in your fathers” (Deuteronomy
30:8–9 ESV). In the work of your hand, He will make you abundantly prosperous—the Hebrew
is ירָך
ְ ִ[ הֹותroot:  יתרyaw-thar´], meaning to make you have more than enough. As Montanus
renders it, He will bless you in every work of your hand, according to the Septuagint. Other
copies render He will have a great deal of care for you, etc.787 “He will make you excellent with
784

These types of statements may seem hyperbole to one bogged down in the daily struggles of life. But holy
duties bring much real spiritual benefit that is not always immediately visible, and most of the benefit will not
be apparent until we are with the Lord in Heaven.
785
“Then we who are alive and remain will be caught up together with them in the clouds to meet the
Lord in the air, and so we shall always be with the Lord” (1 Thessalonians 4:17 NASB). “See that you do
not despise one of these little ones, for I say to you that their angels in heaven continually see the face of
My Father who is in heaven” (Matthew 18:10 NASB).
786
“Surely the righteous will give thanks to Your name; The upright will dwell in Your presence” (Psalm
140:13 NASB).
787
The Septuagint (LXX) was a Greek translation of the Hebrew Scriptures made in the second and third
centuries BC. Contrary to Ashwood’s comments about other versions, nearly all modern versions agree with
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good things,” said Junius. “He will make you to enjoy good in every work of…,” said
Symmachus. He will prosper the work of your hand. It will go well with [those who obey God].
“So you shall keep His statutes and His commandments which I am giving you today, that
it may go well with you and with your children after you, and that you may live long on the
land which the LORD your God is giving you for all time” (Deuteronomy 4:40 NASB). It was
piety that made Joseph so prosperous in all he did; he feared God. “Then Joseph said to them
the third day, ‘Do this and live, for I fear God’” (Genesis 42:18 NKJV). God was with him
and made all he did to prosper in his hand (Genesis 39:3).788 “He will be like a tree firmly
planted by streams of water, Which yields its fruit in its season And its leaf does not wither;
And in whatever he does, he prospers” (Psalm 1:3 NASB). The blessing of the Lord will be on
the head and hands of such pious people. Whatever may be their condition in the world, it will be
well with those who fear the Lord. If they are afflicted, their afflictions will turn to their good
and be part of their prosperity. [Of Hezekiah:] “And every work that he undertook in the
service of the house of God and in accordance with the law and the commandments,
seeking his God, he did with all his heart, and prospered” (2 Chronicles 31:21 ESV). The
way to true prosperity leads through Heaven-gates. Christian, if you ever wish to thrive in your
own work, be sure to carry on God’s work. Begin with God every day; the firstfruits are His.
Dispatch religious worship in your closets and families before you start on your earthly business.
Meet privately with Him every day; He is the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and end, and
must have the beginning and end of every day. The morning and evening sacrifice are His (1
Chronicles 16:40; 2 Chronicles 13:11; Psalm 55:17).789 Give God His due before you give the
world its dues. Pay your vows to God every evening before you beg for new mercies (Psalm
61:8).790 Make sure all things are secure in the everlasting arms before you lie down to rest; put
your soul and your all into the hands of Christ by solemn devotion and resignation every night.
Get the watch set and all things safe before you expose yourself to the hazards of the night and
expose your affairs to an incapacity to secure yourself from the least danger. 791 Oh, precious soul,
do not lie down as dogs and pigs, which, when they have filled their bellies, get to their kennels
and sties.

Montanus, et al., and render in all the work of your hand.
788
“Now his master saw that the LORD was with him and how the LORD caused all that he did to prosper
in his hand” (Genesis 39:3 NASB).
789
“To offer burnt offerings to the LORD on the altar of burnt offering continually morning and evening,
even according to all that is written in the law of the LORD, which He commanded Israel” (1 Chronicles
16:40 NASB). “Every morning and evening they burn to the LORD burnt offerings and fragrant incense,
and the showbread is set on the clean table, and the golden lampstand with its lamps is ready to light
every evening; for we keep the charge of the LORD our God, but you have forsaken Him” (2 Chronicles
13:11 NASB). “Evening and morning and at noon I will pray, and cry aloud, And He shall hear my
voice” (Psalm 55:17 NKJV).
790
“So I will sing praise to Your name forever, That I may pay my vows day by day” (Psalm 61:8 NASB).
791
To many readers, imploring God’s protection against the dangers of the night may evoke images of a small
child afraid of nighttime monsters. But Ashwood lived in a time of significant danger and persecution.
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Heavenly Work on Ourselves
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work on Ourselves}
Also, carry on that work daily that operates on your own selves, work that sanctifies,
comforts, strengthens, edifies, and saves your souls. Next to the glory of God, indeed in
pursuance of God’s glory, your own salvation is your chief concern. “For what will it profit a
man if he gains the whole world and forfeits his soul? Or what will a man give in exchange
for his soul?” (Matthew 16:26 NASB). What is left if the soul is lost? What is to be done, if at
last, the soul is undone? To look after others’ souls and neglect your own, or to make all else
secure but leave your own soul to be destroyed, is folly; it is as that of the woman who saved her
possessions from a fire, but left her child to perish in the flames. Salvation is your most
important work; it is work committed to your care and you will give an account of it in the day of
Christ. “Therefore, my beloved, as you have always obeyed, so now, not only as in my
presence but much more in my absence, work out your own salvation with fear and
trembling” (Philippians 2:12 ESV). This is also a substantial amount of work with many things
to be attended to and much to be completed if our souls are to be saved.
Heart Work
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work on Ourselves
Heart Work}
First, you must carry on heart work every day, and that is substantial work. Those who
are [honestly and truly] acquainted with their own hearts know there is much to do in and about
them. There is nothing more out of order than the human heart, and nothing in a person that is in
need of more attention than the heart. Thus, the Lord has given His people a strict charge to keep
their hearts. “Watch over your heart with all diligence, For from it flow the springs of life”
(Proverbs 4:23 NASB). The beginning of the Hebrew could be more literally translated, “Above
all, keeping, keep792 your heart…” (Proverbs 23:2; Ephesians 3:17; Proverbs 4:4).793 The heart is
the one thing Christ looks at, for it is the main room He dwells in. It is His warehouse where He
792

This kind of phrasing is common in Hebrew; it indicates great emphasis.
“And put a knife to your throat If you are a man of great appetite” (Proverbs 23.2 NASB). “That
Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith; that you, being rooted and grounded in love” (Ephesians
3:17 NKJV). “He taught me and said to me, ‘Let your heart hold fast my words; keep my
commandments, and live’” (Proverbs 4:4 ESV).
793
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lays up His goods and His workshop where He cuts out and prepares His work (Proverbs
16:1).794 A great part of salvation work is done in the secret chambers of the heart. The heart is
the root and spring of a person from which all acceptable duties flow. “not by way of
eyeservice, as men-pleasers, but as slaves of Christ, doing the will of God from the heart”
(Ephesians 6:6 NASB). The heart thus must be especially guarded. A Christian finds a great deal
of work to be done on his or her heart every day. This includes:
Heart-Searching Work
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade …
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work on Ourselves
Heart Work
Heart-Searching Work}
Part of heart work is heart-searching work (Psalm 64:6).795 The human heart is deep and
the bottom is not easily found. It is a long journey to the furthest end of the heart, and nobody
has ever reached it in this life. The sea is deep, but it has a bottom. The world is large, but it has
been circumnavigated. But who has ever traveled through his or her own heart and set up a
marker saying, “To here its wickedness goes, and no further”? “The heart is deceitful above all
things, And desperately wicked; Who can know it?” (Jeremiah 17:9 NKJV).796 A person has
no worse cheater to deal with than his own heart. It has chameleon colors, meandering and
labyrinthine paths, subtle shifts, false pretenses, secret plots, fair-seeming promises, smooth
excuses, rational pleas, seeming integrity, and deeply rooted hypocrisy. Thus, nobody can tell
what to make of his or her heart or how to evaluate it, and the problem calls for constant
searching and observing the heart. The Lord purposefully gives His people the scale of the
sanctuary in which to weigh the heart, and He gives providences each day by which to measure
the heart. People encounter various occasions of providences, temptations, employments,
companions, changes, mercies, and afflictions; these all help uncover the heart, and the results of
these are to be observed in order to evaluate the heart.797
794

“The preparations of the heart belong to man, But the answer of the tongue is from the LORD”
(Proverbs 16:1 NKJV).
795
“They search out injustice, saying, ‘We have accomplished a diligent search.’ For the inward mind and
heart of a man are deep” (Psalm 64:6 ESV).
796
Other versions translate the Hebrew  ָאנֻׁשas desperately sick. The basic meaning of the word is that of
sickness or wound, typically incurable. Since the wound of the heart is sinful deceitfulness, the sickness of the
heart is wickedness.
797
An analogy may help. We have all observed people tap a microphone or ask, “Is this thing on?” This is
stimulus-response testing of the sound system. The stimulus is the sound input to the microphone and the
response is what you hear from the loudspeaker. Perhaps it works. Perhaps nothing is heard, or there is a howl
of feedback. This kind of test gives valuable information even in the absence of knowledge about the sound
system itself. Likewise, life events, temptations, annoyances, and the like are stimuli to our hearts. By
observing our responses to them, such as sin or obedience, contentment or anger, hatred or charitable thoughts,
and so on, we learn what is deep inside us in our hearts and can take, by the power of God’s grace in the Holy
Spirit, corrective action. This means to not only repent and strive against the outward sinful thoughts, words, or
deeds, but to also repent and strive against the inward sin in the heart that led to the outward sin.
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Heart-Judging Work
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work on Ourselves
Heart Work
Heart-Judging Work}
After Christians have searched their hearts they will discover the evil in their hearts, their
pride, hypocrisy, and so on. They will clearly see the proof and evidence of it, and then
understand how repugnant and inconsistent their sin is to the Law and Gospel, equity and mercy,
light, experience, warnings, their Christian profession, and [God’s] promises and patience. Then
they must indict the heart for these things and drive home the evil of it and all the aggravations798
of their sin. Aggravations can include:
• The nature of the sin and its effects [on self, others, and God’s glory].
• The sinner’s social standing and the amount of influence on others.
• The time and place of the sin.
• If the sin is habitual and for how long.
• The amount of effort the sinner puts into attempts and methods of preventing the sin
[including efforts to avoid occasions of the sin].
• How the person’s disobedience in the area compares with other believers who are beneath
them with respect to:799
◦ Knowledge.
◦ Christian profession.
◦ Access to means of grace.
◦ Mercies [such as God’s clear chastisement for a sin].
798

Suppose a child steals candy from a store. That is bad enough. Now suppose the shopkeeper, out of charity to
the family, gives the child’s family groceries each week to help them out. Clearly, stealing from that
shopkeeper’s store is a worse sin than stealing from a stranger’s store. In Puritan writings, that worsening
circumstance is an aggravation of the sin. And, to aggravate our sins is to recognize before God and confess to
Him those things that increase a sin’s heinousness. If nothing else, the fact that Christ endured the equivalent
of all Hell’s horrors so the believer would not have to do so is enough to infinitely aggravate any sin. Done
well, God can use our aggravating our sins as a means of grace against future sin. Helpful resources include the
Westminster Larger Catechism, questions 150–1, and Of the Mortification of Sin in Believers, by John Owen.
799
First, a word of caution is in order: “Not that we dare to classify or compare ourselves with some of those
who are commending themselves. But when they measure themselves by one another and compare
themselves with one another, they are without understanding” (2 Corinthians 10:12 ESV). The need for
this scriptural caution is magnified by the fact that many people are skilled hypocrites, and many others
struggle fiercely and valiantly against particular sins in private. But an example may help illustrate how this
type of comparison may be used to shame and encourage oneself, by God’s grace, to better obedience.
Consider a man who grew up in a Christian home, has been a Christian for a decade, and attends a solid
church, but he is still foul-mouthed. But his friend grew up in a home where profanity was routine, but cleaned
up his speech a month after coming to Christ while still in the Marine Corps, and the chaplains were not even
believers.
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By indicting their hearts for their sin by these considerations, the sin’s repugnance to
God, and its aggravations, Christians must convince their hearts of these things and pass sentence
against their hearts. They must condemn their hearts as unworthy of any mercy and deserving of
all the threatenings of the Word against their sin. The heart must come to understand and bear the
blame for its iniquity, feel its exceeding sinfulness, and cry out with the apostle, “Wretched man
that I am! Who will set me free from the body of this death?” (Romans 7:24 NASB). This
can be highly useful to you to prove to yourself your sincerity, preserve the tenderness of your
spirit [conscience], and to cut off all excuses, false hopes, and security in sin. It will make sin
appear more abominable [even] when it appears with its most attractive allurements (2
Corinthians 7:11; 1 Corinthians 11:31).800 This will also be evidence to you of your pardon and
freedom from divine condemnation.
Heart-Humbling Work
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work on Ourselves
Heart Work
Heart-Humbling Work}
Oh, the pride that lodges, lives in, and becomes a part of this little part, the heart of man.
How unknowable it is and hard to evaluate. It is like yeast in dough or poison in a cup; it cannot
be separated out by a human hand. It is as rottenness in the bones 801 that cannot be diagnosed or
cured. Pride is as that lofty mountain before Zerubbabel that must become a plain (Zechariah
4:7).802 Pride is as deeply rooted trees whose tap roots are not easily pulled out. One person
compared spiritual pride to the undershirt, which the saints take off last of all, or like ivy that will
not be pulled off until the wall on which it hangs comes down also. 803 Oh, the struggles a child of
God has with his proud heart, to get and keep it low. Whatever a spider feeds on, it makes it
poisonous.804 The proud heart of humans likewise uses all it does, has, meets with, and sees for
nourishing pride. It is proud of its sins, proud of its graces, proud under afflictions, and proud of
mercies. It is proud of honor and proud of humility. It is proud of God’s favor and proud under
800

“For see what earnestness this godly grief has produced in you, but also what eagerness to clear
yourselves, what indignation, what fear, what longing, what zeal, what punishment! At every point you
have proved yourselves innocent in the matter” (2 Corinthians 7:11 ESV). “But if we judged ourselves
rightly, we would not be judged” (1 Corinthians 11:31 NASB).
801
The biblical metaphor of rottenness in the bones is not a reference to any specific medical condition. The
bones are the support structure of the body; the metaphor is thus of devastating and fundamental impairment,
weakness, and collapse of the person.
802
“Who are you, O great mountain? Before Zerubbabel you shall become a plain. And he shall bring
forward the top stone amid shouts of ‘Grace, grace to it!’” (Zechariah 4:7 ESV).
803
Some species of ivy, such as English Ivy, have rootlets that cling tenaciously, especially to rough or cracked
surfaces such as old masonry.
804
This is not due to spider venom, but the digestive juices that the spider spits or injects into the prey to liquefy
it; these digestive juices can thus be corrosive to tissue.
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His frowns. Oh, what a strange disease pride is; it feeds upon the means that the Lord gives to
cure it and gets strength from medicine meant to destroy it. Pride is like Ephraim’s wound
(Hosea 5:13).805 When God would have healed one wound, another appeared. 806 And this helps to
make a Christian’s work a great amount of work indeed; the work is never done until the day
[life] is over and his earthly body is pulled down.
Heart-Purging Work
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work on Ourselves
Heart Work
Heart-Purging Work}
The heart of a man is naturally a complete cesspit and kennel807 of uncleanness and a
spring [source] of pollution. It spews an effluent full of filthiness of flesh and spirit. “For out of
the heart proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false witness,
blasphemies. These are the things which defile a man, but to eat with unwashed hands does
not defile a man” (Matthew 15:19–20 NKJV). This filthiness is not accidental or from some
outside source; that may be more easily washed away (Jeremiah 6:7). 808 Rather, the filthiness is
innate and inherent, and never ceases bubbling forth until the source is cleansed and the root
changed. Sin in the heart is the root and spring [source] of all the wickedness that defiles the
thoughts, words, and actions. Christians complain about their thoughts; they are pestered by vain,
unclean, and distracting thoughts both in and out of duty. But the sickness is in the heart;
thoughts are just the boilings-over and effluent of the heart. A person who wants to cure thoughts
must first cleanse the heart (Jeremiah 4:14). 809 The heart is the nest from which those wasps fly
out and trouble the soul. It is the root that feeds those luxuriant branches, briars, and thorns that
wound the conscience. The heart is as a strong fort where bandits hide themselves and go out to
prey on the gracious soul. Until these nests are destroyed, the ax laid to the root of this tree, and
the strong fort attacked and the bandits destroyed, souls will never be freed from eruptions of sin
into their thoughts and life. This, Christian, is long, busy, and hard work, and part of your daily
employment in the heavenly trade: to sweep, wash, drain, and cleanse your filthy heart by sound
repentance and faith in the promises and death and blood of Christ. [Emphasis added. Ed.]
805

“When Ephraim saw his sickness, And Judah saw his wound, Then Ephraim went to Assyria And sent
to King Jareb; Yet he cannot cure you, Nor heal you of your wound” (Hosea 5:13 NKJV). The context of
this verse is that Ephraim is unrepentant, rejects God, and seeks merely human remedies.
806
The context of Hosea 5 is that Ephraim continually sins, and God continually punishes them for their sin.
Their wounds are inflicted by God, but they seek healing by human means, but in vain. God would have healed
them had they repented.
807
Unlike crates used for short times by modern owners of housebroken dogs, even today, kennels are sources
of filth and foul odors, particularly without proper care.
808
“As a well keeps its water fresh, so she keeps fresh her evil; violence and destruction are heard within
her; sickness and wounds are ever before me” (Jeremiah 6:7 ESV).
809
“Wash your heart from evil, O Jerusalem, That you may be saved. How long will your wicked
thoughts Lodge within you?” (Jeremiah 4:14 NASB).
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Heart-Enlivening Work
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work on Ourselves
Heart Work
Heart-Enlivening Work}
The heart is the prime mover, the great wheel810 in the clock that makes everything else
go. If that stops, all abilities to act are stilled. A lively heart makes a diligent hand to do soulwork with dispatch and a nimble foot to run in the ways of God’s commands. When the heart is
enlivened, then every duty, inward or outward, public or private, goes ahead. Such a soul needs
no spurs to enliven it nor any winch to pull it to its duties. Oh, what a burden some people are to
their Christian friends; these friends have to work to keep them up and drag them on in the way
of God. It is because their hearts are dead and the liveliness that once seemed to be in them has
departed! The mainspring811 that at first made them so active is now weakened or broken. The
streams that powered the waterwheel of their mills has failed. This is because temporary love and
common grace are like puddles that have no flowing water to maintain them; they are dried up
by consuming lusts and scorching temptations so that all a person’s branches are withered and
they are weak, cold, and averse to every work of God and their souls. Some of these dangerous
symptoms of decayed grace are also found in sincere souls because they are not keeping timely
watch on their hearts and not keeping them close to the enlivening Lord Jesus by a lively faith in
the promises. Christian, give heed to this also every day so as to maintain your spiritual life by
fresh, enlivening, and reviving influences from the fountain of life on your weak and dying heart.
Make use of all instituted helps for strengthening your soul, such as hearing sermons, reading,
meditation, holy conversation, and the like.
Heart-Teaching and Heart-Enlightening Work
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work on Ourselves
Heart Work
Heart-Teaching, -Enlightening Work}
810

Prior to battery-powered timepieces, the whole mechanism was driven by a single main wheel whose
rotation speed was accurately controlled.
811
Prior to battery-powered timepieces, the mechanism needed some source of mechanically stored energy to
operate. On large clocks, this might be a weight that had to be periodically moved up to its starting position.
Watches and most other clocks would use energy stored in a coiled mainspring that had to be wound up
periodically to tighten it, thus storing energy.
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A light head and a dark heart may dwell together, and it seems to be the condition of too
many under the Gospel today. It is rare to find a spiritual eye that looks into the mystery of truth,
or one who discerns excellent things with belief and affection for them. Even as Christ is read [in
Scripture or preached], a veil is on people’s minds and their foolish hearts are darkened. This is
one reason souls do not walk as children of light: they are not light in the Lord (Psalm 40:8). 812
The law of God is not inside their hearts. Thus, because of the lack of this heart-knowledge, they
have no inclination or power against their hearts to do even what they know of the will of God.
Be earnest with God and pray He will shine over your hearts as the sun shines on the earth that
the Sun of Righteousness may rise each day with healing in His wings (Malachi 4:2). 813 Cry with
David, “Incline my heart to your testimonies, and not to selfish gain!” (Psalm 119:36 ESV).
Let my heart lean upon and be supported by your law, as a man leans on a staff 814 to help him.
Get the truth nearer to your heart so that the Word may become part of your hearts, that it may be
a Goshen,815 a land of vision,816 and full of the understanding of the Lord.
Heart-Keeping and Heart-Watching Work
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work on Ourselves
Heart Work
Heart-Keeping and -Watching Work}
The heart is naturally prone to backsliding. If it is not kept and held fast to the Lord and
His ways, it will be turning aside and wandering off from its proper duty. The Lord complains
about Israel: “And not be like their fathers, A stubborn and rebellious generation, A
generation that did not prepare its heart And whose spirit was not faithful to God” (Psalm
78:8 NASB). They did not prepare, incline, and adapt their hearts to God. Neither were their
hearts constant and steadfast to God, but on every occasion darted aside. A human heart will be
very deceitful unless it is kept under a watchful eye and strong hand to hold it fast to God. “Keep
your heart with all diligence, For out of it spring the issues of life” (Proverbs 4:23 NKJV).
Keep it as if under lock and key, its door bolted against sin, and bound by cords of love to every
duty.817 And what a hard business this is! Oh, the work that a child of God has to keep his heart in
812

“I delight to do Your will, O my God; Your Law is within my heart” (Psalm 40:8 NASB).
“But to you who fear My name The Sun of Righteousness shall arise With healing in His wings; And
you shall go out And grow fat like stall-fed calves” (Malachi 4:2 NKJV). Some other versions render its
wings; the difference arising from whether the translator deems Sun of Righteousness as a reference to Jesus
Christ (or God) or not.
814
The image here is not merely that of an elderly person using a cane, but as any hiker knows, a “third leg”
helps greatly with balance and on slippery and irregular surfaces, conditions common back then on any but the
best roads.
815
Goshen: the dwelling place of the Israelites in Egypt. God spared Goshen from most of the plagues (Exodus
8:22).
816
land of vision: an allusion to Israel during periods of active prophets.
817
You will reap what you sow. Just as the condition of the heart determines thoughts, words, and deeds, so
likewise, what we put into it via our minds and senses determines the condition of the heart to a large degree.
813
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order for even one moment: to keep down sin, to keep it from corruption and temptation, to keep
up grace in the heart, to maintain its desires for God and the things that are excellent, to preserve
its affections for things above, to hold its thoughts on God and eternal things so that they do not
dart away, to maintain its integrity, to make it fulfill its purposes, and to secure its proper
structure, experiences, and enjoyments. The one who wants to thus keep his heart must watch it
constantly, never take his eye off it, or allow his vigilant care for it to cease. He must always be
making it over to the Lord Jesus for its security, imploring help from Heaven, and faithfully
following all the instructions Christ gives for securing the heart. This is heart-work and the first
part of this heavenly work that concerns yourselves.
Mortification Work
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work on Ourselves
Mortification Work}
Second, you must carry on mortification818 work every day. “Put to death therefore
what is earthly in you: sexual immorality, impurity, passion, evil desire, and covetousness,
which is idolatry” (Colossians 3:5 ESV). The apostle had assured the believing Colossians of
their future happiness. Therefore, because they are in Christ, it is now their duty and necessity to
press after utmost holiness on earth as the way to this blessedness. The first part of this holiness
lies in this great work of mortification. There is no greater motive for believers to put off sin than
well-grounded hopes of a portion in Christ and glory. If Heaven is to be yours hereafter, holiness
must be yours now. There is no place for sin in Heaven; no unclean thing can enter there.
Therefore make haste to put away sin now; that is his argument: put to death sin in the members
of your earthly body. Get yourselves rid of sin. Put to death, weaken, and destroy the whole
body819 of sin with all the powers and outcomes of it. The head and ruling power of sin has
already had its mortal wound: “For you have died, and your life is hidden with Christ in
God” (Colossians 3:3 ESV). Believers are thus habitually dead to sin, the world, and self; these
have gotten their deadly wound, an incurable stab in the heart. But, though mortally wounded,
they are not yet dead; they must bleed more and be further wounded; this monster must be
weakened every day. The practice of putting sin to death is lacking and must be promoted daily.
Davenant said, “This spiritual death to sin is unlike natural death; for natural death is complete,
leaving no life at all. But spiritual mortification is never complete while we still live. There is
always sin remaining that, in its very nature, is contrary to holiness. This sin must be daily
opposed and destroyed.” In believers, sin is driven from the royal fort of the heart when Christ
enters into it. But sin still possesses the suburbs and outer environs of the soul; from there also, it
818

mortification: the process of putting to death, in this context, sin. The editor retains this antique word due to
its commonness in Puritan and even some modern literature. The Christian duty of putting sin to death is of
utmost importance.
819
Here, body does not refer to the human body. In contrast to fantasy literature and some heathen religions, no
material object is, in itself, good or evil. As a careful reading of Colossians 3:5 (in any translation) will reveal,
the reference is to the body, that is, the main part, trunk, or structure, of sin.
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must be gradually expelled by the mortifying influence of the Spirit. This is as when the
Canaanites were driven from the mountains, but not completely from the valleys, so that Israel
might be tested and learn war (Judges 1:19; Judges 3:1–2). 820 The Lord Jesus Christ does not
immediately destroy corruptions from people, so that by these corruptions their sincerity may be
proven, their graces exercised, and the mighty power of His Spirit openly displayed. This makes
a Christian’s work busy and constant while dealing with potent enemies both inside oneself and
outside (Ephesians 6:12).821 These enemies must be fought every day and continual war
maintained against them all of one’s life. Without fighting, there is no conquering and without
striving, there is no crowning (2 Timothy 2:5).822 The condition of a child of God is as that of
Israel when fighting with Amalek (Exodus 17:11): 823 if the hands of faith and prayer are not held
up, there is no conquest; spiritual Amalek prevails. Oh, the losses that Christians sustain from
lack of mortification, by reason of which their previously knocked down corruptions rally and
take their graces captive! “Let people neglect the constant practice of mortification,” said
Davenant, “and their vices that were trodden down and subdued will soon resume their strength.
Their corruptions that were lopped off will bud out again, and because the graces of the Spirit in
them are almost strangled, they return to their former tempers.” From this come those dreadful
fears of good souls that the grace of God was never truly in them, but that they are still in a
carnal state and will perish at last. And all of this is due to lack of carrying on the work of
mortification of sin inside them. Just as a lively faith overcomes sin, so prevailing lust weakens
faith (1 John 5:4; 1 Peter 2:11) 824 and withstands the healing work of the Spirit. It overthrows the
soul’s hopes and fills it with fears that his eternal state is unsound and that all his Christian
profession, experience, and labor will have a miserable outcome. By this ladder of unmortified
sin, the devil scales the walls of the royal fort of faith, throws down its towers and mans it
against the soul’s peace, comfort, and holiness. Oh, the mischief that Christians do to themselves
by indulging in sin and by not vigorously pursuing this great duty of mortification! It makes
them like Israel, who were once at the border of Canaan, but by their unbelief and unsubdued
lusts, were brought back near Egypt again and, after a wearying, inconstant life, perished in the
wilderness (Numbers 32:13).825 So it is with gracious souls with unmortified lusts. After some
access to grace, taste of divine love, hope of glory, and a clear path to Heaven, they are brought
back to the border of Hell again and made to spend their life in an uncomfortable and soul820

“Now the LORD was with Judah, and they took possession of the hill country; but they could not drive
out the inhabitants of the valley because they had iron chariots” (Judges 1:19 NASB). “Now these are the
nations which the LORD left, to test Israel by them (that is, all who had not experienced any of the wars
of Canaan; only in order that the generations of the sons of Israel might be taught war, those who had
not experienced it formerly)” (Judges 3:1–2 NASB).
821
“For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against
the cosmic powers over this present darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly places”
(Ephesians 6:12 ESV).
822
“And also if anyone competes in athletics, he is not crowned unless he competes according to the
rules” (2 Timothy 2:5 NKJV).
823
“So it came about when Moses held his hand up, that Israel prevailed, and when he let his hand down,
Amalek prevailed” (Exodus 17:11 NASB).
824
“For everyone who has been born of God overcomes the world. And this is the victory that has
overcome the world—our faith” (1 John 5:4 ESV). “Beloved, I urge you as sojourners and exiles to
abstain from the passions of the flesh, which wage war against your soul” (1 Peter 2:11 ESV).
825
“So the LORD’s anger was aroused against Israel, and He made them wander in the wilderness forty
years, until all the generation that had done evil in the sight of the LORD was gone” (Numbers 32:13
NKJV).
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distressing wilderness. Christian, your peace and spiritual welfare are not secure merely because
sin has lost its dominion; the strength and life of sin must also be abated. Dethroned sin may give
you many battles with many sore defeats. Although it may not recover the scepter, it may keep
the sword. When it cannot mount the throne, it may get into some stronghold and put the soul to
much trouble before it is beaten out again. Neither is it safe to agree to some temporary truce
with your corruptions; bloody overthrows have often come from a cessation of war for a time.
“So Joab blew the trumpet; and all the people halted and pursued Israel no longer, nor did
they continue to fight anymore” (2 Samuel 2:28 NASB). And yet, “Now there was a long war
between the house of Saul and the house of David; and David grew steadily stronger, but
the house of Saul grew weaker continually” (2 Samuel 3:1 NASB). Sin may seem to yield and
trouble your soul no more for a time, staying quiet. Then suddenly, as Joab did to Abner (2
Samuel 3:27),826 sin knocks you to the ground, though not to death. Neither is it enough for sin to
be in chains and under restraint through the present strength of overcoming grace; it must be
hung up in chains as a dead malefactor. 827 Caged lust may break prison and escape to do you
worse hurt, as Ben-Hadad did to Ahab (1 Kings 20:42). 828 Chained bears and lions have done
great mischief when they broke loose. Believer, your condition is not safe until your sin is dead.
What Saul said to Jonathan may be applied to your case: “For as long as the son of Jesse lives
on the earth, you shall not be established, nor your kingdom. Now therefore, send and
bring him to me, for he shall surely die” (1 Samuel 20:31 NKJV). Your soul can have no
stability in grace, but will always be full of ups and downs and wars and changes until your
corruptions are subdued.
QUESTION: But what shall I do to get sin mortified? I am convinced that it is my duty
but find it beyond my ability. After all my struggles, prayers, and hopes, I am still defeated. I fear
that one day I will perish by the hand of these Sauls. 829 Oh, when will the kingdom be restored to
Israel?830 When will the deliverer come to my soul?831 What shall I do to get these mountains a
plain before Zerubbabel?832 When will these thieves be crucified with my Lord Christ?833
ANSWER: If you truly mean to put to death your sins, follow these directions:

826

“Now when Abner had returned to Hebron, Joab took him aside in the gate to speak with him
privately, and there stabbed him in the stomach, so that he died for the blood of Asahel his brother” (2
Samuel 3:27 NKJV).
827
The bodies of executed criminals were often publicly displayed as a warning.
828
“And he said to him, ‘Thus says the LORD, “Because you have let go out of your hand the man whom I
had devoted to destruction, therefore your life shall be for his life, and your people for his people”’” (1
Kings 20:42 ESV).
829
Sauls: a reference to King Saul and his relentless, strong, and determined effort to hunt down and kill David.
830
“So when they had come together, they were asking Him, saying, ‘Lord, is it at this time You are
restoring the kingdom to Israel?’” (Acts 1:6 NASB).
831
“Then I called on the name of the LORD: ‘O LORD, I pray, deliver my soul!’” (Psalm 116:4 ESV).
“Indeed it was for my own peace That I had great bitterness; But You have lovingly delivered my soul
from the pit of corruption, For You have cast all my sins behind Your back” (Isaiah 38:17 NKJV).
832
“What are you, O great mountain? Before Zerubbabel you will become a plain; and he will bring forth
the top stone with shouts of ‘Grace, grace to it!’” (Zechariah 4:7 NASB).
833
“At that time two robbers were crucified with Him, one on the right and one on the left” (Matthew
27:38 NASB).
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Do Nothing That Might Tend to Strengthen Sin
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work on Ourselves
Mortification Work
Do Nothing that Tends to Strengthen Sin}
First, do nothing that could possibly help strengthen sin. “But put on the Lord Jesus
Christ, and make no provision for the flesh, to fulfill its lusts” (Romans 13:14 NKJV). The
word signifies a provident care of the flesh, such as people do to maintain and provide for
themselves and their families. Do not give thought to how to feed and please your lusts. Never
think to kill your corruptions while you secretly feed and maintain them. Many people complain
about their corruptions while secretly feeding and strengthening them. There are several things
that contribute to the maintenance of lusts.
First, remembering former sins with delight will greatly please a carnal heart and stir up
desire for future sins. Remembering former mercies is food for today’s faith. “You broke the
heads of Leviathan in pieces, And gave him as food to the people inhabiting the wilderness”
(Psalm 74:14 NKJV).834 Israel’s deliverance out of Egypt and the breaking of Pharaoh’s power,
upon serious thought, was food to Israel’s faith in the wilderness. And, delightfully remembering
former sins works in the same manner. When a person finds pleasure in thinking and talking of
former evils [sins], this feeds present desires and hopes of sin. When Paul wanted to help free the
Romans from the service of sin, he labored to make their memories of former sins bitter. “But
what fruit were you getting at that time from the things of which you are now ashamed?
For the end of those things is death” (Romans 6:21 ESV).
Second, pleasurably imagining and fantasizing of present or future sins greatly
strengthens the habit of sin. The Lord condemns their wicked thoughts as the cause of Israel’s
sinful actions. “I have spread out My hands all day long to a rebellious people, Who walk in
the way which is not good, following their own thoughts” (Isaiah 65:2 NASB). Sin begins in
the head and ends in the feet; there are first thoughts of sin, then actual works of sin. The devil
usually sets fire to the tinder of people’s thoughts; the fire then burns in their hearts and lives.
“But each one is tempted when he is drawn away by his own desires and enticed. Then,
when desire has conceived, it gives birth to sin; and sin, when it is full-grown, brings forth
death” (James 1:14–15 NKJV). People who want to avoid the birth of sin in their lives must take
heed of the conception of sin in their pleasing thoughts. Those who want to help Babylon 835 to
ruin must prevent its propagation and put a timely check on their growth, dashing their little ones

834

It appears that Leviathan is the crocodile, here symbolic of Pharaoh, his army, or Egypt. Prior to the
Babylonian captivity, Scripture frequently looks back to the exodus from Egypt as a comfortable reminder of
God’s power and care for His people.
835
Babylon carried the Israelites into captivity for seventy years, and the Bible uses Babylon as a symbol of sin
and depravity in many places.
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[sins] against the stone (Psalm 137:9) 836 Hugo said, “Do not leave anything that belongs to
Babylon in your soul.”
Third, unbelief strengthens lust. “Keep your feet from being unshod And your throat
from thirst; But you said, ‘It is hopeless! No! For I have loved strangers, And after them I
will walk’” (Jeremiah 2:25 NASB).837 The Hebrew [ נֹואָׁשroot: יאׁש, yaw-ash´, hopeless] refers to
despair. My heart despairs of help; I fear it will never be better, therefore I will go on in my own
way. Unbelief strengthens lust and makes the soul a prey to it. 838 It was by unbelief that Israel fell
in the wilderness, into both sin and ruin. And the apostle, by the same example of the unbelief of
Israel in the wilderness, cautions Christians not to fall (Hebrews 4:11). 839 It was unbelieving fear
and despondence that made David almost stumble had not grace succored him by the Word.
“But as for me, my feet had almost stumbled, my steps had nearly slipped” (Psalm 73:2
ESV). And from where came this weakness of grace and strength of corruption? Why, it was
from the apparent prosperity of sin and sinners and the [apparent] lack of success from his
profession and obedience. “All in vain have I kept my heart clean and washed my hands in
innocence” (Psalm 73:13 ESV). If this is the fruit of my holiness, then all my labor is in vain. If
wickedness wins in the end, it is to no purpose that I have followed God all this time. Oh, take
heed of unbelief if you ever want to suppress your lusts.
Fourth, presumption [audacity, daring sinfulness] secretly brings in supplies to sin and
nourishes it against all the sieges of Word and Spirit. 840 “And especially those who walk
according to the flesh in the lust of uncleanness and despise authority. They are
presumptuous, self-willed. They are not afraid to speak evil of dignitaries” (2 Peter 2:10
NKJV). A presumptuous soul is a self-pleasing soul, one that persistently and willfully seeks its
own carnal contentment. [The passage means that] 841 he will boldly risk the most dangerous
results of sin so that he may gratify his lusts and obtain his sinful desires. He fears no dangers
and is not deterred by any hardships even though God and His Word are against him.
Presumption makes the sinner go ahead, hoping for success, in spite of all warnings,
threatenings, and counsel. “But they presumed to go up to the heights of the hill country,
although neither the ark of the covenant of the LORD nor Moses departed out of the camp”
(Numbers 14:44 ESV). The Lord forbade them to go, threatening to leave them and ruin them if
they dared to go up against His will. It was even said that the Ark of the Covenant of the Lord
and Moses did not go out of the camp. They would not go one step with them in that wicked
enterprise, but the sinners willfully went. Oh, take heed of presumption, which exceedingly
strengthens sin and pulls down the sinner.
836

“Happy the one who takes and dashes Your little ones against the rock!” (Psalm 137:9 NKJV).
Having to go barefoot and being without water are here given as examples of God’s judgments. In particular,
as seen in Isaiah 20:2–4; the notoriously cruel Assyrians led conquered people to exile from Egypt and Cush
naked and barefoot. When Jeremiah wrote, the Assyrians had already carried off most of Israel, and only Judah
remained. God, through Jeremiah, is warning Judah of their own pending doom if they did not repent.
838
Unbelief (lack of faith in God) leads to a lack of fear and love of God; thus sin appears less evil and
dangerous. Also, lack of faith in the Holy Spirit’s help against sin can cause one to give up in the fight against
a particular sin.
839
“Let us therefore be diligent to enter that rest, lest anyone fall according to the same example of
disobedience” (Hebrews 4:11 NKJV).
840
The image is of a besieged city.
841
Both images of the original available to the editor are partly illegible at this point.
837
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Fifth, carnal security is a great friend to sin and contributes much to its advantage. When
Christians let down their watch and lie down to slumber, corruptions rise up and prevail over
them. When the Amalekites spread about over all the land, eating, drinking, and dancing because
of the great spoil that they had taken out of the land of the Philistines (1 Samuel 30:16–17), 842
David attacked them from twilight to the evening of the next day, and none of them escaped,
save four hundred young men who escaped on camels. So it is with gracious souls after some
great mercy. They may get some special privilege, some victory over their lusts, or some token of
God’s favor. Then they become secure, proud, and careless; they let down their watch, expose
themselves to temptations, and soon become prey to sin and Satan. “Moab has been at ease
from his youth and has settled on his dregs; he has not been emptied from vessel to vessel,
nor has he gone into exile; so his taste remains in him, and his scent is not changed”
(Jeremiah 48:11 ESV).843 If you want to have reform of your carnal hearts, take heed of carnal
security in your hearts.
Sixth, self-indulgence helps to nourish sin. When people are lovers of their own selves
and seek to please, indulge, and gratify the desires of the carnal, natural self, then lusts thrive in
that soul. “He who feasts his body,” said Ephrem Syrus, “and starves his soul is like he who
feasts his slave and starves his wife.” Self-love leads the van844 to all the iniquities and
hypocrisies of the last times (2 Timothy 3:2).845 Oh, the troops of sin that march under the banner
of self-love and are secured by its escort. Hence, self-denial is the first step to Christianity
(Matthew 16:24).846 You can never prosper in your sanctification or against your soul-ruining
lusts until you learn to deny yourselves in every part. Take heed of a selfish spirit if you want to
be sincere souls and see the death of your lusts.
Seventh, opportunity exceedingly favors sin, helps to keep its hopes alive, and gives it
room for growth. Opportunity is the midwife of lust and helps to deliver its inward conceptions
and pregnant desires. It was opportunity that blew on the coal of David’s lust into a flame (2
Samuel 11:2),847 and was midwife to Hezekiah’s pride (Isaiah 39:2). 848 Had it not been for
opportunity, Lot might have escaped the sin of incest, as well as the sufferings of Sodom
842

“And when he had brought him down, there they were, spread out over all the land, eating and
drinking and dancing, because of all the great spoil which they had taken from the land of the Philistines
and from the land of Judah. Then David attacked them from twilight until the evening of the next day.
Not a man of them escaped, except four hundred young men who rode on camels and fled” (1 Samuel
30:16–17 NKJV).
843
This is a picture of a people who have been at ease, and undisturbed, but did not take advantage of their
peace to repent of their sin, so their scent was unchanged; they still stank.
844
van: in this context, in warfare, the leading band of soldiers.
845
“For people will be lovers of self, lovers of money, proud, arrogant, abusive, disobedient to their
parents, ungrateful, unholy” (2 Timothy 3:2 ESV).
846
“Then Jesus said to His disciples, ‘If anyone wishes to come after Me, he must deny himself, and take
up his cross and follow Me’” (Matthew 16:24 NASB).
847
“Then it happened one evening that David arose from his bed and walked on the roof of the king’s
house. And from the roof he saw a woman bathing, and the woman was very beautiful to behold” (2
Samuel 11:2 NKJV).
848
“Hezekiah was pleased, and showed them all his treasure house, the silver and the gold and the spices
and the precious oil and his whole armory and all that was found in his treasuries. There was nothing in
his house nor in all his dominion that Hezekiah did not show them” (Isaiah 39:2 NASB).
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(Genesis 19:30–38).849 Had it not been for opportunity, Judah might have avoided uncleanness
with his daughter-in-law, Tamar (Genesis 38:16). 850 It was opportunity that exposed Dinah to
rape (Genesis 34:1–2),851 and Peter to the temptation of denying his Lord and Master (Matthew
26:58).852 Take heed of venturing into the way of temptation and going to the borders of danger
to the soul. Shun occasions of evil and turn aside out of the way of snares (Proverbs 1:10, 15;
Proverbs 4:14–15).853 Temptation feeds corruption, ensnares and entangles the feet, and is fuel to
keep the fire of lust going. You may as safely allow sparks near to gunpowder as opportunity to
corruption.854
Eighth, refusal to repent of sin strengthens sinful habits. “I have listened and heard,
They have spoken what is not right; No man repented of his wickedness, Saying, ‘What
have I done?’ Everyone turned to his course, Like a horse charging into the battle”
(Jeremiah 8:6 NASB). They furiously run on in sin as a horse into battle; it runs until it sweats.
Thus they do not cease from sin nor have enough of sin. This refusal to repent was the cause of
their persisting in sin. Refusal to repent hardens the heart and heaps sin upon sin for the day of
wrath (Romans 2:5).855 Take heed then of all those things that may in the least maintain and keep
up sin in your souls if you ever expect to knock it down. That is the first advice.
849

“Then Lot went up out of Zoar and dwelt in the mountains, and his two daughters were with him; for
he was afraid to dwell in Zoar. And he and his two daughters dwelt in a cave. Now the firstborn said to
the younger, ‘Our father is old, and there is no man on the earth to come in to us as is the custom of all
the earth. Come, let us make our father drink wine, and we will lie with him, that we may preserve the
lineage of our father.’ So they made their father drink wine that night. And the firstborn went in and lay
with her father, and he did not know when she lay down or when she arose. It happened on the next day
that the firstborn said to the younger, ‘Indeed I lay with my father last night; let us make him drink
wine tonight also, and you go in and lie with him, that we may preserve the lineage of our father.’ Then
they made their father drink wine that night also. And the younger arose and lay with him, and he did
not know when she lay down or when she arose. Thus both the daughters of Lot were with child by their
father. The firstborn bore a son and called his name Moab; he is the father of the Moabites to this day.
And the younger, she also bore a son and called his name Ben-Ammi; he is the father of the people of
Ammon to this day” (Genesis 19:30–38 NKJV).
850
“So he turned aside to her by the road, and said, ‘Here now, let me come in to you’; for he did not
know that she was his daughter-in-law. And she said, ‘What will you give me, that you may come in to
me?’” (Genesis 38:16 NASB).
851
“Now Dinah the daughter of Leah, whom she had borne to Jacob, went out to visit the daughters of
the land. When Shechem the son of Hamor the Hivite, the prince of the land, saw her, he took her and
lay with her by force” (Genesis 34:1–2 NASB).
852
“But Peter was following Him at a distance as far as the courtyard of the high priest, and entered in,
and sat down with the officers to see the outcome” (Matthew 26:58 NASB).
853
“My son, if sinners entice you, Do not consent. My son, do not walk in the way with them, Keep your
foot from their path” (Proverbs 1:10,15 NKJV). “Do not enter the path of the wicked, And do not walk in
the way of evil. Avoid it, do not travel on it; Turn away from it and pass on” (Proverbs 4:14–15 NKJV).
854
While Ashwood uses the term opportunity, many other Puritan writers use occasions of sin. The concept
includes avoiding the danger of temptation where possible, similar to a driver who chooses to stay home
during a snowstorm rather than go on a minor errand. But it is also good to take positive action where possible.
It is common in industry to equip dangerous machines with guards, interlocks, warning signals, and the like so
as to help keep even good and careful workers from hurting themselves, the machine, or the product due to
error, accident, or momentary inattention or forgetfulness. Sin is a serious matter, and the believer who can
design safety measures into his or her life against a sin does well.
855
“But because of your hard and impenitent heart you are storing up wrath for yourself on the day of
wrath when God’s righteous judgment will be revealed” (Romans 2:5 ESV).
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Do Not Battle Sin with Your Own Strength
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work on Ourselves
Mortification Work
Do Not Battle Sin in Own Strength}
The second direction is to not only shun whatever might strengthen sin, but take heed that
you do not go out to battle in your own strength against sin if you ever expect to mortify it. The
one who wants to mortify sin must be able to overpower demons (Ephesians 6:12). 856 But human
strength is no match for demons. If man [Adam] in his pure state was too weak for such an
adversary, then how much more impotent is impure and imperfect [fallen] mankind. It is not the
woman, but the woman’s seed [offspring, Christ] Who must bruise the serpent’s head (Genesis
3:15).857 The saints’ victory is through Him Who has loved them and given Himself as a sacrifice
to God for them (Romans 16:20; Romans 8:37; Ephesians 5:2).858 Both His armor and arm must
bring deliverance from spiritual enemies. “I am the vine; you are the branches. Whoever
abides in me and I in him, he it is that bears much fruit, for apart from me you can do
nothing” (John 15:5 ESV). Here is what makes souls fail in their attempts against sin: they set
about it with a strength that is inferior to sin. When Augustine, after all his striving, vows, and
duties to bring down his corruptions, still found them too hard for him, he heard a voice saying to
him, “You stand in [by] yourself, and therefore you do not stand.” Thus, he went to prayer and
faith in the blood of Christ and so got some victory over them. When the exorcists went to cast
out demons by the bare name of Christ, both they and their attempts soon went awry. “And the
evil spirit answered and said, ‘Jesus I know, and Paul I know; but who are you?’ Then the
man in whom the evil spirit was leaped on them, overpowered them, and prevailed against
them, so that they fled out of that house naked and wounded” (Acts 19:15–16 NKJV). The
strength of creatures is too weak to overcome that enemy that has the power of Hell to guard
him.
Oh, do not go out [to battle] against sin in the strength of your purposes [resolve] and
[your own] promises [to yourself]! Peter, to his own cost, found that too weak to secure him in
an hour of temptation.

856

“For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the powers, against the
world forces of this darkness, against the spiritual forces of wickedness in the heavenly places”
(Ephesians 6:12 NASB).
857
“And I will put enmity Between you and the woman, And between your seed and her Seed; He shall
bruise your head, And you shall bruise His heel” (Genesis 3:15 NKJV).
858
“And the God of peace will crush Satan under your feet shortly. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be
with you. Amen” (Romans 16:20 NKJV). “But in all these things we overwhelmingly conquer through
Him who loved us” (Romans 8:37 NASB). “And walk in love, as Christ loved us and gave himself up for
us, a fragrant offering and sacrifice to God” (Ephesians 5:2 ESV).
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Do not go out in the strength of your firmness or emotions. Satan can easily beat the
saints from these and throw in a flood to drown their warmest emotions. The Galatians were
strong in firmness and resolute emotions. While spiritual, they could talk of blessedness, but they
soon felt an alteration when they became carnal (Galatians 4:15, 3:3).859
Do not go out in the strength or quality of performance of your holy duties or other
works. These are too weak without faith and the arm of Christ to charm these serpents and
disarm spiritual adversaries.
Do not go out in the strength of those personal virtues given you by God’s grace. These
are not Christ and do not have God’s almighty power in them to bring down sin and Satan. It is
not grace in believers, but grace in Christ that is sufficient to guard the soul from Satan’s
buffetings and rescue it from his temptations (2 Corinthians 12:9).860
Break the Union between Your Heart and Sin
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work on Ourselves
Mortification Work
Break the Union between Heart, Sin}
The third direction is to get the union between your heart and sin broken. The life of sin
lies in that union it has with the heart. If that union is broken, sin dies, just as a man ceases to
live when the union between soul and body is dissolved. Sin has too great a part even in a
believer’s heart, which is inclined to some amount of respect and indulgence toward sin. When
the enlightened mind says, “Crucify it,” the carnal affections cry, “Spare it. Is it not a little one?”
And the heart, like the city of Iconium concerning Paul and Barnabas, is divided. “But the
people of the city were divided; some sided with the Jews and some with the apostles” (Acts
14:4 ESV). So it is with a gracious soul; sin has too great a potency in the carnal mind; this
potency must be broken or sin will never die. Get the Holy Spirit’s investment in your heart
strengthened and sin’s investment weakened every day.
There are seven things that have a great tendency to weaken the heart’s union with sin
and withdraw its affection for it.
The first thing that tends to weaken the heart’s union with sin is an abiding sense of the
love of Christ toward the believer. Christ had pity on the believer even when nobody else did
859

“Where then is that sense of blessing you had? For I bear you witness that, if possible, you would have
plucked out your eyes and given them to me” (Galatians 4:15 NASB). “Are you so foolish? Having begun
by the Spirit, are you now being perfected by the flesh?” (Galatians 3:3 NASB).
860
“And He said to me, ‘My grace is sufficient for you, for My strength is made perfect in weakness.’
Therefore most gladly I will rather boast in my infirmities, that the power of Christ may rest upon me”
(2 Corinthians 12:9 NKJV).
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(Ezekiel 16:5).861 Christ loved the believer when he was altogether unlovely in himself and
wallowing in his blood (Ezekiel 16:6).862 Christ loved the believer while he was yet an enemy to
God and even to his own soul (Colossians 1:21–22). 863 Christ loved the believer enough to give
Himself for him (1 Timothy 2:5–6),864 left His Father’s glory (John 17:5), 865 took up shame
(Isaiah 50:6),866 and even died for him (Romans 5:8).867 God loved him and passed by others,
called him and left others behind (Matthew 13:10–12). 868 Serious consideration of this will cause
the gracious heart to hate sin, which Christ also hates. In love for the believer, Christ came to
destroy sin (1 John 3:8).869
The second thing that tends to weaken the heart’s union with sin is a due apprehension
[strong perception and understanding] of the inconceivable sufferings of the Lord Jesus, all
brought about by sin. “He was despised and rejected by men; a man of sorrows, and
acquainted with grief; and as one from whom men hide their faces he was despised, and we
esteemed him not. Surely he has borne our griefs and carried our sorrows; yet we esteemed
him stricken, smitten by God, and afflicted. But he was pierced for our transgressions; he
was crushed for our iniquities; upon him was the chastisement that brought us peace, and
with his wounds we are healed. All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned—every
one—to his own way; and the LORD has laid on him the iniquity of us all. He was
oppressed, and he was afflicted, yet he opened not his mouth; like a lamb that is led to the
slaughter, and like a sheep that before its shearers is silent, so he opened not his mouth”
(Isaiah 53:3–7 ESV). And what made the sorrows more excruciating: “Yet it was the will of the
LORD to crush him; he has put him to grief; when his soul makes an offering for guilt, he
shall see his offspring; he shall prolong his days; the will of the LORD shall prosper in his
hand” (Isaiah 53:10 ESV). This made the blows heavier: they came from a Father’s hand. “For
it is not an enemy who reproaches me; Then I could bear it. Nor is it one who hates me who
has exalted himself against me; Then I could hide from him. But it was you, a man my
861

“No eye looked with pity on you to do any of these things for you, to have compassion on you. Rather
you were thrown out into the open field, for you were abhorred on the day you were born” (Ezekiel 16:5
NASB). Only God is able to fully know the filthy sinfulness of a person, and in spite of that filthiness, still pity
him or her.
862
“When I passed by you and saw you squirming in your blood, I said to you while you were in your
blood, ‘Live!’ Yes, I said to you while you were in your blood, ‘Live!’” (Ezekiel 16:6 NASB).
863
“And you, who once were alienated and hostile in mind, doing evil deeds, he has now reconciled in his
body of flesh by his death, in order to present you holy and blameless and above reproach before him”
(Colossians 1:21–22 ESV).
864
“For there is one God and one Mediator between God and men, the Man Christ Jesus, who gave
Himself a ransom for all, to be testified in due time” (1 Timothy 2:5–6 NKJV).
865
“And now, O Father, glorify Me together with Yourself, with the glory which I had with You before the
world was” (John 17:5 NKJV).
866
“I gave My back to those who struck Me, And My cheeks to those who plucked out the beard; I did
not hide My face from shame and spitting” (Isaiah 50:6 NKJV).
867
“But God shows his love for us in that while we were still sinners, Christ died for us” (Romans 5:8
ESV).
868
“Then the disciples came and said to him, ‘Why do you speak to them in parables?’ And he answered
them, ‘To you it has been given to know the secrets of the kingdom of heaven, but to them it has not been
given. For to the one who has, more will be given, and he will have an abundance, but from the one who
has not, even what he has will be taken away’” (Matthew 13:10–12 ESV).
869
“Whoever makes a practice of sinning is of the devil, for the devil has been sinning from the
beginning. The reason the Son of God appeared was to destroy the works of the devil” (1 John 3:8 ESV).
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equal, My companion and my acquaintance” (Psalm 55:12–13 NKJV). Had an enemy done it,
his torments, though unimaginable, might have been easier to bear. “And about the ninth hour
Jesus cried out with a loud voice, saying, ‘Eli, Eli, lama sabachthani?’ that is, ‘My God, My
God, why have You forsaken Me?’” (Matthew 27:46 NKJV). All this is the fruit of sin. This
makes a gracious soul hate sin, sin that has been so cruel to his best and only friend.870
The third thing that tends to weaken the heart’s union with sin is a believing sight of the
excellence and holiness of Christ. This sight has a mighty power to draw the heart from sin.
When the prophet got a view of the Lord in His holiness, he immediately thought of sin as
unlovely and troublesome. “In the year that King Uzziah died I saw the Lord sitting upon a
throne, high and lifted up; and the train of his robe filled the temple. Above him stood the
seraphim. Each had six wings: with two he covered his face, and with two he covered his
feet, and with two he flew. And one called to another and said: ‘Holy, holy, holy is the LORD
of hosts; the whole earth is full of his glory!’ And the foundations of the thresholds shook at
the voice of him who called, and the house was filled with smoke. And I said: ‘Woe is me!
For I am lost; for I am a man of unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst of a people of unclean
lips; for my eyes have seen the King, the LORD of hosts!’ Then one of the seraphim flew to
me, having in his hand a burning coal that he had taken with tongs from the altar. And he
touched my mouth and said: ‘Behold, this has touched your lips; your guilt is taken away,
870

The editor begs leave of the reader to make the following observation. All people have been burned by
various accidents. For most, the burns are minor and a person is able to quickly yank the affected body part
away from the source of the pain. A smaller number have been unable to immediately escape the burning, as
for example when molten metal or burning plastic embeds itself in the skin. And some have suffered major
burns over much of their body. The pain of burning is like none other. Those in Hell must endure eternal,
never-ending burning over their entire bodies. Our Lord Jesus describes Hell in no uncertain terms: “And if
your hand causes you to sin, cut it off. It is better for you to enter life crippled than with two hands to go
to hell, to the unquenchable fire. And if your foot causes you to sin, cut it off. It is better for you to enter
life lame than with two feet to be thrown into hell. And if your eye causes you to sin, tear it out. It is
better for you to enter the kingdom of God with one eye than with two eyes to be thrown into hell,
‘where their worm does not die and the fire is not quenched’” (Mark 9:43–48 ESV). “And if anyone’s
name was not found written in the book of life, he was thrown into the lake of fire” (Revelation 20:15
NASB). “But the cowardly, unbelieving, abominable, murderers, sexually immoral, sorcerers, idolaters,
and all liars shall have their part in the lake which burns with fire and brimstone, which is the second
death” (Revelation 21:8 NKJV). The Gospel accounts of the torments that Our Lord Jesus endured from the
agony in Gethsemane until His death paint a picture of severe mental and physical torture. However, this
horror is less than some people have endured in Communist and other totalitarian countries in prisons and
death camps. And, all of these horrors are infinitely less than eternity in Hell. But God is perfectly just
(Leviticus 19:36; Deuteronomy 16:20, 22:15, 32:4; 2 Samuel 23:3; Job 8:3, 34:12; Psalm 7:11; 2
Thessalonians 1:6; 1 Peter 3:18). Thus, God could not have accepted Christ’s sacrifice for sinners if that
sacrifice were tiny compared to the magnitude of the debt of sinners, any more than a judge would accept a
nickel from a father for his son’s $100 traffic ticket. The judge would rightly demand a full $100 or its
equivalent. Theologians are not all agreed regarding the particulars, but some of the things that enabled Christ
to compress the full horror of eternity in Hell into a short time would be: the majesty and dignity of the Godman Jesus Christ who was still fully God, His capacity as God to bear in a short time the awful weight of
human sin, the horror that a sinless being with a divine hatred of sin would experience taking our sin upon
Himself, and the mighty wisdom and skill of God to carry out the whole plan perfectly. “For He made Him
who knew no sin to be sin for us, that we might become the righteousness of God in Him” (2 Corinthians
5:21 NKJV). To summarize and put it simply, Our Lord Jesus Christ effectively went to Hell, with all its
attendant pain and horror, so believers would not go to Hell. All praise, thanksgiving, honor, and glory be to
Him!
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and your sin atoned for’” (Isaiah 6:1–7 ESV). A sight of Christ’s holiness will make sin seem
vile and loathsome; the soul will be restless until it is delivered from it. It is a lack of
acquaintance with the holiness and beautiful perfections of Christ that makes people fall in love
with that deformed monster, sin. The transcendent glory of Christ is His grace (John 1:14), 871
and the glory of saints is to be like Him, which likeness comes from beholding Him. “Beloved,
now we are children of God; and it has not yet been revealed what we shall be, but we
know that when He is revealed, we shall be like Him, for we shall see Him as He is” (1 John
3:2 NKJV). The hope of being able to behold Him and the hope of glory are soul-purifying even
now. “And everyone who has this hope in Him purifies himself, just as He is pure” (1 John
3:3 NKJV). As soon as the apostles saw Christ’s glorious grace, they were receiving grace for
grace from His fullness. “And of His fullness we have all received, and grace for grace” (John
1:16 NKJV).
The fourth thing that tends to weaken the heart’s union with sin is a visceral sight of the
exceeding sinfulness and evil of sin, which sight will help loosen the bond between the heart and
sin. At the time Paul came to see the exceeding sinfulness of sin and felt the killing effects of it in
his soul, his heart was loosened from the ruling power of it (Romans 7:11–13). 872 “For what I
am doing, I do not understand; for I am not practicing what I would like to do, but I am
doing the very thing I hate” (Romans 7:15 NASB). The sense of the shameful fruit of sin
greatly influenced the believing Romans to help free them from sin (Romans 6:21–22). 873
Christian, get your eyes more intently fixed on the cursed nature of sin, how contrary it is to
God, how it is of the very nature of demons, and how filthy, loathsome, and abominable it is.
Consider the inevitable dreadful effects of sin here and to all eternity—if it is not removed [in
Christ]. Sin has brought death to the Son of God, destruction on people, bondage on creation, a
curse on everything people do and enjoy, enmity against God, and alienation from God. Sin has
robbed Him of His glory, clashed against His will, spoiled His works, and grieved His Spirit. Sin
hinders a soul in duty, deprives it of mercy, exposes it to judgment, and makes evil in it
unavoidable. Sin weakens a saint’s hopes, breaks his peace, opposes his grace, and puts his glory
in danger of loss or weakening. Sin causes immeasurable other mischief, injuries, cruelty, and
misery. It is removed only with great difficulty. 874 I say, consider these things and take them to
heart and you will only, with Paul, choose to be weary of sin, loathe it, and long to be separated
from it (Romans 7:24).875 How can you love that knife that has stabbed your dearest Friend,
Father, Husband, and your own soul? How can you like that cloud and veil that stands between
you and the Son of Righteousness and keeps enlivening, warming beams [of God] from reaching
you, which beams would have cleared and strengthened your heart? How can you hug the fetters
871

“And the Word became flesh, and dwelt among us, and we saw His glory, glory as of the only begotten
from the Father, full of grace and truth” (John 1:14 NASB).
872
“For sin, taking an opportunity through the commandment, deceived me and through it killed me. So
then, the Law is holy, and the commandment is holy and righteous and good. Therefore did that which is
good become a cause of death for me? May it never be! Rather it was sin, in order that it might be shown
to be sin by effecting my death through that which is good, so that through the commandment sin would
become utterly sinful” (Romans 7:11–13 NASB).
873
“But what fruit were you getting at that time from the things of which you are now ashamed? For the
end of those things is death. But now that you have been set free from sin and have become slaves of
God, the fruit you get leads to sanctification and its end, eternal life” (Romans 6:21–22 ESV).
874
This is true not only because Christ paid a hideous cost to redeem sinners, but because once sin is started
into, the conscience is seared and calloused, and bad habits become hard to break.
875
“Wretched man that I am! Who will set me free from the body of this death?” (Romans 7:24 NASB).
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and kiss the walls and doors that imprison your souls in bondage and keep you from your
beloved and from the glorious liberty of the sons of God? What pleasure can you take in that
thief that stole your richest jewels and has brought you to poverty?
The fifth thing that tends to weaken the heart’s union with sin is to clearly understand the
high dignity and honorable state to which grace has advanced you, and to clearly understand the
special glorious privileges that are now yours. This has a mighty influence on a gracious heart to
make it abhor sin (1 John 1:1–3). 876 Oh, how unsuitable are the works of darkness to the children
of light! How unbecoming is vile [filthy] clothing to those who dwell in kings’ houses. To a
saint, sin is as ugly as a pig’s snout. To the heirs of glory and children of the kingdom, dishonest
commerce is as ugly as manure on the hands, face, and heart. What an ugly sight it is to see
kings877 wallow in mud like pigs and those who enjoy the privileges of angels do the work of
demons. Someone said to Antigonus, “Remember that you are the son of a king, and that will
keep you from undignified behavior.” Oh, Christian, ponder these thoughts in your heart and see
whether there can be any room left for the works of the flesh or unholy affections.
The sixth thing that tends to weaken the heart’s union with sin is expectations of future
glory; this expectation will help you to despise that abominable thing, sin. Can you rationally
look forward to a throne with your beloved Christ hereafter while you now lodge in the bosom of
your idols and adulterous lovers? How can you think that your head will wear a crown of glory
with Christ when you are always plotting to put crowns of thorns on Christ’s head now? Do you
sow to the flesh now and expect to reap everlasting life hereafter? Do you hope for that time
when you will be unable to sin, but make it your present work to put on sin and tightly hold on to
sin? How inconsistent are sinful desires with hope for freedom! Christian, do not deceive your
soul; you cannot be sure of fellowship with God hereafter if you cherish 878 in your heart the least
sin now.
The seventh thing that tends to weaken the heart’s union with sin is to maintain union
and communion with Christ; this will break the heart’s union and fellowship with sin. This is
similar to how a union of the heart with sin will break union and communion with God.
“Ephraim is joined to idols; Let him alone” (Hosea 4:17 NASB). I will have no more to do
with him; I will leave him and move away from him. So union and communion with God in
Christ will not tolerate union with sin. The Lord would not say Israel was His wife until her
whoredom was put away from her face and adultery from between her breasts (Hosea 2:2). 879
And, as soon as she returned to belief in and affectionate union with Him, she cried out, “What

876

“That which was from the beginning, which we have heard, which we have seen with our eyes, which
we looked upon and have touched with our hands, concerning the word of life—the life was made
manifest, and we have seen it, and testify to it and proclaim to you the eternal life, which was with the
Father and was made manifest to us—that which we have seen and heard we proclaim also to you, so
that you too may have fellowship with us; and indeed our fellowship is with the Father and with his Son
Jesus Christ” (1 John 1:1–3 ESV).
877
“If we endure, We shall also reign with Him. If we deny Him, He also will deny us” (2 Timothy 2:12
NKJV).
878
As opposed to repenting of sin and heartily fighting against it.
879
“Plead with your mother, plead—for she is not my wife, and I am not her husband—that she put away
her whoring from her face, and her adultery from between her breasts” (Hosea 2:2 ESV).
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have I to do with idols anymore?” (Hosea 14:8)880 Opposites oppose and weaken each other. “O
you who love the LORD, hate evil! He preserves the lives of his saints; he delivers them from
the hand of the wicked” (Psalm 97:10 ESV). “No one can serve two masters; for either he
will hate the one and love the other, or he will be devoted to one and despise the other. You
cannot serve God and wealth” (Matthew 6:24 NASB). Union with God is a joining together.
“But he who is joined to the Lord is one spirit with Him” (1 Corinthians 6:17 NKJV). This
union cannot exist without separation of the heart from sin.881 “And what agreement has the
temple of God with idols? For you are the temple of the living God. As God has said: ‘I will
dwell in them And walk among them. I will be their God, And they shall be My people. ’
Therefore ‘Come out from among them And be separate, says the Lord. Do not touch what is
unclean, And I will receive you’” (2 Corinthians 6:16–17 NKJV). Clinging to Christ by faith is
the best way to give up sin. The soul that has constant fellowship with Christ will not care for
other lovers (Philippians 3:8).882 That is the third direction: get the union between your heart and
sin broken.
Strike at the Root of Sin
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work on Ourselves
Mortification Work
Strike at the Root of Sin}
Fourth, if you want to mortify sin, strike at the root of it and get the body of this death
destroyed. The life of a tree lies in the root; even if you cut off all the branches, if the root lives,
the tree will live and the branches will sprout out again (Job 14:7–9). 883 But once the roots are cut
off, the whole tree dies and stops bearing fruit. So it is with sin; if you set yourself against this or
that particular corruption, but let the body of death alone, not using means to weaken it, your
endeavors will do little good. When you have put down one lust, another arises. It is to little
purpose to bail water out of a ship unless you stop the leak. While there is water in the sea, water
will otherwise keep flowing in. Those who want to cure a disease must remove its cause.
Original sin is the source and spring of all actual sins. As that is weakened, the eruptions of
actual sins will be abated.884 The way to prevent invasion from a foreign garrison885 is to not only
surround their fort to prevent escapes, but to scale the walls of the fort and invade it. “This is the
880

“Ephraim shall say, ‘What have I to do anymore with idols?’ I have heard and observed him. I am like
a green cypress tree; Your fruit is found in Me” (Hosea 14:8 NKJV). Other translations render this verse as
God doing all of the speaking, such as: “O Ephraim, what have I to do with idols? It is I who answer and
look after you. I am like an evergreen cypress; from me comes your fruit” (Hosea 14:8 ESV).
881
The opposite of this separation of the heart from sin is to cherish or unrepentantly practice any sin.
882
“More than that, I count all things to be loss in view of the surpassing value of knowing Christ Jesus
my Lord, for whom I have suffered the loss of all things, and count them but rubbish so that I may gain
Christ” (Philippians 3:8 NASB).
883
“For there is hope for a tree, if it be cut down, that it will sprout again, and that its shoots will not
cease. Though its root grow old in the earth, and its stump die in the soil, yet at the scent of water it will
bud and put out branches like a young plant” (Job 14:7–9 ESV).
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wisdom of a Christian,” said Mr. Burroughs, “that when he labors against any corruption, he
does not spend his time so much against this or that particular corruption, but strikes at the body
of corruption. And this is the reason that [some] Christians quickly grow so much and get so
much power against their corruptions. But others take a long time before they get any power at
all.” A believer’s heart is like a garden overgrown with weeds; though the tops of the weeds are
often plucked off, the runners and roots still remain and live. All the labor is in vain and the
weeds still spring up afresh. So it is with corruptions until the root is more withered and
weakened. Now, to make this work go forward, do the following:
First, be deeply aware of your sinful actions, and even more, of your sinful nature. The
biggest complaint of the faithful is of their sinful natures. “For all of us have become like one
who is unclean, And all our righteous deeds are like a filthy garment; And all of us wither
like a leaf, And our iniquities, like the wind, take us away” (Isaiah 64:6 NASB). “Behold, I
was brought forth in iniquity, And in sin my mother conceived me” (Psalm 51:5 NKJV).
“Wretched man that I am! Who will deliver me from this body of death?” (Romans 7:24
ESV).
Second, to further the work of striking at the root of your corruptions, by faith, apply the
death of Christ to the whole body of sin in you. Faith fetches virtue from the crucified Christ to
dry up the bloody flow of sin (Luke 8:43–44; 6:19). 886 This is the God-appointed means to bring
down sin. The foundation of a soul’s redemption from sin is in the death of Christ. “He himself
bore our sins in his body on the tree, that we might die to sin and live to righteousness. By
his wounds you have been healed” (1 Peter 2:24 ESV). This death to sin is the effect of Christ’s
dying for [because of] sin. The purpose of His death was to redeem His people from all iniquity
(Titus 2:14).887 Christ’s death for sin was not only a pattern to believers, but a medicine and
appointed means to destroy their sin.888 “For if we have been united with him in a death like
his, we shall certainly be united with him in a resurrection like his. We know that our old
self was crucified with him in order that the body of sin might be brought to nothing, so
that we would no longer be enslaved to sin” (Romans 6:5–6 ESV). It was by the Cross of
884

It may perhaps be helpful to think of our original nature and new spiritual natures as being sources of
instincts. It is by instinct that, for example, a bird builds a particular kind of nest. By careful consideration we
can choose to avoid sin and do that which is right and glorifying to God. But our immediate reactions to life
events come more directly from our sinful or spiritual natures, from our hearts. An example of this is what
suddenly comes out of our mouths when we painfully stub a toe. The instincts arising from our original sin
nature are what make it so hard to tame the tongue. Also, original sin is real sin that must be repented of and
fought against; it is sin that has its origin deep in our hearts and is the reason that care of the heart is so
important.
885
The idea here is that enemy soldiers have set up a fort inside your own country. You want to get rid of them
completely.
886
“Now a woman, having a flow of blood for twelve years, who had spent all her livelihood on physicians
and could not be healed by any, came from behind and touched the border of His garment. And
immediately her flow of blood stopped” (Luke 8:43–44 NKJV). “And the whole multitude sought to touch
Him, for power went out from Him and healed them all” (Luke 6:19 NKJV).
887
“Who gave Himself for us to redeem us from every lawless deed, and to purify for Himself a people for
His own possession, zealous for good deeds” (Titus 2:14 NASB).
888
Notice that Christ came not merely to deliver believers from the punishment for sin, but from sin itself. “She
will bear a Son; and you shall call His name Jesus, for He will save His people from their sins” (Matthew
1:21 NASB).
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Christ that Paul was crucified to the world and the world to him (Galatians 6:14). 889 Carry over
your [old] man to the Cross of Christ and bury your strong lusts, by faith, in the grave of Christ,
and from there, get virtue to kill your sin. Faith brings the soul into fellowship with the death of
Christ to receive the benefits and energy from it; one of these benefits is a killing power over sin.
Third, to further the work of striking at the root of your corruptions, improve your faith in
the promises. The death of sin in believers is part of the new covenant and is as sure as pardon.
“He will again have compassion on us; He will tread our iniquities under foot. Yes, You will
cast all their sins Into the depths of the sea” (Micah 7:19 NASB). “And she will bring forth
a Son, and you shall call His name JESUS, for He will save His people from their sins”
(Matthew 1:21 NKJV). See also Romans 6:14 and Deuteronomy 30:6.890 these promises are sure
to all the seed. The Lord Jesus came for the purpose of performing the promises to and in His
people (Romans 15:8),891 “Who gave Himself for us to redeem us from every lawless deed,
and to purify for Himself a people for His own possession, zealous for good deeds” (Titus
2:14 NASB), and to destroy the works of the devil (1 John 3:8). 892 Faith in these promises
cleanses the soul and subdues sin. Carry your unruly corruptions to Christ in the promises and
sue for justice against them.
Fourth, to further the work of striking at the root of your corruptions, implore the
constant help of the Holy Spirit of grace both to reveal to you your corruptions and to oppose and
destroy your corruptions. This work is too hard for flesh and blood; nothing short of the eternal
Spirit can fully conquer sin and the power and wiles of Satan in your soul. It is through the Holy
Spirit that believers put to death the deeds of the body. “For if you live according to the flesh
you will die; but if by the Spirit you put to death the deeds of the body, you will live”
(Romans 8:13 NKJV). “When the Lord has washed away the filth of the daughters of Zion
and purged the bloodshed of Jerusalem from her midst, by the spirit of judgment and the
spirit of burning” (Isaiah 4:4 NASB).893 “For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus has
set you free from the law of sin and of death” (Romans 8:2 NASB). Beware of grieving and
impeding the Spirit of holiness; this suspends His gracious, sanctifying influences, and you are
left to the weakness of your own spirit. Be much in prayer and fervent cries for the Spirit’s daily
assistance in this great work.

889

“But may it never be that I would boast, except in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, through which
the world has been crucified to me, and I to the world” (Galatians 6:14 NASB).
890
“For sin will have no dominion over you, since you are not under law but under grace” (Romans 6:14
ESV). “Moreover the LORD your God will circumcise your heart and the heart of your descendants, to
love the LORD your God with all your heart and with all your soul, so that you may live” (Deuteronomy
30:6 NASB).
891
“Now I say that Jesus Christ has become a servant to the circumcision for the truth of God, to confirm
the promises made to the fathers” (Romans 15:8 NKJV).
892
“Whoever makes a practice of sinning is of the devil, for the devil has been sinning from the
beginning. The reason the Son of God appeared was to destroy the works of the devil” (1 John 3:8 ESV).
893
The Hebrew does not use the definite article (the) before spirit; it is unclear whether the Holy Spirit is
meant. The ESV does not include the definite article and renders a spirit.
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Give No Place to the Least Motions of Sin
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work on Ourselves
Mortification Work
Avoid the Least Motions of Sin}
Give no place to the least motion [mental act, impulse, or suggestion] to sin. Wage
constant war against all the powers of and the whole body of sin. Preventative care, timely
opposition, and constant warfare against all the corruptions of flesh and spirit are all necessary; a
lack of these is one thing that lays gracious souls under the entanglements and prevalence of their
lusts (James 4:17; 1 Thessalonians 5:2; Romans 12:9).894 Someone said, “We embrace the desires
of our temptations on implicit faith,895 not examining and withstanding the first entrance of
temptation, nor crushing the first motion of sin.” It is easy to crush the serpent’s egg, but
dangerous to fight with it when it becomes a cockatrice.896 It takes less strength to suppress a
rebellion at its first appearance than when it has gathered strength (Isaiah 14:29). 897 Chrysostom
said that the devil’s first assault is violent; resist that and his second will be weaker, and when
that is also resisted, he proves a coward. A Christian’s wisdom and welfare depend much on
these two helps:
The first help is to get a head start against sin, strike the first blow, and be in the field [of
battle] before it. Indeed, barricade up sin’s way and attack it in its own headquarters. Lay in
provision against sin’s very rising. Fortify the heart against the least consent to sin by applying
God’s threatenings and promises [to yourself] ahead of time. Furnish your heart with sovereign
and scriptural antidotes against sin. Neglect of this preventative care deprives the soul of needed
helps against sin’s sneak attacks and so renders it weak against sin’s first assaults. Hierom said
that Arius was at first only a spark, but because he was not suppressed early on, he set the whole
Church on fire.
The second help is to relentlessly and completely destroy sin. Sometimes the Lord gives
His people power over a lust by a sanctified affliction or blessed means of grace. This victory, if
pursued, might tend to totally subduing the lust. But we usually grow secure after such successes
and do not follow up on the victory, but give up the fight too soon, as did Joash when he struck
the ground. The prophet told him to shoot the arrows of the Lord’s deliverance and strike the
ground. “And he said, ‘Take the arrows,’ and he took them. And he said to the king of
Israel, ‘Strike the ground with them.’ And he struck three times and stopped. Then the man
894

“So whoever knows the right thing to do and fails to do it, for him it is sin” (James 4:17 ESV). “For you
yourselves know full well that the day of the Lord will come just like a thief in the night” (1
Thessalonians 5:2 NASB). “Let love be without hypocrisy. Abhor what is evil. Cling to what is good”
(Romans 12:9 NKJV).
895
Faith does not here refer to faith in God, but in things of this world or our own mind.
896
cockatrice: either a crocodile, or a mythical serpent whose breath or look were fatal.
897
“Rejoice not, O Philistia, all of you, that the rod that struck you is broken, for from the serpent’s root
will come forth an adder, and its fruit will be a flying fiery serpent” (Isaiah 14:29 ESV).
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of God was angry with him and said, ‘You should have struck five or six times; then you
would have struck down Syria until you had made an end of it, but now you will strike
down Syria only three times’” (2 Kings 13:18–19 ESV). Oh, what advantage [over his
corruptions] might a Christian get if he just would follow up his victory over his corruptions and
not allow them to regroup and gather strength again! Give no rest to your lusts nor opportunity
for reviving, no, not for a moment; keep up the warfare every day.
Keep Up the Life of Grace
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work on Ourselves
Mortification Work
Keep Up the Life of Grace}
If you want to further the death of sin, keep up the life of grace. Just as the life of sin
weakens grace, so the life of grace weakens and keeps down sin. “I say then: Walk in the
Spirit, and you shall not fulfill the lust of the flesh” (Galatians 5:16 NKJV). Keep up grace
and you will keep sin down. This is as when the house of David became stronger, the house of
Saul grew weaker (2 Samuel 3:1).898 It is written of Ephrem Syrus that, although he was much
given to passion [anger] in his youth, after he entered into a strict course of life, he was never
seen to be angry with anyone. As you cannot get power over sin except by the Spirit of grace, so
you cannot keep victory over sin except by the life of grace. Get your graces strengthened and
you will find your corruptions weakened.
Carry on Renovation Work
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work on Ourselves
Carry on Renovation Work}
You must carry on the work of renovation in grace and the inward work of sanctification
every day, “and be renewed in the spirit of your mind, and that you put on the new man
which was created according to God, in true righteousness and holiness” (Ephesians 4:23–
24 NKJV). After the work of mortification, the apostle exhorts Christians to this work of
renovation or internal holiness. You must be renewed in the Spirit of your minds, that is, renewed
by the Holy Spirit in your minds; here, the mind stands for the whole person and the internal
faculties of the soul: understanding, will, emotions, desires, and conscience. All Christians must
898

“Now there was a long war between the house of Saul and the house of David; and David grew steadily
stronger, but the house of Saul grew weaker continually” (2 Samuel 3:1 NASB).
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be renewed by the Holy Spirit, becoming [in Christ] a new creation (2 Corinthians 5:17)899 or
workmanship of Christ (Ephesians 2:10),900 being transformed after His own image in
righteousness and true holiness and renewed in knowledge (Ephesians 4:24; Colossians 3:10). 901
When the soul is truly regenerated, the stamp or exemplar of Christ’s holiness is truly placed in
the whole soul. But at first, this placement is in small measure that must be renewed or enlarged
in the soul until it grows to the fullness of the measure of the stature of Christ. New Christians
are compared to newborn babies (1 Peter 2:2)902 who are weak in grace, but under a natural
disposition and obligation to grow and increase in this grace of God, in both intensity and
broadness of application to one’s life. This is a Christian’s duty by divine command and it fits in
with God’s appointed means to it (2 Peter 3:18; 1 Peter 2:2; Ephesians 4:11–13). 903 This spiritual
growth is the way by which grace becomes glory. It is greatly necessary to perfect a soul’s
holiness so that he might come to his full stature and conformity to Christ (Ephesians 4:15–16;
Romans 8:29).904 And, by the increases of grace, the Christian is enabled to carry out all his
duties, bear his burdens, bear up under temptations, be capable of enjoying all his mercies,
glorify the God of grace, and to [begin to] be made fit for the enjoyment of God in glory.
Because of all this, it is the Christian’s great concern to press after larger measures of grace every
day and grow up into Him in faith and love, who is the head of all things (Ephesians 4:15).905 The
Christian must grow downward in humility and self-denial, grow broadly in every part of
holiness and greater enlargement in every grace, and become stronger and stronger in the grace
that is in Christ Jesus. “I press on toward the goal for the prize of the upward call of God in
Christ Jesus” (Philippians 3:14 ESV). The lack of these increases of the [grace of the] Holy
Spirit greatly obscures the glory of Christ in believers, clouds their evidence, 906 and renders them
too weak for their corruptions, growing trials, and duties. Christian, do not content yourself with
the truth of grace without daily growth in grace. By faith, use your portion in the resurrection of
899

“Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation. The old has passed away; behold, the new has
come” (2 Corinthians 5:17 ESV).
900
“For we are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared
beforehand, that we should walk in them” (Ephesians 2:10 ESV).
901
“…and to put on the new self, created after the likeness of God in true righteousness and holiness”
(Ephesians 4:24 ESV). “…and have put on the new self who is being renewed to a true knowledge
according to the image of the One who created him” (Colossians 3:10 NASB).
902
“Like newborn babies, long for the pure milk of the word, so that by it you may grow in respect to
salvation” (1 Peter 2:2 NASB).
903
“But grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. To him be the glory both
now and to the day of eternity. Amen” (2 Peter 3:18 ESV). “Like newborn babies, long for the pure milk
of the word, so that by it you may grow in respect to salvation” (1 Peter 2:2 NASB). “And He Himself
gave some to be apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, and some pastors and teachers, for the
equipping of the saints for the work of ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ, till we all come to
the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God, to a perfect man, to the measure of the
stature of the fullness of Christ” (Ephesians 4:11–13 NKJV).
904
“But speaking the truth in love, we are to grow up in all aspects into Him who is the head, even Christ,
from whom the whole body, being fitted and held together by what every joint supplies, according to the
proper working of each individual part, causes the growth of the body for the building up of itself in
love” (Ephesians 4:15–16 NASB). “For whom He foreknew, He also predestined to be conformed to the
image of His Son, that He might be the firstborn among many brethren” (Romans 8:29 NKJV).
905
“But speaking the truth in love, we are to grow up in all aspects into Him who is the head, even Christ”
(Ephesians 4:15 NASB).
906
The evidence here may be of the visible fruit that leads to assurance of salvation and encourages other
believers.
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Christ for daily enlivening of your heart, raising your affections to things above, and attracting
your whole soul to God, grace, and glory. Be much in internal soul-work, heart-searching, soulwatching, contemplation of divine things, short private prayers, and longing of soul after God
and higher manifestations of His light, life, and love.
Be faithful in every appointment of God, public and private: prayer, reading [Scripture
and holy books], hearing sermons, and holy conversation, so that you may thus get nourishment
given to your souls. Get under all the dew907 and showers of grace for your fruitfulness.
Be spiritual as well as frequent in exercising grace under the means of grace; without this,
you cannot serve God acceptably (Hebrews 12:28) 908 or receive nourishment to your souls from
Him Who is the Head. This nourishment can only come by the ligaments and joints of faith and
love (Colossians 2:18–19).909 [The opposite of spiritual,] formality, eats out that sap that should
make you green and flourishing. A dead, cold heart under the Word can no more digest it for
nourishment than a dead body can digest food.
Maintain a hungry desire for the Word of grace and the appointed means for your
spiritual growth (1 Peter 2:2).910 Being hungry for food is evidence for a good digestion 911 and
wholesome food furthers nourishment. Keep up warm affection for every way of God, living on
Christ for all the good and blessing of these ways. “Blessed are those whose strength is in you,
in whose heart are the highways to Zion. As they go through the Valley of Baca they make it
a place of springs; the early rain also covers it with pools. They go from strength to
strength; each one appears before God in Zion” (Psalm 84:5–7 ESV). When Jehoshaphat’s
heart was lifted up in the ways of the Lord, he became increasingly powerful (2 Chronicles 17:6,
12).912 Heart-enlargement in the ways of God is a notable help to make a soul thrive.
Take one more instruction: be poor in spirit if you want to be rich in grace. The poor in
spirit have the promise of being satisfied, of being guided in their judgment [critical
discernment], of increase of joy, of grace, and of enlivening. Someone said, “Humble souls are
empty vessels that God will fill and are small plants that God will make grow. To be nothing in
our own eyes is the way to receive all good things, even abundant grace from God” (Psalm 22:6;
25:9; Isaiah 29:19; Proverbs 3:34; Isaiah 57:15).913
907

Ashwood’s metaphor does not quite hold up here, but the reference is to the importance of dew to agriculture
in the arid Middle East before the advent of mechanical irrigation.
908
“Therefore, since we are receiving a kingdom which cannot be shaken, let us have grace, by which we
may serve God acceptably with reverence and godly fear” (Hebrews 12:28 NKJV).
909
“Let no one cheat you of your reward, taking delight in false humility and worship of angels, intruding
into those things which he has not seen, vainly puffed up by his fleshly mind, and not holding fast to the
Head, from whom all the body, nourished and knit together by joints and ligaments, grows with the
increase that is from God” (Colossians 2:18–19 NKJV).
910
“Like newborn infants, long for the pure spiritual milk, that by it you may grow up into salvation” (1
Peter 2:2 ESV).
911
good digestion: as opposed to nausea, and so on.
912 6
“ And his heart took delight in the ways of the LORD; moreover he removed the high places and
wooden images from Judah. 12So Jehoshaphat became increasingly powerful, and he built fortresses and
storage cities in Judah” (2 Chronicles 17:6, 12 NKJV).
913
“But I am a worm and not a man, scorned by mankind and despised by the people” (Psalm 22:6 ESV).
“He leads the humble in justice, And He teaches the humble His way” (Psalm 25:9 NASB). “The humble
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Keep Your Evidence for Entry to Heaven Unblemished and Unmistakable
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work on Ourselves
Keep Evidence for Heaven Unblemished}
Another part of your work of salvation (Philippians 2:12)914 is to keep your evidences for
[going to] Heaven unblemished and unmistakable. This will abundantly comfort you during all
your tribulations, enliven you to vigorously do your duties, give you a humble boldness in your
approaches to God, arm you against fear of death, and give you a comfortable passage into the
everlasting kingdom of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. Beware of quenching or grieving the
Spirit of grace; this hinders His sealing work. Take heed of causing blots upon your evidence by
allowing iniquity in your heart or unpurged defilement on your hands. These weaken your
confidence in the Lord,915 fill you with dejection and despondency of spirit, and give your
spiritual adversary great advantage over your souls (2 Peter 1:10; 1 John 5:13; 2 Corinthians
1:12; 1 Corinthians 15:58; Hebrews 10:22; Job 19:25–27; 2 Peter 1:10–11).916
Keep up sincerity and truth in the inner person. Look often into the inner motives of your
actions to ensure they are gracious [godly]. Look at your purposes for everything you do that
they are pure and wholly and ultimately for God, His will, and His glory, in every duty, action,
and project.
also shall increase their joy in the LORD, And the poor among men shall rejoice In the Holy One of
Israel” (Isaiah 29:19 NKJV). “Toward the scorners he is scornful, but to the humble he gives favor”
(Proverbs 3:34 ESV). “For thus says the high and exalted One Who lives forever, whose name is Holy, ‘I
dwell on a high and holy place, And also with the contrite and lowly of spirit In order to revive the spirit
of the lowly And to revive the heart of the contrite’” (Isaiah 57:15 NASB).
914
“Therefore, my beloved, as you have always obeyed, not as in my presence only, but now much more
in my absence, work out your own salvation with fear and trembling” (Philippians 2:12 NKJV).
915
Unrepentant sin weakens confidence in God, not because God fails in His promises, but because the
unrepentant sinner behaves like an enemy to God, Whose enemies have promises of judgment, not blessing.
916
“Therefore, brothers, be all the more diligent to confirm your calling and election, for if you practice
these qualities you will never fall” (2 Peter 1:10 ESV). “These things I have written to you who believe in
the name of the Son of God, so that you may know that you have eternal life” (1 John 5:13 NASB). “For
our boasting is this: the testimony of our conscience that we conducted ourselves in the world in
simplicity and godly sincerity, not with fleshly wisdom but by the grace of God, and more abundantly
toward you” (2 Corinthians 1:12 NKJV). “Therefore, my beloved brethren, be steadfast, immovable,
always abounding in the work of the Lord, knowing that your toil is not in vain in the Lord” (1
Corinthians 15:58 NASB). “Let us draw near with a true heart in full assurance of faith, with our hearts
sprinkled clean from an evil conscience and our bodies washed with pure water” (Hebrews 10:22 ESV).
“As for me, I know that my Redeemer lives, And at the last He will take His stand on the earth. Even
after my skin is destroyed, Yet from my flesh I shall see God; Whom I myself shall behold, And whom
my eyes will see and not another. My heart faints within me!” (Job 19:25–27 NASB). “Therefore,
brethren, be even more diligent to make your call and election sure, for if you do these things you will
never stumble; for so an entrance will be supplied to you abundantly into the everlasting kingdom of our
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ” (2 Peter 1:10–11 NKJV).
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If you want evidence of the truth of your grace, you must every day exercise your grace
and make it a matter of conscience to live up to known duties and avoid offense toward God and
people. You must not slack off after attaining any measure of grace, but keep going on toward
perfection and continually aim at greater quantities of grace in your souls.
Heavenly Work That Concerns Others
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work in Heavenly Matters
Heavenly Work That Concerns Others}
Carry on all the natural, moral, and Christian duties that concern others. This is the will of
God and part of your sanctification. “In the same way, let your light shine before others, so
that they may see your good works and give glory to your Father who is in heaven”
(Matthew 5:16 ESV). “Give no offense either to Jews or to Greeks or to the church of God”
(1 Corinthians 10:32 NASB), lest the Gospel be blamed. “So that you may approve the things
that are excellent, in order to be sincere and blameless until the day of Christ” (Philippians
1:10 NASB). “Keep your behavior excellent among the Gentiles, so that in the thing in
which they slander you as evildoers, they may because of your good deeds, as they observe
them, glorify God in the day of visitation” (1 Peter 2:12 NASB). Deal justly with all people,
render to all people what is due them, do good to all as you have opportunity (Galatians 6:10;
Psalm 35:13),917 and be kind to the just and unjust. Seek the salvation of sinners: mourn over
them, pray for them, instruct them, and seek by a humble, holy, and affectionate demeanor to win
over to the Lord Jesus those who are not won by the Word (Luke 19:41; Psalm 51:13; 2 Peter
3:1).918 Love, pray for, and do good to your greatest enemies. “Virtues that are separated,” said
Chrysostom, “cancel each other out; equity without goodness is severity and justice without piety
is cruelty.” It is better to do good than to receive good. It was said of Mr. Hooker that he was
born for the good of many, but few were born for his good. Love, delight in, and do good to all
saints; as saints, they carry the image of God in them. Make conscience of your duties in
interpersonal relationships, both in your own house and the house of God (Psalm 101:2). 919 Walk
in your own house with a perfect heart; be a Christian at home as well as outside. 920 Show the
same spirit, zeal, and affection to your families as to others. Do your utmost to keep up God’s
917

“Therefore, as we have opportunity, let us do good to all, especially to those who are of the household
of faith” (Galatians 6:10 NKJV). “But as for me, when they were sick, My clothing was sackcloth; I
humbled myself with fasting; And my prayer would return to my own heart” (Psalm 35:13 NKJV).
918
“When He approached Jerusalem, He saw the city and wept over it” (Luke 19:41 NASB). “Then I will
teach transgressors Your ways, And sinners shall be converted to You” (Psalm 51:13 NKJV). “This is
now, beloved, the second letter I am writing to you in which I am stirring up your sincere mind by way
of reminder” (2 Peter 3:1 NASB).
919
“I will give heed to the blameless way. When will You come to me? I will walk within my house in the
integrity of my heart” (Psalm 101:2 NASB).
920
A Christian ought to be just as much a Christian when alone and unobserved or with spouse or family as
when out in public.
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worship in your house, both privately and as a family, morning and evening with prayer and
reading the Word of God (Acts 10:1–2, 9; Joshua 24:18; Psalm 25:10; Matthew 6:6).921 Faithfully
carry out those duties you owe to each other, as husbands, wives, parents, children, masters, and
servants as taught in Ephesians 5:22 to the end of chapter 6. Be meek, loving, and peaceable, in
your words and demeanor toward one another, giving due respect that corresponds to a person’s
station in life. Be holy and profitable in your conversations. Seek the spiritual welfare,
edification, and salvation of each other’s souls, as of your own (Psalm 25:10; Proverbs 22:6,
23:13; Colossians 3:12–16; Hebrews 12:14; Genesis 18:19).922
The lack of this obligatory and Christian conduct in your houses causes an evil report on
the ways of God, renders the truth of your grace questionable, hinders the gracious presence of
God with you, and removes His blessing from you (Ephesians 4:29; Romans 11:14). 923 Those of
you whom grace has given the privilege of a position and name within the walls of God’s house
are [particularly] obliged to the fellowship duties of love, care, and faithfulness to each other
(John 15:12).924 “And let us consider how to stimulate one another to love and good deeds”
(Hebrews 10:24 NASB). “Do nothing from selfishness or empty conceit, but with humility of
mind regard one another as more important than yourselves” (Philippians 2:3 NASB). “Let
no one seek his own good, but the good of his neighbor” (1 Corinthians 10:24 ESV). “Just as
I try to please everyone in everything I do, not seeking my own advantage, but that of
many, that they may be saved” (1 Corinthians 10:33 ESV). “For you, brethren, have been
called to liberty; only do not use liberty as an opportunity for the flesh, but through love
serve one another” (Galatians 5:13 NKJV). Sympathize with each other in affliction
921

“There was a certain man in Caesarea called Cornelius, a centurion of what was called the Italian
Regiment, a devout man and one who feared God with all his household, who gave alms generously to
the people, and prayed to God always” (Acts 10:1–2 NKJV). “The next day, as they were on their journey
and approaching the city, Peter went up on the housetop about the sixth hour to pray” (Acts 10:9 ESV).
“And the LORD drove out from before us all the people, including the Amorites who dwelt in the land.
We also will serve the LORD, for He is our God” (Joshua 24:18 NKJV). “All the paths of the LORD are
mercy and truth, To such as keep His covenant and His testimonies” (Psalm 25:10 NKJV). “But you,
when you pray, go into your inner room, close your door and pray to your Father who is in secret, and
your Father who sees what is done in secret will reward you” (Matthew 6:6 NASB).
922
“All the paths of the LORD are mercy and truth, To such as keep His covenant and His testimonies”
(Psalm 25:10 NKJV). “Train up a child in the way he should go, Even when he is old he will not depart
from it” (Proverbs 22:6 NASB). “Do not withhold discipline from a child; if you strike him with a rod, he
will not die” (Proverbs 23:13 ESV). “So, as those who have been chosen of God, holy and beloved, put on
a heart of compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and patience; bearing with one another, and
forgiving each other, whoever has a complaint against anyone; just as the Lord forgave you, so also
should you. Beyond all these things put on love, which is the perfect bond of unity. Let the peace of
Christ rule in your hearts, to which indeed you were called in one body; and be thankful. Let the word
of Christ richly dwell within you, with all wisdom teaching and admonishing one another with psalms
and hymns and spiritual songs, singing with thankfulness in your hearts to God” (Colossians 3:12–16
NASB). “Pursue peace with all people, and holiness, without which no one will see the Lord” (Hebrews
12:14 NKJV). “For I have chosen him, that he may command his children and his household after him to
keep the way of the LORD by doing righteousness and justice, so that the LORD may bring to Abraham
what he has promised him” (Genesis 18:19 ESV).
923
“Let no corrupt word proceed out of your mouth, but what is good for necessary edification, that it
may impart grace to the hearers” (Ephesians 4:29 NKJV). “…in order somehow to make my fellow Jews
jealous, and thus save some of them” (Romans 11:14 ESV).
924
“This is My commandment, that you love one another as I have loved you” (John 15:12 NKJV).
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(Colossians 3:12),925 and be helpful to them in bearing their burdens, supplying their needs, and
comforting, counseling, and supporting them in all their troubles (Hebrews 13:3).926 Visit the sick
and imprisoned, feed the hungry, clothe those in rags, warn the unruly, admonish wrongdoers,
bear one another’s infirmities, and cover their weaknesses. Avoid whatever might offend or
injure each other’s souls, lessen their affections [to one another or God], or break the unity of
spirit and bond of peace between believers. Rather, by a sweet, humble, self-denying, and
faithful demeanor, influence believers so as to bring their hearts closer to one another. Pray for
the whole body and every member. Be gracious and spiritual in all your conversations and way
of life, seeking the prosperity of Zion.927 Rejoice in each other’s graces and good, just as in your
own. Do all that you can toward people’s comfort and salvation (Matthew 25:42; Acts 20:35; 1
John 3:17; Romans 15:1, 16:17; Leviticus 19:10; 2 Corinthians 12:20; Colossians 4:6;
Philippians 2:17–18; Titus 2:12; 2 Corinthians 13:7; Psalm 15:2; Colossians 3:9).928
In your callings [occupations], commerce, and dealings with people, be just, honest, and
faithful. Do as you wish to be done to you; do not defraud one another, but speak the truth in all
your bargaining [negotiations], and make your promises good, even to your hurt. This is a
considerable part of your heavenly trade, and the credit of Christianity greatly depends on it.
Christianity also consists in pleasing and glorifying God, doing good to others, propagating the
Gospel, and the peace and salvation of your own souls—even during the faithful discharge of
these natural, moral, and Christian duties you owe to others.

925

“Therefore, as the elect of God, holy and beloved, put on tender mercies, kindness, humility, meekness,
longsuffering” (Colossians 3:12 NKJV).
926
“Remember those who are in prison, as though in prison with them, and those who are mistreated,
since you also are in the body” (Hebrews 13:3 ESV).
927
Zion is frequently used in Scripture to represent the visible Church.
928
“For I was hungry, and you gave Me nothing to eat; I was thirsty, and you gave Me nothing to drink”
(Matthew 25:42 NASB). “In all things I have shown you that by working hard in this way we must help
the weak and remember the words of the Lord Jesus, how he himself said, ‘It is more blessed to give
than to receive’” (Acts 20:35 ESV). “But whoever has the world’s goods, and sees his brother in need and
closes his heart against him, how does the love of God abide in him?” (1 John 3:17 NASB). “Now we who
are strong ought to bear the weaknesses of those without strength and not just please ourselves” (Romans
15:1 NASB). “I appeal to you, brothers, to watch out for those who cause divisions and create obstacles
contrary to the doctrine that you have been taught; avoid them” (Romans 16:17 ESV). “And you shall
not strip your vineyard bare, neither shall you gather the fallen grapes of your vineyard. You shall leave
them for the poor and for the sojourner: I am the LORD your God” (Leviticus 19:10 ESV). “For I fear
lest, when I come, I shall not find you such as I wish, and that I shall be found by you such as you do not
wish; lest there be contentions, jealousies, outbursts of wrath, selfish ambitions, backbitings,
whisperings, conceits, tumults” (2 Corinthians 12:20 NKJV). “Let your speech always be with grace,
seasoned with salt, that you may know how you ought to answer each one” (Colossians 4:6 NKJV). “But
even if I am being poured out as a drink offering upon the sacrifice and service of your faith, I rejoice
and share my joy with you all. You too, I urge you, rejoice in the same way and share your joy with me”
(Philippians 2:17–18 NASB). “Training us to renounce ungodliness and worldly passions, and to live selfcontrolled, upright, and godly lives in the present age” (Titus 2:12 ESV). “Now we pray to God that you
do no wrong; not that we ourselves may appear approved, but that you may do what is right, even
though we may appear unapproved” (2 Corinthians 13:7 NASB). “He who walks uprightly, And works
righteousness, And speaks the truth in his heart” (Psalm 15:2 NKJV). “Do not lie to one another, since
you laid aside the old self with its evil practices” (Colossians 3:9 NASB).
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This is the first part of your heavenly work, work that is of a heavenly nature, and is done
in a heavenly manner, with respect to God, our own souls, and other people.
Another Part of Heavenly Work Is to Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner}
Another part of heavenly work is to do earthly things in a heavenly manner. Though the
things [and affairs] of the world are of a different nature from things above, yet when rightly
managed, they are servants of things above and are part of the heavenly trade. In light of this,
three things are necessary:
1. Do earthly things by heavenly rules.
2. Do earthly things with heavenly hearts.
3. Do earthly things for heavenly purposes.
Do Earthly Things by Heavenly Rules
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Do Earthly Things by Heavenly Rules}
First, earthly work is part of your heavenly trade when you transact it according to
heavenly rules. Every science has its established principles, and different governments have their
own distinct laws. Likewise every trade has its rules, principles, and instructions by which it is
carried on. Earthly traders have their rules and methods by which they manage their businesses
in order to best serve their purposes and advance their own earthly interests. So it is with
heavenly traders; although they have to do with earthly things, they must act according to
heavenly rules. Now, there are ten rules that heavenly merchants must observe in the
management of their earthly affairs.
Be Sure the Matter Is Good and All You Do Is According to the Will of God
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Do Earthly Things by Heavenly Rules
What You Do Must Be Good, in God’s Will}
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First, make sure that the matter of your employments is good, that your callings are
lawful, and the things you do are just and honest in the sight of God. Evil things can never be
well done. Do not meddle with prohibited goods. Do nothing that in its nature, use, or by divine
law becomes evil (2 Corinthians 13:7; Philippians 4:8; Ephesians 4:28).930 Let your callings be
lawful, of good report, and useful to your generation, not only for your concerns and advantage,
but for the service and good of others. “For none of us lives to himself, and none of us dies to
himself” (Romans 14:7 ESV). Let your callings be from God, be according to Scripture, and
have God for their teacher (Isaiah 28:26).931 Let your callings be those you can manage with
peace of conscience, assurance that the work pleases God, and are those for which you can pray
for God’s blessing on them. You cannot do this for employments that tend to nourish vice and
wickedness (Romans 13:14).932
929

Also be sure that your recreations are lawful and free from scandal and temptation. They
should be [commonly] used by those who fear God and done with those who fear God. They
should have a tendency to refresh the mind and body and make them better fit for necessary
duties. Recreation should be sparingly and wisely used so as not to be an occasion of sin for
others. Seek God [in prayer] for good management of recreation and His blessing on it.
Recreation that does not fit these criteria is not appropriate for Christians, who must give an
account to God for every idle word, much more for idle actions (Matthew 12:36).933 Part of what
will trouble souls when their sins are weighing down on them is that they have inherited934 lies,
worthless things, and things in which is no profit (Jeremiah 16:19). 935 Saints should do no work
except what has good in it. “Let him who stole steal no longer, but rather let him labor,
working with his hands what is good, that he may have something to give him who has
need” (Ephesians 4:28 NKJV), and what can bring some glory to God. “Whether, then, you eat
or drink or whatever you do, do all to the glory of God” (1 Corinthians 10:31 NASB). And
this includes recreation. But what good to the body, soul, or estate; what glory to God; what
peace of conscience in the day of Christ can be found in carnal sports,936 scandalous plays, cards,

929

lawful: in compliance God’s law.
“Now we pray to God that you do no wrong; not that we ourselves may appear approved, but that you
may do what is right, even though we may appear unapproved” (2 Corinthians 13:7 NASB). “Finally,
brethren, whatever things are true, whatever things are noble, whatever things are just, whatever things
are pure, whatever things are lovely, whatever things are of good report, if there is any virtue and if there
is anything praiseworthy—meditate on these things” (Philippians 4:8 NKJV). “Let the thief no longer
steal, but rather let him labor, doing honest work with his own hands, so that he may have something to
share with anyone in need” (Ephesians 4:28 ESV).
931
“For he is rightly instructed; his God teaches him” (Isaiah 28:26 ESV).
932
“But put on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make no provision for the flesh in regard to its lusts” (Romans
13:14 NASB).
933
“But I say to you that for every idle word men may speak, they will give account of it in the day of
judgment” (Matthew 12:36 NKJV).
934
The problem is not so much that which is inherited itself, but accepting or continuing in ungodly traditions
and practices handed down from parents and others instead of adopting godly things.
935
“O LORD, my strength and my fortress, My refuge in the day of affliction, The Gentiles shall come to
You From the ends of the earth and say, ‘Surely our fathers have inherited lies, Worthlessness and
unprofitable things’” (Jeremiah 16:19 NKJV).
936
Sport was often used as a synonym for gambling as well as for innocent activity. Whatever Ashwood means
by carnal sports, it cannot mean healthful and fair exercise and athletic competition as recreation.
930
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dice,937 lascivious dancing, and the like, which are the offspring of lewdness and lust. These
things contain little praise, virtue, or good report, but are spots on Christianity and a bane of
piety. They tend to debauch the desires, deaden the conscience, nourish sensuality, and feed a
fleshly, carnal mind, the end of which is death (Romans 13:13; Philippians 4:8; Jude 12; 2 Peter
2:18).938 “For to set the mind on the flesh is death, but to set the mind on the Spirit is life
and peace” (Romans 8:6 ESV). It is doubly contenting to a person of generous and welldisposed nature when he does good for his pleasure [recreation, entertainment]. A worthy
minister of the Gospel said:
Gambling greatly disorders the mind, provokes passion, and causes much disturbance in
the soul for things of nothing. Games that depend on dexterity of body or mind are much
to be preferred before games of chance. Chess will sharpen the mind, but can be too
engaging and toilsome instead of true recreation which is the proper use of play. Of all
games, the less the better, and when it causes bad emotions, the least is too much. And
one who ventures money at play also ventures peace of mind, and will certainly lose
[spiritually], whatever becomes of the money.
Squandering away money in play is not the way to make friends by means of unrighteous wealth
so as to enter eternal dwellings (Luke 16:9). 939 Rather, gambling will turn one out of his temporal
habitation; it is the way to lose both earth and Heaven. 940 So then, whether we win or lose, we
commit robbery. For if we do not rob our opponents, we rob ourselves, our families, and God.
We may add this also: such unprofitable recreation devours that unrecoverable and invaluable
treasure of time which ought to be used for urgently pressing onward to Heaven and matters of
salvation, which purpose is much neglected; rather it uses those hours for Hell.941 Oh, how
937

While some have condemned playing cards or games of chance as sin in themselves, use of these for
gambling is definitely sinful; gambling is bad stewardship and puts God’s providence to the test. “You shall
not put the LORD your God to the test, as you tested Him at Massah” (Deuteronomy 6:16 NASB). “Jesus
said to him, ‘On the other hand, it is written, “YOU SHALL NOT PUT THE LORD YOUR GOD TO THE
TEST”’” (Matthew 4:7 NASB).
938
“Let us behave properly as in the day, not in carousing and drunkenness, not in sexual promiscuity
and sensuality, not in strife and jealousy” (Romans 13:13 NASB). “Finally, brothers, whatever is true,
whatever is honorable, whatever is just, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is commendable,
if there is any excellence, if there is anything worthy of praise, think about these things” (Philippians 4:8
ESV). “These are the men who are hidden reefs in your love feasts when they feast with you without fear,
caring for themselves; clouds without water, carried along by winds; autumn trees without fruit, doubly
dead, uprooted” (Jude 12 NASB). “For speaking out arrogant words of vanity they entice by fleshly
desires, by sensuality, those who barely escape from the ones who live in error” (2 Peter 2:18 NASB).
939
“And I tell you, make friends for yourselves by means of unrighteous wealth, so that when it fails they
may receive you into the eternal dwellings” (Luke 16:9 ESV).
940
It has been observed that during garage poker games, you can lose either your money or your friends.
941
The editor wishes to take the liberty of making a few remarks appropriate to the present time concerning
recreation. In the developed world, entertainment consumes massive amounts of people’s time. Providers of
mass media design even supposedly useful things, such as news, to have a large entertainment component,
reducing the usefulness of it and adding to temptations to waste time. The internet and cellular networks
provide very many sources of distractions, both useful and useless. Many of these distractions are designed to
be addictive and entertaining. A Christian must thus exercise great care to use his or her time well, doing not
only what is good at any particular time, but what is best for Christ’s kingdom and God’s glory according to
his or her role and calling in life. The purpose of recreation, “re-creation,” is not to make one happy, but to
recharge one’s mind, body, soul, and spirit to make one more productive for Christ. Use of recreation is similar
to use of food. It is necessary in certain amounts, but can be consumed in excess or for wrong reasons. If the
food also tastes good, that also is a gift from God. If the recreation is also pleasant and enjoyable, that is also
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careful then should souls that have heavenly hopes be of their earthly work because earthly work
should be conducive to fulfilling heavenly hopes.
Engage in Earthly Things in Their Proper Place and Order
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Do Earthly Things by Heavenly Rule
Do Earthly Things in Proper Place, Order}
When engaging in earthly affairs, keep them in their proper place and order. “But seek
first the kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all these things shall be added to you”
(Matthew 6:33 NKJV). Let God have the uppermost throne in your hearts, the forefoot in your
walk,942 and the first stroke in your work.943 Give heavenly things the priority in esteem,
emotional investment, and time since they are things of greatest worth and your most important
obligation. That is the right order and method of heavenly traders. Begin every day and work
with God. Serve God first, then yourselves. Set apart some time for Christian duties before you
engage in earthly employments. People will not go out into unwholesome air while fasting. 944
The things of this world have a contagious breath in them. Break your fast with God every
morning before you venture out on heart-ensnaring business. Labor with God first for His
presence to be with you, His wisdom to direct you, and His grace and strength to help, protect,
and bless you in your earthly labors. Immunize your hearts with divine medicine every morning
before you get into the pestilence-house of this world. Let something of Scripture get nearest
your soul for counsel, comfort, and enlivening every day. Augustine said that one who has tasted
the sweetness of divine love will not care for temporal sweetness. Do not meddle with the thorns
(Luke 8:14)945 of this world until you have put a fence around your heart and hands by prayer and
the sword of the Spirit. Haste makes waste if you run into the world before you have conversed
with God. The lawful way to earthly employments is via Heaven’s gates. Christian, God will sue
you for trespassing if you take any other road besides His prescribed road of holy duties to your
trades and employments in the world. Besides this, you need God’s eye and hand in everything
you do. You do not know the snares and deaths that lurk in your employments and the dangers to
which you are subject with every step you go and everything you do. You may go out in the
morning and never return again. Some have died as Israel did, with food in their mouths
good for we serve a good God.
942
forefoot: a reference to the fact that where an animal places a forefoot determines the direction of the rest of
the animal.
943
first stroke: a reference to forming or shaping material by hammering. The location of the first hammer blow
determines the location of a bend, for example.
944
Before the germ theory of disease, people thought that bad air (cf. malaria = mal air ia = bad air) could cause
disease. They understood in some sense that a weakened body was more susceptible to sickness (from fasting
in this example).
945
“The seed which fell among the thorns, these are the ones who have heard, and as they go on their way
they are choked with worries and riches and pleasures of this life, and bring no fruit to maturity” (Luke
8:14 NASB).
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(Numbers 11:33).946 Others have fallen down dead while at work or have been found dead on the
road with broken necks. Oh, engage in earthly work in God’s way, and do not go about the
world’s business until you have been with God and secured your all in His hands.
Keep Your Earthly Business within Appropriate Time Limits
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Do Earthly Things by Heavenly Rule
Keep Earthly Business within Time Limits}
Keep your earthly business within the boundaries of appropriate time limits. God has
given you both your work and your time for it. It is not in accordance with man’s state, relation
[to God], and portion [in life] to be ungoverned in anything, but to walk by rule. “To everything
there is a season, A time for every purpose under heaven” (Ecclesiastes 3:1 NKJV). “I said in
my heart, ‘God shall judge the righteous and the wicked, For there is a time there for every
purpose and for every work’” (Ecclesiastes 3:17 NKJV). “Has not man a hard service on
earth, and are not his days like the days of a hired hand?” (Job 7:1 ESV). As there is an
appointed time for people to be on earth, so there is an appointed time for earthly things. God has
set boundaries for the world and He has not left worldly employments without boundaries, but
has fixed people’s earthly affairs within their proper season. “Man goes forth to his work And
to his labor until evening” (Psalm 104:23 NASB). The psalmist here acknowledges God’s
power and providence in setting boundaries to His creatures, including boundaries to the sun and
moon: “He made the moon to mark the seasons; the sun knows its time for setting” (Psalm
104:19 ESV). He set boundaries for the night and day: “You make darkness, and it is night,
when all the beasts of the forest creep about. The young lions roar for their prey, seeking
their food from God. When the sun rises, they steal away and lie down in their dens” (Psalm
104:20–22 ESV). God limits the labors of wild animals and people; wild animals have their
hunting time confined to the night and people have their working time in the day. “Man goes out
to his work and to his labor until the evening” (Psalm 104:23 ESV). The Jews considered the
evening to be the end of their twelve-hour working day. “Jesus answered, ‘Are there not
twelve hours in the day? If anyone walks in the day, he does not stumble, because he sees
the light of this world’” (John 11:9 NASB). The day is the usual time for people to do their
work.947 “The Lord would not,” said Musculus, “have people’s labors drawn out so far as to wear
out their strength, but sets bounds to it.” Just as the Lord does not want people’s hearts to be
captured by the world, so He does not want the world to eat out their time or encroach on those
times that should be given to greater concerns. God, nature,948 grace, your own soul, and the
spiritual good of others have their claims to this little inch of time just as well as your earthly
callings. Oh, do not consume your precious day on things that are temporal to the neglect of your
946

“While the meat was still between their teeth, before it was chewed, the anger of the LORD was kindled
against the people, and the LORD struck the people with a very severe plague” (Numbers 11:33 NASB).
947
Contrary to what Ashwood seems to be implying, these boundaries are natural and providential boundaries,
not necessarily moral boundaries. The point is that God sets many kinds of boundaries in His creation.
948
Perhaps by nature, Ashwood refers to things necessary for life, health, and sanity.
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opportunities for eternal things. Do not enslave your body more than your work animals, which
have their times of rest. Do not exhaust your strength on an empty, perishing world at the
expense of better things. Excessive labors beyond their appropriate time are evidence of either
too much desire for earthly things or too little faith in God. Both of these are reproved by the
Lord, being the vanity and practice of those who are not His beloved ones (Psalm 127:2). 949 It is
lamentable to see those who would be thought to be heirs of Heaven so excessively engaged in
enlarging their possessions on earth and consuming all their time, early and late, for earthly
affairs, leaving nothing but a few unhelpful minutes for God and their souls. Oh, Christian, keep
the stream of your earthly affections and labors within the banks of allotted time. Do not rob God
of His time of special service, nor rob nature of its time for needed rest and refreshment. Do not
rob souls, yours or others’, of time for their spiritual concerns on account of poor perishing
things of earth. Show charity to your redeemed body by not making it an oppressed, toiling slave
to your earthly lusts. Humans are creatures that are too noble to be enslaved to this world. It is a
sad spectacle to see the Nazarites of heaven, like Samson, with their heads shaven and their eyes
gouged out as they grind in the world’s mill until they pull down the house about their ears
(Judges 16:21, 30).950 How greatly do people weaken their bodies and starve their souls merely
for things used only during their journey to the grave. In the meantime, they neglect the work of
God and their souls; the service of immortal God gets only the residue of their strength and the
refuse of the world. This is not to use earthly things by heavenly rule.
Be Diligent in Using Your Working Time
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Do Earthly Things by Heavenly Rule
Be Diligent in Using Your Working Time}
Be diligent in how you use your time while working. Take heed that you do not waste it
on useless things, needless diversions, idleness, or unfaithfulness951 in your work. These are sins
against both law and Gospel; Scripture requires diligence and faithfulness in people’s earthly
callings. Labor and work at one’s calling were humanity’s duty before the fall. “The LORD God
took the man and put him in the garden of Eden to work it and keep it” (Genesis 2:15 ESV).
And after the fall, painful labor was required and inflicted as a punishment of mankind’s sin. “By
the sweat of your face You will eat bread, Till you return to the ground, Because from it you
949

“It is vain for you to rise up early, To retire late, To eat the bread of painful labors; For He gives to His
beloved even in his sleep” (Psalm 127:2 NASB).
950 21
“ And the Philistines seized him and gouged out his eyes and brought him down to Gaza and bound
him with bronze shackles. And he ground at the mill in the prison. 30And Samson said, ‘Let me die with
the Philistines.’ Then he bowed with all his strength, and the house fell upon the lords and upon all the
people who were in it. So the dead whom he killed at his death were more than those whom he had killed
during his life” (Judges 16:21, 30 ESV).
951
In this context, unfaithfulness means to violate trust or someone’s reasonable expectations, especially if
breaking a promise, even if implied. A hired worker (as an employee or vendor) is unfaithful when guilty of
such things as poor workmanship, avoidable waste, inattention to detail and quality, or inefficient use of paid
time. But all of us must work for God at all times, so the same idea applies to all we do.
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were taken; For you are dust, And to dust you shall return” (Genesis 3:19 NASB).952
Scripture positively commands this duty of bodily953 labor in people’s callings just as strongly as
the duties of Sabbath keeping and worshiping God. Six days of labor are what set apart [that is,
make holy954] the Sabbath. “Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six days you shall
labor and do all your work, but the seventh day is the Sabbath of the LORD your God. In it
you shall do no work: you, nor your son, nor your daughter, nor your male servant, nor
your female servant, nor your cattle, nor your stranger who is within your gates” (Exodus
20:8–10 NKJV). Mayer said, “In the original, the command to work six days is given in the same
commanding terms as the command to not work on the Sabbath. The same reason is given for
both; the one is taken from God’s resting on the seventh day, and the other from His working six
days.” Thus, to not labor faithfully in your calling in the six days is as much a breach of the
Fourth Commandment as working on the Sabbath day. 955 This does not mean that all religious
worship of God is excluded on the six days of labor. The Lord may call us to worship in
mourning or rejoicing by extraordinary providences, or in ordinary times to means of grace such
as weekday sermons or the like. To exclude worship during the six days of labor would
contradict His other commands such as preaching in and out of season (2 Timothy 4:2), 956 and
laboring for the bread that gives eternal life (John 6:51). 957 This diligent labor does not exclude
private worship every day or public worship on weekdays, so far as it is consistent with
faithfulness in one’s calling; we must make the best use of our time (Ephesians 5:16). 958 The
commandment does require diligent attention to people’s callings on weekdays without sloth or
sinful waste of time. Otherwise, God is not fully worshiped on the Sabbath. This same diligence
is also required in the New Testament (2 Thessalonians 3:10). 959 Idleness in believers is a scandal
and it renders idle Christians worthy of rejection by other believers as disobedient to God’s Word
and unworthy of eating (2 Thessalonians 3:11–14). 960 Such are wicked servants who do not make
952

Because we all sin against the infinitely holy God, our sin is an infinite offense that rightly and richly
deserves infinite punishment in Hell. Hence, the worst toil is far less punishment for our sins than we deserve.
953
In Ashwood’s time, even mental labor had a much greater bodily component than today.
954
To keep the Sabbath holy means to set it apart for God. The root meaning of Hebrew words whose root is
[ קדׁשkaw-dash´, holy] is set apart. God is holy because He transcends, is wholly set apart from, His creation.
All that pertains to God must also be set apart from any moral taint because He is pure in infinite perfection.
For this reason, no good work can be truly holy unless it is ultimately for God and His glory.
955
Sadly, even many Christians in America routinely violate the Fourth Commandment. Shops, sporting events,
entertainment, restaurants, and many other things that are not time-critical and necessary (such as some
personal and family duties, police protection, hospitals, and utilities) go on just as on the other six days. This
ought not to be; God said it and that settles it. But also, while the Sabbath is to be entirely given to God except
for necessary and mercy needs, the command to work six days is not like that; necessary recreation and so on
is lawful on those six days.
956
“Preach the word! Be ready in season and out of season. Convince, rebuke, exhort, with all
longsuffering and teaching” (2 Timothy 4:2 NKJV).
957
“I am the living bread that came down out of heaven; if anyone eats of this bread, he will live forever;
and the bread also which I will give for the life of the world is My flesh” (John 6:51 NASB).
958
“…making the best use of the time, because the days are evil” (Ephesians 5:16 ESV).
959
“For even when we were with you, we used to give you this order: if anyone is not willing to work,
then he is not to eat, either” (2 Thessalonians 3:10 NASB).
960
“For we hear that some among you walk in idleness, not busy at work, but busybodies. Now such
persons we command and encourage in the Lord Jesus Christ to do their work quietly and to earn their
own living. As for you, brothers, do not grow weary in doing good. If anyone does not obey what we say
in this letter, take note of that person, and have nothing to do with him, that he may be ashamed” (2
Thessalonians 3:11–14 ESV).
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use of their God-given resources for God and the good of others (Matthew 25:30). 961 And, those
who do not provide for their own by diligence in their calling are worse than unbelievers (1
Timothy 5:8).962
While You Are Doing Earthly Work, Guard Your Hearts
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Do Earthly Things by Heavenly Rule
Guard Your Hearts during Earthly Work}
While your hands are on the world’s work, set a guard around your hearts. The believer’s
heart is Christ’s royal fort; secure that and all is safe. “Do not trust in oppression And do not
vainly hope in robbery; If riches increase, do not set your heart upon them” (Psalm 62:10
NASB). It is in the nature of earthly things to get to the heart like a malignant disease. Oh, how
hard is it to meddle with earthly things without the heart becoming earthly also! When a gracious
soul has been with God and gotten his heart warmed, enlivened, and drawn out to things above,
then as soon as he returns to the world, all is gone again. This earth sends dangerous and toxic
fumes into heavenly hearts. Make your heart secure with God every day. Make a new surrender
of it to Him before you get into the snares of your earthly business. Set a vigilant watch on your
heart every moment lest the things of the world sneak in and take it captive.963
Attend to Your Earthly Affairs with a Calm and Quiet Spirit
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Do Earthly Things by Heavenly Rule
Have a Calm, Quiet Spirit in Earthly Work}
Attend to your earthly affairs with a calm and quiet spirit. Whatever happens to you in the
world, keep your spirits composed and fixed on God. Do not wonder at the changes in an
unsteady world; it is only constant in inconstancy. “For here we have no continuing city, but
we seek the one to come” (Hebrews 13:14 NKJV). All things here are moving, ascending or
descending. Things below are compared to the moon, which never appears the same, but has its
phases, and like the sea, which ebbs and flows every day. Earthly things are as the fountain of the
sun of which Pliny writes; the water is extremely cold and sweet at noon, but boiling hot and
961

“And cast the worthless servant into the outer darkness. In that place there will be weeping and
gnashing of teeth” (Matthew 25:30 ESV).
962
“But if anyone does not provide for his own, and especially for those of his household, he has denied
the faith and is worse than an unbeliever” (1 Timothy 5:8 NKJV).
963
To this purpose, a habit of asking oneself two questions prior to every intended action may be helpful: Will
this tend to glorify God? What in my heart is motivating me to do this?
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bitter at midnight.964 The comforts of this world are likewise so mutable; when they seem most
likely to remain, they go away. The human condition in this world, at the best, is as the mountain
Potosi, over which a cloud always hangs, even on the clearest day. And it is as written of a lake
or salt marsh in Scotland called Pochlowland,965 where there are tempestuous waves raging in the
absence of wind, even in the greatest calm. Christian, do not be troubled at the tides you see in
these waters of Marah (Exodus 15:23).966 “Will you set your eyes on that which is not? For
riches certainly make themselves wings; They fly away like an eagle toward heaven”
(Proverbs 23:5 NKJV). Do not let any of these lower things trouble when they are gone; they
cannot make you content when you have them, and one moment of time can make them cease to
be yours. “There is just one day’s difference,” said Seneca during the burning of Rome, “between
a great city and no city.” Likewise, there may be just one day, even just one hour, between a
father and no father, between a husband and no husband, between a man of pleasure and a man
of sorrows, and between a rich man and a poor man. Do not set that at your heart which should
be at your heels. People do not normally sigh, look pale, and cry when servants leave them.
Earthly things are no different; they are given to you as handmaids to wait on you, not as a
spouse to lie in your bosom. They are as servants that come and go, not as children that abide in
the house forever. When you have lost an earthly comfort, say, “A servant is gone from me
today.” Keep your mind contented with the portion God gives you here. “Keep your life free
from love of money, and be content with what you have, for he has said, ‘I will never leave
you nor forsake you’” (Hebrews 13:5 ESV). Let the things of earth be sufficient for you; the
Greek means consider them to be enough. If an Esau can be satisfied with his crumbs (Genesis
25:34),967 how much more should a Jacob be satisfied with the children’s bread (Matthew
15:26).968 “What, this, and Heaven also!” said someone. A little of the world and much of Heaven
will well agree with one. “I have enough, and enough, and enough,” said precious Mr. Ball, who
was very low in the world. When the Earl of Leicester offered Mr. Cartwright the provostship of
Eaton College, saying that it was a hundred pounds more than enough, he answered that the
hundred pounds more than enough was enough for him. “A little that a righteous man has Is
better than the riches of many wicked” (Psalm 37:16 NKJV). There are two diminutives in the
original (a little little of the righteous man’s).969 However small it may be, with righteousness, it
weighs down all the abundance of the worldly man’s portion. Whether it is more or less, it is
enough. Rutherford said, “Oh, thrice fools are we, as newborn princes weeping in the cradle, not
knowing that there is a kingdom coming to them.” I have often thought on that providence for
Israel in the wilderness: “But when they measured it with an omer, whoever gathered much
had nothing left over, and whoever gathered little had no lack. Each of them gathered as
much as he could eat” (Exodus 16:18 ESV). Christian, why are you so troubled about your
964

This may refer to the Tamaric Fountains in Spain, but the water flow is presently irregular.
This is probably mythical or at least exaggerated. Possibly a fast-flowing stream that enters below the
surface of the water and an underground exit for the stream could produce this effect. An internet search turns
up no results for that name.
966
“When they came to Marah, they could not drink the waters of Marah, for they were bitter; therefore
it was named Marah” (Exodus 15:23 NASB).
967
“Then Jacob gave Esau bread and lentil stew; and he ate and drank, and rose and went on his way.
Thus Esau despised his birthright” (Genesis 25:34 NASB).
968
“But He answered and said, ‘It is not good to take the children’s bread and throw it to the little dogs’”
(Matthew 15:26 NKJV).
969
The editor cannot find this to be true in any of the Hebrew texts he examined. The text may be fairly
translated, “better is the little …”
965
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portion of the things of the footstool as if your Heavenly Father did not know what you wanted
[or lacked], did not care for you, or could not support you? You will have enough to carry you to
your graves, and you can absolutely need no more than that. “Thus shall you say to him, Thus
says the LORD: ‘Behold, what I have built I am breaking down, and what I have planted I
am plucking up—that is, the whole land. And do you seek great things for yourself? Seek
them not, for behold, I am bringing disaster upon all flesh, declares the LORD. But I will
give you your life as a prize of war in all places to which you may go’” (Jeremiah 45:4–5
ESV). You do not know what God is doing in the world. Do you have only a little now? You may
shortly have less. Be content with what you have. A little in Bethel, if it is only a pillow of stones
with bread and water (Genesis 28:11),970 is better than the rich plains of Sodom. 971 A piece of
blessed bread in Immanuel’s Land972 is sweeter and will go further than all the garlic and fleshpots of Egypt (Numbers 11:4–5),973 and further than a great quantity of unsanctified comforts. A
small portion of the world with advantage to the soul is better than a great estate with spiritual
losses and temptations. God can multiply a few loaves (John 6:9), 974 make the bin of flour and jar
of oil to hold out (1 Kings 17:14),975 and your clothes to not wear out (Nehemiah 9:21).976 He will
do this rather than not give you enough to sustain you through your wilderness if you will be
believing and obedient. Be contented with the talent God gives you with which to trade
(Matthew 25:15).977 Do others have more than you? Do not envy them; they have more for which
to give an account, and it may be that they need more or that they can [safely] bear more than
you. Someone said, “That which would sink a small vessel might be an ordinary burden to a
large ship.” Some can better manage a large estate with less trouble and temptation than others.
Possibly there is something that would puff up your heart with pride and entangle your feet in
snares. But to another, to whom God had given a more stout spirit or made more mortified to the
world, that same thing would never stir up undue affection to it. Heartily agree with God’s
wisdom and pleasure [will], believe His promises, wonder at His mercy, be thankful for what you
have beyond many, know that you have all things in God, hope to be soon with Him, and you
cannot be discontented with your allowance in the world.

970

“He came to a certain place and spent the night there, because the sun had set; and he took one of the
stones of the place and put it under his head, and lay down in that place” (Genesis 28:11 NASB).
971
In Genesis 13:5 to 19:38, we see that Abraham’s nephew, Lot, was very wealthy when he departed from
Abraham and went to live near Sodom. The last we read of him in the Old Testament is, after the destruction of
Sodom, he lived in a cave with his two daughters, apparently with little means to live elsewhere.
972
Immanuel’s Land: a reference from Pilgrim’s Progress, representing either Heaven, or possibly the invisible
Church of God’s people.
973
“Now the rabble that was among them had a strong craving. And the people of Israel also wept again
and said, ‘Oh that we had meat to eat! We remember the fish we ate in Egypt that cost nothing, the
cucumbers, the melons, the leeks, the onions, and the garlic’” (Numbers 11:4–5 ESV).
974
“There is a lad here who has five barley loaves and two fish, but what are these for so many people?”
(John 6:9 NASB).
975
“For thus says the LORD God of Israel: ‘The bin of flour shall not be used up, nor shall the jar of oil
run dry, until the day the LORD sends rain on the earth’” (1 Kings 17:14 NKJV).
976
“Indeed, forty years You provided for them in the wilderness and they were not in want; Their clothes
did not wear out, nor did their feet swell” (Nehemiah 9:21 NASB).
977
“To one he gave five talents, to another two, to another one, to each according to his ability. Then he
went away” (Matthew 25:15 ESV).
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Follow Your Duty, But Cast Your Anxiety on God
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Do Earthly Things by Heavenly Rule
Do Your Duty, but Cast Anxiety on God}
Steadfastly do your duty, but cast your anxiety on God. Carry on in your callings, but live
above them. “Therefore humble yourselves under the mighty hand of God, that He may
exalt you at the proper time, casting all your anxiety on Him, because He cares for you” (1
Peter 5:6–7 NASB). Do not depend on your wisdom, labor, or success in your employments, but
depend on the promises, love, and care of God for you. If the Lord blesses your substance, do not
overvalue the actual magnitude of the blessing. See an emptiness in all your abundance and its
inadequacy to meet your many needs. God can soon make a hole in your money bags, blow away
your increase, turn your prosperity into something contemptible, and make your expectations of
comfort as the dream of a night vision. Do not let your life consist in large barns (Luke 12:16–
18),978 but on the full breasts of promises for the good of what you do enjoy and for the supply of
what you need. The poor Christian’s purse is kept in his Father’s hand; the rich in his own hand.
If sight fails, live by faith. Faith assures you of the good outcome of all difficulties in your way
and gets good from the worst condition and sweetness to mingle with every bitter providence
that you encounter. It may be that you have a large family and little on which to live or you are in
debt and have nothing with which to pay it. Or, you had a little the other day, but the caterpillar
and the cankerworm979 devoured it, both events wasting that little. In such cases, your duty is to
live on God by faith for a sanctified blessing from His hand upon you, and to make up your lack
by His abundance. When you can see no way out of your perplexing trouble, let your eye be on
God for help (2 Chronicles 20:12; 2 Chronicles 25:8).980 Do not go outside of God’s
commandments for relief; He who wounds must be the One to heal, and only He who casts down
can raise up (Deuteronomy 32:30).981 Also, do not weaken yourself in the day of adversity or
978

“And he told them a parable, saying, ‘The land of a rich man produced plentifully, and he thought to
himself, “What shall I do, for I have nowhere to store my crops?” And he said, “I will do this: I will tear
down my barns and build larger ones, and there I will store all my grain and my goods”’” (Luke 12:16–
18 ESV).
979
These two are crop pests; the cankerworm affects fruit and shade trees.
980
“O our God, will You not judge them? For we are powerless before this great multitude who are
coming against us; nor do we know what to do, but our eyes are on You” (2 Chronicles 20:12 NASB).
“But if you go, be gone! Be strong in battle! Even so, God shall make you fall before the enemy; for God
has power to help and to overthrow” (2 Chronicles 25:8 NKJV). The ESV renders: “But go, act, be strong
for the battle. Why should you suppose that God will cast you down before the enemy? For God has the
power to help or to cast down” (italics added). However, the words in italics are not in the Hebrew. While
this editor does not normally presume to adjudicate between Bible translators, in this case it is apparent that the
translators of the ESV changed the meaning of the sentence, possibly on the basis of Amaziah’s victory in the
immediately following battle. However, the prophecy that Amaziah would fall/stumble before the enemy did
come true. In verse 13, we read that Israel became his enemy and killed 3,000 people of Judah and took much
spoil. The likely cause of this is found in Amaziah’s idolatry, which is described in verses 14 to 16. Afterward,
a greater loss against Israel occurred, as described in verses 17 to 24.
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become slack in the way of your duty (Proverbs 24:10; Proverbs 16:3), 982 but commit your way
to the Lord and He will act (Psalm 37:5; Matthew 6:25; 1 Corinthians 7:32; Philippians 4:6). 983
Take heed of corroding anxieties and becoming irritable about annoyances. Being anxious or
irritable cannot lessen your trouble, but will make your sin greater. A provident care is your duty,
but a distrustful, vexing care is both sin and additional affliction.
In All Your Labors, Pray for Blessing
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Do Earthly Things by Heavenly Rule
In All Your Labors, Pray for Blessing}
If you want to live well, you must beg as well as work. Add holy duty to your diligence,
prayer to your provident care, and calling on God to your calling in the world. Every condition
and work is made holy by the Word of God and prayer, just as every created thing (1 Timothy
4:4–5).984 In every undertaking, seek God for counsel. “In all your ways acknowledge Him,
And He will make your paths straight” (Proverbs 3:6 NASB).985 Christians should not engage
in the smallest matters without inquiring of God for His will. Do not go to this or that place, buy
or sell, or do this or that work without seeking direction from God (James 4:13–15). 986 Someone
said, “Our journeys must not be undertaken without God’s leave.” Constantly inquiring of God is
evidence of a life of dependence on God and brings all your affairs under divine care and
blessing. Abraham’s servant began his journey with prayer (Genesis 24:12–14) 987 and concluded
981

“How could one have chased a thousand, and two have put ten thousand to flight, unless their Rock
had sold them, and the LORD had given them up?” (Deuteronomy 32:30 ESV).
982
“If you are slack in the day of distress, Your strength is limited” (Proverbs 24:10 NASB). “Commit
your works to the LORD And your plans will be established” (Proverbs 16:3 NASB).
983
“Commit your way to the LORD; trust in him, and he will act” (Psalm 37:5 ESV). “Therefore I say to
you, do not worry about your life, what you will eat or what you will drink; nor about your body, what
you will put on. Is not life more than food and the body more than clothing?” (Matthew 6:25 NKJV).
“But I want you to be free from concern. One who is unmarried is concerned about the things of the
Lord, how he may please the Lord” (1 Corinthians 7:32 NASB). “Do not be anxious about anything, but
in everything by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be made known to God”
(Philippians 4:6 ESV).
984
“For everything created by God is good, and nothing is to be rejected if it is received with
thanksgiving, for it is made holy by the word of God and prayer” (1 Timothy 4:4–5 ESV).
985
Some versions render direct your paths or similar. The Hebrew root  יׁשרhas a range of meanings that include
to make straight or make right. The latter may imply giving direction to.
986
“Come now, you who say, ‘Today or tomorrow we will go to such and such a city, and spend a year
there and engage in business and make a profit.’ Yet you do not know what your life will be like
tomorrow. You are just a vapor that appears for a little while and then vanishes away. Instead, you ought
to say, ‘If the Lord wills, we will live and also do this or that’” (James 4:13–15 NASB).
987
“Then he said, ‘O LORD God of my master Abraham, please give me success this day, and show
kindness to my master Abraham. Behold, here I stand by the well of water, and the daughters of the men
of the city are coming out to draw water. Now let it be that the young woman to whom I say, ‘Please let
down your pitcher that I may drink,’ and she says, “Drink, and I will also give your camels a drink”—
let her be the one You have appointed for Your servant Isaac. And by this I will know that You have
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it with praise (Genesis 24:26–27).988 Jacob did the same (Genesis 32:9–12, 33:20, 35:1). 989
Israel’s folly in making a treaty with the Gibeonites contrary to the command of God was blamed
on their not asking counsel from God. “So the men took some of their provisions, but did not
ask counsel from the LORD” (Joshua 9:14 ESV). Oh, the snares and disadvantages that people
are exposed to in their earthly concerns due to not taking counsel from God and [by prayer]
engaging His hand and blessing with them. Prayer will further your work, sweeten your pains
and difficulties in it, and bring to you the comfort and good of it. 990 When you need mercy, seek
God for it; when you receive mercy, see God in it and return praise to God for it.
Although You Live in the World, Be Dead to the World
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Do Earthly Things by Heavenly Rule
You Live in the World, But Be Dead to It}
Although you live in the world, be dead to the world. Heaven-born souls, although they
are in the world, are not of the world, but chosen out of it (John 15:19) 991 and crucified to it.
“But far be it from me to boast except in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by which the
world has been crucified to me, and I to the world” (Galatians 6:14 ESV). “This state of being
crucified to the world,” said Paraus, “signifies the contempt and despising of this world; he here
implies that the world, with all its scorn, pride, pomp, and glory are despised by Paul as a
nothing, an empty, dead thing.” A soul crucified to the world sees nothing lovely or desirable in
this world but God, His Word, and His works. There is nothing in earthly things that can be
attractive to spiritual hearts if God is not enjoyed in them. All the glory of the world is no more
to them than a dead carcass if the love of God does not breathe on their hearts through what God
gives. The very garden of the Lord is a wilderness if He is not in it. A mortified saint wonders
that a rational, immortal soul can see such worth in riches, pleasures, honors, and poor perishing
shown kindness to my master’” (Genesis 24:12–14 NKJV).
988
“Then the man bowed down his head and worshiped the LORD. And he said, ‘Blessed be the LORD
God of my master Abraham, who has not forsaken His mercy and His truth toward my master. As for
me, being on the way, the LORD led me to the house of my master’s brethren’” (Genesis 24:26–27 NKJV).
989
“Jacob said, ‘O God of my father Abraham and God of my father Isaac, O LORD, who said to me,
“Return to your country and to your relatives, and I will prosper you,” I am unworthy of all the
lovingkindness and of all the faithfulness which You have shown to Your servant; for with my staff only I
crossed this Jordan, and now I have become two companies. Deliver me, I pray, from the hand of my
brother, from the hand of Esau; for I fear him, that he will come and attack me and the mothers with the
children. For You said, “I will surely prosper you and make your descendants as the sand of the sea,
which is too great to be numbered”’” (Genesis 32:9–12 NASB).“Then he erected there an altar and called
it El-Elohe-Israel” (Genesis 33:20 NASB). “Then God said to Jacob, ‘Arise, go up to Bethel and live
there, and make an altar there to God, who appeared to you when you fled from your brother Esau’”
(Genesis 35:1 NASB).
990
If you keep a heavenly perspective, this will be true even for failed endeavors.
991
“If you were of the world, the world would love its own. Yet because you are not of the world, but I
chose you out of the world, therefore the world hates you” (John 15:19 NKJV).
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things of this life. To him, these things are nothing and he can easily part with all at the Lord’s
bidding. And, as to bad things in this world that make people startle at them, the mortified saint
feels them much less. Deprivations, losses, reproaches, and torments for Christ lose their
frightfulness to those whose heart’s love of the Lord Jesus has reconciled them to the bitterest
affliction that can befall them for His sake. “If Christ stands and does not perish,” said Luther,
“what matter is it if wife and children perish?” If liberty, estate, life, and all else go away, Christ
will stay with you. Such should your heart be in pursuit of worldly things, as one that is dead to
the world, is little attracted to all its glory, and above all its threatenings. Be content to have or
not to have, to use or lack, to enjoy, or to be denied or deprived of it, as God pleases.
Do All Your Work in View of Death, Judgment, and Eternity
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Do Earthly Things by Heavenly Rule
Work in View of Death, Judgment, Eternity}
Last, do all your work in view of death, judgment, and eternity. Carry out all your
activities of every day as dying people who are leaving this world and liable to be removed from
it at any moment. How much would frequent and serious thoughts of a near-approaching end
wonderfully check people’s greedy pursuits of this world and help to keep their actions
consistent with giving an account for them to God. King Phillip had it proclaimed to him every
morning: “Remember that you are mortal.” When falling in the sand, he afterward saw the print
of his body and said, “Oh, how little a parcel of earth will hold us when we are dead, we who
ambitiously seek after the world while we are living.” When Severus 992 was old, he called for an
urn or pitcher in which the ashes of a dead person were put, and after looking at it a while, he
said, “Will you contain that man whom the whole world cannot contain?” Alas, what will the
whole world be to you when it is time for you to die? Let it seem no more to you now, you who
are dying every day. Do everything as strangers and pilgrims here (Hebrews 11:9, 13–14),993 and
as if you heard a voice every day saying, “Awake and come to judgment.” Jerome thought that
whatever he did, he still heard a voice saying, “Arise, you dead, and come to judgment.” When
you are traveling to this market and that other bazaar, think, “I am surely journeying to my grave
and do not know into what dust I will be shortly shoveled.” When you are at your work, think, “I
am hastening to eternity, and these hands must shortly rot in the grave.” When you promise
yourselves great things as the fruit of your labor and hope for this gain or that other comfort, say,
“Death may come between me and my enjoyment and cut off the hopes of all my labor.” What
can be great to a person who deems the world as nothing or long to a person who counts his life
992

There were five Roman emperors of that name.
“By faith he lived as an alien in the land of promise, as in a foreign land, dwelling in tents with Isaac
and Jacob, fellow heirs of the same promise” (Hebrews 11:9 NASB). “These all died in faith, not having
received the promises, but having seen them afar off were assured of them, embraced them and
confessed that they were strangers and pilgrims on the earth. For those who say such things declare
plainly that they seek a homeland” (Hebrews 11:13–14 NKJV).
993
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as just a span? Mr. Dod said, “When you find your heart going too greedily after this world, and
are ready to lie, cheat, oppress, and undermine others to enlarge your portion, think about this:
For all these things, God will bring you to judgment and render to you according to your work”
(Ecclesiastes 12:14).994
You Do Your Earthly Work in a Heavenly Manner When You Do It with a Heavenly Heart
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Manner Is Heavenly If Done with Heavenly Heart}
You are doing your earthly work in a heavenly manner when you are doing it with a
heavenly heart. As is the heart, so is the action in God’s account. The Lord was much pleased
that it was in David’s heart to build Him a house, though he never did it (1 Kings 8:18). 995 But
[there was a time when] God was displeased with all that Israel did in His service. Israel did
many good works: “When He killed them, then they sought Him, And returned and
searched diligently for God; And they remembered that God was their rock, And the Most
High God their Redeemer” (Psalm 78:34–35 NASB). But all this was nothing in God’s esteem
because their heart was not upright in it;996 they had an earthly, carnal, selfish, backsliding heart
in all they did: “But they deceived Him with their mouth And lied to Him with their tongue.
For their heart was not steadfast toward Him, Nor were they faithful in His covenant”
(Psalm 78:36–37 NASB). Even though the work is earthly, if your heart is heavenly, it puts an
excellence on your work. And even if your work is heavenly, if your heart is earthly, God rejects
and despises your work. The heart is the root of every action and if the root is good, the fruit will
be good also (Matthew 12:33; Romans 11:16).997 If the water of a spring is sweet, its streams will
be sweet also, and if your heart is heavenly, your work is heavenly. A heavenly heart, like the
bee,998 turns all it does to heavenly uses. When the Lord Jesus had put His hand on the spouse’s
heart and left some myrrh on her heart, soon her hands dripped myrrh and her fingers sweet-

994

“For God will bring every deed into judgment, with every secret thing, whether good or evil”
(Ecclesiastes 12:14 ESV).
995
“But the LORD said to my father David, ‘Whereas it was in your heart to build a temple for My name,
you did well that it was in your heart’” (1 Kings 8:18 NKJV).
996
They grudgingly obeyed out of fear of earthly judgment.
997
“Either make the tree good and its fruit good, or make the tree bad and its fruit bad, for the tree is
known by its fruit” (Matthew 12:33 ESV).“If the dough offered as firstfruits is holy, so is the whole lump,
and if the root is holy, so are the branches” (Romans 11:16 ESV). Numbers 15:20 commanded the Israelites
to offer a cake/bread of [ עריסהar-ee-saw´], a Hebrew root meaning grind. Thus, different translations will
render cake, dough, meal, and so on. This was an offering each year of the firstfruits of bread or the raw
material of bread.
998
It was once believed that bees converted all they consumed to honey.
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smelling myrrh (Song of Solomon 5:4–5).999 A heavenly heart perfumes your earthly work and
makes it wonderfully pleasant to Christ’s heart.
QUESTION: How might I know when my heart is heavenly in my earthly work?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

ANSWER: There are seven things that reveal a heavenly heart during earthly work:
A heavenly heart is enlightened to see heavenly things.
A heavenly heart delights in heavenly things.
A heavenly heart desires and longs for heavenly things.
A heavenly heart has heavenly thoughts.
A heavenly heart will be full of heavenly projects.
A heavenly heart is actuated and influenced by heavenly motives.
A heavenly heart lives upon heavenly things.

A Heavenly Heart Is Enlightened to See Heavenly Things
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Manner Is Heavenly If Done With Heavenly Heart
A Heavenly Heart Sees Heavenly Things}
A heavenly heart is a heart that is enlightened so it sees heavenly things. It is a heart on
which heavenly light shines to enable it to discern invisible things. An earthly heart is a dark
heart; it sees nothing in God, His Word or His works that would draw his heart up to Heaven. An
earthly heart sees nothing but earth in heavenly things and a heavenly heart sees Heaven in
earthly things. The patriarchs saw the heavenly city in their earthly country (Hebrews 11:13–
16).1000 They saw the promised things from afar and acknowledged that they were strangers on
earth. They sought a homeland, desired a better, heavenly country; this was a result of their
heavenly sight for they saw heavenly things in earthly things. Abraham had a heavenly eye to see
Christ’s day (John 8:56).1001 Moses had a heavenly eye to see Him who is invisible (Hebrews
11:27).1002 A heavenly heart does not merely see heavenly things, but sees an infinite worth and
excellence in them and perceives that they are the best things. A heavenly heart, in one glance of
999

“My beloved put his hand By the latch of the door, And my heart yearned for him. I arose to open for
my beloved, And my hands dripped with myrrh, My fingers with liquid myrrh, On the handles of the
lock” (Song of Solomon 5:4–5 NKJV). The Song of Solomon is difficult to definitively interpret, But it seems
that the Spouse’s heart-connection to her Beloved put myrrh on her heart, which myrrh flowed out to her
fingers. This illustrates how a heavenly heart affects what we do outwardly, and how God views those things
we do with respect to whether or not we do them for Him and His glory.
1000
“These all died in faith, not having received the things promised, but having seen them and greeted
them from afar, and having acknowledged that they were strangers and exiles on the earth. For people
who speak thus make it clear that they are seeking a homeland. If they had been thinking of that land
from which they had gone out, they would have had opportunity to return. But as it is, they desire a
better country, that is, a heavenly one. Therefore God is not ashamed to be called their God, for he has
prepared for them a city” (Hebrews 11:13–16 ESV).
1001
“Your father Abraham rejoiced to see My day, and he saw it and was glad” (John 8:56 NASB).
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the eye, sees a far greater glory and desirability in the things above. One day within His courts
(Psalm 84:10)1003 or one hour’s communion with Him is worth more than all the world. Mary saw
more advantage in sitting at Christ’s feet than in the many things with which Martha’s heart was
bothered (Luke 10:41–42).1004 “Cursed be that man,” said the noble Marquess Galeacius, “that
does not account one hour’s communion with Christ above all the world.”
A Heavenly Heart Delights in Heavenly Things
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Manner Is Heavenly If Done with Heavenly Heart
Heart Delights in Heavenly Things}
A heavenly heart is a heart that delights in heavenly things (Romans 8:5).1005 Nothing
goes down so sweet to a heavenly heart as heavenly things; everything rejoices in that which is
like itself. An earthly heart delights in earthly things: the merchant in his trade; the farmer in his
field, buildings, farming, and the fruit of the earth; and the voluptuous man in his pleasures. A
certain king surrendered his city for a drink of water. When he had finished, he cried out, “Oh,
for so short a pleasure, I have gone from king to slave.” The proud man relishes his greatness:
“The king reflected and said, ‘Is this not Babylon the great, which I myself have built as a
royal residence by the might of my power and for the glory of my majesty?’” (Daniel 4:30
NASB). In like manner, the heavenly heart finds the greatest sweetness in heavenly things:
“How sweet are Your words to my taste, Sweeter than honey to my mouth!” (Psalm 119:103
NKJV). “Like an apple tree among the trees of the woods, So is my beloved among the sons.
I sat down in his shade with great delight, And his fruit was sweet to my taste” (Song of
Solomon 2:3 NKJV). “His mouth is most sweet, Yes, he is altogether lovely. This is my
beloved, And this is my friend, O daughters of Jerusalem!” (Song of Solomon 5:16 NKJV).
“May my meditation be pleasing to him, for I rejoice in the LORD” (Psalm 104:34 ESV).
“We took sweet counsel together, And walked to the house of God in the throng” (Psalm
55:14 NKJV). “We talked of the mysteries of Godliness,” said Ainsworth. “[We talked] of the
exercises of Christianity,” said another. I suppose the prophet means, by going into the house of
God as companions [in Psalm 55:14], that they consulted with each other how they might
prepare themselves for God’s service.

1002

“By faith he forsook Egypt, not fearing the wrath of the king; for he endured as seeing Him who is
invisible” (Hebrews 11:27 NKJV).
1003
“For a day in your courts is better than a thousand elsewhere. I would rather be a doorkeeper in the
house of my God than dwell in the tents of wickedness” (Psalm 84:10 ESV). The courts and house are
symbolic of Heaven.
1004
“But the Lord answered and said to her, ‘Martha, Martha, you are worried and bothered about so
many things; but only one thing is necessary, for Mary has chosen the good part, which shall not be
taken away from her’” (Luke 10:41–42 NASB).
1005
“For those who live according to the flesh set their minds on the things of the flesh, but those who live
according to the Spirit, the things of the Spirit” (Romans 8:5 NKJV).
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A Heavenly Heart Desires and Longs for Heavenly Things
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Manner Is Heavenly If Done with Heavenly Heart
Heart Desires, Longs for Heavenly Things}
A heavenly heart is a heart that desires and longs for heavenly things. “Whom have I in
heaven but you? And there is nothing on earth that I desire besides you” (Psalm 73:25
ESV). “My soul thirsts for God, for the living God. When shall I come and appear before
God?” (Psalm 42:2 NKJV). “O God, you are my God; earnestly I seek you; my soul thirsts
for you; my flesh faints for you, as in a dry and weary land where there is no water. So I
have looked upon you in the sanctuary, beholding your power and glory” (Psalm 63:1–2
ESV). “My soul longed and even yearned for the courts of the LORD; My heart and my
flesh sing for joy to the living God” (Psalm 84:2 NASB). Desires are natural products of the
heart. Reynold said:
Desires are the most accurate reflection of what is in the minds of people. Practices may
be overruled by various goals, but desires are always genuine and natural. Hence good
people have had the most confidence that they know that they are approved by God by
their affections and the inward longings of their souls after Him. This is the purest and
most unfeigned result of love. Such people are the farthest from danger from foreign and
secular ends.
To set their affections on the things above is an unquestionable evidence that a soul is risen with
Christ and is receiving the stamp of Heaven on the heart. Heavenly desires are the natural
longing of a gracious heart; it can as well live without these as a man can live without breathing.
A cessation of spiritual desires is strong evidence of a soul dropping unconscious or of spiritual
death.1006
A Heavenly Heart Has Heavenly Thoughts
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Manner Is Heavenly If Done with Heavenly Heart
A Heavenly Heart Has Heavenly Thoughts}

1006

The editor wishes to interject a caution here. Human emotions, including desires, can be fickle and driven
by many influences, both physical and spiritual, including a person’s natural, God-given disposition and stage
of life. The same emotion may also have various causes. Thus, the greatest caution must be exercised when
using emotions as a measure of spiritual status. Ashwood describes a fairly mature, strong Christian. Like all
graces, a heavenly heart does not pop up full-grown overnight. For some, it is good evidence of a heavenly
heart (perhaps in the bud) if there is a desire to, in greater measure, desire God and heavenly things.
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A heavenly heart is known by its heavenly thoughts. One who has a heavenly heart will
be frequently thinking about heavenly things. The state of the heart usually directs thoughts.
“For as he thinks within himself, so he is. He says to you, ‘Eat and drink!’ But his heart is
not with you” (Proverbs 23:7 NASB). Thoughts are first born from the heart and then become
the driving power of the soul. Thoughts are products of the mind in the same way that sunbeams
are natural products of the sun. If the heart is evil, the thoughts will be evil. If the heart is good,
the thoughts will ordinarily be good (Matthew 15:19), 1007 except where corruptions or
temptations hinder the good (Jeremiah 4:14).1008 If your hearts are heavenly, so will your
deliberate, habitual, and well-pleasing thoughts be. “For those who live according to the flesh
set their minds on the things of the flesh, but those who live according to the Spirit, the
things of the Spirit” (Romans 8:5 NKJV). Try your hearts by your ordinary, quiet, and
delightful thoughts. Are vain, earthly thoughts your trouble and holy thoughts your delight?
A Heavenly Heart Will Be Full of Heavenly Projects
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Manner Is Heavenly If Done with Heavenly Heart
A Heart Full of Heavenly Projects}
A heavenly heart will be full of heavenly projects. Such a heart will be pursuing plans for
heavenly purposes. The person’s discussions, inquiries, and studies will be how to carry on and
promote heavenly interests. “This is a trustworthy statement; and concerning these things I
want you to speak confidently, so that those who have believed God will be careful to
engage in good deeds. These things are good and profitable for men” (Titus 3:8 NASB). The
word is φροντιζωσιν [root: φροντίζω fron-tid´-zo], meaning to study, devise, and beat their brains
how they might do good. That is the temper of earthly hearts also; they will be plotting and
contriving ways and means to advance earthly concerns. “For many walk, of whom I have told
you often, and now tell you even weeping, that they are the enemies of the cross of Christ:
whose end is destruction, whose god is their belly, and whose glory is in their shame—who
set their mind on earthly things” (Philippians 3:18–19 NKJV). Their thoughts are in the earth,
that is, they are wholly concentrated on earthly things. So it is with a heavenly heart; it
concentrates on the things of Heaven. It lays holy plots: how to keep down the world and
corruption in the soul, how to make the best use of all it has and does for Heaven, and how to
secure its portion and enlarge its possession above. So far as the heart is heavenly, so far it is
laying heavenly plans.

1007

“For out of the heart proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false witness,
blasphemies” (Matthew 15:19 NKJV).
1008
“O Jerusalem, wash your heart from evil, that you may be saved. How long shall your wicked
thoughts lodge within you?” (Jeremiah 4:14 ESV).
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A Heavenly Heart Is Actuated and Influenced by Heavenly Motives and Reasoning
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Manner Is Heavenly If Done with Heavenly Heart
Heart Actuated by Heavenly Ideas}
A heavenly heart is actuated and influenced by heavenly motives and reasoning. There is
nothing that more persuades a heavenly spirit than reasons drawn from heavenly things, heavenly
pleasures, heavenly honors, and heavenly treasures—these will do more to move a heavenly
heart than any arguments drawn from the things of this life. The nature of the heart is known
mostly by the motives that are most persuasive to it. A carnal heart is persuaded by carnal things.
“Who will show us any good?” But a spiritual heart is persuaded by spiritual things. “Lord, lift
up the light of your face upon us!” “There are many who say, ‘Who will show us some good?
Lift up the light of your face upon us, O LORD!’” (Psalm 4:6 ESV). Lot chose the plains of
Sodom, but Abraham preferred walks with God, even though in a wilderness (Genesis 13:9–
10).1009 David values his lot by what it has of God in it and deems that most pleasant and rich that
helps him to most of God (Psalm 16:5–6). 1010 Tell a heavenly heart how he may be rich, great,
and comfortable in the world and it means nothing to him. But tell him how he may pitch his tent
nearest the ark of the covenant and enjoy God the most: how he may keep peace and holiness
inside himself and arrange his way of life rightly so as to please God, and you will sooner win
such a heart than by all the choicest proposals of this life. “How can a young man keep his way
pure? By keeping it according to Your word” (Psalm 119:9 NASB). “O LORD, who shall
sojourn in your tent? Who shall dwell on your holy hill?” (Psalm 15:1 ESV). “Who will
stand up for me against evildoers? Who will take his stand for me against those who do
wickedness?” (Psalm 94:16 NASB). What might I do to get a better heart and be more rich
toward God (Luke 12:20–21)?1011 Oh, that someone would give me a drink of the waters of the
well of Bethlehem (2 Samuel 23:15)!1012 How might I obtain some foretaste of the rivers of
pleasure at the right hand of God and eat of the Tree of Life in the midst of the paradise of God
(Revelation 2:7)?1013 These are the most attractive things to a heavenly soul. His choice, his
delights, and his transcendent concerns lie on the other side of this world, even inside the borders
of Immanuel’s Land.
1009

“‘Is not the whole land before you? Please separate from me; if to the left, then I will go to the right;
or if to the right, then I will go to the left.’ Lot lifted up his eyes and saw all the valley of the Jordan, that
it was well watered everywhere—this was before the LORD destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah—like the
garden of the LORD, like the land of Egypt as you go to Zoar” (Genesis 13:9–10 NASB).
1010
“O LORD, You are the portion of my inheritance and my cup; You maintain my lot. The lines have
fallen to me in pleasant places; Yes, I have a good inheritance” (Psalm 16:5–6 NKJV).
1011
“But God said to him, ‘You fool! This very night your soul is required of you; and now who will own
what you have prepared?’ So is the man who stores up treasure for himself, and is not rich toward God”
(Luke 12:20–21 NASB).
1012
“And David said with longing, ‘Oh, that someone would give me a drink of the water from the well of
Bethlehem, which is by the gate!’” (2 Samuel 23:15 NKJV).
1013
“He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches. To him who overcomes I will
give to eat from the tree of life, which is in the midst of the Paradise of God” (Revelation 2:7 NKJV).
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A Heavenly Heart Lives Off Heavenly Things
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Manner Is Heavenly If Done with Heavenly Heart
Heart Lives Off Heavenly Things}
A heavenly heart is a heart that lives off heavenly things, is maintained by provisions
fetched from Heaven, and nourished by the words of faith (1 Timothy 4:6). 1014 “As newborn
babes, desire the pure milk of the word, that you may grow thereby” (1 Peter 2:2 NKJV).
“Jesus said to them, ‘My food is to do the will of him who sent me and to accomplish his
work’” (John 4:34 ESV). Earthly hearts are maintained by earthly comforts; like crows, they live
on carrion. But heavenly hearts live off heavenly things; they feed on the finest wheat, and like
the Indian bird, the Ule Malim,1015 that lives on dew and the juice of flowers and roses, heavenly
souls prosper best on heavenly beans and water. “Your testimonies are righteous forever; Give
me understanding that I may live” (Psalm 119:144 NASB).
A Heavenly Heart Walks by Heavenly Rules
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work That Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Manner Is Heavenly If Done with Heavenly Heart
Heavenly Heart Walks by Heavenly Rules}
A heavenly heart walks by heavenly rules; it is led by the Spirit of God (Romans
8:14). All the threats of people cannot cause him to choose to leave his path of duty (Daniel
6:10).1017 Neither will people’s reasoning or persuasion draw him with full consent into the way
of sin (Daniel 3:18).1018 Whatever comes of it, he is determined to keep the commands of God
(Psalm 119:106).1019 A heavenly heart chooses to be governed by heavenly laws. “Many people
1016

1014

“In pointing out these things to the brethren, you will be a good servant of Christ Jesus, constantly
nourished on the words of the faith and of the sound doctrine which you have been following” (1
Timothy 4:6 NASB).
1015
Possibly mythical.
1016
“For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God” (Romans 8:14 KJV). This is
quoted in the KJV to emphasize that not only are those who are led by the Spirit of God sons of God, but that
all sons of God are led by the Spirit of God.
1017
“Now when Daniel knew that the writing was signed, he went home. And in his upper room, with his
windows open toward Jerusalem, he knelt down on his knees three times that day, and prayed and gave
thanks before his God, as was his custom since early days” (Daniel 6:10 NKJV).
1018
“But even if He does not, let it be known to you, O king, that we are not going to serve your gods or
worship the golden image that you have set up” (Daniel 3:18 NASB).
1019
“I have sworn an oath and confirmed it, to keep your righteous rules” (Psalm 119:106 ESV).
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shall come and say, ‘Come, and let us go up to the mountain of the LORD, To the house of
the God of Jacob; He will teach us His ways, And we shall walk in His paths.’ For out of
Zion shall go forth the law, And the word of the LORD from Jerusalem” (Isaiah 2:3 NKJV).
“If it is disagreeable in your sight to serve the LORD, choose for yourselves today whom you
will serve: whether the gods which your fathers served which were beyond the River, or the
gods of the Amorites in whose land you are living; but as for me and my house, we will
serve the LORD” (Joshua 24:15 NASB). Such a soul is easily persuaded by the evidence of truth
and will hear what the Spirit says. “The wolf shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall
lie down with the young goat, and the calf and the lion and the fattened calf together; and a
little child shall lead them” (Isaiah 11:6 ESV).1020
Earthly Things Are Done in a Heavenly Manner When Done for Heavenly Goals and Purposes
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade …
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Carry on Heavenly Work
What Is This Heavenly Work that Christians Must Do?
Heavenly Work: Do Earthly Things in a Heavenly Manner
Manner Is Heavenly If Done For Heavenly Goals}
Earthly things are done in a heavenly manner when they are done for heavenly goals and
purposes, to obey, please, and honor God. If a person can demonstrate to God’s all-seeing eye
that, whatever he does, his heart is set on obedience to God and His glory, he is doing earthly
things in a heavenly manner. The great and chief end for which he takes up this or that calling or
works on any task is obedience to God and for His glory. Everything else serves these great
goals; it is not to please people, gratify his own lusts, grow great in the world or enjoy pleasure,
ease, reputation, or an earthly portion. He does things out of obedience to the Maker, Redeemer,
and Governor of this world so that God’s will might be done and God glorified in all things (1
Peter 4:11).1021 This is the ultimate goal of all God’s works, and should be the goal of people also.
All employments run outside of their proper channel if they do not flow to this ocean of divine
glory. As God is the alpha, so He must be the omega of every action. The first cause must be the
last goal. God has made all things for Himself (Proverbs 16:4). 1022 “Our God is a God of
salvation, and to GOD, the Lord, belong deliverances from death” (Psalm 68:20 ESV). And,
as from death, so of life. Nothing is any more good than the extent to which it serves God’s
purposes. Earthly goals spoil heavenly work, and heavenly goals put an excellence on earthly
work. Christian, be careful of the purposes behind all you do. It is not enough to do things that
are right if you are not upright in them. It is unsanctified work that does not have holy aims and
God for its ultimate goal. To follow your callings that you might live honestly in the sight of
people, provide for your own [e.g., family], and have the means in the world to carry you
1020

At first glance, Ashwood seems to have included an irrelevant verse. But the ideas of peace and of “a little
child shall lead them” both illustrate the ease with which a true believer will be persuaded to the truth and be
led by the Holy Spirit.
1021
“Whoever speaks, is to do so as one who is speaking the utterances of God; whoever serves is to do so
as one who is serving by the strength which God supplies; so that in all things God may be glorified
through Jesus Christ, to whom belongs the glory and dominion forever and ever. Amen” (1 Peter 4:11
NASB).
1022
“The LORD has made all for Himself, Yes, even the wicked for the day of doom” (Proverbs 16:4 NKJV).
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comfortably through it is lawful, but only if these purposes are secondary. They are not lawful if
they are your chief and last goal. Rather all your actions must be sincerely and supremely
directed to pleasing and honoring God as your highest purpose.

Keep Up Heavenly Thoughts
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Keep Up Heavenly Thoughts}
Another part of this heavenly trade is carried on and maintained by heavenly thoughts.
Thoughts are the embryo and conception of actions. Thoughts also come under the jurisdiction
and government of Christianity. It is a common, but carnal principle and false assertion that
thoughts are free. They are indeed free from the inspection of people, but not from the eye and
judgment of God, Who searches the hearts and weighs the spirits (Jeremiah 17:10). 1023 God will
bring every secret thing into judgment (Ecclesiastes 12:14). 1024 Solomon tells us that foolish
thoughts are sin (Proverbs 16:2; Proverbs 24:9). 1025 And Peter tells us that the thoughts of the
heart need forgiveness (Acts 8:22).1026 Not only sinful actions, but sinful thoughts are forbidden
(Deuteronomy 15:9).1027 The very thoughts of Christians, as well as words and lives, are to be
brought under the obedience of Christ (2 Corinthians 10:5).1028 The idea and prototype of every
deliberate action is first drawn up in the mind and inward thoughts. No work is rightly done that
is done without previous thought and consideration. “A man’s heart plans his way, But the
LORD directs his steps” (Proverbs 16:9 NKJV). A person weighs, considers, and deliberates
about the way he is to go and about the course of life he will pursue. He counts the time, cost,
and everything that is needed for his work. “She considers a field and buys it; From her
earnings she plants a vineyard” (Proverbs 31:16 NASB). So it is in this heavenly trade; the
way must be thought out, and it requires serious thought and consideration to discern how to
manage the heavenly trade to best advantage, how to obtain and move wisdom’s goods off the
shelf, how to strengthen grace, how to carry out one’s duty, how to obtain the favor of God and
dwell in His presence, how to improve mercy, and how to ensure glory [at the last]. The heavenly
trade can never be carried on without heavenly thoughts. Thoughts that work on the heart that are
about God and godliness are of great use to further a holy life. They warm and cheer the heart
under troubles (Psalm 94:19),1029 engage and fix the heart on God, and render His presence
1023

“I, the LORD, search the heart, I test the mind, Even to give to each man according to his ways,
According to the results of his deeds” (Jeremiah 17:10 NASB).
1024
“For God will bring every deed into judgment, with every secret thing, whether good or evil”
(Ecclesiastes 12:14 ESV).
1025
“All the ways of a man are clean in his own sight, But the LORD weighs the motives” (Proverbs 16:2
NASB). “The devising of folly is sin, and the scoffer is an abomination to mankind” (Proverbs 24:9 ESV).
1026
“Repent therefore of this your wickedness, and pray God if perhaps the thought of your heart may be
forgiven you” (Acts 8:22 NKJV).
1027
“Beware lest there be a wicked thought in your heart, saying, ‘The seventh year, the year of release, is
at hand,’ and your eye be evil against your poor brother and you give him nothing, and he cry out to the
LORD against you, and it become sin among you” (Deuteronomy 15:9 NKJV).
1028
“We are destroying speculations and every lofty thing raised up against the knowledge of God, and we
are taking every thought captive to the obedience of Christ” (2 Corinthians 10:5 NASB).
1029
“When my anxious thoughts multiply within me, Your consolations delight my soul” (Psalm 94:19
NASB).
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desirable. Heavenly thoughts fire up the heart and stir it up to holy actions (Psalm 139:17; Psalm
39:3).1030 Heavenly thoughts are a choice preservative against sin (Psalm 4:4).1031 Heavenly
thoughts are greatly useful to increase knowledge and attain deep wisdom and understanding.
“But you, Daniel, shut up the words and seal the book, until the time of the end. Many shall
run to and fro, and knowledge shall increase” (Daniel 12:4 ESV). That is, their thoughts will
be working on truth, busily employed to find out the meaning of the Word, “Looking on one
side, and on the other side,” said Mr. Fenner. By this means we will greatly thrive in knowledge.
People will never be purposeful in their Christianity or be masters of this heavenly trade until
they become more spiritual and heavenly in their thoughts. Christian, make conscience of your
thoughts—they will come to judgment. “O Jerusalem, wash your heart from evil, that you
may be saved. How long shall your wicked thoughts lodge within you?” (Jeremiah 4:14
ESV). Give heed to where your thoughts go, grab control of your thoughts when they begin to
wander, enliven your thoughts when they are unproductive, moor your thoughts when they float
away, spiritualize them when they are carnal, and exercise them when they are slothful. Set them
on their proper and profitable objects and hold them to their work in divine and heavenly
meditation1032 every day; this is part of your heavenly trade and it has a mighty tendency to
1030

“How precious to me are your thoughts, O God! How vast is the sum of them!” (Psalm 139:17 ESV).
“My heart became hot within me. As I mused, the fire burned; then I spoke with my tongue” (Psalm 39:3
ESV).
1031
“Be angry, and do not sin. Meditate within your heart on your bed, and be still. Selah” (Psalm 4:4
NKJV).
1032
Meditation is a word with a wide variety of contemporary meanings. Most contemporary use pertains to
highly subjective practices that are typically derived from Eastern religions, mysticism, and Roman
Catholicism. As such, use of the term in the context of biblical Christianity would seem to be best avoided, but
unfortunately it is in wide use in Christian circles. Therefore the editor deems it advisable to use the Scriptures
to learn the meaning of “holy meditation,” giving the subject a very brief treatment and concentrating on those
passages that command meditation, as opposed to otherwise only mentioning it. Since meditation, thinking,
considering, pondering, reasoning, and so on are all related mental activities, it should come as no surprise that
different translations will not always use “meditate” in the same place as another translation. For simplicity, we
choose the NKJV to find instances of commanded meditation, whether by direct or indirect command or
inspired prayer. Meditation on God’s Word is commanded directly in Joshua 1:8 and Psalms 1:2 and 4:4.
Psalms 19:14; 63:6; 77:12; 104:34; 119:23, 27, 48, 78, 97, 99, 148 speak more indirectly. From these, we find
three Hebrew words. In Joshua 1:8 and Psalms 1:2; 63:6; and 77:12, the root word is [ ָהגָהdaw-gaw´], which
has a variety of meanings, but in the present context may mean to contemplate, reflect, devise, muse, imagine,
and so on. In Psalm 4:4, the word is [ ָאמַ רaw-mar´], which normally means to speak or say. In this context then
it refers to speaking in one’s own heart. The idea seems to be one of teaching oneself while angry. In Psalm
104:34 and all of Psalm 119, the word is [ ׂשִ י ַחsee´-akh], meaning muse, commune, ponder, consider, or even
complain, speak, or talk. In Philippians 4:8, the word is λογίζομαι [log-id´-zom-ahee], meaning to think,
ponder, consider, reason about, and so on. The NASB renders it dwell on, with a marginal note of ponder. The
reader may note the similarity of the word to logic, which is not invalid; there is a whole family of related
Greek words whose many meanings include ideas of words, speaking, thinking, reasoning, and so on. Christ is
called the λόγος [log´os], the Word. In light of this then we can draw some general conclusions about biblical
holy meditation. First, it is a thoughtful, analytical, disciplined, rational, and deliberate use of our minds to
think about the things of God so as to gain insight, wisdom, and knowledge. That there is great similarity here
to analysis of data in order to draw conclusions therefrom will rightly occur to those whose professions
demand analytical skills. Such mental activity will evoke emotions, of course, but holy meditation is directed
by reason and the guidance of the Holy Spirit, not emotions or some vague mysticism. Much less is holy
meditation some mindless process of endless repetition or navel gazing. Second, the purpose of such
meditation is to connect our knowledge of God and His Word to our lives and hearts, creating an integrated
worldview or body of knowledge and understanding centered on Christ. More than that, holy meditation will
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enrich your soul (Psalm 4:4; Psalm 63:4; Psalm 104:34; Genesis 24:63; Psalm 1:2; Psalm 77:12;
Psalm 139:8).1033
Meditation is calling in the thoughts from their wandering astray and undue uses and
fixing them on and holding them to their particular work: the travels of the mind in search of
some spiritual good extracted from whatever duty and providence lays before it. Meditation
weighs things and actions in the scales of truth, turns things upside down and looks at both sides,
and looks through things that it may rightly evaluate them. Meditation is running to and fro to
increase knowledge (Daniel 12:4).1034 Meditation sifts things and truths to separate the flour from
the bran and truth from error. It helps one to a clearer and more sensible view of truth and
excellence. Similar to the work of the chemist,1035 meditation extracts the spirits and fundamental
essence of things. It warms the heart, fires up the affections, raises desires, and engages the will.
It enlightens and enlivens the conscience and helps feed the soul with divine truth and feasts it on
divine love. It draws nourishment from ordinances, sweetness from promises, instruction from
created things, and good from providences. Without meditation, a person cannot receive that
good offered to him or do the good that is required of him. The preached Word does not profit
hearers due to lack of meditation to digest it. Threatenings, promises, counsels, and
encouragements do not affect the soul, fulfill their purpose, or deliver their message due to a lack
of serious consideration of them that leads to settled lessons learned. Oh, what profit might
Christians get to their souls if more time were spent every day in right meditation. Believer,
command your heart to this duty of daily meditation; it is as necessary as prayer, reading, and
other acts of holiness. Regularly allow some time every day for this holy exercise of serious
thoughts and contemplation. Meditate on God, His Word and works, the soul and its being,
immortality, duties, evil, and what is good for it. Meditate on the world and its vanity and
emptiness, on sin and its nature and outcomes, and on holiness and its excellence and blessed
advantages. Meditate on death, judgment, and eternity. And, meditate on whatever might yield
instruction and profit. Urge your conscience with the command of God, the practice of the saints,
and the great necessity and many advantages of this duty. Consider how your heart is habitually
and greatly averse to this duty; this is evidence of its spirituality and excellence because the more
sinful nature is opposed to a duty, the more of God is usually in that duty. Also think of the many
losses and disadvantages you have sustained by your neglect of it. Pray hard for the Spirit to help
your soul in the due performance of it. I can only leave you these hints without further details,
work deeply in our hearts to change our basic instincts and reactions to life events. It is a means of grace by
which the Holy Spirit makes His Word effective in our lives. Scripture will do us little good if it goes “in one
ear and out the other.” Third, Scripture does not define or prescribe any particular mode of thought or
procedure. All people do not think or reason alike; but all must think, reason, and meditate.
1033
“Be angry, and do not sin; ponder in your own hearts on your beds, and be silent. Selah” (Psalm 4:4
ESV). “So I will bless You as long as I live; I will lift up my hands in Your name” (Psalm 63:4 NASB).
“May my meditation be sweet to Him; I will be glad in the LORD” (Psalm 104:34 NKJV). “And Isaac
went out to meditate in the field toward evening. And he lifted up his eyes and saw, and behold, there
were camels coming” (Genesis 24:63 ESV). “But his delight is in the law of the LORD, And in His law he
meditates day and night” (Psalm 1:2 NKJV). “I will ponder all your work, and meditate on your mighty
deeds” (Psalm 77:12 ESV). “If I ascend to heaven, you are there! If I make my bed in Sheol, you are
there!” (Psalm 139:8 ESV).
1034
“But you, Daniel, shut up the words and seal the book, until the time of the end. Many shall run to
and fro, and knowledge shall increase” (Daniel 12:4 ESV).
1035
The reference to a chemist is based upon old theories of air, earth, fire, and water as elements, and ether
theories.
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for otherwise this book would become too large. [Readers interested in practical instruction in
meditation may wish to consult Richard Alleine’s directions.1036 Ed.]

Keep Up Heavenly Conversations
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Keep Up Heavenly Conversations}
Another part of this heavenly trade is to keep up heavenly conversations. You must be
keeping up heavenly conversations every day and upon every occasion. Much of earthly trading
is carried out with earthly conversations. In this way, people bargain and negotiate for goods.
Often many words are spent haggling, buying, and selling; so it is in this heavenly trade.
Christianity is much advanced by spiritual use of people’s talk and conversations. It is in this
way that those who feared God kept religion alive in evil times where other helps were lacking
(Malachi 3:16; Proverbs 10:21).1037 By holy conversation, souls are fed and nourished in their
holy faith (1 Timothy 4:6).1038 A great deal of good or hurt comes from people’s conversations.
Oh, the mischief Christians do to each other by their vain, carnal, and earthly talk when they
come together. “Do not be deceived: ‘Bad company ruins good morals’” (1 Corinthians 15:33
ESV). “But avoid worldly and empty chatter, for it will lead to further ungodliness, and
their talk will spread like gangrene. Among them are Hymenaeus and Philetus” (2 Timothy
2:16–17 NASB). In this manner Satan moves much of his merchandise, even by wisdom’s
merchants, making them weaken, cool, deaden, and corrupt one another’s spirits. By the devil’s
merchandise, people stir up, feed, and strengthen each other’s corruptions; they become
temptations and provocations to one another to sin due to their sinful corruptions. It is sad to
think how the work of God ceases and the work of Satan prospers in this way. People sometimes
come warm from a sermon and are soon cooled by impertinent and vain conversations. People
will come from private duty [prayer and so on] with their hearts enlivened and raised, but soon
cooled again by Spirit-quenching (1 Thessalonians 5:19)1039 conversations. Oh, how much labor
of the saints and servants of Christ and how much of the Holy Spirit’s striving is overturned and
comes to nothing due to vain and rotten conversations! No wonder the apostle tells us, “And the
tongue is a fire, a world of iniquity. The tongue is so set among our members that it defiles
the whole body, and sets on fire the course of nature; and it is set on fire by hell” (James 3:6
NKJV). Through the organ of an unsanctified tongue, Satan shoots his fireballs of temptation
1036

Richard Alleine, Vindiciae Pietatis or A Vindication of Godliness in the Greatest Strictness and Spirituality
of It from the Imputations of Folly and Fantasy Together with Different Directions for the Attaining and
Maintaining of a Godly Life, Translated into twenty-first-century American English by Tom Sullivan, Editor,
Edition: December 20, 2018. https://beforgiven.info/TranslatedWorks/vin/vindiciaepietatis_c145.html. Chapter
entitled Directions for the Duty of Holy Meditation (Accessed June 15, 2020). There are also other formats
available at https://beforgiven.info/HostedLiterature.htm#vin.
1037
“Then those who feared the LORD spoke to one another, and the LORD gave attention and heard it,
and a book of remembrance was written before Him for those who fear the LORD and who esteem His
name” (Malachi 3:16 NASB). “The lips of the righteous feed many, But fools die for lack of wisdom”
(Proverbs 10:21 NKJV).
1038
“In pointing out these things to the brethren, you will be a good servant of Christ Jesus, constantly
nourished on the words of the faith and of the sound doctrine which you have been following” (1
Timothy 4:6 NASB).
1039
“Do not quench the Spirit” (1 Thessalonians 5:19 ESV).
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into the hearts of hearers. Are you afraid of that fire that burns down your houses? Beware of that
fire that burns down souls to Hell. It is no small part of a Christian’s wisdom to speak a word in
season and use his speech for edification, just as his whole lifestyle. When the apostle
admonishes the Ephesians not to be foolish (Ephesians 5:17), 1040 the next thing he advises is holy
conversation (Ephesians 5:18–19).1041 People’s dialect [language variant] reveals what country
they are from. Likewise, by their ordinary and desired speech, it is revealed whether people are
citizens of Heaven or the world. It is said of Augustine that he went less willingly to a feast than
to go to help one who erred to repent. “He who comes from above is above all. He who is of
the earth belongs to the earth and speaks in an earthly way. He who comes from heaven is
above all. He bears witness to what he has seen and heard, yet no one receives his
testimony” (John 3:31–32 ESV). [Likewise,] the heavenly trader will be speaking of heavenly
things that he has learned from God. “A good man out of the good treasure of his heart brings
forth good; and an evil man out of the evil treasure of his heart brings forth evil. For out of
the abundance of the heart his mouth speaks” (Luke 6:45 NKJV). The tongue is just the
indicator of the heart and pipeline from the heart; it tells people what things are inside the heart.
The tongue draws out what is deep in the heart and gives it to other people. People used to find
out what metals were hidden underground by the color of the sand that water washed away from
mountains. If the stream is small, the spring is weak; an empty heart yields empty conversations.
“But I say to you that for every idle word men may speak, they will give account of it in the
day of judgment. For by your words you will be justified, and by your words you will be
condemned” (Matthew 12:36–37 NKJV). “The tongue of the righteous is as choice silver,
The heart of the wicked is worth little” (Proverbs 10:20 NASB). The tongue of the righteous is
as choice silver in that it is enriching to those who are near it. “There is one whose rash words
are like sword thrusts, but the tongue of the wise brings healing” (Proverbs 12:18 ESV). The
tongue of the wise sends out sound and wholesome words that strengthen the hearers. It is said of
the Spouse: “Your lips, O my spouse, Drip as the honeycomb; Honey and milk are under
your tongue; And the fragrance of your garments Is like the fragrance of Lebanon” (Song
of Solomon 4:11 NKJV). “And the roof of your mouth like the best wine. The wine goes
down smoothly for my beloved, Moving gently the lips of sleepers” (Song of Solomon 7:9
NKJV). Barren and carnal communications is doubtless one reason of the poor thriving of the
community of Christians to this day. This starves Christianity both in your own soul and in the
souls of those with whom you converse. The Christian community is not being maintained by
gracious conversations and soul-edifying discourses.1042 Christian, lay this to heart: how can you
bear the burden of the decay in godliness in this day that is due to your not improving this part of
your heavenly trade?

1040

“So then do not be foolish, but understand what the will of the Lord is” (Ephesians 5:17 NASB).
“And do not get drunk with wine, for that is dissipation, but be filled with the Spirit, speaking to one
another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and making melody with your heart to the
Lord” (Ephesians 5:18–19 NASB).
1042
discourse: in this context, a reasoned, extended series of connected statements. Or, if you will, at least a
“paragraph” of remarks by a speaker. This editor wishes to take the liberty of noting the modern-day
impatience of both readers and listeners against extended oral or written content. Such impatience leads to a
shallow understanding of any topic, and is especially inappropriate relative to the great richness and
interconnectedness of spiritual truths.
1041
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Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages}
Finally, you do carry on the heavenly trade when you use everything for heavenly
advantages, getting good from everything you encounter, do, or enjoy. In earthly trades, all
people seek their gain from their own territory (Isaiah 56:11). 1043 They endeavor to turn
everything to some profit. Likewise, heavenly traders, if they intend to thrive, should be getting
some spiritual good from everything they do and all that they encounter. This is consistent with
the great design of God in all He does for His people, which is to do them good, “who fed you
in the wilderness with manna that your fathers did not know, that he might humble you
and test you, to do you good in the end” (Deuteronomy 8:16 ESV). To this purpose are His
providences directed: “For I was ashamed to request of the king an escort of soldiers and
horsemen to help us against the enemy on the road, because we had spoken to the king,
saying, ‘The hand of our God is upon all those for good who seek Him, but His power and
His wrath are against all those who forsake Him’” (Ezra 8:22 NKJV). And this leads to the
accomplishment of the promises toward believers: “For I will set My eyes on them for good,
and I will bring them again to this land; and I will build them up and not overthrow them,
and I will plant them and not pluck them up” (Jeremiah 24:6 NASB). I will not turn away
from them to do them good (Jeremiah 32:40).1044 All of the events in a believer’s life fall under a
promise of working for good, both the best and worst things. “And we know that all things
work together for good to those who love God, to those who are the called according to His
purpose” (Romans 8:28 NKJV). And why did God give us this statement? So that gracious souls
would be expecting good from everything, every affliction, as well as every mercy that befalls
them. It was so that they would endure affliction with a full willingness to cooperate with the
will of God, so that they might use everything to the great purpose of advantage to their soul.
“What more good, Oh Lord?” was the usual saying of a godly man when the Lord brought any
new affliction on him, with which he was much tried, and from which he always got some
spiritual advantage.
It is for great advantage to their souls that gracious souls are made capable of using their
mercies and to bear and use their afflictions for some spiritual good. They have a principle of
grace implanted in their hearts and of divine light into their minds. They have received rules and
instructions so that they might be able to get advantage to their souls. They are made people of
1043

“Yes, they are greedy dogs Which never have enough. And they are shepherds Who cannot
understand; They all look to their own way, Every one for his own gain, From his own territory” (Isaiah
56:11 NKJV). The last part of this verse, in the Hebrew reads from his [ קצהkaw-tseh´]. That Hebrew word may
be translated in a variety of literal and idiomatic ways, such as an extremity, after, border, brim, brink, edge,
end, infinite, frontier, outermost coast, quarter, shore, outside, uttermost part. Because of this uncertainty, the
NASB renders to the last one, and ESV one and all. But whatever is meant here by קצה, translators seem to
want to convey that, in whatever place is under consideration, the problem of greedy dogs involves the whole
place or else the greedy dogs are getting gain from their own place on earth instead of Heaven.
1044
“I will make an everlasting covenant with them that I will not turn away from them, to do them good;
and I will put the fear of Me in their hearts so that they will not turn away from Me” (Jeremiah 32:40
NASB).
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wisdom so that they might hear God in affliction (Micah 6:9), 1045 and see God in mercies. They
become skilled in divine chemistry so that they might extract the purposes of providences and
good of every condition, duty, and mercy. It was said of pious Mr. Dod that he used to turn earth
into Heaven by a wise and spiritual use of his earthly affairs. This is a blessed metamorphosis
and it shows excellent skill and high achievement in the heavenly trade, to convert copper and
brass into gold and to convert everything, even the worst things, to some good. This, Christian, is
your privilege, duty, and portion: to so manage every affair, condition, event, and experience so
as to help enrich your soul.
There are nine things that Christians should be especially careful to manage to some
advantage for their soul and get good from them to:
• Further their instruction and improve their meditation.
• Improve their mortification to sin, the world, and self.
• Strengthen their graces.
• Raise their affections.
• Enliven them to duty.
• Prepare them for death and every trial on the way to it.
• Further their fitness for glory.1046
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

These nine things are:
Privileges;
Ordinances;
Providence;
The world and the things of it;
Your callings;
Your companions;
Your time alone;
Various occasional events;
Your falls and miscarriages.1047

Use Your Privileges for Heavenly Advantage

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Use Your Privileges for Heavenly Advantage}

1045

“The voice of the LORD cries to the city—and it is sound wisdom to fear your name: Hear of the rod
and of him who appointed it!” (Micah 6:9 ESV). This verse presents some translation difficulties. It literally
reads hear  מַ טֶהand who appointed it. But the Hebrew [ מַ טֶהmat-teh´] has the general base meaning of branch
and thus also can mean tribe (NKJV) or rod (NASB, ESV), and similar derived or figurative meanings.
1046
It is common for preachers and writers to speak of being made fit for Heaven, or something similar when
referring to something spiritually beneficial. Ashwood phrases it better as the process is never finished in this
life.
1047
This list is not in Ashwood’s original text, but is in his table of contents.
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Believers should be getting good from privileges1048 to the great and noble purpose of
spiritual good. Every believer has some privileges that may profit the soul. There are [at least]
three types of privileges:
• Natural;
• Providential;
• Spiritual.
All of these can contribute some profit to those who make good use of them.
Use Your Natural Privileges
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade …
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Use Your Privileges for Heavenly Advantage
Use Your Natural Privileges}
Inborn talents, youth, health, and strength are part of nature’s treasure. They are to be
cultivated and employed in the use and service of the soul. These are some of those talents 1049
that the great Householder gives to His family (though in different measures) for profitable use.
They are singular mercies if they are well used to the Donor’s purposes and rules. We make good
use of natural privileges when we make humble use of inborn talents [abilities] for the good of
others and set wit, memory, reason, the best of our intellectual abilities, and the best endowments
of our rational minds on the service of the soul (3 John 2). 1050 We must make our minds
woodcutters and water carriers for the sanctuary of the Lord. It is good to shave and pare off the
excrement and froth of wit so that our minds may become Israelites, devoted to the God of Israel,
and be put to spiritual uses (Deuteronomy 21:12),1051 and kept under the government of the Holy
Spirit.
Those of you who have intellectual talents and power of mind, do not prostitute them to
the pleasure of the flesh and service of sin. Rather, give them to the use of the Spirit so as to
enrich yourself with true wisdom and increase of the knowledge of God, which bring salvation.
When lively mental talents and sparkling wit are inlaid with grace, then they are “A word fitly
spoken is like apples of gold In settings of silver” (Proverbs 25:11 NKJV). Oh, how pleasant
are these endowments of nature when festooned with grace and as perfumed. “What is that
1048

Webster’s Dictionary (1913 edition) defines privilege as “a peculiar benefit, advantage, or favor; a right or
immunity not enjoyed by others or by all; special enjoyment of a good, or exemption from an evil or burden; a
prerogative; advantage; franchise.” Thus Ashwood’s use of privilege implicitly, but clearly, refers to God’s
sovereign allotment to each person such things and conditions as He sees fit in His infinite wisdom.
1049
talent: probably in this context, a unit of weight of money as in: “To one he gave five talents, to another,
two, and to another, one, each according to his own ability; and he went on his journey” (Matthew 25:15
NASB).
1050
“Beloved, I pray that you may prosper in all things and be in health, just as your soul prospers” (3
John 2 NKJV).
1051
“Then you shall bring her home to your house, and she shall shave her head and trim her nails”
(Deuteronomy 21:12 NKJV).
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coming up from the wilderness like columns of smoke, perfumed with myrrh and
frankincense, with all the fragrant powders of a merchant?” (Song of Solomon 3:6 ESV).
The time of youth is another privilege useful for advantage to the soul. It is the morning
of the soul’s day, the best and most useful time when appropriated to God and divine uses. Youth
has advantages [energy and strength] for zeal and dispatch of duty. Whereas, like an honorably
discharged long-serving soldier, decrepit age has worn out its capacity for service. Old age is as
the setting sun, which brings evening cold and shadows, and the close of useful working time.
Also, the salvation of a sinner is a great and amazing work and at the time of conversion to
Christ, conscience is sunk down into the depths of guilt, the affections are clogged with the dirty
things of this world and previously engaged to other lovers, and the marrow of nature’s strength
has been eaten out by the wasting service of sin. 1052 But, youth has a greater ability to carry out
all the work to overcome these things than an aged person. Those of you who are yet young and
in your morning of life, let God have springtime of your life, the greatest portion of your
strength, and the first ripe fruit of your abilities. Do not let youthful pleasures have the better part
of your time and abilities, leaving the residue for God and your souls.
You who have strong and healthful bodies, put them to the best use for your heavenly
portion. Are you strong for labor? Work out your salvation: labor for the bread that endures. You
who have [strong] legs, use them while you have them to carry you up and down to follow God.
If you must eat bread by the sweat of your brows, let it be the bread of your Father’s house. If
you must rise up early, sit up late, break your rest, and exhaust your strength, let Christ have
some of your strength before it is all gone. Indeed, if you have any, let Christ have all.
Use Your Providential Privileges
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Use Your Privileges for Heavenly Advantage
Use Your Providential Privileges}
Just as there are natural privileges, so there are providential privileges also. These are
resources that Providence dispenses to some for doing and receiving good beyond most others,
such as liberty, peace, plenty, and other outward mercies, all of which you must manage to the
best advantage of your souls.
Do you have peace with people? Use it to obtain and secure your peace with God. Your
strongest agreements with other people will hold for only a while. But if your covenant with God
is broken, what can the favor of people profit you if you have frowns from God? If men sheath
their swords and God’s is drawn, your situation is dangerous and full of trouble. If you are in a
time of peace, use it to prepare for future trouble and to be better armed when trials come. Do not
1052

While it is obvious that a person who repents and believes in Christ late in life will not have the time for the
same amount of sanctification and Christian service as one who believes in Christ at a young age, we are not
saved by works, but by grace working through faith in Christ alone! Ashwood’s point here is to encourage
youth to not put off repentance and faith in Christ.
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spend all your store on your present peace and comfort, but save some fragments for times of
need. God gives you time to catch your breath that you may hold out better in your race; He
spares you a little rest so that you may be fitter for approaching trouble.
Do you have liberty? Take heed of yokes of bondage (Galatians 5:1),,1053 and things that
constrain the soul. If God has released you from bondage, do not imprison yourself in the world
and carnal lusts. If your body is out of prison, labor to get your soul out also (Psalm 142:7). 1054
Are your feet unfettered? Get your heart unfettered and run in the ways of His commandments
(Psalm 119:132).1055 Make the most of your liberty by doing service to God, attending on all His
appointments, taking all opportunities to do salvation-work, and enjoying helps to salvation. Be
like your Lord, going up and down doing good while you have opportunity (John 12:35). 1056 If
you have spare time, or can redeem it away from your earthly business by double diligence, lay it
out for God and His people in Christian duties, Christian visits, and holy conversations. The time
may come when you will wish for the privilege of liberty and long to see one of the days of the
Son of Man.
Do you have a substantial portion of the good things of this life? Is your storehouse full,
your table spread, your cup overflowing? As if storing up provisions for winter,1057 lay up a sense
of your present mercies to warm your hearts [in thanksgiving] when you do not have the same
mercies later. Also, lay those good things out to refresh those who lack them, that they may bless
God for you and glorify God in you. It will also procure mercy for you in the day of need. Do not
make yourself a slave to your abundance, but make your plentiful comforts serve you.
Use Your Spiritual Privileges
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Use Your Privileges for Heavenly Advantage
Use Your Spiritual Privileges}
It is the lot of some to have spiritual privileges also, and these call for improvement and
use for great good. There are personal privileges: the state and Spirit of adoption, justification,
purchased right to pardon and peace with God, freedom from damnation, assurance of
preservation in grace to glory, and many gifts of grace and spiritual favors that thousands do not
enjoy. And there are public privileges: access to God, the communion of saints, a place within
1053

“For freedom Christ has set us free; stand firm therefore, and do not submit again to a yoke of
slavery” (Galatians 5:1 ESV).
1054
“Bring my soul out of prison, So that I may give thanks to Your name; The righteous will surround
me, For You will deal bountifully with me” (Psalm 142:7 NASB).
1055
“Look upon me and be merciful to me, As Your custom is toward those who love Your name” (Psalm
119:132 NKJV).
1056
“So Jesus said to them, ‘The light is among you for a little while longer. Walk while you have the light,
lest darkness overtake you. The one who walks in the darkness does not know where he is going’” (John
12:35 ESV).
1057
This is a reference to subsistence agriculture when food cannot be harvested in the winter, or where one is
snowed in for a long time, as at high elevations.
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the walls of God’s house, a variety of provisions for the soul, a portion in the promises of God,
and the prayers and graces of His people. These are things of infinite worth, purchased at no less
cost than the blood of Christ. You who have these things, consider what obligations you have to
behold them with wonder, to hold them with trembling, and use them with diligence and
faithfulness. You who are planted in the courts of the Lord (Psalm 92:13–14), 1058 be stout and
flourishing and do not content yourselves with bare privileges. Do not feed on dry bones like
dogs, but get the marrow, juice, and virtue of all your advantages. Do not be as Lazarus and lie at
the door of your rich Lord while the dogs lick your sores—when you may go in and be healed.
Get Good from Ordinances

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything to Heavenly Advantages
Get Good from Ordinances}
Ordinances1059 are another thing out of which believers should be getting spiritual good.
They are the golden pipes through which the Lord pours the oil of grace into His golden
candlesticks and Gospel churches (Zechariah 4:12).1060 Ordinances are showers of manna to feed
His people in the wilderness and on this side of their own country (Deuteronomy 8:16). 1061
Ordinances are the Church’s breasts with which to fill and nourish her children for eternal life
(Isaiah 66:11).1062 Ordinances are the mist and river of Eden by which God waters His garden
(Genesis 2:6, 10).1063 The Scriptures are the mines; ordinances are the opening of them to those
who dig for wisdom. A considerable part of the heavenly trade is in these commodities; trade in
them well so that you may get large incomes of spiritual blessings through them. Beware of
sleeping at these breasts or playing with them, or the Lord may take them away from you or take
you away. Lie at the pool side (John 5:7), 1064 wait at the wells of salvation, and not only come,
but draw out waters of life from thence for your needy souls. For this purpose, four things are
needed: preparation, attention, retention, and obedience.

1058

“Those who are planted in the house of the LORD Shall flourish in the courts of our God. They shall
still bear fruit in old age; They shall be fresh and flourishing” (Psalm 92:13–14 NKJV).
1059
Although Ashwood uses ordinances in this section, the alert reader will notice that Ashwood only discusses
the hearing of preached sermons. However, Ashwood’s text is also applicable to ordinances in general.
1060
“And I answered the second time and said to him, ‘What are the two olive branches which are beside
the two golden pipes, which empty the golden oil from themselves?’” (Zechariah 4:12 NASB).
1061
“In the wilderness He fed you manna which your fathers did not know, that He might humble you
and that He might test you, to do good for you in the end” (Deuteronomy 8:16 NASB).
1062
“That you may nurse and be satisfied with her comforting breasts, That you may suck and be
delighted with her bountiful bosom” (Isaiah 66:11 NASB). “But a mist used to rise from the earth and
water the whole surface of the ground. Now a river flowed out of Eden to water the garden; and from
there it divided and became four rivers” (Genesis 2:6, 10 NASB).
1063 6
“ But a mist used to rise from the earth and water the whole surface of the ground. 10Now a river
flowed out of Eden to water the garden; and from there it divided and became four rivers” (Genesis 2:6,
10 NASB).
1064
“The sick man answered Him, ‘Sir, I have no man to put me into the pool when the water is stirred
up, but while I am coming, another steps down before me’” (John 5:7 NASB).
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Preparation Before You Attend Ordinances
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Get Good from Ordinances
Preparation Before You Attend Ordinances}
First, prepare before you hear; get the room emptied, swept, and decorated. When Christ
calls you to provisions, bring your pitchers empty and clean so that God may fill them. Do not go
to clean food with a foul stomach, but purge your hearts by sound repentance, wash them from
an evil conscience, and renew them by the Spirit. Prepare your hearts for the new wine of the
Gospel (Matthew 9:17).1065 Christians must be as newborn babes that receive the pure milk of the
Word so as to grow by it (1 Peter 2:1–3).1066 If a dead Christ must be laid in a new tomb
(Matthew 27:60),1067 surely a living Lord Jesus will not go into an old heart and rotten sepulcher.
Spend some time before you go to hear in searching your hearts, reviewing your ways, and
getting a deep sense of their vileness and the exceeding sinfulness of your sins. By this means,
the fallow fields of your hearts may be plowed and you will not sow among thorns. Take heed
that you do not bring a hard heart to hearing. When Thrasamund the Arian 1068 read Fulgentius’s
defense of the truth, he praised his wisdom, wondered at his eloquence, and commended his
humility; yet his heart was so hardened that he could not submit to the truth. To help you in your
preparation, set prayer to work to beg down the Holy Spirit’s assistance. Bring your hearts to
Christ by prayer that He would make them clean. If He says, “I am willing. Be clean,” your
leprosy will be cleansed (Matthew 8:2–3).1069 Prayer also helps you get suitable provision and a
blessing on it. Hearer’s prayers help ministers to preach and themselves to hear effectively (2
Thessalonians 3:1).1070 Souls never thrive better than when ministers and hearers are much in
prayer for the Word of the Spirit and the Spirit with the Word. Someone said, “To pray well is to
study well. Prayer is a messenger to fetch that holy seed out of the granary above. Prayer is the
former and latter rain to make it grow below Heaven; pray continually if you want to grow
continually.” After Christ had fed the multitude, He went up to a mountain alone to pray
(Matthew 14:23).1071 “Secret prayer,” said Mr. Trap, “nourishes the soul as food nourishes the
body. Therefore it is said to be the banquet of grace where the soul may solace herself with God
1065

“Neither is new wine put into old wineskins. If it is, the skins burst and the wine is spilled and the
skins are destroyed. But new wine is put into fresh wineskins, and so both are preserved” (Matthew 9:17
ESV).
1066
“Therefore, laying aside all malice, all deceit, hypocrisy, envy, and all evil speaking, as newborn
babes, desire the pure milk of the word, that you may grow thereby, if indeed you have tasted that the
Lord is gracious” (1 Peter 2:1–3 NKJV).
1067
“And laid it in his new tomb which he had hewn out of the rock; and he rolled a large stone against
the door of the tomb, and departed” (Matthew 27:60 NKJV).
1068
Arian: a proponent of Arianism, a foul heresy that denies the full eternal deity of the Lord Jesus.
1069
“And behold, a leper came to him and knelt before him, saying, ‘Lord, if you will, you can make me
clean.’ And Jesus stretched out his hand and touched him, saying, ‘I will; be clean.’ And immediately his
leprosy was cleansed” (Matthew 8:2–3 ESV).
1070
“Finally, brethren, pray for us that the word of the Lord will spread rapidly and be glorified, just as it
did also with you” (2 Thessalonians 3:1 NASB).
1071
“And when He had sent the multitudes away, He went up on the mountain by Himself to pray. Now
when evening came, He was alone there” (Matthew 14:23 NKJV).
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as Esther did with Ahasuerus at the banquet of wine, and have whatever the heart can wish or its
need require” (Esther 5:6).1072
Give Attention to Ordinances
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Get Good from Ordinances
Give Attention to Ordinances}
Take heed how you hear. Hear as if for your lives, with holy attention, fear and
trembling.1073 Mr. Latimer said, “Ministers should preach as if Hell were at their backs, and
hearers should hear as if life or death were in every word.” Hear with holy affection; many were
given up to believe a lie because they did not love the truth and they did not receive the Word in
love of the truth (2 Thessalonians 2:9–10). 1074 Hear believingly; the Word preached did not profit
[the Israelites in the wilderness] because it was not mixed with faith in those who heard it
(Hebrews 4:1–2).1075 It is by faith that the Gospel becomes the power of God for salvation
(Romans 1:16–17).1076 The arm of God was not revealed to Israel because God’s message was
not believed by them (Isaiah 53:1).1077 The Holy Spirit is given out through hearing with faith.
Never expect to profit by hearing until you join faith to hearing.

1072

“At the banquet of wine the king said to Esther, ‘What is your petition? It shall be granted you. What
is your request, up to half the kingdom? It shall be done!’” (Esther 5:6 NKJV).
1073
fear and trembling: a biblical phrase that is an idiom for “serious and anxious fear” (John Calvin), “with
great care and circumspection” (Matthew Henry), or “solemn and reverential fear” (John MacArthur). The
emphasis is not on being scared “out of your wits,” but a serious, holy fear that is combined with awe and
reverence for God as the believer’s Heavenly Father. Unbelievers who refuse to repent, however, should
literally and physically tremble violently with fear, horror, and dread of Hell.
1074
“The coming of the lawless one is according to the working of Satan, with all power, signs, and lying
wonders, and with all unrighteous deception among those who perish, because they did not receive the
love of the truth, that they might be saved” (2 Thessalonians 2:9–10 NKJV).
1075
“Therefore, let us fear if, while a promise remains of entering His rest, any one of you may seem to
have come short of it. For indeed we have had good news preached to us, just as they also; but the word
they heard did not profit them, because it was not united by faith in those who heard” (Hebrews 4:1–2
NASB).
1076
“For I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ, for it is the power of God to salvation for everyone
who believes, for the Jew first and also for the Greek. For in it the righteousness of God is revealed from
faith to faith; as it is written, ‘The just shall live by faith’” (Romans 1:16–17 NKJV).
1077
“Who has believed what he has heard from us? And to whom has the arm of the LORD been
revealed?” (Isaiah 53:1 ESV).
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Take Heed to Retain What You Gain from Ordinances
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Get Good from Ordinances
Take Heed to Retain What You Gain from Ordinances}
Keep the Word that you do hear. Take heed of letting the things you have received slip
away (Hebrews 2:1).1078 Securely hold on to the truth so that nobody takes your crown
(Revelation 3:11).1079 Do not be forgetful hearers, but doers of the Word (James 1:25).1080
Forgetful hearers will never be doers. Israel’s disobedience was the fruit of their forgetfulness
(Psalm 78:10–11).1081 Scripture says that the reason that the disciples were troubled at the tomb
of Christ was that they had forgotten what Christ had said to them in Galilee (Luke 24:6). 1082
Many times, not remembering causes barren lives. After an ordinance, be much in prayer for the
Comforter’s help to keep the Word for you and bring it to your remembrance. Prayer opens the
heart to take in the Word and prayer shuts the heart to keep in the Word. Keep up meditation on
the Word (Psalm 119:97).1083 This chews the cud and gets out the sweetness and nutritive value of
it into the heart and life. This is the way the godly come to be as trees planted by the waterside
that bear much fruit in their season (Psalm 1:2–3).1084
Obedience to the Lessons from Ordinances
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Get Good from Ordinances
Obedience to the Lessons from Ordinances}
Obedience to the Word helps us profit from ordinances. The worth of divine truths is
never fully known until they are lived out, and their virtue is not felt until we cling to it in daily
life. “Do not forsake her [wisdom], and she will keep you; love her, and she will guard you”
(Proverbs 4:6 ESV). “When you walk, your step will not be hampered, and if you run, you
will not stumble” (Proverbs 4:12 ESV). Oh, the sweetness, the pleasure, the strength, and the
1078

“Therefore we must give the more earnest heed to the things we have heard, lest we drift away”
(Hebrews 2:1 NKJV).
1079
“I am coming soon. Hold fast what you have, so that no one may seize your crown” (Revelation 3:11
ESV).
1080
“But one who looks intently at the perfect law, the law of liberty, and abides by it, not having become
a forgetful hearer but an effectual doer, this man will be blessed in what he does” (James 1:25 NASB).
1081
“They did not keep God’s covenant, but refused to walk according to his law. They forgot his works
and the wonders that he had shown them” (Psalm 78:10–11 ESV).
1082
“He is not here, but is risen! Remember how He spoke to you when He was still in Galilee” (Luke 24:6
NKJV).
1083
“Oh how I love your law! It is my meditation all the day” (Psalm 119:97 ESV).
1084
“But his delight is in the law of the LORD, and on his law he meditates day and night. He is like a tree
planted by streams of water that yields its fruit in its season, and its leaf does not wither. In all that he
does, he prospers” (Psalm 1:2–3 ESV).
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blessedness that those lose who only look on truth, but do not live it. Strangers to a holy life
never experience the joy that is contained in the Word and ways of God. “Her ways are ways of
pleasantness, and all her paths are peace” (Proverbs 3:17 ESV). The Word of God yields only
half its sweetness until it is integrated into the way and walk of people. “Moreover by them
Your servant is warned, And in keeping them there is great reward” (Psalm 19:11 NKJV).
“My witness is in Heaven,” said Mr. William Cooper on his deathbed, “that the love of Jesus and
His people’s souls made preaching my pleasure. I had no such joy as in doing God’s work. They
are blessed that do His commandment.” This is true not only in that they have a right to the Tree
of Life, but in that they eat the pleasant fruit of it and feed on that hidden manna of which bare
hearers are strangers.
Get All the Good You Can from Providences

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Get All the Good You Can from Providences}
Get all the good you can from providences, both from favorable providences and
frowning providences. These are the north and south winds that the beloved causes to blow on
his garden that the spices might flow forth (Song of Solomon 4:16). 1085 Providences, whether
prosperous or afflicting, fulfill divine purposes and accomplish precious promises for saved
souls; they are designed for the good of believers. Examine the providences of God if you want
to get good from them. “Observable things,” said worthy Mr. Blair, “do follow those who are
given to observation.” Does God bring you under smiling providences? Get some good from
them. In these, the Lord writes legible characters of His covenant love to His people. Oh, read
the tenderness, love, bounty, and faithfulness of God in them and lay them to heart. Get your
heart to write back letters of love and return thankfulness to God. Receive giving providences
with thankful hearts and the sacrifice of praise (2 Chronicles 29:31).1086 Let the Lord supply you
concerning receiving as well as giving (Philippians 4:15).1087 If left-hand mercies1088 flow in on
you, take heed lest those floods overflow their banks and destroy your affections for God and the
circumspect way of life. Christian, it is a safe rule to fear your mercies as well as afflictions.
There is usually less fear, therefore more danger from declared friends than declared enemies. It
was the prayer of Queen Elizabeth to be delivered from her friends; she would fight against her
enemies. Further, if you now have a spring-rain-fed stream of outward mercies, prepare for low
water. The comforts of this world are not standing pools, but running streams and rolling seas
that ebb and flow. Do not expect too much from them. Entertain your incoming mercies as
1085

“Awake, O north wind, and come, O south wind! Blow upon my garden, let its spices flow. Let my
beloved come to his garden, and eat its choicest fruits” (Song of Solomon 4:16 ESV).
1086
“Then Hezekiah said, ‘Now that you have consecrated yourselves to the LORD, come near and bring
sacrifices and thank offerings to the house of the LORD.’ And the assembly brought sacrifices and thank
offerings, and all those who were willing brought burnt offerings” (2 Chronicles 29:31 NASB).
1087
“And you Philippians yourselves know that in the beginning of the gospel, when I left Macedonia, no
church entered into partnership with me in giving and receiving, except you only” (Philippians 4:15
ESV). Giving and receiving refer to Paul’s ministry to them and their meeting Paul’s temporal needs.
1088
“How blessed is the man who finds wisdom And the man who gains understanding. Long life is in her
right hand; In her left hand are riches and honor” (Proverbs 3:13, 16 NASB).
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strangers who have their time to go as well as come. “He said, ‘Naked I came from my
mother’s womb, And naked I shall return there. The LORD gave and the LORD has taken
away. Blessed be the name of the LORD’” (Job 1:21 NASB).
Also get good from taking as well as giving providences; bless God for them. There is
more self-denial and pure love to God expressed in such acknowledgments than in praises for
bestowing mercy. Besides, divine grace flows as well through dry streambeds as through broad
streams of outward comforts. It is the same hand of the Father that either strips off clothing or
clothes His children. The fork,1089 as well as the rake,1090 belongs to the covenant of grace and
peace. Neither love nor hatred is known by these things (Ecclesiastes 9:1). 1091 Some have never
found more than when they have lost all. The Lord often makes people’s losses their gains and
their gain of earthly things their losses. Saul lost his donkeys and found a kingdom (1 Samuel
9:3; 10:1).1092 Shimei found his slaves and lost his life (1 Kings 2:40, 46). 1093 Do not trust in
earthly things for your happiness or comforts. How often do people prick their fingers to get a
few fading roses that wither as soon as plucked. Think well of God under scattering providences
and believe He loves you as much when He removes your mercies as when He gives them. Look
to God in providences; see from whence those winds actually come that blow down your houses
and scatter your comforts. Inquire why God contends with you (Job 10:2).1094 Does not that
worm that devours your beloved plant (Jonah 4:7) 1095 breed inside your carnal security, pride,
unthankfulness, and abuse of earthly blessings while you had them? Search out the cause of
God’s displeasure, acknowledge His justice and righteousness in it, humbly bear His indignation,
bow down at His feet, kiss His rod and hear the rod’s voice. This is how to get good from the
worst of providences.
Get Good from the World and the Things in It

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Get Good from the World and the Things in It}
1089

In this context, the fork is used to bring to one a single bite at a time. See next footnote.
In this context, the rake is used to haul in large quantities with each stroke. See previous footnote.
1091
“For I considered all this in my heart, so that I could declare it all: that the righteous and the wise
and their works are in the hand of God. People know neither love nor hatred by anything they see before
them” (Ecclesiastes 9:1 NKJV).
1092
“Now the donkeys of Kish, Saul’s father, were lost. And Kish said to his son Saul, ‘Please take one of
the servants with you, and arise, go and look for the donkeys’” (1 Samuel 9:3). “Then Samuel took a
flask of oil and poured it on his head, and kissed him and said: ‘Is it not because the LORD has anointed
you commander over His inheritance?’” (1 Samuel 10:1 NKJV). Notice that it was actually Saul’s father’s
donkeys that were lost.
1093 40
“So Shimei arose, saddled his donkey, and went to Achish at Gath to seek his slaves. And Shimei
went and brought his slaves from Gath.” 46“So the king commanded Benaiah the son of Jehoiada; and he
went out and struck him down, and he died. Thus the kingdom was established in the hand of Solomon”
(1 Kings 2:40, 46 NKJV).
1094
“I will say to God, Do not condemn me; let me know why you contend against me” (Job 10:2 ESV).
1095
“But God appointed a worm when dawn came the next day and it attacked the plant and it withered”
(Jonah 4:7 NASB).
1090
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Get good from the world and the things in it by seeing its wiles and deceitfulness, and its
vanity and emptiness (Mark 4:19).1096 The world is a fading thing; the ways of it are always
passing away with time and are soon gone. Merchants do not care much for those goods that are
soon out of fashion (Ecclesiastes 1:2).1097 Do not care too much for the world; the present form of
it is passing away (1 Corinthians 7:31).1098 The world is a dirty thing and it is hard to touch it and
not be defiled. Christian, do not be like pigs; they love to wallow in the mud. If you would keep
yourself unspotted, take heed of the world. The world is a very heavy, unwieldy thing; by faith,
make it portable and easier to bear (2 Corinthians 4:17),1099 so that it may not clog your feet and
stop your race toward glory. Faith will soon lessen your burden and improve your pace. It will
turn brass, even clay, into gold and make it easy to carry. The world is a strange country to the
citizens of Heaven. Get good from it by living as strangers in the world, by longing the more for
your true home, and by converting the world to the service of your souls and portion of glory.
The scorpions in Caria, when they sting, kill homebred people, not strangers.1100 Be a stranger to
the world and it will not hurt you. The world is a subtle whore; shun her embraces, do not lie in
her bosom, stop your ears against her charms, and shut your eyes from her allurements. The
world is an enemy; beware if it. When it promises, do not believe it and when it kisses you, take
heed of the sword in its hand (2 Samuel 20:9–10). 1101 When it cries “Peace, peace,” then fear
swift destruction. Plant your feet on its fair neck to keep it down; get it nailed to the Cross of
Christ and pierced to death with the sword and spear of the Spirit. Get good from every state and
condition God puts you into, whether high or low, rich or poor. If you are above others in social
or official position, be above them in grace. If you enjoy more than others, labor to do more than
others (Matthew 5:47).1102 The higher you are in the world, be that much lower in your own eyes.
The tallest cedar trees bow most. Ships with the greatest cargo capacity displace the most water
and float deepest in the water. Exalted angels rejoice to be ministering spirits. Yes, even the Son
of God delighted in being the servant of people. Israel [Jacob] was a prince and prevailed with
God, yet deemed himself beneath the least of all God’s mercies (Genesis 32:10). 1103 “By how
much the greater I am,” said Maximinus, “so much more I labor; and the more I labor, the greater
I am.” Paul was the chief apostle, yet was the least of all the saints in his own eyes (Ephesians
3:8).1104 Humble yourselves when God exalts you, and when you humble yourselves, God will
exalt you.
1096

“But the cares of the world and the deceitfulness of riches and the desires for other things enter in
and choke the word, and it proves unfruitful” (Mark 4:19 ESV).
1097
“Vanity of vanities, says the Preacher, vanity of vanities! All is vanity” (Ecclesiastes 1:2 ESV).
1098
“And those who deal with the world as though they had no dealings with it. For the present form of
this world is passing away” (1 Corinthians 7:31 ESV).
1099
“For this light momentary affliction is preparing for us an eternal weight of glory beyond all
comparison” (2 Corinthians 4:17 ESV).
1100
A legend either invented or propagated by Pliny the Elder (23–97 AD). It is barely possible that an inbred
population might have had a genetic mutation, making them susceptible to the venom.
1101
“And Joab said to Amasa, ‘Is it well with you, my brother?’ And Joab took Amasa by the beard with
his right hand to kiss him. But Amasa did not observe the sword that was in Joab’s hand. So Joab struck
him with it in the stomach and spilled his entrails to the ground without striking a second blow, and he
died. Then Joab and Abishai his brother pursued Sheba the son of Bichri” (2 Samuel 20:9–10 ESV).
1102
“If you greet only your brothers, what more are you doing than others? Do not even the Gentiles do
the same?” (Matthew 5:47 NASB).
1103
“I am not worthy of the least of all the mercies and of all the truth which You have shown Your
servant; for I crossed over this Jordan with my staff, and now I have become two companies” (Genesis
32:10 NKJV).
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Do you have much benefit from the world? Then take heed of being puffed up. The more
you have, the more you owe, and the more you have of earth, the less you might have of Heaven.
The poor in the world might be rich in faith and the rich in the world might often be poor in faith.
If God gives you much plenty here, be fearful lest He give you your all here [instead of Heaven].
When someone offered Luther much gold, he protested that God should not put him off with
these things.1105 It is said of Gregory the Great 1106 that he could never read the words, “Son,
remember that in your lifetime you received your good things” (Luke 16:25) 1107 without horror
and astonishment, lest having such dignities he should be excluded from his portion in Heaven.
Do you have little in the world? You have less for which you must give account, have lesser
temptations, and fewer briars and thorns to go through. Are you an “unknown” who lacks social
standing? You are so much the safer and beneath envy. “It is more difficult for you,” said Mr.
Rutherford to the Lord Keeper, “to win Heaven. You are like a large ship in the open ocean.
Smaller vessels [in rivers and inland waters] are not so much at the mercy of frightful storms.”
Are you low in the world? You have more reason to lie low in your own spirits. A prince’s heart
and a beggar’s purse do not well agree. Are you in want? Make more use of Christ’s fullness. It is
blessed misery that brings souls to Christ for mercy. Had it not been for affliction, Christ would
have had only a little company while on earth. The well do not need a physician. The sick, blind,
deaf, dumb, and demon-possessed could have blessed God for their maladies, which maladies
were the means to bring them to the physician of their souls as well as bodies. It was well for the
poor Canaanite that her daughter was ill and was seeking crumbs; when she asked for them, she
got children’s bread to boot (Matthew 15:26–28).1108
Get Good from Your Callings and Employments

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Get Good from Your Callings and Employments}
Get good from your callings and employments in the world by preserving a sense of the
snares and dangers that come with your work. If people would take a strict survey of their
behavior while on the job, and be honest about their observations, they must confess that there
are many evils of which they are guilty concerning their work every day. There is idleness,
excess of labor, deceitfulness, earthliness, lying, cheating, selfishness, covetousness, carnal
1104

“To me, the very least of all saints, this grace was given, to preach to the Gentiles the unfathomable
riches of Christ” (Ephesians 3:8 NASB).
1105
This sentence is given verbatim. Ashwood’s exact meaning is unclear to the editor, but it is clear that Luther
did not consider the gold to be a blessing. The gold may have been a bribe. Luther also may have seen it as a
source of temptation that lacked spiritual worth, an attitude that fits the context of Ashwood’s text.
1106
Pope from 590 to 604 AD.
1107
“But Abraham said, ‘Son, remember that in your lifetime you received your good things, and likewise
Lazarus evil things; but now he is comforted and you are tormented’” (Luke 16:25 NKJV).
1108
“But He answered and said, ‘It is not good to take the children’s bread and throw it to the little dogs.’
And she said, ‘Yes, Lord, yet even the little dogs eat the crumbs which fall from their masters’ table.’
Then Jesus answered and said to her, ‘O woman, great is your faith! Let it be to you as you desire.’ And
her daughter was healed from that very hour” (Matthew 15:26–28 NKJV).
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mindedness, vain conversations, multitude of words, complaining, unthankfulness, and many
other sins of omission and commission. Christians are exposed to temptations to these sins in the
course of their employment. Now, when Christians experience and sense these things, this should
make them more humble and watchful against evil and occasions of sin, and help to break and
melt the heart before the Lord in prayer. When experiencing this sense of their weakness and
inability to hold up under their temptations, they must fly to Christ for all their help and grace to
stand (Hebrews 4:16; Ephesians 5:15–16).1109 And when Christians labor to keep a tender spirit in
all their dealings, a holy jealousy of their hearts in everything they do, exercise self-denial, and
are dead to the world and things below, then they get profit from their callings.
Christians get good from their particular callings when (Ephesians 6:18; Titus 3:1):1110
• They make their particular callings serve their general Christian calling and make them
consistent with that Christian calling.
• Their business in the world does not hinder, but helps their Christian duties.
• They keep their hearts fit for spiritual service even while they are in their earthly
employments.
• They maintain their walk with God while in their work.
Sometimes God blesses your callings and makes your basket and store to increase. Then, be
enlarged in thankfulness and preserve the memory of God’s goodness; this is not only your duty,
but will sweeten your enjoyment of your mercies. “I am not worthy of the least of all the
mercies and of all the truth which You have shown Your servant; for I crossed over this
Jordan with my staff, and now I have become two companies” (Genesis 32:10 NKJV). To
love Him more and serve Him better with more cheerfulness and gladness of heart is to profit by
your callings.
Sometimes God blasts your labors, defeats your hopes, disrupts your trade, and follows
you with losses, one after another. In this case look to the hand of God, search out God’s
purposes in all, get good from it, be more weaned from the world, and cease trusting in earthly
things. This also is a profitable use of your callings.
Get Good from Your Company

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Get Good from Your Company}
Be getting some good from the company among whom you reside and with whom you
meet or converse. The Lord offers, and souls may get much good this way. Oh, the mercies that
God deals out through people’s company! It was well for Rahab that the spies went to her house;
1109

“Therefore let us draw near with confidence to the throne of grace, so that we may receive mercy and
find grace to help in time of need” (Hebrews 4:16 NASB). “Therefore be careful how you walk, not as
unwise men but as wise, making the most of your time, because the days are evil” (Ephesians 5:15–16
NASB).
1110
“With all prayer and petition pray at all times in the Spirit, and with this in view, be on the alert with
all perseverance and petition for all the saints” (Ephesians 6:18 NASB). “Remind them to be subject to
rulers and authorities, to obey, to be ready for every good work” (Titus 3:1 NKJV).
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by that means she obtained salvation for herself and her family. It was great mercy to the woman
of Samaria when she went to the well; instead of filling her pitcher with perishing water, she
found Christ there, and got her heart filled with the water of life (John 4:15). 1111 The disciples on
the road to Emmaus got great good from Jesus’s company, and by that means had their cold
hearts warmed and their weak faith strengthened (Luke 24:13–15). 1112 Others have had company
harmful to them. Had it not been for Potiphar’s house, Joseph might have escaped temptation to
uncleanness (Genesis 39:7).1113 And if it had not been for Pharaoh’s house, he would not have
learned to swear by the life of Pharaoh (Genesis 42:15; Deuteronomy 6:13). 1114 As long as Peter
stayed with the disciples, he was faithful and courageous, but when he got into the high priest’s
house, in evil company, he fell into that fearful sin of denying his Lord and Master. “Now when
they had kindled a fire in the midst of the courtyard and sat down together, Peter sat
among them” (Luke 22:55 NKJV). Christian, beware what company you join, for the peace and
welfare, if not the life, of your soul is at stake. “Do not participate in the unfruitful deeds of
darkness, but instead even expose them” (Ephesians 5:11 NASB). (Also Proverbs 1:15;
Proverbs 4:14–15).1115 Do not choose wicked company for the sake of some advantage, as Lot
did to the loss of his goods, hazard of his life, and a dreadful fall to boot (Genesis 19:15, 35–
36).1116 Lot chose the plains of Sodom for earthly advantage, but the result was his loss.
Likewise, Balaam, seeking Balak’s reward, ran himself into the temptations that cost him his life
(Numbers 31:8).1117 Do not join wicked company unless duty calls you; if you have God’s
warrant, you have His protection. And, if by providence or in the way of obedience, you meet
with evil people, be good while with them. Diogenes said, “The sun visits kennels and is not
defiled.” You may do them good as the young Israelite girl did for her master Naaman by
directing him to the prophet Elisha to be cured (2 Kings 5:2–3). 1118 You may put a stop to sin as
did David:1119 “I said to the boastful, ‘Do not boast,’ And to the wicked, ‘Do not lift up the
1111

“The woman said to him, “Sir, give me this water, so that I will not be thirsty or have to come here to
draw water” (John 4:15 ESV).
1112
“That very day two of them were going to a village named Emmaus, about seven miles from
Jerusalem, and they were talking with each other about all these things that had happened. While they
were talking and discussing together, Jesus himself drew near and went with them” (Luke 24:13–15
ESV).
1113
“It came about after these events that his master’s wife looked with desire at Joseph, and she said,
‘Lie with me’” (Genesis 39:7 NASB).
1114
“In this manner you shall be tested: By the life of Pharaoh, you shall not leave this place unless your
youngest brother comes here” (Genesis 42.15 NKJV). “It is the LORD your God you shall fear. Him you
shall serve and by his name you shall swear” (Deuteronomy 6:13 ESV).
1115
“My son, do not walk in the way with them, Keep your foot from their path” (Proverbs 1:15 NKJV).
“Do not enter the path of the wicked, and do not walk in the way of the evil. Avoid it; do not go on it;
turn away from it and pass on” (Proverbs 4:14–15 ESV).
1116
“When the morning dawned, the angels urged Lot to hurry, saying, ‘Arise, take your wife and your
two daughters who are here, lest you be consumed in the punishment of the city’” (Genesis 19:15 NKJV).
“Then they made their father drink wine that night also. And the younger arose and lay with him, and
he did not know when she lay down or when she arose. Thus both the daughters of Lot were with child
by their father” (Genesis 19:35–36 NKJV).
1117
“They killed the kings of Midian with the rest of their slain, Evi, Rekem, Zur, Hur, and Reba, the five
kings of Midian. And they also killed Balaam the son of Beor with the sword” (Numbers 31:8 ESV).
1118
“And the Syrians had gone out on raids, and had brought back captive a young girl from the land of
Israel. She waited on Naaman’s wife. Then she said to her mistress, ‘If only my master were with the
prophet who is in Samaria! For he would heal him of his leprosy’” (2 Kings 5:2–3 NKJV).
1119
The title of Psalm 75 indicates that it is a Psalm of Asaph, not David.
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horn; Do not lift up your horn on high, Do not speak with insolent pride’” (Psalm 75:4–5
NASB). For another example, Judah sought to divert his brothers from their wicked scheme
against Joseph (Genesis 37:26–27).1120 One may reprove sin, as Nehemiah did the sin of the
nobles (Nehemiah 5:7).1121 One may also instruct the ignorant as Paul did the Athenians (Acts
17:22–23).1122 But if the company is so evil that the thorns cannot be handled, let them be thrust
away; fence yourselves off from them. Take heed of the least compliance with them in their sin.
“Do not lay hands on anyone hastily, nor share in other people’s sins; keep yourself pure”
(1 Timothy 5:22 NKJV). Your own sins are heavy enough. If you are silent and do not reprove
their sin, but give any sign of approval of other’s sins, you make them your own.
If you enjoy morally good company, take heed that you do not miss the good or accept
evil from them. Good people have their evils also. Great people not are always wise (Job
32:9).1123 And it is easier to follow them down, than up the hill, and imitate their vices than their
virtues. Diseases are more communicable than health. People can pass on sickness, but not
health. Oh, how easily is sin propagated when it falls from the hands of people reputed to be
gracious! The errors of good people are not only examples, but excuses for sin in others also. If
Peter plays the hypocrite, other Jews also play the hypocrite with him (Galatians 2:11–13), 1124
and no less a man than Barnabas is carried away with the hypocrisy. If those who are strong do
no more than eat in the idol’s temple, the weak will eat the things offered to idols (1 Corinthians
8:10).1125 Oh, take care of the evils of good people, which like books published cum privilegio
[with privilege],1126 enjoy higher sales volume. An Esau’s garment will make Jacob’s voice
believable and when good in any person is admired, evil is seldom suspected. Take heed that you
do not follow anyone further than he or she follows Christ (1 Corinthians 11:1). 1127
Unquestioning imitation is as dangerous in practice as is unquestioning faith in people. Both of
1120

“Then Judah said to his brothers, ‘What profit is it if we kill our brother and conceal his blood?
Come, let us sell him to the Ishmaelites, and let not our hand be upon him, for he is our brother, our own
flesh.’ And his brothers listened to him” (Genesis 37:26–27 ESV). Ashwood greatly errs in this example;
although manstealing is a lesser sin than murder, in God’s eyes both are capital crimes. “He who kidnaps a
man, whether he sells him or he is found in his possession, shall surely be put to death” (Exodus 21:16
NASB). “Whoever sheds the blood of man, by man shall his blood be shed, for God made man in his own
image” (Genesis 9:6 ESV). It is never acceptable to sin, as Judah did, to supposedly avoid a greater sin.
Repeat: it is never acceptable to sin.
1121
“After serious thought, I rebuked the nobles and rulers, and said to them, ‘Each of you is exacting
usury from his brother.’ So I called a great assembly against them” (Nehemiah 5:7 NKJV).
1122
“So Paul stood in the midst of the Areopagus and said, ‘Men of Athens, I observe that you are very
religious in all respects. For while I was passing through and examining the objects of your worship, I
also found an altar with this inscription, “TO AN UNKNOWN GOD.” Therefore what you worship in
ignorance, this I proclaim to you’” (Acts 17:22–23 NASB).
1123
“Great men are not always wise, Nor do the aged always understand justice” (Job 32:9 NKJV).
1124
“But when Cephas came to Antioch, I opposed him to his face, because he stood condemned. For
before certain men came from James, he was eating with the Gentiles; but when they came he drew back
and separated himself, fearing the circumcision party. And the rest of the Jews acted hypocritically
along with him, so that even Barnabas was led astray by their hypocrisy” (Galatians 2:11–13 ESV).
1125
“For if someone sees you, who have knowledge, dining in an idol’s temple, will not his conscience, if
he is weak, be strengthened to eat things sacrificed to idols?” (1 Corinthians 8:10 NASB).
1126
cum privilegio: Latin for with privilege, indicating that the work was produced by a legally licensed
(typically by the Crown) printer in England. This often implied accurate reproduction of the original, such as
for the King James Bible.
1127
“Be imitators of me, just as I also am of Christ” (1 Corinthians 11:1 NASB).
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these are bad judgment; rather, weigh any actions you intend to imitate. Do not let anyone’s
reputation be your warrant for imitation. Eminent people are as leaders of processions;
whichever way they turn, the procession turns with them. “For the leaders of this people cause
them to err, And those who are led by them are destroyed” (Isaiah 9:16 NKJV).1128 Seneca
said that people usually follow those they commend, and the greater they are with whom we
converse, the greater the danger. Get good from good people; otherwise their goodness will not
benefit you. What truth you hear from them, receive, and as Mary did the angel’s words, ponder
their gracious sayings in your hearts (Luke 2:19).1129
When you are in the company of those who are above you in wisdom and grace, be more
swift to hear than to speak. The emptiest vessels make the most noise. I have observed in
company that the kind of people who have the most need to hear and learn are wise in their own
conceit and take up most of the conversation. Instead of drawing waters from deeper wells to fill
their empty vessels, they will be pumping out what little they have. This surely does not indicate
modesty in them and lessens their profit. Origen, when a child, used to question his father about
the sense of Scripture and afterward became a great scholar. It is the observing, attentive
Christian who is usually the most knowledgeable, thriving Christian; like a bee, he gathers in the
summer and gets honey from every flower he visits, and depends on it in the winter. When you
meet empty vessels, it is charity to be putting in, but when you come to deep wells, it is your
duty and to your benefit to be drawing out by asking questions and for help in understanding as
the young man in the Gospel did with Jesus Christ (Matthew 19:16), 1130 as did Nicodemus (John
3:2–4)1131 and the woman of Samaria (John 4:11, 15, 20). 1132 The inquiring soul, if inquiring in
truth and following up with obedience, will be the most flourishing soul.
Get Good from Real Solitude

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Get Good from Real Solitude}

1128

Due to various uses of the Hebrew [ בלעbaw-lah´], the last word of this verse is variously rendered by
translators: brought to confusion (NASB), swallowed up (ESV), and destroyed (KJV), none of which are
pleasant experiences.
1129
“But Mary treasured all these things, pondering them in her heart” (Luke 2:19 NASB).
1130
“And behold, a man came up to him, saying, ‘Teacher, what good deed must I do to have eternal
life?’” (Matthew 19:16 ESV)
1131
“This man came to Jesus by night and said to Him, ‘Rabbi, we know that You are a teacher come
from God; for no one can do these signs that You do unless God is with him.’ Jesus answered and said to
him, ‘Most assuredly, I say to you, unless one is born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.’
Nicodemus said to Him, ‘How can a man be born when he is old? Can he enter a second time into his
mother’s womb and be born?’” (John 3:2–4 NKJV).
1132 11
“She said to Him, ‘Sir, You have nothing to draw with and the well is deep; where then do You get
that living water?” 15“The woman said to Him, ‘Sir, give me this water, so I will not be thirsty nor come
all the way here to draw.’” 20“Our fathers worshiped in this mountain, and you people say that in
Jerusalem is the place where men ought to worship” (John 4:11, 15, 20 NASB).
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Get good from your times of real solitude1133 as well as when in company. Be never less
alone than when alone.1134 Sometimes duty demands one be alone; when you pray, go into private
space (Matthew 6:6).1135 Mr. Trap said:
We must sometimes retire into solitude, and into fit places to meet with God; getting
solace and praying at length to Him, as did Isaac in the field, Jacob on the road, Ezekiel
by the river Chebar, Peter on the roof, Christ on the mountains, and Abraham in the grove
in Beersheba (Genesis 21:33).1136 It does not matter how lowly the place is, so long as it is
private. Where there is a Jeremiah, Daniel, or Jonah, a dungeon, a lion’s den, or a fish’s
belly, are good places to pray.
“If you will not listen to me,” said Peter Moice, “send me to my prison again among my toads
and frogs, which will not interrupt me while I talk with my Lord God.” Oh, how desirable is
solitude with God to a soul that is acquainted with Him! Antisthenes was asked what good he got
from philosophy. He answered that he could converse with himself. How much more is it to your
benefit to converse with God. It is said of that pious man Mr. William Sedgwick that, when he
was young, while the rest of the family was at their games and dances, he would be in a corner
mourning for sin. Mr. Greenham, at any time when he was sick, would not allow anyone to sit up
with him, so that he might more freely converse with God. David would rise at midnight to enjoy
communion with God (Psalm 119.62).1137 Oh, the blessed times that gracious souls have had with
Christ in their corners! How sweet has their “stolen” water and bread eaten in secret been to their
hungry souls (Proverbs 9:17)!1138 “If the walls of this house could speak,” said Mr. Hew
Kennedy, “they could tell how many sweet days I have had in secret fellowship with God, and
how familiar He has been to my soul.” The Lord usually speaks most freely to His friends when
he has them alone. “Therefore, behold, I will allure her, Will bring her into the wilderness,
And speak comfort to her” (Hosea 2:14 NKJV). The Hebrew literally has: “speak to her heart.”
Stella has this note on these words: “God needs no witnesses in order to speak to our souls; when
God finds our heart alone, He comes in and sups 1139 with it.” And, when He observes our soul
withdrawn from the cares and anxious thoughts of this world, then it is His time to open His
1133

The editor has inserted real these three times to draw attention to the problem of intrusive electronic devices
such as smartphones. These things hinder genuine solitude in two ways. First, one cannot be truly alone with
God while willfully interacting with the outside world, except perhaps to access Scripture or Scripture-related
content. Second, some people are continually receiving interrupting messages; these must be suppressed,
except perhaps emergency calls. A final problem is that easy access to entertainment may be an occasion of sin
for some, taking them away from time with God. There are other situations of fake solitude; some “fulfill”
their daily prayer times while commuting, for example.
1134
Be never less alone than when alone, because the company of our Heavenly Father, Redeemer, and
indwelling Holy Spirit is infinitely better company than that of any mortals. Therefore consciously seek to
enter His presence.
1135
“But you, when you pray, go into your inner room, close your door and pray to your Father who is in
secret, and your Father who sees what is done in secret will reward you” (Matthew 6:6 NASB). In many
ancient cultures, including the Romans and Hebrews, reading or praying was always aloud, though perhaps
softly. In a pinch therefore, much of Christ’s commandment may be followed even if sitting or walking in a
crowd. But see the footnote above regarding prayer closets; there is value in being in the presence of God
while otherwise both physically and electronically alone.
1136
“Abraham planted a tamarisk tree in Beersheba and called there on the name of the LORD, the
Everlasting God” (Genesis 21:33 ESV).
1137
“At midnight I will rise to give thanks to You, Because of Your righteous judgments” (Psalm 119:62
NKJV).
1138
“Stolen water is sweet, and bread eaten in secret is pleasant” (Proverbs 9:17 ESV).
1139
sup: share a meal with.
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great wonders and secrets to it. Jacob prevailed the most with God when he was alone; it was
then that he got the blessing (Genesis 32:24, 29). 1140 Peter was alone in prayer with God when he
fell into a trance (Acts 10:10).1141 “His soul was, as it were, removed from the body for a time,”
said Beza, “that he might converse with God.” Elijah was alone in secret prayer when the angel
brought him that refreshing feast, in the strength of which he traveled in the wilderness forty
days (1 Kings 19:4–9).1142 Mr. Patrick Simpson, after he had been many hours in his garden
alone, wrestling with God for his wife, said, “Oh, what am I, being dust and ashes, that holy
ministering spirits should be sent by the Lord to deliver a message to me!” He told someone who
had overheard him saying this that he had had a vision of angels that spoke aloud to him with an
answer from the Lord concerning His wife’s condition. He also told his wife, who importuned
him as she was approaching the place where he lay on the ground. She heard a frightening noise
of a great rushing of multitudes together, and with it a melodious sound. The Lord sometimes
gives His children such a welcome when He gets them alone into His chambers and wine cellar.
Oh, the sweetness people may find in their time alone with Christ! Samson turned aside when he
saw a swarm of bees and honey in the carcass of the lion (Judges 14:8). 1143 It is said of Jerome,
who lived in the wilderness, that he seemed to converse with angels. Gregory said,
“Contemplation is the clearest day of internal light. When in a holy silence with God alone
people make the most discoveries.” Christian, time alone is an opportunity put into your hand for
indoor work; it is God’s call up to the mountain. “Be ready by the morning, and come up in
the morning to Mount Sinai, and present yourself there to me on the top of the mountain.
No one shall come up with you, and let no one be seen throughout all the mountain. Let no
flocks or herds graze opposite that mountain” (Exodus 34:2–3 ESV). It is His command to a
holy silence and rest from other work so that you may attend the most secret concerns of your
soul. Use this time wholly in conversation with God and attending to the affairs of your soul.
This is a time to assess the state of your soul, test the reasons you have hope for eternity, search
into the secrets of your heart, and fully review your past life and former way of life (Psalm
4:4).1144 Then is the time to weigh your mercies and duties and call to mind God’s dealings with
1140 24

“And Jacob was left alone. And a man wrestled with him until the breaking of the day. 29Then Jacob
asked him, ‘Please tell me your name.’ But he said, ‘Why is it that you ask my name?’ And there he
blessed him” (Genesis 32:24, 29 ESV).
1141
“And he became hungry and wanted something to eat, but while they were preparing it, he fell into a
trance” (Acts 10:10 ESV).
1142
“But he himself went a day’s journey into the wilderness, and came and sat down under a broom tree.
And he prayed that he might die, and said, ‘It is enough! Now, LORD, take my life, for I am no better
than my fathers!’ Then as he lay and slept under a broom tree, suddenly an angel touched him, and said
to him, ‘Arise and eat.’ Then he looked, and there by his head was a cake baked on coals, and a jar of
water. So he ate and drank, and lay down again. And the angel of the LORD came back the second time,
and touched him, and said, ‘Arise and eat, because the journey is too great for you.’ So he arose, and ate
and drank; and he went in the strength of that food forty days and forty nights as far as Horeb, the
mountain of God. And there he went into a cave, and spent the night in that place; and behold, the word
of the LORD came to him, and He said to him, ‘What are you doing here, Elijah?’” (1 Kings 19:4–9
NKJV).
1143
“When he returned later to take her, he turned aside to look at the carcass of the lion; and behold, a
swarm of bees and honey were in the body of the lion” (Judges 14:8 NASB). Later in Ashwood’s work,
there is a similar reference. Ashwood seems to be using the way Samson thought of the riddle after viewing the
bees in the lion as an object lesson of the value of meditation, that is, thinking about divine things and applying
lessons from everyday events to the service of the Christian life.
1144
“Tremble, and do not sin; Meditate in your heart upon your bed, and be still. Selah” (Psalm 4:4
NASB). The Hebrew [ ִרגְזּוraw-gaz´] means to shake or tremble with any violent emotion; thus translators
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you and your conduct toward Him. It is a time to be studying the wiles of Satan, the paths of
your duty, the worth of godliness, the danger of falling away, the blessedness of overcoming, and
similar meditations. When you are riding, walking, or sitting alone, invite the Lord Jesus to keep
you company and to walk and converse with you. Fill up your vacant hours with secret prayer
and meditation. Take heed of being idle while alone, and not engaged in some duty either in your
general or particular calling or lawful employment. Being too much alone is an invitation to the
devil to be your company. No greater temptation can Satan find than times of solitude that are
not put to good use.1145
Get Good from Occasional Providential Things and Events

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Get Good from Occasional Providential Things and Events}
Get good from occasional things and events; these are not chance or fortune as the blind
world calls it, but the products of divine wisdom and pleasure toward believers for their good.
Albane received a persecuted Christian into his house, and, seeing his holy devotion and sweet
conduct, he was so much affected by this good example that he became both a professing
Christian and martyr. It was not by accident, but divine intention that Melchizedek would meet
Abraham to bless him (Genesis 14:18),1146 Shimei would meet David to curse him (2 Samuel
16:5),1147 Moses would meet Jethro’s daughter at the well in Midian (Exodus 2:15–16), 1148 and
that David would meet the Egyptian while pursuing the Amalekites (1 Samuel 30:11, 15). 1149 It
was God who put the thoughts into the mind of Saul’s servant to speak with Samuel, by which
means he received a kingdom (1 Samuel 9:6). 1150 It was by divine action that, when Joseph was
thrown into the pit, the Midianites would pass by, Joseph’s brothers would pull him out and sell

render it differently, as Stand in awe (KJV), Be angry (NKJV, ESV).
1145
This is overstated; bad company is worse for many people, for example. Still, the common proverbs are
generally true: “Idle hands are the devil’s workshop,” and “Nature abhors a vacuum.” Also, for some people,
the presence of others, for shame, will deter sinful behavior; but while this may remove certain occasions of
sin, it does not resolve the deep heart-issues.
1146
“Then Melchizedek king of Salem brought out bread and wine; he was the priest of God Most High”
(Genesis 14:18 NKJV).
1147
“When King David came to Bahurim, behold, there came out from there a man of the family of the
house of Saul whose name was Shimei, the son of Gera; he came out cursing continually as he came” (2
Samuel 16:5 NASB).
1148
“When Pharaoh heard of it, he sought to kill Moses. But Moses fled from Pharaoh and stayed in the
land of Midian. And he sat down by a well. Now the priest of Midian had seven daughters, and they
came and drew water and filled the troughs to water their father’s flock” (Exodus 2:15–16 ESV).
1149 11
“Now they found an Egyptian in the field and brought him to David, and gave him bread and he ate,
and they provided him water to drink. 15Then David said to him, ‘Will you bring me down to this band?’
And he said, ‘Swear to me by God that you will not kill me or deliver me into the hands of my master,
and I will bring you down to this band’” (1 Samuel 30:11, 15 NASB).
1150
“And he said to him, ‘Look now, there is in this city a man of God, and he is an honorable man; all
that he says surely comes to pass. So let us go there; perhaps he can show us the way that we should go’”
(1 Samuel 9:6 NKJV).
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him to the Ishmaelites, and they to Potiphar (Genesis 37:28, 36). 1151 The Lord is carrying on
some part of His work, some piece of mercy or justice, comfort or affliction, by all His
providential events. His people should be coworkers with Him and be learning something from
every providential event or thing they encounter from time to time in their comings and goings
and pursuits in the world. What fruitful meditations Samson had from beholding the carcass of
the lion and swarm of bees in it in his journey to Timnah (Judges 14:8, 14). 1152 [The Lord Jesus
gave us an example of drawing object lessons from life and of getting good from providential
things and events, teaching His disciples when] our Savior saw the withered fig tree in His walk
from Bethany to Jerusalem (Matthew 21:19–22).1153 When viewing the beautiful buildings of the
Temple, Christ gave a major discourse to the disciples (Luke 21:5–36). 1154 When He came near
and saw the city, He wept over it and used it for instruction to His disciples (Luke 19:41–44). 1155
He saw people giving money into the treasury and used it (Mark 12:42–44).1156 Some told Him of
the blood of the Galileans that Pilate had mingled with their sacrifices, and He made profitable
use of it for His disciples’ instruction (Luke 13:1–2). 1157 What sermons Christ preached when He
took His text from the well water of Samaria (John 4:9–10), 1158 and from the manna given to
1151 28

“Then Midianite traders passed by; so the brothers pulled Joseph up and lifted him out of the pit,
and sold him to the Ishmaelites for twenty shekels of silver. And they took Joseph to Egypt. 36Now the
Midianites had sold him in Egypt to Potiphar, an officer of Pharaoh and captain of the guard” (Genesis
37:28, 36 NKJV).
11528
“When he returned later to take her, he turned aside to look at the carcass of the lion; and behold, a
swarm of bees and honey were in the body of the lion. 14So he said to them, ‘Out of the eater came
something to eat, And out of the strong came something sweet.’ But they could not tell the riddle in three
days” (Judges 14:8, 14 NASB).
1153
“And seeing a fig tree by the wayside, he went to it and found nothing on it but only leaves. And he
said to it, ‘May no fruit ever come from you again!’ And the fig tree withered at once. When the disciples
saw it, they marveled, saying, ‘How did the fig tree wither at once?’ And Jesus answered them, ‘Truly, I
say to you, if you have faith and do not doubt, you will not only do what has been done to the fig tree,
but even if you say to this mountain, “Be taken up and thrown into the sea,” it will happen. And
whatever you ask in prayer, you will receive, if you have faith’” (Matthew 21:19–22 ESV).
1154
“Then, as some spoke of the temple, how it was adorned with beautiful stones and donations, He said,
‘These things which you see—the days will come in which not one stone shall be left upon another that
shall not be thrown down.’ So they asked Him, saying, ‘Teacher, but when will these things be? And
what sign will there be when these things are about to take place?’” (Luke 21:5–7 NKJV).
1155
“Now as He drew near, He saw the city and wept over it, saying, ‘If you had known, even you,
especially in this your day, the things that make for your peace! But now they are hidden from your eyes.
For days will come upon you when your enemies will build an embankment around you, surround you
and close you in on every side, and level you, and your children within you, to the ground; and they will
not leave in you one stone upon another, because you did not know the time of your visitation’” (Luke
19:41–44 NKJV).
1156
“A poor widow came and put in two small copper coins, which amount to a cent. Calling His disciples
to Him, He said to them, ‘Truly I say to you, this poor widow put in more than all the contributors to the
treasury; for they all put in out of their surplus, but she, out of her poverty, put in all she owned, all she
had to live on’” (Mark 12:42–44 NASB).
1157
“There were present at that season some who told Him about the Galileans whose blood Pilate had
mingled with their sacrifices. And Jesus answered and said to them, ‘Do you suppose that these
Galileans were worse sinners than all other Galileans, because they suffered such things?’” (Luke 13:1–2
NKJV).
1158
“The Samaritan woman said to him, ‘How is it that you, a Jew, ask for a drink from me, a woman of
Samaria?’ (For Jews have no dealings with Samaritans.) Jesus answered her, ‘If you knew the gift of
God, and who it is that is saying to you, “Give me a drink,” you would have asked him, and he would
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Israel in the wilderness (John 6:26–32)1159 when the crowds flocked after Him for the loaves.
Christian, if you would grow spiritually rich, make some spiritual use of all you see, hear, and
encounter in your journeys, dealings, and interactions in the world. When you walk into your
garden, get some instruction from all you see; every plant in the garden preaches God to you.1160
When you walk into the field, as did Isaac, meditate on the creatures and providences of God that
you see. Then look to the heavens, not only as the Pharisees to discern the weather (Matthew
16:3),1161 but to see the glory of God and His handiwork (Psalm 19:1). 1162 As the chemist, extract
some good from everything you encounter. It was said of Jerome that he knew how to gather
gold out of a dunghill and honey out of weeds, leaving the poison for the spiders. People mine
into the bowels of the earth, ransack the creation, and exhaust themselves to get a few shadows;
and all the while, they do nothing to get the substance that endures. Undoubtedly, this is one
reason for poverty of soul this day. We do not trade with the things and events that come our way
for spiritual advantages. Beg spiritual skill and faithfulness to be improving all you see, hear, do,
or enjoy to the profit of your soul.1163
Get Good from Your Falls and Failures

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Get Good from Your Falls and Failures}
have given you living water’” (John 4:9–10 ESV).
1159
“Jesus answered them, ‘Truly, truly, I say to you, you are seeking me, not because you saw signs, but
because you ate your fill of the loaves. Do not work for the food that perishes, but for the food that
endures to eternal life, which the Son of Man will give to you. For on him God the Father has set his
seal.’ Then they said to him, ‘What must we do, to be doing the works of God?’ Jesus answered them,
‘This is the work of God, that you believe in him whom he has sent.’ So they said to him, ‘Then what
sign do you do, that we may see and believe you? What work do you perform? Our fathers ate the
manna in the wilderness; as it is written, “He gave them bread from heaven to eat.”’ Jesus then said to
them, ‘Truly, truly, I say to you, it was not Moses who gave you the bread from heaven, but my Father
gives you the true bread from heaven’” (John 6:26–32 ESV).
1160
It has always been true that God’s handiwork in the entire universe teaches us much about Him, especially
His power and godhead: “For since the creation of the world His invisible attributes are clearly seen, being
understood by the things that are made, even His eternal power and Godhead, so that they are without
excuse” (Romans 1:20 NKJV). But there is more: there is no special reason why a universe should have laws
that are reliably described by mathematics. God shows us His rational and logical design skills. There is no
special reason why food should taste good. God shows us that He is a good God. There is no special reason
why there is beauty in nature, art, and humanity. God shows us a little of His glory. And so on. And so on. Nor
was there or ever will be any role for chance in determining God’s creation or providence. Contrary to
teachings on evolution, the complexities of the physical and biological world as we now understand them
cannot have come about by chance; it is mathematically impossible. Give glory to God and thank Him for His
goodness and mercy in things temporal and spiritual.
1161
“And in the morning, ‘There will be a storm today, for the sky is red and threatening.’ Do you know
how to discern the appearance of the sky, but cannot discern the signs of the times?” (Matthew 16:3
NASB).
1162
“The heavens declare the glory of God, and the sky above proclaims his handiwork” (Psalm 19:1
ESV).
1163
Just as most of us are on our best behavior in public, the advice Ashwood has given us can help us dwell
consciously in the presence of the God of Glory.
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Get good from your falls and failings. Physicians sometimes make medicines out of
poisons and likewise the heavenly Physician makes the diseases of His people become useful for
their health. Sin is the greatest bad, yet the grace of redemption works good out of it. David got
good by his fall; it made him more humble and broken in heart. It drew out of his heart stronger
cries after grace and made him more watchful against future occasions of sin (Psalm 51:7–12;
Psalm 39:1; Psalm 141:3).1164 Peter got good from his fall by afterward keeping a sense of the
evil of it on his heart (Luke 22:32). 1165 Israel, by their departure from God, came to loathe
themselves the more in their own eyes (Ezekiel 36:31). 1166 And Ephesus, by a sense of their evil,
could not bear evils in others (Revelation 2:2).1167 “The Law came in so that the transgression
would increase; but where sin increased, grace abounded all the more” (Romans 5:20
NASB).
Objection: If Souls May Get Good from Sin, Why Fight Against It?
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Get Good from Your Falls and Failures
If Souls May Get Good from Sin, Why Fight Against It?}
OBJECTION: If souls may get good from sin, and if where sin abounds, grace abounds
much more, then why should we be troubled by our sin and watchful against it? Why may we not
just sin that grace may abound and do evil that good may come from it?
SOLUTION: The apostle answers this objection: “What shall we say then? Shall we
continue in sin that grace may abound?” (Romans 6:1 NKJV). He then proves this [idea to be
wrong] by several arguments.

1164

“Purge me with hyssop, and I shall be clean; wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow. Let me hear
joy and gladness; let the bones that you have broken rejoice. Hide your face from my sins, and blot out
all my iniquities. Create in me a clean heart, O God, and renew a right spirit within me. Cast me not
away from your presence, and take not your Holy Spirit from me. Restore to me the joy of your
salvation, and uphold me with a willing spirit” (Psalm 51:7–12 ESV). “I said, ‘I will guard my ways That
I may not sin with my tongue; I will guard my mouth as with a muzzle While the wicked are in my
presence’” (Psalm 39:1 NASB). “Set a guard, O LORD, over my mouth; Keep watch over the door of my
lips” (Psalm 141:3 NASB).
1165
“But I have prayed for you, that your faith should not fail; and when you have returned to Me,
strengthen your brethren” (Luke 22:32 NKJV).
1166
“Then you will remember your evil ways, and your deeds that were not good, and you will loathe
yourselves for your iniquities and your abominations” (Ezekiel 36:31 ESV).
1167
“I know your works, your labor, your patience, and that you cannot bear those who are evil. And you
have tested those who say they are apostles and are not, and have found them liars” (Revelation 2:2
NKJV).
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Souls Who Have a Portion in Christ Cannot Live in or Allow Themselves to Practice Sin
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Get Good from Your Falls and Failures
If Souls May Get Good from Sin, Why Fight Against It?
Those in Christ Cannot Live in or Practice Sin}
The first argument is that souls who have a portion in Christ cannot live in sin or allow
themselves to practice sin. There are four reasons for this.
First, believers are dead to sin, and therefore cannot live any longer in sin (Romans
6:2).1168 Dead people, while dead, cannot live. Believers are dead to sin, so they no longer live in
it. They will never more live in it. They may fall into it or be overcome by it. But to allow it, to
plan on it, to make provision for it, and to accept encouragements to it—all by considered
choice, to continue in it—this is not consistent with people who are dead to sin, as all souls in
Christ are. This is because they are baptized into the likeness of Christ’s death, yes, into His
death (Romans 6:3).1169 Christ died for sin once to die no more, but was raised by the glory of the
Father (Romans 6:4).1170 Therefore, since Christians are really dead with Christ, they should not
live anymore in sin, but be perpetually dead to it. This is the very purpose of Christ’s death: to
destroy the old man, the body of sin, and the whole power and being of sin in believers; this will
be accomplished according to God’s time and ways (Romans 6:6). 1171 And, Christ died in vain
and has lost the great purpose of His death if those who are in Him can live any longer in sin,
“for he who has died is freed from sin” (Romans 6:7 NASB). According to Piscator, has been
made free was put for cause someone to be freed from domination 1172 by synecdoche,1173 that is,
absolved from the obligation, servitude, dominion, and guilt of sin. An example would be when
an apprentice is by law declared free or set free from his master’s rule and power.

1168

“May it never be! How shall we who died to sin still live in it?” (Romans 6:2 NASB).
“Or do you not know that all of us who have been baptized into Christ Jesus have been baptized into
His death?” (Romans 6:3 NASB).
1170
“Therefore we have been buried with Him through baptism into death, so that as Christ was raised
from the dead through the glory of the Father, so we too might walk in newness of life” (Romans 6:4
NASB).
1171
“Knowing this, that our old self was crucified with Him, in order that our body of sin might be done
away with, so that we would no longer be slaves to sin” (Romans 6:6 NASB).
1172
Piscator refers to putting δεδικαιωτα [root: δικαιόω (dik-ah-yo´-o), declare to be righteous] for ἐλευθεροω
[(el-yoo-ther-o´-o), set free or liberate]. Paul had just spoken of bondage or slavery in verse 7, and he now
refers not to the setting free itself, but to the cause, by which Christ sets believers free: justification, that is,
declaring us righteous by His free grace. This is in line with common practice, ancient and modern: when a
judge acquits a person, he or she is released from incarceration. An example of where ἐλευθερόω is used is:
“That the creation itself also will be set free from its slavery to corruption into the freedom of the glory
of the children of God” (Romans 8:21 NASB, emphasis added).
1173
synecdoche: a literary device wherein a part of a thing (e.g., wheels) is put for the whole (automobile), a
material (steel) for the completed item (skyscraper I-beam skeleton), and other substitutions based on
similarity or parts of things.
1169
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Second, those who are in Christ are not only partakers of His death, and from His death,
brought into a state of death to sin, but they are partakers of His resurrection, and by it, initiated
into a life of holiness (Romans 6:4–5). 1174 Therefore, now Christians must live for God, which is
not consistent with a life of sin (Romans 6:11–12).1175
Third, those who are Christ’s are brought under grace, under a covenant of grace that is
opposed to the law as a covenant of works, and therefore Christians cannot remain under the
dominion and service of sin (Romans 6:14).1176 These two covenants are contrary to one another
with respect to law versus grace. Therefore, those who are under the law as a covenant of works
are in the flesh and bring forth fruit to death (Romans 7:5).1177 Because of this, believers are freed
from the law and brought under grace that they might serve God in newness of spirit (Romans
6:6)1178 and no longer serve sin.
Fourth, Christians have become the servants of righteousness and have been set free from
the service of sin (Romans 6:18).1179 Your time under sin has expired and you now have no more
to do with sin. You are the servant of Somebody Else, and therefore cannot return to serving sin
anymore. You are God’s servants, not for a limited time, but forever. You have yielded over
yourselves to God. You have sworn over yourselves to be servants of God forever and therefore
cannot now serve sin.
That is Paul’s first answer: you cannot, if you are in Christ, serve sin any longer, nor
continue in sin that grace may abound. If you are content to live in sin, you are not under grace.
Souls Who Are Rational Cannot Live in or Allow Themselves to Practice Sin
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Get Good from Your Falls and Failures
If Souls May Get Good from Sin, Why Fight Against It?
Rational Souls Cannot Live in or Practice Sin}
You ought not to practice sin or live in it that grace may abound—if you are rational. It is
not to your advantage to sin because sin is an evil thing.
1174

“Therefore we have been buried with Him through baptism into death, so that as Christ was raised
from the dead through the glory of the Father, so we too might walk in newness of life. For if we have
become united with Him in the likeness of His death, certainly we shall also be in the likeness of His
resurrection” (Romans 6:4–5 NASB).
1175
“Even so consider yourselves to be dead to sin, but alive to God in Christ Jesus. Therefore do not let
sin reign in your mortal body so that you obey its lusts” (Romans 6:11–12 NASB).
1176
“For sin shall not be master over you, for you are not under law but under grace” (Romans 6:14
NASB).
1177
“For while we were in the flesh, the sinful passions, which were aroused by the Law, were at work in
the members of our body to bear fruit for death” (Romans 7:5 NASB).
1178
“Knowing this, that our old self was crucified with Him, in order that our body of sin might be done
away with, so that we would no longer be slaves to sin” (Romans 6:6 NASB).
1179
“And having been freed from sin, you became slaves of righteousness” (Romans 6:18 NASB).
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Sin Is Slave’s Work
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Get Good from Your Falls and Failures
If Souls May Get Good from Sin, Why Fight Against It?
Rational Souls Cannot Live in or Practice Sin
Sin Is Slave’s Work}
Sin is the greatest slavery in the world (Romans 6:16). 1180 You are servants to sin and
servants to demons. Sins are those works of the devil (1 John 3:8)1181 that Christ came to destroy.
Sin is evil in its very nature; it is drudgery and it is naturally filthy, abominable, and shameful.
Sin Has Bitter Fruit
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Get Good from Your Falls and Failures
If Souls May Get Good from Sin, Why Fight Against It?
Rational Souls Cannot Live in or Practice Sin
Sin Has Bitter Fruit}
Sin has sad results here on earth. It brings forth bitter fruit (Romans 6:21). 1182 It makes the
soul ashamed when it wakes up to see what it has done, and it fills the soul with grief, horror, and
torment. It breaks your loins and makes you go limping to your grave. It makes you weary of
your life and afraid of dying. It sets your teeth on edge and fills your guts with wormwood1183 and
gravel. Oh, the dreadful effects of sin here in this life! These effects make sin entirely against a
soul’s best interest (2 Corinthians 7:11; Psalm 51:8; 38:4; 119:120; 55:4; Lamentations 3:19).1184

1180

“Do you not know that when you present yourselves to someone as slaves for obedience, you are
slaves of the one whom you obey, either of sin resulting in death, or of obedience resulting in
righteousness?” (Romans 6:16 NASB).
1181
“He who sins is of the devil, for the devil has sinned from the beginning. For this purpose the Son of
God was manifested, that He might destroy the works of the devil” (1 John 3:8 NKJV).
1182
“Therefore what benefit were you then deriving from the things of which you are now ashamed? For
the outcome of those things is death” (Romans 6:21 NASB).
1183
wormwood: probably Artemesia absinthium, the source of absinthe, a very bitter substance.
1184
“For see what earnestness this godly grief has produced in you, but also what eagerness to clear
yourselves, what indignation, what fear, what longing, what zeal, what punishment! At every point you
have proved yourselves innocent in the matter” (2 Corinthians 7:11 ESV). “Make me to hear joy and
gladness, Let the bones which You have broken rejoice” (Psalm 51:8 NASB). “For my iniquities have
gone over my head; Like a heavy burden they are too heavy for me” (Psalm 38:4 NKJV). “My flesh
trembles for fear of you, and I am afraid of your judgments” (Psalm 119:120 ESV). “My heart is in
anguish within me, And the terrors of death have fallen upon me” (Psalm 55:4 NASB). “Remember my
affliction and my wandering, the wormwood and bitterness” (Lamentations 3:19 NASB).
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Sin Has Horrible Wages
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Get Good from Your Falls and Failures
If Souls May Get Good from Sin, Why Fight Against It?
Rational Souls Cannot Live in or Practice Sin
Sin Has Horrible Wages}
Here on earth, the work of sin is bad and its fruit is evil. Likewise, the wages of sin is
death (Romans 6:23).1185 As soon as the work on earth is done, sins will have their wages, wages
that are always paying and never paid. Sinners will be always dying and never dead “where
‘Their worm does not die And the fire is not quenched’” (Mark 9:44 NKJV).1186 If God is holy
and His Word true, this will be the certain end of those who can choose sin and live in sin. And
then can you continue in sin that grace may abound? God forbid.
Conclusion to Getting Good from Falls and Failures
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity
Use Everything for Heavenly Advantages
Get Good from Your Falls and Failures
Conclusion to Getting Good from Falls and Failures}
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oh, Christian! Get good from your sins to:
Be ashamed of them.
Grieve and mourn over them.
Hate and loathe them.
Pray and cry to God against them.
Watch and strive against them.
Fly to Christ for pardon over them and freedom from them.
Shun and avoid the occasions of them.
Have no more to do with them.
Seek and further the death and total destruction of them.
Prize graces and love Christ more.
Be more attentive to God’s instructions.
Be obedient to His commands.
Bless God and rejoice in Christ.

And, when God, in any measure, keeps you or sets you free from sin, get good from your
sins by longing for Heaven and glory. And, so that you may not [fall back into] sin again, keep
close to Christ and abide in His ways so that you might be better protected from sin and fitted for
1185

“For the wages of sin is death, but the free gift of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord”
(Romans 6:23 ESV).
1186
This verse does not appear in some versions, but the same words appear in nearby verses.
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glory (Ezra 9:6; Zechariah 12:10; Ezekiel 36:31; Romans 7:24; Proverbs 4:14–15; 1
Thessalonians 5:22; Ephesians 5:11, 2:4–5; 1 Peter 2:7; 2 Corinthians 5:8; Acts 11:23).1187
This is to get good from sin and drive on the heavenly trade. This concludes the
Exhortation and Counsel to Professors of Christianity.

1187

“And I said: ‘O my God, I am too ashamed and humiliated to lift up my face to You, my God; for our
iniquities have risen higher than our heads, and our guilt has grown up to the heavens’” (Ezra 9:6
NKJV). “I will pour out on the house of David and on the inhabitants of Jerusalem, the Spirit of grace
and of supplication, so that they will look on Me whom they have pierced; and they will mourn for Him,
as one mourns for an only son, and they will weep bitterly over Him like the bitter weeping over a
firstborn” (Zechariah 12:10 NASB). “Then you will remember your evil ways, and your deeds that were
not good, and you will loathe yourselves for your iniquities and your abominations” (Ezekiel 36:31 ESV).
“Wretched man that I am! Who will set me free from the body of this death?” (Romans 7:24 NASB). “Do
not enter the path of the wicked, and do not walk in the way of the evil. Avoid it; do not go on it; turn
away from it and pass on” (Proverbs 4:14–15 ESV). “Abstain from every form of evil” (1 Thessalonians
5:22 NASB). “And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather expose them”
(Ephesians 5:11 NKJV). “But God, being rich in mercy, because of the great love with which he loved us,
even when we were dead in our trespasses, made us alive together with Christ—by grace you have been
saved” (Ephesians 2:4–5 ESV). “Therefore, to you who believe, He is precious; but to those who are
disobedient, ‘The stone which the builders rejected Has become the chief cornerstone’” (1 Peter 2:7 NKJV).
“we are of good courage, I say, and prefer rather to be absent from the body and to be at home with the
Lord” (2 Corinthians 5:8 NASB). “When he came and saw the grace of God, he was glad, and he
exhorted them all to remain faithful to the Lord with steadfast purpose” (Acts 11:23 ESV).
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Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders}
This exhortation is to earthly traders who have disruptions and discouragements in the
pursuit of their earthly trades.1188 This is clearly the case of England today. 1189 The Lord blows
away people’s investments and businesses, causes disruptions in people’s livelihood, and sends
economic hardship as an armed robber. Commerce fails, people’s labors are blasted, and the
nation becomes poorer every day. This should cause lamentation, but few people give it proper
spiritual consideration in their hearts. People murmur and complain, and some are dejected and
their spirits sink. Others, watching God pluck their idols away, hang on to them more tightly and
become stingier and more covetous. Others sink deeper into the world and turn more earthly and
excessive in their worrying and labors. Others become more controlling of people and
oppressive. But it appears that few look to God and make right use of this sore beating. Now, for
the purpose of better use of this providence, give me liberty to propose these few counsels to all
who are affected. [Those who prosper now should still continue reading; you or someone near
you will likely need Ashwood’s exhortations someday. Ed.]

Counsel One: Be Convinced of the Excellence of the Heavenly Trade
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders
Counsel One: Be Convinced of the Excellence of the Heavenly Trade}
First, by your disappointments and losses in your earthly employments, be convinced of
the transcendent excellence of this heavenly trade; it may be that you have slighted it in pursuit
of your earthly trade.1190 There are no such bad outcomes from wisdom’s merchandise if [God’s
wisdom is] duly heeded. Christianity breeds no worms to devour its treasures. “Riches and
honor are with me, enduring wealth and righteousness. My fruit is better than gold, even
fine gold, and my yield than choice silver” (Proverbs 8:18–19 ESV). There are no hazards in
the ways of God such as I am exposed to in my earthly business: I labor hard and can hardly live
on it. I sow much and bring in little. I eat but do not have enough. I drink but am not filled. I put
on clothes but am not warm. I earn wages but put them into a bag with holes. I look for much,
but it comes to little. And when I have brought it home, the Lord blows it away (Haggai 1:6–
9).1191 But the heavenly trade is not like this, which trade I have neglected. The heavenly trade
1188

This does not just mean businessmen and businesswomen but anyone working for a living, employees,
contractors, gig workers, and whatnot.
1189
This is true as of this writing! The economic disruptions caused by the COVID-19 virus are worldwide. In
the USA, senseless riots have destroyed many businesses and jobs.
1190
This does not imply that losses in earthly matters directly prove the excellence of heavenly things; rather,
the realization of the fragility of earthly things should cause us to desire the permanence of heavenly things.
1191
“‘You have sown much, and bring in little; You eat, but do not have enough; You drink, but you are
not filled with drink; You clothe yourselves, but no one is warm; And he who earns wages, Earns wages
to put into a bag with holes.’ Thus says the LORD of hosts: ‘Consider your ways! Go up to the mountains
and bring wood and build the temple, that I may take pleasure in it and be glorified,’ says the LORD.
‘You looked for much, but indeed it came to little; and when you brought it home, I blew it away. Why?’
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has no such disappointments. Those who sow to the Spirit do surely reap in due time. Those who
labor for heavenly bread will have it given to them. Oh, how do wisdom’s merchants prosper
while I suffer losses! Their faces shine, their basket is blessed, and whatever they have in the
world is enough for them. They eat their bread with gladness and honest hearts. They are free
from those anxious cares and fears that almost consume me. The heavenly trade is the best trade;
I now see it; when all else fails, the heavenly trade is solid. When others famish, the heavenly
trade feeds and when other trades undo people, the heavenly trade enriches them. Oh, blessed
calling, you exceed them all. This is one good use of your earthly disruptions: to see the
excellence of heavenly trades.

Counsel Two: See God in Your Afflictions
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders
Counsel Two: See God in Your Afflictions}
Second, see God in those afflictions that affect your earthly trades and concerns.
Affliction does not come from dust (Job 5:6), 1192 and from neither east nor west comes being
lifted up [from affliction], but God is the judge; He puts one person down and lifts up another
(Psalm 75:6–7).1193 It was not the wind, the fire, the Chaldeans, or Sabeans that undid Job, but it
was God Who took away; it was by His permission that all those losses came (Job 1:21). 1194 This
helped Job to good behavior under his troubles: he saw God in it. He did not blame people,
complain about the devil, or become angry with chance, fortune, stars, or constellations. Job
looked to God concerning everything. “If a trumpet is blown in a city will not the people
tremble? If a calamity occurs in a city has not the LORD done it?” (Amos 3:6 NASB). “The
One forming light and creating darkness, Causing well-being and creating calamity; I am
the LORD who does all these” (Isaiah 45:7 NASB). Israel was greatly diminished in their
earthly things, and God told them that it was He who blew it away. People usually blame it on
the times, on one thing or another, but few look to God,1195 and that is one reason why people
make no better use of this rod: they do not see that it is in the hand of a holy God. You will never

says the LORD of hosts. ‘Because of My house that is in ruins, while every one of you runs to his own
house’” (Haggai 1:6–9 NKJV).
1192
“For affliction does not come from the dust, Nor does trouble spring from the ground” (Job 5:6
NKJV). Even in a desert dust storm, it is God who brings it.
1193
“For not from the east or from the west and not from the wilderness comes lifting up, but it is God
who executes judgment, putting down one and lifting up another” (Psalm 75:6–7 ESV).
1194
“And he said: ‘Naked I came from my mother’s womb, And naked shall I return there. The LORD
gave, and the LORD has taken away; Blessed be the name of the LORD’” (Job 1:21 NKJV).
1195
Theologians use the terms first cause and second causes. The former cause is the actual cause: God Himself.
Second causes are those that are the result of previous events. For example, suppose you drop a raw egg on the
floor, making a mess. The first cause is God. The second causes are your carelessness, gravity, and the
mechanical structure of the eggshell. But, although those last two second causes are called natural laws, they
are laws only because God, demonstrating His faithfulness, almost always does certain things the same way.
Almost, because when God does a miracle, He is simply doing things differently for a particular reason. There
is holy mystery here that God has not revealed to us.
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lay your hands on your mouths (Job 40:4),1196 until you look to God in these troubles, nor will
you set on the right path for cure until you see the hand [of God] that strikes you (Psalm 39:9).1197

Counsel Three: Search for the Cause of Your Afflictions
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders
Counsel Three: Search for the Cause of Your Afflictions}
Third, search for the cause of your afflictions. You will not find the remedy until you see
the reason.1198 “I will say to God, ‘Do not condemn me; Let me know why You contend with
me’” (Job 10:2 NASB). “Why should a living man complain, A man for the punishment of
his sins? Let us search out and examine our ways, And turn back to the LORD”
(Lamentations 3:39–40 NKJV). The Lord may well say to the complainer, “Friend, I do you no
wrong” (Matthew 20:13).1199 Or as David said to Eliab, “What have I done? Is there not cause for
it?” (1 Samuel 17:29).1200 Has God consumed your earthly estate, bankrupted your business, and
brought you down to only a morsel of bread? And, is there not cause for it? There are several sins
that usually prove destructive to people’s earthly concerns. Some of these are listed below.
Cause: Backsliding in the Christian Life and Decline in One’s Heavenly Trade

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders
Counsel Three: Search for the Cause of Your Afflictions
Backsliding in Christian Life, Decline of One’s Heavenly Trade}
Backsliding in one’s Christian walk and decline in one’s heavenly trade are usually
followed by disruptions to people’s outward comforts and concerns, as has already been shown
above. “For while bodily training is of some value, godliness is of value in every way, as it
holds promise for the present life and also for the life to come” (1 Timothy 4:8 ESV). When
godliness flourishes, all things go well. When the Christian walk goes down, nothing prospers.
“Then the Spirit of God came on Zechariah the son of Jehoiada the priest; and he stood
above the people and said to them, ‘Thus God has said, “Why do you transgress the
commandments of the LORD and do not prosper? Because you have forsaken the LORD, He
1196

“Behold, I am vile; What shall I answer You? I lay my hand over my mouth” (Job 40:4 NKJV).
“I have become mute, I do not open my mouth, Because it is You who have done it” (Psalm 39:9
NASB).
1198
Both spiritual and earthly reasons must be considered. For example, not every inventory shrinkage event is a
particular judgment from God; it may be prudent to increase security against shoplifting.
1199
“But he answered and said to one of them, ‘Friend, I am doing you no wrong; did you not agree with
me for a denarius?’” (Matthew 20:13 NASB).
1200
“And David said, ‘What have I done now? Is there not a cause?’” (1 Samuel 17:29 NKJV). Ashwood
rightly exhorts us to seek God and ask Him concerning the causes of our particular afflictions. But Ashwood
uses the KJV rendering of this verse as a rather poor illustration. The Hebrew [ ּדָ בָרdaw-baw´] has a wide range
of meanings, but is most often translated word, thing, matter, cause, or similar. Due to the context, some other
translations seem more appropriate: “But David said, ‘What have I done now? Was it not just a
question?’” (1 Samuel 17:29 NASB). “And David said, ‘What have I done now? Was it not but a word?’”
(1 Samuel 17:29 ESV).
1197
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has also forsaken you”’” (2 Chronicles 24:20 NASB). For this neglect of obedience, God
threatened to make Israel a waste and a reproach and to send the evil arrows of famine and break
the staff of bread (Ezekiel 5:14–17).1201 “Therefore thus says the Lord GOD: Because you are
more turbulent than the nations that are all around you, and have not walked in my
statutes or obeyed my rules, and have not even acted according to the rules of the nations
that are all around you, therefore thus says the Lord GOD: Behold, I, even I, am against
you. And I will execute judgments in your midst in the sight of the nations” (Ezekiel 5:7–8
ESV). Backsliding in holiness will make people fall back in the world also and bring a curse on
their abundance. Now this decline in Christianity is the sin of this day as has been fully
demonstrated.
Cause: Decline in the Worship of God

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders
Counsel Three: Search for the Cause of Your Afflictions
Cause: Decline in the Worship of God}
When the worship of God declines, it has been followed with decline in people’s earthly
concerns (Malachi 1:8–9).1202 Israel brought corrupt things to God, the blind, lame, and sick; they
were the worst of the flocks and herds, and this was contrary to God’s ordinances and the Lord
brought a curse on them. “‘If you do not listen, and if you do not take it to heart to give
honor to My name,’ says the LORD of hosts, ‘then I will send the curse upon you and I will
curse your blessings; and indeed, I have cursed them already, because you are not taking it
to heart’” (Malachi 2:2 NASB). Cocceius said that “Honor and worship are due to God. They
had corrupted God’s worship, and God corrupted their offspring.” “Behold, I will rebuke your
offspring, and spread dung on your faces, the dung of your offerings, and you shall be
taken away with it” (Malachi 2:3 ESV). Cocceius thinks that God would destroy their fruit
before they were ripe, something he thought fulfilled in the days of Claudius, as mentioned in
Acts 11:28.1203 They had treated God’s service as something contemptible (Malachi 1:7)1204 and
1201

“Moreover, I will make you a desolation and an object of reproach among the nations all around you
and in the sight of all who pass by. You shall be a reproach and a taunt, a warning and a horror, to the
nations all around you, when I execute judgments on you in anger and fury, and with furious rebukes—I
am the LORD; I have spoken—when I send against you the deadly arrows of famine, arrows for
destruction, which I will send to destroy you, and when I bring more and more famine upon you and
break your supply of bread. I will send famine and wild beasts against you, and they will rob you of your
children. Pestilence and blood shall pass through you, and I will bring the sword upon you. I am the
LORD; I have spoken” (Ezekiel 5:14–17 ESV).
1202
“‘And when you offer the blind as a sacrifice, Is it not evil? And when you offer the lame and sick, Is
it not evil? Offer it then to your governor! Would he be pleased with you? Would he accept you
favorably?’ Says the LORD of hosts. ‘But now entreat God’s favor, That He may be gracious to us. While
this is being done by your hands, Will He accept you favorably?’ Says the LORD of hosts” (Malachi 1:8–9
NKJV).
1203
“Then one of them, named Agabus, stood up and showed by the Spirit that there was going to be a
great famine throughout all the world, which also happened in the days of Claudius Caesar” (Acts 11:28
NKJV).
1204
“You offer defiled food on My altar, But say, ‘In what way have we defiled You?’ By saying, ‘The table
of the LORD is contemptible’” (Malachi 1:7 NKJV).
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God made them contemptible. “Therefore I also have made you contemptible and base
Before all the people, Because you have not kept My ways But have shown partiality in the
law” (Malachi 2:9 NKJV). In Malachi 2:3, above, God compares corrupt worship to dung, and
promises to return it to their faces instead of food. The dung of their solemn feasts will be
defilement to overcome and ruin them. Due to these corruptions in God’s worship, God stretched
His hand over Israel and diminished their ordinary food and delivered them to the will of those
who hated them. “Behold now, I have stretched out My hand against you and diminished
your rations. And I delivered you up to the desire of those who hate you, the daughters of
the Philistines, who are ashamed of your lewd conduct” (Ezekiel 16:26–27 NASB). God’s
worship is a reflection on His name, His glory, by which He is known and distinguished from all
idols (Exodus 20:4; Romans 1:22–23).1205 To corrupt His worship is to defile the place of His
throne (Ezekiel 43:7),1206 and to cheat Him out of His tribute and revenues from earth. And it is
thus no wonder if God blasts their trade who adulterate His treasure.
Cause: Covetous Withholding from God

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders
Counsel Three: Search for the Cause of Your Afflictions
Cause: Covetous Withholding from God}
Covetous withholding from God turns away the blessing of God on people’s labor and
tends to poverty. “There is one who scatters, yet increases more; And there is one who
withholds more than is right, But it leads to poverty” (Proverbs 11:24 NKJV). Many think
that lost that is laid out for God. What goes to pious uses, they consider to be lost for nothing. 1207
Oh, how sparingly do most sow; it is as if they think their seed is thrown away! Thus they reap
so sparingly (2 Corinthians 9:6).1208 People’s previous charity, because they are more like light
rain showers than streams, are quickly dried up, so God withholds His showers also. People’s
expenditures for God were previously abundant, but they now seem burdensome due to self-love
and unbelief. While Alexander had hope for more, he never lacked a heart or hand to part with
the frankincense and gold he had. When people’s charity fades, it is certain that their faith is
failing. Few, in their scarcity, dare to give the first cake to the use and service of God as the
widow of Zarephath (1 Kings 17:13–14).1209 It is no wonder that the bin of flour and jar of oil run
1205

“You shall not make for yourself an idol, or any likeness of what is in heaven above or on the earth
beneath or in the water under the earth” (Exodus 20:4 NASB). “Claiming to be wise, they became fools,
and exchanged the glory of the immortal God for images resembling mortal man and birds and animals
and creeping things” (Romans 1:22–23 ESV).
1206
“And He said to me, ‘Son of man, this is the place of My throne and the place of the soles of My feet,
where I will dwell in the midst of the children of Israel forever. No more shall the house of Israel defile
My holy name, they nor their kings, by their harlotry or with the carcasses of their kings on their high
places’” (Ezekiel 43:7 NKJV).
1207
The meaning of this sentence is unclear, possibly due to errors in the text. Another meaning might be, They
consider nothing except what goes to pious uses, a reference possibly to superstitious practices, such as by
Roman Catholics in regard to the purchase of indulgences and other “blessings.”
1208
“The point is this: whoever sows sparingly will also reap sparingly, and whoever sows bountifully will
also reap bountifully” (2 Corinthians 9:6 ESV).
1209
“And Elijah said to her, ‘Do not fear; go and do as you have said, but make me a small cake from it
first, and bring it to me; and afterward make some for yourself and your son. For thus says the LORD
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out; Christians become weary in well-doing and fail to scatter for God; this hinders their reaping
and gathering (Galatians 6:9).1210 This was one of those sins that brought a curse and devourer on
Israel’s increase (Malachi 3:9–11).1211 This sin is still as pregnant with blasting and crop diseases
as it ever was.
Cause: Greedy Desires for the World

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders
Counsel Three: Search for the Cause of Your Afflictions
Cause: Greedy Desires for the World}
Greedy desires for the world are often followed by disappointments. “You looked for
much, and behold, it came to little. And when you brought it home, I blew it away. Why?
declares the LORD of hosts. Because of my house that lies in ruins, while each of you busies
himself with his own house” (Haggai 1:9 ESV). With respect to the looked at the beginning of
the verse, the Septuagint1212 uses a Greek word that means to look with desire and affection.1213
When people’s hearts run too fast after the world, it is merciful of God to lay some blocks in
their way and hedge their way up with thorns so they might not catch up with their lovers [idols]
(Hosea 2:5–6).1214 Thorns in people’s paths are safer than spears in their bowels, and that would
have been the result if the lovers did meet. Covetousness is the polydipsia1215 of old-aged
professors of Christianity. The cure providentially prescribed by the Great Physician is enforced
abstinence. In His holy jealousy He makes people see their sin in their punishment. The Lord
sees that it is dangerous for His people to have much of this world because it becomes a snare to
their souls. “But those who desire to be rich fall into temptation, into a snare, into many
senseless and harmful desires that plunge people into ruin and destruction” (1 Timothy 6:9
ESV). Earthly things are the very bane of Christianity; they entangle people’s feet and keep them
from proper attention to God in His appointed means of grace. The invited guests had no leisure
God of Israel: “The bin of flour shall not be used up, nor shall the jar of oil run dry, until the day the
LORD sends rain on the earth”’” (1 Kings 17:13–14 NKJV).
1210
“Let us not lose heart in doing good, for in due time we will reap if we do not grow weary” (Galatians
6:9 NASB).
1211
“‘You are cursed with a curse, for you are robbing Me, the whole nation of you! Bring the whole tithe
into the storehouse, so that there may be food in My house, and test Me now in this,’ says the LORD of
hosts, ‘if I will not open for you the windows of heaven and pour out for you a blessing until it overflows.
Then I will rebuke the devourer for you, so that it will not destroy the fruits of the ground; nor will your
vine in the field cast its grapes,’ says the LORD of hosts” (Malachi 3:9–11 NASB).
1212
Septuagint: often abbreviated LXX, a translation of the Hebrew Old Testament into Greek made around
285–247 BC.
1213
The Hebrew word translated look is [ פָנ ֹהpaw-naw´], a word with the general meaning of turn, including
turn [in order] to look for or expect. Although LXX is an ancient translation, this editor, as usual, declines to
adjudicate between Bible translators.
1214
“For their mother has played the harlot; She who conceived them has acted shamefully. For she said,
‘I will go after my lovers, Who give me my bread and my water, My wool and my flax, my oil and my
drink.’ Therefore, behold, I will hedge up her way with thorns, And I will build a wall against her so that
she cannot find her paths” (Hosea 2:5–6 NASB).
1215
polydipsia: a chronic excessive thirst that is never satisfied. It can be caused by a number of diseases, such
as diabetes.
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to enjoy refreshments for their souls because of their interrupting concerns of this world
(Matthew 22:4–5).1216 To those invited, but refusing the invitation, the things of Heaven seem to
be of little worth compared with their other, earthy things. They made light of Christ’s
invitations, had excuses for neglecting God, and justified their omissions of holy duties. “But
they all alike began to make excuses. The first said to him, ‘I have bought a field, and I
must go out and see it. Please have me excused’” (Luke 14:18 ESV). Christ and His people
would have more company if the world had less of their hearts.
These earthly things not only hinder people’s duties, but also keep them from thriving
under Gospel privileges. It is the cares of this world and deceitfulness of riches that choke the
Word1217 and make people unfruitful (Matthew 13:22).1218 They make people careless,
unconcerned, and forgetful hearers. These cares and the deceitfulness of riches hinder
convictions, quench the promptings of the Spirit, take away the taste of divine sweetness, and
make all attempts of grace fruitless. They take the heart away from God and spiritual things, and
thus nourish formality and hypocrisy in profession and duties. They cause people to draw near
with their mouths to God when their hearts are far from Him (Ezekiel 33:31; Isaiah 29:13).1219
This made Judas Iscariot,1220 Ananias,1221 Demas, and Simon Magus1222 such hypocrites in
Christianity because they loved this present world (2 Timothy 3:2–5; 2 Timothy 4:10).1223
This kind of worldly-mindedness weakens faith, blinds the mind, starves affection for
God, and rules the will. Thus all the royal forts of the soul, [which ought to be occupied by
Christ,] are manned by invaders. The salvation of that soul thus becomes exceedingly difficult.
1216

“Again he sent out other slaves saying, ‘Tell those who have been invited, “Behold, I have prepared
my dinner; my oxen and my fattened livestock are all butchered and everything is ready; come to the
wedding feast.”’ But they paid no attention and went their way, one to his own farm, another to his
business” (Matthew 22:4–5 NASB).
1217
The issue here is not earthly concerns, per se, but when earthly concerns displace a Christian’s
wholehearted devotion and obedience to God.
1218
“As for what was sown among thorns, this is the one who hears the word, but the cares of the world
and the deceitfulness of riches choke the word, and it proves unfruitful” (Matthew 13:22 ESV).
1219
“So they come to you as people do, they sit before you as My people, and they hear your words, but
they do not do them; for with their mouth they show much love, but their hearts pursue their own gain”
(Ezekiel 33:31 NKJV). “Therefore the Lord said: ‘Inasmuch as these people draw near with their mouths
And honor Me with their lips, But have removed their hearts far from Me, And their fear toward Me is
taught by the commandment of men’” (Isaiah 29:13 NKJV).
1220
“Now he said this, not because he was concerned about the poor, but because he was a thief, and as he
had the money box, he used to pilfer what was put into it” (John 12:6 NASB).
1221
“But a man named Ananias, with his wife Sapphira, sold a piece of property, and kept back some of
the price for himself, with his wife’s full knowledge, and bringing a portion of it, he laid it at the
apostles’ feet” (Acts 5:1–2 NASB).
1222
“But there was a man named Simon, who had previously practiced magic in the city and amazed the
people of Samaria, saying that he himself was somebody great” (Acts 8:9 ESV).
1223
“For people will be lovers of self, lovers of money, proud, arrogant, abusive, disobedient to their
parents, ungrateful, unholy, heartless, unappeasable, slanderous, without self-control, brutal, not loving
good, treacherous, reckless, swollen with conceit, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God, having the
appearance of godliness, but denying its power. Avoid such people” (2 Timothy 3:2–5 ESV). “For Demas,
in love with this present world, has deserted me and gone to Thessalonica. Crescens has gone to Galatia,
Titus to Dalmatia” (2 Timothy 4:10 ESV).
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These worldly-minded people make provision for the flesh to fulfill its lusts, feed their
carnal minds, and give such nourishment to sin that they always resist the Holy Spirit. Sin thus
wins the battles and renders damnation sure to all who are not by a mighty hand redeemed from
these spiritual enemies. It thus becomes necessary to starve earthly desires by removing those
things that feed and maintain them. So people should look on these providential afflictions
against their earthly concerns as the outcome of their love of earthly things. Poverty is at the
heels of one who hastens to be rich (Proverbs 28:22).1224
Cause: Unfaithfulness in One’s Callings

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders
Counsel Three: Search for the Cause of Your Afflictions
Cause: Unfaithfulness in One’s Callings}
Unfaithfulness [sinful conduct] in people’s callings puts them out of the path of blessing
and causes disasters on their concerns (Micah 6:10–14).1225 The Lord had a controversy against
His people (Micah 6:2),1226 and until this was resolved, all their religious services were to no
purpose; sacrifices and duties could not prevail or stop His displeasure until their sins were
removed (Micah 6:6–7).1227 God called for more than waiting on Him in public duties, but “He
has shown you, O man, what is good; And what does the LORD require of you But to do
justly, To love mercy, And to walk humbly with your God?” (Micah 6:8 NKJV). In this they
had been remiss, and therefore He had brought a rod upon them (Micah 6:9), 1228 had struck them
with sickness and would make them desolate (Micah 6:13).1229 They would eat but not be
satisfied, they would be thrown down, and they would be blasted in their labors and concerns.
They would sow but not reap, tread olives but not anoint themselves with the oil, have sweet
wine but not drink it. God then comes to reckon with them; therefore, this was brought upon
them: “Are there yet the treasures of wickedness In the house of the wicked, And the short
measure that is an abomination? Shall I count pure those with the wicked scales, And with
the bag of deceitful weights? For her rich men are full of violence, Her inhabitants have
1224

“A stingy man hastens after wealth and does not know that poverty will come upon him” (Proverbs
28:22 ESV).
1225
“Are there yet the treasures of wickedness In the house of the wicked, And the short measure that is
an abomination? Shall I count pure those with the wicked scales, And with the bag of deceitful weights?
For her rich men are full of violence, Her inhabitants have spoken lies, And their tongue is deceitful in
their mouth. Therefore I will also make you sick by striking you, By making you desolate because of
your sins. You shall eat, but not be satisfied; Hunger shall be in your midst. You may carry some away,
but shall not save them; And what you do rescue I will give over to the sword” (Micah 6:10–14 NKJV).
1226
“Hear, O you mountains, the LORD’s complaint, And you strong foundations of the earth; For the
LORD has a complaint against His people, And He will contend with Israel” (Micah 6:2 NKJV).
1227
“With what shall I come before the LORD, And bow myself before the High God? Shall I come before
Him with burnt offerings, With calves a year old? Will the LORD be pleased with thousands of rams, Ten
thousand rivers of oil? Shall I give my firstborn for my transgression, The fruit of my body for the sin of
my soul?” (Micah 6:6–7 NKJV).
1228
“The LORD’s voice cries to the city—Wisdom shall see Your name: ‘Hear the rod! Who has appointed
it?’” (Micah 6:9 NKJV).
1229
“Therefore I will also make you sick by striking you, By making you desolate because of your sins”
(Micah 6:13 NKJV).
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spoken lies, And their tongue is deceitful in their mouth” (Micah 6:10–12 NKJV). They were
full of wickedness, and along with their other sins, they were false and deceitful. They did not
walk humbly with God, nor deal justly with people, but were deceitful in their callings, 1230 had
false weights, undersized measures, were injurious to others, and not just and faithful in their
dealings. They oppressed some, defrauded others, were over others as cruel taskmasters exacting
labor from them, ground the faces of the poor (Isaiah 3:15),1231 and ate them up as bread (Psalm
14:4),1232 by defrauding them of their due and cheating laborers out of their wages by fraud and
injustice (James 5:4).1233 Dr. Manton said that they do this by not giving them fair wages, taking
advantage of their necessities, and sucking out the strength and quality of life from their
laborers.1234 A sin that cries in the ears of the Lord of Sabbaths is a sin that cries out loud. The
groans of the oppressed enter His ears as a God of vengeance to require it, and to give His poor a
Sabbath and rest from their oppression.1235 It is a sin that God will surely and severely punish.
“‘Then I will draw near to you for judgment. I will be a swift witness against the sorcerers,
against the adulterers, against those who swear falsely, against those who oppress the hired
worker in his wages, the widow and the fatherless, against those who thrust aside the
sojourner, and do not fear me,’ says the LORD of hosts” (Malachi 3:5 ESV). This passage
joins such sins as adultery, sorcery, perjury [swearing falsely]—provocations in God’s ears and
actions that plainly show the lack of true fear of God in such people—with daring to oppress
poor laborers, changing their wages as Laban did Jacob’s wages (Genesis 31:41). 1236 God will lay
hands on these people; he will be both judge and witness against them. He will not delay, but
proceed to speedily sentence and execute the sentence against the kind of people who oppress
1230

The magnitude of being deceitful in one’s calling becomes more evident when it is realized that Christians
are not their own, but are bondslaves of our Lord Jesus Christ, who has given them one or more specific
callings in life. That is, the Master calls out orders to His bondslaves. To act in such a capacity sinfully—or
worse, as a curse to others instead of a blessing—is hideously contrary to the One who endured the equivalent
of eternity in Hell so that believers would not suffer that eternal damnation.
1231
“‘What do you mean by crushing My people And grinding the face of the poor?’ Declares the Lord
GOD of hosts” (Isaiah 3:15 NASB).
1232
“Have they no knowledge, all the evildoers who eat up my people as they eat bread and do not call
upon the LORD?” (Psalm 14:4 ESV).
1233
“Behold, the wages of the laborers who mowed your fields, which you kept back by fraud, are crying
out against you, and the cries of the harvesters have reached the ears of the Lord of hosts” (James 5:4
ESV).
1234
This does not refer to wages determined by a fair market; this editor has never met anyone who thought he
or she was overpaid! The reference is to not paying what was promised, unjustly manipulating the labor
market, such as isolating workers in “company towns,” and otherwise treating people unfairly. All of this can
also apply to how contractors and vendors are treated.
1235
It appears that Ashwood became a bit confused here, but his point is still valid, especially today when
people are forced by employers to work on the Sabbath for nonessential things such as retail stores. Christians
should adamantly refuse to work on the Sabbath (Sunday), except for essential services such as provided by
police, medical professionals, or even such things as home furnace service calls in winter. There are also some
industrial processes that must run continuously either because they take many days to complete, or are very
difficult and even unsafe to start and stop. Ashwood’s confusion seems to come from the KJV rendering of
James 5:4: “…the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth.” Lord of Sabaoth can also be translated Lord of Hosts, as in the
ESV above. The Greek for Sabaoth is Σαβαωθ, and the Greek for sabbath is σαββατον, which the reader may
see are two different words. Sabaoth and Σαβαωθ are both translations of the Hebrew [ ְצבָאֹותtsaw-baw´], which
means hosts or armies.
1236
“These twenty years I have been in your house; I served you fourteen years for your two daughters
and six years for your flock, and you changed my wages ten times” (Genesis 31:41 NASB).
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their poor laborers. Of all oppression, oppression of the poor is the worst; it carries the most
cruelty in it. To tread on those who are already down, abuse those who have no helper, take bread
out of the mouths of those ready to starve, and to defraud of their wages those who must live
hand-to-mouth—God calls it downright robbery (Leviticus 19:13). 1237 To build houses and raise
up estates on the ruination of poor laborers is to lay the foundation in blood; it has a woe
pronounced on it from the Lord of Hosts (Habakkuk 2:9–12).1238 This is one of those sins that
bring a people to the ground and make them desolate.1239 “The LORD will enter into judgment
With the elders of His people And His princes: ‘For you have eaten up the vineyard; The
plunder of the poor is in your houses. What do you mean by crushing My people And
grinding the faces of the poor?’ Says the Lord GOD of hosts” (Isaiah 3:14–15 NKJV). “Her
gates shall lament and mourn, And she being desolate shall sit on the ground” (Isaiah 3:26
NKJV). This is a God-provoking and an estate-wasting sin, and one of the great visible, crying
sins of this day.1240
[Not mentioned by Ashwood: sloth and distractions from our work.1241 Ed.]
Cause: God Does It to Bring People Down to His Feet and Bring Them Back to Himself

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders
Counsel Three: Search for the Cause of Your Afflictions
Cause: God Does It to Bring People to His Feet and to Himself}
Another reason why God consumes people’s concerns and brings disaster on their trade
seems to be this: that by this means He might bring them down to His feet and bring them back
to Himself. Prosperity in people’s lives feeds their pride and makes them too high for God’s use
and pleasure. Riches do puff people up. “By your great wisdom in trade you have increased
your riches, And your heart is lifted up because of your riches” (Ezekiel 28:5 NKJV).
“Behold, therefore, I will bring strangers against you, The most terrible of the nations; And
they shall draw their swords against the beauty of your wisdom, And defile your splendor.
They shall throw you down into the Pit, And you shall die the death of the slain In the midst
of the seas” (Ezekiel 28:7–8 NKJV). People are apt to glory in their wealth and to give that
1237

“You shall not cheat your neighbor, nor rob him. The wages of him who is hired shall not remain with
you all night until morning” (Leviticus 19:13 NKJV).
1238
“Woe to him who gets evil gain for his house, to set his nest on high, to be safe from the reach of
harm! You have devised shame for your house by cutting off many peoples; you have forfeited your life.
For the stone will cry out from the wall, and the beam from the woodwork respond. ‘Woe to him who
builds a town with blood and founds a city on iniquity!’” (Habakkuk 2:9–12 ESV).
1239
“Can wicked rulers be allied with you, those who frame injustice by statute?” (Psalm 94:20 ESV). God
rebukes not only individual oppression, but bodies politic that pass, or allow to be passed, laws that oppress or
enable oppression.
1240
This is still very true in America today; sinful human nature never changes apart from the work of the Holy
Spirit in Christ-redeemed hearts. To identify oppressors, go look in the mirror. We are all, in one way or
another, guilty of taking advantage of others at times, this editor included. Those who have power simply have
more ability and opportunity.
1241
The ubiquity of internet-connected devices, advertising, and entertainment makes it astonishingly easy to
lose large amounts of time from many seemingly short interruptions and distractions. These take time from
productive work and can lead to poor stewardship and consequent losses.
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respect to wealth that is due to God;1242 this He will not bear, but comes out in indignation against
people’s idols (Jeremiah 9:23).1243 Abundance of earthly interests also makes people unfit for
God’s use and delight and makes them rich in goods, but poor in grace. Prosperity in the world
cools people’s hearts toward God and makes their feet lame in His way. It is the poor of the flock
that wait on God (Zechariah 11:11),1244 work in His vineyard, and bear the heat and burden of the
day (Jeremiah 52:16).1245 When people grow full [have abundance], they are lazy, and when
great, they become fearful to venture out for God. Epaminondas said to his servant who had
gotten a great sum of money, “Give me your shield, for now that you have become rich, I am
sure you will not venture into dangers.” Smyrna was the poorest of the seven churches in Asia
but was richest in grace and usefulness for God. “I know your tribulation and your poverty
(but you are rich), and the blasphemy by those who say they are Jews and are not, but are a
synagogue of Satan” (Revelation 2:9 NASB). This may be one reason why the Lord makes this
nation poor: that by this He might make us pure. He melts away our dross that we may be more
refined and takes away our lovers [idols] that we might cease serving them and worship and
serve Him instead. “Therefore I will hedge up her way with thorns, and I will build a wall
against her, so that she cannot find her paths. She shall pursue her lovers but not overtake
them, and she shall seek them but shall not find them. Then she shall say, ‘I will go and
return to my first husband, for it was better for me then than now’” (Hosea 2:6–7 ESV).
People seldom fully return to God until they are stripped of other comforts. Neither do they see
that God is best until their condition in the world is bad. Therefore, God removes these
mountains of earthly concerns so that His people may better see and go after Him.

Counsel Four: Get the Breach between God and Your Souls Closed Up
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders
Counsel Four: Get the Breach between God and Your Souls Closed Up}
Fourth, If God has made breaches in your commerce, get the breach between God and
your soul closed up. “Listen to the word of the LORD, O sons of Israel, For the LORD has a
case against the inhabitants of the land, Because there is no faithfulness or kindness Or
knowledge of God in the land. There is swearing, deception, murder, stealing and adultery.
They employ violence, so that bloodshed follows bloodshed” (Hosea 4:1–2 NASB). There is a
division between God and a sinning people, and such are we. Sinners contend with God, and
God, by afflictions, contends with them. And until this division is healed, there is no peace.
“And if by these things you are not reformed by Me, but walk contrary to Me, then I also
will walk contrary to you, and I will punish you yet seven times for your sins” (Leviticus
26:23–24 NKJV). Hear the word of the Lord. Lay this to heart: those who strive with God will
perish. There is no contending with God; we must bow or break, return or be ruined. “Wash
1242

One way to give respect to wealth instead of God is to disobey God for the sake of material things.
“Thus says the LORD: ‘Let not the wise man glory in his wisdom, Let not the mighty man glory in his
might, Nor let the rich man glory in his riches’” (Jeremiah 9:23 NKJV).
1244
“So it was broken on that day. Thus the poor of the flock, who were watching me, knew that it was the
word of the LORD” (Zechariah 11:11 NKJV). Most versions have something similar to the poor of the flock,
but some versions have something similar to shepherds or sheep traders. The Hebrew is difficult in that place.
1245
“But Nebuzaradan the captain of the guard left some of the poorest of the land to be vinedressers and
plowmen” (Jeremiah 52:16 NASB).
1243
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yourselves; make yourselves clean; remove the evil of your deeds from before my eyes;
cease to do evil” (Isaiah 1:16 ESV). Get your sins washed away by sound repentance. Get the
benefit of Christ’s blood by saving faith. Set upon a thorough reformation, personal, family, and
public according to your station in life. Carry away the uncleanness of your heart, hands, house,
and land to the Kidron valley (2 Chronicles 29:16). 1246 If you want to enjoy mercies on your
commerce, remove sin from your business affairs. Let every man take his censer1247 and stand in
the gap (Ezekiel 22:30)1248 and pour out strong cries that the Lord would be merciful again, that
the Lord would cease from His fierce wrath and turn again and heal our land (2 Chronicles
7:14),1249 bless our substance, accept the work of our hands (Deuteronomy 33:11), 1250 and dwell
in our land.

Counsel Five: Get Advantage from Earthly Decays to Further Your Heavenly Trade
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders
Counsel Five: Get Advantage from Decays to Further Heavenly Trade}
Fifth, get advantage from decays in your earthly trade to further your heavenly trade.
Gather materials from your earthly ruins for your heavenly building. Christian, there is a great
deal of good that you may get from these evil things in the world to enliven your pursuit after the
things of Heaven.
Advantage: Decays Help Convince You of the Vanity and Uncertainty of Things Lower than God

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders
Counsel Five: Get Advantage from Decays to Further Heavenly Trade
Advantage: It Helps Convince You of Vanity and Uncertainty}
Your earthly losses may convince you of the vanity and uncertainty of all things that are
lower than God. People are apt to take too much pleasure in their booths until God sends a
devouring worm to remove their shade (Jonah 4:5–7). 1251 People are too apt to sit down in their
1246

“So the priests went in to the inner part of the house of the LORD to cleanse it, and every unclean
thing which they found in the temple of the LORD they brought out to the court of the house of the
LORD. Then the Levites received it to carry out to the Kidron valley” (2 Chronicles 29:16 NASB).
1247
censer: a container in which to burn incense.
1248
“And I sought for a man among them who should build up the wall and stand in the breach before me
for the land, that I should not destroy it, but I found none” (Ezekiel 22:30 ESV).
1249
“If My people who are called by My name will humble themselves, and pray and seek My face, and
turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin and heal their land”
(2 Chronicles 7:14 NKJV).
1250
“O LORD, bless his substance, And accept the work of his hands; Shatter the loins of those who rise up
against him, And those who hate him, so that they will not rise again” (Deuteronomy 33:11 NASB).
1251
“Jonah went out of the city and sat to the east of the city and made a booth for himself there. He sat
under it in the shade, till he should see what would become of the city. Now the LORD God appointed a
plant and made it come up over Jonah, that it might be a shade over his head, to save him from his
discomfort. So Jonah was exceedingly glad because of the plant. But when dawn came up the next day,
God appointed a worm that attacked the plant, so that it withered” (Jonah 4:5–7 ESV).
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shade with great delight; therefore God makes their shade vanish like shadows and flit away.
People have great expectations concerning their growing comforts; they think their mountains
are so strong they will not be moved until the Lord, by some leveling providence, soon corrects
their fond opinion (Job 9:5–6)!1252 How greatly we depend on uncertain things and lean so hard
on our reeds until they break under us and send splinters into the arm that leans on them (Isaiah
36:6).1253 Oh, the contentment, pleasure and profit that people fancy is in creatures, friends,
relatives, honors, and estates—until by some disaster, they see that they are deceived! What
mercy is it then to meet with disappointments in these groundless hopes, so that we may see
before it is too late, what poor, empty, perishing things all the wares of this lower world are! In
this way, David’s error was seasonably corrected.1254 And Solomon, by a serious review of past
enjoyments, came to see that all was vanity and vexation of spirit (Ecclesiastes 2:1).1255 “Surely
a man goes about as a shadow! Surely for nothing they are in turmoil; man heaps up
wealth and does not know who will gather!” (Psalm 39:6 ESV).
Advantage: Decays Help Uncover the Sins That Caused the Losses

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders
Counsel Five: Get Advantage from Decays to Further Heavenly Trade
Advantage: Decays Help Uncover the Sins That Caused the Loss}
Divine rebukes on people’s earthly concerns help people to see the sins that caused the
losses (Deuteronomy 31:17).1256 Afflictions are Christ’s clay and saliva (John 9:6) 1257 to open His
people’s eyes and bring them to see the evils that have brought disaster on their comforts and
bred the worms that have destroyed their substance. Times of correction are times of instruction
(Job 36:8–9).1258 When Jacob’s sons were short of provisions and plunged into sore danger, then
they pondered their sin and the wrong done to their brother Joseph. “Then they said to one
1252

“It is God who removes the mountains, they know not how, When He overturns them in His anger;
Who shakes the earth out of its place, And its pillars tremble” (Job 9:5–6 NASB).
1253
“Look! You are trusting in the staff of this broken reed, Egypt, on which if a man leans, it will go into
his hand and pierce it. So is Pharaoh king of Egypt to all who trust in him” (Isaiah 36:6 NKJV).
1254
Possibly Ashwood refers to David’s intent to kill Nabal: “But Nabal answered David’s servants and said,
‘Who is David? And who is the son of Jesse? There are many servants today who are each breaking
away from his master’” (1 Samuel 25:10 NASB). “Now David had said, ‘Surely in vain I have guarded all
that this man has in the wilderness, so that nothing was missed of all that belonged to him; and he has
returned me evil for good. May God do so to the enemies of David, and more also, if by morning I leave
as much as one male of any who belong to him’” (1 Samuel 25:21–22 NASB). “Then David said to
Abigail, ‘Blessed be the LORD God of Israel, who sent you this day to meet me, and blessed be your
discernment, and blessed be you, who have kept me this day from bloodshed and from avenging myself
by my own hand’” (1 Samuel 25:32–33 NASB). Perhaps David had been too fondly looking for some return
from Nabal for having been guarded by David and so on.
1255
“I said in my heart, ‘Come now, I will test you with pleasure; enjoy yourself.’ But behold, this also
was vanity” (Ecclesiastes 2:1 ESV).
1256
“Then my anger will be kindled against them in that day, and I will forsake them and hide my face
from them, and they will be devoured. And many evils and troubles will come upon them, so that they
will say in that day, ‘Have not these evils come upon us because our God is not among us?’”
(Deuteronomy 31:17 ESV).
1257
“When He had said these things, He spat on the ground and made clay with the saliva; and He
anointed the eyes of the blind man with the clay” (John 9:6 NKJV).
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another, ‘Truly we are guilty concerning our brother, because we saw the distress of his soul
when he pleaded with us, yet we would not listen; therefore this distress has come upon
us’” (Genesis 42:21 NASB). From this passage, we have this lesson: affliction is a dark
condition, but it brings much light into the soul. People read their transgressions best by the
firelight of affliction. “When he prayed to Him, He was moved by his entreaty and heard his
supplication, and brought him again to Jerusalem to his kingdom. Then Manasseh knew
that the LORD was God” (2 Chronicles 33:13 NASB). Now the soul comes to see his abuse of
the mercies he had lost, his inordinate love of them, and that he had wandered from God. This
gives wisdom of hindsight and greater freedom from those entanglements in the future, which is
no small advantage to future godliness.
Advantage: Decays Help You See the Necessity of Pursuing and Obtaining Better Treasure

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders
Counsel Five: Get Advantage from Decays to Further Heavenly Trade
Advantage: Decays Help You See the Need to Obtain Better}
By this loss of earthly things, the soul realizes the necessity of seeking after and surely
obtaining better treasures. “For here we have no lasting city, but we seek the city that is to
come” (Hebrews 13:14 ESV). Uncertainties on earth should cause souls to look more intently to
Heaven. The prodigal son never thought of returning until he had lost all (Luke 15:14–18). 1259
The unjust steward never considered how to make his future state sure until goods were wasted
and his stewardship was in danger of ending (Luke 16:1–4). 1260 “Think of swimming ashore,”
said Mr. Rutherford, “after a shipwreck. It is a mercy in this stormy sea to get a second wind for
none of the saints gets a first [but they must take the winds as the Lord of the seas causes them to
blow].”1261 If you have nothing and seek to enjoy all things, but the world flies away from you, it
1258

“And if they are bound in chains and caught in the cords of affliction, then he declares to them their
work and their transgressions, that they are behaving arrogantly” (Job 36:8–9 ESV).
1259
“But when he had spent all, there arose a severe famine in that land, and he began to be in want.
Then he went and joined himself to a citizen of that country, and he sent him into his fields to feed swine.
And he would gladly have filled his stomach with the pods that the swine ate, and no one gave him
anything. "But when he came to himself, he said, ‘How many of my father’s hired servants have bread
enough and to spare, and I perish with hunger! I will arise and go to my father, and will say to him,
“Father, I have sinned against heaven and before you”’” (Luke 15:14–18 NKJV).
1260
“Now He was also saying to the disciples, ‘There was a rich man who had a manager, and this
manager was reported to him as squandering his possessions. And he called him and said to him, “What
is this I hear about you? Give an accounting of your management, for you can no longer be manager.”
The manager said to himself, “What shall I do, since my master is taking the management away from
me? I am not strong enough to dig; I am ashamed to beg. I know what I shall do, so that when I am
removed from the management people will welcome me into their homes”’” (Luke 16:1–4 NASB).
1261
This quotation is actually a mix of two statements by Samuel Rutherford, and Ashwood leaves the second
incomplete,
rendering
it
incomprehensible.
Rutherford’s
letters
are
available
at
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/42557/42557-h/42557-h.htm (as of January 14, 2020). The first quotation is
from letter CCXX.—To my Lord Craighall: “Think upon swimming ashore after this shipwreck, and be pleased
to write your humble apology to his Majesty…” The second quotation is from letter LVI.—To my Lady
Kenmure: “It is a mercy in this stormy sea to get a second wind; for none of the saints get a first, but they must
take the winds as the Lord of the seas causeth them to blow, and the inn as the Lord and Master of the inns hath
ordered it. If contentment were here, heaven were not heaven.”
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is advantage indeed that it causes you to pursue Heaven more quickly. Could a heathen say, “I
never gained more than when I lost all,” because his shipwreck became the occasion of obtaining
knowledge? Will not you Christian, by your earthly losses, be motivated to go after heavenly
concerns?
Advantage: Decays Help, through Grace, Loosen the Heart from Things Below

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders
Counsel Five: Get Advantage from Decays to Further Heavenly Trade
Advantage: Decays Help Loosen the Heart from Things Below}
Worldly losses have an advantage through grace to loosen the heart from the world.
Afflictions on people’s estates are like a bitter substance on the breast that tends to wean the
hearts of God’s children from them. Love of the world has been the sin of this age, and
shipwreck of worldly things is the likeliest way to cure it. This disease is best conquered by
fasting. Absence of lovers is sometimes the way to starve affections, and poverty with distress is
God’s usual method to chastise people’s wanton affections to this world. Afflictions, when
sanctified, are fire from the sanctuary to purge away the dross of our affections (Malachi 3:3).1262
Advantage: Decays Help Liberate the Soul from Things Below and Let It Grow

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders
Counsel Five: Get Advantage from Decays to Further Heavenly Trade
Advantage: Decays Help Liberate the Soul from Things Below}
Liberation and growth of the soul are additional fruits of sanctified straits and thus a help
to the heavenly trade. Christians are never fit to make any speed on their way to Heaven until
their hearts are set free and given growth (Psalm 119:32). 1263 Growth in worldly things is often
bondage to the soul. The one who has most of earth usually has least liberty for Heaven. When
the Lord cuts short the earthly things of His people, He only knocks off golden fetters from their
feet that He may bring their souls out of prison. Afflicting providences are God’s special diets for
His racers to give them more endurance and swiftness in their run toward glory. Oh, how
imprisoned are redeemed souls in the many things of this world! They have no time for prayer,
Bible reading, sermon hearing, or holy conversation due to all of the entangling affairs of this life
—until God sets them at liberty by some disasters on their earthly employments. When God
removes worldly treasures, it is the lifting off of heavy baggage from the shoulders of Zion’s
1262

“He will sit as a smelter and purifier of silver, and He will purify the sons of Levi and refine them like
gold and silver, so that they may present to the LORD offerings in righteousness” (Malachi 3:3 NASB).
1263
“I will run in the way of your commandments when you enlarge my heart!” (Psalm 119:32 ESV). The
word translated enlarge has a root of [ רחבraw-khab´] and it has the general meaning of make large, and it is
used also in the sense of relieving one from a strait (narrow) place, including making free from bondage or
confinement. Psalm 4:1 uses the same root for relieved me: “Hear me when I call, O God of my
righteousness! You have relieved me in my distress; Have mercy on me, and hear my prayer” (Psalm 4:1
NKJV). So, the word can have two senses: liberation from bondage, and growth. Ashwood uses both of those
senses in this subchapter.
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travelers so that they may more comfortably travel to their journey’s end. Good souls, while
crowded with earthly business, are like people entangled in thorns and briars: when they would
go forward, one briar hangs onto their clothing and other thorns stop up their way. So, when God
removes earthly things from them, He just clears out a way for His children to pass more
comfortably and swiftly through the underbrush of this world and lightens the ship so it will sail
faster and safer to its intended port. Is not this an advantage?
Advantage: Decays Help Make Heavenly Things Sweeter

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation and Counsel to Earthly Traders
Counsel Five: Get Advantage from Decays to Further Heavenly Trade
Advantage: Decays Help Make Heavenly Things Sweeter}
For believers, an outcome of the world’s bitterness may be a sweeter relishing of
heavenly things. Harsh providences against earthly comforts make heavenly things more
pleasant. People sometimes graft branches bearing sweet fruit on crab tree stocks. God gives
honey to his children at the top of the rod (Psalm 94:19). 1264 According to Rutherford, the thorn is
one of the most cursed, vexatious, and unpleasant weeds, and yet out of it springs the rose. The
sweet foods of this world too often build up a learned preference for sweetness, making more
wholesome food seem bad tasting. To cure this, the Lord supplies His daintiest food with sour
sauce. Heavenly things never taste better than when there is less sweetness in created things. Of
what value David considered spiritual things when he was stripped of everything (Psalm
63:1)!1265 Gospel comforts will not go down throats that are choked with the world’s delicacies.
But when saints are emptied of the world by adverse providences, then Christ is precious, and is
not this a help to heavenly traders? Oh, then, the more adversity you encounter in the world, the
more haste do you make to your crown! Does the world fly away from you? Pursue Heaven
faster. Does earthly gain retreat? Then advance godliness. And if you get little from earth, lay out
greatly for Heaven. And thus ends the exhortation and counsel to earthly traders who encounter
disasters on their earthly concerns.

Exhortation and Counsel to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have
Backslidden
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden}
This exhortation is a word to those who have begun this heavenly trade but have
backslidden1266 from it. This is the case of some people, and it may be the case for more people
than usual in this time of temptation and apostasy.1267 There are some who have begun in the
1264

“In the multitude of my anxieties within me, Your comforts delight my soul” (Psalm 94:19 NKJV).
“O God, You are my God; I shall seek You earnestly; My soul thirsts for You, my flesh yearns for You,
In a dry and weary land where there is no water” (Psalm 63:1 NASB).
1266
backslide: in this context, to fall away, especially to abandon gradually the faith and practice of a religion
that has been previously professed.
1267
Centuries later, here in America, this is becoming increasingly true. There is increasing pressure to accept
and publicly condone wicked behavior and ideas, many of which are shameful even to discuss. “For it is
shameful even to speak of the things that they do in secret” (Ephesians 5:12 ESV). This is deliberate
1265
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Spirit, but are now ending in the flesh. They formerly made a fair show, seemed to be eminently
spiritual, and, like a blazing comet, drew the attention of admirers, then fell down to earth. Some
have left even the outward practice of Christianity; others have lost the power and life of
godliness. Many have laid down their lamps, but more have exhausted their lamp oil and their
lamps are almost out (Matthew 25:8).1268 Some have closed their stores completely, taken their
leave of Christianity, and resolved to not return unless safety, reputation, and prosperity return
with it. Others stay, keep their stores open, but have few goods, decay daily, and are near
bankruptcy. Desolation is on their business, and they have lost their first love (Revelation 2:4),1269
decayed spiritually, and have quite lost faith, hope, love, zeal, delight in God, and liveliness for
God; as has been demonstrated above in the chapter, Cause for Lamentation. The design of this
chapter is only to offer some advice for recovery of decayed, bankrupt traders. As previously, I
will keep to this metaphor in the text.

Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition}
My first advice to backslidden traders, for their recovery, is to be deeply affected by their
evil condition.
Consider the Change Your Backsliding Has Brought upon You

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition
Consider the Change Your Backsliding Has Brought upon You}
Consider this great change: a person who has lived well, has had a good reputation with
God and people, fared deliciously, been used to the dainties of God’s house and delicacies of His
love, and has tasted the heavenly gift and the powers of the world to come (Hebrews 6:4–6). 1270
Now that person is brought to penury, seldom enjoys a sweet morsel on any day, and is put off
with husks, dry bones, and the crumbs that fall from their Lord’s table. He stands at the door or
waits outside for some scraps while the friends of Christ and wisdom’s thriving merchants have
their marrow and fat things. Consider it: that is no small change!
Backsliders were accustomed to have a place among those who stood in God’s presence,
conversed with the Father of Spirits, were let into the throne room, had visits from the
persecution of Christians and the temptation to compromise must be firmly resisted.
1268
“And the foolish said to the wise, ‘Give us some of your oil, for our lamps are going out’” (Matthew
25:8 ESV).
1269
“Nevertheless I have this against you, that you have left your first love” (Revelation 2:4 NKJV).
1270
“For in the case of those who have once been enlightened and have tasted of the heavenly gift and
have been made partakers of the Holy Spirit, and have tasted the good word of God and the powers of
the age to come, and then have fallen away, it is impossible to renew them again to repentance, since they
again crucify to themselves the Son of God and put Him to open shame” (Hebrews 6:4–6 NASB).
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Comforter, and had spiritual fellowship with the saints. Now they are laid aside and God scarcely
looks at them from day to day. There is no interaction with God or fellowship with the Spirit
from one Lord’s Day to another. They are only company for formalists, hypocrites, and those
outside the Church. This is a great change. Oh, get your heart deeply moved by it!
Consider What an Ugly and Displeasing Object You Have Become in God’s Eyes

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition
Consider How Ugly and Displeasing You Have Become to God}
Also consider the withered, decayed professor of Christianity—how ugly, offensive, and
displeasing an object he is in the eyes of God. “BUT MY RIGHTEOUS ONE SHALL LIVE BY
FAITH; AND IF HE SHRINKS BACK, MY SOUL HAS NO PLEASURE IN HIM” (Hebrews 10:38
NASB). God does not care for the company of such people; they are a burden to Him. God does
not love to see them any more than people do a dead corpse in their house or a rotten tree in their
garden; to God, they are only uselessly taking up space (Luke 13:7).1271 God considers those
unworthy of the kingdom of God who, having put their hand to the plow, look back (Luke
9:62).1272 Nothing more troubles God than a lukewarm temperament that was once burning in
love, but is now neither hot nor cold; such people irritate Christ’s stomach and make Him
downright sick until He has vomited them out onto the dunghill from which they came
(Revelation 3:16).1273 Is this not troublesome to a sensible heart?

1271

“And he said to the vineyard-keeper, ‘Behold, for three years I have come looking for fruit on this fig
tree without finding any. Cut it down! Why does it even use up the ground?’” (Luke 13:7 NASB).
1272
“But Jesus said to him, ‘No one, having put his hand to the plow, and looking back, is fit for the
kingdom of God’” (Luke 9:62 NKJV). Looking back does not refer merely just any attention to the past, for
example, learning from one’s mistakes and sins, but a yearning for one’s past sins or things once given up for
Christ’s service. How much worse is actual apostasy.
1273
“So then, because you are lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will vomit you out of My mouth”
(Revelation 3:16 NKJV).
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Consider How Undesirable You Are in People’s Sight

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition
Consider How Undesirable You Are in People’s Sight}
Backsliders are undesirable in the eyes of people also. Who cares to deal with bankrupt
merchants or keep company with spendthrifts who have wasted their estates and have come to
nothing? No more do gracious souls care for interactions with backsliders. Decayed professors
are as broken vessels in whom there is no pleasure, and as a withered hand or broken bone in the
body that has lost both its usefulness and beauty. A bankrupt trader in religion is not valued by
anybody; people of the world cannot endure him because he has been seemingly godly, and
saints cannot love1274 him because he does not really have God’s grace. Some, as Absalom when
hung by the head in the tree (2 Samuel 18:9), 1275 are stuck between Heaven and earth as
unworthy of either. In the same manner that a person stuck fast in a narrow place can go neither
forward nor backward, the backslider cannot go far enough forward to keep up with the ungodly,
nor go back to fill his place with the pious. The saints reject him and the wicked will not receive
him. A withered, decayed soul is in such a pitiful case that he has no attractiveness in him for
which he might be desired.
Consider That You Are a Big Loser

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition
Consider That You Are a Big Loser}
Those who go bankrupt in Christianity are the greatest losers of all because they not only
lose their own goods, but those of others also. Their talents, graces, privileges, and experience
are the Lord’s goods that they have wasted in riotous living. They lose what they once had, what
they seemed to have, what it seemed that they would get, and what they had hoped to have (Luke
16:1; Matthew 25:29; 2 John 8; Galatians 3:4). 1276 All their enjoyments, tastes, comforts,
edification, and practical experience are lost. All their profession, faith, love, and conscience are
shipwrecked. All their duties, labors, and suffering come to nothing—unless they repent. People
of the world estimate their losses to be great from the quantity, variety, or abundance of the
1274

Cannot love here refers to brotherly fellowship, not the selfless love due to all, including enemies.
“Now Absalom happened to meet the servants of David. For Absalom was riding on his mule, and the
mule went under the thick branches of a great oak. And his head caught fast in the oak, so he was left
hanging between heaven and earth, while the mule that was under him kept going” (2 Samuel 18:9
NASB).
1276
“He also said to His disciples: ‘There was a certain rich man who had a steward, and an accusation
was brought to him that this man was wasting his goods’” (Luke 16:1 NKJV). “For to everyone who has
will more be given, and he will have an abundance. But from the one who has not, even what he has will
be taken away” (Matthew 25:29 ESV). “Look to yourselves, that we do not lose those things we worked
for, but that we may receive a full reward” (2 John 8 NKJV). “Did you suffer so many things in vain—if
indeed it was in vain?” (Galatians 3:4 ESV).
1275
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things they lost, but these things are only temporal. But the treasures that professors of
Christianity pursue and will have if they are sincere and faithful to death are eternal. Backsliders,
if unrepentant, are deprived of all their eternal blessings. Oh, who can count the sum and value of
the worth of those glorious things that are lost to those who fall back and go down in Christianity
until they lose everything?
Consider That Your Case Is Dangerous and Your Recovery Very Difficult

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition
Your Case Is Dangerous and Your Recovery Very Difficult}
The case of backsliders is also dangerous and their wounds are healed only with great
difficulty. Of the many who backslide in Christianity, those who fall too far back never recover.
“From that time many of His disciples went back and walked with Him no more” (John 6:66
NKJV). When Judas, Simon Magus, Hymenaeus, Alexander, and Demas left Christ, they never
returned. John tells of some that went out from them and thus John declared that they were not of
them. “They went out from us, but they were not of us; for if they had been of us, they
would have continued with us; but they went out that they might be made manifest, that
none of them were of us” (1 John 2:19 NKJV). The apostle does not speak of the kind of people
who fall from infirmity, falling while in the way. Gracious souls may do so, both falling into sin
for a time, as did Peter (John 18:25), 1277 and falling back by some abatement of grace, as did the
church of Ephesus (Revelation 2:4–5).1278 These may yet be recovered and John does not refer to
these, but to those who fall out of the way, both totally and finally—these are unrecoverable.
QUESTION: People who fall completely back in Christianity after a strong profession
cannot be recovered again. How may someone who realizes that he is decaying and backsliding
in Christianity find out whether he will be one of those who will never be healed or recovered? It
is my case that I find great declines in my soul and way of life, and I fear that I will never be
restored, but will get worse and worse and perish at last.
ANSWER: There are six signs that your backsliding will be healed.
Sign of Healing: Your Decline Is Not Your Choice, But Against Your Heart
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition
Your Case Is Dangerous and Your Recovery Very Difficult
Your Decline Is Not Your Choice, But Against Your Heart}
1277

“Now Simon Peter was standing and warming himself. So they said to him, ‘You also are not one of
his disciples, are you?’ He denied it and said, ‘I am not’” (John 18:25 ESV).
1278
“But I have this against you, that you have left your first love. ’Therefore remember from where you
have fallen, and repent and do the deeds you did at first; or else I am coming to you and will remove
your lampstand out of its place—unless you repent” (Revelation 2:4–5 NASB).
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Do your declines not stem from your considered and desired choice, but are against the
normal inclination of your heart? Are they against the purposes of your soul, purposes given to
your renewed soul through Christ? If you did not aim for your error or deliberately contrive your
departure from God, but have an inward will against every backsliding, then your backsliding
will be healed again (Psalm 119:10; Romans 7:19, 25).1279
Sign of Healing: Your Decline Troubles Your Soul and Burdens Your Heart
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition
Your Case Is Dangerous and Your Recovery Very Difficult
Your Decline Troubles Your Soul and Burdens Your Heart}
Are your backsliding and spiritual decline troublesome to your soul and a restless burden
because of:
• Your distance from God as the God of grace and Father of your mercies?
• The injury thus done to your graces and inner person?
• A natural enmity in your nature against sin?
If so, there is hope in Israel concerning this that your backsliding will be healed (Romans 7:24;
Psalm 51:7; Luke 15:21; Galatians 5:17).1280
Sign of Healing: Your Decline Occurs after Your Conversion and Sincere Choice of God
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition
Your Case Is Dangerous and Your Recovery Very Difficult
Your Decline Occurs after Conversion and Choice of God}
Did your backsliding happen after your effectual calling,1281 and your sincere choice of
God to be your particular and only portion? You can appeal to the Searcher of hearts that:
1279

“With all my heart I have sought You; Do not let me wander from Your commandments” (Psalm
119:10 NASB). “For I do not do the good I want, but the evil I do not want is what I keep on doing”
(Romans 7:19 ESV). “Thanks be to God through Jesus Christ our Lord! So then, I myself serve the law
of God with my mind, but with my flesh I serve the law of sin” (Romans 7:25 ESV).
1280
“O wretched man that I am! Who will deliver me from this body of death?” (Romans 7:24 NKJV).
“Purge me with hyssop, and I shall be clean; Wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow” (Psalm 51:7
NKJV). “And the son said to him, ‘Father, I have sinned against heaven and in your sight; I am no
longer worthy to be called your son’” (Luke 15:21 NASB). “For the flesh lusts against the Spirit, and the
Spirit against the flesh; and these are contrary to one another, so that you do not do the things that you
wish” (Galatians 5:17 NKJV).
1281
The term effectual calling refers to the time at which one was converted to Christ, or “got saved.” At
effectual calling, the new believer’s heart is regenerated, he or she is adopted into Christ’s kingdom, and he or
she is set by God upon a new course of life, including increasing sanctification and all the blessings of
salvation. Effectual calling is distinguished from both the election of the person in eternity before creation, and
from the general call given in the Gospel to all humans, which call becomes effective only in the elect.
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•

You have taken the Lord to be your God and only treasure and to be your final goal and
chief good now and through all eternity.
• You have taken Christ to be the only way, truth, life, and your Lord and righteousness.
• You have fully and actually surrendered yourself and all you have to God:
◦ To be unreservedly, presently, and eternally His and not your own.
◦ To be led and governed by Him alone.
If so, your sins that follow this covenant cannot make it void, and you are under a promise of
healing. “No one born of God makes a practice of sinning, for God’s seed abides in him, and
he cannot keep on sinning because he has been born of God” (1 John 3:9 ESV). God has
promised to keep them so that they will not totally and finally depart from Him (Jeremiah 31:18;
Isaiah 57:18; Jeremiah 3:14, 22; Hosea 14:4; Jeremiah 32:40).1282
Sign of Healing: Your Decline Makes You Restless until the Lord Heals You
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition
Your Case Is Dangerous and Your Recovery Very Difficult
You Are Restless until the Lord Heals You}
Are you restless in your backsliding until the Lord heals you? Are you unable to cease
begging God to establish your soul and be to you as dew to your dry and barren heart? When
God sets a soul to crying out to Him, it is a sign He will hear (Jeremiah 30:15–17; Isaiah
19:22).1283 “A man,” said Mr. Dod, “can never be in a bad condition unless he has a hard heart
and cannot pray.” “Will he take delight in the Almighty? Will he call on God at all times?”
(Job 27:10 NASB). Backsliders in heart are heartless in prayer. As they decay, they restrain their
prayers (Job 15:4).1284 “You have said, ‘It is useless to serve God; What profit is it that we
have kept His ordinance, And that we have walked as mourners Before the LORD of
1282

“I have heard Ephraim grieving, ‘You have disciplined me, and I was disciplined, like an untrained
calf; bring me back that I may be restored, for you are the LORD my God’” (Jeremiah 31:18 ESV). “I
have seen his ways, and will heal him; I will also lead him, And restore comforts to him And to his
mourners” (Isaiah 57:18 NKJV). “Return, O faithless children, declares the LORD; for I am your master;
I will take you, one from a city and two from a family, and I will bring you to Zion” (Jeremiah 3:14 ESV).
“Return, O faithless sons; I will heal your faithlessness. Behold, we come to you, for you are the LORD
our God” (Jeremiah 3:22 ESV). “I will heal their apostasy, I will love them freely, For My anger has
turned away from them” (Hosea 14:4 NASB). “I will make an everlasting covenant with them that I will
not turn away from them, to do them good; and I will put the fear of Me in their hearts so that they will
not turn away from Me” (Jeremiah 32:40 NASB).
1283
“‘Why do you cry about your affliction? Your sorrow is incurable. Because of the multitude of your
iniquities, Because your sins have increased, I have done these things to you. Therefore all those who
devour you shall be devoured; And all your adversaries, every one of them, shall go into captivity; Those
who plunder you shall become plunder, And all who prey upon you I will make a prey. For I will restore
health to you And heal you of your wounds,’ says the LORD, ‘Because they called you an outcast saying:
“This is Zion; No one seeks her”’” (Jeremiah 30:15–17 NKJV). “And the LORD will strike Egypt, striking
and healing, and they will return to the LORD, and he will listen to their pleas for mercy and heal them”
(Isaiah 19:22 ESV).
1284
“Yes, you cast off fear, And restrain prayer before God” (Job 15:4 NKJV). The Hebrew [ ִׂש ָיחהsee-khaw
´] can mean either meditation or prayer; thus translations vary.
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hosts?’” (Malachi 3:14 NKJV). As sin becomes more delightful, duty becomes more
burdensome, cold, and formal. But a gracious soul that God is going to heal is importunate with
God and will not let Him alone (Exodus 32:10–11), 1285 or let Him go until He blesses him
(Genesis 32:26).1286 The worse his condition is, the more fervent his cries are and the more his
piety goes down, the more his prayers go up (Psalm 6:2).1287 The soul that wants to be healed will
be healed and where God works in a person to will, He will work in that person to do
(Philippians 2:12–13).1288
Sign of Healing: Your Decline Is Not in Your Vitals
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition
Your Case Is Dangerous and Your Recovery Very Difficult
Your Decline Is Not in Your Vitals}
Are your “vital organs” healthy and sound beneath all your decays? If so, then your
disease is not mortal. Is your heart sincere? Is it the case that you cannot hide your sin or keep
back from God some area of obedience, by cherishing some sin? If rather, you walk before God
in truth, your desires for grace are not feigned (Psalm 17:1).1289 Your love to God is not pretended
lip-love, but real. Your faith and love are not wholly gone, but truly still there, though
diminished. You cannot let God go, but still rest in Him, though invisibly. You are resolved to
depend on His grace and faithfulness. There is hope for the tree that has been cut down, that it
will sprout again and the tender branches of it will not cease (Job 14:7).1290
Sign of Healing: In Your Decline, You Still Find a Humble and Contrite Heart
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition
Your Case Is Dangerous and Your Recovery Very Difficult
You Find a Humble and Contrite Heart}
1285

“’Now then let Me alone, that My anger may burn against them and that I may destroy them; and I
will make of you a great nation.’ Then Moses entreated the LORD his God, and said, ‘O LORD, why does
Your anger burn against Your people whom You have brought out from the land of Egypt with great
power and with a mighty hand?’” (Exodus 32:10–11 NASB).
1286
“Then he said, ‘Let me go, for the dawn is breaking.’ But he said, ‘I will not let you go unless you
bless me’” (Genesis 32:26 NASB).
1287
“Be gracious to me, O LORD, for I am languishing; heal me, O LORD, for my bones are troubled”
(Psalm 6:2 ESV).
1288
“So then, my beloved, just as you have always obeyed, not as in my presence only, but now much
more in my absence, work out your salvation with fear and trembling; for it is God who is at work in
you, both to will and to work for His good pleasure” (Philippians 2:12–13 NASB).
1289
“Hear a just cause, O LORD, give heed to my cry; Give ear to my prayer, which is not from deceitful
lips” (Psalm 17:1 NASB).
1290
“For there is hope for a tree, If it is cut down, that it will sprout again, And that its tender shoots will
not cease” (Job 14:7 NKJV).
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If, even in the midst of all your backsliding:
• You find a humble heart and contrite spirit in you;
• Your backsliding makes you lie low before God and become more vile in your own eyes
every day;
• Your poverty of soul makes you poor in spirit;
• You consider yourself unworthy of the least mercy and judge yourself unworthy of all the
patience, privilege, and mercy already shown to you;
• You do not fret at afflicting providences, nor charge God foolishly, but bear His
indignation, just displeasure, and wonder at His forbearance;
Then new life will come again, and after your falling back, recovery will come (Daniel 9:7, 23,
25; Matthew 5:3; Isaiah 57:15).1291
Dangerous Symptoms That Your Falling Back Will Be Restored Only with Difficulty

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition
Dangerous Symptoms That Your Recovery Will Be Very Difficult}
But, on the other side, there are five dangerous symptoms that your falling back will be
restored only with great difficulty.1292
Dangerous Symptom: You Fell Back before You Ever Committed Yourself to Christ
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition
Dangerous Symptoms That Your Recovery Will Be Very Difficult
You Fall Back before Ever Committing Yourself to Christ}
If you fell back away from Christ before you went all the way to Christ and closed with
Him in truth, then you decayed before you became spiritually alive. This is dangerous. If your
house was built on the sand, and the towering heights of your Christian stature and profession
1291

“Righteousness belongs to You, O Lord, but to us open shame, as it is this day—to the men of Judah,
the inhabitants of Jerusalem and all Israel, those who are nearby and those who are far away in all the
countries to which You have driven them, because of their unfaithful deeds which they have committed
against You” (Daniel 9:7 NASB). “At the beginning of your supplications the command was issued, and I
have come to tell you, for you are highly esteemed; so give heed to the message and gain understanding
of the vision” (Daniel 9:23 NASB). “So you are to know and discern that from the issuing of a decree to
restore and rebuild Jerusalem until Messiah the Prince there will be seven weeks and sixty-two weeks; it
will be built again, with plaza and moat, even in times of distress” (Daniel 9:25 NASB). “Blessed are the
poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven” (Matthew 5:3 NASB). “For thus says the high and
exalted One Who lives forever, whose name is Holy, ‘I dwell on a high and holy place, And also with the
contrite and lowly of spirit In order to revive the spirit of the lowly And to revive the heart of the
contrite’” (Isaiah 57:15 NASB).
1292
The editor wishes to remind the reader that all things are possible with God, and no one should despair, but
seek the Lord. Ashwood offers specific advice below.
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from which you have fallen were merely structures of your own construction in which the
sanctifying Spirit had no hand, then your decays are unlikely to be repaired. Are you a stranger to
the new birth and to any inward change to your soul? If so, the actuating principle of your new
profession and actions is still an old heart. You never did take the Lord for your God and only
treasure, nor have you had any heart-union with the Lord Jesus to this day; your fall is dangerous
(Matthew 7:26–27; 1 John 2:4, 19; 2 Timothy 3:5).1293
Dangerous Symptom: You Fell Off from the Foundations
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition
Dangerous Symptoms That Your Recovery Will Be Very Difficult
You Fell Off from the Foundations}
To fall off from the foundation is dangerous. When people depart from the Christian faith
and turn to another [false] Gospel, it is greatly to be feared that they will not be restored. Such
people deny the Lord that bought them. They fall from the doctrine of grace after having been
enlightened; instead, they turn to a covenant of works and lay a foundation for their hopes on
their own works and on self-improvement. They go from the rule of faith and the Word of truth
to natural light and seducing spirits that have no evidence or sanction from the Scriptures. They
disclaim dependence on the true foundation [Christ] and disclaim God’s right to rule them by the
Scriptures (Galatians 1:6, 5:4; Hebrews 10:26, 39; 2 Peter 2:15; Hebrews 6:4–6).1294

1293

“But everyone who hears these sayings of Mine, and does not do them, will be like a foolish man who
built his house on the sand: and the rain descended, the floods came, and the winds blew and beat on
that house; and it fell. And great was its fall” (Matthew 7:26–27 NKJV). “The one who says, ‘I have come
to know Him,’ and does not keep His commandments, is a liar, and the truth is not in him” (1 John 2:4
NASB). “They went out from us, but they were not really of us; for if they had been of us, they would
have remained with us; but they went out, so that it would be shown that they all are not of us” (1 John
2:19 NASB). “…having the appearance of godliness, but denying its power. Avoid such people” (2
Timothy 3:5 ESV). Ashwood references 1 John 5:14, which does not fit the context; the editor has substituted
the two 1 John passages just given.
1294
“I marvel that you are turning away so soon from Him who called you in the grace of Christ, to a
different gospel” (Galatians 1:6 NKJV). “You are severed from Christ, you who would be justified by the
law; you have fallen away from grace” (Galatians 5:4 ESV). “For if we go on sinning willfully after
receiving the knowledge of the truth, there no longer remains a sacrifice for sins” (Hebrews 10:26
NASB). “But we are not of those who shrink back to destruction, but of those who have faith to the
preserving of the soul” (Hebrews 10:39 NASB). “Forsaking the right way, they have gone astray. They
have followed the way of Balaam, the son of Beor, who loved gain from wrongdoing” (2 Peter 2:15 ESV).
“For it is impossible, in the case of those who have once been enlightened, who have tasted the heavenly
gift, and have shared in the Holy Spirit, and have tasted the goodness of the word of God and the powers
of the age to come, and then have fallen away, to restore them again to repentance, since they are
crucifying once again the Son of God to their own harm and holding him up to contempt” (Hebrews 6:4–
6 ESV).
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Dangerous Symptom: Making Merchandise of the Truth, Selling Yourselves to Work Wickedness
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition
Dangerous Symptoms That Your Recovery Will Be Very Difficult
You Sell the Truth and Yourself for Wickedness}
When people make merchandise of the truth 1295 or sell their Christian profession for
worldly reasons or gain, they love the reward of iniquity and swap [all] their Christianity for
worldly advantage. This is a mighty provocation to the Holy Spirit when people can sell
themselves to work wickedness; they value the great things of God’s law, truth, and salvation at a
low price when they part with them for a bowl of stew (Genesis 25:30–33) 1296 and the dirty,
demonic doctrines of this world. It is seldom that such people find repentance though they seek it
with tears; for example, Judas, Simon Magus, Balaam, Demas, and Spira. 1297 What examples of
furious indignation does God display regarding such apostates who can part with their
Christianity for worldly interests (2 Timothy 4:10; 1 Kings 21:20; 2 Peter 2:3, 15; Acts 1:18)!1298
Dangerous Symptom: Choosing and Delighting in Your Backsliding
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition
Dangerous Symptoms That Your Recovery Will Be Very Difficult
Choosing and Delighting in Your Backsliding}

1295

One can make merchandise of the truth by abandoning or weakening the truth of God for worldly gain. Or,
one might use the truth with wrong motives: “For we are not, as so many, peddling the word of God; but as
of sincerity, but as from God, we speak in the sight of God in Christ” (2 Corinthians 2:17 NKJV). This
does not mean that it is wrong to receive income from honest labor, even when that labor is some form of
Christian ministry or service. “For the Scripture says, ‘You shall not muzzle an ox while it treads out the
grain,’ and, ‘The laborer is worthy of his wages’” (1 Timothy 5:18 NKJV).
1296
“And Esau said to Jacob, ‘Let me eat some of that red stew, for I am exhausted!’ (Therefore his name
was called Edom.) Jacob said, ‘Sell me your birthright now.’ Esau said, ‘I am about to die; of what use is
a birthright to me?’ Jacob said, ‘Swear to me now.’ So he swore to him and sold his birthright to Jacob”
(Genesis 25:30–33 ESV).
1297
Likely a reference to Francis Spira. See https://history.hanover.edu/courses/excerpts/260spira.html (accessed
January 28, 2020). Spira was reportedly a convert from Roman Catholicism to Protestantism who, under
pressure from the Inquisition, recanted, and thus (most probably wrongly) despaired of eternal salvation.
1298
“For Demas has forsaken me, having loved this present world, and has departed for Thessalonica—
Crescens for Galatia, Titus for Dalmatia” (2 Timothy 4:10 NKJV). “Ahab said to Elijah, ‘Have you found
me, O my enemy?’ And he answered, ‘I have found you, because you have sold yourself to do evil in the
sight of the LORD’” (1 Kings 21:20 NASB). “And in their greed they will exploit you with false words.
Their condemnation from long ago is not idle, and their destruction is not asleep” (2 Peter 2:3 ESV).
“Forsaking the right way, they have gone astray. They have followed the way of Balaam, the son of Beor,
who loved gain from wrongdoing” (2 Peter 2:15 ESV). “Now this man acquired a field with the price of
his wickedness, and falling headlong, he burst open in the middle and all his intestines gushed out” (Acts
1:18 NASB).
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Backsliders in heart, that is, those whose falling back is of free choice and delight, will
surely perish and be filled with their own ways (Proverbs 14:14). 1299 They are as a deceitful
[archery] bow that has no tension when its string is broken (Psalm 78:57). 1300 When a person
throws off Christianity as one does a burden and an animal its yoke (Jeremiah 5:5) 1301 and is glad
to be rid of his troublesome work as one that got out of prison (Romans 1:32), 1302 this is strong
evidence of a spirit of Belial1303 and a dangerous condition. Many have taken up the lamp of
Christianity due to constraint,1304 custom, fashion, curiosity, interest, or for companionship as did
the foolish virgins (Proverbs 14:14; Psalm 78:57; Jeremiah 5:5; Matthew 25:1). 1305 But when
opportunity offers itself for an easy riddance of their Christianity, they soon show what they
really are by their cheerful return to Egypt (Numbers 14:3–4), 1306 and to the broad way of error
and looseness, engaging in other interests and finding pleasure in them. The world, reputation,
and pleasure carry off their hearts and they are well-pleased with other lovers. This is a bad sign
of a desperate state of soil that is marshy and will never be healed (Ezekiel 47:11).1307

1299

“The backslider in heart will be filled with his own ways, But a good man will be satisfied from above”
(Proverbs 14:14 NKJV).
1300
“But turned away and acted treacherously like their fathers; they twisted like a deceitful bow” (Psalm
78:57 ESV).
1301
“I will go to the great men and speak to them, For they have known the way of the LORD, The
judgment of their God. But these have altogether broken the yoke And burst the bonds” (Jeremiah 5:5
NKJV).
1302
“Though they know God’s righteous decree that those who practice such things deserve to die, they
not only do them but give approval to those who practice them” (Romans 1:32 ESV).
1303
Belial: This word often appears in phrases such as sons/daughters of Belial, and may appear alone. It does
not actually appear to be another name for Satan, but for wickedness personified. It refers to worthlessness,
wickedness, destruction, evil, and ungodliness to a high, even the worst possible degree.
1304
Constraint of children by parents is a large part of the category of due to constraint. People who were raised
in the Christian faith possess a rich and precious heritage, but must personally commit themselves to Christ,
putting their trust in Him alone for salvation, and all things, or face a far worse eternal punishment in Hell than
those who never had their opportunity.
1305
“The backslider in heart will be filled with the fruit of his ways, and a good man will be filled with the
fruit of his ways” (Proverbs 14:14 ESV). “But turned back and acted treacherously like their fathers;
They turned aside like a treacherous bow” (Psalm 78:57 NASB). “Then the kingdom of heaven will be
comparable to ten virgins, who took their lamps and went out to meet the bridegroom” (Matthew 25:1
NASB).
1306
“‘Why is the LORD bringing us into this land, to fall by the sword? Our wives and our little ones will
become plunder; would it not be better for us to return to Egypt?’ So they said to one another, ‘Let us
appoint a leader and return to Egypt’” (Numbers 14:3–4 NASB).
1307
“But its swamps and marshes will not be healed; they will be given over to salt” (Ezekiel 47:11 NKJV).
See also Matthew 13:3-9, the parable of the sower.
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Dangerous Symptom: You Are Prejudiced against the Means of Recovery
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Be Deeply Affected by Your Evil Condition
Dangerous Symptoms That Your Recovery Will Be Very Difficult
You Are Prejudiced against the Means of Recovery}
People are in a dangerous state when:
• They are prejudiced against the means of recovery.
• They hate those who rebuke them in the gate (Amos 5:10).1308
• They shun the light.
• They cannot endure those who try to reclaim them from the error of their way (John
3:19).1309
• Their hearts rise against any attempts to reduce them to obedience (Amos 7:10).1310
• They cannot stand to be with those who are good.
• They slight and hate the people of God whom they formerly loved, avoiding their
company.
• They jeer and reproach those ministers, people, and ways in which they once took
pleasure.
These things show a dangerous state. The condition of such people seems desperate and not far
from the chambers of death [Hell].
Oh, you who are fallen back in Christianity: get your hearts affected by it. Do you begin
to decay? You do not know where it will end. Are you backslidden? It is questionable whether
you can ever return—and then what will your latter end be? Your last state will be worse than
your first. If you are twice dead, you will be plucked up by the roots (Jude 12). 1311 If after rain
showers and cultivation you decay, your end will be to be burned [eternally in Hell].1312

1308

“They hate him who reproves in the gate, and they abhor him who speaks the truth” (Amos 5:10
ESV). In ancient times, rulers would frequently sit at the city gate. Ashwood’s reference is thus to those
backsliders who will not listen to those who have authority over them.
1309
“And this is the judgment: the light has come into the world, and people loved the darkness rather
than the light because their works were evil” (John 3:19 ESV).
1310
“Then Amaziah, the priest of Bethel, sent word to Jeroboam king of Israel, saying, ‘Amos has
conspired against you in the midst of the house of Israel; the land is unable to endure all his words’”
(Amos 7:10 NASB).
1311
“These are spots in your love feasts, while they feast with you without fear, serving only themselves.
They are clouds without water, carried about by the winds; late autumn trees without fruit, twice dead,
pulled up by the roots” (Jude 12 NKJV).
1312
The popular image of a cliff is one of a sharp and sudden drop-off. At state and national parks, these are
often left without fences; the danger is obvious. But there is another kind of cliff that is often fenced off with
warning signs; these deceptively roll off gradually, the ground getting steeper and steeper until the descent is
vertical. The farther down one goes, the harder it is to keep one’s footing, the easier it is to go farther downhill,
and the harder it is to get back up safely. Ashwood is warning us that backsliding is the same way.
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Advice: Search Out the Causes of Your Soul’s Decay and Get Them Removed
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade, But Have Backslidden
Advice: Search Out the Causes of Your Soul’s Decay and Get Them Removed}
If you want to recover from your wasting decays in this heavenly trade, search out the
causes and get them removed.1313 If a person has a kind of trade that is good and may be driven in
the worst of times and that will ensure advantage if followed, there must be something more than
ordinarily wrong if that person’s trade fails and decays. Such is Christianity: it will maintain and
enrich its followers—if there is not something wrong with the follower. There must therefore be
some great causes and miscarriages that throw back such professors of Christianity and bring a
wasting disease on the prosperity of their souls. Some of the causes are these:
Cause: Entering the Heavenly Trade without a Stock of Goods with which to Set Up

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Search Out the Causes of Your Soul’s Decay and Get Them Removed
Cause: Entering the Heavenly Trade without Goods to Set Up}
Some people enter into this heavenly trade without a stock of goods with which to set it
up. Christianity is an extraordinarily substantial thing, and it cannot be carried on without a stock
of saving grace to maintain it. Common grace is not a suitable stock for this spiritual trade. It
may help people to transact the external and common works of Christianity, but it cannot power
the inward, private, and choicest services of godliness. “The heart knows its own bitterness,
And a stranger does not share its joy” (Proverbs 14:10 NKJV). Nor can common grace do the
work of Christianity. “Those who are in the flesh cannot please God” (Romans 8:8 ESV). The
kingdom of God does not consist of outward duties, but righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy
Spirit. “For the kingdom of God is not eating and drinking, but righteousness and peace
and joy in the Holy Spirit” (Romans 14:17 NASB). No hypocrite can reach to this. This
destroys many; they take up a form of godliness without the power of it, and being strangers to
the inward work [of the Holy Spirit] inside them, they cannot do the outward works of grace 1314
required in Christianity. Thus, they fall back and come to nothing.
When people get some knowledge, abilities, stature, and temporary graces, they take up a
lamp of profession, get into the company of the wise, climb up to the enjoyment of privileges—
then sit down contented and fall asleep. And when they encounter temptations and set upon
spiritual duties and the work of faith, love, patience, self-denial, mortification of sin, and the like,
they have no grace to support them or power sufficient for such work. They fall short of duty and
into sin, and thus trade feebly and fall away. Common grace is as a standing pool with no spring
1313

Get them removed is not merely a quaint way of speaking; it emphasizes that we cannot do it on our own
strength.
1314
Ashwood here speaks of works that are a result of grace; these are acceptable to God. Formerly, he was
speaking of works that are the result of human effort alone; these are neither acceptable to God nor truly
spiritual.
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to feed it; it dries up when rain ceases and hot weather comes. But true grace is as a well of water
that springs up to eternal life.
Cause: Entering the Heavenly Trade without Skill to Manage It

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Search Out the Causes of Your Soul’s Decay and Get Them Removed
Cause: Entering the Heavenly Trade without Skill to Manage It}
Another thing that throws back traders is this: they set upon employment without skill to
do the work. Every craft has its principles, rules, and specialized knowledge by which it is
conducted. To deviate from these is to mar the excellence and miss the advantage of it. Actions
going against sound principles seldom produce good results. So it is with the heavenly trade.
When people begin the heavenly trade and do not have the skill to conduct it to best advantage, it
is no wonder that they do not prosper, but fall back in godliness. Solomon, giving directions for
the heavenly trade, advises us to get wisdom as the principle thing for it (Proverbs 4:7). 1315 And
when the apostle wanted the saints to improve in holy walking as the necessary way to the
heavenly trade, he begs wisdom for them: “For this reason also, since the day we heard of it,
we have not ceased to pray for you and to ask that you may be filled with the knowledge of
His will in all spiritual wisdom and understanding, so that you will walk in a manner
worthy of the Lord, to please Him in all respects, bearing fruit in every good work and
increasing in the knowledge of God” (Colossians 1:9–10 NASB). Two things made David
thrive so much in his public civil duties: integrity of heart and understanding (Psalm 78:72).1316
He fed [shepherded] them according to the integrity of his heart and guided them by the
skillfulness of his hands. Some books read it in the plural number in the Greek [Septuagint], “in
skillfulnesses [sic],”1317 noting the great measure of wisdom that people who wish to prosper in
their particular work will need. They will also need wisdom for prudent administration so as to
most further their spiritual welfare. In Christians, this wisdom and prudence is needed to guide
them in everything they do in their general and particular callings, way of life, conditions, and
life events in the world, all for the best advantage to their souls. The lack of this wisdom and
prudence is one reason some Christians thrive so little in their heavenly trade. Wisdom would
teach people how to avoid many snares and occasions of evil and also instruct them how to get
good from everything they do. This would be greatly to the profit of their souls; the lack of
wisdom makes them go backward in spirituals and continually decay.1318
1315

“Wisdom is the principal thing; Therefore get wisdom. And in all your getting, get understanding”
(Proverbs 4:7 NKJV).
1316
“So he shepherded them according to the integrity of his heart, And guided them with his skillful
hands” (Psalm 78:72 NASB).
1317
In this case, skillful is an adjective modifying a plural Hebrew word that has the root [ כףkaf], meaning the
palm of the hand, often indicating an open hand or a palms-up gesture; it may be translated either palms or
hands depending on the context. Hebrew grammar requires that adjectives be written in the plural form when
modifying plural nouns, but this is not done in English. That palms instead of hands appears in the original
may imply a gentleness in David’s shepherding his people. The use of the Septuagint here only muddles things
as Greek similarly requires that adjectives agree in number (singular or plural) with the nouns they modify.
1318
There are many sources of wisdom, including good Christian teaching and counsel, but Scripture as opened
to by the Holy Spirit is the primary source of wisdom for believers.
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Cause: Lack of Diligence in Following the Heavenly Trade

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Search Out the Causes of Your Soul’s Decay and Get Them Removed
Cause: Lack of Diligence in Following the Heavenly Trade}
Also, lack of diligence in the management of their heavenly trade throws back traders.
“Laziness casts one into a deep sleep, And an idle person will suffer hunger” (Proverbs
19:15 NKJV). “Because of laziness the building decays, And through idleness of hands the
house leaks” (Ecclesiastes 10:18 NKJV). Those who want to thrive in the world must be diligent
and take all opportunities to carry on their work. “A slack hand causes poverty, but the hand
of the diligent makes rich” (Proverbs 10:4 ESV). So it is in Christianity; when people slack off
in their work and do not engage in it purposefully, they soon decay and become spiritually poor.
This is the bane of many in these times. 1319 Christianity is not their business. People do little
[spiritual] work on the Lord’s Day, and they do scarcely any the rest of the week. They will hear
the sermon on the Lord’s Day, and when that is done, their work is also done; they never think
about what they hear or put it into practice from one Lord’s Day to another. All through the
week, their heads, hearts, hands, feet, time, strength, conversations, and plans are completely
consumed by the world. With this choice, what else can happen but they go down the hill and
waste away in the concerns of their souls?
Christianity is one continual work that allows no intermission but has its work every day,
and everything you do is part of that work. Break just one link of this golden chain of godliness
and it weakens the whole. Oh, the slothfulness of Christians today in the business of their souls!
Every day is filled up with neglects: neglect of prayer, reading [especially Bible reading],
meditation, holy conversations, heart-watching, and other grace-cherishing work. It is forget this
duty, pass by another, and do all in a cold, cursory, and formal manner. This spoils the prosperity
of souls. The Galatians began well but did not hold out; they were soon weary. “You were
running well; who hindered you from obeying the truth?” (Galatians 5:7 NASB). Most
people’s journey to Heaven is full of stops, and what makes it most miserable is that it is their
own fault. Who hindered you? People’s halts are inside their own hearts; they have no heart to do
good (Hosea 7:11).1320 Love of Christianity is almost gone, and this makes people weary of these
pleasant ways. While love of Christianity holds, souls are never weary, but when this love leaves
the heart, everything is a burden. Such people will do no more than necessary to quiet their
conscience and preserve peace and reputation; this starves godliness.
Cause: Great and Frequent Losses in the Heavenly Trade

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Search Out the Causes of Your Soul’s Decay and Get Them Removed
Cause: Great and Frequent Losses in the Heavenly Trade}
1319

As then, it is true today in America in the year 2021.
“Ephraim is like a dove, silly and without sense, calling to Egypt, going to Assyria” (Hosea 7:11 ESV).

1320
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Great and frequent losses in people’s trades tend to cause bankruptcy, and so it is in
Christianity. Christians, through their sloth, formality, and lack of watchfulness, sustain many
and great losses of spiritual mercies, and this brings them low. It may be that in time past a
Christian will have had flourishing graces, a warm heart, quick and lively affections, a tender and
pure conscience, an obedient will, was fixed upon God and spiritual things, and his soul was in a
solid condition throughout. But now, though lack of diligent care, all is lost again (Galatians
3:4).1321 At one time, he loses the favor and comfortable presence of God (Psalm 51:12). 1322 At
another time, he loses a sweet serenity of spirit and peace with God. Then light and convictions
are gone. At another time, enjoyment and experience of God are gone. Then desire for God is
lost. Then his strength is devoured. Now temptations prey on his soul, and then corruptions make
a waste of his soul. He goes to ordinances, sermons, and sacraments, and after a great deal of
prayer, care, and striving, a little grace and comfort is obtained, but for lack of watchfulness, all
is lost again. It may be that before he stirs himself up or returns home to his habitation [in
Christ], the next [bad] company, conversation, or occasion [of sin] takes away all.
At another time, God brings a soul into the fire of some great affliction such as sickness,
suffering, or losses. By this means, He brings out holy ways, humility, faith, love, and obedience.
He takes away some dross, puts on some beauty, and imparts some advantages to the soul. But
immediately following a change in that person’s condition, such as new mercy or the return of
health and comfort, all the good is lost again. Thus, through these many and great spiritual
losses, which gracious souls sustain, they are brought very low and are soon poor and beggarly.
Cause: Needless Expenses and Waste of Resources

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade …
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade, But Have Backslidden
Search Out the Causes of Your Soul’s Decay and Get Them Removed
Cause: Needless Expenses and Waste of Resources}
Large expenses and great waste of resources will quickly help make traders poor when
they become spendthrifts and prodigals, living beyond their means. When their expenses are
more than their incomes, this must bring them low. It undid the steward: “Now He was also
saying to the disciples, ‘There was a rich man who had a manager, and this manager was
reported to him as squandering his possessions’” (Luke 16:1 NASB). So it is with wisdom’s
merchants also; when they turn wastrels of their graces, mercies, abilities, strength, time, and
other goods committed to them, spending them on their lusts and carnal desires, then they soon
find their situation altered for the worse.
Oh, how fast do people spend resources, and what a great proportion of their resources do
they spend in their short day on things of no value—talking, eating, drinking, sleeping, 1323
trifling, and sinning away their precious time as though they had no work to do or no better work
1321

“Did you suffer so many things in vain—if indeed it was in vain?” (Galatians 3:4 ESV).
“Restore to me the joy of Your salvation And sustain me with a willing spirit” (Psalm 51:12 NASB).
1323
Just as there is sin in consuming too much of these first four things, so there may be sin in not using enough
of them for health and strength.
1322
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to do. Souls give little thought about what a small pittance they have allowed for their vast
concerns and multitude of important employments; they think little of what insanity it is to be so
wasteful of this little inch of precious time. Oh, the hours, days, and years that professing
Christians spend to no purpose in vain thoughts, foolish talking, useless conversations, and
unprofitable duties and labor.1324 When these will all be totaled up by the great Creditor [God]
and a list of all the wastes and their total read and handed to conscience, it will make an amazing,
dreadful, and worrying sting when they are ready to die. The queen said that if her heart were
ripped open, Calais would be found written on it. 1325 Likewise if these wastrels’ hearts were as
legible as their outward expressions, people might read in black capital letters, “LOST TIME.
LOST TIME.”
How great also are people’s wastes of graces, peace, wisdom, and abilities, and all to
obtain some poor empty, insignificant comforts that perish with the using. Christian, there are no
locusts like your cursed lusts; they have devoured your precious things: your affections, time,
strength, and graces. Much of your convictions, resolutions, hopeful frame of mind, tenderness
of conscience, talents, abilities, privileges, ordinances, and providences have been consumed to
serve your base lusts and carnal pleasures.1326 This has brought your soul to such straits and
distressing urgent need.
When souls live above their abilities and portion of grace, that throws them back. It is the
same as when people have little money, yet live high. If you have little light, but spend it in
works of darkness, or if you have a short day, but consume many hours of it on vanity, this is to
live above your spiritual means and it will soon be impoverishing. When people have only a little
grace and strength, but venture into great temptations, run into soul-ruining dangers, or rush into
vain company, this is to live beyond your means in Christianity. Similarly, to enter into
entangling affairs or take too much business on your hands—with only a small portion of
wisdom and grace with which to manage them—is also to live beyond your means in
Christianity. To be low of spiritual stature but high in conceit or to be of little spiritual worth but
think and speak highly of yourself and expect admiration from others also—this also is to live
beyond your means.
You have nothing to maintain you except what comes in by your soul-labor; your daily
bread depends on your daily work. If you no longer work, you will no longer eat. You are so
poor. If in this condition you expect an easy life, to lie down to slumber, to live carelessly, and to
do your work by fits and starts, you will live above your spiritual means. That will soon bankrupt
you in the heavenly trade.

1324

Consider: if five dollars is wasted each day, the yearly loss is $1825 and $18,250 over ten years. Surveys
show that many people do not have enough savings to meet unexpected expenses of even $400. Similarly,
fifteen minutes wasted each day results in the loss of 91.25 hours per year or about the awake time of 6 days;
this is a lost week for a vacation or project, or a two-month sabbatical over ten years.
1325
This is a reference to the loss of the city of Calais by England to the French in 1558. What Queen Mary
actually said is uncertain.
1326
“Use it or lose it” applies to many things, such as knowledge, skills, perishable food, and so on. The practice
of bad habits is even more destructive to good skills. Spiritual grace and godliness of heart are likewise
perishable if not kept up.
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Cause: Great Debts Cause Bankruptcy

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Search Out the Causes of Your Soul’s Decay and Get Them Removed
Cause: Great Debts Cause Bankruptcy}
Great debts cause bankruptcy and will throw people backwards in wisdom’s commerce.
When people owe more than they are worth, do not know how to pay it, get more behind every
day, then their credit goes bad. They have often promised payment, but failed, so now their word
is bad also. They can get no more goods; creditors will not trust, but suspect them and threaten
them. Thus, they shut up shop and go bankrupt. This is also pernicious to heavenly traders when
they become unfaithful to God and people. They run up debt for mercy, but never pay or render
to God again. They are deep in debt to God for divine goodness, receive one mercy after another,
one blessing after another, and make no returns for any of it. God sees neither principal or
interest; they remain fruitless and unthankful in spite of all of God’s blessings. They make
promises to do better and improve, but still break their promises. They go to sacraments1327 and
renew their covenant with God, but go away and break it again. They make promises to God
under affliction that if He will deliver them this once, they will never grieve and provoke Him
anymore as they formerly did. They make big promises if God will hear this or that prayer, but
when their desires are fulfilled, they forget God and break all their vows again.1328 They are ready
to give their word on every occasion, then forget about it. This raises the jealousy of the Lord of
Hosts, and He will trust them no more (Deuteronomy 32:21). 1329 God withholds His hand and
parts with no more goods, but threatens to lay hold of them and throw their souls into prison. He
begins to sue them in the court of conscience, press criminal charges, and seize what they do
have. Then away go peace, joy, and hope, and bankruptcy ensues.
These are some of the reasons why Christians fall back in their Christian life and decay in
their heavenly trade. Oh, Christian! Bring the plumb bob and scale to your heart and life and find
out from which of these comes the decays of your soul. Then honestly and fully take it to heart
until you are fully convinced of your evil and willing on any terms to obtain remedy.

Advice: Settle on Friendly Terms with Your Creditor
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Settle on Friendly Terms with Your Creditor}

1327

A reference to either partaking of the Lord’s Supper or attending at someone’s baptism, a good opportunity
to renew one’s own baptismal or church membership vows.
1328
A vow, made in humility, wisdom, and a due sense of one’s spiritual frailty and dependence on God’s grace
may, for some people in some conditions, be helpful. But too many people think to bribe God as though He
could benefit from us unprofitable slaves.
1329
“They have made me jealous with what is no god; they have provoked me to anger with their idols. So
I will make them jealous with those who are no people; I will provoke them to anger with a foolish
nation” (Deuteronomy 32:21 ESV).
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Next, settle on friendly terms with your Creditor. Make peace with God through Christ.
Make haste to prevent seizure of your goods and person by a timely settlement. 1330 “Make
friends quickly with your opponent at law while you are with him on the way, so that your
opponent may not hand you over to the judge, and the judge to the officer, and you be
thrown into prison” (Matthew 5:25 NASB). “It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the
living God” (Hebrews 10:31 NKJV). “For our God is a consuming fire” (Hebrews 12:29
NKJV). Oh, tremble with a sense of His righteous judgment and do not, by your delays, force the
Lord to start a lawsuit against you and begin to take away all you have. “So do this, my son,
and deliver yourself; For you have come into the hand of your friend: Go and humble
yourself; Plead with your friend” (Proverbs 6:3 NKJV). Fall down before your Creditor and
sue for terms of reconciliation. Throw yourself at the feet of mercy and confess your sin. Pay the
debt you cannot pay by going to beg remission and offer a Surety [Christ] to discharge the full
amount, even such a One with whom the Father Himself is well pleased. Your Creditor must be
satisfied, or you are undone; but you can never do this yourself. Therefore go to the Mediator to
obtain terms of settlement and procure peace. Make Christ your friend; He is able to satisfy all
the Father’s demands, settle the account, and discharge your debt by the Spirit of grace who can
bear witness of the pardon of all your sins to your consciences. Come to Him with a sense of
your folly, bearing your shame. Forsake your wasteful ways and, like the prodigal son, return
from harlots to your Father’s house. Consider yourselves unworthy of the least of His mercies
and consent to the lowest condition. Thus, He will take you in again (Luke 15:17–21). 1331 Agree
to all His terms and make a new surrender of yourself and your all to Christ, to be no more your
own, but more entirely His than ever (Jeremiah 50:5). 1332 Enter into a new covenant with God in
Christ, taking Him for your Surety, and depend on Him for your ability to fulfill it. Get your soul
more firmly bound to the Lord in your covenant by the bond of the Spirit.

Advice: Set Up No More for Yourselves, But Become Factors for Christ
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Set Up No More For Yourselves, But Become Factors for Christ}

1330

This was written at a time when debtor’s prison was a real threat. These prisoners were confined to locked
workhouses to work off their debt and also had to pay for their confinement.
1331
“But when he came to himself, he said, ‘How many of my father’s hired servants have bread enough
and to spare, and I perish with hunger! I will arise and go to my father, and will say to him, “Father, I
have sinned against heaven and before you, and I am no longer worthy to be called your son. Make me
like one of your hired servants.”’ And he arose and came to his father. But when he was still a great way
off, his father saw him and had compassion, and ran and fell on his neck and kissed him. And the son
said to him, ‘Father, I have sinned against heaven and in your sight, and am no longer worthy to be
called your son’” (Luke 15:17–21 NKJV).
1332
“They shall ask the way to Zion, with faces turned toward it, saying, ‘Come, let us join ourselves to
the LORD in an everlasting covenant that will never be forgotten’” (Jeremiah 50:5 ESV).
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Do not set up for yourselves anymore, but engage yourselves as factors1333 for Christ.
Possibly you formerly traded for yourselves, and that bankrupted you. If you want to prevent that
danger in the future, do not work for yourself, but for Christ, trading as His factors, not as if selfemployed.
Now three things are required of a factor, and these also must be observed by wisdom’s
merchants if they expect to drive a thriving trade in godliness:
1. To trade with another’s stock of goods.
2. To be regulated by another’s advice.
3. To pursue another’s benefit.
Trade with Another’s Stock of Goods

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Set Up No More for Yourselves, But Become Factors for Christ
Trade with Another’s Stock of Goods}
If you want to be Christ’s factor, you must trade with His stock. You must not only take
all your goods from Him, but since you are His, get all your graces, abilities, skill, and successes
from Him.1334 More than that, you must use and make use of them as His, not your own. “And of
His fullness we have all received, and grace for grace” (John 1:16 NKJV). It was not only part
of His fullness before He gave it to you, but is still His after He gave it to you. “For it was the
Father’s good pleasure for all the fullness to dwell in Him” (Colossians 1:19 NASB).1335 This
1333

In the modern age of cheap and reliable worldwide communications, the factor is largely obsolete. To avoid
an awkward and misleading translation, the editor therefore deems necessary some explanation of the job of
the factor. For a simple example, consider someone in the days of sailing ships and oxcarts, perhaps a well-todo American farmer with cotton for sale who wants to buy household items not available locally. The farmer is
aware that there is a market for cotton in Europe, and that European countries, likely England or France, will
have the household items he needs. But he does not know who is buying cotton and at what price. He is unsure
who is selling the goods he wants and at what price. He would even not know if they are available, and if so, in
what kinds or styles. The farmer would therefore hire a factor and give him some general instructions about
what he would like to buy. The factor would then be responsible to sail with the cotton, sell it, then use the
money to go shopping for what the farmer wanted. He would then sail back with the goods and any leftover
profit from the cotton, all for a stiff fee. Instead of sailing, he might send a letter to another, known factor
overseas, achieving the same effect. In some cases, the factor might take out loans to purchase everything
required, or engage the services of other factors. All of the parts of the job entailed a great amount of work.
The factor’s responsibility and latitude in decision-making was great due to the limited amount of information
either the factor or farmer had from last year’s roundtrip. Unlike the modern agent, customs broker,
middleman, or cargo expediter, the factor had a much more responsible and important calling and much more
discretion, but all in the client’s best interest. Sellers also, especially manufacturers and trading companies,
extensively used factors, and for similar reasons. These factors could be stationed around the world and could
be responsible for warehousing and other services, depending on the scale of the principal’s operations.
Ashwood’s factor analogy fails at one significant point: the heavenly trader serves only one Principal.
1334
This is like managing a branch of a chain of stores; you must get all your signage, distinctive decor, and so
on from headquarters, so the store you manage looks and acts according to Christ’s brand.
1335
Some versions render this verse so as to indicate that the fullness in Christ is/was the fullness of God. Now,
this is a true statement, but the context is that, since Christ is the head of the body of believers, Christ must
have preeminence in believers, so that all fullness belongs to Christ—also a true statement. “For you were
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is true not only of the fullness of the divine nature, but true of the fullness of habitual grace, both
of which are in Christ. The latter is mainly intended here, which grace dwells in Christ as the
Head, not for Himself only, but for His body of believers. Christ gives grace for the use of
humans similar to beams from the sun and water from a spring. The Father has laid up all the
grace that believers need here and forever in the Lord Jesus as in a treasury or trustee’s hands for
their use. The Father has given this grace to Christ, not only as a gift, but as a purchase, which
He has bought with His blood for the good and use of His children. It is His fullness by right and
investment, but for believers’ use and advantage, though it is still God’s property and His to
distribute and assign as He wishes. Fallen humanity has forever forfeited its credit with God
since the fall of Adam; people can no longer be managers of their own concerns and inheritances,
or ever be trusted with their own portions. God deals with saved souls as do parents with
prodigal children: He secures their estates in the hand of a trustee. Believers’ treasures are laid up
in Christ so that graces, as well as salvation, sanctification, and glory may be sure to them, and
not subject to forfeiture or loss. Thus believers are prevented from possibly discarding or losing
them since Christ holds them and they are certainly and eternally theirs so they may go to Christ
for all they need. This is similar to heirs under age who have nothing more in hand than they
immediately need; they must go to their parents or guardians for all they need. More than that,
believers are also responsible as stewards who are accountable for what they have and how they
use it.
Poor decayed souls, do you want to recover your losses and renew your trade? Then you
must go to Christ’s fullness and get all the free grace you need from Him alone. Do you desire
grace for your duties, station in life, trials, and sufferings? Go to Christ’s fullness for your
supplies. Send a message to Him by the hand of prayer concerning all your needs. Make your
requests known to Him. “Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything by prayer and
supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be made known to God” (Philippians 4:6
ESV). Do not stop following God in the Name of Christ with requests until the Spirit meets you
with returns.1336 The Lord Jesus has ordained that His people receive their supplies, salaries, and
stipends from Heaven in the Court of Requests.1337 “Ask, and it will be given to you; seek, and
you will find; knock, and it will be opened to you” (Matthew 7:7 NKJV). “And whatever
things you ask in prayer, believing, you will receive” (Matthew 21:22 NKJV). Seek it by
prayer, receive it by faith. Go to Christ in the promises for all you need, judging Him faithful
who has promised (Hebrews 11:11).1338 God’s Word is as good as present pay and will be
fulfilled by Him who cannot lie to all who by faith receive it and wait for its fulfillment. “For all
the promises of God find their Yes in him. That is why it is through him that we utter our
Amen to God for his glory” (2 Corinthians 1:20 ESV). Christ came down from Heaven to
confirm the promises with His blood and has returned to Heaven to fulfill them by His
bought at a price; therefore glorify God in your body and in your spirit, which are God’s” (1 Corinthians
6:20 NKJV). How much more are the things God gives to us for our use still His, and for His glory.
1336
The image here is similar to a child who, as the parent moves around, follows the parent, repeating its
entreaty for something.
1337
Court of Requests: in some countries, at certain times in history, an official, the Master of Requests, was
responsible for receiving petitions from commoners to be considered for presentation to the king. The details
vary widely over both geography and time.
1338
“By faith even Sarah herself received ability to conceive, even beyond the proper time of life, since she
considered Him faithful who had promised” (Hebrews 11:11 NASB).
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intercession (Hebrews 7:25).1339 You may boldly venture on divine assurance, and you will not be
ashamed if you sincerely trust Christ’s Word. Be well acquainted with the promises. Make
certain your portion in them by believing and expecting their fulfillment through Christ. It may
be that your graces are low, your corruptions high, your guilt heavy and your fears many. Refuge
fails, your prayers are not answered, and no good news comes from Heaven or earth. You pray,
hope, and wait, but without answer. In this case, nothing but firm reliance on divine faithfulness
can keep your head above water.
Are you in need? Go to that promise: “And my God will supply all your needs
according to His riches in glory in Christ Jesus” (Philippians 4:19 NASB). “For the Lord
God is a sun and shield; The Lord gives grace and glory; No good thing does He withhold
from those who walk uprightly” (Psalm 84:11 NASB). Do you find changes in your spirits,
bodily constitutions, and conditions? See that Word: “And they rose early in the morning and
went out into the wilderness of Tekoa. And when they went out, Jehoshaphat stood and
said, ‘Hear me, Judah and inhabitants of Jerusalem! Believe in the Lord your God, and
you will be established; believe his prophets, and you will succeed’” (2 Chronicles 20:20
ESV). Are corruptions high? Apply that word: “He will again have compassion on us; He will
tread our iniquities under foot. Yes, You will cast all their sins Into the depths of the sea”
(Micah 7:19 NASB). “For sin shall not be master over you, for you are not under law but
under grace” (Romans 6:14 NASB). “Who gave Himself for us, that He might redeem us
from every lawless deed and purify for Himself His own special people, zealous for good
works” (Titus 2:14 NKJV). “He who sins is of the devil, for the devil has sinned from the
beginning. For this purpose the Son of God was manifested, that He might destroy the
works of the devil” (1 John 3:8 NKJV). “Behold, at that time I will deal with all who afflict
you; I will save the lame, And gather those who were driven out; I will appoint them for
praise and fame In every land where they were put to shame” (Zephaniah 3:19 NKJV).
When you see nothing but withering and dying in your soul, apply these promises: “O Lord, by
these things men live; And in all these things is the life of my spirit; So You will restore me
and make me live” (Isaiah 38:16 NKJV).1340 “The righteous man will flourish like the palm
tree, He will grow like a cedar in Lebanon. Planted in the house of the Lord, They will
flourish in the courts of our God. They will still yield fruit in old age; They shall be full of
sap and very green” (Psalm 92:12–14 NASB). “I will be like the dew to Israel; He will
blossom like the lily, And he will take root like the cedars of Lebanon. His shoots will
sprout, And his beauty will be like the olive tree And his fragrance like the cedars of
Lebanon. Those who live in his shadow Will again raise grain, And they will blossom like
the vine. His renown will be like the wine of Lebanon” (Hosea 14:5–7 NASB). “But they
who wait for the Lord shall renew their strength; they shall mount up with wings like
eagles; they shall run and not be weary; they shall walk and not faint” (Isaiah 40:31 ESV).
In these and similar promises, as in wagons sent to carry you (Genesis 45:19), 1341 go to your
Joseph [Christ], and get them laden with the riches of His kingdom that you may be provisioned
1339

“Consequently, he is able to save to the uttermost those who draw near to God through him, since he
always lives to make intercession for them” (Hebrews 7:25 ESV).
1340
ESV, NASB render this is a prayer: “Oh restore me to health and make me live!” There appears to be a
minor textual variant in this verse.
1341
“Now you are ordered, ‘Do this: take wagons from the land of Egypt for your little ones and for your
wives, and bring your father and come’” (Genesis 45:19 NASB).
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and carried on in your trading for Heaven. Use these, not as yours, but as the Lord’s goods. That
is the first requirement: trade with Christ’s stock.
Trade by Another’s Instructions

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Set Up No More for Yourselves, But Become Factors for Christ
Trade by Another’s Instructions}
Follow Christ’s instructions and be guided by His orders concerning the management of
your heavenly trade. Take letters of instruction from your Creditor, how to lay out His money
and how to manage and allocate His goods. “Trust in the LORD with all your heart, and do
not lean on your own understanding” (Proverbs 3:5 ESV). Cartwright said that leaning on our
own understanding is the most hidden and subtle kind of idolatry. “It shall be a tassel for you to
look at and remember all the commandments of the LORD, so as to do them and not follow
after your own heart and your own eyes, after which you played the harlot” (Numbers 15:39
NASB). Since the fall, people have a mighty propensity to take the scepter into their own hands
and become the governor of their own ways. But God cannot put up with this because it is
inconsistent with His supremacy. It is also inconsistent with the state into which people are
redeemed by His grace: absolute devotedness to God (2 Corinthians 8:5).1342 You have likewise
chosen the Lord to be your Lawgiver and King if you are His. Thus, by your own consent, you
are under His control, according to His pleasure, in everything you do. The rectitude of every
action consists in its conformity to the will of your Lord and Sovereign. As the eyes of a
handmaid wait on her mistress, so should believers look to Christ for direction in all they do
(Psalm 123:2).1343 Christian, your former disobedience in the prosecution of your heavenly trade
has thrown you back and almost ruined you. Oh, be more observant of divine commands in the
future. Follow your instructions and walk by rule. “Finally, then, brothers, we ask and urge
you in the Lord Jesus, that as you received from us how you ought to walk and to please
God, just as you are doing, that you do so more and more” (1 Thessalonians 4:1 ESV). Beg
wisdom from God in order to know His will in everything, so you have a warrant for every
action you perform, both religious and mundane. This will give you comfort now and peace at
the Last Day.
Trade in Christ’s Best Interests, Not Yours

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Set Up No More for Yourselves, But Become Factors for Christ
Trade in Christ’s Best Interests, Not Yours}

1342

“And not only as we had hoped, but they first gave themselves to the Lord, and then to us by the will
of God” (2 Corinthians 8:5 NKJV).
1343
“Behold, as the eyes of servants look to the hand of their master, As the eyes of a maid to the hand of
her mistress, So our eyes look to the LORD our God, Until He is gracious to us” (Psalm 123:2 NASB).
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Conduct your trading in the best interests of Christ, not your own. “For not one of us
lives for himself, and not one dies for himself” (Romans 14:7 NASB). What Laban falsely said
to Jacob concerning his children and goods, God can justly say: “Then Laban replied to Jacob,
‘The daughters are my daughters, and the children are my children, and the flocks are my
flocks, and all that you see is mine. But what can I do this day to these my daughters or to
their children whom they have borne?’” (Genesis 31:43 NASB). “For every beast of the
forest is Mine, The cattle on a thousand hills” (Psalm 50:10 NASB). “Therefore, I will take
back My grain at harvest time And My new wine in its season. I will also take away My
wool and My flax Given to cover her nakedness” (Hosea 2:9 NASB). Both the principal and
returns are His (Matthew 25:27). 1344 He has the right to require you to make use of your graces
and duties and the right to their fruit, along with all that you enjoy and do. Put Christ’s property
tag on all your goods. Whatever you gain by His talents, put on His account, and let your
disbursements be expended for His use. Do not seek your own things, such as your credit, peace,
comfort, and portion, except in subordination to Him. If the Lord by His Word calls for anything
you enjoy, you must let it go. If by His providence, He takes away any comfort, do not murmur,
but say, “It is the Lord’s; let Him do what He wishes with His own” (Matthew 20:15).1345

Advice: Follow Your Trade Better than You Have Done Previously
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Those Who Began the Heavenly Trade But Have Backslidden
Advice: Follow Your Trade Better than You Have Done Previously}
Follow your trade better than you have done previously. Remember how your former
carelessness, formality, sloth, and hypocrisy have undone you; therefore, mend your ways. The
slothful soul is as the door on its hinges (Proverbs 26:14).1346 The sluggard never makes any
progress in Christianity or comes to any excellence in grace. “No Christian,” said Mr. Sedgwick,
“is so able in the habits of grace as he who is conscientiously frequent in the practice or exercise
of grace” (Christ’s Counsel to His Languishing Church of Sardis). If you want to recover your
state and come to any eminence in godliness, then make Christianity your business. That
casualness of spirit in the way of God that damaged you at first will never recover you. “The
recovery of a faint soul,” said Sedgwick, “will never be effected by faint working. You fell into
your decayed state by carelessness. Do you think that that which was not able to keep your
graces from sinking can now quicken and raise them up from the bottom of the sea?” (Christ’s
Counsel to His Languishing Church of Sardis, p. 148).1347 If negligence threw you back,
diligence must help to recover you. Take more pains with your hearts and follow your work of
godliness every day and in every place. Be early and late in your shops of duty and in the
warehouse of your hearts. Beware of spiritual sloth and losses to your souls. Take heed of
unfaithfulness to God, conscience, or others. Keep in touch with your Creditor. Be conscientious
concerning your vows to God and people. Do not be a spendthrift; do not live above your
condition. Do not waste precious time, abilities, and grace in vain, but walk strictly in the whole
1344

“Then you ought to have put my money in the bank, and on my arrival I would have received my
money back with interest” (Matthew 25:27 NASB).
1345
“Am I not allowed to do what I choose with what belongs to me? Or do you begrudge my
generosity?” (Matthew 20:15 ESV).
1346
“As a door turns on its hinges, so does a sluggard on his bed” (Proverbs 26:14 ESV).
1347
These two redundant references to Sedgwick’s book are in the original.
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course of your life. Keep yourselves from inequity and in the love of God. “Keep yourselves in
the love of God, waiting anxiously for the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ to eternal life”
(Jude 21 NASB), “looking for the blessed hope and glorious appearing of our great God and
Savior Jesus Christ” (Titus 2:13 NKJV).
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Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity}
Last, those of you who push forward this heavenly merchandise and have any good
trading in Christianity, be exhorted by the following advice.

Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading}
Is it well with your souls? Does the south wind blow on your garden, the spices flow out,
and is your garden fruitful? “Awake, O north wind, And come, O south! Blow upon my
garden, That its spices may flow out. Let my beloved come to his garden And eat its
pleasant fruits” (Song of Solomon 4:16 NKJV). Does the fig tree yield its green figs and the
vine, from its tender grapes give a good smell? “The fig tree puts forth her green figs, And the
vines with the tender grapes Give a good smell. Rise up, my love, my fair one, And come
away!” (Song of Solomon 2:13 NKJV). You have good reason then to be always giving thanks.
Those of you whose trading turns to any spiritual advantage can say, “But it is good for me to
draw near to God; I have put my trust in the Lord GOD, That I may declare all Your
works” (Psalm 73:28 NKJV). “Moreover, by them Your servant is warned; In keeping them
there is great reward” (Psalm 19:11 NASB). The Lord is not a barren wilderness to your soul,
but there is “Peace be within your walls and security within your towers!” (Psalm 122:7
ESV). “My glory is fresh within me, And my bow is renewed in my hand” (Job 29:20
NKJV). “My root is spread out to the waters, And the dew lies all night on my branch” (Job
29:19 NKJV). “You have crowned the year with Your bounty, And Your paths drip with
fatness” (Psalm 65:11 NASB). “It is like the dew of Hermon, which falls on the mountains of
Zion! For there the LORD has commanded the blessing, life forevermore” (Psalm 133:3
ESV). “We are bound to thank God always for you, brethren, as it is fitting, because your
faith grows exceedingly, and the love of every one of you all abounds toward each other ” (2
Thessalonians 1:3 NKJV). Is this true in any amount with you? If so, then bless the Lord with
your soul. Let all that is inside of you bless His holy Name. Make the Lord your glory and
triumphing praise. You have abundant reason to admire grace and exalt divine glory. Because:
Bless God for Good Trading because a Thriving Soul Is a Great Mercy at All Times
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Because a Thriving Soul Is a Great Mercy at All Times}
A thriving soul is a great mercy at all times. A little spiritual good is beyond all the
world’s treasure. One piece of Christ’s refined gold weighs down all the pearls and diamonds on
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earth. Grace cannot be compared with anything that can be found here on earth (Job 28:11–
16).1348 Grace and the things of earth are so far apart in value, they cannot even be named on the
same day, as it were. The light of God’s countenance, pardon of sin, the indwelling Holy Spirit,
fulfillment of promises, fellowship with the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, and heart-yearnings
after, love to, and delight in God are things of incalculable worth. This worth is obvious if you
weigh them by themselves, compare them to other things, consider the grace from which they
came, or the price that they cost God. Spiritual thriving is evidence of sincere love to God.
“‘Thus let all Your enemies perish, O LORD; But let those who love Him be like the rising of
the sun in its might.’ And the land was undisturbed for forty years” (Judges 5:31 NASB).
Spiritual thriving is also evidence of special love from God to that soul (Titus 3:4–6; Ephesians
1:3–7).1349 God may make those He hates prosper in the world. Esau had his rich things here, but
grace and peace are blessings of the new covenant that spring from the eternal love in the heart
of God to that soul (Hebrews 8:10; Zechariah 8:11–12, 15).1350
Bless God for Good Trading Because a Thriving Soul Is a Singular Mercy in These Days
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Because a Thriving Soul Is a Singular Mercy in These Days}
Good trading is a singular mercy at this time, a mercy that few enjoy in the present days
in which we live.1351 What a rare thing it is in this long winter to see a green olive, tender grape
1348

“He dams up the streams from flowing, And what is hidden he brings out to the light. But where can
wisdom be found? And where is the place of understanding? Man does not know its value, Nor is it
found in the land of the living. The deep says, ‘It is not in me’; And the sea says, ‘It is not with me.’ Pure
gold cannot be given in exchange for it, Nor can silver be weighed as its price. It cannot be valued in the
gold of Ophir, In precious onyx, or sapphire” (Job 28:11–16 NASB).
1349
“But when the kindness of God our Savior and His love for mankind appeared, He saved us, not on
the basis of deeds which we have done in righteousness, but according to His mercy, by the washing of
regeneration and renewing by the Holy Spirit, whom He poured out upon us richly through Jesus Christ
our Savior” (Titus 3:4–6 NASB). “Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who has
blessed us in Christ with every spiritual blessing in the heavenly places, even as he chose us in him
before the foundation of the world, that we should be holy and blameless before him. In love he
predestined us for adoption as sons through Jesus Christ, according to the purpose of his will, to the
praise of his glorious grace, with which he has blessed us in the Beloved. In him we have redemption
through his blood, the forgiveness of our trespasses, according to the riches of his grace” (Ephesians 1:3–
7 ESV).
1350
“FOR THIS IS THE COVENANT THAT I WILL MAKE WITH THE HOUSE OF ISRAEL AFTER THOSE DAYS,
SAYS THE LORD: I WILL PUT MY LAWS INTO THEIR MINDS , AND I WILL WRITE THEM ON THEIR HEARTS.
AND I WILL BE THEIR GOD, AND THEY SHALL BE MY PEOPLE ” (Hebrews 8:10 NASB). “But now I will not
deal with the remnant of this people as in the former days, declares the LORD of hosts. For there shall be
a sowing of peace. The vine shall give its fruit, and the ground shall give its produce, and the heavens
shall give their dew. And I will cause the remnant of this people to possess all these things” (Zechariah
8:11–12 ESV). “So again have I purposed in these days to bring good to Jerusalem and to the house of
Judah; fear not” (Zechariah 8:15 ESV).
1351
Although this was written in the seventeenth century, it is very true, and increasingly so, in America today.
Even many formerly Christian congregations and denominations have sold out to gross and revolting
perversions that were unmentionable a short while ago.
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or pomegranate bud, or one berry in the uppermost branch (Song of Solomon 7:6; Isaiah
24:13).1352 It was a particular glory put on the head of Thyatira that she was thriving when other
churches were decaying. “I know your deeds, and your love and faith and service and
perseverance, and that your deeds of late are greater than at first” (Revelation 2:19 NASB).
Ephesus had lost her first love, Sardis had decayed, wasted her first strength, and was ready to
die, Laodicea was lukewarm and ready to be vomited out by the Lord Jesus (Revelation 3:1, 8,
16).1353 Only Thyatira flourished exceedingly and grew in the winter, and this honor she had: to
have it recorded by the Spirit for a monument in ages to come. It is not the lot of everyone to
thrive in evil times. There were a few Thessalonians whose faith and love did grow (2
Thessalonians 1:3).1354 There was a single Timothy who had flourishing affections to the things
of Christ. “For I have no one else of kindred spirit who will genuinely be concerned for your
welfare” (Philippians 2:20 NASB). There was one Gaius, whose soul prospered more than his
body (3 John 2).1355 These days, a flourishing Christian is like a flower in winter or an apple tree
in the woods. Surely, if there is a soul who flourishes to any height of Christianity, lives in
intimacy with God, fares deliciously in his soul, and feeds on marrow and hidden manna, that
person is greatly loved by God. Your lot, oh soul, has fallen onto a special plot in mercy’s
ground. Should not such a person admire the Lord Jesus since He has come to him or her in the
fullness of the blessing of the Gospel? Oh, bless God for this unspeakable gift.
Bless God for Good Trading Because It Is a Pledge of Eternal Mercy
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Because It Is a Pledge of Eternal Mercy}
Good heavenly trading is a down payment [pledge, earnest money] of eternal mercy.
Those who sow to the Spirit will reap everlasting life (Galatians 6:8).1356 Those who abound in
holiness will have an abundantly supplied entrance into the kingdom of our Lord and Savior (2
Peter 1:11).1357 God will never discard savory salt to the dunghill nor burn up fruitful branches.
Trees full of sap are the Lord’s trees that He will transplant into His paradise above (Psalm
1352

“How beautiful and pleasant you are, O loved one, with all your delights!” (Song of Solomon 7:6 ESV).
“For thus it will be in the midst of the earth among the peoples, As the shaking of an olive tree, As the
gleanings when the grape harvest is over” (Isaiah 24:13 NASB).
1353
“To the angel of the church in Sardis write: ‘He who has the seven Spirits of God and the seven stars,
says this: “I know your deeds, that you have a name that you are alive, but you are dead”’” (Revelation
3:1 NASB). “I know your deeds. Behold, I have put before you an open door which no one can shut,
because you have a little power, and have kept My word, and have not denied My name” (Revelation 3:8
NASB). “So because you are lukewarm, and neither hot nor cold, I will spit you out of My mouth”
(Revelation 3:16 NASB).
1354
“We are bound to thank God always for you, brethren, as it is fitting, because your faith grows
exceedingly, and the love of every one of you all abounds toward each other” (2 Thessalonians 1:3 NKJV).
1355
“Beloved, I pray that in all respects you may prosper and be in good health, just as your soul
prospers” (3 John 2 NASB).
1356
“For he who sows to his flesh will of the flesh reap corruption, but he who sows to the Spirit will of
the Spirit reap everlasting life” (Galatians 6:8 NKJV).
1357
“For so an entrance will be supplied to you abundantly into the everlasting kingdom of our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ” (2 Peter 1:11 NKJV).
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104:16).1358 The Lord’s ripe fruit will be gathered and safely housed in Heaven, not shaken onto
the ground. Grace is seed that is too precious to be lost. “Those who sow in tears shall reap
with joyful shouting” (Psalm 126:5 NASB). Poor troubled soul, God will not despise the day of
your small things, much less your enlargements of soul after Him. He will be tender of your
smallest blossoms and make them mature safely into fruit. Much more will your increases arrive
to the fullness of the measure of the stature of Christ (Ephesians 4:15). 1359 “For God is not
unjust so as to overlook your work and the love that you have shown for his name in
serving the saints, as you still do” (Hebrews 6:10 ESV). It may be that you have forgotten
many a duty and hearty testimony of your love to Christ, His Name, people, and ways; you can
see nothing in all you have done, but are ready to say at all events, “Then the righteous will
answer Him, ‘Lord, when did we see You hungry, and feed You, or thirsty, and give You
something to drink? And when did we see You a stranger, and invite You in, or naked, 1360
and clothe You? When did we see You sick, or in prison, and come to You?’” (Matthew
25:37–39 NASB). But God cannot be so unrighteous as to forget it or let it pass unnoticed.
Rather, He keeps a record of all your most menial duties and will make the most of them in the
day of righteous judgment. “I know your works, your labor, your patience, and that you
cannot bear those who are evil. And you have tested those who say they are apostles and are
not, and have found them liars” (Revelation 2:2 NKJV). “Nathanael said to him, ‘How do
you know me?’ Jesus answered him, ‘Before Philip called you, when you were under the fig
tree, I saw you’” (John 1:48 ESV). He takes notice of a Daniel by the river Tigris (Daniel 10:4,
12:5),1361 of a Peter on the housetop (Acts 10:9–10), 1362 and of an Elijah under the tree (1 Kings
19:4–5).1363 He even takes notice of what David in his heart merely intended to do and rewards it
(1 Kings 8:18).1364 If an Ahasuerus will not let Mordecai go unrewarded for his good deeds
(Esther 6:3),1365 surely the Judge of all the earth will do right and crown the works of His own
hands. “Therefore, my beloved brethren, be steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the
work of the Lord, knowing that your toil is not in vain in the Lord” (1 Corinthians 15:58
NASB). Oh, then be blessing God for the least good that He has worked in you and for you, and
for any prosperity in your souls. There are no offerings that God accepts so well on His altar as
1358

“The trees of the LORD are watered abundantly, the cedars of Lebanon that he planted” (Psalm 104:16
ESV).
1359
“But speaking the truth in love, we are to grow up in all aspects into Him who is the head, even
Christ” (Ephesians 4:15 NASB).
1360
Naked in the context of biblical charity does not refer merely to absolute nakedness, but to one who has not
sufficient clothing to keep warm. Today, used clothing is very cheap, but fuel for heating in northern climates
is not.
1361
“On the twenty-fourth day of the first month, while I was by the bank of the great river, that is, the
Tigris” (Daniel 10:4 NASB). “Then I, Daniel, looked and behold, two others were standing, one on this
bank of the river and the other on that bank of the river” (Daniel 12:5 NASB).
1362
“The next day, as they were on their journey and approaching the city, Peter went up on the housetop
about the sixth hour to pray. And he became hungry and wanted something to eat, but while they were
preparing it, he fell into a trance” (Acts 10:9–10 ESV).
1363
“But he himself went a day’s journey into the wilderness, and came and sat down under a broom tree.
And he prayed that he might die, and said, ‘It is enough! Now, LORD, take my life, for I am no better
than my fathers!’ Then as he lay and slept under a broom tree, suddenly an angel touched him, and said
to him, ‘Arise and eat’” (1 Kings 19:4–5 NKJV).
1364
“But the LORD said to my father David, ‘Because it was in your heart to build a house for My name,
you did well that it was in your heart’” (1 Kings 8:18 NASB).
1365
“And the king said, ‘What honor or distinction has been bestowed on Mordecai for this?’ The king’s
young men who attended him said, ‘Nothing has been done for him’” (Esther 6:3 ESV).
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offerings of thanksgiving (Psalm 69:30–31).1366 What a delightful remark did the Lord Jesus
speak on the leper’s return to praise Him for cleansing (Luke 17:18). 1367 The more spiritual one
is, the more rejoicing (Isaiah 52:8).1368 There are no such thriving souls as God-praising souls.
“They will come and shout for joy on the height of Zion, And they will be radiant over the
bounty of the LORD—Over the grain and the new wine and the oil, And over the young of
the flock and the herd; And their life will be like a watered garden, And they will never
languish again” (Jeremiah 31:12 NASB).
Question: How Do I Know If I Have Good Trading?

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Question: How Do I Know If I Have Good Trading?}
QUESTION: How can I know whether I have good spiritual trading or not? How can I
know that I have good reason for rejoicing in God? If I could detect evidence of this welfare of
soul you speak of, I would bless God with my whole soul. But I fear that it is otherwise, that I am
one of those who fall back and decay in my heavenly trade.
SOLUTION: There are seven signs of good trading, especially in evil times, that people
usually consider to reveal a thriving trade.
Sign of Good Trading: When You Do Not Backslide
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Question: How Do I Know If I Have Good Trading?
Sign of Good Trading: You Do Not Backslide}
When people do not go back in the world in bad times, but hold their own, they lose
nothing. It is much in bad times to keep one’s ground. To be savers in such a season is to do well.
Test yourself in this to see how it is with you: Do you at least not go back in your spiritual
estate? Is it at least as well with you now than previously? Are your faith, love, humility, and
patience at least as good as before? If you do not backslide, you go forward; there is no standing
still in Christianity; people either go backward or forward in virtue. Those who do not decay are
thriving spiritually. Job proved his good state by standing fast in shaking times. “But He knows
the way I take; When He has tried me, I shall come forth as gold. My foot has held fast to
His path; I have kept His way and not turned aside. I have not departed from the command
of His lips; I have treasured the words of His mouth more than my necessary food” (Job
23:10–12 NASB). By standing fast, Job concludes that he is doing well. “When He has tried me,
1366

“I will praise the name of God with song And magnify Him with thanksgiving. And it will please the
LORD better than an ox Or a young bull with horns and hoofs” (Psalm 69:30–31 NASB).
1367
“Was no one found who returned to give glory to God, except this foreigner?” (Luke 17:18 NASB).
1368
“The voice of your watchmen—they lift up their voice; together they sing for joy; for eye to eye they
see the return of the LORD to Zion” (Isaiah 52:8 ESV).
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I shall come forth as gold.” And, the apostle considers it good profit during conflicts of soul to
stand one’s ground and, if he cannot gain ground, to at least not lose ground. 1369 Having done all,
to stand is victory (Ephesians 6:13).1370 Christians have their winter seasons when growth is not
visible; to keep alive in such seasons is commendable. Do you hold fast your integrity (Job
2:9),1371 and keep your garments on (Revelation 16:15)? 1372 Do you preserve the purity of your
conscience from the defilement and temptations of the day and place in which you live? Do you
keep your heart unspotted from the world? Do you keep your desires for God as warm, your
purposes of clinging to God as firm, and your feet as quick to run the way of God’s
commandments as before? If so, you have good trading, considering the times in which you live,
which times are an hour of temptation and evening of darkness.

1369

Ashwood appears to contradict himself here since he earlier stated that we are always either going forward
or backward. Let the reader take notice, however, that Ashwood is now considering things during hard and
shaking times. The situation may be likened to a group of bicyclists on a road with hilly terrain. On a level
road, everybody can keep up. But going up a steep hill, the real athletes will keep up speed and riders in good
condition will slow down, but keep going. But those in poorer condition will have to get off and walk.
1370
“Therefore take up the whole armor of God, that you may be able to withstand in the evil day, and
having done all, to stand” (Ephesians 6:13 NKJV).
1371
“Then his wife said to him, ‘Do you still hold fast your integrity? Curse God and die!” (Job 2:9
NASB).
1372
“Behold, I am coming like a thief! Blessed is the one who stays awake, keeping his garments on, that
he may not go about naked and be seen exposed!” (Revelation 16:15 ESV).
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Sign of Good Trading: When Wares Move Off the Shelves
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Question: How Do I Know If I Have Good Trading?
Sign of Good Trading: When Wares Move Off the Shelves}
When wares move off the shelves well, it is good trading. When goods vend at a good
rate, people consider themselves to be thriving. Is it so with your souls? Are your prayers
accepted by God? Do duties provide any profit to you? What returns do you get from your
Christian services? Do sermons, prayer, and holy conversation bring any advantage to your soul?
Do your goods not just sit on the shelves, but are your graces exercised and your talents, gifts,
and opportunities put to good use? If so, then it is good trading. If the Lord gives you light, do
you lay it out for the good of others? If He restores you to the joy of His salvation and upholds
you with His free Spirit, do you teach transgressors His ways and endeavor to convert sinners to
Him (Psalm 51:12–13)?1373 When God drops comfort down to you, do you pour it forth to others,
that they may be comforted also with the same comfort (2 Corinthians 1:4)? 1374 When you go to
public or private duties, do graces go out in them? It may be that you show abilities, but do you
lay out grace as well as gifts and spiritual as well as natural affections? Do you pray with the
Spirit and hear with faith? Do hope, fear, humility, holy reverence, heavenly longings, and
sincerity result from your Christian duties? When you meet with company, what goods do you
deliver to them? Do you labor in every society to vend something of heavenly wares, give some
holy counsel and instruction, give some gracious experience and observation? Do your leave
something behind you that imparts grace from God in every place and company you visit? If so,
then it is good trading and your soul thrives.
Sign of Good Trading: When You Have Greater Inventory
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Question: How Do I Know If I Have Good Trading?
Sign of Good Trading: When You Have Greater Inventory}
People count it good trading when they have more assets, when they have more goods,
more variety, and greater quantity of wares than they had at first; it is the more so if all is paid for
and clear of debt. Their shops and warehouses are fuller than they were [to support heavy sales
volume], and their goods are their own property. And can you say that it is thus with your souls
also? Has your stock of spiritual goods grown? Are your graces, gifts, faith, love, hope, and fear
of God more grown and stronger than they were (2 Thessalonians 1:3)? 1375 Can you trust God
1373

“Restore to me the joy of Your salvation And sustain me with a willing spirit. Then I will teach
transgressors Your ways, And sinners will be converted to You” (Psalm 51:12–13 NASB).
1374
“Who comforts us in all our affliction so that we will be able to comfort those who are in any affliction
with the comfort with which we ourselves are comforted by God” (2 Corinthians 1:4 NASB).
1375
“We ought always to give thanks to God for you, brethren, as is only fitting, because your faith is
greatly enlarged, and the love of each one of you toward one another grows ever greater” (2
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more than you formerly could? When sight fails, can you hang on to a promise, just the promise
alone by itself, more strongly than previously (2 Corinthians 5:7)? 1376 Can you think well of God
when He frowns on you? Can you love Him when He corrects you (Isaiah 39:8)?1377 Can you
continue to trust God when He strips you of your visible comforts and cling to Him when He
seems to reject you (Job 13:15)?1378 Then you are richer in stock.
Is your faith leading to greater sanctification and enlivening, your love more warming,
your zeal more fervent, your hope more adventurous, your patience more bearing, your joy more
delighting, and your humility more self-abasing? If yes, then your spiritual goods are increasing.
Have you more of every grace? It may be that at first you had much affection but little sincerity,
great desires but little faith, much comfort but little patience and self-denial. You could pray, talk,
rejoice, and do some duties, but could not bear trials, lack comforts, or live by faith when sight
failed. It may be that you were diligent in some duties but negligent in others. But now, you have
a greater variety of graces, are better in duties, and have a more universal respect to all of God’s
commands (Psalm 119:6).1379 And, if you spend less time in holy duties, you are more into the
spirit of them. When things are like this, there is a thriving trade in Christianity.
Sign of Good Trading: When You Are Less in Debt than You Were
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Question: How Do I Know If I Have Good Trading?
Sign of Good Trading: You Are Less in Debt}
Are you less in debt than you were? That is another sign of good trading. Do you make
conscience of rendering to God again for all His benefits (Psalm 116:12–13)? 1380 Does it trouble
you when you get behind in grace and fall in arrears to the mercy of God by your unthankfulness
(Daniel 9:10)?1381 Indeed, you cannot compensate God for His grace or pay Him for His mercies,
and you perceive the infinite distance between your good works and the smallest favor that the
Lord bestows on you, but what you do have, you give to the Lord. You render all possible
praises, but not all praises due (Exodus 15:2). 1382 You set your hearts to and are careful to walk
every day as becomes the grace that brings salvation and the mercies bestowed on you. It is the
Thessalonians 1:3 NASB).
1376
“For we walk by faith, not by sight” (2 Corinthians 5:7 NKJV).
1377
“Then Hezekiah said to Isaiah, ‘The word of the LORD that you have spoken is good.’ For he thought,
‘There will be peace and security in my days’” (Isaiah 39:8 ESV). There is more than a hint of selfishness in
Hezekiah’s response.
1378
“Though He slay me, I will hope in Him. Nevertheless I will argue my ways before Him” (Job 13:15
NASB).
1379
“Then I shall not be ashamed When I look upon all Your commandments” (Psalm 119:6 NASB).
1380
“What shall I render to the LORD For all His benefits toward me? I shall lift up the cup of salvation
And call upon the name of the LORD” (Psalm 116:12–13 NASB). The reference to lifting up the cup of
salvation may be a reference to a drink offering.
1381
“We have not obeyed the voice of the LORD our God, to walk in His laws, which He set before us by
His servants the prophets” (Daniel 9:10 NKJV).
1382
“The LORD is my strength and song, And He has become my salvation; This is my God, and I will
praise Him; My father’s God, and I will extol Him” (Exodus 15:2 NASB).
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desire of your heart and labor to walk worthy of God, please Him, and fulfill the purpose of
God’s mercy to you. You are willing beyond your ability and grieve at your falling short in it.
Now, the Lord counts this for the deed and accepts it from His people’s hands as full pay through
the satisfaction of Jesus Christ (2 Corinthians 8:12). 1383 And, where it is thus that people live in
the daily sense of divine grace and grateful acknowledgment of every mercy, there is a thriving
trade in spirituals.
Sign of Good Trading: When You Have Much Owed to You and It Is Sure
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Question: How Do I Know If I Have Good Trading?
Sign of Good Trading: Much Is Owed You and It Is Sure}
Do you have much owed to you, and it is sure? This also is a sign of a thriving trade.
People count sure accounts receivable as good as ready money. Though they have little in the
bank, if they own much in quality debt securities, they account themselves worth that amount in
addition to cash on hand. And so it is with you, Christian. Are you rich in promises? Is much
coming to you according to the new covenant? It may be that you have little in hand, and little
comfort, peace, and sweetness from day to day. You sow much but reap little. You ask but have
not, yet you seek with your whole heart. Goods are received, but no money is returned. If so, you
have good grounds for hope for a plentiful harvest because you sow a good amount of good seed.
You are plentiful in holy duties and sincere in them. You have many prayers pending answers
from God, many a tear dropped into God’s bottle (Psalm 56:8),1384 much grace laid out in duty
and time spent in it, a daily care to please God, and from the Scripture are able to lay claim to
many a promise on account of Christ. What you sow, you will reap (Galatians 6:8). 1385
“Therefore, my beloved brothers, be steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work
of the Lord, knowing that in the Lord your labor is not in vain” (1 Corinthians 15:58 ESV).
“Say to the righteous that it will go well with them, For they will eat the fruit of their
actions” (Isaiah 3:10 NASB). And the less received now, the more that goes to your heavenly
accounts receivable. Good use of grace does bring down many a mercy for believers, which
mercies are not all received in this life, yet they are sure and build up the inheritance prepared for
them. This is good trading that brings in bonds and securities that are sure and will be paid to
heavenly traders in their own country.

1383

“For if the readiness is there, it is acceptable according to what a person has, not according to what he
does not have” (2 Corinthians 8:12 ESV).
1384
“You have taken account of my wanderings; Put my tears in Your bottle. Are they not in Your book?”
(Psalm 56:8 NASB).
1385
“For the one who sows to his own flesh will from the flesh reap corruption, but the one who sows to
the Spirit will from the Spirit reap eternal life” (Galatians 6:8 NASB).
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Sign of Good Trading: When Present Income Is Enough to Live On
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Question: How Do I Know If I Have Good Trading?
Sign of Good Trading: Income Is Enough to Live On}
It is good trading when present income supports the trader and the trader can live on the
income and live comfortably without eating into capital. Believer, if this is so with you in your
heavenly trade, then you have good trading. Test, Christian, how well you thrive by your
livelihood. Can you live comfortably on the fruit of Christianity (Song of Solomon 2:3; Isaiah
40:31)?1386 Does your Christianity maintain your souls and graces well (John 4:30)? 1387 At what
level of prosperity do you live? People who thrive in the world usually live well; they have good
food and good clothing. Diet, apparel, and expenses soon show people’s incomes. Spendthrifts
may spend much and live well for a time, but they cannot sustain it and soon go bankrupt. But
when people can bear substantial expenses and their net worth is not impaired, it is evidence that
they thrive well and are doing well in their trades. So it is with thriving Christians: they
ordinarily live at a higher level of peace and comfort than others (Psalm 119:165; Psalm
80:19).1388 Their fare is better unless the health of their souls calls them to fasting and affliction at
times. Strong Christians, overcoming souls, have better provisions promised them than others.
They feed on hidden manna (Revelation 2:17)1389 and bits of marrow. Milk is for babies, but
strong meat for strong men. “It is a joy for the just to do justice, But destruction will come to
the workers of iniquity” (Proverbs 21:15 NKJV). “For these, joy and pleasure,” said Mercer,
“are the fruit of well-doing.” Those who have a larger proportion of blessings on their souls can
spend more than others. A person may be truly gracious, yet live uncomfortably in his soul and in
the ways of God. But he who thrives in godliness has larger incomes of sweetness and peace; he
makes many a merry meal on the review of his integrity and the grace of God in and toward him
(Psalm 112:2).1390

1386

“Like an apple tree among the trees of the woods, So is my beloved among the sons. I sat down in his
shade with great delight, And his fruit was sweet to my taste” (Song of Solomon 2:3 NKJV). “Yet those
who wait for the LORD Will gain new strength; They will mount up with wings like eagles, They will run
and not get tired, They will walk and not become weary” (Isaiah 40:31 NASB).
1387
“They went out of the town and were coming to him” (John 4:30 ESV).
1388
“Those who love Your law have great peace, And nothing causes them to stumble” (Psalm 119:165
NASB). “O LORD God of hosts, restore us; Cause Your face to shine upon us, and we will be saved”
(Psalm 80:19 NASB).
1389
“He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches. To him who overcomes I will
give some of the hidden manna to eat. And I will give him a white stone, and on the stone a new name
written which no one knows except him who receives it” (Revelation 2:17 NKJV).
1390
“His descendants will be mighty on earth; The generation of the upright will be blessed” (Psalm 112:2
NASB).
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Sign of Good Trading: Investing as Well as Spending
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Question: How Do I Know If I Have Good Trading?
Sign of Good Trading: Investing as Well as Spending}
Being able to invest as well as spend is a sign of good trading. When people fill their
savings accounts and enlarge their investment portfolio, become purchasers, and begin to join
house to house and field to field, they clearly show that they are thriving. Likewise, when souls
thrive in their heavenly trade, they begin to save for Heaven and prepare for another world; they
lay up treasure in Heaven (Matthew 6:21) 1391 and get money bags that do not grow old (Luke
12:33).1392 Weak Christians are entirely concerned about their earthly comforts, how they may
maintain their peace and pleasure in the way. But strong Christians, thriving souls, have their
thoughts on their journey’s end and make provisions for their future state. They are content with
bread and water here (Genesis 28:20);1393 a little spending money along the way to help them
home is all they seek. But their main care is to lay up for Heaven. “For what you had before I
came was little, and it has increased to a great amount; the LORD has blessed you since my
coming. And now, when shall I also provide for my own house?” (Genesis 30:30 NKJV). So the
thriving Christian is thoughtful about his house in Heaven; he makes all the provisions he can for
that and will lay up in store a good foundation to lay hold of eternal life (1 Timothy 6:19). 1394 He
is obtaining all he can for Heaven and for such works as will follow him. He will convert all he
can into spiritual liquid assets so that he may transfer them into his [heavenly] country. The
assets of this world are staked down to the earth and cannot be moved off it. But thriving
Christians seek goods that they can pack up and carry with them to their own home. They strive
to pray, hear, think, speak, do, suffer, and all else for eternity. Their affections are gone before
them to Heaven even while their bodies are imprisoned in the world. It was said of the Athenians
that, when they were besieged by Sylla, their hearts were with the soldiers in the field outside the
walls, while their bodies were forced to serve inside. 1395 So it is with Christians who have gotten
spiritual riches; the world is a prison to them, a strange country to which they have been sent to
trade. When they have filled their sacks and gotten all they can, they long to depart to their own
country. Christian, by these things you may know what kind of trade you pursue for Heaven and
what share you have in this great engagement to thanksgiving.

1391

“For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also” (Matthew 6:21 NASB).
“Sell your possessions, and give to the needy. Provide yourselves with moneybags that do not grow
old, with a treasure in the heavens that does not fail, where no thief approaches and no moth destroys”
(Luke 12:33 ESV).
1393
“Then Jacob made a vow, saying, ‘If God will be with me and will keep me on this journey that I take,
and will give me food to eat and garments to wear’” (Genesis 28:20 NASB).
1394
“Storing up for themselves the treasure of a good foundation for the future, so that they may take
hold of that which is life indeed” (1 Timothy 6:19 NASB).
1395
This is probably a reference to the Siege of Athens and Piraeus during the First Mithridatic War, 87-6 BC.
1392
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Answer to Those Who See from These Things That They Are Not Good Traders

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Answer to Those Who See That They Are Not Good Traders}
OBJECTION: All this goes against me and confirms my just fears that I am a stranger to
spiritual thriving. I now see that it is a pitiful trade that I pursue in godliness. I profess Christ,
hear sermons, pray, perform duties, and enjoy privileges, but am never the better. Oh, how I may
stamp lost labor on all my Christian work! I need no greater proof than this evidence, nor
any other judge than my own conscience to convince my languishing soul of daily wastes and
poverty in heavenly trade. What shall I do to get my case mended and attain to true thriving in
this holy calling?
ANSWER: There are four things that usually make people thrive in their earthly trading;
these also contribute to prosperity in this heavenly merchandising:
1. Provident care.
2. Diligent hand.
3. Secret trade.
4. Divine blessing.
Things to Make You Thrive: Provident Care
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Answer to Those Who See That They Are Not Good Traders
Things to Make You Thrive: Provident Care}
People who are thriving in the world are provident [prudent and prepared] and careful to
guard against dangers, make their assets and interests secure, and allocate their resources to their
advantage. And Christians must do likewise if they ever think to flourish in godliness. What
losses and miscarriages in Christianity might provident care prevent if temptations were waylaid
and corruptions timely guarded against? Souls might thus escape many occasions of being
pounced on by sin and escape many losses of benefits of grace. Never think to prosper in
holiness until you are provident to prevent its weakening and to contribute all you can toward its
strength and enlargement. Someone may enjoy a good frame of soul and much peace and joy in
believing, then, for lack of watchfulness, lose it all. Another has gotten a little power over his
corruptions for a time, then for lack of provident care to avoid ensnaring occasions of sin, is
overcome again. Another has a choice advantage put into his hand for spiritual good, but by not
exercising timely care and preparation to use it well, miscarries in all his hopes and labors. By
these changes and interruptions, their spiritual welfare is impeded. “Go to the ant, O sluggard,
Observe her ways and be wise, Which, having no chief, Officer or ruler, Prepares her food
in the summer And gathers her provision in the harvest” (Proverbs 6:6–8 NASB). Be wise as
serpents; they avoid danger as soon as they see it and guard their most important parts even at
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hazard of their all1396 (Matthew 10:16).1397 “See then that you walk circumspectly, not as fools
but as wise” (Ephesians 5:15 NKJV). Oh, how happy might Christians be if they were as
provident for their souls as they are for their bodies and engaged thoughtfulness, care, and
foresight to further their spiritual interests. Without this provident care, never think to prosper in
this heavenly merchandise. Take heed of sins that waste grace; do not allow any secret lust or roll
any sweet sinful morsel under your tongue. That will prove a moth in your spiritual estate and
keep you low in your heavenly concerns. Souls that are under some entangling lust are like Israel
under the prevailing hand of Midian against them. “For it was when Israel had sown, that the
Midianites would come up with the Amalekites and the sons of the east and go against
them. So they would camp against them and destroy the produce of the earth as far as
Gaza, and leave no sustenance in Israel as well as no sheep, ox, or donkey. For they would
come up with their livestock and their tents, they would come in like locusts for number,
both they and their camels were innumerable; and they came into the land to devastate it.
So Israel was brought very low because of Midian, and the sons of Israel cried to the
LORD” (Judges 6:3–6 NASB). So it is with those who do not take provident care of their souls;
no sooner do they get any mercy, strength of constitution, blessed experience, hope, or other
advantage to their souls, than a prevailing lust rises up and destroys it all. Therefore cry to the
Lord, as Israel did, until He delivers you from every iniquity. If you want to prosper in your souls
and way of life, do not make peace with any corruption; never let it rest until it is wholly
destroyed. Also, be provident to take all possible advantages for godliness and watch your
opportunities for every duty. Just as the secondhand goods trader goes to every flea market and
fair, go to every soul-goods market and fair, that is, all the public and private means of grace, and
get in profit for your souls (Proverbs 8:34). 1398 Be careful to get some good from everything and
to keep and save what you have; this will tend to a thriving soul (Acts 2:46).1399
Things to Make You Thrive: A Diligent Hand
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Answer to Those Who See That They Are Not Good Traders
Things to Make You Thrive: A Diligent Hand}
A diligent hand tends to make people thrive in their employment. People who prosper in
the world take pains and follow their employments, rise early, sit up late, and neglect no business
that may help them profit. Those of you who intend to thrive in Christianity must do likewise.
You must make Christianity your business, be laborers in God’s vineyard, and be workers that
need not be ashamed (John 6:27; 2 Timothy 2:15). 1400 For the most part, Christians are too
slothful in their spiritual business to see profits. It will cost you more striving to enter into the
1396

When confronted by a predator, a snake not able to escape may hide its head under its body or elsewhere or
wave its tail in the face of the predator.
1397
“Behold, I am sending you out as sheep in the midst of wolves, so be wise as serpents and innocent as
doves” (Matthew 10:16 ESV).
1398
“Blessed is the one who listens to me, watching daily at my gates, waiting beside my doors” (Proverbs
8:34 ESV).
1399
“Day by day continuing with one mind in the temple, and breaking bread from house to house, they
were taking their meals together with gladness and sincerity of heart” (Acts 2:46 NASB).
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narrow and difficult gate and make progress in the narrow and difficult way that leads to life
(Matthew 7:14).1401 You need to hammer your [spiritual] enemies yet more before they are
defeated and put more labor into your work before you can turn a profit. Scripture describes this
work variously as running (Hebrews 12:1),1402 striving (Luke 13:24),1403 wrestling (Ephesians
6:12),1404 labors more abundant (1 Corinthians 15:10),1405 in weariness and toil (2 Corinthians
11:27),1406 and watching (Luke 12:37).1407 By comparison, what pains people will take for the
world: “She rises also while it is still night And gives food to her household And portions to
her maidens. She perceives that her merchandise is good, And her lamp does not go out by
night” (Proverbs 31:15, 18 NKJV). “When I applied my heart to know wisdom, and to see
the business that is done on earth, how neither day nor night do one’s eyes see sleep”
(Ecclesiastes 8:16 ESV). “Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites, because you travel
around on sea and land to make one proselyte; and when he becomes one, you make him
twice as much a son of hell as yourselves” (Matthew 23:15 NASB). Should Christians not do
more for Heaven? The most diligent soul is the most thriving soul. “Therefore, my beloved
brethren, be steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord, knowing
that your toil is not in vain in the Lord” (1 Corinthians 15:58 NASB), in season and out of
season, taking every opportunity for Heaven. “Whatever your hand finds to do, do it with all
your might; for there is no activity or planning or knowledge or wisdom in Sheol 1408 where
you are going” (Ecclesiastes 9:10 NASB). This is the way to a thriving soul (1 Corinthians
1400

“Do not work for the food which perishes, but for the food which endures to eternal life, which the
Son of Man will give to you, for on Him the Father, God, has set His seal” (John 6:27 NASB). “Do your
best to present yourself to God as one approved, a worker who has no need to be ashamed, rightly
handling the word of truth” (2 Timothy 2:15 ESV).
1401
“For the gate is narrow and the way is hard that leads to life, and those who find it are few” (Matthew
7:14 ESV). The popular expression “straight and narrow” is a corruption of “strait and narrow.” In Matthew
7:13–14, in the KJV, the gate is called “strait,” meaning narrow. But it can also mean difficult or strict. The
underlying Greek is στενος [sten-os´], which also can connote strict or exacting as well as narrow. It is
typically translated narrow in more modern translations. On the other hand, the word describing the way in
verse 14 is τεθλιμμενη, a form of θλιβω [thlee´-bo], literally meaning compress, restrict, or rub together. It is
used in a figurative sense of afflict, cause hardship, or oppress. Referring to the way (as opposed to the gate)
the KJV and NASB translate it as narrow, the NKJV translates it as difficult, and the ESV translates it as hard.
However Matthew 7:13–14 is translated, the gate and way are clearly no easy path and Ashwood’s discussion
is true to the Scripture text.
1402
“Therefore, since we have so great a cloud of witnesses surrounding us, let us also lay aside every
encumbrance and the sin which so easily entangles us, and let us run with endurance the race that is set
before us” (Hebrews 12:1 NASB).
1403
“Strive to enter through the narrow gate, for many, I say to you, will seek to enter and will not be
able” (Luke 13:24 NKJV).
1404
“For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against
the cosmic powers over this present darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly places”
(Ephesians 6:12 ESV).
1405
“But by the grace of God I am what I am, and His grace toward me was not in vain; but I labored
more abundantly than they all, yet not I, but the grace of God which was with me” (1 Corinthians 15:10
NKJV).
1406
“In weariness and toil, in sleeplessness often, in hunger and thirst, in fastings often, in cold and
nakedness” (2 Corinthians 11:27 NKJV).
1407
“Blessed are those servants whom the master, when he comes, will find watching. Assuredly, I say to
you that he will gird himself and have them sit down to eat, and will come and serve them” (Luke 12:37
NKJV).
1408
Sheol: Hebrew word for either hell or the grave. The latter fits the context of this verse.
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9:24–25; Hebrews 12:4; Ephesians 6:12; 2 Corinthians 11:23–27; Proverbs 31:15–18;
Ecclesiastes 8:16; Matthew 23:15; Ecclesiastes 9:10).1409
Things to Make You Thrive: A Secret Trade of Holiness
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Answer to Those Who See That They Are Not Good Traders
Things to Make You Thrive: A Secret Trade of Holiness}
Driving a secret trade of holiness helps the soul to thrive. People who have some
particular skill and proprietary secrets in their trade that are not common usually get the greatest
income and advantage. So it is in this heavenly trade: the more people are engaged in the
mysteries of godliness, the more they thrive in Christianity (1 Timothy 3:16). 1410 There is a secret
in holiness with in no stranger shares (Proverbs 14:10).1411 There is a way within the veil, the
hidden part in which souls are made to know wisdom (Psalm 51:6). 1412 There are hidden riches in
secret places that thriving Christians receive (Isaiah 45:3).1413 If you want to prosper in godliness,
be sure to maintain the secret duties of piety. The Christianity of most people lies in the
marketplace and in view of others, but their hearts and prayer closets are not privy to any secret
1409

“Do you not know that in a race all the runners run, but only one receives the prize? So run that you
may obtain it. Every athlete exercises self-control in all things. They do it to receive a perishable wreath,
but we an imperishable” (1 Corinthians 9:24–25 ESV). “You have not yet resisted to the point of shedding
blood in your striving against sin” (Hebrews 12:4 NASB). “For our struggle is not against flesh and
blood, but against the rulers, against the powers, against the world forces of this darkness, against the
spiritual forces of wickedness in the heavenly places” (Ephesians 6:12 NASB). “Are they servants of
Christ?—I speak as if insane—I more so; in far more labors, in far more imprisonments, beaten times
without number, often in danger of death. Five times I received from the Jews thirty-nine lashes. Three
times I was beaten with rods, once I was stoned, three times I was shipwrecked, a night and a day I have
spent in the deep. I have been on frequent journeys, in dangers from rivers, dangers from robbers,
dangers from my countrymen, dangers from the Gentiles, dangers in the city, dangers in the wilderness,
dangers on the sea, dangers among false brethren; I have been in labor and hardship, through many
sleepless nights, in hunger and thirst, often without food, in cold and exposure” (2 Corinthians 11:23–27
NASB). “She rises also while it is still night And gives food to her household And portions to her
maidens. She considers a field and buys it; From her earnings she plants a vineyard. She girds herself
with strength And makes her arms strong. She senses that her gain is good; Her lamp does not go out at
night” (Proverbs 31:15–18 NASB). “…when I gave my heart to know wisdom and to see the task which
has been done on the earth (even though one should never sleep day or night)” (Ecclesiastes 8:16 NASB).
“Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites, because you travel around on sea and land to make one
proselyte; and when he becomes one, you make him twice as much a son of hell as yourselves” (Matthew
23:15 NASB). “Whatever your hand finds to do, do it with all your might; for there is no activity or
planning or knowledge or wisdom in Sheol where you are going” (Ecclesiastes 9:10 NASB).
1410
“And without controversy great is the mystery of godliness: God was manifested in the flesh, Justified
in the Spirit, Seen by angels, Preached among the Gentiles, Believed on in the world, Received up in
glory” (1 Timothy 3:16 NKJV).
1411
“The heart knows its own bitterness, And a stranger does not share its joy” (Proverbs 14:10 NASB).
1412
“Behold, You desire truth in the innermost being, And in the hidden part You will make me know
wisdom” (Psalm 51:6 NASB).
1413
“I will give you the treasures of darkness and the hoards in secret places, that you may know that it is
I, the LORD, the God of Israel, who call you by your name” (Isaiah 45:3 ESV).
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transactions between God and their souls; in the praise of people, they have their reward. But the
thriving trade of Christianity is the secret trade. Christian, give priority to those duties that
people least observe and to the invisible part of your visible work. Public duties are most
honorable, but secret duties are the most profitable (Matthew 6:3–4).1414
Things to Make You Thrive: The Blessing of God on Your Labors
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Answer to Those Who See That They Are Not Good Traders
Things to Make You Thrive: God Blesses Your Labor}
The blessing of God makes people rich. “It is the blessing of the LORD that makes
rich, And He adds no sorrow to it” (Proverbs 10:22 NASB). “For exaltation comes neither
from the east Nor from the west nor from the south” (Psalm 75:6 NKJV). Prosperity does not
come from the ends of people’s fingers, but from God’s hand. “The LORD will command the
blessing upon you in your barns and in all that you put your hand to, and He will bless you
in the land which the LORD your God gives you. The LORD will establish you as a holy
people to Himself, as He swore to you, if you keep the commandments of the LORD your
God and walk in His ways. So all the peoples of the earth will see that you are called by the
name of the LORD, and they will be afraid of you. The LORD will make you abound in
prosperity, in the offspring of your body and in the offspring of your beast and in the
produce of your ground, in the land which the LORD swore to your fathers to give you. The
LORD will open for you His good storehouse, the heavens, to give rain to your land in its
season and to bless all the work of your hand; and you shall lend to many nations, but you
shall not borrow” (Deuteronomy 28:8–12 NASB). Prosperity, both spiritual and temporal,
comes when God sends it. “Save now, I pray, O LORD; O LORD, I pray, send now
prosperity” (Psalm 118:25 NKJV). See also Psalm 18:32–33.1415 “He restores my soul; He
guides me in the paths of righteousness For His name’s sake. Even though I walk through
the valley of the shadow of death, I fear no evil, for You are with me; Your rod and Your
staff, they comfort me. You prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies; You
have anointed my head with oil; My cup overflows” (Psalm 23:3–5 NASB). “You water its
furrows abundantly, You settle its ridges, You soften it with showers, You bless its growth.
You have crowned the year with Your bounty, And Your paths drip with fatness” (Psalm
65:10–11 NASB). “And the LORD will guide you continually and satisfy your desire in
scorched places and make your bones strong; and you shall be like a watered garden, like a
spring of water, whose waters do not fail” (Isaiah 58:11 ESV). “I will be like the dew to
Israel; He will blossom like the lily, And he will take root like the cedars of Lebanon”
(Hosea 14:5 NASB). Secure your portion in the promises and get your souls under the showers
of blessing if you ever think to thrive in godliness.1416
1414

“But when you give to the poor, do not let your left hand know what your right hand is doing, so that
your giving will be in secret; and your Father who sees what is done in secret will reward you” (Matthew
6:3–4 NASB).
1415
“It is God who arms me with strength, And makes my way perfect. He makes my feet like the feet of
deer, And sets me on my high places” (Psalm 18:32–33 NKJV).
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Things to Make You Thrive: Use Well Those Graces That Make You Thrive
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Answer to Those Who See That They Are Not Good Traders
Things to Make You Thrive: Use Well Graces for Thriving}
Put those graces that promote thriving to good use and take paths that lead to prosperity.
These come with promise of blessing. Every grace and duty, according to its nature, helps
prosper the soul, but there are some graces and duties that have a more special influence on
spiritual thriving.
Faith
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Answer to Those Who See That They Are Not Good Traders
Things to Make You Thrive: Use Well Graces for Thriving
Faith}
Faith1417 is a grace that makes a soul prosperous. “They rose early in the morning and
went out to the wilderness of Tekoa; and when they went out, Jehoshaphat stood and said,
‘Listen to me, O Judah and inhabitants of Jerusalem, put your trust in the LORD your God
and you will be established. Put your trust in His prophets and succeed’” (2 Chronicles
20:20 NASB). “In all circumstances take up the shield of faith, with which you can
extinguish all the flaming darts of the evil one” (Ephesians 6:16 ESV). Every grace is useful
in spiritual warfare, but especially faith. Other graces may (as Saul) slay their thousands, but
faith (as David) slays ten thousands (1 Samuel 18:7).1418 Some darts may be defended against by
other graces, but faith quenches fiery [flaming] darts, yes, all the fiery darts of Satan; this
wonderfully furthers thriving. “BUT MY RIGHTEOUS ONE SHALL LIVE BY FAITH; AND IF HE
SHRINKS BACK, MY SOUL HAS NO PLEASURE IN HIM” (Hebrews 10:38 NASB).1419 Faith will
maintain the soul’s life in the greatest distresses and pressing necessities. Faith is a receiving
grace; it takes in whatever is laid up in the promise, and that promotes thriving. “But the
1416

Promises of temporal blessings given to the ancient nation-church-state of Israel foreshadowed the mostly
spiritual blessings under the Gospel. These blessings illustrate the truth of what Ashwood said: “ Prosperity,
both spiritual and temporal, comes when God sends it.”
1417
As in a previous footnote, trust encompasses most of the meaning of faith (the noun) and believe (the verb).
Also, the distinction between the English trust and believe does not exist in the biblical languages. True faith in
Christ also entails a total commitment to Him. We exercise faith when we choose to believe God in spite of
apparently contradictory information from the world or our senses, thoughts, emotions, and so on.
1418
“The women sang as they played, and said, ‘Saul has slain his thousands, And David his ten
thousands” (1 Samuel 18:7 NASB).
1419
Regarding live by faith: The Greek ζαω [dzah´-o], in common with the Hebrew, Latin, and English words
for live, denotes either of its two common senses, life as opposed to death, and manner, course, or quality of
life. The editor suggests that the Scripture deliberately embraces this ambiguity and means both. The Greek
also commonly suggests a quality or abundant life.
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Scripture imprisoned everything under sin, so that the promise by faith in Jesus Christ
might be given to those who believe” (Galatians 3:22 ESV). Faith is also a grace that makes the
soul rich. “Listen, my beloved brethren: did not God choose the poor of this world to be rich
in faith and heirs of the kingdom which He promised to those who love Him?” (James 2:5
NASB). Faith is a working grace. “To this end also we pray for you always, that our God will
count you worthy of your calling, and fulfill every desire for goodness and the work of faith
with power” (2 Thessalonians 1:11 NASB). It is a powerful grace; it gives the soul experience
of the mighty power of God. “And what is the immeasurable greatness of his power toward
us who believe, according to the working of his great might that he worked in Christ when
he raised him from the dead and seated him at his right hand in the heavenly places”
(Ephesians 1:19–20 ESV). See also 1 Thessalonians 2:13. 1420 It is a strengthening grace. “…
quenched the power of fire, escaped the edge of the sword, from weakness were made
strong, became mighty in war, put foreign armies to flight” (Hebrews 11:34 NASB). Through
faith, the Lord gives His abundant grace. “And the grace of our Lord was more than
abundant, with the faith and love which are found in Christ Jesus” (1 Timothy 1:14 NASB).
It exceedingly nourishes the soul in grace and edifies it to salvation. “If you instruct the
brethren in these things, you will be a good minister of Jesus Christ, nourished in the words
of faith and of the good doctrine which you have carefully followed” (1 Timothy 4:6 NKJV).
“Nor give heed to fables and endless genealogies, which cause disputes rather than godly
edification which is in faith” (1 Timothy 1:4 NKJV). One reason why souls prosper no more in
piety is their unbelief; they are full of doubting, fears, and questions at every turn, still wavering
as a wave of the sea. These cannot receive much at the hand of God, but are still weak and
backsliding in Christianity. Greatly believe the promises against [merely earthly] hope and above
fears if you ever think to prosper in Christianity.
Love to God, His Name, and Ways
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Answer to Those Who See That They Are Not Good Traders
Things to Make You Thrive: Use Well Graces for Thriving
Love to God, His Name, and Ways}
Love to God, His Name, ways, and His concerns is a soul-prospering grace. “‘Thus let
all Your enemies perish, O LORD; But let those who love Him be like the rising of the sun in
its might.’ And the land was undisturbed for forty years” (Judges 5:31 NASB). “Pray for the
peace of Jerusalem: ‘May they prosper who love you’” (Psalm 122:6 NASB). “But let all
who take refuge in You be glad, Let them ever sing for joy; And may You shelter them,
That those who love Your name may exult in You. For it is You who blesses the righteous
man, O LORD, You surround him with favor as with a shield” (Psalm 5:11–12 NASB). Love
to God is necessarily a prospering grace because it brings the soul under the blessing of God and
inside the boundary of His securing shield. Love is a grace that strengthens and establishes the
1420

“For this reason we also thank God without ceasing, because when you received the word of God
which you heard from us, you welcomed it not as the word of men, but as it is in truth, the word of God,
which also effectively works in you who believe” (1 Thessalonians 2:13 NKJV).
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soul. “So that Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith—that you, being rooted and
grounded in love” (Ephesians 3:17 ESV). The Greek translated grounded, τεθεμελιωμενοι [root:
θεμελιόω them-el-ee-o´-o], means to set in a firm ground, not easily shaken from God or their
integrity [or lay a firm foundation]. Love makes a growing soul. “Rather, speaking the truth in
love, we are to grow up in every way into him who is the head, into Christ” (Ephesians 4:15
ESV). Love helps edification in grace: “from whom the whole body, joined and held together
by every joint with which it is equipped, when each part is working properly, makes the
body grow so that it builds itself up in love” (Ephesians 4:16 ESV). Love drives the soul to
God, makes His commands pleasant, and enlivens the heart to make haste in the way to glory.
The more you love God, the more you will prosper in godliness.
Humility
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Answer to Those Who See That They Are Not Good Traders
Things to Make You Thrive: Use Well Graces for Thriving
Humility}
Humility is a grace that brings prosperity to the soul, and comes with a promised
blessing: “A man’s pride will bring him low, But a humble spirit will obtain honor”
(Proverbs 29:23 NASB). Montanus said that the Hebrew means that humility will bear him up
from falling and bring him into honor.1421 “The fear of the LORD is the instruction for wisdom,
And before honor comes humility” (Proverbs 15:33 NASB). The humble soul is, of necessity, a
thriving soul, for God gives grace to it (James 4:6). 1422 Yes, God dwells with the humble to revive
the spirit of the humble (Isaiah 57:15).1423 There is a great deal of pride in most Christians, and
that hinders the soul from thriving. People are proud of abilities and grace. They are proud under
seeming humility and proud of humility. Low valleys are fruitful, but high mountains are barren
[above the tree line]. “Folly is set in great dignity, While the rich sit in a lowly place”
(Ecclesiastes 10:6 NKJV). “Those who are rich in wisdom,” said Mercer, “sit in a low place;
they come down and lie low in themselves, but folly is set in great dignity.” Poor, foolish, empty
creatures: many times they are high in conceit, as well as in place. But the richest and most
thriving souls are the poorest in spirit and lowest in their own eyes. The richer the metal, the
heavier. Gold depresses the scale more than [an equal volume of] silver or tin. The more full of
fruit branches are, the lower they bend. “He sends forth springs in the valleys; They flow
between the mountains” (Psalm 104:10 NASB). “The meadows clothe themselves with
flocks, the valleys deck themselves with grain, they shout and sing together for joy” (Psalm
65:13 ESV). Vineyards thrive best in low places. One branch from the valley of Eshcol was said
1421

There is a textual variant here and the KJV could support Montanus’s statement. However, the Hebrew י ִתְ מְֹך
[root:  תמךtaw-mak´] seems to be now uniformly accepted and translated by modern versions along the lines of
obtain/retain honor.
1422
“But He gives more grace. Therefore He says: ‘God resists the proud, But gives grace to the humble’”
(James 4:6 NKJV).
1423
“For thus says the One who is high and lifted up, who inhabits eternity, whose name is Holy: ‘I dwell
in the high and holy place, and also with him who is of a contrite and lowly spirit, to revive the spirit of
the lowly, and to revive the heart of the contrite’” (Isaiah 57:15 ESV).
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to be a burden for two men (Numbers 13:23).1424 Would you flourish in grace? Then take heed of
pride. Mr. Adams, on 2 Peter and 2 Corinthians 12:7, said, “Pride in the soul is like the spleen in
the body; when that swells, all other parts languish. It is poison at the root of the tree that
corrupts the sap. It is so dangerous a poison that an antidote, itself poisonous, was concocted to
preserve Paul from it (2 Corinthians 12:7).1425 Do you want to prosper in godliness? Then be
people of low, humble spirits.” “Thus says the Lord GOD, ‘Remove the turban and take off
the crown; this will no longer be the same. Exalt that which is low and abase that which is
high’” (Ezekiel 21:26 NASB).
Sincerity
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Answer to Those Who See That They Are Not Good Traders
Things to Make You Thrive: Use Well Graces for Thriving
Sincerity}
Another choice fruit of the Spirit that will help the soul thrive is sincerity. 1426 “The house
of the wicked will be destroyed, But the tent of the upright will flourish” (Proverbs 14:11
NASB). “Whoever misleads the upright into an evil way will fall into his own pit, but the
blameless will have a goodly inheritance” (Proverbs 28:10 ESV). They will not only be
preserved from evil and escape the pit into which the wicked fall, but they will be sure to meet
with good; blessings and good things will be given to them as their inheritance, as Aquila and
Theodosius interpret it, inheritance.1427 “He said, ‘O LORD, the God of Israel, there is no god
like You in heaven or on earth, keeping covenant and showing lovingkindness to Your
servants who walk before You with all their heart’” (2 Chronicles 6:14 NASB). “He who has
clean hands and a pure heart, Who has not lifted up his soul to falsehood And has not
sworn deceitfully. He shall receive a blessing from the LORD And righteousness from the
God of his salvation” (Psalm 24:4–5 NASB). Upright souls will necessarily prosper; they dwell
in the presence of God (Psalm 140:13).1428 He will not withhold anything good from them (Psalm
84:11).1429 His countenance beholds them (Psalm 11:7 NASB).1430 God engages His all1424

“Then they came to the valley of Eshcol and from there cut down a branch with a single cluster of
grapes; and they carried it on a pole between two men, with some of the pomegranates and the figs”
(Numbers 13:23 NASB).
1425
“So to keep me from becoming conceited because of the surpassing greatness of the revelations, a
thorn was given me in the flesh, a messenger of Satan to harass me, to keep me from becoming
conceited” (2 Corinthians 12:7 ESV).
1426
Most often, sincerity is equated with honesty and truthfulness with respect to other people. But it may also
mean—and here in this book does mean—an inward honesty and truthfulness in one’s heart, without excluding
outward honesty.
1427
The KJV renders possession, for [ יִנְחֲלּוroot:  נחלnaw-khal´], whereas modern versions render inheritance in
Proverbs 28:10, agreeing with Aquila and Theodosius.
1428
“Surely the righteous shall give thanks to Your name; The upright shall dwell in Your presence”
(Psalm 140:13 NKJV).
1429
“For the LORD God is a sun and shield; The LORD gives grace and glory; No good thing does He
withhold from those who walk uprightly” (Psalm 84:11 NASB).
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sufficiency for their good (Genesis 17:1).1431 They will hold to their way and grow stronger and
stronger and they will prosper (Job 17:9).1432 “Every work which he began in the service of the
house of God in law and in commandment, seeking his God, he did with all his heart and
prospered” (2 Chronicles 31:21 NASB). It is not your many duties before God, but unity of
your heart with God that will make you prosperous in your heavenly concerns. Likewise, it is not
the bulk of your services, but the sincerity of your soul that will prosper you in your heavenly
interests.
Take Action That Leads to Prosperity of Soul
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Answer to Those Who See That They Are Not Good Traders
Take Action That Leads to Prosperity of Soul}
Again, take courses of action that lead to thriving and prosperous ways, as well as
prospering graces. These are under a promised blessing also. Not to multiply particulars, but
there are four ways by which Christians may thrive and in which Christians may attain a
prosperous trade in Christianity: the way of:
• Self-examination.
• Prayer.
• Enjoyment of God.
• Obedience.
Take Action That Leads to Prosperity of Soul: Self-Examination
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Answer to Those Who See That They Are Not Good Traders
Take Action for Prosperity of Soul: Self-Examination}
First, frequently examine yourselves and call yourselves to account concerning how
matters stand with your souls. Traders who want to thrive will often examine their books,
balance their accounts, and take inventory on set days. They will calculate whether they are
making a profit or losing money. Christians who want to profit in Christianity must do likewise.
They must often judge themselves that they not be judged (1 Corinthians 11:31). 1433 They must
1430

“For the LORD is righteous, He loves righteousness; The upright will behold His face” (Psalm 11:7
NASB). The NKJV and KJV translate that God will behold the upright. The ESV agrees with the NASB as
above that the upright will behold God’s face. Commentators are not in agreement here.
1431
“Now when Abram was ninety-nine years old, the LORD appeared to Abram and said to him, ‘I am
God Almighty; Walk before Me, and be blameless’” (Genesis 17:1 NASB).
1432
“Yet the righteous will hold to his way, And he who has clean hands will be stronger and stronger”
(Job 17:9 NKJV).
1433
“But if we judged ourselves truly, we would not be judged” (1 Corinthians 11:31 ESV).
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audit their own books and determine whether they are going forward or backward. “Now,
therefore, thus says the LORD of hosts: Consider your ways” (Haggai 1:5 ESV). Determine
how your case stands: are you making a profit or losing money, and what is the cause of all those
ravages that are against you? “Tremble, and do not sin; Meditate in your heart upon your
bed, and be still. Selah” (Psalm 4:4 NASB). “Test yourselves to see if you are in the faith;
examine yourselves! Or do you not recognize this about yourselves, that Jesus Christ is in
you—unless indeed you fail the test?” (2 Corinthians 13:5 NASB). Neglect of this examination
is one cause of that great mistake people make about the state of their souls. Some think they are
better than they really are (Revelation 3:17). 1434 Others judge themselves to be worse than they
really are. This causes false security in some, discouragement in others, and error and sloth in all.
A right estimate of your spiritual strength, either poverty or riches, gain or loss is absolutely
essential to properly conduct yourself, especially in holy duties, so as to sanctify your heart and
advance your spiritual condition. Look over the journal of your heart and life every night and
post the journal entries to the accounts of your conscience. In addition, take special times for a
more full survey of your soul and eternal state. This will be of good use for a thriving soul.
Take Action That Leads to Prosperity of Soul: Be Much with God in Prayer
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Answer to Those Who See That They Are Not Good Traders
Take Action for Prosperity of Soul: Much Prayer}
Second, if you want your souls to prosper, be often and mighty with God in prayer.
Scripture says of King Uzziah: “He sought God in the days of Zechariah, who had
understanding in the visions of God; and as long as he sought the LORD, God made him
prosper” (2 Chronicles 26:5 NKJV).1435 Prayer done well is a wonderful way to get your soul
enriched.1436 Someone said that nobody can be spiritually poor who can pray well. One reason
that this king prospered as long as he sought the Lord was that by this means he learned from the
visions of God, which helped him to take the right way to prosperity. By prayer, you get counsel
from God concerning what course to take toward mercy. Prayer is your ephod 1437 by which you
ask counsel of God1438 where to go to avoid danger, and what to do to carry out your duty and
1434

“Because you say, ‘I am rich, have become wealthy, and have need of nothing’—and do not know that
you are wretched, miserable, poor, blind, and naked” (Revelation 3:17 NKJV).
1435
The Hebrew is difficult at this point. NKJV, KJV, NASB indicate that Zechariah had understanding of
visions of God. The ESV says that Zechariah instructed Uzziah in the fear of God. This difference is tangential
to Ashwood’s point, however. “He set himself to seek God in the days of Zechariah, who instructed him in
the fear of God, and as long as he sought the LORD, God made him prosper” (2 Chronicles 26:5 ESV).
1436
There is no “magic” to prayer; prayer done well is simply talking to God reverently, plainly, honestly, and
sincerely. This is in contrast to just going through the motions or saying words without engaging the mind and
heart. That is the most important thing, although there are other things that can help us in our prayers, and
volumes have been written on them.
1437
A description of the ephod worn by the high priest may be found in Exodus 28:6–12. But references to the
ephod in the context of inquiring of God most likely actually refer to the Urim and Thummim mentioned in
Exodus 28:30 and elsewhere, which were used for inquiring of God. Their nature is unknown today. This
indirect use is similar to using the White House to refer to the president of the USA.
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obtain mercy (1 Samuel 23:6–9; 1 Samuel 30:7).1439 By prayer, you obtain the graces and
supplies you need. “Jabez called upon the God of Israel, saying, ‘Oh that you would bless
me and enlarge my border, and that your hand might be with me, and that you would keep
me from harm so that it might not bring me pain!’ And God granted what he asked” (1
Chronicles 4:10 ESV). Prayer brings down the Holy Spirit, sometimes insensibly, and sometimes
to an almost intolerable degree. There was a precious servant of the Lord, Mr. Bruce in Scotland,
of whom King James said he was worth half of his kingdom. When he had given a sad
description of the imminent danger that the Church was in, there was such a perceivable pouring
down of the Spirit that they could hardly contain themselves. There was even an unusual
influence on those who were in other parts of the house, though they did not know its cause at
the time. Oh, what great things did Abraham, Jacob, Moses, Jehoshaphat, Samuel, Elijah, and
other servants of God get from the hand of God. Luther was a mighty man in prayer; it was said
that he could get anything he wanted out of God. Nothing is too hard for faith and prayer because
it seeks nothing except what God is willing to spare and has promised to give. Labor to get a
mighty Spirit of prayer; the gift of prayer will not do; it must be the Spirit of prayer, who is a
pure and heart-cleansing Spirit and He cannot dwell with the least cherished sin. Gifts of prayer
with natural emotions may be mighty on the spirits of people, but they are useless to prevail with
God for blessing. “Naaman, commander of the army of the king of Syria, was a great man
with his master and in high favor, because by him the LORD had given victory to Syria. He
was a mighty man of valor, but he was a leper” (2 Kings 5:1 ESV). Likewise there are some
who seem to be mighty men of prayer who can stir the emotions of others and pray like angels,
but all the while, they are lepers, under the ruling power of some secret lust such as pride, sexual
uncleanness, covetousness, or uncleanness that they hide under their tongue. But such are far
from this mighty power of prayer that brings down the Spirit on their own hearts or others’
hearts. Ah, Christian, if you want to prosper in grace, get and put to good use the Spirit of grace
and supplication (Luke 11:13).1440
Take Action That Leads to Prosperity of Soul: Engage God to Be with You in All You Do
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Answer to Those Who See That They Are Not Good Traders
Take Action for Prosperity of Soul: Engage God with You}
1438

God has determined all events, even the smallest from eternity before He made the world. Humans cannot
change what He has thus irrevocably decreed. Yet, part of what He has decreed is that He has chosen to use our
prayers to do His work on earth, a thing of great awe and mystery. It seems paradoxical, but while God’s mind
is not changed by prayer, He does use prayer to change our minds!
1439
“Now it came about, when Abiathar the son of Ahimelech fled to David at Keilah, that he came down
with an ephod in his hand. When it was told Saul that David had come to Keilah, Saul said, ‘God has
delivered him into my hand, for he shut himself in by entering a city with double gates and bars.’ So
Saul summoned all the people for war, to go down to Keilah to besiege David and his men. Now David
knew that Saul was plotting evil against him; so he said to Abiathar the priest, ‘Bring the ephod here.’”
(1 Samuel 23:6–9 NASB). “Then David said to Abiathar the priest, Ahimelech’s son, ‘Please bring the
ephod here to me.’ And Abiathar brought the ephod to David” (1 Samuel 30:7 NKJV).
1440
“If you then, being evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how much more will your
heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to those who ask Him?” (Luke 11:13 NASB).
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Third, another way to thrive is to engage God to be with you in all you undertake. This is
what made Joseph so prosperous in all he did: God was with him. “The chief jailer did not
supervise anything under Joseph’s charge because the LORD was with him; and whatever
he did, the LORD made to prosper” (Genesis 39:23 NASB). “David became greater and
greater, for the LORD God of hosts was with him” (2 Samuel 5:10 NASB). It was not his
wisdom, valor, or any means that he used, but the gracious presence of God with him that made
him to grow so great. This also made Solomon to prosper. “Now, my son, the LORD be with
you that you may be successful, and build the house of the LORD your God just as He has
spoken concerning you” (1 Chronicles 22:11 NASB). When people lose the gracious presence
of God, they soon find that things have changed and they begin to wither and decay in their
comforts of soul and prosperity. “LORD, by Your favor You have made my mountain stand
strong; You hid Your face, and I was troubled” (Psalm 30:7 NKJV). He was troubled like a
withered flower that loses its sap and vigor. Jonah soon found a change in his soul when he fled
from the presence of God; things were not as before. He never had a good day after he lost the
presence of God, but he experienced storms, tempests, and shipwreck of peace, safety, and
prosperity. He was thrown into the deeps of distress and ruining dangers (Jonah 1:3, 10). 1441 Ah,
Christian! As you love your soul and your spiritual welfare, take heed of losing God’s gracious
presence. Whoever else’s company you lose, keep the Lord’s presence with you. Abide with Him
and He will abide with you (2 Chronicles 15:2).1442 “Or what agreement has the temple of God
with idols? For we are the temple of the living God; just as God said, ‘I WILL dwell in them
and WALK AMONG THEM; AND I WILL BE THEIR GOD, AND THEY SHALL BE MY PEOPLE.
Therefore, COME OUT FROM THEIR MIDST AND BE SEPARATE,’ says the Lord. ‘AND DO NOT
TOUCH WHAT IS UNCLEAN; And I will welcome you’” (2 Corinthians 6:16–17 NASB). Love
Him and keep His commandments and He will take up His abode with you (John 14:23). 1443 Do
not be contented with any privilege unless you have God with you. “Then he said to Him, ‘If
Your Presence does not go with us, do not bring us up from here’” (Exodus 33:15 NKJV). “I
solemnly declare,” said Mr. Bruce when wrestling for the presence of God with him as he was
going to preach, “I will not go unless You go with me.”

1441

“But Jonah rose up to flee to Tarshish from the presence of the LORD. So he went down to Joppa,
found a ship which was going to Tarshish, paid the fare and went down into it to go with them to
Tarshish from the presence of the LORD” (Jonah 1:3 NASB). “Then the men became extremely
frightened and they said to him, ‘How could you do this?’ For the men knew that he was fleeing from the
presence of the LORD, because he had told them” (Jonah 1:10 NASB). Although God rescued Jonah from
the belly of the big fish and Jonah completed his assignment, he was petulant and rebellious in heart to the end
of the narrative: “Then God said to Jonah, ‘Do you have good reason to be angry about the plant?’ And
he said, ‘I have good reason to be angry, even to death’” (Jonah 4:9 NASB).
1442
“And he went out to meet Asa and said to him, ‘Hear me, Asa, and all Judah and Benjamin: The
LORD is with you while you are with him. If you seek him, he will be found by you, but if you forsake
him, he will forsake you’” (2 Chronicles 15:2 ESV).
1443
“Jesus answered and said to him, ‘If anyone loves Me, he will keep My word; and My Father will love
him, and We will come to him and make Our abode with him’” (John 14:23 NASB).
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Take Action That Leads to Prosperity of Soul: Follow Divine Counsel in All You Do
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Answer to Those Who See That They Are Not Good Traders
Take Action for Prosperity of Soul: Follow Divine Counsel}
Fourth, follow the counsel of God if you want to thrive in the work and way of God.
“This Book of the Law shall not depart from your mouth, but you shall meditate in it day
and night, that you may observe to do according to all that is written in it. For then you will
make your way prosperous, and then you will have good success” (Joshua 1:8 NKJV).
“Jeremiah said, ‘You shall not be given to them. Obey now the voice of the LORD in what I
say to you, and it shall be well with you, and your life shall be spared’” (Jeremiah 38:20
ESV). One cause why people prosper only a little in their Christianity is that they make little
conscience of doing the will of God. People hear but forget the Word. Others know their Lord’s
will, but do not prepare themselves to do it. We live in an age of abstract theology, but not
motion toward God. We are like people who see countries on a map, but do not travel to them.
Bare knowledge pleases most. People’s zeal after truth is like Absalom’s love to his father,
David; it was only to see him, not serve him. “Absalom answered Joab, ‘Behold, I sent for
you, saying, “Come here, that I may send you to the king, to say, ‘Why have I come from
Geshur? It would be better for me still to be there.’ Now therefore, let me see the king’s
face, and if there is iniquity in me, let him put me to death”’” (2 Samuel 14:32 NASB). Soon
after he did see the king’s face, and then he conspired against him. So most care for no more than
to behold truth, not to dwell with it; thus prosperity is such a stranger to them. It was not
instructions that could heal Naaman of his leprosy, but obedience. He was no better until he
followed the prophet’s counsel and washed in the Jordan (2 Kings 5:13–14). 1444 Although the
ground got rain, because it did not bring forth fruit for the farmers, it was close to being cursed
(Hebrews 6:7–8).1445 If you expect to prosper in Christianity, do not just seek truth, but walk in
the truth (James 1:25).1446 Only the doers of the Word will be blessed in their doing.
Objection: My Fear Remains That I Am a Barren Soul and Will Perish at Last

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Objection: I Fear That I Am a Barren Soul and Will Perish at Last}
1444

“Then his servants came near and spoke to him and said, ‘My father, had the prophet told you to do
some great thing, would you not have done it? How much more then, when he says to you, “Wash, and
be clean”?’ So he went down and dipped himself seven times in the Jordan, according to the word of the
man of God; and his flesh was restored like the flesh of a little child and he was clean” (2 Kings 5:13–14
NASB).
1445
“For land that has drunk the rain that often falls on it, and produces a crop useful to those for whose
sake it is cultivated, receives a blessing from God. But if it bears thorns and thistles, it is worthless and
near to being cursed, and its end is to be burned” (Hebrews 6:7–8 ESV).
1446
“But one who looks intently at the perfect law, the law of liberty, and abides by it, not having become
a forgetful hearer but an effectual doer, this man will be blessed in what he does” (James 1:25 NASB).
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OBJECTION: It is the desire of my soul to live so as to exercise every grace and
complete every duty. I have weakly endeavored to do so but am way, way short. Despite many
prayers for this prosperity of soul I cannot yet attain to it. I think I am like a withered arm, a
dead, dry tree, and a barren womb. Nothing does me any good; no food, seed, or showers make
me thriving and fruitful. I fear I will at last be cut down and bundled for the fire.
SOLUTION: You may thrive in Christianity and not know it for a season. You may be
making a profit but not know it. The tradesman may bring home gain in his bag before it is
counted. People do not know their profitability until they balance their books. Your prosperity
may be as a boxed jewel or friend in a disguise. If you want to estimate your profitability, survey
yourselves; compare your present condition with your former condition: what were you, and
what are you now? Speak out, soul: was there not a time when you were blind and could see no
evil in sin nor excellence in grace? But now your eye is opened and things appear different to
your soul than before. Now there is nothing so vile as your wicked heart and ways, and nothing
so desirable as Christ and holiness.
You were once dead in sin and did not feel or fear any hurt in it. You were oblivious to its
danger. But now it is otherwise; you cannot sin without your conscience hitting you. If God
threatens you, you are frightened. Your quick-eyed conscience spies out the least failing in your
duty, falseness in your heart, or error in your life and, as a policeman, arrests you and hauls you
to the judge. You could formerly live without God and be as unperturbed as a corpse in a grave
or a burning stick in a fire. But now being without God is like a dislocated joint; you are restless
until in communion with Him. “When I remember God, I moan; when I meditate, my spirit
faints. Selah” (Psalm 77:3 ESV).
You were not on the right path and even an enemy to the way of life. You were not of
Christ’s flock and even hurt those who were. But now you are part of Christ’s flock and feed
beside the Shepherd’s tents (Song of Solomon 1:8). 1447 Your feet follow His steps and you esteem
the words of His mouth more than your necessary food (Job 23:11–12).1448
Objection: But May Not a Hypocrite Do All This by an Enlightened Conscience and Common
Grace?

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Objection: But May Not a Hypocrite Do All This?}
OBJECTION: But may not a hypocrite do all this by no more than a conscience brought
from darkness to light and the work of common grace on his sin?
1447

“If you do not know, O fairest among women, Follow in the footsteps of the flock, And feed your little
goats Beside the shepherds’ tents” (Song of Solomon 1:8 NKJV).
1448
“My foot has held fast to His path; I have kept His way and not turned aside. I have not departed
from the command of His lips; I have treasured the words of His mouth more than my necessary food”
(Job 23:11–12 NASB).
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SOLUTION: Common light cannot see that Christ is desirable to obtain for himself, nor
count all things dross and dung to win Him and obtain the excellence of the knowledge of Christ
as his Lord. But saving light sees one Christ worth [more than] ten thousand worlds and
renounces all to accept Him (Philippians 3:8).1449
Common light sees no evil in sin, but does see guilt, torment, loss of comfort, and sense
of punishment (Genesis 4:13).1450 But true grace, when being exercised, loathes sin [even] when
sin pretends love and flees from sin even when it offers the biggest reward. It fears sin even
when it sees no danger and there is no fear of loss of present comfort or fear of future misery
(Titus 2:11–12).1451 The gracious soul, like Joseph, when tempted with flattery, able to do it
secretly, or pursued by restless importunity to wickedness, cannot accept it and sin against God
(Genesis 39:9).1452 But common light can dwell with works of darkness and finds an unsanctified
heart and life to be agreeable to it (2 Peter 2:1–2). 1453 Common light and lust never fall out except
when conscience is awakened or the sinner’s personal desires are threatened. But saving grace
cannot bear that which is evil (Revelation 2:2),1454 or ever make a treaty with sin (Galatians
5:17).1455 Like Sarah, a gracious soul can never be at rest until the bondwoman and her son [sins]
are driven out (Genesis 21:10).1456 Common grace may be offended by sin, but it never hates sin.
There is no fundamental conflict between a soul that has only common grace and sin; such
conflicts may be resolved under the right conditions (Luke 23:12). 1457 And, if common grace
seems to have an indignation against sin, it is not against every sin and at all times; it may be
irreconcilable at some times. But saving grace hates the very being of sin (2 Corinthians 7:11). 1458
As the tiger flees from a mere picture of a man, 1459 so does grace abhor the appearance of evil,
1449

“More than that, I count all things to be loss in view of the surpassing value of knowing Christ Jesus
my Lord, for whom I have suffered the loss of all things, and count them but rubbish so that I may gain
Christ” (Philippians 3:8 NASB).
1450
“Cain said to the LORD, ‘My punishment is greater than I can bear’” (Genesis 4:13 ESV).
1451
“For the grace of God has appeared, bringing salvation to all men, instructing us to deny ungodliness
and worldly desires and to live sensibly, righteously and godly in the present age” (Titus 2:11–12 NASB).
1452
“There is no one greater in this house than I, nor has he kept back anything from me but you, because
you are his wife. How then can I do this great wickedness, and sin against God?” (Genesis 39:9 NKJV).
1453
“But false prophets also arose among the people, just as there will also be false teachers among you,
who will secretly introduce destructive heresies, even denying the Master who bought them, bringing
swift destruction upon themselves. Many will follow their sensuality, and because of them the way of the
truth will be maligned” (2 Peter 2:1–2 NASB).
1454
“I know your deeds and your toil and perseverance, and that you cannot tolerate evil men, and you
put to the test those who call themselves apostles, and they are not, and you found them to be false”
(Revelation 2:2 NASB).
1455
“For the desires of the flesh are against the Spirit, and the desires of the Spirit are against the flesh,
for these are opposed to each other, to keep you from doing the things you want to do” (Galatians 5:17
ESV).
1456
“Therefore she said to Abraham, ‘Drive out this maid and her son, for the son of this maid shall not
be an heir with my son Isaac’” (Genesis 21:10 NASB).
1457
“Now Herod and Pilate became friends with one another that very day; for before they had been
enemies with each other” (Luke 23:12 NASB).
1458
“For behold what earnestness this very thing, this godly sorrow, has produced in you: what
vindication of yourselves, what indignation, what fear, what longing, what zeal, what avenging of wrong!
In everything you demonstrated yourselves to be innocent in the matter” (2 Corinthians 7:11 NASB).
1459
Tigers are usually wary of and avoid humans. But tigers that are surprised, especially with cubs, will attack
humans. Notoriously, tigers that are in some way disabled from obtaining their usual prey may switch to a diet
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with a universal hatred of every species and kind of sin. This enmity comes from the very nature
of grace and is thus irreconcilable to sin (Psalm 139:22);1460 this enmity is derived from the riches
of grace (Psalm 97:10)1461 and the greatness of God’s love in redemption. A gracious soul cannot
be reconciled to sin because sin cannot be reconciled to grace; sin cannot admit any love to or
enjoyment of God. Sin interrupts the soul’s tranquility, holiness, and pleasure in God, the soul’s
highest and only good.
Again, common light can live without a special acquaintance with God (Ephesians
2:13). Common light can live far from God and have peace because its country is nourished
by the King’s country (Acts 12:20), 1463 and its welfare depends on divine pleasure in earthly
things, all it looks for. But saving grace gets inside the veil (Hebrews 6:19)1464 to approach the
mercy seat where it converses with God. To merely be called by His name, eat His bread, and
wear His clothing will not satisfy grace. Grace wants to enjoy His bed also; it longs for intimate
communion with God. “I will give heed to the blameless way. When will You come to me? I
will walk within my house in the integrity of my heart” (Psalm 101:2 NASB). It loves the
bride-chamber, closet, and secret corners with Him, never thinking itself near enough to, or long
enough with Him.
1462

Objection: But Change from Nature to Grace Is Not Growth in Grace

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Bless God for Good Trading
Objection: But Change from Nature to Grace Is Not Growth}
OBJECTION: But change from nature to grace is not growth in grace. Though I may
have received the early rain and reaped the firstfruits of the Spirit, I fear that I do not have the
latter rain and the later fruit of grace. Watering and cultivation do not make me fruitful. Feeding
does not make me grow. But that is the case you insist on.
SOLUTION: First, there may be fruit, though it is not visible, and growth, though that is
unseen. Christ has underground fruit that may not spring up to the view of yourself or others
(Psalm 88:4–5).1465 As berries hidden among the leaves, this fruit may be hidden until winter
of humans.
1460
“I hate them with complete hatred; I count them my enemies” (Psalm 139:22 ESV).
1461
“You who love the LORD, hate evil! He preserves the souls of His saints; He delivers them out of the
hand of the wicked” (Psalm 97:10 NKJV).
1462
“But now in Christ Jesus you who formerly were far off have been brought near by the blood of
Christ” (Ephesians 2:13 NASB).
1463
“Now Herod had been very angry with the people of Tyre and Sidon; but they came to him with one
accord, and having made Blastus the king’s personal aide their friend, they asked for peace, because
their country was supplied with food by the king’s country” (Acts 12:20 NKJV).
1464
“This hope we have as an anchor of the soul, a hope both sure and steadfast and one which enters
within the veil” (Hebrews 6:19 NASB).
1465
“I am counted among those who go down to the pit; I am a man who has no strength, like one set
loose among the dead, like the slain that lie in the grave, like those whom you remember no more, for
they are cut off from your hand” (Psalm 88:4–5 ESV). The editor believes that this passage is used for
illustration only as the context is of a man under God’s wrath.
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storms or shaking times come. You may thrive more inwardly than outwardly, and be like the
window of the Temple, wide inside and narrow outside.1466 You may grow more in truth and
abilities in grace, but less in fruit of grace for a season. Your sincerity may invisibly grow. You
may grow more downward in humility, self-abasement, and sorrow for sin, while not growing
upward in joy and blossoms of comfort. You may grow by denying yourself more and growing
more into Christ, the root of all your grace and foundation of your soul’s rest—all without
discernible change in your constitution or work of grace. Are you more sensible of your own
nothingness, the deceitfulness of your heart, sufficiency of self instead of Christ, inward
disorders, deficiencies in your soul, sinfulness, hypocrisy, and barrenness? Then you are
profiting (Romans 7:18).1467 Are you more jealous of your heart every day (1 Corinthians
9:27)?1468 Are you more weary of yourself and longing after Christ? Do you have a higher
valuation of His excellence and long for greater influences from the Holy Spirit? Do you delight
in Christ’s presence (Philippians 3:8)?1469
Second, it may be that your conclusion springs from your impatience. You may be
looking for fruit too soon, not allowing time for its growth and maturity. The farmer waits for the
precious fruit of the earth (James 5:7) 1470 before he can enjoy them or determine the yield of his
harvest. Your hope, labor, and profit may be buried under the soil for a while. Someone said that
we cannot sow and reap in one day. The more excellent and durable the spiritual fruit is, the
longer it takes to mature. Quickly ripened fruit is soon rotten. Hypocrites blossom quickly and
drop their leaves as quickly (Matthew 13:21).1471 It is a shame that trees that have little earth and
least nourishment should grow fastest, but the reason is that they take up no time growing roots
downward, so all their growth is outward.
Third, it may be a winter time with your soul; the Sun of Righteousness is withdrawn
from you and your bright days are gone (Song of Solomon 2:11–12). 1472 The Comforter who
should have relieved your soul is far from you (Lamentations 1:16). 1473 It may be that you have
1466

Windows are described in both Solomon’s Temple (1 Kings 6:4) and the temple described in Ezekiel 41:26,
but there seems to be no unambiguous textual support for the windows being wide inside and narrow outside.
However, windows of such a shape were commonly used in fortifications to allow an archer to shoot with a
wide field of view while minimizing target area for exterior archers and spear throwers. Whether or not this
idea was known to Solomon is another matter.
1467
“For I know that nothing good dwells in me, that is, in my flesh. For I have the desire to do what is
right, but not the ability to carry it out” (Romans 7:18 ESV).
1468
“But I discipline my body and bring it into subjection, lest, when I have preached to others, I myself
should become disqualified” (1 Corinthians 9:27 NKJV).
1469
“More than that, I count all things to be loss in view of the surpassing value of knowing Christ Jesus
my Lord, for whom I have suffered the loss of all things, and count them but rubbish so that I may gain
Christ” (Philippians 3:8 NASB).
1470
“Therefore be patient, brethren, until the coming of the Lord. The farmer waits for the precious
produce of the soil, being patient about it, until it gets the early and late rains” (James 5:7 NASB).
1471
“Yet he has no firm root in himself, but is only temporary, and when affliction or persecution arises
because of the word, immediately he falls away” (Matthew 13:21 NASB).
1472
“For behold, the winter is past, The rain is over and gone. The flowers have already appeared in the
land; The time has arrived for pruning the vines, And the voice of the turtledove has been heard in our
land” (Song of Solomon 2:11–12 NASB).
1473
“For these things I weep; My eye, my eye overflows with water; Because the comforter, who should
restore my life, Is far from me. My children are desolate Because the enemy prevailed” (Lamentations
1:16 NKJV).
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sinned away His warming presence and lost your spring season. Hence, the flowers do not
appear. Yet, here is your comfort: although your winter is not a time of fruit, God will make it a
time useful to you for future fruitfulness.

Advice: Enlarge Your Trade
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Enlarge Your Trade}
You who have any good trading for Heaven: be exhorted to enlarge your trade; drive a
greater trade in godliness every day. Prosperous people in the world build bigger barns, fairer
houses, and larger shops and get more goods and land and diversify their businesses. Christians
should do likewise. If God blesses your heavenly substance and prospers your souls and if the
gain of godliness comes in, lay it out for greater godliness, as investors do who reinvest their
gains. Put your profits back into your heavenly business and inventory and do more business.
Here are nine things and motivations to consider for encouragement to grow in heavenly
trading:1474
First, think on the small size of your first inventory and your low state when setting up.
You were as a Syrian ready to perish (Deuteronomy 26:5). 1475 Your grace was small as a mustard
seed (Matthew 13:31).1476 Your abilities were weak and you were as a newborn baby (1 Peter
2:2).1477 You began with one talent [of gold or silver]. Do you not have reason to use it well? You
were as Israel when they were the fewest of all peoples (Deuteronomy 7:7). 1478 “Yet it is I who
taught Ephraim to walk, I took them in My arms; But they did not know that I healed
them” (Hosea 11:3 NASB). “Let not the foreigner who has joined himself to the LORD say,
‘The LORD will surely separate me from His people.’ Nor let the eunuch say, ‘Behold, I am
a dry tree’” (Isaiah 56:3 NASB). “For He grew up before Him like a tender shoot, And like a
root out of parched ground; He has no stately form or majesty That we should look upon
Him, Nor appearance that we should be attracted to Him” (Isaiah 53:2 NASB).
Second, consider what a poor trade most people carry on for Heaven these days. There
are few who seek the things that are Christ’s and make Christianity their business. All people
seek their own things. Most professors, as well as others, wonder [marvel] after this beast
(Revelation 17:8),1479 the world. We may say of Christianity, as the prophet did of Zion (Jeremiah
1474

This sentence is not in Ashwood’s text, but is in the table of contents.
“And you shall answer and say before the LORD your God: ‘My father was a Syrian, about to perish,
and he went down to Egypt and dwelt there, few in number; and there he became a nation, great,
mighty, and populous’” (Deuteronomy 26:5 NKJV).
1476
“He presented another parable to them, saying, ‘The kingdom of heaven is like a mustard seed, which
a man took and sowed in his field’” (Matthew 13:31 NASB).
1477
“Like newborn babies, long for the pure milk of the word, so that by it you may grow in respect to
salvation” (1 Peter 2:2 NASB).
1478
“It was not because you were more in number than any other people that the LORD set his love on you
and chose you, for you were the fewest of all peoples” (Deuteronomy 7:7 ESV).
1479
“The beast that you saw was, and is not, and is about to come up out of the abyss and go to
destruction. And those who dwell on the earth, whose name has not been written in the book of life from
1475
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30:17),1480 “This is godliness. Nobody cares for it.” There are few Israelites in whom there is no
deceit (John 1:47).1481 There are few as Noah, righteous in their generation, walking with God
(Genesis 7:1).1482 There are few as Caleb, who wholly follow the Lord (Joshua 14:14). 1483 Most
people’s Christianity consists in theology, profession, talking, social standing, privileges, going
to meetings, and getting into churches, but few make conscience of their words, ways, promises,
and duties. There are few men and women who heed the second table1484 of the Commandments
and cause their light to shine before people. There are few as Zachary and Elizabeth: “They
were both righteous in the sight of God, walking blamelessly in all the commandments and
requirements of the Lord” (Luke 1:6 NASB). Few heed: “He has told you, O man, what is
good; And what does the LORD require of you But to do justice, to love kindness, And to
walk humbly with your God?” (Micah 6:8 NASB). And: “Pure and undefiled religion in the
sight of our God and Father is this: to visit orphans and widows in their distress, and to
keep oneself unstained by the world” (James 1:27 NASB). And should this not provoke your
zeal for the Lord of Hosts, when you see the altars of Christianity down and see so few friends of
godliness left, to stir up your holy ambition to excel and do more for God than others? It would
demonstrate a brave spirit and be a worthy attempt to offer to lift up fallen godliness with your
life as well as lip, and by the raised splendor of a holy life. This would be as a city on a hill to
provoke others to imitation, saying, “Come up here.”
Third, think also about what an excellent trade the saints and angels in Heaven carry on
who have their portion in hand and dwell in the city of the great King. They are always receiving
and giving, carrying on a whole trade for God, out of reach of all hazards and interruptions. They
always behold their Father’s face and serve Him day and night in His temple, with palm branches
in their hands, songs in their mouths, and their crowns at His feet. Consider how far beneath
these glorious merchants you are, what a large measure you have to fill up in godliness, and what
advances you must make in holiness before you can reach their condition and stand with the
saints in Heaven (Zechariah 3:7).1485 And is it not time to build the house of God (Haggai 1:2–
4)?1486 Is it not time for you to hasten to get on with your work and raise higher stories [building
floors] for God every day, pressing after greater measures of grace until you come to the fullness
of the stature of Christ (Ephesians 4:11–16)1487 and perfections of glorified saints and angels?
the foundation of the world, will wonder when they see the beast, that he was and is not and will come”
(Revelation 17:8 NASB).
1480
“‘For I will restore you to health And I will heal you of your wounds,’ declares the LORD, ‘Because
they have called you an outcast, saying: “It is Zion; no one cares for her”’” (Jeremiah 30:17 NASB).
1481
“Jesus saw Nathanael coming toward him and said of him, ‘Behold, an Israelite indeed, in whom
there is no deceit!’” (John 1:47 ESV).
1482
“Then the LORD said to Noah, ‘Come into the ark, you and all your household, because I have seen
that you are righteous before Me in this generation’” (Genesis 7:1 NKJV).
1483
“Hebron therefore became the inheritance of Caleb the son of Jephunneh the Kenizzite to this day,
because he wholly followed the LORD God of Israel” (Joshua 14:14 NKJV).
1484
second table: Commandments 6 through 10 of the Ten Commandments, a traditional, not biblical term.
1485
“Thus says the LORD of hosts, ‘If you will walk in My ways and if you will perform My service, then
you will also govern My house and also have charge of My courts, and I will grant you free access among
these who are standing here’” (Zechariah 3:7 NASB).
1486
“Thus says the LORD of hosts, ‘This people says, “The time has not come, even the time for the house
of the LORD to be rebuilt.”’ Then the word of the LORD came by Haggai the prophet, saying, ‘Is it time
for you yourselves to dwell in your paneled houses while this house lies desolate?’” (Haggai 1:2–4 NASB).
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Fourth, just when will you be fit to return to your own heavenly country and give a
comfortable account of your stewardship if you are now so slothful and minimal in your
heavenly trade? When will your ships be loaded and your sacks full for a departure from here if
you trade so little and attend to the thriving of your soul no better? Your treasure is deep and
requires more digging. Your crown is far off and requires faster running. Your reward is large, so
much great labor is needed to prepare yourself for it. Oh, think how far glory is above all your
proportions of grace and duty, and how much you need to press harder after more enlargement in
your soul and suitableness for your estate above!
Fifth, the greater trade you carry on for Heaven, the less burdensome it is. This is not the
case with earthly trades; more work means more weariness. But Christianity carries refreshment
with it. “Jesus said to them, ‘My food is to do the will of Him who sent Me, and to finish His
work’” (John 4:34 NKJV). “Her [wisdom’s] ways are ways of pleasantness, and all her paths
are peace” (Proverbs 3:17 ESV). Oh, the sweetness and delicate pleasure that vigorous pursuit
of holiness affords! “Like an apple tree among the trees of the forest, So is my beloved
among the young men. In his shade I took great delight and sat down, And his fruit was
sweet to my taste” (Song of Solomon 2:3 NASB). If people do not experience the joy of
godliness, it is because they neglect the work of it. They do not eat the kernel of the nut because
they do not break open the shell. Christ’s myrrh needs to be gathered, and His honey eaten with
the honeycomb, which must be squeezed out before it is eaten (Song of Solomon 5:1). 1488 Rabbi
Solomon believes that [ יערyah´-ar, honeycomb in this context] is a cane out of which honey is
sucked or the sugar boiled out.1489 Those who want to eat Christ’s pleasant bread must work hard
for it. His idlers get none of His dainties. The greater the labor, the sweeter is the rest. The Lord’s
way is not tiresome, unlike labor of flesh and blood. The more you run in it, the less weary you
will be. “Yet those who wait for the LORD Will gain new strength; They will mount up with
wings like eagles, They will run and not get tired, They will walk and not become weary”
(Isaiah 40:31 NASB). And though they may be weary in well-doing through their carnal sloth,
they are not weary from it. [Emphasis added. Ed.]
Sixth, the greater your trade, the richer you will be. In worldly employments, this is not
always the case. People may labor in vain and sit down in sorrow, but godliness is profitable for

1487

“And He gave some as apostles, and some as prophets, and some as evangelists, and some as pastors
and teachers, for the equipping of the saints for the work of service, to the building up of the body of
Christ; until we all attain to the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, to a mature
man, to the measure of the stature which belongs to the fullness of Christ. As a result, we are no longer
to be children, tossed here and there by waves and carried about by every wind of doctrine, by the
trickery of men, by craftiness in deceitful scheming; but speaking the truth in love, we are to grow up in
all aspects into Him who is the head, even Christ, from whom the whole body, being fitted and held
together by what every joint supplies, according to the proper working of each individual part, causes
the growth of the body for the building up of itself in love” (Ephesians 4:11–16 NASB).
1488
“I have come into my garden, my sister, my bride; I have gathered my myrrh along with my balsam. I
have eaten my honeycomb and my honey; I have drunk my wine and my milk. Eat, friends; Drink and
imbibe deeply, O lovers” (Song of Solomon 5:1 NASB).
1489
The identity of this rabbi is unknown, and his speculation is just that.
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all things (Isaiah 55:2; 1 Timothy 4:8).1490 And the heavenly trade brings in the true treasure, as I
have already shown, and the more employment, the more profit.
Seventh, the larger trade you carry on for Heaven, the more you have of that honor that
comes down from Heaven. “But glory, honor, and peace to everyone who works what is
good, to the Jew first and also to the Greek” (Romans 2:10 NKJV). The greater the trading,
the greater the riches, and the greater the riches, the greater is the reputation. “The poor is hated
even by his neighbor, But those who love the rich are many” (Proverbs 14:20 NASB). The
greater the trade you carry on for Heaven, the greater regard you have from God, the more of His
presence is with you, the more His delight is in you, and the more His blessing is upon you. His
spouse’s growth and fruitfulness was much on Christ’s heart. “How beautiful and how
delightful you are, My love, with all your charms! Your stature is like a palm tree, And your
breasts are like its clusters” (Song of Solomon 7:6–7 NASB). The palm tree is an emblem of
growth and fruitfulness; The more it is oppressed, the more it grows, and no tree is more fruitful.
It is called always-leaf, always having leaves. Naturalists say that it is never without leaves and
fruit. When some fruit is ripe, as Pliny tells us, other fruit is growing. It has leaves in the highest
branches, from which the sweet sap comes, according to Alstea. It is a tree that is exceedingly
profitable. Some count up three hundred sixty advantages that the palm tree yields, and hence the
Egyptians make it a symbol of the solar year, which consists of three hundred sixty-five days. Its
fruit is wonderfully restorative and nourishing, repairing decayed strength and radical moisture
in a human body.1491 The palm tree is thus a fit metaphor to express the Church’s fruitfulness, in
which fruitfulness the Lord Jesus takes great delight. He gets up early to the vineyard to see if
the vine flourishes, whether the tender grapes appear, and the pomegranate buds (Song of
Solomon 7:12).1492 So delightful is the view of a flourishing people to Christ that the more you
thrive in grace, the more you will have of Christ’s company, and that is honorable.
Eighth, the greater trade you carry on for Heaven, the more useful you are while on earth.
You have greater capability to do good to others and to serve your generation, which is a blessed
thing. “I have shown you in every way, by laboring like this, that you must support the
weak. And remember the words of the Lord Jesus, that He said, ‘It is more blessed to give
than to receive’” (Acts 20:35 NKJV). “Instruct those who are rich in this present world not
to be conceited or to fix their hope on the uncertainty of riches, but on God, who richly
supplies us with all things to enjoy. Instruct them to do good, to be rich in good works, to be
generous and ready to share” (1 Timothy 6:17–18 NASB). The richer you are in grace, the
more able you are to do good, and not only able, but more willing also. The reason Christians
have no more heart to do good and to give is their poverty of soul. They are not rich in grace,
they have only a little spiritual treasure, so they have little grace to share. Their hands are shut
1490

“Why do you spend money for what is not bread, And your wages for what does not satisfy? Listen
carefully to Me, and eat what is good, And delight yourself in abundance” (Isaiah 55:2 NASB). “For
bodily discipline is only of little profit, but godliness is profitable for all things, since it holds promise for
the present life and also for the life to come” (1 Timothy 4:8 NASB).
1491
There appears to be considerable overstatement here, but given the large number of species of palm trees, it
does not seem reasonable to attempt to prove or disprove these statements about the palm tree. Palm trees do
remain an important food source in many tropical regions.
1492
“Let us rise early and go to the vineyards; Let us see whether the vine has budded And its blossoms
have opened, And whether the pomegranates have bloomed. There I will give you my love” (Song of
Solomon 7:12 NASB).
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because their hearts are empty. But the more divine treasure you have, the more ready you will
be to do good and to lay out both your inward and outward riches. Oh, how useful rich people
can be in the places they live if God gives them hearts to do it! And how helpful may those be
who have an increase in spiritual goods in these days of poverty of soul. There are many
impoverished souls these days who are ready to perish due to lack of light, peace, and comfort.
They are perplexed with doubts, darkness, and distressing fears, but have nobody to help them.
Oh, how refreshing in these days of troubles of souls would it be to have some rich neighbors
among them, some prosperous Jobs! “If I have kept the poor from their desire, Or caused the
eyes of the widow to fail, Or eaten my morsel by myself, So that the fatherless could not eat
of it (But from my youth I reared him as a father, And from my mother’s womb I guided
the widow); If I have seen anyone perish for lack of clothing, Or any poor man without
covering” (Job 31:16–19 NKJV). “And if you give yourself to the hungry And satisfy the
desire of the afflicted, Then your light will rise in darkness And your gloom will become like
midday” (Isaiah 58:10 NASB). “I was eyes to the blind And feet to the lame” (Job 29:15
NASB). “To make an apt answer is a joy to a man, and a word in season, how good it is! ”
(Proverbs 15:23 ESV). “Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father
of mercies and God of all comfort, who comforts us in all our affliction so that we will be
able to comfort those who are in any affliction with the comfort with which we ourselves
are comforted by God” (2 Corinthians 1:3–4 NASB). Christians, make haste to be rich in grace
so that you may be rich in good works and may contribute much into the Lord’s treasury (Mark
12:41),1493 and out of your abundance contribute into the offerings of God (Luke 21:4). 1494 Then
the poor who were ready to perish will bless you (Job 29:13), 1495 and the Lord will daily feed you
with savory food, the fruit of your well-doing.
Ninth, the greater trade you carry on for Heaven now, the greater will your estate in
Heaven be hereafter. “Finally, there is laid up for me the crown of righteousness, which the
Lord, the righteous Judge, will give to me on that Day, and not to me only but also to all
who have loved His appearing” (2 Timothy 4:8 NKJV). To me, who has run my race, finished
my course, and kept the faith. To me, who has worked hard in the vineyard and traded diligently
in the world for Heaven. For me, yes, for all who enlarge their heavenly trade, there is laid up
ἀπόκειταί [root: ἀπόκειμαι ap-ok´-i-mahee: laid up in store, reserved] a crown of righteousness.
Zanchy relates this to portions that parents lay up for their children. This crown is of a glory
suitable to how well they used their grace. It is called a crown to note its excellence, and of
righteousness to note its equity. It will bear a proportion to all of that grace, labors, and
faithfulness that is in the saints, and infinitely beyond it. “For this light momentary affliction is
preparing for us an eternal weight of glory beyond all comparison” (2 Corinthians 4:17
ESV). God will not leave out the least item of the saint’s due reward in the great day of
righteousness. A cup of cold water (Matthew 10:42),1496 a little cake for the prophet Elisha (1
1493

“And He sat down opposite the treasury, and began observing how the people were putting money
into the treasury; and many rich people were putting in large sums” (Mark 12:41 NASB).
1494
“For they all contributed out of their abundance, but she out of her poverty put in all she had to live
on” (Luke 21:4 ESV).
1495
“The blessing of the one ready to perish came upon me, And I made the widow’s heart sing for joy”
(Job 29:13 NASB).
1496
.“And whoever in the name of a disciple gives to one of these little ones even a cup of cold water to
drink, truly I say to you, he shall not lose his reward” (Matthew 10:42 NASB).
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Kings 17:13),1497 a mite in the treasury (Luke 21:3), 1498 or a desire to build God’s house (1
Chronicles 17:1)1499—all will be remembered in that day. Mercy gives the crown, but justice fits
it for the overcomer’s head. Beda said, “God crowns His own gifts, not your mercies. He first
gives grace in the time of mercy, then crowns it in the day of judgment.” And is not this
sufficient strong proof, even a compulsion on a noble heart to labor after the greatest breadth of
holiness? Is not Heaven enough to recompense all your duties and hardships on earth? 1500
Someone said, “What is enough if Rome is considered little?” So what can be considered great if
Heaven is [considered to be] small and not price enough for all your holy striving and utmost
progress in the way of life?
Oh, give heed to your proficiency in this heavenly trade! Your hearts and hands can never
be too deep in the concerns of the upper world. In this, you can never be too covetous. “But
earnestly desire the greater gifts. And I show you a still more excellent way” (1 Corinthians
12:31 NASB). Take heed of putting hindrances or limits against your holiness. (That is the
practice of all unsanctified souls.) Only in this is it lawful to remove the ancient boundary
markers and enlarge your spiritual inheritance as far as possible. “Brothers, I do not consider
that I have made it my own. But one thing I do: forgetting what lies behind and straining
forward to what lies ahead, I press on toward the goal for the prize of the upward call of
God in Christ Jesus” (Philippians 3:13–14 ESV). Nothing undoes professors worse than
stinting their measures of holiness and being content with present attainments. If these professors
can get to a level of light, grace, and comfort that will make their salvation and present welfare
secure, they sit down and go no further. This makes formalists and starvelings in Christianity.1501
“Then the LORD said to Moses, ‘Why are you crying out to Me? Tell the sons of Israel to go
forward’” (Exodus 14:15 NASB). This is also God’s charge to His people in their passage to the
heavenly Canaan: “But also for this very reason, giving all diligence, add to your faith
virtue, to virtue knowledge, to knowledge self-control, to self-control perseverance, to
perseverance godliness, to godliness brotherly kindness, and to brotherly kindness love” (2
Peter 1:5–7 NKJV). The greatest skill in this holy arithmetic is in addition and multiplication.
Continue enlarging your inventory, get in more choice heavenly wares, greater quantities of
goods and of more costly goods. Be moving more and more goods off your shelves as you have
opportunity. Your present advantage is great, and your reward in Heaven even more so (Matthew
5:12).1502

1497

“Then Elijah said to her, ‘Do not fear; go, do as you have said, but make me a little bread cake from it
first and bring it out to me, and afterward you may make one for yourself and for your son’” (1 Kings
17:13 NASB).
1498
“And He said, ‘Truly I say to you, this poor widow put in more than all of them’” (Luke 21:3 NASB).
1499
“And it came about, when David dwelt in his house, that David said to Nathan the prophet, ‘Behold, I
am dwelling in a house of cedar, but the ark of the covenant of the LORD is under curtains’” (1
Chronicles 17:1 NASB).
1500
To say nothing of deliverance from Hell by Christ’s taking the equivalent torment on His own holy self for
your sake?
1501
And it may send them to Hell if they do not repent.
1502
“Rejoice and be glad, for your reward in heaven is great; for in the same way they persecuted the
prophets who were before you” (Matthew 5:12 NASB).
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Advice: Lay In for Bad Times
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay In for Bad Times}
Those of you who are experiencing good times for trading now, make provision for bad
times. Lay in for changes. Do not be like the grasshopper that spends everything in summer and
when the winter comes, starves.1503 Every summer has its winter. North winds have their season
to blow on Christ’s garden, as well as the south (Song of Solomon 4:16).1504 Good and evil have
their turns with Christians in this life. It is only the Dives (Luke 16:19) 1505 who have their good
things in this life. Here, the saints have no lasting city (Hebrews 13:14).1506 Created comforts,
whether spiritual or carnal, are subject to be shaken or taken away. “This expression, ‘Yet once
more,’ denotes the removing of those things which can be shaken, as of created things, so
that those things which cannot be shaken may remain” (Hebrews 12:27 NASB). The life of
believers is made up of changing circumstances, as Naomi, who was once full, then empty (Ruth
1:21).1507 Their life is like ships going from port to port: now they have calms, then storms. None
but the wicked, and not always them either, are exempted from changes in this life (Psalm
55:19).1508 David thought that his mountain was so strong it could not be moved, but found out to
his cost that he was in error. “Now in my prosperity I said, ‘I shall never be moved.’ LORD,
by Your favor You have made my mountain stand strong; You hid Your face, and I was
troubled” (Psalm 30:6–7 NKJV). Prosperity and affliction should both be thought through
carefully.1509 Think of your most promising condition here: although your life may be a beautiful
structure, it is merely a tent (2 Peter 1:14). 1510 Sin puts wheels on every condition below and
makes them movable. An ambassador said to the Romans who boasted of the height and strength
of their walls, “They are not so high that sin cannot bring them down.” The same must be said of
the most flourishing condition of saints in this world. Is your store full now? A time may come
when you must spend it down. Dionysius II had four hundred ships, an army of a hundred
thousand foot soldiers, nine thousand horsemen, and the richest armory of any prince, yet he
1503

It is not clear that this is actually the case. In most species, fully adult grasshoppers live only several weeks
after mating, and this seems to be true even in areas where adequate vegetation remains in winter. Some
grasshopper species actually overwinter and live for about two years. Predators take a very high toll on
grasshopper populations at all stages of their life cycle. It is known, however, that in some cases food
availability does determine adult lifespan.
1504
“Awake, O north wind, And come, wind of the south; Make my garden breathe out fragrance, Let its
spices be wafted abroad. May my beloved come into his garden And eat its choice fruits!” (Song of
Solomon 4:16 NASB).
1505
“There was a certain rich man who was clothed in purple and fine linen and fared sumptuously every
day” (Luke 16:19 NKJV).
1506
“For here we have no lasting city, but we seek the city that is to come” (Hebrews 13:14 ESV).
1507
“I went out full, but the LORD has brought me back empty. Why do you call me Naomi, since the
LORD has witnessed against me and the Almighty has afflicted me?” (Ruth 1:21 NASB).
1508
“God will give ear and humble them, he who is enthroned from of old, Selah because they do not
change and do not fear God” (Psalm 55:19 ESV).
1509
The original is very unclear here.
1510
“…knowing that shortly I must put off my tent, just as our Lord Jesus Christ showed me” (2 Peter
1:14 NKJV).
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lived long enough to lose it all. Christians may have their losing times as well as their profitable
times, and should lay in for times of need.
There are four special seasons when gracious souls will have need of their store to relieve
them; times of:
• Temptation;
• Desertion;
• Affliction;
• Death.
Times of Temptation

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay In for Bad Times
Times of Temptation}
Times of temptation are spending times and they call for great supporting resources to be
laid in against such seasons. There are two reasons for this.
Reason: Temptations Are Certain to Come
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay In for Bad Times
Times of Temptation
Reason: Temptations Are Certain to Come}
Times of temptation are certain to come to believers. “The LORD tests the righteous
and the wicked, And the one who loves violence His soul hates” (Psalm 11:5 NASB). There is
no such thing as a gracious soul whom the Lord does not try at some time or another. It may be
directly by His Spirit or indirectly by afflictions or temptations, and from people or demons. The
apostle tells us that every person is tempted. “But each person is tempted when he is lured
and enticed by his own desire” (James 1:14 ESV). Capell, on temptation, said, “The best of
men are tempted and that when they are at their best.” Adam was tempted in paradise (Genesis
3:6),1511 Solomon after God had appeared to him twice (1 Kings 11:9), 1512 Job after the evidence
of his uprightness before God and his holy duties (Job 1:1, 5), 1513 and Peter, after he had
1511

“When the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was a delight to the eyes, and that
the tree was desirable to make one wise, she took from its fruit and ate; and she gave also to her husband
with her, and he ate” (Genesis 3:6 NASB).
1512
“Now the LORD was angry with Solomon because his heart was turned away from the LORD, the God
of Israel, who had appeared to him twice” (1 Kings 11:9 NASB).
1513 1
“ There was a man in the land of Uz whose name was Job; and that man was blameless, upright,
fearing God and turning away from evil…. 5When the days of feasting had completed their cycle, Job
would send and consecrate them, rising up early in the morning and offering burnt offerings according
to the number of them all; for Job said, ‘Perhaps my sons have sinned and cursed God in their hearts.’
Thus Job did continually” (Job 1:1, 5 NASB).
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confessed Christ and entered into covenant to never abandon Christ (Matthew 26:33). 1514 Yes,
even Christ Himself was tempted after His baptism, the Spirit resting on Him as a dove, and the
Father’s acknowledgment of Him by an audible voice from Heaven (Matthew 3:17, 4:1). 1515
Capell said, “He who thinks he is so good that he ought not be tempted, or so strong that he need
not fear being tempted—he has need of temptation so that by experience in his own person he
might learn what he ought to have seen in the Word: of ourselves, we have no strength.”
1.
2.
3.
4.

Four things make temptations unavoidable to gracious souls:
God’s good pleasure;
Satan’s rage;
The saint’s corruption;
The saint’s profit.

First, it is God’s good pleasure to have them tried. “Each man’s work will become
evident; for the day will show it because it is to be revealed with fire, and the fire itself will
test the quality of each man’s work” (1 Corinthians 3:13 NASB). The fire will test the
excellence of a person’s work. Thus, the greatness of God’s power is shown in the enduring
graces of the saints when they stand after all. By this the Lord will refute the slanders of people
and demons who are still accusing His people of hypocrisy and of falling away when a trial
comes. “Then Satan answered the LORD, ‘Does Job fear God for nothing?’” (Job 1:9
NASB). “However, put forth Your hand now, and touch his bone and his flesh; he will curse
You to Your face” (Job 2:5 NASB). This is the usual malicious accusation of the saints’
enemies; to prove them liars, the Lord allows His people to be tempted. It is His will and purpose
that all His people are tempted, and therefore it is unavoidable.
Second, such is Satan’s rage that he cannot keep his fingers from believers for very long.
If he leaves them alone, it is only for a season. “And when the devil had ended every
temptation, he departed from him until an opportune time” (Luke 4:13 ESV). Is Satan busy?
Then his work is not done. If you have any rest, it is because his tempting has not come. He is a
roaring lion and cannot rest from seeking to devour, though he may delay attempting to devour
for a season until he has a greater advantage. Never expect freedom from temptation until Satan’s
chain be shortened or you are taken to Heaven out of his reach (Revelation 20:2–3).1516
Third, the saint’s corruptions expose them to temptations. “Wherever the corpse is,
there the vultures will gather” (Matthew 24:28 ESV). While the saints have open wounds on
their backs, they can expect no freedom from flies. If Samson is bound, the Philistines will be
upon him (Judges 16:12).1517 Capell said, “The cause of sins is in us, though the occasion
[temptation] is from Satan.” Until the fire of Hell is out in the saints, the devil will not lay down
1514

“But Peter said to Him, ‘Even though all may fall away because of You, I will never fall away’”
(Matthew 26:33 NASB).
1515
“And behold, a voice out of the heavens said, ‘This is My beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased’”
(Matthew 3:17 NASB). “Then Jesus was led up by the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted by the
devil” (Matthew 4:1 NASB).
1516
“And he laid hold of the dragon, the serpent of old, who is the devil and Satan, and bound him for a
thousand years; and he threw him into the abyss, and shut it and sealed it over him, so that he would not
deceive the nations any longer, until the thousand years were completed; after these things he must be
released for a short time” (Revelation 20:2–3 NASB).
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his bellows. Where there is no sin, there is nothing for temptation to work on. 1518 When skin is
intact and unbroken, it cannot be easily infected. Corruption [in the heart] keeps open the door
for Satan. Never look for silence from Satan until you cease from sin.
Fourth, temptation is necessary for the profit and good of gracious souls. By this means
they come to see their own vileness; were it not for temptation, they could not see how great is
their corruption. David, Solomon, Hezekiah, and Peter did not think their hearts were so
abominable until left to temptation, which stirs the mud and brings up the bottom to the top. This
helps to abase them and make them more vile in their own eyes. By this also, they see their own
weakness and need of Christ. They are more effectually brought out of themselves to the Lord
Jesus for succor and victory. Also, temptations from Satan make them more acquainted with his
devices (2 Corinthians 2:11),1519 and more skilled against his wiles and strategy. This is no small
advantage to one at war with him. By this also, the Lord winnows His saints; by these high
winds, God fans and cleanses them. 1520 “Simon, Simon, behold, Satan has demanded
permission to sift you like wheat” (Luke 22:31 NASB). This conforms them more to their
Head, and to greater establishment in grace. Both of these are glorious advantages to believers
and are promised in the new covenant. Because of this, temptations are necessary for wisdom’s
merchants, and it is thus necessary for them to lay in provision against them.
Reason: Temptations Are Shaking When They Come
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay In for Bad Times
Times of Temptation
Reason: Temptations Are Shaking When They Come}
Just as temptations are certain to come, so they are shaking when they come. They are
part of that rain, flood, and wind that beat on house built on the sand (Matthew 7:27; Luke
6:49).1521 Temptations are part of the devil’s artillery; nobody can bear his fiery darts and cruel
buffetings without the whole armor of God on him. And then too, all he can do is just stand

1517

“Therefore Delilah took new ropes and bound him with them, and said to him, ‘The Philistines are
upon you, Samson!’ And men were lying in wait, staying in the room. But he broke them off his arms like
a thread” (Judges 16:12 NKJV).
1518
The editor must, in part, disagree with these last two sentences. The God-Man, Christ, had no sin, yet was,
as fully man, actually tempted and able to fall. But it is true that sinful desires in the heart—and all offspring of
Adam have them—are as cracks in logs into which the devil inserts, then drives his foul wedges. This is just
one more reason to mortify sinful desires deep in our hearts.
1519
“…lest Satan should take advantage of us; for we are not ignorant of his devices” (2 Corinthians 2:11
NKJV).
1520
The reference is to using moving air to blow the very light chaff away from threshed wheat.
1521
“The rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and slammed against that house; and it fell—
and great was its fall” (Matthew 7:27 NASB). “But the one who has heard and has not acted accordingly,
is like a man who built a house on the ground without any foundation; and the torrent burst against it
and immediately it collapsed, and the ruin of that house was great” (Luke 6:49 NASB).
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firm1522 (Ephesians 6:13–16).1523 This artillery is so potent and overpowering that only those who
are in Christ can stand their ground. “Those on the rocky soil are those who, when they hear,
receive the word with joy; and these have no firm root; they believe for a while, and in time
of temptation fall away” (Luke 8:13 NASB). They receive the Word with joy, seem to love
God, and delight in His ways for a season. Then temptations come to challenge their
commitment and they fall away. Some temptations are easy to overcome, but when Satan sets on
a soul with all his might, there is no standing without divine succor and the Lord opening a way
to escape. Temptation is reckoned among the most painful of afflictions that the saints undergo (1
Corinthians 10:13; Hebrews 2:18).1524 “They were stoned, they were sawn in two, were
tempted, were slain with the sword. They wandered about in sheepskins and goatskins,
being destitute, afflicted, tormented” (Hebrews 11:37 NKJV). There is no suffering like
temptations because they draw the soul to sin, which is more cruel than death to a soul that loves
Christ. Oh, Christian, how much need do we have to be laying up for an hour of temptation,
seeing that it will surely come and be so terrible when it comes!1525
Get yourselves well furnished with wisdom that you may know Satan’s devices so that
you may be able to distinguish between temptation and corruption 1526 and be able to answer the
1522

To stand firm is not merely to stand upright, but to not give ground or territory to the enemy or compromise
with evil.
1523
“Therefore take up the whole armor of God, that you may be able to withstand in the evil day, and
having done all, to stand firm. Stand therefore, having fastened on the belt of truth, and having put on
the breastplate of righteousness, and, as shoes for your feet, having put on the readiness given by the
gospel of peace. In all circumstances take up the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the
flaming darts of the evil one” (Ephesians 6:13–16 ESV).
1524
“No temptation has overtaken you but such as is common to man; and God is faithful, who will not
allow you to be tempted beyond what you are able, but with the temptation will provide the way of
escape also, so that you will be able to endure it” (1 Corinthians 10:13 NASB). “For since He Himself was
tempted in that which He has suffered, He is able to come to the aid of those who are tempted” (Hebrews
2:18 NASB).
1525
Those in Christ will be aware that they are not merely tempted, but sin daily and must repent of various sins
daily. These sins are not in Ashwood’s view. Ashwood has in view serious sin, sin of the kind that has serious
or lasting consequences and which sin also becomes an investment to be protected. David’s sin with Bathsheba
is an example. To defend his sin, David murdered Uriah. David thus had to endure God’s declared judgment:
“‘Now therefore, the sword shall never depart from your house, because you have despised Me and have
taken the wife of Uriah the Hittite to be your wife.’ Thus says the LORD, ‘Behold, I will raise up evil
against you from your own household; I will even take your wives before your eyes and give them to
your companion, and he will lie with your wives in broad daylight. Indeed you did it secretly, but I will
do this thing before all Israel, and under the sun’” (2 Samuel 12:10–12 NASB). More than that, a careful
reading of David’s life and affairs shows that this sin weakened his administration of justice and the kingdom.
Sadly, some will not repent, but protect their investment in their sin all the way to Hell.
1526
To this editor, what Ashwood means by “distinguish between temptation and corruption” is not entirely
clear. There are three things in view here. First, there is sin. Second, our sin nature (original sin), is itself sin
and a fruitful source of actual sins of thought, word, and action. This may be what Ashwood means by
corruption, the sinfulness of our hearts deep down inside, sinful desires, lack of holy desires, and so on. Third,
there is temptation. “But each person is tempted when he is lured and enticed by his own desire” (James
1:14 ESV). Some of these desires to which James refers are corrupt, sinful desires originating from our sinful
hearts. Other desires are not sinful, but the devil uses these to tempt us to satisfy them by sinful means. In the
first case, when we sin, we must repent not only of the actual sin, but of the heart corruption that tempted us to
it. In the second case, we must not be plagued with guilt because of the devil’s work of temptation from
outside of us if we do not give in to that temptation. “So He said to them, ‘Are you thus without
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objections and subtle rationalizations of Satan. 1527 You must also have experience [in overcoming
prior temptations] to encourage your hope and strengthen your patience. Previous instances of
[God’s] relief in similar cases may lift up your head and strengthen your expectations in new
trials. You must lay up a store of faith to guard your hearts and shield your heads from the fiery
darts of Satan. You must get your integrity cleared and get evidence of the uprightness of your
heart and way.1528 This is of great use also to bear up your spirit under all the devil’s accusations
against you. Make much of every influence from His Spirit in you and take care not to quench
any of His promptings. Someone said that, “God often leaves us to acknowledge Satan’s
suggestions for our own because we do not acknowledge God in His holy promptings and
influences.” Also, have good evidence of your portion in Christ, assurance of His love to you,
and assurance of His help in time of need. Take special care to have your corruptions weakened
and sin in your souls increasingly mortified. By these means, when Satan comes, he may find
nothing in you on which to fasten his temptation. This calls for your prudent care, to lay in store
to your souls against times of trial.
Times When God Withdraws the Sense of His Presence from You

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay In for Bad Times
Times When God Withdraws the Sense of His Presence from You}
Times when God appears to desert you are times of spending, during which you will need
a full stock. This is when the Lord hides His face and withdraws the sense of His love and the
influence of His enlivening presence. The Lord may do this, and has done it. He has left people
who are dearly beloved by His soul and gone from His habitation [with them]. He has wrapped
Himself in a cloud and left His children in darkness as those who have been long dead. Mr.
Cooper said, “God is just to deny us the comfort of our graces when we deny Him the glory of
them.” “Truly You are God, who hide Yourself, O God of Israel, the Savior!” (Isaiah 45:15
NKJV). “Behold, I go forward but He is not there, And backward, but I cannot perceive
Him; When He acts on the left, I cannot behold Him; He turns on the right, I cannot see
Him” (Job 23:8–9 NASB). “But Zion said, ‘The LORD has forsaken me, And the Lord has
forgotten me’” (Isaiah 49:14 NASB). This was one of the greatest sufferings of Christ: His
apprehension that His Father had forsaken Him. “And about the ninth hour Jesus cried out
with a loud voice, saying, ‘Eli, Eli, lama sabachthani?’ that is, ‘My God, My God, why have
You forsaken Me?’”(Matthew 27:46 NKJV). Here was a total and final desertion that our Lord
Jesus came under as to His sense, and the effects of it.1529 He saw nothing of the comforts of the
understanding also? Do you not perceive that whatever enters a man from outside cannot defile him,
because it does not enter his heart but his stomach, and is eliminated,’ thus purifying all foods? And He
said, ‘What comes out of a man, that defiles a man’” (Mark 7:18–20 NKJV).
1527
This editor wishes to take the liberty to recommend Precious Remedies Against Satan’s Devices by Thomas
Brooks, a Puritan author. Many editions and translations to contemporary English are available.
1528
Obviously, this can only be achieved by genuine repentance of all known sin, not cherishing any known sin,
searching one’s heart, and keeping a clear conscience. These are evidence of possessing the imputed
righteousness of Christ.
1529
The editor begs to disagree with Ashwood here. Christ did not merely sense a desertion by His Heavenly
Father, but He was, as man, actually deserted by His Heavenly Father because our Lord Jesus, as the Last
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divine presence to the last breath of His life, but died in darkness. “And Jesus cried out again
with a loud voice, and yielded up His spirit” (Matthew 27:50 NASB). He yielded up His spirit
and had no comfort to the last minute of His life. And if God has done so to the green tree, how
much more may he do it to the dry tree. If He can forsake His natural and only beloved Son, He
may surely hide Himself from His adopted sons, even to their dying hour. And this is a condition
full of consternation and terror. The loss of God and all good is thought to be a far greater
punishment to the damned in Hell than all the punishments of sense and torment. Oh, the
dreadful apprehensions that good souls have had about God’s forsaking them! It is a Hell on
earth and the beginning of the second death to be under a real sense of God having removed
Himself from the soul. Oh, the amazing dread and consuming terror that Job, Asaph, Heman, 1530
and others were filled with by such apprehensions of God having withdrawn from them and of
His wrath lying hard on them! Soul, although it is now a time of light with you, the candle of the
Lord shines on you, you walk in the light of His face, lie in His bosom, are dandled on His knee
—the days of darkness may be many and your soul lie in the shadow of death and under real
apprehensions of the Lord’s departure from you and displeasure against you. It is then that you
will need all the cordials,1531 light, and hope imaginable. Oh, lay in sure and unquestionable
satisfaction about this great case: that God is really and inseparably yours, and under all your
clouds, fears, and guilt, think well of God. Someone said, “It is hard to think ill of ourselves and
well of God at the same time.” Store up for yourselves promises and past experiences [of God’s
goodness to you], with faith, hope, patience, and every grace that may bear you up in such a trial
and be a cordial to your fainting heart under such dangerous fainting spells. Someone said, “If
God should damn me, I have two arms, one of faith and one of love, with which I would embrace
Him and carry Him with me, and His presence would make Hell itself a Heaven to me.”
Times of Great Affliction

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay In for Bad Times
Times of Great Affliction}
Times of great affliction and distressing calamities are spending times and will test your
store of grace and your strength to bear it and get through it. And such you may live to see. The
cross is the usual way to the crown, and affliction is the lot of those who desire to live godly lives
in Christ Jesus. “After they had preached the gospel to that city and had made many
disciples, they returned to Lystra and to Iconium and to Antioch, strengthening the souls of
the disciples, encouraging them to continue in the faith, and saying, ‘Through many
tribulations we must enter the kingdom of God’” (Acts 14:21–22 NASB). “The refining pot
Adam, took the punishment due to believers upon Himself. Although God is omnipresent, including in Hell,
those in Hell have none of the beneficial or good presence of God, but will only experience the pure wrath of
God, being otherwise deserted by God.
1530
Ashwood, by mentioning these last two names, may have been referring to the Psalms of which they appear
to have been the human authors, according to the titles. Asaph appears in the titles of Psalms 50 and 73 through
83. Heman appears in the title of Psalm 88, which begins, “O LORD, God of my salvation, I have cried out
day and night before You. Let my prayer come before You; Incline Your ear to my cry. For my soul is
full of troubles, And my life draws near to the grave” (Psalm 88:1–3 NKJV).
1531
cordial: anything that comforts, gladdens, and stimulates, often a drink such as a peppermint cordial.
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is for silver and the furnace for gold, But the LORD tests hearts” (Proverbs 17:3 NASB). And
the fan is for the wheat. The condition of believers in this world cannot long bear prosperity
without loss to their spiritual part. Christians under settled comforts in this world are like
standing pools that soon gather mud, and as it is said of Moab, so it is with the people of God:
“Moab has been at ease from his youth; He has settled on his dregs, And has not been
emptied from vessel to vessel, Nor has he gone into captivity. Therefore his taste remained
in him, And his scent has not changed” (Jeremiah 48:11 NKJV). Dr. Harris said, “The sweetest
nights that Jacob ever spent were in the field, and so with Peter in prison. And David had those
large affections to rise at midnight, and God’s Word was sweet to him when his trouble was
bitter.” But by afflictions, the Lord refines His people from their dross. Mr. Bradford said,
“Though the wisdom of the world thinks of the Cross according to human senses and therefore
flees from it as from a most great ignominy and shame, yet God’s scholars have learned to think
otherwise of the Cross, as the factory where God makes His children like Christ, His Son. The
Cross is the furnace that refines God’s gold, the highway to Heaven, the suit and uniform of
God’s servants, and the earnest and beginning of all consolation and glory.” If you want to be
Christ’s disciple, you must expect tribulation. If need be, you will be in heaviness for a season.
God’s fire is in Zion and His furnace is in Jerusalem. Prepare for afflictions, by which God
prepares His people for Himself. Bernard said, “He is not fit for the reward in glory who is not
ready to ascend the gibbet [gallows] as the way to it.” We have fallen on the last times,1532 which
are times of abounding iniquity and sinning (Matthew 24:12), 1533 and therefore likely to be
suffering times, called perilous times and cruel times (2 Timothy 3:1).1534 Beza renders it
“troublesome times,” Tremelius, “hard times.” The word is χαλεποί and it comes from
χαλεπός,1535 to bring damage or to overturn. They will be overturning times, times of destruction,
as Christ prophesies of them: “Therefore when you see the ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION
which was spoken of through Daniel the prophet, standing in the holy place (let the reader
understand)” (Matthew 24:15 NASB). “Because these are days of vengeance, so that all
things which are written will be fulfilled” (Luke 21:22 NASB). “For then there will be a
great tribulation, such as has not occurred since the beginning of the world until now, nor
ever will” (Matthew 24:21 NASB). It is called the great and terrible day of the Lord, when the
sun will be turned into darkness and the moon into blood. “The sun will be turned into
darkness And the moon into blood Before the great and awesome day of the LORD comes”
(Joel 2:31 NASB). Cocceius thinks this time falls under the sixth seal (Revelation 6:12),1536 under
which it is said, “I said to him, ‘My lord, you know.’ And he said to me, ‘These are the ones
1532

There exists considerable confusion as to what Scripture means by last times. Much of this is due to
dispensationalism, now discredited due to unfulfilled predictions, and an erroneous way of interpreting
Scripture. The last times or last days is simply all the time between Christ’s ascension to Heaven and His
second coming. Throughout history, many Christians, including some of the most learned and godly, have
interpreted events of their own times as fulfilling specific biblical prophecies actually related to either the
destruction of Jerusalem in 70 AD or times near to the second coming. These include John Calvin, Jonathan
Edwards, and many other Reformers and Puritans. So Ashwood is correct about his living in the last times, but
for the wrong reasons, and wrong in good company. A careful reading of 2 Timothy 3:1, below, will show that
subsets of the last times, in which we are living, will be times of difficulty. Clearly also, times of difficulty
depend on geography, as well as time.
1533
“Because lawlessness is increased, most people’s love will grow cold” (Matthew 24:12 NASB).
1534
“But understand this, that in the last days there will come times of difficulty” (2 Timothy 3:1 ESV).
1535
[khal-ep-os], meaning hard, harsh, difficult, painful, etc.
1536
“I looked when He broke the sixth seal, and there was a great earthquake; and the sun became black
as sackcloth made of hair, and the whole moon became like blood” (Revelation 6:12 NASB).
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who come out of the great tribulation, and they have washed their robes and made them
white in the blood of the Lamb’” (Revelation 7:14 NASB). I rather think that the sixth seal
reckons with the enemies of God’s people and brings redemption to the saints under great
tribulation. Thus that which we may clearly gather is that those last times will be times of sore
calamities, both personal and public, to nations and to the Church of God. And what portion of
those amazing troubles may fall on the people of this age we do not know. But this is certain:
God seems to give His call from Heaven, as well as out of His sanctuary, to prepare to meet with
Him (Amos 4:12),1537 to gird up the loins of our minds (1 Peter 1:13), 1538 to keep our garments on
(Revelation 16:15),1539 to have our vessels filled with oil, our lamps burning, count on sitting up
at midnight, and be as people who look for the coming of their Lord (Luke 12:35–36; Matthew
25:6).1540 “But stay awake at all times, praying that you may have strength to escape all
these things that are going to take place, and to stand before the Son of Man ” (Luke 21:36
ESV).
The Time of Death

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay In for Bad Times
The Time of Death}
The time of death is a spending time and it calls for great provisions for that long journey
and the great change the soul is passing into. Death is the king of terrors (Job 18:14).1541 How
confounding is the sight of it to a natural eye and an awakened conscience! The work that death
comes to do is horrible work to flesh and blood. It plucks a soul out of its ancient dwellings to
take it from all its acquaintances, friends, relatives, and everything earthly. Death takes the soul
out of all the comforts of the whole world, never to see or enjoy them again as formerly. Death
pulls down this earthly tent [dwelling]; it leaves not one stone on another, razing it to the ground.
It is a great change to fasten an arrest warrant on the soul’s back, and in a moment bring it to
judgment, away from all its acquaintances, friends, and dearest relations to the vision of an
infinitely holy God to receive its eternal doom. The soul then enters into a new state, out of
which it will never depart, either of blessedness or misery. If a soul dies in its sins, death cuts that
soul off from all the means of salvation and from all possibility of avoiding Hell. There is no
possible future repentance or any way to amend that soul’s evil condition. This will be terrible to
a guilty conscience; it will be sensible of many sins not repented of, many duties neglected,

1537

“Therefore thus will I do to you, O Israel; Because I will do this to you, Prepare to meet your God, O
Israel!” (Amos 4:12 NKJV).
1538
“Therefore, prepare your minds for action, keep sober in spirit, fix your hope completely on the grace
to be brought to you at the revelation of Jesus Christ” (1 Peter 1:13 NASB).
1539
“Behold, I am coming like a thief. Blessed is the one who stays awake and keeps his clothes, so that he
will not walk about naked and men will not see his shame” (Revelation 16:15 NASB).
1540
“Be dressed in readiness, and keep your lamps lit. Be like men who are waiting for their master when
he returns from the wedding feast, so that they may immediately open the door to him when he comes
and knocks” (Luke 12:35–36 NASB). “But at midnight there was a shout, ‘Behold, the bridegroom!
Come out to meet him’” (Matthew 25:6 NASB).
1541
“He is torn from the tent in which he trusted and is brought to the king of terrors” (Job 18:14 ESV).
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much time lost, great hypocrisy uncured, many fears not removed, and doubts unanswered. 1542
Now, for such a soul to come to judgment in a moment and have no time allowed it to set things
in order for so great a solemn court appearance and to state his account for that final audit—that
is a confounding providence. The time of death is also a time of the greatest light; the soul’s eye
will be opened to see things as they are, no more through dark glass, but face to face. Then the
soul that has been in darkness all its days will clearly see things it never knew. This is as it is said
of the mole, that it is blind all its time until near death, then it sees. 1543 So those who refused to
see will see and be ashamed. Souls will see things as they are and learn that things they thought
were good are actually evil and things they thought were evil are actually good. Death is the
greatest tattler, and it uncovers more things than anything else. It brings to light the hidden things
of darkness, sins previously unknown to the world, and even sins the soul itself never saw or
thought itself guilty of. Then, even the least flaw, error, unsoundness, neglect, and failing will be
fully seen. Then the things that now seem to be small will appear to be great and those things that
were taken for mountains will be less than a single grain of dust.
Death is a time also when conscience has its quickest senses and liveliest acts. It sees,
hears, feels, and fears all things as they are. Without any other witness, the conscience becomes
both accuser and judge. Judas needed no accuser to charge him or judge to condemn him except
his own conscience (Matthew 27:3–4),1544 nor executioner to execute him, except his own hand
(Matthew 27:5).1545 As a condemned criminal was going up the ladder to the scaffold, his face
showing the inward terrors of his soul, Mr. Perkins asked him, “Are you afraid to die?” “No sir,”
he said, “but of a worse matter.” There was a woman on her deathbed who was under a terrible
sight of her wicked life. When someone nearby offered something to comfort her against the fear
of death, she replied, “If it were only to die, it would be nothing.” Another, on the border of
eternity and frightened by his conscience, said, “A world for one inch of time? Oh, give me one
inch of time!” Luther speaks of a hermit who, a little before his death, stood very sad, did not
move out of his place for three days, and had his eyes fixed toward Heaven. When he was asked
the reason for this posture, he answered that he was afraid to die. His students began to comfort
him, telling him he need not fear death because he had been so holy 1546 in his life. He replied, “It
is true; I have lived well and been obedient, but God’s judgments are not the same as people’s
judgments.” The time of death is a time of great temptation also. It is then that Satan usually
brings forth his greatest strength to weaken the soul’s faith. It is his last attack and the hottest. It
is as men who storm a garrison: in their last attack, they usually put forth their utmost strength.
Luther said, “Then [at death] the devil opposes us with the most armed force. In his last assault,
it is not as in other temptations where faith and hope fight for you. For here, the devil attacks the
very resistance [faith and hope]; the strife is about striving, and the war is maintained by another
1542

Fears and doubts here refer to those promptings of conscience and warnings by various means that were
ignored instead of heeded, leading to repentance and belief in Christ.
1543
Most moles are not blind; however, the Mediterranean mole is blind. There is also the blind mole rat, which
does not have eyes.
1544
“Then when Judas, who had betrayed Him, saw that He had been condemned, he felt remorse and
returned the thirty pieces of silver to the chief priests and elders, saying, ‘I have sinned by betraying
innocent blood.’ But they said, ‘What is that to us? See to that yourself!’” (Matthew 27:3–4 NASB).
1545
“And he threw the pieces of silver into the temple sanctuary and departed; and he went away and
hanged himself” (Matthew 27:5 NASB).
1546
It is possible that his holiness consisted in Roman Catholic superstitious practices; his conscience well
ought to have condemned him, if so.
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war. Here, the fight is whether to fight and resist him whose greatest policy is to discourage you
from resisting. He laughs at our hope as if it were already vanquished and it were to no purpose
to resist.” This is a critical time when it is hard to stand. The last enemy is death. The soul must
have on the whole armor of God and not be found in its own righteousness, but take sanctuary in
the grace of God and the righteousness and faithfulness of Christ. Mr. Cooper said, “Death is
somewhat dreary and the streams of that Jordan between us and our Canaan run furiously, but
they stand still when the Ark comes (Joshua 3:17). 1547 Let your anchor be cast within the veil
(Exodus 26:33)1548 and fastened on the rock, Jesus. Let the end of the triple-strand cord
(Ecclesiastes 4:12)1549 be buckled to your heart. And by this means you will go through it.”
Luther said, “When you are tempted and see no way to escape, close your eyes, do not reply to
the devil and commit the cause to God. This is the main wisdom we should attend to in the hour
of death.” This was Bernard’s course and comfort: when on the point of death, he said, “I have
lived wickedly, but you, Lord Jesus Christ, enjoy Heaven by a double right. First, because you
are the son of God. Second, by your death and suffering, you have obtained it. You keep the first
for yourself by your birthright. The second you bestow on me, not for my works but of because
of your grace.” Christian, you have need to be well furnished for the hour of death; it is your
greatest and most difficult hour. You need to lay in all the provisions you can for a sure and
comfortable passage to glory. Thus, you see that wisdom’s merchants have more to do than keep
up present life and comfort; they must lay in for times to come, for times of temptation,
desertion, affliction, and the hour of death.

Advice: Lay Out for God
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God}
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

If you have good trading with God, then lay out for God. This is:
Reasonable work;
Pleasing work;
Honorable work;
Profitable work;
Proof of your love for God.

1547

“And the priests who carried the ark of the covenant of the LORD stood firm on dry ground in the
middle of the Jordan while all Israel crossed on dry ground, until all the nation had finished crossing the
Jordan” (Joshua 3:17 NASB).
1548
“And you shall hang the veil from the clasps, and bring the ark of the testimony in there within the
veil. And the veil shall separate for you the Holy Place from the Most Holy” (Exodus 26:33 ESV).
1549
“And if one can overpower him who is alone, two can resist him. A cord of three strands is not quickly
torn apart” (Ecclesiastes 4:12 NASB).
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To Lay Out for God Is Reasonable Work

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
To Lay Out for God Is Reasonable Work}
It is reasonable work to lay out for God. He deserves it and it is His due. All your mercies
are His property. “Therefore, I will take back My grain at harvest time And My new wine in
its season. I will also take away My wool and My flax Given to cover her nakedness” (Hosea
2:9 NASB). Though God gives His people the use of mercy,1550 He retains the ownership of it in
His own hand. God is the Alpha, and should be the Omega. He is the source of all our mercies,
and thus it is reasonable that He should be the purpose of all our mercies [as we use them].
“Every good thing given and every perfect gift is from above, coming down from the Father
of lights, with whom there is no variation or shifting shadow” (James 1:17 NASB). And, as
beams come from the sun, so all gifts come from God’s bounty; they are His particular
handiwork. Augustine said that all his goods were gifts from God and all our good is either
Himself or what comes from Him. Both trading and thriving are from Him and should also be for
Him; both principal and interest are God’s own (Matthew 25:27).1551 If you do not lay out your
mercies for God, you rob Him of His due. Your mercies are the Lord’s; His ownership consists
not only in His ownership of your mercies, but also by your acknowledgment that they are His
and your acting accordingly. Christian, when you gave up yourself to the Lord, you also gave up
all your property, concerns, and abilities as well (1 Corinthians 3:23).1552 To keep back any part
of your all from God is to lie to the Holy Spirit.1553 “But Peter said, ‘Ananias, why has Satan
filled your heart to lie to the Holy Spirit and keep back part of the price of the land for
yourself?’” (Acts 5:3 NKJV). Reconciliation with God comes with no lower terms that what
Ahab yielded to Ben-hadad: “The king of Israel replied, ‘It is according to your word, my
lord, O king; I am yours, and all that I have’” (1 Kings 20:4 NASB). If you are not your own
(1 Corinthians 6:19),1554 much less is anything you possess absolutely yours. God gives His
people only a conditional title to all things beneath Himself, and only so far as it suits His
pleasure, purposes, and glory. To keep back any part of your abilities or assets from God, when,
by His Word or providence, He calls for it to be used for His service, Name, or people, is

1550

Ashwood’s use of mercy here encompasses all we are, have, possess, and have use of. Of ourselves, we
deserve nothing but instant death and Hell. Every breath and every heartbeat is of mercy, to say nothing of the
salvation that is from Jesus Christ alone.
1551
“Then you ought to have put my money in the bank, and on my arrival I would have received my
money back with interest” (Matthew 25:27 NASB).
1552
“And you belong to Christ; and Christ belongs to God” (1 Corinthians 3:23 NASB). Ashwood
referenced 2 Corinthians 5:8, but that verse does not fit the context.
1553
When Ananias kept back part of the sales proceeds, he did not lie to the Holy Spirit. As Peter said, relative
to earthly matters, the proceeds were still Ananias’s own. Ananias did lie to the Holy Spirit when he lied to the
Church of Jesus Christ about the amount of his gift. Thus, Ashwood’s assertion that keeping back any part of
our all is lying to the Holy Spirit is not true. At the same time, it is still sinful, a form of stealing and, given our
professed commitment to Christ, vow-breaking.
1554
“Or do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit who is in you, whom you have
from God, and that you are not your own?” (1 Corinthians 6:19 NASB).
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hypocrisy, lying, fraud, and rebellion. It is contrary to the Lord’s undoubted ownership, by
creation, redemption, and your own grant (Hosea 2:8).1555
Besides, you did not receive your mercies as owners, but as stewards, to keep and use
them for Him, and according to His instruction. “As each has received a gift, use it to serve
one another, as good stewards of God’s varied grace” (1 Peter 4:10 ESV). It does not matter if
the gift is by grace or a gift of grace, inward or outward, spiritual or material, it does not matter
—it is something you have received and you must be a good steward of it. All you have are
God’s gifts; your abundance is from His bounty; thus they are bestowed on you in trust, allocated
to His use and pleasure, and are things for which you must give an account.
To Lay Out for God Is Pleasing Work

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
To Lay Out for God Is Pleasing Work}
It is pleasing work to lay out for God. Paul did not count his life too dear to lay out for
Christ (Acts 20:24).1556 Peter and John rejoiced that they were considered worthy to part with
their good name and to undergo reproach for Christ (Acts 5:41). 1557 Nazianzen1558 was glad that
he had something of value—to wit, his Athenian learning—to part with for Christ. The mother of
William Hunter, the martyr, rejoiced that she was so happy as to bear such a child as could find
in his heart to lose his life for the sake of Christ’s Name. To a soul who loves Him, nothing
seems burdensome to do or part with for Christ. How willingly did Jonathan strip himself of the
robe that he wore and give it to David, and also his armor, sword, bow, and weapon belt because
he loved him (1 Samuel 18:4).1559 How much more pleasing will it be to a soul who loves Christ
to part with his all for Christ.
To Lay Out for God Is Honorable Work

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
To Lay Out for God Is Honorable Work}

1555

“And she did not know that it was I who gave her the grain, the wine, and the oil, and who lavished
on her silver and gold, which they used for Baal” (Hosea 2:8 ESV).
1556
“But I do not consider my life of any account as dear to myself, so that I may finish my course and the
ministry which I received from the Lord Jesus, to testify solemnly of the gospel of the grace of God”
(Acts 20:24 NASB).
1557
“So they departed from the presence of the council, rejoicing that they were counted worthy to suffer
shame for His name” (Acts 5:41 NKJV).
1558
Probably Gregory of Nazianzus (329–390 AD).
1559
“And Jonathan stripped himself of the robe that was on him and gave it to David, and his armor, and
even his sword and his bow and his belt” (1 Samuel 18:4 ESV).
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It is also honorable work to lay out for God. “One who is gracious to a poor man lends
to the LORD, And He will repay him for his good deed” (Proverbs 19:17 NASB). And, is this
not honorable to [seem to] make God a debtor and to get Him Who is over all, blessed forever,
become bound to His creature? Oh, what honor is this, that the Giver of all should seem to be
beholden to His creatures who have their all from Him. Do you have anything you can part with
for Christ? Think what honor it is that God entrusts you with bestowing such gifts on His behalf.
The Lord might have made you beggars, not givers. Who has made you to differ (1 Corinthians
4:7)?1560 Why are grace, gifts, strength, estate, or time put into your hand, and not into others? It
shows that God has a good opinion of your faithfulness and so indicates honor. 1561 Oh, let not
God have cause to revoke this estimation!
To Lay Out for God Is Profitable Work

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
To Lay Out for God Is Profitable Work}
To lay out for God is profitable work. The more you lay out for God, the more you get for
yourselves. There is no better way to gather than to scatter for God. When you use your mercies
for God’s purposes, what you do is as sowing seed that will come in again with greater increase.
“Now this I say, he who sows sparingly will also reap sparingly, and he who sows
bountifully will also reap bountifully” (2 Corinthians 9:6 NASB). Laying out for God is secure
trading that is not subject to hazards as earthly undertakings are, but laying out for God is under
a promise of sure and great returns as has been proven above, and that is profit. Laying out for
God is lending to God via an interest-bearing note, on which both principal and interest are
guaranteed (Matthew 19:29).1562 “He who has pity on the poor lends to the LORD, And He will
pay back what he has given” (Proverbs 19:17 NKJV). The Lord takes it as done to Himself and
will repay with a large multiplier. He lends to the Lord via a bond for interest as the Hebrew
indicates,1563 and He will surely repay it. God is bound for it and therefore the debt is sure.
People make a great mistake when they think the more they give, the less they have. This
mistake starves their laying out for God, but laying out for God brings in principal and
interest.1564 Giving to God sanctifies what is left and brings it under a promise of increase. This is
illustrated by how the pouring out of the widow’s oil filled her vessels; the more she poured out,
the more she had (2 Kings 4:5–6).1565 And, the widow of Zarephath, by first giving to the
1560

“For who makes you differ from another? And what do you have that you did not receive? Now if you
did indeed receive it, why do you boast as if you had not received it?” (1 Corinthians 4:7 NKJV).
1561
This statement is not true. It is certainly honorable to obey God, but God gives good things even to the
wicked and to disobedient Christians. Outward circumstances are not indicators of God’s favor or disfavor
unless there is directly observable cause and effect, such as the impoverishment of habitual drunkards.
1562
“And everyone who has left houses or brothers or sisters or father or mother or children or farms for
My name’s sake, will receive many times as much, and will inherit eternal life” (Matthew 19:29 NASB).
1563
At least so far as this editor can determine, the Hebrew does not necessarily imply that the loan carries
interest. However, Ashwood’s point that God repays by a great multiplier is well taken. At the same time, God
will reward us according to our work, not because of our work or as wages. Christ earned the wages for us.
1564
Let there be no mistake: often most of the increase, by far, is spiritual or in Heaven awaiting us.
1565
“So she went from him and shut the door behind her and her sons; they were bringing the vessels to
her and she poured. When the vessels were full, she said to her son, ‘Bring me another vessel.’ And he
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prophet, made sure her own provision in a time of famine: “Then Elijah said to her, ‘Do not
fear; go, do as you have said, but make me a little bread cake from it first and bring it out
to me, and afterward you may make one for yourself and for your son. For thus says the
LORD God of Israel, “The bowl of flour shall not be exhausted, nor shall the jar of oil be
empty, until the day that the LORD sends rain on the face of the earth”’” (1 Kings 17:13–14
NASB). “‘Bring all the tithes into the storehouse, That there may be food in My house, And
try Me now in this,’ Says the LORD of hosts, ‘If I will not open for you the windows of
heaven And pour out for you such blessing That there will not be room enough to receive it’”
(Malachi 3:10 NKJV). It is people’s stinginess against God, the poor, and pious purposes and
uses that is doubtless one reason for the wastes and blasting on their outward concerns today.
“The generous man will be prosperous, And he who waters will himself be watered”
(Proverbs 11:25 NASB). Cartwright and Baine think this refers to spiritual gifts since the
previous verse is [supposedly] only regarding external good things. But as Mercer well observes,
the sentence is general and concerns anything supplied to the needy. Such will be made
prosperous; he will be so far from being impoverished by his giving that it will increase his
substance. References in Proverbs 11:25 to water refer to the latter rain that brings fruit. The
streams of charity are not like running water that passes away, but as fruitful showers that come
again with increase. “Honor the LORD from your wealth And from the first of all your
produce; So your barns will be filled with plenty And your vats will overflow with new
wine” (Proverbs 3:9–10 NASB). Multitudes of promises might be heaped up that combine to
give a unified testimony to this truth (Matthew 25:29; Ecclesiastes 11:1; Proverbs 28:27;
Proverbs 22:9; Isaiah 58:7–11, with many others);1566 they are abundant security for the blessings
for those who lay out for God.
To Lay Out for God Is Proof of Your Love for God

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
To Lay Out for God Is Proof of Your Love for God}
In addition, laying out for God is a proof of your love for God. “Therefore show to
them, and before the churches the proof of your love and of our boasting on your behalf” (2
said to her, ‘There is not one vessel more.’ And the oil stopped” (2 Kings 4:5–6 NASB).
1566
“For to everyone who has, more shall be given, and he will have an abundance; but from the one who
does not have, even what he does have shall be taken away” (Matthew 25:29 NASB). “Cast your bread on
the surface of the waters, for you will find it after many days” (Ecclesiastes 11:1 NASB). “He who gives
to the poor will never want, But he who shuts his eyes will have many curses” (Proverbs 28:27 NASB).
“He who is generous will be blessed, For he gives some of his food to the poor” (Proverbs 22:9 NASB). “Is
it not to divide your bread with the hungry And bring the homeless poor into the house; When you see
the naked, to cover him; And not to hide yourself from your own flesh? Then your light will break out
like the dawn, And your recovery will speedily spring forth; And your righteousness will go before you;
The glory of the LORD will be your rear guard. Then you will call, and the LORD will answer; You will
cry, and He will say, ‘Here I am.’ If you remove the yoke from your midst, The pointing of the finger and
speaking wickedness, And if you give yourself to the hungry And satisfy the desire of the afflicted, Then
your light will rise in darkness And your gloom will become like midday. And the LORD will continually
guide you, And satisfy your desire in scorched places, And give strength to your bones; And you will be
like a watered garden, And like a spring of water whose waters do not fail” (Isaiah 58:7–11 NASB).
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Corinthians 8:24 NKJV). “If anyone says, ‘I love God,’ and hates his brother, he is a liar; for
he who does not love his brother whom he has seen cannot love God whom he has not seen”
(1 John 4:20 ESV). By true charity to your poor brethren, you show evidence of your love for
God, and that makes all your true and needed mercies secure.
This is also pleasing to God. “But I have received everything in full and have an
abundance; I am amply supplied, having received from Epaphroditus what you have sent,
a fragrant aroma, an acceptable sacrifice, well-pleasing to God” (Philippians 4:18 NASB).
Also see Hebrews 13:16; Isaiah 56:4–5.1567 Doing that which is well pleasing to God is surely
prosperous.
Then, Christian, if God has first given to you, if you love God, if you want to please Him,
if you want to prosper in soul, body, and estate, lay out for God. If you have freely received,
freely give. Whatever God has entrusted to you, expend it for Him.
Direction: Lay Out Your Time for God

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade …
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
Direction: Lay Out Your Time for God}
Lay out your time for God. Among the many wastes of mercies of which souls are guilty,
this is not the least: waste of precious time. There is no created blessing of greater worth than
time.1568 It is during time that a foundation is laid for all those mercies that are eternal. Time is a
talent and treasure. Time is not only a mercy, but something without which there can be no
mercy.1569 Therefore consider how you use your time.

1567

“And do not neglect doing good and sharing, for with such sacrifices God is pleased” (Hebrews 13:16
NASB). “For thus says the LORD: ‘To the eunuchs who keep my Sabbaths, who choose the things that
please me and hold fast my covenant, I will give in my house and within my walls a monument and a
name better than sons and daughters; I will give them an everlasting name that shall not be cut off’”
(Isaiah 56:4–5 ESV).
1568
Wrong ideas about time have led to many theological errors, including the so-called openness of God, a
heresy that teaches that God waits to see what people do, then makes a response. First, time is a created thing.
The rate at which an observer experiences time can change based on physical phenomena, including speed and
gravity. This is not mere conjecture; the GPS system depends on making corrections for both. Time is a basic
component of this created universe. Second, the eternity in which God “dwells”—for want of a better term—is
something mysterious, but very different from the time that is part of this universe. Probably also, the times of
everlasting duration that saints in Heaven and the damned in Hell experience is not the same as that of this
universe, but also certainly and necessarily not the same as the uncreated eternity in which God “dwells.”
Unlike time for us creatures, God’s eternity is of Himself as He is a self-existent, self-sufficient being. Does
God know some analog to our created time in His eternity, seeing that we are made in His image? Perhaps. All
this discussion simply shows that Ashwood was more right than he probably knew for certain; the time we
experience is a created gift that is integral to our universe, just as air and water and sunshine.
1569
Ashwood seems to this editor to be simply saying that, since we exist in time, it is during the course of time
that we receive other mercies. Of course, the same is true of air, gravity, and so on.
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Motivation: Your Time Is Not Yours, But God’s
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
Direction: Lay Out Your Time for God
Motivation: Your Time Is Not Yours, But God’s}
Your time is not yours, but God’s, made by Him and for Him. “Yours is the day, Yours
also is the night; You have prepared the light and the sun” (Psalm 74:16 NASB). Time is that
space between two eternities, limited by divine pleasure to divine use. [Regarding mankind:]
“Since his days are determined, The number of his months is with You; And his limits You
have set so that he cannot pass” (Job 14:5 NASB). And if time is the Lord’s, then it is fit that it
should be used for God. Give to God the things that are God’s (Matthew 22:21).1570 When you sin
away or trifle away this time, think about this: “Now I rob God and spend another’s goods.” You
who hate robbery of people, do not steal from God and your own souls. Time belongs to God,
not you.
Motivation: Much of Your Time Is Lost Already
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
Direction: Lay Out Your Time for God
Motivation: Much of Your Time Is Lost Already}
Think how much you have lost of past time. This should make you conscientious in your
use of present time. “For all our days pass away under your wrath; we bring our years to an
end like a sigh” (Psalm 90:9 ESV). We spend our years as a tale that is told, which then vanishes
into the air and is soon gone. Someone said, “Much of our time is plucked away from us, more is
stolen away, but most of it just slides away. Oh, how little a piece of life is that which we live.”
How much of your time has just vanished as if buried in the grave? How much of your time have
you spent shopping?1571 How much slept away in the vineyard [instead of working]? When the
necessities of life, self, the world, and sin have had their shares every day, how small a portion is
left for God? Hence it is that the apostle advises saints to make the most of their time (Ephesians
5:15–16),1572 and to get time for God and their souls, even if there is some loss to other interests.
This is because time has been taken captive by self, sin, and the world, and held prisoner for so
long. This waste of former time makes it absolutely necessary for those who want to reach their
journey’s end before their day [life] is gone to redeem time from their callings, recreation,
refreshments, idleness, and all else, for the recovery of neglected work. Otherwise, they will find
1570

“They said to Him, ‘Caesar’s.’ And He said to them, ‘Render therefore to Caesar the things that are
Caesar’s, and to God the things that are God’s’” (Matthew 22:21 NKJV).
1571
Ashwood has marketplace. The editor has translated it as shopping because it seems that Ashwood is not
referring to productive commerce, but to the common practice in traditional open-air markets of idle talk and
lost time not engaged in needful procurement of goods. For some people, shopping is as much entertainment as
the process of obtaining necessities.
1572
“Therefore be careful how you walk, not as unwise men but as wise, making the most of your time,
because the days are evil” (Ephesians 5:15–16 NASB).
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their work lacking when they come to die. 1573 “Give me my time again,” a woman on her
deathbed said. She had fears about her eternal state and nothing could relieve her troubled soul;
she had lost time that she could have given to the salvation of her soul.
Motivation: Your Time Is Short and Uncertain
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade …
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
Direction: Lay Out Your Time for God
Motivation: Your Time Is Short and Uncertain}
Consider how short and uncertain your remaining time is or may be. The whole time of
your life is just a span,1574 a hand-breadth,1575 a post,1576 a weaver’s shuttle, a vapor, a tale that is
told and then gone, as a flower of the field, things of no duration (Job 9:21; Psalm 39:5; James
4:14).1577 Someone said, “Present time is a short parenthesis in a long time period, so short that
before we can name it, our present time has become past time.” Another said, “Our whole life
consists of just two days: the day of our birth and the day of our death. For no sooner are we born
than we begin to die.”1578 Time is flying on wings, hastening to eternity every moment. Time
travels when you sleep and runs when you creep. Time goes on when you stop and gets ground
when you go backwards. As the stream hastens to the ocean day and night, so does time toward
eternity. Oh, use your time for God while you have it! It will shortly not belong to you anymore.
If you do not use it, you will lose it. [You cannot restrain time;] it is better to let God have your
time than to let it run away to no purpose. If duty does not use time well, rust will consume it,
and the devil, world, and flesh will wholly steal it. It is better to give it to God than let the moth
and caterpillar devour it. Besides this, you cannot put it to better profit than to lay it out for God.
1573

There are two ways people may find their work lacking or incomplete at death. First, those who have never
repented and trusted in Christ and closed with Christ will find themselves in Hell for eternity; it is not good
enough to have merely been thinking about it or studying it. Second, those who do believe will receive a
reward according to their work, not because of their work. The eternal inheritance and reward is entirely
earned by our Lord Jesus. The sooner a Christian repents of overvaluing temporal things at the expense of
heavenly rewards, the better off he or she will be in Heaven. The heavenly reward is both eternal and of
absolutely enormous value compared with any of the things of this short life. Added to that, God is merciful to
the repentant: “However, if you have warned the righteous man that the righteous should not sin and he
does not sin, he shall surely live because he took warning; and you have delivered yourself” (Ezekiel 3:21
NASB). “For thus says the high and exalted One Who lives forever, whose name is Holy, ‘I dwell on a
high and holy place, And also with the contrite and lowly of spirit In order to revive the spirit of the
lowly And to revive the heart of the contrite’” (Isaiah 57:15 NASB).
1574
A rough measurement made by the distance between pinkie finger and thumb tips with the hand maximally
splayed out.
1575
A rough measurement made by the width of the palm of the hand.
1576
post: in this limited context, possibly a guard post, a single watch of guard duty.
1577
“I am blameless; I regard not myself; I loathe my life” (Job 9:21 ESV). “Behold, You have made my
days as handbreadths, And my lifetime as nothing in Your sight; Surely every man at his best is a mere
breath. Selah” (Psalm 39:5 NASB). “Yet you do not know what your life will be like tomorrow. You are
just a vapor that appears for a little while and then vanishes away” (James 4:14 NASB).
1578
This is overstated, but it is worth recalling that the roughly twenty- to thirty-year-old age bracket is when
athletic and mental abilities start to decline; this is less than half a normal lifespan.
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Motivation: You Cannot Put Your Time to Better Profit than to Lay It Out for God
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
Direction: Lay Out Your Time for God
Motivation: It Is Profitable to Give Your Time to God}
Can you put your time to better profit than to lay it out for God? He will give you the
greatest return on your investment. Nothing will give you greater returns on your time than will
God. Put all of the returns from other uses of your time on one side of the scale, and the returns
from God on the other side. You will soon see the difference. Time laid out for God will give you
the most secure returns. Give God His time, and He will give you your time, all the time that is
needed for a blessed eternity. There is no better way to enjoy time than to use it for God. “Long
life is in her right hand; In her left hand are riches and honor” (Proverbs 3:16 NASB). Time
expended for God not only gives secure returns, but sanctifies your time, as the firstfruits do the
whole lump (Romans 11:16).1579 In addition, time devoted to God brings in eternal returns.
Although time is an earthly thing, if used [for God] it will bring eternal returns (2 Corinthians
4:18).1580 It will also bring you mercy in the time of need. Give God your time when you are able
to work, and God will feed you when you are disabled. “When I was a young man,” said Mr.
Bruce, “I was diligent and lived by faith in the Son of God, but now I am old and not able to do
so much, yet He condescends to feed me.”1581
Motivation: You Must Give an Account of Your Time to God
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
Direction: Lay Out Your Time for God
Motivation: You Must Give Account of Your Time to God}
You must give an account of your time to God. He takes notice of how people’s time is
spent and will judge them accordingly. “Then he said to the keeper of his vineyard, ‘Look, for
three years I have come seeking fruit on this fig tree and find none. Cut it down; why does
it use up the ground?’” (Luke 13:7 NKJV). “For forty years I loathed that generation, And
said they are a people who err in their heart, And they do not know My ways” (Psalm 95:10
NASB). “And tear you down to the ground, you and your children within you. And they
will not leave one stone upon another in you, because you did not know the time of your
visitation” (Luke 19:44 ESV). God looks for fruit every month from His people (Ezekiel
47:12).1582 Oh, how important is it to you to arrange how you spend your time so that you can
1579

“If the dough offered as firstfruits is holy, so is the whole lump, and if the root is holy, so are the
branches” (Romans 11:16 ESV).
1580
“…while we do not look at the things which are seen, but at the things which are not seen. For the
things which are seen are temporary, but the things which are not seen are eternal” (2 Corinthians 4:18
NKJV).
1581
Part of this quotation is unclear.
1582
“Along the bank of the river, on this side and that, will grow all kinds of trees used for food; their
leaves will not wither, and their fruit will not fail. They will bear fruit every month, because their water
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give a comfortable account of it in the day of Christ! Then you will wish that God had had more
of your time when you account for it. What a blank will be in our account of time if it is not
better used than previously. The time that was spent for eternity here will yield you the most
comfort when you go to eternity.
Motivation: How Can You Begrudge a Little Time for God Who Has Not Begrudged You an
Eternity of Mercy?
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
Direction: Lay Out Your Time for God
Why Begrudge Time for God Who Gives Eternal Mercy?}
How can you consider a little time for God to be too much when God has prepared an
eternity of mercy for you? Christian, God has prepared for you salvation with eternal glory (2
Timothy 2:10).1583 [He will give you] an incorruptible crown, an inheritance that will not fade
away, and a kingdom that cannot be shaken. It is with this very argument that the apostle presses
the saints to not grow weary in the work of this present time (Galatians 6:8–9). 1584 Think about
the ingratitude that it shows when you withhold your time from the Lord Who has dealt so
bountifully with you and originally gave you your time. He has denied these blessings to many
others and will shortly end your time of troubles with eternal rest in blessed mansions of pure
pleasure with Himself. Let Christ’s love shame you for badly used time and motivate you to lay
out all possible time for God.
Direction: Lay Out Your Strength for God

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
Direction: Lay Out Your Strength for God}
Lay out your strength for God. He is the God of your strength and has the right to it and
of the use of it (Psalm 43:2).1585 He has work for you that calls for all your strength. “Great are
the works of the LORD, studied by all who delight in them” (Psalm 111:2 ESV). “For great is
Your mercy toward me, And You have delivered my soul from the depths of Sheol” (Psalm
86:13 NKJV). God’s anger is great and greatly to be feared. “Nevertheless the LORD did not
turn from the fierceness of His great wrath, with which His anger was aroused against
flows from the sanctuary. Their fruit will be for food, and their leaves for medicine” (Ezekiel 47:12
NKJV).
1583
“Therefore I endure everything for the sake of the elect, that they also may obtain the salvation that is
in Christ Jesus with eternal glory” (2 Timothy 2:10 ESV).
1584
“For the one who sows to his own flesh will from the flesh reap corruption, but the one who sows to
the Spirit will from the Spirit reap eternal life. And let us not grow weary of doing good, for in due
season we will reap, if we do not give up” (Galatians 6:8–9 ESV).
1585
“For You are the God of my strength; why have You rejected me? Why do I go mourning because of
the oppression of the enemy?” (Psalm 43:2 NASB).
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Judah, because of all the provocations with which Manasseh had provoked Him” (2 Kings
23:26 NKJV). His trials and rebukes on His own children are frequently great; these need great
faith and patience to bear up under them, and strength of grace to make right use of them. “You
who have shown me many troubles and distresses Will revive me again, And will bring me
up again from the depths of the earth” (Psalm 71:20 NASB). You do not know what need you
may have of all the strength that your hearts and graces are capable of receiving in order to carry
you through your remaining trials and troubles. You have not yet resisted to the point of your
blood being shed; you have not had to endure fiery trials, nor have you seen such days as never
had been, nor will be. And therefore you need to be equipped with strength and to be strong in
the grace that is in Christ Jesus. One way to get this strength is to use what you have for God
(Hebrews 5:14).1586 Serving God also requires expended strength. “And he answered, ‘YOU
SHALL LOVE THE LORD YOUR GOD WITH ALL YOUR HEART , AND WITH ALL YOUR SOUL, AND
WITH ALL YOUR STRENGTH, AND WITH ALL YOUR MIND; AND YOUR NEIGHBOR AS
YOURSELF’” (Luke 10:27 NASB, also 1 Chronicles 26:8).1587 This means that, in God’s service
and work, you must lay out your inward strength: the strength of your hearts and souls. It also
means you must lay out your outward strength: the strength of your bodies. Our Lord Jesus did
this; He spent His strength in the service of His Father. At thirty-four years of age He was
thought to be near fifty; He was weary in His work. 1588 And Paul also spent and was spent for
Christ. “I will most gladly spend and be expended for your souls. If I love you more, am I to
be loved less?” (2 Corinthians 12:15 NASB). And David cried out, “My knees are weak
through fasting; my body has become gaunt, with no fat” (Psalm 109:24 ESV). “For you
were bought at a price; therefore glorify God in your body and in your spirit, which are
God’s” (1 Corinthians 6:20 NKJV). “Are they servants of Christ?—I speak as if insane—I
more so; in far more labors, in far more imprisonments, beaten times without number,
often in danger of death” (2 Corinthians 11:23 NASB). “Only conduct yourselves in a
manner worthy of the gospel of Christ, so that whether I come and see you or remain
absent, I will hear of you that you are standing firm in one spirit, with one mind striving
together for the faith of the gospel” (Philippians 1:27 NASB). Christianity is not easy work.
Mr. Burroughs said, “Ministers must venture their strength for Christ.” And, so must all who are
Christ’s. “In weariness and toil, in sleeplessness often, in hunger and thirst, in fastings often,
in cold and nakedness” (2 Corinthians 11:27 NKJV). Christianity is worth all your labors and
exhausted strength. People tire themselves for the world; how much more should they for God
and glory.
Direction: Lay Out Your Gifts and Graces for God

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
1586

“But solid food is for the mature, for those who have their powers of discernment trained by constant
practice to distinguish good from evil” (Hebrews 5:14 ESV).
1587
“All these were of the sons of Obed-Edom, they and their sons and their brethren, able men with
strength for the work: sixty-two of Obed-Edom” (1 Chronicles 26:8 NKJV).
1588
“So the Jews said to him, ‘You are not yet fifty years old, and have you seen Abraham?’” (John 8:57
ESV). Ashwood could be referring to this verse, but rather than indicating that Christ was near fifty, that age
were merely a common milestone in life. “And from the age of fifty years they shall withdraw from the
duty of the service and serve no more” (Numbers 8:25 ESV).
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Direction: Lay Out Your Gifts and Graces for God}
Lay out your gifts and graces for God and the good of souls. “But to each one is given
the manifestation of the Spirit for the common good” (1 Corinthians 12:7 NASB). God’s
purpose for giving gifts to anyone is that they should use them to His glory and for the good of
others. An ability to serve God and further His kingdom in the world is a privilege that the saints
in Heaven do not enjoy. The angels, when employed in this purpose, readily and cheerfully carry
it out. Someone said, “Angels are vigilant creatures and wait for opportunities. When they come,
they will not lose them.” Yes, doing good in the world is the kind of prize that, once lost [via
death], can never be enjoyed again. Gracious souls can never return to their stewardship once it
has been given up [by passing into glory], and therefore it should be heedfully regarded and
faithfully used while it continues. God does not give abilities and gifts to be hidden away in a
handkerchief (Luke 19:20),1589 nor lamps to be hidden under a basket. None of us lives to himself
(Romans 14:7).1590 All of the saints’ personalities and characters make them able to be useful in
their particular interpersonal relationships. They are the lights of the world set on a lampstand,
that they may cause their light to shine forth before people (Matthew 5:14–15). 1591 They are the
salt of the earth for the purpose of influencing others for good. “You are the salt of the earth;
but if the salt has become tasteless, how can it be made salty again? It is no longer good for
anything, except to be thrown out and trampled underfoot by men” (Matthew 5:13 NASB).
The saints are stars in God’s firmament, to communicate their light and influence to others (1
Corinthians 15:41).1592 They are vessels in God’s house fit for honorable use (2 Timothy 2:20–
21).1593 They are stones in His building that have a mutual usefulness to bear up one another so as
to preserve the whole (1 Peter 2:5; Ephesians 2:19–22).1594 They are branches in the vine that
yield their fruit to cheer people’s hearts (Judges 9:13). 1595 They are trees in God’s garden, full of
sap (Psalm 104:16).1596 They are members of the body to impart nourishment to one another
1589

“Then another came, saying, ‘Master, here is your mina, which I have kept put away in a
handkerchief’” (Luke 19:20 NKJV).
1590
“For none of us lives to himself, and none of us dies to himself” (Romans 14:7 ESV).
1591
“You are the light of the world. A city set on a hill cannot be hidden; nor does anyone light a lamp and
put it under a basket, but on the lampstand, and it gives light to all who are in the house” (Matthew 5:14–
15 NASB).
1592
“There is one glory of the sun, another glory of the moon, and another glory of the stars; for one star
differs from another star in glory” (1 Corinthians 15:41 NKJV).
1593
“Now in a great house there are not only vessels of gold and silver but also of wood and clay, some for
honorable use, some for dishonorable. Therefore, if anyone cleanses himself from what is dishonorable,
he will be a vessel for honorable use, set apart as holy, useful to the master of the house, ready for every
good work” (2 Timothy 2:20–21 ESV).
1594
“You also, as living stones, are being built up a spiritual house, a holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual
sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ” (1 Peter 2:5 NKJV). “So then you are no longer
strangers and aliens, but you are fellow citizens with the saints, and are of God’s household, having been
built on the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus Himself being the cornerstone, in
whom the whole building, being fitted together, is growing into a holy temple in the Lord, in whom you
also are being built together into a dwelling of God in the Spirit” (Ephesians 2:19–22 NASB). Ashwood’s
original reference is uncertain.
1595
“But the vine said to them, ‘Shall I leave my wine that cheers God and men and go hold sway over the
trees?’” (Judges 9:13 ESV).
1596
“The trees of the LORD are full of sap, The cedars of Lebanon which He planted” (Psalm 104:16
NKJV).
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(Ephesians 4:16).1597 The saints must discharge their respective duties of sympathy, care, and
helpfulness to their fellow members. “We urge you, brethren, admonish the unruly,
encourage the fainthearted, help the weak, be patient with everyone” (1 Thessalonians 5:14
NASB). Use all your abilities for God while you have them, lest He take from you them or the
ability to make use of them.
Direction: Lay Out Your Earthly Assets for God

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
Direction: Lay Out Your Earthly Assets for God}
Lay out your earthly assets [wealth, possessions, substance] for God. “Honor the LORD
with your possessions, And with the firstfruits of all your increase” (Proverbs 3:9 NKJV).
Give God His due in maintaining His messengers and keeping up His worship. The firstfruits
were the beginning of Israel’s harvest; they were the Lord’s by special designation for His
service (Exodus 22:29),1598 and supply for His ministry among them (Leviticus 23:20). 1599
Although the ceremonial and judicial aspects of these commands has ceased, the equity of this
duty is reinforced under the Gospel by more ample arguments taken from the light of nature, the
Law of Moses, and the will of Christ (1 Corinthians 9:9–15).1600 For this purpose is the
command: “Let the one who is taught the word share all good things with the one who
teaches. Do not be deceived: God is not mocked, for whatever one sows, that will he also
reap” (Galatians 6:6–7 ESV). Those who pretend to be Christians and are remiss in this obvious
duty mock God. This passage presses the Galatians to be unwearying in this outlay for God
despite any discouragements they encounter. They have assurance of blessed fruit from
obedience to the will of Christ (Galatians 6:8–10).1601 It is not the support or welfare of a few
1597

“…from whom the whole body, joined and held together by every joint with which it is equipped,
when each part is working properly, makes the body grow so that it builds itself up in love” (Ephesians
4:16 ESV).
1598
“You shall not delay the offering from your harvest and your vintage. The firstborn of your sons you
shall give to Me” (Exodus 22:29 NASB).
1599
“The priest shall wave them with the bread of the firstfruits as a wave offering before the LORD, with
the two lambs. They shall be holy to the LORD for the priest” (Leviticus 23:20 NKJV).
1600
“For it is written in the Law of Moses, ‘YOU SHALL NOT MUZZLE THE OX WHILE HE IS THRESHING.’
God is not concerned about oxen, is He? Or is He speaking altogether for our sake? Yes, for our sake it
was written, because the plowman ought to plow in hope, and the thresher to thresh in hope of sharing
the crops. If we sowed spiritual things in you, is it too much if we reap material things from you? If
others share the right over you, do we not more? Nevertheless, we did not use this right, but we endure
all things so that we will cause no hindrance to the gospel of Christ. Do you not know that those who
perform sacred services eat the food of the temple, and those who attend regularly to the altar have their
share from the altar? So also the Lord directed those who proclaim the gospel to get their living from the
gospel. But I have used none of these things. And I am not writing these things so that it will be done so
in my case; for it would be better for me to die than have any man make my boast an empty one” (1
Corinthians 9:9–15 NASB).
1601
“For the one who sows to his own flesh will from the flesh reap corruption, but the one who sows to
the Spirit will from the Spirit reap eternal life. And let us not grow weary of doing good, for in due
season we will reap, if we do not give up. So then, as we have opportunity, let us do good to everyone,
and especially to those who are of the household of faith” (Galatians 6:8–10 ESV).
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ministers in the world that is the design of this great command of Christ, but the effect this has
on the propagation of the Gospel, keeping up the instituted worship of God, conversion of
sinners, and edification of saints in every succeeding generation. These supplies are necessary so
that the servants of Christ might carry on their ministerial work without distraction. Any subject
of Christ and sharer in this privilege who draws back from this duty is not only guilty of
violating a royal righteous law of Christ, but is guilty of subverting His government, crown, and
dignity. Such effectively endeavor to ruin Christ’s interests and hinder the conversion and
edification of souls. Whatever damage thus comes to the spiritual or eternal welfare of souls will
be laid on their heads in the day of the righteous judgment of Christ.
Another significant duty taught by these Scriptures is charitable giving: feed the poor,
feed the hungry, clothe the naked, and relieve the oppressed. This is to honor God with your
substance, instead of spending it on your lusts, living high, faring deliciously, or building your
nests on high. It is to make your abundance a supply for the good of those who are in need (2
Corinthians 8:14; Isaiah 58:7–10; Matthew 5:12; James 1:27; Hebrews 13:16; Luke 14:12–
13).1602
Otherwise All Your Christianity Is in Vain
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
Direction: Lay Out Your Earthly Assets for God
Otherwise All Your Christianity Is in Vain}

1602

“…your abundance at the present time should supply their need, so that their abundance may supply
your need, that there may be fairness” (2 Corinthians 8:14 ESV). “Is it not to divide your bread with the
hungry And bring the homeless poor into the house; When you see the naked, to cover him; And not to
hide yourself from your own flesh? Then your light will break out like the dawn, And your recovery will
speedily spring forth; And your righteousness will go before you; The glory of the LORD will be your
rear guard. Then you will call, and the LORD will answer; You will cry, and He will say, ‘Here I am.’ If
you remove the yoke from your midst, The pointing of the finger and speaking wickedness, And if you
give yourself to the hungry And satisfy the desire of the afflicted, Then your light will rise in darkness
And your gloom will become like midday” (Isaiah 58:7–10 NASB). “Rejoice and be exceedingly glad, for
great is your reward in heaven, for so they persecuted the prophets who were before you” (Matthew 5:12
NKJV). “Pure and undefiled religion in the sight of our God and Father is this: to visit orphans and
widows in their distress, and to keep oneself unstained by the world” (James 1:27 NASB). “And do not
neglect doing good and sharing, for with such sacrifices God is pleased” (Hebrews 13:16 NASB). “Then
He also said to him who invited Him, ‘When you give a dinner or a supper, do not ask your friends, your
brothers, your relatives, nor rich neighbors, lest they also invite you back, and you be repaid. But when
you give a feast, invite the poor, the maimed, the lame, the blind’” (Luke 14:12–13 NKJV).
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If you lack charitable giving1603 to those in need, all your Christianity is in vain (James
1:26–27).1604 If you are found to be defective in this great duty of charity, your knowledge,
desires, emotions, bodily constitution, tastes, enjoyments, life milestones, experience, seeming
graces, and duties are all nothing. If you are deficient here, you can never prove the truth of your
grace, the safety of your eternal state, or the goodness of your Christianity. “Light dawns in the
darkness for the upright; he is gracious, merciful, and righteous. It is well with the man
who deals generously and lends; who conducts his affairs with justice” (Psalm 112:4–5
ESV). Let people say what they want, if they are covetous, hard-hearted, have no compassion on
those who are in need, have no heart to give or lend to the needy, they have no true grace in
them. “He has given freely to the poor, His righteousness endures forever; His horn will be
exalted in honor” (Psalm 112:9 NASB). People may talk, pray, seem to be eminent Christians,
and claim to love God and their neighbors. But they may be deceived all this time and not have a
drop of grace in them; their hearts are cruel and their hands shut to their poor brethren.
Remember the young man in the Gospel and fear your own spiritual state if your heart is glued to
your possessions. “But whoever has the world’s goods, and sees his brother in need and
closes his heart against him, how does the love of God abide in him?” (1 John 3:17 NASB).
A person who shuts up his heart of compassion from his or her poor afflicted brethren is a person
who does not love God and God does not love that person. “Pure and undefiled religion in the
sight of our God and Father is this: to visit orphans and widows in their distress, and to
keep oneself unstained by the world” (James 1:27 NASB). “But someone may well say, ‘You
have faith and I have works’; show me your faith without the works, and I will show you
my faith by my works” (James 2:18 NASB). Adams said, “Christianity is not only
contemplative, but the greatest part of it is in demonstration [by good works]. This is similar to
mathematics in which truth is demonstrated by formal proofs. There can be no assurance to your
soul that you are in God’s favor without charity. Indeed, faith is the life of a Christian, but the
breath that shows that he is [spiritually] alive is charity.” “If I speak in the tongues of men and
of angels, but have not love, I am a noisy gong or a clanging cymbal. And if I have
prophetic powers, and understand all mysteries and all knowledge, and if I have all faith,
so as to remove mountains, but have not love, I am nothing. If I give away all I have, and if
I deliver up my body to be burned, but have not love, I gain nothing” (1 Corinthians 13:1–3
ESV).1605 This love comes from the heart and flows outward, just as a stream flows outward from
a spring.
1603

This discussion pertains mainly to those in need of basic life necessities, though other acts of kindness are
not necessarily excluded. But it is necessary to understand that, in the United States, the Internal Revenue
Service designates as “charities” many causes and organizations. These include some such as the Metropolitan
Opera in New York City, possibly the richest city in the world. Other “charities” are downright evil, such as
Planned Parenthood. Other organizations exist to fill needs that appeal to emotions, but do little to help those
truly in need. Discernment is needed; it is not enough to simply move so much money from your bank account
to somewhere else.
1604
“If anyone thinks himself to be religious, and yet does not bridle his tongue but deceives his own
heart, this man’s religion is worthless. Pure and undefiled religion in the sight of our God and Father is
this: to visit orphans and widows in their distress, and to keep oneself unstained by the world” (James
1:26–27 NASB).
1605
The last sentence of verse three tells us that it is not enough to do something, but to do it for the right
reasons in the heart: for the glory of God, to obey God, and for the benefit of others, without regard to self.
Mere ease of conscience, resultant good feelings, or checking off a list item, to say nothing of “bribing” or
“buying off” God, render even the most useful activities worthless in God’s sight.
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Acts of Charity Are Part of Christian Worship
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade …
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
Direction: Lay Out Your Earthly Assets for God
Acts of Charity Are Part of Christian Worship}
Acts of charity are part of Christian worship; if you do not liberally give to the poor, you
do not worship God fully. In James 1:27, 1606 the word usually translated religion is θρησκεία
[thrace-ki´-ah], and is translated by Beza as worship.1607 In feeding the poor we worship God. Dr.
Manton, a reverend divine, said, “A Christian has a holy art of turning duties of the second table
into duties of the first, and in esteeming [the image of God in] people, he worships God.”
“15Through Him then, let us continually offer up a sacrifice of praise to God, that is, the
fruit of lips that give thanks to His name. 16And do not neglect doing good and sharing, for
with such sacrifices God is pleased” (Hebrews 13:15–16 NASB). In the former verse, the
author encourages them to acts of worship on account of their high priest in Heaven. And in the
latter verse is another part of this Christian worship, and that in which God takes most delight:
the duties of charity, which He also calls sacrifices, θυσία [thoo-see´-ah]. God will have mercy
rather than sacrifice (Matthew 9:13).1608 Neglect of justice and mercy rendered the most
outwardly pleasing duties of God’s worship an abomination is God’s sight (Isaiah 1:13–17). 1609
God had appointed these duties and was glorified by them when rightly performed. Yet, when
done by people whose lives constantly omitted mercy and justice, He loathed them. “Learn to
do good; Seek justice, Reprove the ruthless, Defend the orphan, Plead for the widow”
(Isaiah 1:17 NASB).
God Is Greatly Glorified by Duties of Charity
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
Direction: Lay Out Your Earthly Assets for God
God Is Greatly Glorified by Duties of Charity}

1606

“Pure and undefiled religion before God and the Father is this: to visit orphans and widows in their
trouble, and to keep oneself unspotted from the world” (James 1:27 NKJV).
1607
This rare word can take on the meaning of either worship itself or religious practice. Although we must be
wary of confounding worship and general activities of obedience, there is a real sense in which anything that
brings glory to God is worship. Ashwood’s thesis in this subchapter is thus, with limitations, correct.
1608
“Go and learn what this means, ‘I desire mercy, and not sacrifice.’ For I came not to call the
righteous, but sinners” (Matthew 9:13 ESV).
1609
“Bring your worthless offerings no longer, Incense is an abomination to Me. New moon and sabbath,
the calling of assemblies—I cannot endure iniquity and the solemn assembly. I hate your new moon
festivals and your appointed feasts, They have become a burden to Me; I am weary of bearing them. So
when you spread out your hands in prayer, I will hide My eyes from you; Yes, even though you multiply
prayers, I will not listen. Your hands are covered with blood. Wash yourselves, make yourselves clean;
Remove the evil of your deeds from My sight. Cease to do evil, Learn to do good; Seek justice, Reprove
the ruthless, Defend the orphan, Plead for the widow” (Isaiah 1:13–17 NASB).
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God is greatly glorified by these duties of charity. “Let your light so shine before men,
that they may see your good works and glorify your Father in heaven” (Matthew 5:16
NKJV). By charitable deeds, others are refreshed, including emotionally, and the glory of God
advanced. “For the ministry of this service is not only supplying the needs of the saints but
is also overflowing in many thanksgivings to God” (2 Corinthians 9:12 ESV). In charity, the
virtues of God shine forth in His people and they see the truth and excellence of His grace in
them; they thus glorify God. Charity causes people to think well of God and speak well of His
people and ways. The heathens of old, when they saw the patience and unbroken courage of the
Christians under their cruel torments, cried out, “Great is the God of the Christians.” Likewise,
when the world will see the goodness and charity of the saints, they will adore the mercies of
Christ in them and be convinced that there is an excellence in that religion that yields such
excellent fruit. On the other hand, stinginess in Christians brings a great deal of dishonor to God
and disgrace on Christianity. This stinginess causes carnal people to utter this severe charge
against them: “There are none more covetous than professors of Christianity in bargains; they
will be stubborn for a penny.1610 How cold they are! How hard it is to wrench charitable gifts out
of their hands. If this is Christianity, the Lord keep me from such Christianity.” This makes
Christianity and the ways of God odious to the people of the world. “Whoever causes one of
these little ones who believe in Me to sin, it would be better for him if a millstone were hung
around his neck, and he were drowned in the depth of the sea. Woe to the world because of
offenses! For offenses must come, but woe to that man by whom the offense comes!”
(Matthew 18:6–7 NKJV).
Sincere Charity Will Be Evidence of Your Right to Glory
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
Direction: Lay Out Your Earthly Assets for God
Sincere Charity Will Be Evidence of Your Right to Glory}
Purely done acts of charity will be evidence of your right to glory. “Then the King will
say to those on His right, ‘Come, you who are blessed of My Father, inherit the kingdom
prepared for you from the foundation of the world. For I was hungry, and you gave Me
something to eat; I was thirsty, and you gave Me something to drink; I was a stranger, and
you invited Me in; naked, and you clothed Me; I was sick, and you visited Me; I was in
prison, and you came to Me” (Matthew 25:34–36 NASB). The inquiry in that great day will not
be about people’s profession, light, personality, or duties of worship. Rather the inquiry will be
about the fruits of their faith and love since the fruits are evidences of faith and love. Their [Godgiven] faith and love are thus evidences of their right to glory, though not the causes of that right.
Someone said, “Here is held out, not the cause of their salvation, but the sight and testimony of
those who believe [visible evidence of who is a believer], and so on.” The kingdom is obtained

1610

The golden rule is the basis of a Christian view of free-market economics. Both parties to a transaction
should be better off after the transaction than before. For example, a grocer would rather have your money than
his groceries, and you would rather have his groceries than your money. Someone selling something far below
its fair-market worth, if not a thief with stolen goods, may be desperate and in need of charitable help.
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by way of inheritance (Matthew 25:34)1611 and prepared for them as a portion for children, not
purchased by them as the wages of their works. The reward is freely bestowed on all who have
been adopted by grace. In that day, the title deed that is proof of this adoption will be the fruits of
love to those who are Christ’s; words will not be sufficient then. It will do no good for people to
say that they loved saints, except if it was extended to all, yes, even the least of saints and proved
by acts of love and meeting all their necessities. And that, not some small pittance of their
abundance about which they care little. Rather, it must be such quantity and quality of relief that
their necessities demand, in visiting, feeding, clothing, acknowledging, comforting, receiving
into their houses, and whatever help they are capable of giving. It must be expended to them as
readily and heartily as if to themselves and their family because this is the rule of charity: “And
a second is like it: You shall love your neighbor as yourself” (Matthew 22:39 ESV). The lack
of this evidence, whatever else may be pretended, will finally and eternally cast souls [into Hell]
on that last and terrible day (Matthew 25:41–46). 1612 Do not deceive your soul with false hopes of
glory. No kind of evidence for Heaven will be accepted where there is a hard heart and closed
hands toward poor and distressed saints. “For judgment is without mercy to the one who has
shown no mercy. Mercy triumphs over judgment” (James 2:13 NKJV). There is no room for
you in divine compassion if you refuse compassion to those who are in misery. See in the parable
of the forgiven but unforgiving slave (Matthew 18:33–35)1613 the dreadful end of those who are
in any way cruel to their fellow servants, in spite of the fact that they themselves have tasted the
mercy of their Lord. The liberal distributions of your earthly estates to the poor is the only way to
make them truly serviceable to your souls, and it becomes the occasion of your reception into
everlasting habitations. “And I tell you, make friends for yourselves by means of unrighteous
wealth, so that when it fails they may receive you into the eternal dwellings” (Luke 16:9
ESV). The mammon or wealth of this world is called unrighteous wealth because it is
unrighteously gotten, unrighteously kept to the detriment of those who need it, or unrighteously
spent to the hurt of those who have it. But the way to change its nature and make it profitable is
to lay it out to the poor, who will receive you or witness for you in that day to prove the truth of
your love, by which you will be received into glory.1614
1611

“Then the King will say to those on His right, ‘Come, you who are blessed of My Father, inherit the
kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world’” (Matthew 25:34 NASB).
1612
“Then He will also say to those on His left, ‘Depart from Me, accursed ones, into the eternal fire
which has been prepared for the devil and his angels; for I was hungry, and you gave Me nothing to eat;
I was thirsty, and you gave Me nothing to drink; I was a stranger, and you did not invite Me in; naked,
and you did not clothe Me; sick, and in prison, and you did not visit Me.’ Then they themselves also will
answer, ‘Lord, when did we see You hungry, or thirsty, or a stranger, or naked, or sick, or in prison, and
did not take care of You?’ Then He will answer them, ‘Truly I say to you, to the extent that you did not
do it to one of the least of these, you did not do it to Me.’ These will go away into eternal punishment, but
the righteous into eternal life” (Matthew 25:41–46 NASB).
1613
“‘Should you not also have had mercy on your fellow slave, in the same way that I had mercy on
you?’ And his lord, moved with anger, handed him over to the torturers until he should repay all that
was owed him. My heavenly Father will also do the same to you, if each of you does not forgive his
brother from your heart” (Matthew 18:33–35 NASB).
1614
The editor is constrained here to correct some common errors relating to the text of this subchapter. First,
the same faith that is the instrument God uses for our justification also produces good works. These works are
no evidence to an all-knowing God, but to us and others, and also bring glory to God. Since good works are
evidence to us, if they are done from faith and for the glory of God, they contribute to assurance of salvation.
Second, especially due to the Marxist, Socialist, and Communist teachings that thoroughly infest this world
today, there is this false and perverse idea that somehow it is evil in itself to be rich or virtuous in itself to be
poor. Also, inequalities in wealth are not in themselves either evil or bad. A free-market economy is biblical
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Charity Is the Sure Way to Blessing on Earth
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Out for God
Direction: Lay Out Your Earthly Assets for God
Charity Is the Sure Way to Blessing on Earth}
Charitable giving is the sure way to earthly blessing. “Give, and it will be given to you:
good measure, pressed down, shaken together, and running over will be put into your
bosom. For with the same measure that you use, it will be measured back to you” (Luke
6:38 NKJV). This teaches that giving to the poor is lending to the Lord, as has been shown
above, and it will be surely repaid in this life, either in kind or in value in such things as are
needed. Indeed, often it is in the same coin in whatever amount is needed, in good measure,
amplified by three metaphors: pressed down, shaken together, and running over. That is, as
Scultetus said, “God will so bless them that they will be sensible that they are sufficiently repaid”
(2 Corinthians 9:6; Deuteronomy 15:10–11; Matthew 10:41–42; Psalm 41:12; Proverbs

simply because nowhere does Scripture give civil government the authority to obtrude itself into honest
commerce or financial dealings or to regulate or redistribute people’s wealth or assets. And, capitalism is much
derided, but biblical: “Does he not certainly speak for our sake? It was written for our sake, because the
plowman should plow in hope and the thresher thresh in hope of sharing in the crop” (1 Corinthians 9:10
ESV). “He who gathers in summer is a prudent son, but he who sleeps in harvest is a son who brings
shame” (Proverbs 10:5 ESV). When these were written, to practice agriculture required capital: farm
implements and draft animals. To plant a crop, one had to give up the present use of the seed as food in return
for future gain at harvest; this is another example of capitalism. It is often pointed out that our Lord Jesus
conducted His earthly ministry in poverty, but it is wrong to imply that this is an example for everybody. The
Lord Jesus frequently used the capital assets of others, such as fishermen’s boats. And prior to His earthly
ministry, He surely owned capital in His carpenter’s tools. And, it is not only businesses that have capital. As
anyone who has been camping in other than a well-equipped RV knows, capital in the form of household
appliances frees up much time for other things. Thus, nobody need be ashamed of having wealth tied up in
productive capital assets. Third, the idea that if one person has wealth, another must be poor, is false. God gave
us an earth full of resources by which wealth may be continually generated by human labor, inventiveness, and
prudent management. Life is not a zero-sum game because our God is a good and provident God. This footnote
in no way detracts from Ashwood’s assertions; we all need to be challenged by them. Rather, each person,
according to their own individual circumstances, needs to carefully distinguish between tools, incomeproducing assets, expense-reducing assets, necessities, and providing for future needs versus toys and luxuries
in excess. Here also, we must judge only ourselves with respect to righteous and unrighteous wealth and
neither judge nor envy others. Finally, who is more poor than one who does not have Jesus Christ? Missions
agencies as we know them now did not exist in Ashwood’s time, but surely the alleviation of spiritual poverty
is worthy of charitable giving at least as much as physical needs. This may include evangelism, disciple
making, seminary training, and so on.
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11:24).1615 Job was a man of great charity (Job 29:12–13)1616 and had great prosperity in the world
(Job 29:6–7).1617 Though, for a trial of his faith, Job was stripped of all for a season, afterward the
Lord turned all his water into wine (Job 42:10). 1618 Rahab harbored the spies and, by it, saved
herself and family from ruin (Joshua 6:25).1619 The widow of Zarephath and the Shunammite
both profited from laying out acts of charity to the prophet (1 Kings 17:10; 1 Kings 17:22; 2
Kings 4:8–10; 2 Kings 4:16–17; 2 Kings 4:34–35).1620 Tiberius II was a person of great liberality
to the poor. It is said of him that whatever Justinus, his predecessor, had obtained by
covetousness, Tiberius freely distributed to the poor. And, when Sophia, Justinus’s widow,
reproved him for his excess of charity, he replied, “I trust in the Lord that our exchequer will
never lack money while the poor are maintained out of it.” Neither did his expectations fail, for
as the same author reports, he found a vast treasure in his palace hidden under the pavement that
could scarce be emptied for many days. Thus God blessed his bountiful hand. Mr. Gouge, in his
Surest and Safest Way of Thriving,1621 a book worth getting and to which I refer you, gives many
modern instances of this great truth. For the sake of those who do not have the book, I will
1615

“Now this I say, he who sows sparingly will also reap sparingly, and he who sows bountifully will also
reap bountifully” (2 Corinthians 9:6 NASB). “You shall surely give to him, and your heart should not be
grieved when you give to him, because for this thing the LORD your God will bless you in all your works
and in all to which you put your hand. For the poor will never cease from the land; therefore I command
you, saying, ‘You shall open your hand wide to your brother, to your poor and your needy, in your
land’” (Deuteronomy 15:10–11 NKJV). “He who receives a prophet in the name of a prophet shall receive
a prophet’s reward; and he who receives a righteous man in the name of a righteous man shall receive a
righteous man’s reward. And whoever in the name of a disciple gives to one of these little ones even a
cup of cold water to drink, truly I say to you, he shall not lose his reward” (Matthew 10:41–42 NASB).
“But you have upheld me because of my integrity, and set me in your presence forever” (Psalm 41:12
ESV). “One gives freely, yet grows all the richer; another withholds what he should give, and only
suffers want” (Proverbs 11:24 ESV).
1616
“Because I delivered the poor who cried for help, And the orphan who had no helper. The blessing of
the one ready to perish came upon me, And I made the widow’s heart sing for joy” (Job 29:12–13 NASB).
1617
“When my steps were bathed with cream, And the rock poured out rivers of oil for me! When I went
out to the gate by the city, When I took my seat in the open square” (Job 29:6–7 NKJV).
1618
“And the LORD restored the fortunes of Job, when he had prayed for his friends. And the LORD gave
Job twice as much as he had before” (Job 42:10 ESV).
1619
“However, Rahab the harlot and her father’s household and all she had, Joshua spared; and she has
lived in the midst of Israel to this day, for she hid the messengers whom Joshua sent to spy out Jericho”
(Joshua 6:25 NASB).
1620
“So he arose and went to Zarephath, and when he came to the gate of the city, behold, a widow was
there gathering sticks; and he called to her and said, ‘Please get me a little water in a jar, that I may
drink’” (1 Kings 17:10 NASB). “The LORD heard the voice of Elijah, and the life of the child returned to
him and he revived” (1 Kings 17:22 NASB). “Now there came a day when Elisha passed over to Shunem,
where there was a prominent woman, and she persuaded him to eat food. And so it was, as often as he
passed by, he turned in there to eat food. She said to her husband, ‘Behold now, I perceive that this is a
holy man of God passing by us continually. Please, let us make a little walled upper chamber and let us
set a bed for him there, and a table and a chair and a lampstand; and it shall be, when he comes to us,
that he can turn in there’” (2 Kings 4:8–10 NASB). “Then he said, ‘About this time next year you shall
embrace a son.’ And she said, ‘No, my lord. Man of God, do not lie to your maidservant!’ But the woman
conceived, and bore a son when the appointed time had come, of which Elisha had told her” (2 Kings
4:16–17 NKJV). “And he went up and lay on the child, and put his mouth on his mouth, his eyes on his
eyes, and his hands on his hands; and he stretched himself out on the child, and the flesh of the child
became warm. He returned and walked back and forth in the house, and again went up and stretched
himself out on him; then the child sneezed seven times, and the child opened his eyes” (2 Kings 4:34–35
NKJV).
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mention this one instance concerning the pious and exemplary resolution of Mr. John Walter,
citizen of London. He had a sufficient estate to live on [independently], and resolved that
whatever additional estate God should entrust him with, he would bestow it on charitable uses.
After this vow, he found his estate wonderfully increasing. This is a worthy precedent for those
who have enough on which to live comfortably, to put bounds to their further purchases and
dedicate their surplus to the service of Christ and the refreshment of His saints. This is a course
that people will one day find more profitable than to join house to house and field to field (Isaiah
5:8).1622 Chrysologus said, “It is the best way for a rich man to make the bellies of the poor his
barn, to succor the fatherless and needy and by this to lay up treasures in Heaven.” Gregory the
Great was so devoted to charity that he deemed all he had to be the common granary of the
church. It was said of Cyprian that he was the blind man’s eyes, the lame man’s legs, and the
naked man’s garment, because he was a man of such great charity. Mr. Foxe, the author of the
Acts and Monuments [Foxe’s Book of Martyrs] never denied to give to any who asked for Jesus’s
sake. Augustine sold the ornaments of the church to relieve the poor. And Basil, in a time of great
famine, sold his land and other goods to maintain the poor. A duke, being asked by some
ambassadors whether he could show them some hunting dogs, gathered a great many poor
people together and, showing them to the ambassador, said, “These are the dogs I keep daily, and
with which I use to hunt after Heaven.” Oh, that Christians would have other games in chase,
than that which perishes from being used! May they lay out their estates for heavenly advantage,
better advantage than what using them for self-interest can bring. Feed the hungry, clothe the
naked, and give to him who lacks, seeing such blessed encouragements do attend this Christian
duty.

Advice: Lay Up for Glory
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Up for Glory}
If you have good trading in grace, then lay up for glory. If you are wisdom’s merchants,
Heaven is your country and home, the place of your rest and eternal residence. The world is a
strange country to you, a spot of ground where you are placed for a while so that you may trade
to get commodities for your heavenly country. You were sent into the world, as Jacob was sent to
Paddan-aram to provide for his own house, and then to return to his country (Genesis 30:30). 1623
“Arise and go, for this is no place to rest, because of uncleanness that destroys with a
grievous destruction” (Micah 2:10 ESV). Christian, you were not sent here to take root in the
earth, or as the raven, let out of the ark (Genesis 8:7) 1624 to build your nests in the world. You are
1621

This work is included in a collection of Thomas Gouge’s works at
https://archive.org/details/worksoflater00goug (Accessed July 10, 2020).
1622
“Woe to those who join house to house, who add field to field, until there is no more room, and you
are made to dwell alone in the midst of the land” (Isaiah 5:8 ESV). This passage refers to those who grow a
business solely from selfish motives. But a business that does a good job of serving willing customers ought to
grow for the benefit of customers and shareholders alike.
1623
“For you had little before I came and it has increased to a multitude, and the LORD has blessed you
wherever I turned. But now, when shall I provide for my own household also?” (Genesis 30:30 NASB).
1624
“And he sent out a raven, and it flew here and there until the water was dried up from the earth”
(Genesis 8:7 NASB).
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not, as the fool in the Gospel, to take your rest in your full barns and increased goods (Luke
12:20).1625 Rather, you are to be as Joseph, who was sent ahead of time to Egypt to make
provision for his own country (Genesis 45:5),1626 and as Solomon’s ships sent to Tarshish to
transport materials useful for the house of God and Solomon’s own house (1 Kings 10:22; 1
Kings 5:9).1627 All that you are allowed here is only as an outpost for present use. You will
receive some necessities and refreshments, but your great business is to get such goods as will
sell in your own country [Heaven]. Remember, you are left here for a while to fill your sacks for
your own home where your kindred and habitation are. Your Father’s house, your own dwelling,
your treasures, pleasures, crowns, throne, and all that you will have forever is in your city above,
whose maker and builder is God (Hebrews 11:10).1628 “We know only a little of Christ’s love,”
said Mr. Cooper, “until all is perfected and spread before us in Heaven.” Oh, lay up for Heaven!
Treasure up all you can for the other world where you are going. Especially lay up these four
things for Heaven:
1. Hopes for glory;
2. Desires for glory;
3. Treasures for glory;
4. Preparation for glory.
Lay Up Sound Hopes for Glory

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Up for Glory
Lay Up Sound Hopes for Glory}
First lay up sound hopes for Heaven. “Therefore, prepare your minds for action, keep
sober in spirit, fix your hope completely on the grace to be brought to you at the revelation
of Jesus Christ” (1 Peter 1:13 NASB). Sure hopes of Heaven are wonderfully useful to enliven
a soul’s urgent labors for Heaven. “To this promise our twelve tribes, earnestly serving God
night and day, hope to attain. For this hope’s sake, King Agrippa, I am accused by the
Jews” (Acts 26:7 NKJV). It was their hopes to enjoy those great and glorious things in the
promise that put them to such diligence in those ways that lead to it and caused them to strive in
every duty that seemed to point to this glory. They stretched out their hands to take hold of
eternal life, as one that is near to the prize. Hope puts strength and activity into the soul in its
passion for God and makes it restless and unwearied until it enjoys Him. The apostle used this
1625

“But God said to him, ‘Fool! This night your soul will be required of you; then whose will those things
be which you have provided?’” (Luke 12:20 NKJV).
1626
“And now do not be distressed or angry with yourselves because you sold me here, for God sent me
before you to preserve life” (Genesis 45:5 ESV).
1627
Actually, Solomon used the ships of Tarshish as merchant ships. When Solomon built the Temple, Hiram
floated rafts of logs for wood for the Temple and his house. “For the king had at sea the ships of Tarshish
with the ships of Hiram; once every three years the ships of Tarshish came bringing gold and silver,
ivory and apes and peacocks” (1 Kings 10:22 NASB). “My servants will bring them down from Lebanon
to the sea; and I will make them into rafts to go by sea to the place where you direct me, and I will have
them broken up there, and you shall carry them away. Then you shall accomplish my desire by giving
food to my household” (1 Kings 5:9 NASB).
1628
“For he was looking for the city which has foundations, whose architect and builder is God” (Hebrews
11:10 NASB).
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argument to provoke the Hebrews in their race toward glory: “Therefore, since we have so
great a cloud of witnesses surrounding us, let us also lay aside every encumbrance and the
sin which so easily entangles us, and let us run with endurance the race that is set before
us” (Hebrews 12:1 NASB). The weight of the argument lies in the sure and blessed outcome of
well-grounded hope attested by so many witnesses in the former chapter who ran such great
hazards, sustained such great losses, and underwent such cruel deaths in pursuit of the eternal
crown. Not one of them miscarried; all got safe to glory as they passed through their many fears
and deaths. All who had this true hope have sped well. The same promise is made to us. “God
having provided something better for us, that they should not be made perfect apart from
us” (Hebrews 11:40 NKJV). God has even provided something better for us: better privileges
and better promises. Therefore let us pluck up our spirits and be at it again. And if no visible
comfort or evidence meets us in our way, let us hold on with patience until we come to the end of
our race.
Hopes of glory also guard the soul against discouragements and difficulties. “But since
we belong to the day, let us be sober, having put on the breastplate of faith and love, and for
a helmet the hope of salvation” (1 Thessalonians 5:8 ESV). Hope arms head and heart and
protects against the poisoned darts of Satan ruining the soul. While a well-grounded hope of a
blessed outcome is kept up, Israel prevails and the believer is kept from being overcome. “For
everyone who has been born of God overcomes the world. And this is the victory that has
overcome the world—our faith” (1 John 5:4 ESV).1629
Hopes of glory maintain a patient expectation and quiet waiting for the fulfillment of it.
“But if we hope for what we do not see, with perseverance we wait eagerly for it ” (Romans
8:25 NASB). This is no small mercy; impatience has a dangerous influence on a Christian’s
heart, discouraging it and exposing it to the temptation to give up. “While he was still talking
with them, behold, the messenger came down to him and he said, ‘Behold, this evil is from
the Lord; why should I wait for the Lord any longer?’” (2 Kings 6:33 NASB). Hope secures
us from this danger.
Hope settles and supports the heart, stills its fears, scatters its doubts, strengthens its
confident expectation of glory, and converts persuasions into the highest certainty, even a kind of
knowledge. “Beloved, we are God’s children now, and what we will be has not yet appeared;
but we know that when he appears we shall be like him, because we shall see him as he is”
(1 John 3:2 ESV). Well-grounded and well-utilized hope in a Christian’s life usually ends in a
triumphing confidence at his death. Mr. Rutherford, a precious servant of God, on his deathbed,
said, “I will shine; I will see Him as He is and all the fair company with Him, and will have my
large share. It is no easy a thing to be a Christian, but as for me, I have obtained the victory and
Christ is holding forth His arms to embrace me. I have had my fears and weaknesses as any other
sinful man. I feared whether I would be carried through [death] creditably, but as sure as He ever
spoke to me in His Word, His Spirit witnessed to my heart saying, ‘Fear not.’ He has accepted
my sufferings and the exit gate should not be a matter of prayer, but of praise.” And, a little
before his death, after some fainting, he said, “Now I feel, I believe, I enjoy, I rejoice, I feed on
manna, I have angel’s food, my eyes will see my Redeemer.” Oh, what rich cheer will hope of
1629

Faith is trust in God for things past, present, and future. Hope is the result of exercise of faith in God for the
future.
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glory find on a deathbed. Mr. John Holland, the day before his death, said, “What brightness is
that I see? Have you lit a candle?” A bystander answered, “No, it is the sun.” He replied, “It is
not sunshine, it is my Savior who shines. Now farewell world, welcome Heaven. The Day Star
from on high has visited my heart. Oh, speak it when I am gone, and preach it at my funeral. God
deals familiarly with people. I feel His mercy and see His majesty. I see things that are
unutterable.” Hopes of glory will make the world seem a very poor thing in a believer’s eye. A
person, who by faith can stand on Mount Nebo (Deuteronomy 32:49) 1630 and get one glance at
the Promised Land, as his land, as he feeds on the first ripe grapes of his own country will
consider all the world’s dainties to be comparatively bitter things. Hopes of glory cheer the heart
on the way to glory. “Through him we have also obtained access by faith into this grace in
which we stand, and we rejoice in hope of the glory of God” (Romans 5:2 ESV). “Rejoice in
hope, be patient in tribulation, be constant in prayer” (Romans 12:12 ESV). Hope makes the
soul go merrily on as a ship under sail that has both the wind and ocean currents in its favor. But
a doubting saint goes forward with difficulty when wind and waves go against him because he
lacks faith and hope. Sure hope of Heaven gets honey out of the rock and meat out of the eater
that make his rough ways plain and his passage to Heaven pleasant. When Christians lose their
hopes of Heaven, it makes them so uncomfortable in their passage through the world.
Well-grounded hopes of heaven greatly encourage preparations for it and encourage
further holiness. “And everyone who has this hope fixed on Him purifies himself, just as He
is pure” (1 John 3:3 NASB). When the apostle speaks of the faith of God’s elect that is
according to godliness, he lays this hope on eternal life. “Paul, a bond-servant of God and an
apostle of Jesus Christ, for the faith of those chosen of God and the knowledge of the truth
which is according to godliness, in the hope of eternal life, which God, who cannot lie,
promised long ages ago” (Titus 1:1–2 NASB). Solid expectations of Heaven must constrain a
soul to utmost measures of holiness. “Therefore, beloved, looking forward to these things, be
diligent to be found by Him in peace, without spot and blameless” (2 Peter 3:14 NKJV).
Heaven is a place of perfect holiness; no unclean thing can enter there. The eye of faith sees this
and the soul’s right to it, and thus sets a person to perfecting his or her holiness that he or she
may be ready to enter in.1631 Oh, then lay up hopes of glory that have such precious fruit hanging
on them.
QUESTION: But what are the characteristics of those sure hopes of glory—which
promise of glory will never fail—from which we may expect such excellent fruit?
Sure Hopes for Glory Result from Union with Christ
1630

“Go up to this mountain of the Abarim, Mount Nebo, which is in the land of Moab opposite Jericho,
and look at the land of Canaan, which I am giving to the sons of Israel for a possession” (Deuteronomy
32:49 NASB).
1631
Of course, nobody will ever be pure or holy enough to enter Heaven except by being justified by faith in the
Lord Jesus Christ. But all who are truly saved will yearn for holiness. With regard to sanctification, “being
made fit for Heaven” is a common expression but in itself false. It is only through the Lord Jesus that
sanctification is real, and the degree of even the best earthly sanctification is far short of the final sanctification
that is granted to believers on entrance to Heaven, for “Beloved, now we are children of God, and it has not
appeared as yet what we will be. We know that when He appears, we will be like Him, because we will
see Him just as He is” (1 John 3:2 NASB). A failure to yearn for holiness is a sign of lack of justification.
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{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Up for Glory
Lay Up Sound Hopes for Glory
Sure Hopes for Glory Result from Union with Christ}
This is the first characteristic of sure hopes for glory: sure hopes of glory that will never
fail arise out of a saving union with the Lord Jesus, the Lord of Glory. “To them God chose to
make known how great among the Gentiles are the riches of the glory of this mystery,
which is Christ in you, the hope of glory” (Colossians 1:27 ESV). Christ united to you and
dwelling in you by His Spirit is this glorious treasure spoken of in the first part of this verse.
Here are two arguments to endear the Lord Jesus to believers:
First, in their union with Christ, believers are endowed with great and unsearchable
treasures. Christ Himself is that glorious and hidden riches made known in the Gospel, and He is
given to believers when they receive Him into their hearts by faith. Believers thus have part of
their treasure in hand now in their present union and communion with Him and also the blessed
fruits and consequences of it here on earth.
Another thing that renders Christ precious to believers is that their union with Him is the
foundation of their right to and evidence of their hope of glory. Glory is in them so far as they
have the hope of glory. They have assurance of their future and eternal enjoyment of Himself and
all His treasure laid up in glory. There is no other way to have a right to glory except by union
with Christ, Who has purchased glory only for those who are His and have this spiritual union
with Him. Hence it is that the Lord Jesus Christ is called a better hope (John 17:21–26). 1632 “For,
on the one hand, there is a setting aside of a former commandment because of its weakness
and uselessness (for the Law made nothing perfect), and on the other hand there is a
bringing in of a better hope, through which we draw near to God. And inasmuch as it was
not without an oath (for they indeed became priests without an oath, but He with an oath
through the One who said to Him, ‘THE LORD HAS SWORN AND will not change His mind,
“YOU ARE A PRIEST FOREVER”’); so much the more also Jesus has become the guarantee of
a better covenant” (Hebrews 7:18–22 NASB). The Lord Jesus in His priestly office, of which
the ceremonial law was a foreshadow, brought in a ground of better hope by opening the way to
God in grace and glory. All right to glory is through Him Who is the Lord of Glory (1
Corinthians 2:8),1633 and Who has the right to distribute it to whom He pleases, to those whom

1632

“That they may all be one; even as You, Father, are in Me and I in You, that they also may be in Us, so
that the world may believe that You sent Me. The glory which You have given Me I have given to them,
that they may be one, just as We are one; I in them and You in Me, that they may be perfected in unity,
so that the world may know that You sent Me, and loved them, even as You have loved Me. Father, I
desire that they also, whom You have given Me, be with Me where I am, so that they may see My glory
which You have given Me, for You loved Me before the foundation of the world. O righteous Father,
although the world has not known You, yet I have known You; and these have known that You sent Me;
and I have made Your name known to them, and will make it known, so that the love with which You
loved Me may be in them, and I in them” (John 17:21–26 NASB).
1633
“None of the rulers of this age understood this, for if they had, they would not have crucified the Lord
of glory” (1 Corinthians 2:8 ESV).
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the Father has given to Him to be His (John 17:2).1634 To these, He gives eternal life (John
10:28).1635 Those who are in union with Christ cannot perish, being members of His body, flesh
and bones. If a soul that has received Christ here should miss glory hereafter, that member of
Christ would perish, and Christ’s body in Heaven would be maimed and imperfect. But this
cannot happen; Christ’s Church is the fullness of Him who fills all in all (Ephesians 1:22–23). 1636
And, Christ has given His Word for it that they will not perish (John 10:28). 1637 Not one of those
who are truly in Christ will be lost (John 17:10). 1638 They are His servants and will be where He
is (John 12:26).1639 [The Church will] be His spouse, who will always be with Him. Thus, test
your union with Christ. Have you received Him into your heart by faith? Are you one spirit with
Him, having the same mind in you that was in Christ Jesus? Do you want to be holy as He is
holy? Is it the case that nothing short of complete oneness with Christ can satisfy you? Indeed,
you have carnal desires inside the borders of your souls that crave for satisfaction. And,
sometimes those desires will get it whether you wish it or not.1640 But there is another law in your
mind warring against this law in your members (Romans 7:23). 1641 You cannot rest until you
arrive more to His likeness Who is your life, righteousness, and glory. Do you partake of Christ’s
death and resurrection, and have you been brought into some conformity to Him? And do you
live by Him, as the branch lives by the root, for all your grace and supply? Do you rest on Him
as a stone on the foundation for your support in grace to glory as your only Lord and
righteousness? Then your hopes for glory are sure and certain hopes.
Sure Hopes for Glory Are the Fruit of True Grace
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Up for Glory
Lay Up Sound Hopes for Glory
Sure Hopes for Glory Are the Fruit of True Grace}
A second characteristic of sure hopes for glory is that true grace secures your hopes of
glory. Truth of grace is the earnest, seal, and firstfruits of glory. “Who also has sealed us and
given us the Spirit in our hearts as a guarantee” (2 Corinthians 1:22 NKJV). Grace is God’s
seal that verifies the promise of glory, and what greater security can there be? It is His down
payment that is never taken away, as a [human] pledge may be, but His down payment secures
1634

“As You have given Him authority over all flesh, that He should give eternal life to as many as You
have given Him” (John 17:2 NKJV).
1635
“And I give them eternal life, and they shall never perish; neither shall anyone snatch them out of My
hand” (John 10:28 NKJV).
1636
“And He put all things in subjection under His feet, and gave Him as head over all things to the
church, which is His body, the fullness of Him who fills all in all” (Ephesians 1:22–23 NASB).
1637
“And I give them eternal life, and they shall never perish; neither shall anyone snatch them out of My
hand” (John 10:28 NKJV).
1638
“And all Mine are Yours, and Yours are Mine, and I am glorified in them” (John 17:10 NKJV).
1639
“If anyone serves Me, he must follow Me; and where I am, there My servant will be also; if anyone
serves Me, the Father will honor him” (John 12:26 NASB).
1640
For example, if you bang your head against a sharp corner, you may utter an unprintable word. To some
extent, this sin pounced on you, but it was still sin.
1641
“But I see a different law in the members of my body, waging war against the law of my mind and
making me a prisoner of the law of sin which is in my members” (Romans 7:23 NASB).
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the entire sum, and is even part of that sum. Grace is that seed of God that remains in the believer
(1 John 3:9)1642 and secures the soul’s state against final apostasy through its union with the Spirit
dwelling in him (Romans 8:11).1643 Prove the truth of your grace (however so weak) and you will
prove your title to glory. Does your grace owe its existence to the fullness of Christ (John
1:16)1644 and acknowledge its dependence on Him and that Christ is its source? Does your grace
spread itself into every ability and capability of your soul, wholly sanctified throughout (1
Thessalonians 5:23)?1645 Is your grace unable to mix with sin or endure the least evil (Revelation
2:2)?1646 Does your grace, according to its measure, have an irreconcilable enmity against every
known sin (Galatians 5:17)?1647 Does your grace not rest in any measure short of perfection, but
desires more and more grace, and endeavors to get it (1 Peter 2:3)? 1648 Does your grace have a
pure and ultimate purpose to glorify God in everything (Philippians 1:20–21) 1649 so that Christ
may be magnified (John 3:30)?1650 Do you deny yourself (Luke 9:23)?1651 If so, your grace is true
grace, and in time, will lead to glory.
Evidence of Sure Hopes for Glory: True Grace Makes a Believer Dead to the World
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Up for Glory
Lay Up Sound Hopes for Glory
Evidence of Sure Hopes: Believer Is Dead to the World}
A third characteristic of sure hopes for glory is that true grace makes a believer dead to
the world, which deadness is evidence of sure hopes of glory. The heirs of glory are chosen out
of the world and are not of the world (John 15:19).1652 They are redeemed from the earth
(Revelation 14:3)1653 and have not received the spirit of this world, but the Holy Spirit from God
1642

“No one born of God makes a practice of sinning, for God’s seed abides in him, and he cannot keep
on sinning because he has been born of God” (1 John 3:9 ESV).
1643
“But if the Spirit of Him who raised Jesus from the dead dwells in you, He who raised Christ from the
dead will also give life to your mortal bodies through His Spirit who dwells in you” (Romans 8:11 NKJV).
1644
“For of His fullness we have all received, and grace upon grace” (John 1:16 NASB).
1645
“Now may the God of peace himself sanctify you completely, and may your whole spirit and soul and
body be kept blameless at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ” (1 Thessalonians 5:23 ESV).
1646
“I know your works, your labor, your patience, and that you cannot bear those who are evil. And you
have tested those who say they are apostles and are not, and have found them liars” (Revelation 2:2
NKJV).
1647
“For the flesh sets its desire against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh; for these are in
opposition to one another, so that you may not do the things that you please” (Galatians 5:17 NASB).
1648
“If indeed you have tasted that the Lord is good” (1 Peter 2:3 ESV).
1649
“According to my earnest expectation and hope, that I will not be put to shame in anything, but that
with all boldness, Christ will even now, as always, be exalted in my body, whether by life or by death.
For to me, to live is Christ and to die is gain” (Philippians 1:20–21 NASB).
1650
“He must increase, but I must decrease” (John 3:30 NKJV).
1651
“And He was saying to them all, ‘If anyone wishes to come after Me, he must deny himself, and take
up his cross daily and follow Me’” (Luke 9:23 NASB).
1652
“If you were of the world, the world would love its own; but because you are not of the world, but I
chose you out of the world, because of this the world hates you” (John 15:19 NASB).
1653
“They sang as it were a new song before the throne, before the four living creatures, and the elders;
and no one could learn that song except the hundred and forty-four thousand who were redeemed from
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(1 Corinthians 2:12).1654 They are crucified to the world (Galatians 6:14)1655 and dead to the
desires, pleasures, and concerns of this world (Colossians 3:1–2). 1656 Dead people have no sense
of or delight in things. Likewise, those who are dead to this world have no satisfying pleasure in
earthly things. Earthly things can no more satisfy a heavenly soul than dung can feed a living
person. Christian, test how your heart stands emotionally attached to earthly things. Are these
great in your eye, friendly to your affections, attractive to your desires, and priorities in your
wishes beyond the things of Heaven? If so, then your hopes of Heaven are false according to
divine evidence, and will at last leave your name written on the earth [instead of the Book of
Life].
Evidence of Sure Hopes for Glory: True Hopes are Active Hopes
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Up for Glory
Lay Up Sound Hopes for Glory
Evidence of Sure Hopes: True Hopes are Active Hopes}
A fourth characteristic of sure hopes for glory is that true hopes are active hopes, lively
hopes. “Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who according to His
great mercy has caused us to be born again to a living hope through the resurrection of
Jesus Christ from the dead” (1 Peter 1:3 NASB). They are hopes that put life in your affections
and spirits and make you vigorous after holiness and the way to glory (Ephesians 2:10).1657 True
hopes for heaven will make you run in the road to Heaven and put you on all kinds of holy ways
of life. Paul’s hopes for Heaven put him on labors and striving after perfect holiness (2
Corinthians 5:8–9; Philippians 3:12–14).1658 Test your hopes: do they enliven you in duty or leave
you dead? If you have no heart for the ways of God, no delight in approaching Him, or His
commands are grievous to you, this is evidence of unsound and frail hopes for Heaven that will,
at last, deceive you. But suitable labors for heaven are evidence for sure hopes for Heaven.

the earth” (Revelation 14:3 NKJV).
1654
“Now we have received, not the spirit of the world, but the Spirit who is from God, so that we may
know the things freely given to us by God” (1 Corinthians 2:12 NASB).
1655
“But far be it from me to boast except in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by which the world has
been crucified to me, and I to the world” (Galatians 6:14 ESV).
1656
“Therefore if you have been raised up with Christ, keep seeking the things above, where Christ is,
seated at the right hand of God. Set your mind on the things above, not on the things that are on earth”
(Colossians 3:1–2 NASB).
1657
“For we are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared
beforehand, that we should walk in them” (Ephesians 2:10 ESV).
1658
“We are of good courage, I say, and prefer rather to be absent from the body and to be at home with
the Lord. Therefore we also have as our ambition, whether at home or absent, to be pleasing to Him” (2
Corinthians 5:8–9 NASB). “Not that I have already obtained this or am already perfect, but I press on to
make it my own, because Christ Jesus has made me his own. Brothers, I do not consider that I have
made it my own. But one thing I do: forgetting what lies behind and straining forward to what lies
ahead, I press on toward the goal for the prize of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus” (Philippians
3:12–14 ESV).
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Evidence of Sure Hopes for Glory: Your Citizenship Is in Heaven
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Up for Glory
Lay Up Sound Hopes for Glory
Evidence of Sure Hopes: Your Citizenship Is in Heaven}
A fifth characteristic of sure hopes for glory is that your citizenship is in Heaven. “For
our citizenship is in heaven, from which also we eagerly wait for a Savior, the Lord Jesus
Christ; who will transform the body of our humble state into conformity with the body of
His glory, by the exertion of the power that He has even to subject all things to Himself”
(Philippians 3:20–21 NASB). You will be engaged with heavenly things and prosecuting
heavenly concerns. You will be maintaining communication with Heaven and keeping up your
conversations with God. You will be often taking journeys to Heaven in your contemplation and
desires. Your business will be much and frequently in Heaven. Though you live on earth, you
will keep company with Heaven. As Dr. Preston said when he was near death, “I will just change
my place, not my company.” Oh, test your hopes for Heaven by your citizenship [in heart] if it is
engaged about the things of Heaven now. If your works are in Heaven, your rest will be in
Heaven also.
Evidence of Sure Hopes for Glory: You Willingly Endure Suffering Along the Way
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Up for Glory
Lay Up Sound Hopes for Glory
Evidence of Sure Hopes for Glory: Willingness to Suffer}
A sixth characteristic of sure hopes for glory is that, if you have true hopes for Heaven
and glory, you will willingly undergo whatever sufferings and dangers lie in your way to Heaven.
One who is sure of reaching home at last will venture through any dangers along the way. Oh,
what hazards people will run through to get an earthly crown! No difficulties will discourage
them. How much more will hopes for Heaven carry souls through the Red Sea of afflictions and
bloody sufferings they may meet with before they come to it (Acts 20:24; 21:13)! 1659 A person
who cannot be content to drink of the cup Christ drinks of, and that the Father will give him to
drink, and to submit to the cruelest death, losses, shame, trials, and torments that his faithfulness
to God may bring to him must reconsider again, and come to another conclusion about his future
state. No easier conditions can be granted. “So therefore, any one of you who does not
renounce all that he has cannot be my disciple” (Luke 14:33 ESV). “Then Jesus said to His
disciples, ‘If anyone wishes to come after Me, he must deny himself, and take up his cross
and follow Me’” (Matthew 16:24 NASB). “After they had preached the gospel to that city
1659

“But none of these things move me; nor do I count my life dear to myself, so that I may finish my race
with joy, and the ministry which I received from the Lord Jesus, to testify to the gospel of the grace of
God” (Acts 20:24 NKJV). “Then Paul answered, ‘What are you doing, weeping and breaking my heart?
For I am ready not only to be imprisoned but even to die in Jerusalem for the name of the Lord Jesus’”
(Acts 21:13 ESV).
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and had made many disciples, they returned to Lystra and to Iconium and to Antioch,
strengthening the souls of the disciples, encouraging them to continue in the faith, and
saying, ‘Through many tribulations we must enter the kingdom of God’” (Acts 14:21–22
NASB). “If we endure, we will also reign with Him; If we deny Him, He also will deny us”
(2 Timothy 2:12 NASB).
Lay Up Desires for Glory

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Up for Glory
Lay Up Desires for Glory}
Lay up desires for glory—not only some desire for glory, but such desires that nothing
else can satisfy except glory, that is, be content with nothing short of a whole God. Most souls in
this life limit their desires and set their wishes too short of true blessedness. My soul thirsts for
God (said God[’s Word]), but it was only for some sights of His power and glory, as he had seen
Him in His Sanctuary (Psalm 63:1–3). 1660 A few looks through the lattice (Song of Solomon
2:9)1661 and a few embraces of Christ in the arms of faith pleased the spouse and satisfies most
souls here. Alas, how few are the gracious souls that only a little of God will not satisfy! 1662 One
desires grace, another peace. Some seek enlivening and comforts. Others seek enlightenment, for
higher measures of knowledge, or for some sights of God through a dark glass. But how few
longings are there to see [God] to the extent that He sees us, to know God to the extent that He
knows us (1 Corinthians 13:12)?1663 And indeed, it is strange that Heaven-born souls who are
heirs of glory and fellow citizens of Heaven should have no more longings for their own home,
and not only for some firstfruits, but the full ripe fruit of their own country. David sometimes had
acted according to such longings; he not only wanted God to come to him, but for himself to go
to God. His heart takes a leap from the path of life into the presence of God, where there is
fullness of joy and pleasures forevermore. “You will make known to me the path of life; In
Your presence is fullness of joy; In Your right hand there are pleasures forever” (Psalm
16:11 NASB). From beholding God’s face here, he longs for the satisfying visions of God in
glory. “As for me, I shall behold Your face in righteousness; I will be satisfied with Your
likeness when I awake” (Psalm 17:15 NASB). Paul also, under the highest enjoyment of God
here, had his unsatisfied longings to be with Him as the best thing of all (Philippians 1:23). 1664
Paul counted his greatest intimacy with Christ in the body as a kind of absence. “Therefore,
1660

“O God, you are my God; earnestly I seek you; my soul thirsts for you; my flesh faints for you, as in a
dry and weary land where there is no water. So I have looked upon you in the sanctuary, beholding your
power and glory. Because your steadfast love is better than life, my lips will praise you” (Psalm 63:1–3
ESV).
1661
“My beloved is like a gazelle or a young stag. Behold, he is standing behind our wall, He is looking
through the windows, He is peering through the lattice” (Song of Solomon 2:9 NASB).
1662
These last three sentences are awkward in Ashwood’s text and seem to contain errors. The editor has
cleaned them up as well as he could.
1663
“For now we see in a mirror dimly, but then face to face. Now I know in part; then I shall know fully,
even as I have been fully known” (1 Corinthians 13:12 ESV).
1664
“For I am hard-pressed between the two, having a desire to depart and be with Christ, which is far
better” (Philippians 1:23 NKJV).
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being always of good courage, and knowing that while we are at home in the body we are
absent from the Lord” (2 Corinthians 5:6 NASB). Do not limit your desires to anything that
can satisfy you on this side of glory. Raise up desires in yourself that cannot be answered until
you come to Heaven by means of such longings as these:1665
Oh, when will I come to that blessed state, to know [God] as I am known [by God], to
have every corner of my heart directly filled with the radiant energy of His glorious
fullness! Oh, when will that time, or rather, that eternity come, when I will be satisfied
with looking on that blessed face that is the angel’s wonder and the saint’s joy every day.
Here, alas! I lie among the pots, all sooty and defiled, while the vessels of my Father’s
house and the bowls before the altar out of which my Lord always drinks are bright and
glorious. Now I have my habitation where dragons lie, while a glorious pavilion stands
empty for me. Here I feed on my own dung and often eat the excrement of demons, and
all the while there is bread enough in my Father’s house and my brethren fare deliciously
at the King’s table. Oh, when will my work be done that I may be gone! When will the
things for cleansing be given me and the days of my purification be accomplished that
my turn may come to go into the Lord my King! When will the nuptial garments, the
bridal ornaments, the robe, the ring, the royal vestments bespangled with costly jewels be
given me with the most welcome message, Arise my love, my dove, my fair one, and
come away!
Lay up such kind of longings after the mountains of spices, the everlasting hills, the rivers of
pleasures, the bride-chamber of glory, where you will be forever with the Lord. This will hasten
your pace to Heaven and mount you on the wings of a dove. This will help you go past the
world’s glory with a holy scorn and to bear its cruelty with incredible patience.
Lay Up All the Treasures You Can for Greater Glory

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Up for Glory
Lay Up All the Treasures You Can for Greater Glory}
Lay up all the treasures you can to increase glory. Though the least portion of glory is
satisfying, yet the highest measure of glory is desirable, because in it there is the greatest
conformity to God (1 John 3:2; Luke 10:17–20; Daniel 12:3) 1666 and the fullest enjoyment of
God. The Lord Jesus teaches about degrees of glory for the encouragement of His people so they
will use their grace better; the highest degrees of glory are thus desirable. Oh, get as much as you
1665

The block text is Ashwood’s example to the reader of the kind of thoughts one ought to have, not a
quotation from another author.
1666
“Beloved, now we are children of God; and it has not yet been revealed what we shall be, but we know
that when He is revealed, we shall be like Him, for we shall see Him as He is” (1 John 3:2 NKJV). “The
seventy returned with joy, saying, ‘Lord, even the demons are subject to us in Your name.’ And He said
to them, ‘I was watching Satan fall from heaven like lightning. Behold, I have given you authority to
tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy, and nothing will injure you.
Nevertheless do not rejoice in this, that the spirits are subject to you, but rejoice that your names are
recorded in heaven’” (Luke 10:17–20 NASB). “And those who are wise shall shine like the brightness of
the sky above; and those who turn many to righteousness, like the stars forever and ever” (Daniel 12:3
ESV).
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can here to make your felicity in Heaven greater. Do all you can to make your crown heavier,
your mansion fairer, and your pleasures fuller to all eternity.
Several Things Tend to Greater Glory
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Up for Glory
Lay Up All the Treasures You Can for Greater Glory
Several Things Tend to Greater Glory}
Several things have a tendency to make your glory greater. The more grace you put to
good use now, the greater will be your glory. He who gained ten minas had ten cities (Luke
19:17).1667 Grace is sown seed; according to its measure will be the harvest. “Do not be
deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a man sows, this he will also reap” (Galatians 6:7
NASB). The less seed is sown, the fewer crops there will be, and the more seed, the larger the
increase (1 Corinthians 3:9).1668 Glory is a crown of righteousness proportioned to the utmost
good use of grace. The more work you do for God, the greater will be your wages of grace in
glory (1 Peter 5:2–4).1669 “For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, so that
each one may be recompensed for his deeds in the body, according to what he has done,
whether good or bad” (2 Corinthians 5:10 NASB).
The more you lay out for God, the more you will receive from Him (2 Corinthians
9:6),1670 who will certainly repay it.
The greater your sufferings are for God, the greater your rejoicing will be with Him.
“Those who sow in tears shall reap with joyful shouting” (Psalm 126:5 NASB). Look at what
disproportion there is between planted seed and harvested grain. There is a far greater difference
between the saints’ sufferings and sorrows, and the triumphing joy. Their sorrow is for a short
night, but their joy begins with that morning that begins an endless day (Psalm 30:5). 1671 Their
tears will scarcely fill a bottle, but their pleasures are as to a vast ocean that cannot be received,
but must be waded into (Matthew 25:21).1672 “For this light momentary affliction is preparing
for us an eternal weight of glory beyond all comparison” (2 Corinthians 4:17 ESV). Yes, the
present consolations of the saints often abound during their sufferings. “The ringing of my chains
has been sweet music in my ears,” said Guy de Bres. “All my former discourses were only as a
1667

“And he said to him, ‘Well done, good slave, because you have been faithful in a very little thing, you
are to be in authority over ten cities’” (Luke 19:17 NASB).
1668
“For we are God’s fellow workers. You are God’s field, God’s building” (1 Corinthians 3:9 ESV).
1669
“Shepherd the flock of God which is among you, serving as overseers, not by compulsion but
willingly, not for dishonest gain but eagerly; nor as being lords over those entrusted to you, but being
examples to the flock; and when the Chief Shepherd appears, you will receive the crown of glory that
does not fade away” (1 Peter 5:2–4 NKJV).
1670
“The point is this: whoever sows sparingly will also reap sparingly, and whoever sows bountifully will
also reap bountifully” (2 Corinthians 9:6 ESV).
1671
“For His anger is but for a moment, His favor is for a lifetime; Weeping may last for the night, But a
shout of joy comes in the morning” (Psalm 30:5 NASB).
1672
“His lord said to him, ‘Well done, good and faithful servant; you were faithful over a few things, I will
make you ruler over many things. Enter into the joy of your lord’” (Matthew 25:21 NKJV).
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blind man’s of colors compared to my present feeling. Oh, what a precious comforter is a good
conscience.” How unspeakable then are those rejoicings when all tears will be wiped off and
when sorrow and mourning will fly away (Matthew 5:10–12).1673
The more your losses are for Christ on earth, the greater will be your gain in Heaven.
“For you showed sympathy to the prisoners and accepted joyfully the seizure of your
property, knowing that you have for yourselves a better possession and a lasting one”
(Hebrews 10:34 NASB). People can never bring their goods to a better market than to have them
plundered for the sake of Christ. The goods you lose for Christ are subject to being spoiled and
stolen, but the goods you will receive in Heaven are above all injury. In Heaven, the money bags
will not get old, much less the treasure in them, whereas time will mar your best things here.
Alas, what are a few old goods, moth-eaten garments, and tarnished silver, all subject to change,
compared with that substance whose duration is as long as eternity and whose extent is as large
as immensity? Such is God in Christ, the saint’s eternal treasure. “And everyone who has left
houses or brothers or sisters or father or mother or children or farms for My name’s sake,
will receive many times as much, and will inherit eternal life” (Matthew 19:29 NASB).
Carnal reason judges those who dare to be undone for their Christian profession as the greatest
fools. But divine truth reckons those using carnal reason to be the madmen; to escape those who
can only kill the body, they dare encounter Him who can damn both soul and body in Hell
(Matthew 10:28).1674 They lay a foundation of a few days’ safety on the ruins of themselves and
others.1675 Mr. Cooper said, “How dangerous is the state of those who cannot rise except by the
fall of many? How poor are those things for which you have left us?” On the contrary, the saints’
losses for Christ are their greatest gain; the things they part with are only temporal, but those
they gain are eternal (2 Corinthians 4:18).1676
Last, the more souls you help to Heaven, the more treasure you prepare for Heaven.
“And those who are wise shall shine like the brightness of the sky above; and those who
turn many to righteousness, like the stars forever and ever” (Daniel 12:3 ESV). Nothing
sinks a person deeper into Hell than to have the blood of souls on his head and to become the
occasion of others perishing (Jeremiah 2:33–35).1677 Similarly, it wonderfully increases a person’s
own blessedness in Heaven to be the means of getting others to be blessed also. “For what is
our hope, or joy, or crown of rejoicing? Is it not even you in the presence of our Lord Jesus
Christ at His coming?” (1 Thessalonians 2:19 NKJV).
1673

“Blessed are those who have been persecuted for the sake of righteousness, for theirs is the kingdom
of heaven. Blessed are you when people insult you and persecute you, and falsely say all kinds of evil
against you because of Me. Rejoice and be glad, for your reward in heaven is great; for in the same way
they persecuted the prophets who were before you” (Matthew 5:10–12 NASB).
1674
“And do not fear those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul. Rather fear him who can destroy
both soul and body in hell” (Matthew 10:28 ESV).
1675
This sentence and the next one by Mr. Cooper may refer to the bad example set for those who are already
under great temptation to deny Christ or otherwise sin.
1676
“While we look not at the things which are seen, but at the things which are not seen; for the things
which are seen are temporal, but the things which are not seen are eternal” (2 Corinthians 4:18 NASB).
1677
“How well you prepare your way To seek love! Therefore even the wicked women You have taught
your ways. Also on your skirts is found The lifeblood of the innocent poor; You did not find them
breaking in. But in spite of all these things, Yet you said, ‘I am innocent; Surely His anger is turned away
from me.’ Behold, I will enter into judgment with you Because you say, ‘I have not sinned’” (Jeremiah
2:33–35 NASB).
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Lay Up Preparations for Glory

{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Up for Glory
Lay Up Preparations for Glory}
Last, lay up preparations for glory. Glory is a great thing. Oh, what a change does Heaven
make on a believer’s state! “Behold, I tell you a mystery; we will not all sleep, but we will all
be changed” (1 Corinthians 15:51 NASB). We will be changed from corruption to incorruption,
from sin to spotless purity, from imperfection to perfection, from darkness to knowledge, from
faith to sight, and from espousal to marriage day (Revelation 21:2–3). 1678 And, what preparations
do such a change call for? What if death should surprise you and take you in your old clothes?
Your daily garments or even your best clothes are not good enough for your marriage day. Your
attire must be all new when you solemnize your eternal nuptials to the King of Glory. Oh, what
manner of people should you be who look for new Heavens and a new earth! A Paul is not
sufficient to carry a love-token to Christ’s spouse here on earth. “To the one we are the aroma
of death leading to death, and to the other the aroma of life leading to life. And who is
sufficient for these things?” (2 Corinthians 2:16 NKJV). And if not Paul, then who is? Who
then is fit to lie in the Bridegroom’s arms to all eternity? Few think about how much the saints
must be changed before they can get to Heaven. “Now this I say, brethren, that flesh and
blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God; nor does corruption inherit incorruption” (1
Corinthians 15:50 NKJV). A great deal of preparation work had to be done before an Esther
could be fit for the embraces of an earthly king (Esther 2:12). 1679 It was six months for purifying
with oil of myrrh and six months with spices and cosmetics and other things. Then how much
sanctification work is necessary to make a soul fit for immediate enjoyment of God in glory?
How unready are most souls for such a change. Oh, believer! Hasten your preparations for
Heaven, seeing that your stay on earth is temporary and you do not know at what hour your Lord
will come. For this purpose, take these six directions.1680
Get Your Hearts More Loose from This Present World
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
1678

“And I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God, prepared as a bride
adorned for her husband. And I heard a loud voice from the throne saying, ‘Behold, the dwelling place
of God is with man. He will dwell with them, and they will be his people, and God himself will be with
them as their God’” (Revelation 21:2–3 ESV).
1679
“Now when the turn of each young lady came to go in to King Ahasuerus, after the end of her twelve
months under the regulations for the women—for the days of their beautification were completed as
follows: six months with oil of myrrh and six months with spices and the cosmetics for women” (Esther
2:12 NASB). Although this preparation was just wasteful and boastful extravagance by a proud king, it is a
good analogy here; six centuries would be inadequate for Christ.
1680
Ashwood’s language here could imply that believers need to attain to a certain amount of sanctification
before they can go to Heaven when they die. Be assured that all believers will get perfect sanctification the
instant they reach Heaven. However, the preparation of having saving faith in Jesus Christ is absolutely
mandatory. Also, heart-work for sanctification and diligent use of the means of grace are works that have
eternal reward just as any other of our works.
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Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Up for Glory
Lay Up Preparations for Glory
Get Your Hearts More Loose from This Present World}
First, get your hearts more loose from this present world. People who relocate dismantle
and take things with them. Your heart, Christian, is the principal thing you must take with you to
Heaven. It could be that you have gone to God in duties many a time and left your heart behind
you. But you cannot go to God in glory without your heart. And, oh, what a difficult work it is to
get the heart loose from everything below God, even by determined choice! And, until this is
done, there is no getting to Heaven.1681 Things built into real estate cannot be removed at sale.1682
How then can that heart get to glory that is nailed down to the world and things below?
[Therefore,] loosen your heart daily from the world, estates, houses, lands, trades, friends,
relatives, and everything below. For you may not have time to get clear of them without loss
when death comes. You must leave them all shortly to go to better friends and concerns, and you
do not know how soon. These have been snares and spears to your souls and have given you
many a wound and still hinder your speeding to glory. Why then should you be loath to part with
them? Oh, Christian! If you are willing to be with Christ, you will warn your heart to say
goodbye to the things of the world every day.
Press Toward More Maturity in Your Graces
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Up for Glory
Lay Up Preparations for Glory
Press Toward More Maturity in Your Graces}
Press toward more maturity in your graces; the more ripe, the more fit for gathering (Joel
3:13).
Tamar must remain a widow until Shelah is grown (Genesis 38:11), 1684 and your
marriage day must be delayed until you come to a full age. The saints must be as a sheaf of grain
that comes in its season (Job 5:26).1685 Ripen apace in your graces if you would get to glory. Get
your faith, hope, patience, and every grace increased daily, especially your love for God, the
grace that will abide in glory (1 Corinthians 13:8). 1686 [Ashwood’s prose is potentially misleading
1683

1681

This is clearly God’s standard for us, but like all matters of sanctification, it is a result of saving faith just
like justification, not a cause of justification. Thus, Ashwood’s statement must be taken as a goal that is not
fully attainable in this life. (If you think you have perfectly attained to it, may God give you another think
before you perish in Hell!)
1682
The exact legal situation in the USA is more complex, especially with regard to commercial trade fixtures.
1683
“Put in the sickle, for the harvest is ripe. Go in, tread, for the winepress is full. The vats overflow, for
their evil is great” (Joel 3:13 ESV). This seems a poor reference, for Ashwood is encouraging more
righteousness, but this verse refers to ripeness of evil.
1684
“Then Judah said to his daughter-in-law Tamar, ‘Remain a widow in your father’s house until my son
Shelah grows up’; for he thought, ‘I am afraid that he too may die like his brothers.’ So Tamar went and
lived in her father’s house” (Genesis 38:11 NASB).
1685
“You shall come to your grave in ripe old age, like a sheaf gathered up in its season” (Job 5:26 ESV).
1686
“Love never fails; but if there are gifts of prophecy, they will be done away; if there are tongues, they
will cease; if there is knowledge, it will be done away” (1 Corinthians 13:8 NASB).
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here. Ed.]1687 Faith and hope are helps to the soul and companions on the way, but love will be
with you forever. Get purer, deeper-rooted, stronger, more enlarged love for Jesus Christ every
day until you are downright lovesick for Him. This will make your life a death without His
presence here, and your death to be life with Him forever. It was love to Christ that made
Ignatius1688 so dead to all things below and longing to be with Christ. There is a story about him
that, when he was dead and his heart taken out, they saw the name of Jesus written on it in letters
of gold. The more love to God, the more fit for God, for God is love (1 John 4:16).1689
Get and Keep the Testimony of a Good Conscience
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Up for Glory
Lay Up Preparations for Glory
Get and Keep the Testimony of a Good Conscience}
Get and keep the testimony of a good conscience that will witness for you in the day of
Christ. When you die, you will be on trial for your life, your inheritance, and your all. You will
need to have your witnesses firm and ready. Now there are two great witnesses that you will need
in that day to clear your title: the witness of conscience, and the witness of the Holy Spirit. If you
have the one on your side, you will not lack the other. Get your conscience sprinkled with the
blood of Christ and purged from dead works by the Spirit of Christ so that it may appear for you
in that day. The blood of Christ will put words into the mouth of conscience for you, to plead the
general case and the benefit of pardoning grace. Since you have been a transgressor, enlightened
conscience will accuse you since you have sinned. Conscience sprinkled with Christ’s blood will
plead for you that you are pardoned. Purged conscience will testify for you that you are changed,
and that you hate the evil you have done and love the holiness you neglected. Oh, of what
wonderful use will the testimony of a good conscience be when you stand at God’s judgment
bench! Get it true to you now, and sure for you then.
1687

Ashwood is potentially misleading here with respect to “ripening” or “coming to full age.” It is a general
law of nature that all living things are either growing or dying. As becomes obvious in professional athletes,
this is true of humans also; there is first a period of growth, a flattening of the curve, then a period of gradual
decline. This is an illustration or analogy of why Ashwood is very correctly exhorting us to growth in grace. It
is absolutely not enough for a Christian to be satisfied with his or her status quo; a person in that state can have
no assurance of salvation. A careful study of Scripture shows that we are commanded to grow and increase in
grace. To not pursue this growth is flat-out disobedience to God, is a symptom of taking sin way too lightly,
and may be evidence of being on the path to Hell. Unfortunately, Ashwood’s analogies seem to imply that
either a certain standard of spiritual maturity is needed to attain Heaven, or that faster spiritual growth will get
us to Heaven sooner; neither of these is true. Sanctification in believers is usually a three-stage process. First,
there is usually a great and sudden amount of sanctification that occurs shortly after conversion. Then there is
the long period of growth in grace while living the Christian life on earth. Finally, sanctification is completed
on entrance to glory, a level of perfect sanctification not attainable on earth. So, in summary, God’s standard is
perfection, but we will never be made fit for Heaven in this life because of our sin. But we must make
continual progress toward that goal during our entire lives. If we do not, something is very wrong.
1688
There were many with this name besides the infamous Ignatius of Loyola.
1689
“We have come to know and have believed the love which God has for us. God is love, and the one
who abides in love abides in God, and God abides in him” (1 John 4:16 NASB).
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Maintain Walks with God Daily
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Up for Glory
Lay Up Preparations for Glory
Maintain Walks with God Daily}
Maintain more constant walks with God daily. This will fit you for your eternal
fellowship with Him. Conversation with God here is the beginning of acquaintance, and Heaven
is perfect friendship and perpetual fellowship. It will greatly fit you for Heaven hereafter to begin
the work of Heaven here by means of maintained conversation with Him. Through these walks
with God, the saints pass into God’s throne room and sit down with Him forever. Communion
with God now is Heaven begun. Those who do this are fittest for His presence in glory, having
been trained up in His company here.
Diligently Do Your Work on Earth
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade …
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Advice: Lay Up for Glory
Lay Up Preparations for Glory
Diligently Do Your Work on Earth}
If you want to prepare for Heaven, diligently do your work on earth. Heaven is a state of
rest, and rest follows finished labor (Hebrews 4:9; Revelation 14:13). 1690 Paul must end his fight,
finish his course, and keep the faith before he can reach the crown (2 Timothy 4:7–8). 1691 In the
grave, there is no wisdom, project, or work; this is your only time for labor while you are in the
vineyard. Oh, how much work is missing for most people! This will make a departure terrible to
an awakened conscience. Get busy with your neglected work. It may be that you have much
work to do for others in your families or with your relatives. Possibly there are some spiritually
dead souls to whom you have not ministered the Gospel. Possibly you have a spiritually dead
husband, wife, child, or servant for whom you must do more or you cannot comfortably appear
before God. Oh, hasten about this work, that you may give your account with joy! There is also
soul-work to be done to get corruptions subdued, graces strengthened, your accounts settled
(Matthew 25:19),1692 evidence of grace cleared, and lamps trimmed (Matthew 25:7); 1693 these
must be done with utmost vigor. If you want to go home, finish your work.

1690

“So there remains a Sabbath rest for the people of God” (Hebrews 4:9 NASB). “Then I heard a voice
from heaven saying to me, ‘Write: “Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord from now on.”’ ‘Yes,’ says
the Spirit, ‘that they may rest from their labors, and their works follow them’” (Revelation 14:13 NKJV).
1691
“I have fought the good fight, I have finished the course, I have kept the faith; in the future there is
laid up for me the crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous Judge, will award to me on that
day; and not only to me, but also to all who have loved His appearing” (2 Timothy 4:7–8 NASB).
1692
“After a long time the lord of those servants came and settled accounts with them” (Matthew 25:19
NKJV).
1693
“Then all those virgins rose and trimmed their lamps” (Matthew 25:7 ESV).
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Last, Always Be Ready for the Coming of the Lord
{Since the Heavenly Trade Is the Best Trade…
Exhortation to Good Traders in Christianity
Last, Always Be Ready for the Coming of the Lord}
Last, always be ready, waiting for the coming of the Lord. “Stay dressed for action and
keep your lamps burning, and be like men who are waiting for their master to come home
from the wedding feast, so that they may open the door to him at once when he comes and
knocks” (Luke 12:35–36 ESV). “Looking for and hastening1694 the coming of the day of God,
because of which the heavens will be destroyed by burning, and the elements will melt with
intense heat!” (2 Peter 3:12 NASB). Do not only be waiting for your change, but longing for it,
as people who are ready for a desired journey think the time too long before they get to go. “Out
of the window she peered, the mother of Sisera wailed through the lattice: ‘Why is his
chariot so long in coming? Why tarry the hoofbeats of his chariots?’” (Judges 5:28 ESV).
“The Spirit and the bride say, ‘Come.’ And let the one who hears say, ‘Come.’ And let the
one who is thirsty come; let the one who wishes take the water of life without cost”
(Revelation 22:17 NASB). “Then the kingdom of heaven will be comparable to ten virgins,
who took their lamps and went out to meet the bridegroom” (Matthew 25:1 NASB).
Rutherford said, “If you knew the welcome that abides for you when you come home, you would
hasten your pace.” The more ready you are for the coming of Christ, the more you will long for
His appearance and the more welcome His approach will be. The time when the Lord Jesus will
appear is uncertain and the event will be sudden and surprising. This makes procrastinating to
prepare unreasonable. Christians must thus be continually ready, or else when Christ’s return
comes at an unknown time, they will be unfit to enter in and the door will be shut (Matthew
25:10).1695
Oh, how dreadful will be a miscarriage at last! All the hopes, labors, and comfort of your
life depend on your final safety and the happy conclusion of your judgment on the last day. It is a
great thing to live as a sanctified soul and die a saved soul. Oh, how few imagine the difficulty of
being a genuine Christian and the infinite seriousness of the matter of making an immortal soul
secure and having a sure title to the unsearchable riches of the other world! Oh, the folly and
madness of rational creatures who make sure of everything but salvation and spend their time
and strength on many things of a perishing life and lose the better part! Whoever you are who
sets your eyes on this discourse, know that one day you will find Christianity to be your chiefest
concern. Then you will say farewell to a vain and deceitful world. You will see all your lovers for
whom you have slighted your precious soul, your sovereign Lord and dying Redeemer. These
lovers will prove miserable comforters unable to give you one drop of balm, heal you, or give
you any cordial to cheer your fainting heart and terrified conscience. You will see pale death
deliver you a summons to appear before the holy God and give an account of your stewardship.
You will see the books opened and receive a terrible charge against your guilty conscience that
1694

Obviously, we can do nothing to change the timing of our Lord’s coming. John Calvin, in his commentary
on this verse, explains that this means to not wait passively or without care, but with attentiveness and
eagerness. Although most people die prior to the great day, this is universally applicable since it is on the great
day that all believers will be united with their permanent and glorified bodies. It is then, not at death, that all
promises will be finally and completely fulfilled by God.
1695
“And while they were going away to make the purchase, the bridegroom came, and those who were
ready went in with him to the wedding feast; and the door was shut” (Matthew 25:10 NASB).
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you cannot deny or answer. Then you will realize that godliness in its power is the greatest gain.
You would give ten thousand worlds for such evidence as Hezekiah and Paul had when within
view of death and eternity. And is not Christianity as much your concern, and ought it not be
welcomed by you as well? This book has laid before you many great and important duties of
piety. Should you not now consider these to be advisable while time and opportunity are
available? In the hour of your death, it may be too late for such desires and purposes. Oh, let not
your treacherous heart be contented to merely quickly glance on these lines to approve or
commend them, and then after all, wash your hands of the vast and necessary truths in these lines
and live and die a stranger to this great and heavenly work! But resolve to set about it
immediately and pursue it thoroughly so that, when your trading days are done, your rich eternity
may begin and you receive that vast inheritance that does not fade away, eternal in the heavens.
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Appendix A: The Open Manhole
Ashwood’s book has been a long one with many details. Thus the reader may well be left
with uncertainty, but have come under conviction that he or she is not right with God and may
even be bound for eternal damnation in the Lake of Fire—and may not be sure what to do about
it. This Open Manhole tract is reproduced below for the benefit of those who are concerned
about their spiritual state, desire to close with Christ, or wish to review more concisely what it
means to close with Christ.

INTRODUCTION
Suppose you saw someone crossing the street, not particularly noticing where he was
going. Now suppose that he is about to step into an open manhole. How would you respond?
Some people, not the kind we would want to know, might remain silent, hoping to enjoy the
spectacle of someone falling in and breaking his leg at the bottom of the city sewer. Others might
wish to help, but are too timid, afraid that they may be wrong, or that they will offend the
careless pedestrian. After all, nobody likes to be told that they are making a mistake.
Yet, I hope that you would be the kind of person who would recognize the danger and
think enough of a fellow citizen’s welfare that you would shout out a warning and point out the
danger. If he stubbornly refused to listen and fell in anyway, at least you could sleep that night. It
is in this spirit of kindly warning that I have written this pamphlet. I hope that you will take just a
minute or two to read on with an open mind.

THE NIGHTMARE
There is an all-too-common condition that has eluded the best efforts of medical science
to find a cure. Billions of tax dollars have been spent by university and medical researchers in
vain. Those suffering from the advanced stages of this condition are condemned to suffer the
most excruciating pain day after day for many years. Past a certain point, there is no treatment,
no cure, and not even any way to alleviate the incredible torment. This condition kills more
victims than AIDS, cancer, heart disease, stroke, and auto accidents combined.
The truly sad thing is that this condition is treatable if detected early and the patient is
willing to make some lifestyle changes. Even sadder is that the lifestyle changes will usually
make a person’s life happier—not always, but usually. More tragic yet is the fact that the method
of preventing this condition is well documented and proven. The prevention methods have been
published many times over the years. Why then do so many people allow themselves to be
trapped by such horror?
One reason may be that many people are so consumed by their present lifestyle that they
refuse to consider any lifestyle alternative with an open mind. What about you? Another reason
may be personal pride, an unwillingness to admit that they have been wrong all along. But
consider—what pride is there in the sickbed or grave? Yet another reason may be that those who
publish the prevention techniques are generally outside of the medical and other
“establishments,” and thus not “respectable.” This last problem is hardly new; those who first
developed the germ theory of disease were mocked, ridiculed, and even persecuted. Will you
consider your situation with an open mind? Or are you content to live for the present, choosing to
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blindly ignore the great danger that you may face? Please read on with an open mind. You have
only a couple of minutes to lose and much to gain.
What is this terrible condition? It is called GUILT. Not guilt feelings, mind you, but an
actual legal guilt that deserves the punishment of eternal hellfire. OK, go ahead and laugh. This
has just turned out to be another tract by some Bible-thumping fundamentalist, right? But, are
you sure that you are right and that I am wrong? If you are right, you have only wasted a couple
of minutes reading this. But if you are wrong, the consequences are unspeakably awful. Have
you ever burned yourself? Think of that pain all over your entire body day after day, year after
year, for all eternity. This is not the pain of having burned yourself and then quickly yanking
your finger away. This is the pain of being trapped in a raging fire. There is NO ESCAPE. If you
are wrong, the consequences of being wrong are so horrible that you owe it to yourself to
carefully consider this tract with an open mind.

THE CURE EXPLAINED
The problem is basically simple. God made the entire universe, creating it from nothing.
He also made you. This gives Him the right to specify how you will live and to punish you if you
do not obey. God is perfectly holy, and no sin (violation of God’s commands) can come into His
presence or remain unpunished. This may sound harsh to modern ears, but the holiness of God is
no small matter. God is perfectly holy, and it is God’s own glory that is His standard for holiness
in people. Anything less is sin.

Romans 3:23 – For all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God.
Have you sinned? Measure yourself against God’s standard in Exodus 20:3–17. God
commanded you:

1. You shall have no other gods before Me.
2. You shall not make for yourself a carved image, or any likeness of anything that
is in Heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under
the earth; you shall not bow down to them nor serve them. For I, the L ORD your
God, am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers on the children to the
third and fourth generations of those who hate Me, but showing mercy to
thousands, to those who love Me and keep My commandments.
3. You shall not take the name of the L ORD your God in vain, for the LORD will
not hold him guiltless who takes His name in vain.
4. Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six days you shall labor and do all
your work, but the seventh day is the Sabbath of the L ORD your God. In it you
shall do no work: you, nor your son, nor your daughter, nor your male servant,
nor your female servant, nor your cattle, nor your stranger who is within your
gates. For in six days the LORD made the heavens and the earth, the sea, and all
that is in them, and rested the seventh day. Therefore the L ORD blessed the
Sabbath day and hallowed it.
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5. Honor your father and your mother, that your days may be long upon the land

which the LORD your God is giving you.
6. You shall not murder.
7. You shall not commit adultery.
8. You shall not steal.
9. You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor.
10.You shall not covet your neighbor’s house; you shall not covet your neighbor’s
wife, nor his male servant, nor his female servant, nor his ox, nor his donkey,
nor anything that is your neighbor’s.
How do you measure up? Have you ever disobeyed God? God also said:

Isaiah 59:2 – But your iniquities have separated you from your God; And your sins
have hidden His face from you, So that He will not hear.
God is holy. God is also perfectly just. Now, no judge can be just who lets criminals go
unpunished. Many criminals think that they do not deserve to be punished. This is part of human
nature—we think we are not as bad as we really are. The fact of the matter is, however, that we
are truly guilty before God and richly deserve the fires of Hell.

Romans 6:23 – For the wages of sin is death, but the gift of God is eternal life in
Christ Jesus our Lord.
Revelation 21:8 – But the cowardly, unbelieving, abominable, murderers, sexually
immoral, sorcerers, idolaters, and all liars shall have their part in the lake which
burns with fire and brimstone, which is the second death.
Now someone will say that “God is love” and thus He would not throw anyone into Hell.
Another will say that for God to torment a person in Hell on account of “just a little sin” would
be cruel. But, God is also holy and just. If you think that you do not deserve hellfire, then you
either do not understand the holiness and perfection of God, do not realize the seriousness of
your sin, or more probably, both. Indeed, it is His holiness and justice that show the magnitude of
His love for us. Would you give your life for that of a cockroach? Or would you send your only
son to die so that a cockroach might live? Cockroaches, being part of God’s natural creation, are
neither unholy nor sinners. Sinners are infinitely more disgusting and revolting to God than
cockroaches are to us.

Romans 5:8 – But God demonstrates His own love toward us, in that while we
were still sinners, Christ died for us.
What makes the difference between the “us” for whom Christ died and the “them” for
whom Christ did not die? The answer is God’s grace, wherein Christ takes upon Himself the
punishment due for sins and turns away the just and holy wrath of God by giving perfect
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satisfaction to God’s holy justice. The Bible speaks clearly regarding those who have been saved
from the fires of Hell into eternal life. God said,

Ephesians 2:8–10 – For by grace you have been saved through faith, and that not
of yourselves; it is the gift of God, not of works, lest anyone should boast. For we
are His workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared
beforehand that we should walk in them.
Notice that good works (going to church, helping the poor, or whatever) do not save
anyone, but are the result of God’s free gift of salvation. This matter deserves some discussion on
two points. First, people realize instinctively that they cannot serve God and go on sinning
willfully. “Getting religion” involves a change of lifestyle. In short, there is a cost involved in
following Jesus Christ. It is tragic that all too many people love their sin or their present lifestyle
so much that they willfully turn a blind eye to the dangers of Hell and the glories of being with
God in Heaven. In order to be saved, you must repent of (turn away from) your sins. You cannot
pretend. God who sees and hears all will not be fooled.

Mark 12: 30–31 – “And you shall love the L ORD your God with all your heart,
with all your soul, with all your mind, and with all your strength.” This is the first
commandment. And the second, like it, is this: “You shall love your neighbor as
yourself.” There is no other commandment greater than these.
The second point is that many people think that their good deeds will outweigh their bad
deeds and so they will go to Heaven and escape Hell. Not only is this not true, but it would not
work even if it were true because God’s standard of holiness is His own glory, absolute
perfection, which is beyond human reach. Be honest with yourself. Do you truly love the Lord
with all your heart, soul, mind, and strength? Do you really love others as yourself? An analogy
might help. No doubt any basketball player can jump a lot higher than I can and shoot far better
—but it would make no difference if the hoop were on the moon. Against such a high standard
(the moon), the basketball player is no better than I am. Only Jesus Christ ever lived a perfect
life. Jesus Christ is the only person in history to ever earn the right to go to Heaven by living a
perfect life—a right He earned for those who repent and believe in Him.

Isaiah 61:10 – I will greatly rejoice in the L ORD, My soul shall be joyful in my
God; For He has clothed me with the garments of salvation, He has covered me
with the robe of righteousness, As a bridegroom decks himself with ornaments,
And as a bride adorns herself with her jewels.
Romans 4:5–7 – But to him who does not work but believes on Him who justifies
the ungodly, his faith is accounted for righteousness, just as David also describes
the blessedness of the person to whom God imputes righteousness apart from
works: “Blessed are those whose lawless deeds are forgiven, And whose sins are
covered.”
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Only the righteousness of Christ will get anyone into Heaven. Only the righteousness of
Christ will deliver anyone from the fires of Hell. Christ’s righteousness covers the sins of anyone
who receives His righteousness through faith.

John 3:16 – For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son, that
whoever believes in Him should not perish but have everlasting life.
Psalm 34:22 – The LORD redeems the soul of His servants, And none of those who
trust in Him shall be condemned.
Isaiah 12:2 – Behold, God is my salvation, I will trust and not be afraid; For the
LORD GOD is my strength and song, And He has become my salvation.
In the modern world, there is the prevalent error that faith (or belief) is a matter of
intellectual conviction or emotional assurance. Nothing could be further from the truth. Faith is
not confidence in yourself, but in Christ’s forgiveness and righteousness.

James 2:19 – You believe that there is one God. You do well. Even the demons
believe; and tremble!
Faith, or belief in God, is an act of the will, a choice that you must make. True faith
expresses itself in acts of obedience to God. True intellectual conviction and emotional assurance
come from a personal relationship with the Living God.

John 14:21 – He who has My commandments and keeps them, it is he who loves
Me. And he who loves Me will be loved by My Father, and I will love him and
manifest Myself to him.
One final point. You have no doubt heard many “experts” say things such as:
☹️ The Bible is fiction.
☹️ The Bible is a matter of human interpretation.
☹️ God is love and would never send anyone to Hell.
☹️ All religions lead to God.
☹️ Truth is relative.
☹️ The important thing is to be sincere.
☹️ Science “proves” people evolved from slime and Genesis is mere fable.
These “experts” are only rationalizing away the truth. For God said,

Romans 1: 20 – For since the creation of the world His invisible attributes are
clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, even His eternal power
and Godhead, so that they are without excuse, because, although they knew God,
they did not glorify Him as God, nor were thankful, but became futile in their
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thoughts, and their foolish hearts were darkened. Professing to be wise, they
became fools…
WILL YOU TAKE THE CURE AND INHERIT ETERNAL LIFE?
Now then, friend, what will you do? I urge you to carefully consider where you will
spend eternity. The issue is very simple:
1. God made you.
1. God told you how you must live and put this knowledge in your conscience.
1. You have rebelled and sinned against God instead of obeying Him.
2. You deserve to be punished for your rebellion against God and you deserve to go to Hell.
3. Yet, in His awesome lovingkindness, God gave His Son, Jesus Christ, so that whoever
repents and trusts in Jesus will be forgiven and will inherit eternal life.
You may say, “It can’t be that simple.” It is that simple. It is simple enough for children.

Luke 18: 16 – But Jesus called them to Him and said, “Let the little children come
to Me, and do not forbid them; for of such is the kingdom of God. Assuredly, I say
to you, whoever does not receive the kingdom of God as a little child will by no
means enter it.”
Jesus has not restricted His grace to philosophers and engineers, but to those who trust in
His mercy with a simple childlike trust. He commands you to repent and trust Christ for your
salvation from your sins. Will you obey God or not? This is a simple yes or no question.
You may still have doubts. You may still have questions. You can definitely trust your
questions and doubts to God. My friend, this is more than the difference between life and death;
it is the difference between eternal death and eternal life. Will you repent and believe in Jesus
Christ?
If your answer is no, be assured that you can always change your mind—until you die. If
your answer is yes, then consider the following prayer. Such prayers are neither mechanical nor
magical. They can neither save you nor magically compel God to save you. But if the prayer
reflects the desire of your heart, it is a way to acknowledge to Jesus your new faith in Him and
your repentance from sin.
Oh, most merciful and gracious Heavenly Father, I acknowledge that You have
created me. I know that I have, of my own fault, sinned against You. I know that I
deserve to be punished. I repent and turn away from my sins. I believe that You have sent
Your only begotten Son, Jesus Christ, that whoever believes in Him will have eternal life.
Have mercy on me and forgive my sins, not because I deserve Your mercy and
lovingkindness, but because You are merciful and gracious. I know that You have sent
Jesus Christ to pay for my sins and appease Your just anger against me. Thank You for
Your great mercy and for Your wonderful gift of forgiveness and eternal life in Jesus
Christ. Oh, Lord Jesus Christ, I thank You for coming into my life. Have mercy on me
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and teach me how to live as one of Your disciples ought to live. By Your grace and help, I
promise to seek You, learn from You, obey You, and glorify You, in this life and forever.
If this prayer reflects what is on your heart, then welcome to the Eternal Kingdom of
Jesus Christ! There are two things you will need to do right away. The first is get a Bible. You
would do well to start reading the Gospel of John. The second thing you need to do is find a
good church whose members and pastor believe that the Bible is the Word of God and that the
Bible is the only inerrant and infallible rule for faith and life. Make sure they believe that Jesus
Christ is both God and Man and the only way to eternal life. If they don’t believe these things,
run for your life. Ask God to help you find the right church. A good church will right away help
you get started in the basics of how to walk with God and arrange for you to be baptized. Praise
the Lord!
Tract by:

Tom Sullivan
Reformed Presbyterian Church of Lafayette
1723 S. 9th Street
Lafayette, IN 47905
Voice: 765-474-3307
E-mail: info@reformedlafayette.com
https://www.reformedlafayette.com

Copyright 1998, 2015 General permission to duplicate and distribute granted, providing that the text of this tract is unaltered, Scripture passages
are in larger type than other text, and this copyright notice is included. All Scripture text from the New King James Bible.
Note: This tract and 6-up camera-ready copy for reproduction are available at https://BeForgiven.INFO.
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Appendix B: Editorial Philosophy
As related in the Introduction, accurate translation of the meaning of the original text is a
vital and important goal. Nonetheless, however accurate the translation may be, if it is not
accessible to the reader all is lost. Thus, readability is a paramount and overriding consideration.
For this purpose, the following changes have been silently made during translation; only when
the editor has added clarifying or interpretive text is an addition in square brackets:
 Spelling and punctuation are modernized.
 Obsolete words are replaced with contemporary synonyms.
 Words that may not be obsolete, but whose common or contemporary meaning is often
unknown or differs from that of the text, are likewise replaced with contemporary
synonyms or defined.
 Occasionally, words, especially those with a precise theological meaning, are explained
in footnotes.
 Overly long and run-on sentences (by contemporary standards) are broken up into
multiple sentences. The subject or verb may be repeated in such cases for clarity.
 Embedded lists are sometimes bulleted, particularly where the structure is complex, the
list long, or the list items are complex phrases, clauses, or sentences.
 In some cases, the order of phrases is altered for clarification or ease of reading.
 Other small changes are often made that make the text easier to read, such as substituting
the antecedent for a pronoun.
 Occasionally, footnotes give longer or detailed explanations of terms or concepts so that
the reader may more fully understand the text.
 As discussed in the Introduction, there are places in which Ashwood quotes or references
Bible texts whose reading is substantially different from one or more major modern Bible
translations. Thus modern readers of certain Bible versions may be at a loss to compare
their modern Bible text to Ashwood’s commentary. In such cases, the editor has included
footnotes to explain the matter.
 Also, in a few cases, where he believes Ashwood to be in substantial error, the editor has
been conscience-bound to use footnotes in opposition to Ashwood’s prose. Let the
readers be as the Bereans and search the Scriptures for themselves.
 Ashwood’s readers and hearers were much more familiar with the Scriptures than many
modern readers. Thus the editor has included additional appropriate Bible references in
parentheses where deemed helpful.
 For the same reason, some of Ashwood’s short Scripture quotations have been expanded
or completely quoted so as to give the reader the full context.
 The contemporary text generally follows American usage per the Chicago Manual of
Style.1696
 Latin, Greek, and Hebrew phrases are silently translated unless exegetically helpful.
Where they are included and Ashwood does not give a translation, the editor has supplied
this information in a footnote. Each Greek or Hebrew word is accompanied by the
pronunciation given in Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible.1697
Chicago University Press, The Chicago Manual of Style, 17th ed. (Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press), 2017.
1696
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Godly men and women of the time thoroughly and equally included women with men as
human beings made in the image of God. They understood references to “men,”
“mankind,” and so on, as completely including both sexes. Use of masculine pronouns to
include both sexes was not at all considered sexist. This understanding and usage is also
that of the Holy Scriptures. The editor has, where possible, reasonable, and feasible
without violence to the text, used language that includes both sexes. However, in many
cases, the editor has seen fit to retain the language, pronouns, or constructions of the
original in order avoid undue violence to the original. Also, standards of English usage in
this matter are currently in flux, frequently resulting in awkward constructions.

The editor welcomes constructive feedback and corrections at the email address given
below. (The address is a graphic to foil harvesting by spammers.)

1697

This work is published widely in both paper and electronic form. This book uses the version supplied by the
Crosswire Project (http://www2.crosswire.org/sword/modules/ModDisp.jsp?modType=Dictionaries). For
software with which to access it and to obtain the latest versions, start with
http://www.crosswire.org/applications.
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Afterword
All thanks to God for His gift of Bartholomew Ashwood’s book. If the reader has also
profited from this book, all praise and glory is to be to God alone. If the reader has found errors
or that which is unprofitable, let the editor or Ashwood be blamed.
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conversation with God.................................................................................................................198
conversations........................................................................................................................229, 230
converse with God.......................................................................................................................275
conversion of sinners...................................................................................................................385
convictions...................................................................................................................................317
corpse...........................................................................................................................................170
corroding anxieties.......................................................................................................................242
corrupt communications...............................................................................................................147
corrupt His worship......................................................................................................................290
corrupt worship............................................................................................................................290
corruption.............................................................................................................................213, 365
corruptions...........................................................................................................................317, 338
cost and pain..................................................................................................................................46
counsel from God.........................................................................................................................348
counting the cost............................................................................................................................55
covenant.................................................................................................................................69, 127
covenant of works........................................................................................................................310
covenant-surrender.......................................................................................................................128
cover their weaknesses.................................................................................................................230
covet...............................................................................................................................................36
covetous...............................................................................................................................107, 386
covetous man...............................................................................................................................101
covetous people............................................................................................................................101
covetous practices........................................................................................................................107
covetousness.................................................................................................106, 107, 110, 270, 291
COVID-19......................................................................................................................................90
cravings........................................................................................................................................106
crooked ways................................................................................................................................110
crop diseases................................................................................................................................291
cross...............................................................................................................................................30
Cross of Christ.............................................................................................................................106
crucified to the world...................................................................................................................243
cruel times....................................................................................................................................369
cruelty..........................................................................................................................................295
cursed...........................................................................................................................................107
cursed nature of sin......................................................................................................................218
cursory............................................................................................................................................80
cursory reading...............................................................................................................................29
daily bread....................................................................................................................................318
daily care to please God...............................................................................................................335
daily done.....................................................................................................................................196
daily growth in grace...................................................................................................................225
daily interaction with the Father of Spirits..................................................................................198
damnation.............................................................................................................................112, 293
danger...........................................................................................................................................137
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dangerous enemy.........................................................................................................................136
dangerous state...............................................................................................................................95
dangerous symptoms....................................................................................................................309
dangers that come with your work...............................................................................................270
daring sinfulness..........................................................................................................................211
daring wickedness........................................................................................................................111
David..............................................................................................................................................50
dead to the world..........................................................................................................................398
dead to this present world............................................................................................................132
deal justly.............................................................................................................................228, 294
dealings with people....................................................................................................................230
death.....................................................................................................................................117, 259
death of Christ..............................................................................................................................221
death of sin...................................................................................................................................222
debt.......................................................................................................................................114, 117
decaying.......................................................................................................................................305
deceitful........................................................................................................................................294
deceitful weights..........................................................................................................................293
deceitfulness.................................................................................................................................270
deceitfulness of heart...................................................................................................................153
deceitfulness of riches..................................................................................................................292
deceitfulness of the world............................................................................................................269
decline in commerce......................................................................................................................24
decline of worship of God............................................................................................................289
decrepit age..................................................................................................................................261
deeper into Hell............................................................................................................................404
deeply in debt...............................................................................................................................114
defraud.........................................................................................................................................294
defraud of their wages..................................................................................................................295
dejection.......................................................................................................................................227
delay.............................................................................................................................................136
delight......................................................................................................................17, 99, 104, 196
delight in approaching God............................................................................................................82
delight in God..............................................................................................................................142
delight in heavenly things............................................................................................140, 142, 247
delight in sin.................................................................................................................................308
delight in the Lord..........................................................................................................................18
delightful thoughts.......................................................................................................................249
deny the Lord...............................................................................................................................310
deny yourself................................................................................................................................169
depart from sin and self................................................................................................................127
dependence...................................................................................................................................104
depressed commerce......................................................................................................................79
depression.....................................................................................................................................111
desire for glory.............................................................................................................................401
desire for God..............................................................................................................................317
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desire to be rich............................................................................................................................291
desires................................................................................................17, 19, 95, 104, 142, 224, 248
desires and hopes of sin...............................................................................................................210
desires and longs for heavenly things..........................................................................................248
desires for grace...........................................................................................................................308
desires for the world.....................................................................................................................291
desires of our temptations............................................................................................................223
despair....................................................................................................................................19, 211
despondency.................................................................................................................................227
destroy your corruptions..............................................................................................................222
devil......................................................................................................................................115, 153
devil’s artillery.............................................................................................................................365
devil’s lure....................................................................................................................................145
devouring worm...........................................................................................................................297
difficult discipline........................................................................................................................143
dignities..........................................................................................................................................20
diligence.......................................................................................................................236, 316, 325
diligently do your work on earth..................................................................................................408
disappointments...........................................................................................................................291
disaster.........................................................................................................................................298
disasters................................................................................................................................293, 300
discern good and evil.....................................................................................................................82
discern heavenly things................................................................................................................140
discipline........................................................................................................................................19
discourage you from resisting......................................................................................................372
discouragement......................................................................................................................37, 394
discouragements...........................................................................................................................286
discourse......................................................................................................................................257
disgrace on Christianity...............................................................................................................388
dishonor to God............................................................................................................................388
displeasing....................................................................................................................................303
disruptions....................................................................................................................................286
distressing calamities...................................................................................................................368
divine rebukes..............................................................................................................................298
do good to all...............................................................................................................................228
do not defraud..............................................................................................................................230
do not make peace with a corruption...........................................................................................339
doers of the Word.................................................................................................................266, 351
down payment......................................................................................................................329, 397
driving power of the soul.............................................................................................................249
dung..............................................................................................................................................132
duties............................................................................................................................186, 227, 333
duties concerning hopes of glory.................................................................................................154
duties that concern others.............................................................................................................228
duties you owe to each other........................................................................................................229
duty......................................................................................................................................255, 259
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duty of charity..............................................................................................................................386
duty to begin the heavenly trade..................................................................................................124
duty to begin this great employment............................................................................................124
earnest..........................................................................................................................................397
earthliness....................................................................................................................................270
earthly assets................................................................................................................................384
earthly comforts...........................................................................................................101, 110, 337
earthly concerns...........................................................................................................................101
earthly estate................................................................................................................................288
earthly goals.................................................................................................................................252
earthly ruins.................................................................................................................................297
earthly talk...................................................................................................................................256
earthly things..........................................................................................................95, 111, 145, 231
earthly things danger to heart.......................................................................................................238
earthly trades................................................................................................................................286
earthly work.................................................................................................................................245
earthly-mindedness........................................................................................................................93
economic hardship.......................................................................................................................286
edification............................................................................................................................180, 345
edification of saints......................................................................................................................385
effectual calling............................................................................................................................306
emotional attachment to worldly things.........................................................................................99
emotional response.........................................................................................................................18
emotional state.............................................................................................................................147
emotions.................................................................................................................................16, 142
employments................................................................................................................................270
emptiness of the world.................................................................................................................269
endurance...............................................................................................................................71, 176
enemies........................................................................................................................................228
engage God to be with you..........................................................................................................350
enjoy Christ....................................................................................................................................48
enjoy heavenly things..................................................................................................................170
enjoyment and experience of God...............................................................................................317
enlarge your trade........................................................................................................................356
enlargement in every grace..........................................................................................................225
Enoch...........................................................................................................................................198
ensure glory..................................................................................................................................253
entanglements around the feet.....................................................................................................132
entangling affairs.........................................................................................................................318
entangling affairs of this life........................................................................................................300
entertainment................................................................................................................................233
entire will of God.........................................................................................................................126
entirely the Lord’s........................................................................................................................128
errors of good people...................................................................................................................273
estate in Heaven...........................................................................................................................360
estrangement..................................................................................................................................87
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eternal doom.................................................................................................................................370
eternal life............................................................................................................................137, 397
eternal returns...............................................................................................................................380
eternal treasures...........................................................................................................................305
eternity.........................................................................................................................................337
evaluate the heart.........................................................................................................................201
everlasting covenant.....................................................................................................................127
everlasting kingdom.....................................................................................................................227
every grace...................................................................................................................................181
every idle word............................................................................................................................232
every secret thing.........................................................................................................................253
evidence of salvation....................................................................................................................227
evidence of truth..........................................................................................................................252
evidence of your right to glory.....................................................................................................388
evil company................................................................................................................................272
evil conscience.............................................................................................................................264
evil in sin......................................................................................................................................353
evils of good people.....................................................................................................................273
examine our ways........................................................................................................................288
examine the providences of God..................................................................................................267
exceeding sinfulness and evil of sin.............................................................................................218
excellence and holiness of Christ.................................................................................................217
excellence of heavenly trades......................................................................................................287
excellence of the knowledge of Christ.........................................................................................353
excellent work..............................................................................................................................188
excess of labor..............................................................................................................................270
excessive labors...........................................................................................................................236
exercise of grace..........................................................................................................................325
exercise your grace......................................................................................................................228
exercising grace...........................................................................................................................226
expectations of future glory.........................................................................................................219
eye salve.......................................................................................................................................141
factors...........................................................................................................................................321
failure to reprove sin of others.....................................................................................................273
faith96, 148, 171, 174, 175, 177, 186, 196, 208, 221, 222, 226, 241, 265, 270, 308, 333, 343,
371, 386, 397, 407
faith in the promises.....................................................................................................................222
faithful..........................................................................................................................................230
fall................................................................................................................................................236
falling while in the way................................................................................................................305
false..............................................................................................................................................294
falsely full....................................................................................................................................182
familiarity with holy things..........................................................................................................151
family of Christ............................................................................................................................129
fatherly displeasure......................................................................................................................147
favor of God...................................................................................................................................47
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favorable providences..................................................................................................................267
fear...............................................................................................................................................333
fear and trembling........................................................................................................................265
fear of death.................................................................................................................................227
fear of God.....................................................................................................................42, 294, 333
fear of the Lord..............................................................................................................................44
fear your mercies..........................................................................................................................267
fearful to venture out for God......................................................................................................296
fears sin........................................................................................................................................353
fellow-citizens..............................................................................................................................129
fellowship with God.....................................................................................................................149
few buyers of wisdom’s wares.......................................................................................................78
few look to God...................................................................................................................286, 287
fewness of heavenly traders...........................................................................................................53
fiery darts.....................................................................................................................................343
finish your course.........................................................................................................................137
fire and brimstone........................................................................................................................152
firm reliance on divine faithfulness.............................................................................................323
first and second causes.................................................................................................................287
first cause.....................................................................................................................................139
first motion of sin.........................................................................................................................223
fitness for glory............................................................................................................................259
flees from sin................................................................................................................................353
fleshly lusts..................................................................................................................................147
follow the counsel of God............................................................................................................351
folly..........................................................................................................................74, 75, 108, 345
fool...............................................................................................................................................393
foolish talking..............................................................................................................................318
foolish thoughts............................................................................................................................253
foolishness............................................................................................................................108, 110
for all things.................................................................................................................................358
for His glory.................................................................................................................................252
forfeits his soul...............................................................................................................................75
forget God....................................................................................................................................319
forgetful hearers...........................................................................................................................266
form of godliness...........................................................................................................................40
form of godliness without the power of it....................................................................................314
formal.............................................................................................................................................80
formalists......................................................................................................................................361
formality.......................................................................................................................226, 292, 317
fortune..................................................................................................................................277, 287
foundation....................................................................................................................................310
free grace......................................................................................................................................322
free mercy to sinners, as sinners..................................................................................................184
freely offered..................................................................................................................................63
freely receive................................................................................................................................174
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frequent in exercising grace.........................................................................................................226
from God........................................................................................................................................87
frowning providences...................................................................................................................267
fruitful............................................................................................................................................45
fruitfulness...................................................................................................................................166
fruitless.........................................................................................................................................319
fruits of righteousness..................................................................................................................173
full instituted worship..................................................................................................................130
full of wickedness........................................................................................................................294
future trouble................................................................................................................................261
gain...................................................................................................................................40, 67, 108
gain that comes from godliness......................................................................................................42
gainful trade...................................................................................................................................28
gains the whole world....................................................................................................................75
gambling......................................................................................................................................232
gather............................................................................................................................................375
general relation to Him................................................................................................................157
gentleness.....................................................................................................................................177
get rich.........................................................................................................................................105
get wisdom...................................................................................................................................315
gifts..............................................................................................................................................383
gifts and graces of God................................................................................................................185
gifts from Christ...........................................................................................................................173
give freely....................................................................................................................................174
give the Holy Spirit......................................................................................................................126
gladness of heart..........................................................................................................................271
glorious riches..............................................................................................................................141
glory.................................................................................................................................65, 67, 225
God appears to desert you............................................................................................................367
God crowns His own gifts............................................................................................................361
God does not love that person......................................................................................................386
God is greatly glorified by duties of charity................................................................................388
god of this world..........................................................................................................................106
God of vengeance........................................................................................................................294
God promised to give you work...................................................................................................188
God's good pleasure to permit temptations..................................................................................364
God’s all-seeing eye.....................................................................................................................252
God’s goodness..............................................................................................................................60
God’s threatenings.......................................................................................................................223
God’s work...................................................................................................................................124
God’s workmanship.....................................................................................................................124
God’s worship..............................................................................................................................228
godliness......................................................................................................................108, 120, 123
godly wisdom.................................................................................................................................42
good bargain...................................................................................................................................25
good from company.....................................................................................................................271
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good from good people................................................................................................................274
good from occasional things and events......................................................................................277
good heavenly trading..................................................................................................................329
good things of this life.........................................................................................................104, 262
good work....................................................................................................................................186
good works.......................................................................................................................45, 70, 386
goodness.......................................................................................................................................177
goods you lose for Christ.............................................................................................................404
Gospel..................................................................................................................111, 141, 177, 265
Gospel truths................................................................................................................................178
grace.......................................................15, 127, 142, 153, 170, 171, 172, 175, 181, 184, 194, 225
grace and the things of earth........................................................................................................328
grace become weaker.....................................................................................................................82
grace to loosen the heart from the world.....................................................................................300
grace to stand...............................................................................................................................271
graces...........................................................................................................151, 177, 259, 333, 383
graces exercised...........................................................................................................................333
graces of the Holy Spirit................................................................................................................47
graces that promote thriving........................................................................................................343
gracious..........................................................................................................................................15
gracious presence of God.............................................................................................................350
gracious souls.................................................................................................................................15
great affliction..............................................................................................................................368
great duty of charity.....................................................................................................................386
great hopes...................................................................................................................................141
great mistake................................................................................................................................375
Great News.....................................................................................................................................21
great returns...................................................................................................................................67
great work....................................................................................................................................187
greater quantity of wares..............................................................................................................333
greatest losers of all.....................................................................................................................304
greatness of God’s power.............................................................................................................364
greed.......................................................................................................................................93, 291
greedy desires for the world.........................................................................................................291
grieving the Spirit........................................................................................................................146
grow in heavenly trading.............................................................................................................356
grow up into Him.........................................................................................................................225
growth in grace and holiness........................................................................................................180
growth of the soul........................................................................................................................300
guidance of the flesh....................................................................................................................139
guilt........................................................................................................................................67, 112
guilty conscience..................................................................................................................370, 409
hard heart.....................................................................................................................................264
hard times.....................................................................................................................................369
hard-hearted.................................................................................................................................386
hardest times................................................................................................................................120
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harmful company.........................................................................................................................272
He is able to enrich you...............................................................................................................182
health............................................................................................................................................260
hear attentively.............................................................................................................................265
hear Him.......................................................................................................................................134
heart................................................17, 143, 153, 167, 168, 169, 179, 200, 203, 204, 206, 213, 245
heart is deceitful...........................................................................................................................201
heart to do good...........................................................................................................................359
heart to give..................................................................................................................................386
heart work....................................................................................................................................200
heart-searching work....................................................................................................................201
heartless in prayer........................................................................................................................307
hearts are far from Him................................................................................................................292
Heaven.....................................................................................................................67, 75, 150, 392
heavenly accounts receivable.......................................................................................................335
heavenly actions...........................................................................................................................151
heavenly advantage......................................................................................................................258
heavenly city................................................................................................................................246
heavenly company.......................................................................................................................191
heavenly conversations................................................................................................................256
heavenly country..........................................................................................................................150
heavenly eye.................................................................................................................................246
heavenly goals..............................................................................................................................252
heavenly goods...............................................................................................................................48
heavenly heart..............................................................................245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251
heavenly ideas..............................................................................................................................250
heavenly impulses........................................................................................................................149
heavenly influence.......................................................................................................................169
heavenly investment.......................................................................................................................25
heavenly light...............................................................................................................................140
heavenly longings........................................................................................................................333
heavenly manner..........................................................................................................231, 245, 252
heavenly meditation.....................................................................................................................254
heavenly Originator and Foundation [God],................................................................................195
heavenly projects.........................................................................................................................249
heavenly purpose.........................................................................................................................195
heavenly rule................................................................................................................................195
heavenly rules......................................................................................................................231, 251
heavenly spirit..............................................................139, 140, 143, 145, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151
heavenly things....................................................................................................................152, 169
heavenly things are priceless.........................................................................................................54
heavenly things are transcendent...................................................................................................55
heavenly thoughts................................................................................................................249, 253
heavenly trade..................14, 24, 46, 47, 65, 66, 138, 142, 152, 170, 186, 230, 231, 253, 256, 258
heavenly trade, decline in..............................................................................................................76
heavenly trade, personal application..............................................................................................74
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heavenly treasures..................................................................................................................47, 181
heavenly wares.............................................................................................................................172
heavenly work..............................................................................124, 186, 190, 191, 195, 231, 410
heed how you hear.......................................................................................................................265
Hell.......................................................42, 47, 67, 75, 112, 113, 116, 117, 126, 136, 152, 233, 284
help strengthen sin.......................................................................................................................210
here.................................................................................................................................................16
hereafter.........................................................................................................................................16
hidden fruit...................................................................................................................................354
hidden riches................................................................................................................................396
hide your sin.................................................................................................................................308
highest purpose............................................................................................................................196
hinders their reaping....................................................................................................................291
His body.......................................................................................................................................130
His Father had forsaken Him.......................................................................................................367
holiness................................................................................................154, 171, 207, 225, 338, 361
holiness is owed...........................................................................................................................193
holy................................................................................................................................................45
holy affection...............................................................................................................................265
holy ambition...............................................................................................................................357
holy as He is holy.........................................................................................................................397
holy conversation.........................................................................................................................333
holy emotions.................................................................................................................................19
holy fear.......................................................................................................................................177
holy plots......................................................................................................................................249
holy reverence..............................................................................................................................333
Holy Spirit......................................................................................................................................70
Holy Spirit of grace......................................................................................................................222
Holy Spirit’s assistance................................................................................................................264
holy undertakings.........................................................................................................................128
holy walking...................................................................................................................................45
honest...........................................................................................................................................230
honor....................................................................................................................................345, 359
honor God....................................................................................................................................169
honorable......................................................................................................................................123
honorable work............................................................................................................................375
hope..............................................................................................176, 177, 189, 196, 333, 371, 407
hope for spiritual blessings..........................................................................................................170
hopes of Heaven...........................................................................................................................395
house built on the sand.................................................................................................................365
house in Heaven...........................................................................................................................337
house of God................................................................................................................................129
human wisdom...............................................................................................................................28
humble..........................................................................................................................................228
humble boldness...........................................................................................................................227
humble heart.................................................................................................................................309
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humble souls................................................................................................................................226
humility............................................................................................35, 37, 177, 225, 226, 333, 345
hungry desire for the Word..........................................................................................................226
hypocrisy......................................................................................................................201, 292, 371
hypocrite..............................................................................................................................314, 352
hypocrites.......................................................................................................................20, 179, 292
idle actions...................................................................................................................................232
idle in the marketplace...................................................................................................................79
idle word......................................................................................................................................257
idleness.................................................................................................................................236, 270
idols......................................................................................................................110, 169, 291, 296
impatience............................................................................................................................355, 394
imperishable inheritance..............................................................................................................135
implicit faith.................................................................................................................................223
improve mercy.............................................................................................................................253
in the end........................................................................................................................................16
inborn talents................................................................................................................................260
incorruptible crown......................................................................................................................135
indicator.........................................................................................................................................17
indict the heart..............................................................................................................................202
indulging in sin............................................................................................................................208
infinite worth................................................................................................................................246
infirmity.......................................................................................................................................305
infused understanding..................................................................................................................133
inheritance....................................................................................................................189, 335, 410
inheritance above.........................................................................................................................168
inherited lies.................................................................................................................................232
iniquity in your heart....................................................................................................................227
injurious to others........................................................................................................................294
inner motives................................................................................................................................227
inordinate.................................................................................................................................94, 95
inordinate pursuit...........................................................................................................................93
inquiring of God...........................................................................................................................242
insensitivity of spirit......................................................................................................................90
instincts..........................................................................................................................................19
instituted worship of God.............................................................................................................385
instruction......................................................................................................................................64
integrity of heart...........................................................................................................................315
intellectual abilities......................................................................................................................260
interest............................................................................................................................................14
interest-bearing note.....................................................................................................................375
interpersonal relationships...........................................................................................................228
invisible things.............................................................................................................................141
involuntary emotions.....................................................................................................................18
inward work of sanctification......................................................................................................224
irritable.........................................................................................................................................242
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Jesus Christ....................................................................................................................................43
journey’s end................................................................................................................................337
joy................................................................................................................................................147
joy in the Holy Spirit..............................................................................................................47, 314
joys of the Holy Spirit..................................................................................................................180
judge yourself unworthy..............................................................................................................309
judgment......................................................................................................................................254
judgment on a nation......................................................................................................................89
just................................................................................................................................................230
just a little Christianity...................................................................................................................80
justice to the Holy Spirit..............................................................................................................193
keep proper priority of earthly things..........................................................................................234
kennel...........................................................................................................................................204
king of terrors...............................................................................................................................370
kingdom of God.............................................................................................................................48
know enough already.....................................................................................................................78
know that heavenly treasures are yours...............................................................155, 167, 168, 169
know the Lord......................................................................................................................134, 142
knowledge................................................................................................................42, 44, 141, 177
knowledge of Christ.......................................................................................................................82
knowledge of Jesus Christ as your Lord........................................................................................34
labor.............................................................................................................................................186
labors for heaven..........................................................................................................................399
labors of love................................................................................................................................186
lack of diligence...........................................................................................................................316
lack of employment........................................................................................................................79
lack of mortification.....................................................................................................................145
lack of watchfulness.............................................................................................................317, 338
large expenses..............................................................................................................................317
larger measures of grace..............................................................................................................225
Last Adam......................................................................................................................................44
last enemy....................................................................................................................................372
last times................................................................................................................................40, 369
law of creation..............................................................................................................................117
law of God....................................................................................................................................114
lawful employments.....................................................................................................................232
lawful way to earthly employments.............................................................................................234
lay out for God.....................................................................................................................372, 373
lay out your time for God.............................................................................................................377
lay up all the treasures you can to increase glory........................................................................402
lay up for glory.............................................................................................................................392
lay up for Heaven.........................................................................................................................337
lay up sound hopes for Heaven....................................................................................................393
lay up treasure in Heaven.............................................................................................................337
laying out for God is a proof of your love for God......................................................................376
lazy...............................................................................................................................................296
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learned preference for sweetness.................................................................................................301
least compliance with sin of others..............................................................................................273
lend to the needy..........................................................................................................................386
letting down watching..................................................................................................................212
liberty...........................................................................................................................................262
life of grace..................................................................................................................................224
light into the soul.........................................................................................................................299
little light......................................................................................................................................318
little time......................................................................................................................................187
live by faith..........................................................................................................................173, 241
live in Christ.................................................................................................................................173
lives off heavenly things..............................................................................................................251
living beyond one's means...........................................................................................................317
loathes sin.....................................................................................................................................353
longing for Heaven and glory......................................................................................................284
look at your purposes...................................................................................................................227
loose lives.......................................................................................................................................25
Lord’s Day...................................................................................................................................316
loss of earthly things....................................................................................................................299
loss of past time...........................................................................................................................378
losses of spiritual mercies............................................................................................................317
lost their first love........................................................................................................................302
love.......................................................................................................177, 196, 226, 308, 333, 407
love for Christ..............................................................................................................................161
love for Jesus Christ.....................................................................................................................407
love Him when He corrects you...................................................................................................334
love of God..................................................................................................................................243
love of the world..........................................................................................................................300
love the truth................................................................................................................................265
love to God...........................................................................................................................308, 344
lovely truths.................................................................................................................................168
loving...........................................................................................................................................229
lowly of spirit.................................................................................................................................60
lust..................................................................................................85, 211, 223, 233, 339, 349, 353
lusts....................67, 75, 80, 106, 144, 145, 147, 169, 205, 210, 212, 223, 252, 262, 293, 317, 318
lying.............................................................................................................................................270
madmen........................................................................................................................................404
madness..........................................................................................................................74, 109, 111
main duties of a Christian............................................................................................................138
maintain nearness to God.............................................................................................................198
make very wise............................................................................................................................134
make your promises good............................................................................................................230
many shoppers, but few buyers......................................................................................................78
marks of a saved soul...................................................................................................................154
maturity........................................................................................................................................406
means of grace.................................................................................................19, 36, 178, 186, 226
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measure the heart.........................................................................................................................201
mediator.......................................................................................................................................184
medicine.......................................................................................................................................221
meditation....................................................................................................................148, 254, 259
meek.............................................................................................................................................229
members of His body...................................................................................................................397
mental work...................................................................................................................................18
mercies on your commerce..........................................................................................................297
mercy............................................................................................................................................373
metaphor........................................................................................................................................29
metaphor of trading........................................................................................................................77
mind on earthly things.................................................................................................................107
ministers.......................................................................................................................................385
mire..............................................................................................................................................109
miserable......................................................................................................................................154
misery...........................................................................................................................................112
money bags..................................................................................................................................110
money bags that do not grow old.................................................................................................337
morally good company................................................................................................................273
morning and evening....................................................................................................................197
mortification.........................................................................................................145, 207, 209, 259
mortification work.......................................................................................................................207
mortify..........................................................................................................................................144
Moses.............................................................................................................................................50
most important work....................................................................................................................200
most pure gold................................................................................................................................46
motion to sin................................................................................................................................223
motion toward God......................................................................................................................351
motives.........................................................................................................................................250
much work...................................................................................................................................187
multitude of words.......................................................................................................................271
mysterious....................................................................................................................................133
mystery.........................................................................................................................................178
narrow and difficult gate..............................................................................................................340
nation becomes poorer.................................................................................................................286
natural emotions...........................................................................................................................349
natural light..................................................................................................................................310
natural privileges..........................................................................................................................260
natural state..................................................................................................................................125
nature’s treasure...........................................................................................................................260
Nearness to God...........................................................................................................................148
necessary work.............................................................................................................................187
neglected obedience.......................................................................................................................89
neglected work.............................................................................................................................408
negligence....................................................................................................................................325
new Christians..............................................................................................................................225
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new heart......................................................................................................................................126
no chance to repent........................................................................................................................75
no more one’s own.......................................................................................................................128
no worse cheater..........................................................................................................................201
not be because of your work........................................................................................................191
not of debt....................................................................................................................................194
not their own................................................................................................................................102
nothing in our own eyes...............................................................................................................226
obedience.............................................................................................................................196, 308
obedience to God.........................................................................................................................252
obedience to the Word..................................................................................................................266
obligation of perfect obedience....................................................................................................118
obligations you have....................................................................................................................263
obtaining better treasures.............................................................................................................299
occasion of sin......................................................................................................................232, 317
occasions of evil...........................................................................................................................213
occasions of sin............................................................................................................212, 271, 338
occupations..................................................................................................................................230
offensive.......................................................................................................................................303
offer of grace to all sinners..........................................................................................................183
often with God.............................................................................................................................198
old age..........................................................................................................................................261
old heart.......................................................................................................................................310
old manner of life.........................................................................................................................127
old self..........................................................................................................................................127
Omega..........................................................................................................................................373
opportunity...........................................................................................................................212, 224
opportunity for eternity................................................................................................................136
oppress.........................................................................................................................................294
oppression of the poor..................................................................................................................295
ordinances............................................................................................................................147, 263
out of order than the human heart................................................................................................200
outward duties..............................................................................................................................314
overturning times.........................................................................................................................369
own strength.................................................................................................................................214
own works....................................................................................................................................310
painful labor.................................................................................................................................236
pardon of sin..................................................................................................................................47
past experiences of God’s goodness to you.................................................................................368
paths that lead to prosperity.........................................................................................................343
patience..................................................................................................................................71, 176
patient expectation.......................................................................................................................394
Paul................................................................................................................................................51
payment of debt............................................................................................................................184
peace....................................................................................................................................296, 314
peace of conscience......................................................................................................................232
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peace with God..............................................................................................................................47
peace with God through Christ....................................................................................................320
peaceable......................................................................................................................................229
pearl of great price.........................................................................................................................43
people glory in wealth..................................................................................................................295
perfunctory holy duty.....................................................................................................................80
perilous times.........................................................................................................................40, 369
perish............................................................................................................................................397
perishing trifles..............................................................................................................................30
persecution.....................................................................................................................................22
perseverance.................................................................................................................................176
personal virtues............................................................................................................................215
personalities.................................................................................................................................383
Pharisees......................................................................................................................................181
Philippian jailer..............................................................................................................................51
piety......................................................................................................................................123, 133
pilgrims........................................................................................................................................244
play-acting....................................................................................................................................124
pleasing work...............................................................................................................................374
pleasurably fantasizing sin...........................................................................................................210
pleasurably imagining sin............................................................................................................210
pleasure..........................................................................................................................................99
pleasures of this world.................................................................................................................180
pollution.......................................................................................................................................204
poor...................................................................................88, 90, 112, 113, 117, 270, 294, 386, 387
poor in spirit.........................................................................................................................226, 309
possessions...........................................................................................................................384, 386
poverty.................................................................................................................112, 181, 290, 293
poverty in heavenly trade.............................................................................................................338
poverty of soul...............................................................................................................90, 309, 359
poverty of traders...........................................................................................................................81
poverty with distress....................................................................................................................300
practical instruction in meditation...............................................................................................256
practice.........................................................................................................................................151
practice of grace...........................................................................................................................325
praises..........................................................................................................................................334
pray..............................................................................................................................................228
pray like angels............................................................................................................................349
pray well.......................................................................................................................................348
prayer...........................................................................................................208, 242, 264, 308, 348
prayer closet...........................................................................................................................82, 275
prayer is too long...........................................................................................................................98
prayers..........................................................................................................................................333
preaching tedious...........................................................................................................................98
precepts..........................................................................................................................................79
precious promises.........................................................................................................................267
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precious time................................................................................................................................317
preferments....................................................................................................................................20
prejudice.........................................................................................................................................26
preparations for glory...................................................................................................................405
prepare before you hear...............................................................................................................264
prepare for another world.............................................................................................................337
prepare for ordinances..................................................................................................................264
prepared........................................................................................................................................338
prescribed road of holy duties......................................................................................................234
presumption..................................................................................................................................211
prevailing lust.......................................................................................................................208, 339
pride.............................................................................................................................................203
pride in earthly things..................................................................................................................270
principles and rules......................................................................................................................133
private prayer...............................................................................................................................148
private space.................................................................................................................................275
privileges......................................................................................................................260, 261, 262
procrastination..............................................................................................................................136
prodigals.......................................................................................................................................317
proficient in the trade...................................................................................................................133
profit...........................................................................................................................40, 46, 93, 375
profitable trade...............................................................................................................................66
profitable work.............................................................................................................................375
profits.............................................................................................................................................46
progress in the narrow and difficult way that leads to life...........................................................340
promises.........................................................................................................79, 222, 223, 323, 368
promises to God...........................................................................................................................319
proportion.......................................................................................................................................67
prosper in godliness.....................................................................................................................345
prosper in your sanctification.......................................................................................................212
prosper the work of your hand.....................................................................................................199
prospering graces.........................................................................................................................347
prosperity.............................................................................................................................295, 342
prosperity feeds pride...................................................................................................................295
prosperity in Christianity.............................................................................................................138
prosperity in this heavenly merchandising..................................................................................338
prosperous trade in godliness.........................................................................................................31
prosperous ways...........................................................................................................................347
proud............................................................................................................................................212
proud heart of humans.................................................................................................................203
proud of humility.........................................................................................................................345
proven character...........................................................................................................................176
provide for their own...................................................................................................................238
providences..................................................................................................................................267
provident care.......................................................................................................................242, 338
providential afflictions.................................................................................................................293
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providential privileges.................................................................................................................261
provisions for their future state....................................................................................................337
provisions for winter....................................................................................................................262
prudence.......................................................................................................................................315
prudent.........................................................................................................................................338
pure gold........................................................................................................................................46
pure knowledge of God................................................................................................................133
purpose of His death....................................................................................................................221
pursuit of happiness.......................................................................................................................16
pursuit of holiness..........................................................................................................................42
put more labor into your work.....................................................................................................340
quenching or grieving the Spirit..................................................................................................227
quenching the Spirit.....................................................................................................................149
quick returns...................................................................................................................................71
quiet waiting.................................................................................................................................394
rational pleas................................................................................................................................201
readers............................................................................................................................................29
reading....................................................................................................................................29, 148
reading the Scriptures..................................................................................................................148
real solitude..................................................................................................................................275
real subjection to all God’s terms.................................................................................................184
reasonable work...........................................................................................................................373
rebukes from God..........................................................................................................................30
receive Christ...............................................................................................................................397
receive His doctrine.....................................................................................................................132
receive the Word..........................................................................................................................265
receiving grace.............................................................................................................................175
recover from wasting decays.......................................................................................................314
recovery........................................................................................................................................309
recreation......................................................................................................................................233
recreations....................................................................................................................................232
redeem time..................................................................................................................................378
refresh..........................................................................................................................................232
refusal to repent of sin..................................................................................................................213
regeneration..................................................................................................................................127
reinvest.........................................................................................................................................356
rejoice in each other’s graces and good.......................................................................................230
religious conformity.......................................................................................................................20
religious duties.............................................................................................................................197
religious services..........................................................................................................................293
remembering former sins with delight.........................................................................................210
rendering to God again.................................................................................................................334
renewed mind...............................................................................................................................126
renewed minds.............................................................................................................................170
renovation in grace.......................................................................................................................224
repent....................................................................................................................................127, 304
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repent for eternity...........................................................................................................................75
requests........................................................................................................................................173
resist the Holy Spirit............................................................................................................144, 293
resolve..........................................................................................................................................214
rest to your lusts...........................................................................................................................224
restless..........................................................................................................................................307
restless labor...................................................................................................................................98
restless labors...............................................................................................................................104
retain what you hear.....................................................................................................................266
return praise to God.....................................................................................................................243
returns on your time.....................................................................................................................380
reveal corruptions.........................................................................................................................222
revelation......................................................................................................................................178
reverential fear.............................................................................................................................196
reward....................................................................................................................................67, 189
rich.................................................................................................................................................81
rich in good works.......................................................................................................................360
rich in grace..................................................................................................................................360
rich in promises............................................................................................................................335
rich in wisdom..............................................................................................................................345
righteousness................................................................................................................171, 307, 314
road to Emmaus...........................................................................................................................272
roaring lion...................................................................................................................................364
rob God........................................................................................................................................236
root and spring of a person...........................................................................................................201
ruin........................................................................................................................................111, 117
rule and government of the Holy Spirit.......................................................................................139
rule of faith...................................................................................................................................310
ruling iniquity...............................................................................................................................127
run into soul-ruining dangers.......................................................................................................318
Sabbath keeping...........................................................................................................................237
saint’s corruptions........................................................................................................................364
saints............................................................................................................................................228
salvation...........................................................................................43, 46, 171, 187, 230, 233, 265
sanctification................................................................................................................224, 228, 334
sanctified straits...........................................................................................................................300
Satan.............................................................................................................................................115
Satan’s rage..................................................................................................................................364
satisfaction.....................................................................................................................................99
save for Heaven............................................................................................................................337
savers............................................................................................................................................331
saving energy...............................................................................................................................126
saving grace.................................................................................................................................153
saving knowledge.........................................................................................................................177
saving knowledge of God..............................................................................................................44
saving light...................................................................................................................................353
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saving union with the Lord Jesus.................................................................................................396
scales of truth...............................................................................................................................255
scatter...........................................................................................................................................375
scatter for God..............................................................................................................................291
Scripture.........................................................................................................................................99
Scriptures.....................................................................................................................................263
seal...............................................................................................................................................397
second causes...............................................................................................................................139
second table..................................................................................................................................357
secret chambers of the heart.........................................................................................................201
secret degeneracy...........................................................................................................................85
secret duties of piety....................................................................................................................341
secret lust.....................................................................................................................................349
secret prayer.................................................................................................................................264
secret trade...................................................................................................................................342
secret trade of holiness.................................................................................................................341
secure returns...............................................................................................................................380
seducing spirits.............................................................................................................................310
see God in your afflictions...........................................................................................................287
see sins.........................................................................................................................................298
see the hand of God that strikes you............................................................................................288
see their own vileness..................................................................................................................365
seed of God..................................................................................................................................398
seek God for counsel....................................................................................................................242
seek the salvation of sinners........................................................................................................228
seeking to devour.........................................................................................................................364
seeming grace...............................................................................................................................153
seeming integrity..........................................................................................................................201
sees heavenly things.....................................................................................................................246
self..........................................................................................................................................85, 207
self examination...........................................................................................................................347
self-denial.............................................................................................................177, 212, 225, 271
self-improvement.........................................................................................................................310
self-indulgence.............................................................................................................................212
self-love................................................................................................................................212, 290
self-pleasing.................................................................................................................................211
selfish spirit..................................................................................................................................212
selfishness....................................................................................................................................270
sense of God’s love......................................................................................................................179
sense of need................................................................................................................................184
sense of the shameful fruit of sin.................................................................................................218
sense of your own needs..............................................................................................................181
sensual passions...........................................................................................................................147
sermons..........................................................................................................................82, 263, 333
servant............................................................................................................................................14
set a guard around your hearts.....................................................................................................238
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set prayer to work.........................................................................................................................264
shadows..........................................................................................................................................74
shallow reading..............................................................................................................................29
shameful ignorance........................................................................................................................27
short measure...............................................................................................................................293
sight................................................................................................................................................96
silly ideas.......................................................................................................................................27
sin.............................................................................................................................19, 42, 112, 221
sin and holiness............................................................................................................................127
sin of this age...............................................................................................................................300
sin that cries out loud...................................................................................................................294
sin’s repugnance to God...............................................................................................................203
sin’s slaves...................................................................................................................................127
sincere choice of God...................................................................................................................306
sincere heart.................................................................................................................................308
sincerity..........................................................................................................................37, 227, 333
sinful conduct...............................................................................................................................293
sinful habits..................................................................................................................................213
sinful thoughts..............................................................................................................................253
sinful waste of time......................................................................................................................237
sinners....................................................................................................................................74, 112
sinning people..............................................................................................................................296
sins.......................................................................................................................................284, 288
sins that usually prove destructive...............................................................................................288
sit in heavenly places...................................................................................................................189
six days of labor...........................................................................................................................237
skill.................................................................................................................................................64
skill to do the work......................................................................................................................315
slack off........................................................................................................................................228
slavery..................................................................................................................................115, 116
slighting His counsels..................................................................................................................147
sloth................................................................................................................85, 237, 317, 339, 358
slothful in spirit..............................................................................................................................80
slothful in spiritual business...........................................................................................................79
slothfulness............................................................................................................................84, 316
sluggard........................................................................................................................................325
smooth excuses............................................................................................................................201
Smyrna.........................................................................................................................................296
snares that come with your work.................................................................................................270
solitude.........................................................................................................................................275
Solomon.........................................................................................................................................49
something wrong with the follower.............................................................................................314
soul.................................................................................................................................................15
soul poverty............................................................................................................81, 82, 83, 84, 88
soul-darkness..................................................................................................................................27
soul-prospering grace...................................................................................................................344
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souls out of Christ........................................................................................................................129
souls you help to Heaven.............................................................................................................404
sound believers.............................................................................................................................129
sound repentance..................................................................................................................264, 297
sow to the Spirit...................................................................................................................287, 329
spare time.....................................................................................................................................262
speak the truth in all your bargaining..........................................................................................230
speaking metaphorically of spiritual things...................................................................................14
special acquaintance with Christ..................................................................................................159
special grace.................................................................................................................................171
special revelation.........................................................................................................................178
special service of heavenly work.................................................................................................124
speech for edification...................................................................................................................257
spendthrifts...................................................................................................................................317
spirit...............................................................................................................................................15
spirit of bondage..........................................................................................................................108
Spirit of grace...............................................................................................................................224
spiritual blessings...........................................................................................................................47
spiritual decline............................................................................................................................306
spiritual desires............................................................................................................................248
spiritual duties..............................................................................................................................314
spiritual eye..........................................................................................................................141, 142
spiritual good...............................................................................................................................169
spiritual growth............................................................................................................................225
spiritual joy..................................................................................................................................180
spiritual knowledge......................................................................................................................178
spiritual liquid assets....................................................................................................................337
spiritual mind...............................................................................................................................142
spiritual nourishment...................................................................................................................190
spiritual privileges........................................................................................................................262
spiritual senses.............................................................................................................................143
spiritual sloth................................................................................................................................325
spiritual source of power..............................................................................................................124
spiritual things..............................................................................................................................142
spiritually minded........................................................................................................................139
spiritually poor...............................................................................................................81, 112, 348
stamp of glory..............................................................................................................................169
stamp of Heaven on the heart.......................................................................................................248
stars..............................................................................................................................................287
starvelings....................................................................................................................................361
steadfast toward God....................................................................................................................132
stimulus-response testing...............................................................................................................17
stinginess......................................................................................................................................388
storehouse....................................................................................................................................262
stores of wisdom’s wares.............................................................................................................170
strange country.............................................................................................................................337
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strange stupidity.............................................................................................................................90
stranger to spiritual thriving.........................................................................................................338
stranger to the heavenly trade........................................................................................................30
strangers.......................................................................................................................................244
strangers and pilgrims..................................................................................................................150
strength.................................................................................................................................169, 260
strength of your firmness.............................................................................................................215
strength that is inferior to sin.......................................................................................................214
strong Christians..................................................................................................................336, 337
structures of your own construction.............................................................................................310
submit to all the instructions........................................................................................................133
substance..............................................................................................................................169, 384
suffering.........................................................................................................................................16
suffering for God..........................................................................................................................107
suffering times.............................................................................................................................369
sufferings of the Lord Jesus.........................................................................................................216
suitable work................................................................................................................................188
supernatural work.........................................................................................................................188
supreme sovereign.......................................................................................................................196
sure hopes for glory.....................................................................................396, 397, 398, 399, 400
sure hopes for Heaven..................................................................................................................399
surety..............................................................................................................................................69
surrender of yourself....................................................................................................................320
surrender of yourselves................................................................................................................128
suspicion of spiritual unsoundness...............................................................................................153
sweet sinful morsel......................................................................................................................339
swift to hear..................................................................................................................................274
swinish pleasures...........................................................................................................................75
take pains.....................................................................................................................................339
taking providences.......................................................................................................................268
temperance...................................................................................................................................177
temporary truce with your corruptions........................................................................................209
temptation....................................................................................................................................363
temptation to give up...................................................................................................................394
temptations...........................................................................................................314, 317, 338, 364
testament........................................................................................................................................69
thankfulness.................................................................................................................................271
thanksgiving.................................................................................................................................262
the hand of a holy God.................................................................................................................287
the heavenly trade enriches..........................................................................................................287
the Mediator.................................................................................................................................320
the things of earth.........................................................................................................................132
the world................................................................................................................................85, 132
their own fault..............................................................................................................................316
they question His willingness......................................................................................................183
they restrain their prayers.............................................................................................................307
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things above...................................................................................................................................96
things of greatest worth..................................................................................................................47
things of Heaven..........................................................................................................................170
things of this life..........................................................................................................................101
think they are spiritually full..........................................................................................................78
thorough reformation...................................................................................................................297
thoroughly furnished for all good works.....................................................................................173
those in need................................................................................................................................386
those who prosper now................................................................................................................286
thoughts..........................................................................................................................96, 104, 253
thoughts of Heaven......................................................................................................................150
threatenings....................................................................................................................................79
thrives in godliness......................................................................................................................336
thriving.................................................................................................................................347, 373
thriving Christians........................................................................................................................336
thriving soul...........................................................................................................................31, 345
time................................................................................36, 136, 137, 169, 233, 235, 236, 317, 377
time for you to die........................................................................................................................244
time is not yours...........................................................................................................................378
time is the Lord’s.........................................................................................................................378
time of death................................................................................................................................370
time of youth................................................................................................................................261
times of abounding iniquity.........................................................................................................369
times of destruction......................................................................................................................369
times of temptation......................................................................................................................363
title to mercy................................................................................................................................169
tittle................................................................................................................................................62
tongue...........................................................................................................................................256
too much business........................................................................................................................318
trade about divine things................................................................................................................42
trade for Heaven...........................................................................................................................138
trade in the best interests of Christ...............................................................................................325
trade with demons..........................................................................................................................75
trading..........................................................................................................................................373
transcendent excellence of this heavenly trade............................................................................286
transform the mind.......................................................................................................................148
translation.......................................................................................................................................20
treasure.................................................................................................................................103, 167
trials..............................................................................................................................................364
tribulation.....................................................................................................................................180
tribulations...........................................................................................................................227, 368
true grace..............................................................................................................................353, 397
true holiness...................................................................................................................................45
true knowledge.............................................................................................................................134
true prosperity..............................................................................................................................199
true thriving..................................................................................................................................338
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true wisdom....................................................................................................................................44
trust and dependence on earthly things........................................................................................103
trust Christ’s Word.......................................................................................................................323
trusting in earthly things..............................................................................................................271
truth......................................................................................................................178, 179, 227, 255
truth in the inner person...............................................................................................................227
truth of your grace........................................................................................................................398
turn back to the Lord....................................................................................................................288
turn wastrels.................................................................................................................................317
ugly..............................................................................................................................................303
ugly as a pig’s snout.....................................................................................................................219
ultimate goal of all God’s works..................................................................................................252
unbelief.........................................................................................................................211, 290, 344
uncertain things............................................................................................................................298
uncertainty....................................................................................................................................297
unchanged nature.........................................................................................................................124
uncover the heart..........................................................................................................................201
understanding.................................................................................................................44, 142, 315
unfaithful......................................................................................................................................319
unfaithfulness.......................................................................................................................236, 293
unfaithfulness to God...................................................................................................................325
unfaithfulness to others................................................................................................................325
unholy conversation.....................................................................................................................317
unholy self....................................................................................................................................127
union and communion with Christ...............................................................................................219
union with Christ..........................................................................................................189, 396, 397
union with God in Christ..............................................................................................................148
unmortified affections..................................................................................................................144
unprofitable duties.......................................................................................................................318
unprofitable servants......................................................................................................................67
unquestioning faith in people.......................................................................................................273
unregenerate state.........................................................................................................................124
unsanctified soul..........................................................................................................................124
unsanctified tongue......................................................................................................................256
unsanctified work.........................................................................................................................252
unsearchable riches of Christ.......................................................................................................173
unsuitable walking.......................................................................................................................147
unthankful............................................................................................................................147, 319
unthankfulness.....................................................................................................................271, 334
useful............................................................................................................................................359
useless conversations...................................................................................................................318
uselessly taking up space.............................................................................................................303
vain company...............................................................................................................................318
vain conversations........................................................................................................................271
vain philosophies...........................................................................................................................27
vain thoughts................................................................................................................................318
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vanity....................................................................................................................................109, 297
vanity of the world.......................................................................................................................269
venture into temptations...............................................................................................................318
vexation of spirit..........................................................................................................................298
vexing care...................................................................................................................................242
violence........................................................................................................................................293
vital elements of Christianity.........................................................................................................41
vomit............................................................................................................................................109
wages for all eternity....................................................................................................................191
wait for God...................................................................................................................................38
wait on Him..................................................................................................................................183
walk before God...........................................................................................................................308
walk by rule..................................................................................................................................324
walk humbly with God.................................................................................................................294
Walk in the Spirit.........................................................................................................................224
walk in the truth...........................................................................................................................351
walk with God........................................................................................................................38, 271
walk with God daily.....................................................................................................................408
walk worthy of God.....................................................................................................................335
walking with God...........................................................................................................................47
wares of this lower world.............................................................................................................298
warnings.........................................................................................................................................79
waste......................................................................................................................................98, 318
waste of resources........................................................................................................................317
wasted..........................................................................................................................................304
watchful against evil....................................................................................................................271
watchfulness.................................................................................................................................317
watching.........................................................................................................................................80
way.................................................................................................................................................16
way of life....................................................................................................................................230
way of temptation........................................................................................................................213
weak Christians............................................................................................................................337
weaken the heart’s union with sin................................................................................................215
wealth...........................................................................................................................................384
weary in well-doing.....................................................................................................................291
well-pleasing thoughts.................................................................................................................249
when charity fades.......................................................................................................................290
when you pray..............................................................................................................................275
whole armor of God.....................................................................................................................365
whoring after the world..................................................................................................................80
wicked company..........................................................................................................................272
wicked scales...............................................................................................................................293
wildfires.........................................................................................................................................90
wiles of the world.........................................................................................................................269
will.......................................................................................................................................126, 224
wisdom.......................................................................................................................42, 44, 64, 315
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wisdom’s gold................................................................................................................................81
wisdom’s profits.............................................................................................................................46
withholding from God..................................................................................................................290
woe.................................................................................................................................................75
woeful............................................................................................................................................95
Word.............................................................................................................................................147
Word of God..................................................................................................................................43
Word of grace...............................................................................................................................226
Word of truth................................................................................................................................310
work...............................................................................................................................36, 138, 270
work for increase of grace............................................................................................................406
work in view of death, judgment, and eternity............................................................................244
work of salvation..........................................................................................................................227
work out salvation........................................................................................................................138
workers that need not be ashamed...............................................................................................339
working the work of God.............................................................................................................188
workmanship of Christ.................................................................................................................225
works of darkness........................................................................................................219, 318, 353
world......................................................................................................................................95, 392
world is an enemy........................................................................................................................269
world’s bitterness.........................................................................................................................301
world’s delicacies.........................................................................................................................301
worldly wealth.............................................................................................................................101
worldly-minded people................................................................................................................293
worldly-mindedness.....................................................................................................................292
worm............................................................................................................................................152
worse than unbelievers.................................................................................................................238
worship.................................................................................................................................196, 387
worthies of old.............................................................................................................................150
yokes of bondage.........................................................................................................................262
you can do nothing.......................................................................................................................214
you need God’s eye and hand......................................................................................................234
you rob Him.................................................................................................................................373
you will give an account of your time to God.............................................................................380
young............................................................................................................................................136
your failings.................................................................................................................................280
your falls......................................................................................................................................280
your glory is increased by grace put to good use.........................................................................403
your mercies are His property......................................................................................................373
your own salvation.......................................................................................................................200
your words...................................................................................................................................257
youth............................................................................................................................................260
youthful pleasures........................................................................................................................261
zeal...............................................................................................................................................177
zeal for the Lord of Hosts............................................................................................................357
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